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Preface and Acknowledgements
°

Conflicting pressures have always been a fact of life for higher education. The history of higher education has been replete with such conflicts as institutional autonomy versus state control and open access versus maintenance of high w_ademic standards. However, now the theme of conflicting pressures is particularly timely. Seldom have contending forces
been so directly opposed as at present. Collectise bargaining, for example, represents the breakdown of collegiality and
shared authority, the importation of management systems from the business world exemplifies the fa:* ire of fiscal acin higher education, and the growth of centralized governance and coordinating agencies signifies that the'
d
countability
timeless conflict of institutional autonomy versus state control has reached the crisis point.
The papers selected for this publication reflect the forum theme in a wide variety of ways. They relate to conflicting
pressures involvmg faculty, students, finances, and many other aspects of higher education and the ways in which planning, modeling, and institutional research can deal with those problems. Selection of the papers to be published in the
1976 proceedings not only involved recognition of intrinsic quality but also consideration of overlap and duplication
Many fine Papers were necessarily excluded simply because topics overlapped and constraints of space and cost prevailed
Halting been involved with AIR publication activities for many years as a contributor, board member, 4nd now as
editor, it is most gratifying and encouraging to observe both the growing interest and participation of newer AIR members and, as well, the continued activities of institutional research luminaries.
While it is true that an honorary (that means unpaid) editoiship is one of the most thankless tasks in the professional
world, it does carry with it a feeling of accomplishment when the publication is produced. :lowever, those who reviewed
m'anuscnpts for actual selection or rejection are among the unsung heroes in our association. Profound gratitude is due
the following members of the Proceedings Esaluation Committee. Clarence Bagley, Mary Jo Clark, William Fenstemacher, Thomas Freeman, Gustav Froehlich, Gerald Kissler, James Martin, and Ernest Palola. Overall guidance to the
editor has been expertly provided by the AIR Publications Board. Actual publication could not have been accomplished
-without the_direct and invaluable assistance of Jean Chulak, the association's indefatigable executive secretary, and her
staffGrace Mayfield, Margaret E. Rassoul, and Dominic Tombro at the Florida State University, as well as Fred Gaudet
and Marcy Ruggiero of Arizona State University.
Arizona State University

I
Robert H. Fenske
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SOME REMARKS TO THE FORUM
David Mathews

Secretary of Health, Education, rid Welfare

=

neutral carrier. The very form of the art distorts reality,
much in the same -way a recording of a musical instrument inevitably distorts' the quality of the sound. There
is no such thing as a neutral carrier, and the form of
your art, it seems to me, distorts reality in a way that

.proceeds by a different, almost antithetical, definition
from . that used in normal communications. Poetry
violates nearly every rule of sentence construction we

data.

becomes obscure with 'about the second passage of the

Moreover, certain ? ealities lie outside the grasp of

use in prose, but nonetheless, poetry still communicates.
In fact, poetry communicates certain things better than

quantitatie methodology. Let's take, for example;
what we want in higher education. Here is what the

prose.

news release might say:

Recently, I remarked within our department that
there may be reason to question the current orthodoxy
in all fields; namely, that statistics give us facts, that
facts give us answers, and that answes-s solves. our
problems. A few days later the assistant secretary, who
is, in effect, the vice president for institutional research

in HEW, came to me in some state of agitation. He
realized that my question posed certain difficulties for
his line of work. In a way, it's like saying the earth is
round. Statistics give us facts, facts give us answers,
answers solve our problems. If that is not true, what
is true? We will come to what is true in a minute, but
first, I want t9 explore with you my disquiet with the
syllogism, if it is one..

The%first problem concerns the use of statistics.
In a way, quite frankly, statistics are the instant coffee

of American thought. We live with complexities too
enormous to comprehend. Our ambitions carry us in
fields too vast for us to navigate, and, quite naturally,
we as human beings try to get some hold on what is

0

A related problem is that quantitativism is not a

. I would like to discuss with you some of the limits
of quantitative work, an issue to which I assume you are
as sensitive as anyone. In fact, I assume you are even
more sensitive to it.
I have entitled my remarks "The Case for Poetry."
Poetry represents a form of communication that

unholdable. Our device for thatour modern alchemyis the statistic, the statistic purports to tell us ofvi reality
we wish to comprehend, but cannot grasp. Statistics are

by that very definition, a substitution for reality, for the

=mentally lazy, they are an easy crutch. It is very
convenient to forget that statistics are approximations
and nothing more than approximations, of a reality that
exceeds our capacity to define. In that sense, they are

a kind of instant coffee of intellectual work in this
country. That is fine' as long as you remember you are
drinking instant coffee and not the real thing.
The second set" of problems concerns the next
element in syllogism: Facts give us answers. If by facts
we mean the approximations of reality. that are inherent
it statistics, I would advise caution. It is all too easy for
the, policy maker, who is not a statistician or familiar

with institutional research, Zo leap over the Grand
Canyon that separate. the approximation from the
reality and to assume that what you have reported in
figures is, indeed, the real world. But that kind of leap
of faith should be limited only to Superman or Superwoman. It is not a leap for mortals to make, but policy
makers make it every day. Statistics have a seductiveness

which invites that kind of violation of the laws of
gravity.

"Seeretary Mathews suggested that, even though
colleges and universities were institutions, they were
useful to the public not because of their institutional
nature, but because of their community qualities: their
capacity for caring and reflectiveness, their ability to
promote the critical uses of the mind and the development of a sense of social and personal respOnsibility."

What is the quantity for caringquarts, bushels?
How do you measure reflectiveness? How do you even
approximate reflectivenessbrainwaves per second, or
a sense of social responsibility? These realities fall
outside 'our ability to comprehend by any quantitative
method available to us. That is a reason to question the
second part of the syllogism that facts give us answers.
We all believe the clincher: Answers solve problems.
Why sure, answers solve problems. In our century and in
our generation, we believe that with increasing assurance
and with the same degree of justification as Columbus'

peers held to the theory that the earth was flat. If our
recent experience tells us anything, it is that the process

by which we solve a problem, the processthe touch,

the tone, whatcarby which we implement a policy
has as much, if not more, to do with the efficacy of the
answer as the answer itself. To believe that answers

solve problems is to fly in the face of the recent experience of this Nation and of modern man. Those who
take approximations for true reality bind themselves to

a blind creed. So, statistics gives us factsI doubt it.
Facts give us answers hardly. Answers solve problems
absurd on the face of it.

I can cite some illustrations, not in .your field, of
what has happened vhen we failed to question that pro-

position. There is a very large welfare system in the
City of New York that has had its troubles. A good
documentary on the difficulties of the New York welfare system was produced for television by a gentleman
named Weisman. The welfare system, in its most basic

form, was devised to make people feel better about
themselves and then to behave in a different wayessentially, in a more self-reliant way.
The device for promoting that purpose is the
transfer of money, from one individual to another. But,

we should not confuse the method with the objective
whichis for an individual to have a greater degree of
pride in himself or herself, a greater sense of his or her

10
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reality there-the leality of the community -was beyond
our. ability to quantify.
Even though you arc under great pressure to deal
with the quantifiable aspects of your institutions, I think
the ptiblic wants most from institutions not what you
are driven to measure and report, but qualities that are
essentially more characteristic of communities than
Institutions.
If institutions such as colleges and universities do
not care, what real need do we have of them? If they are
not capable. oT nurturing the young, what real justification is there for them? If they cannot promote the

own capacity, altd a greater ability to'perform as a functioning member of society.

Some years awn that system was organized in a
way .we now think is oldfashioned. Each case' worker
did everything needed air a limited number of people
who were clients. Case workers interviewed pCople
when they came into the system and made a judgment
about whether they were eligible or not. They helped
people fill out the.' proper forms. When the check
came along, they made sure the right person got
the check, and they talked with the person about the
results.

quality of reflectiveness hi away more diligent than
would occur normally, whylio we need them? If their
ability tb foster she development of the human mind
and spirit is not greater than would occur in everyday
circumstance, why make that kind of investment? If
they do not produce people with a social and personal

Al more forms and nitre checks came from

different directions and as the number of welfare
recipients filled whole rooms, sontIone decided to

analyze what was happening. To that brilliant mind it
occurred that functions could be separated for better
organization. Instead of all case workers performing
the same processes df helping with forms, handing out
checks, and dealing with cases, the case workers were
assigned specialized tasks. Some handed, out forms;
'others took in the forms. There was no need to increase
the staff as the case load grew because the office was
now functionally organized. Th\ change made great

sense of responsibility that mandates their intelligence

be applied to crucial human problems, what is the
purpose of the effort?
Everywhere I go in this country, I see an enormous
challenge to what we.thought in past decades about the
ability of institutions to help people. I am coming to the
conclusion that the healing force for humankind is not.,
in the institution, but in the community. The institution
is only a productive social instrumentality to the extent
it can approximate the caring, compassion, "nurturing
qualities of the community.

sense. But, it resulted in the worst debacle, in the history

of this country. There was a reality we could not
measure.

.

The important thing in the old system was not that

a person handed out a form and took it in, but that a

I was in Hell's Kitchen a month ago looking at a
program for mental patients-schizopnrenics-Who'had
come out of the wards of New York State's hospitals,
Those patients had been unable, we thought, t64v,ve.
with the demands of functioning in society and, as a
result, we had institutionalized them. In the process of
being institutionalized, they became less mobile, less
confident and more costly to maintain. We had to try

person, as a human being, made an investment in

another human being and expressed some concern. When

we changed people into form manipulators, all of ths,
chemistry disappeared, They just said, "Sit down anr
take that form. Don't ask me any questions that you've
got to see the other guy about." We invaded an unseen,
but powerful, reality - tne chemistry of human beings.
, In the quest of progress, we destroyed that chemistry
and wasted a lot of money. What was worse, we did
an incredible injustice to the most vulnerable people

something else.

In the halfway house, the people are not called
patients; they are called members. The staff spends their
time trying to recreate community among those members. They have made members out of the patients, and
they have made a community out of what had been an
institution. Those people not only care for themselves,
but even in the competitive environment of New York,
they are productively employed in industry.
It may be that the salvation of humankind is in the

in our society.
My other illustration comes from St. Louii. There,

we are now dynamiting to the ground a large public
housing project built some thirty years ago. At one
time, St. Louis Vas filled with untidy, blighted neighborhoods. The buildings were decrepit and old; streets were
falling apart. We decided to make the area tidier, and we

moved in with massive investments to building Tine
public housing. To be more efficent, we built tall,
straight housing. We passed zoning laws to remove the

community. If that proposition is true, and to the extent that it is true, it poks an enormous problem for
those who are in your profession. lf, in the process of
saving our education, wa bureaucratize it, we will
destroy the -ommunity capable of the salvation of the

unsightly taverns, laundries, and grocery stores.
The ,gat. amazing things happened. The crime rate
went up alritbk, they tell me, in exact proportion to the
height of the buildings. People behaved in what seemed
to be the stranges,., most bazaar fashion. They began to

institution itself. If, in the process of dealing with all of

the public pressures upon us, we respond with-as I

destroy the buildings, kicking holes in the walls. The
parents complained about their relationship with thee
children. We suddenly found out that from !thirty
stories up your kid looks like an ant, and it is difficult
to know what is happening. People didn't talk to each
other because the gathering places-the bars and the
grcery storesz-were gone. In a very logical way, and in
the name ofprogress, we destroyed the community. The

wrote in one al, _le-a lilliputian nightmare of forms and

.formulas, we will have died at the.hands of our own
salvation.

think the essential question-and I'm sive you
in this program and addressing
it eloquently-is a very simple one. What can you do
I

are discussing it

for poetry?
Thank you.
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P.RESIDENTiAL ADDRESS:
KNOW THEN THYSELF
Bernard S. Sheehan

President, The Association for Institutional Research.

Y. Review the context in which decisions aft. taken,
since that's often where our work must be effective.
2. Consider certain communication difficulties

e theme of this year's ,Forum is Conflicting
Pre tires in Postsecondary Education. Since the fundamental role of institutional research is to aid decision

which hamper our work hitt still might assist our intro-

making, we come as no strangers to conflicting pressures.

Decision making itself is primarily the choice among
alternativesconflicting more often than not. Within this

spection.

theme, it's not our role as institutional researchers to re-

enough to say it briefly.
4. Confront the reality of being ourselves.
5. Cast ar, eye ahead to see if we are led to:;any
priorities for toinoirow.

3. Ask ,the question, if we know ourselves 'well

solve conflict but rather to facilitateto facilitate, if
we can, a confluence out of conflicting pressures.
While reflecting on what I should say in the context

of the theme, it occurred to me that we institutional re-

The Decision Context
Conflicting pressures in the decision-making process
arisd from sources which, of course, are legion. however,
there are two extreme views of the decision process that

searchers offer assistance to those who must resolve conflieting pressures, but in so doing, we must not bring-our

own conflicting pressures into the decision-making
arena. In other words, we do our job best if we start
from a position of knowing our ole and the context in
which it is to be acted out. Th ancient words of the
ve been repeated so
oracle, "Know thyself," which

are perhaps fundamental to an institutional research
perspective on decision making: people make decisions
best

our situation, and I was reminded of the poem which
begins:

s

Know then thyself, presume not Cod to scan;
The proper study of mankind is man.
Placed on this isthmus of a middle state,
A being darkly wise and rudely great:
With too much knowledge for the Sceptic side,
With too much weakness for the Stoic's pride.

concept is sometimes referred to as the rational or
comprehensive and is associated with the notions ofa
modern management tools and techniques, program

Alexander lope, "An Essay on ManEpistle II"

budgeting, systems analysis, decision analysis, information systems, and so on. The secolui view is the remedial,
or incremental, which holds that significant planning
and management decisions in postsecondary education are based on 'compromise and consensus as they
traditionally are in democracies.
The conflicting pressures which arise are perhaps

These words, and the conflicting pressures they
describe, demonstrate that, as a subset of humanity,
institutional researchers will, in the normal course of
events, be subjected to conflicting pressures arising out

of their naturepressures best mitigated if we take the
advice of the ages and practiccintrospection which leads
to a better understanding of ourselves, our role, and the
larger stage. Ovi*Jhe past two decades, institutional re-

highlighted if we compare the following traits of the
two concepts. It ,would be instructive, I believe, to

search has struggled with the conflicting pressures of
postsecondary education and those on and within the
profession itself. I believe that we have made, within in-

ask yourself, as we list these traits, whether you '
agree or disagree with one or the other. I thin)

i will
be surprised at how often you find yourself on' both

stitutional research, remarkable progress in a short time,

sides of the following arguments. Let's begin.
From the comprehensive perspective, change is seen
as intensifying the problem of prediction of student en-

not so much yet in defining a role, as in performing a
rolea role which, because it had to be done, was
done, and which, in the doing, has become better understood.

rolment and other factors, thus, creating the need to
plan. Now, moving over to the incremental concept,

Introspection demands a little more humility and
honesty with ourselves than we normally find comfort-

change is seen as a factor which makes analysis complex

and unreliable, and since plans are rapidly outd-ted,
decisions must be incremental. With respect to dead-

able. We must not take ourselves too seriously, nor too
lightly, nor confuse ourselves with others. Individually
and collectively, we are relatively new to our business;
we have much to learn and Much to live. I propose we
continue this morning what some will see a subtheme
of all fifteen previous Forums: that p cess. of selfexamination which, 'when applied to o institutions
rather than to ourselve;. is said to be our trademark.
What might I say about institutional research that
will help us knqw ourselves better? Let me suggest the
following agenda:

if they are informed; and, alternatively, people

make decisions best in a give-and-take mode based on'
experience and compromise. The struggle between these
two perspectives perhaps began when our very first
ancestors came out of the primeval lagoon. For many of
us, these ideas were brought into 'focus at last year's
Forum when Frank Schmidtlein reported his work on
decision-making paradigms in higher education. The first

often down through the ages, seem \most appropriate to

lines, decision makers resist committing themselves in
advance of deadlines in order to keep their options open
and to maintain flexible positions. On the other side, the
Comprehensive point of view is that deadlines require1M

a priori, analysis of events in order to identify and dea
with the critical variables. Still on the comprehensive
side, causal relations are thought to be known, or at least
discoverable, through analysis; whereas causal relations

from the incremental point of view need-not be known

.
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One "frequently hears that you can't compare apples to

because effects are discovered through response to
decisions. Outcomes and the means to achieve them are
determined simultaneously through bargaining; whereas,
back on the comprehensive side, we say that a statement

oranges, but apples and oranges clearly can be compared in terms of cost, weight, caloric content,
nutritional values, amount of vitamin C, and so on. The

standard of measure is tha fundamental principle of

of goals and measurable outcomes is essential to assess
the extent that objectives are accomplished. Staying on
the comprehensive side a moment more, we note that
precision and manipulation of data require. quantificalion of variables in order to develop effective models of
reality Altern tively, the incremental side fears that an

"comparability," not what is being measured.
Technical work in the area of producing comparable
information out of compatible information systems is a

high priority activity which is fundamental to the ultimate production of information for comparative analysis
and, hence, intelligent decisions. However, persons receiving comparative information wilt not use it well for
decision making if they do not, at the same time, have
the necessary collateral knowledge. That is, unless one

unsophisticated emphasis on quantification can bias
analysis by too great a concentration on the more easily
quantifiable variables. Still on the incremental side,
conflicting pressures are fundamental and inevitable, and
goal clarification only intensifies conflict, so due process
is seen as an important means of conflict management.
The above illustrates stereotyped extremes of
\attitudes towards what makes for good decisions, and
most people in most situations would be somewhere in

has an understanding of the educational system involved,

comparative information is of little value. It will not
likely lead to valid insights toward better decisions; it
will most likely be used incorrectly. Thus, comparative
information suggests at least three conflicting pressures
or priorities: technical questicna, supply of information,

between. Nonetheless, the juxtaposition of these con-

- cepts,-placing them in positions of conflictis a\
particularly helpful way of assisting better understanding
of the deciSion-making process. In practice, the decisions
which emerge will owe much to a synthesis of factors to

and, assistance to the decision nicker in initially formulating the problem and ultimately understanding
and evaluating the alternatives presented.

which `both comprehensive analysis and consensus
seeking have contributed. It is making a contribution to
the attainment of that synthesis which is important to
our role as institutional researchers. Such a contributibn
. is premised on knowing ourselves and understanding the

Language

Every profesSionand discipline needs a technical
language. The reapmpact of this occurred to me about

_ten years ago when I moved from a teaching and
research position in a highly technical field to become an
administthor in a liberal arts university. I remember
hoy-friaitioulate I was without my jargon, which 'was of
value 'n my new circumstance .There is, or course,

decision context in which we work.

m.

Communication Difficulties

Communication difficulties confound much of our
work in institutitonal research and are deterrents to the
evolution of institutional researcheven to the.evolution
of a clear ,.nd simple description of the field. Hence,
pursuant to our task, to know ourselves, we will explore
three notions, fraught with conflicting pressures, which
illustrate communications difficulties.' (a) comparative
information, (b) language, and (c) technical concepts.

a bad conn tation to technical jargon, and we can
readilt agree that we owe it to our colleagues outside in-

stitutional *search not to obscure the obvious with
jargon. Nonetheless, we need amongst ourselves a,

technical language which allows us to communicate
quickly, effectively, precisely and at the highest intellectual and professional level, as well as at that level
appropriate to the Problem or circumstance under con.

comparative Information
A common perspective on the conflicting pressures
that surround the notion of comparative information is,

we practitioners may have to live with, even invent for
special purposes, some jargon which will help ease com-

munications. -Let me give you an example from our

the following. On the one hand, you have the tech-'
nicians' fascination with the truly enchanting problems

office which perhaps illustrates the dilemma mentioned

of logic and mathematics; that is, the information/,
mathematics/management science topics which can

side, With too much weakness for the Stoic's pride."

by Pope: "With too much knowledge for the Sceptic
in order to have an omnibus expression to encompass a myriad of confusing myths on our campus, we
invented what we can the "which side of the ICLM
problem." The ICLM is t'he induced courkload matrix,
teaching
which I suppose everyone knows tells you
load generated in each academic teaching department
by so many students registered in a particular school or
college. The ICLM is one of those perfectly simple,
elegant tools, which has had its power greatly multiplied by being formalized in a way that permits practitioners, such as us, to exchange ideas on it and to
develop a better understanding of its ,possible applica
tions, thus ,allowing each of us to get a new, clearer,
more focuied picture of, an aspect bf the operation of

become captivating for those, who are analytically in-

clined and gifted. On the other hand, you have the
decision maker's urgent need for informationa need
fired by what seems so often to be an unrealistic expectation that with comparative information will come
the total answer. Since outcomes measures, standards,
and absolutes are hard to come by in education, comparative analysis is essential to prudent and politically

viable decision making. Nonetheless, uninformed or
inexperienced decision makers will not readily find,
even at great expense, the comparative.data they want,
nor will the sort of tentatively comparable information
typically available be appreciated.
It is interesting to note that comparisons are under-

our own campus.

taken in order to uncover differences. There i$ no com- '
parison between identical items. And yet, comparisons
are frequently challenged because the organizations or
activities being compared are said to be non-comparable.

.

sideration.
However, 'until the technical language is developed,

Getting back to the "which side of the ICLM

problem," picture in your mind a black box with ICLM
written on the side facing you. On the left side, note the
4
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research perspective, are not there to apply to each new

word "department" and on the right side the word

problem and circumstance, Communication among

"school," to mean, the schoOl of student registration.
We now haye the essential elementsthe department or
discipline, the school of registration, and the ICLM,

praCtitioners is difficult. We are left with attempting to
use the concepts more appropriate to other people and
professions concerned with, in this case, the problem of

which is.the relationship in the middle.
Most_people realize that resource questions are on

distribution of public funds to institutions. These include journalists, legislators, professors, accountants, and
so on.
That institutional research has not developed a com-

the left-band side of the ICLM; that is, resources are
planned for and used by academic departments. Hence,
discussion of resources, budgets, historical costs, and
anticipated resource requirements are on the lift side of
your picture of the ICLM. Discussions about undergraduate students relate to the right side of the ICLM;
that is, students register in schools or colleges, not in

prehensive array of tools and techniques for its multitudinous tasks is not yet a lamentable state but a
challenge which makes this field stimulating and exciting. But there is a need for more 'research and ore reporting of the technical problems. Especially as the
interest in institutional research'spreads from country to
country, there is a need for more people to work on
building general conceptual frameworks, enun i -lilting
principles, structuring, simplifying and teaching. eaching and research are natural activities in any ofacepf institutional research, In fact, teaching and research tin an
OIR are not so much specific activities as an attitude or
a state. of mind, born in an academically stimulating

departments or disciplines. Some discussions, like those
involving costs per student or revenues per student, normally require the speaker to note both sides of our black

boxcosts gn the left, students on the right, and the
relationship between them, the ICLM, in the middle.

'

First in our own office, then among those senior
administrators we work with most often, we found that
many situations, otherwise difficult to explain or
describe, quickly became clear and fun to all if they
were described simply as a "which side of the ICLM

,environment and sustained by fundamental human

,

curiosity- and creativity: It is, folk, any intellectually alive
individual or group, the essence Of "Know then thyself."

problem."
We have to move on to other topics, but I. suggest
'that if you haven't dont this before, you make a mental
note to think about some problem in "our office from

'1
The Three Hal Theory
The challenge was to describe the role of an institu-

''the perspectives described above to see if it isn't a
"which side of the ICLM problem." You may be surprised at how many there really are.

tional research practitioner briefly. In answer, let me
propose the three hat theory, - 'which says that,, in
responding to the 'need for managenient information,

Technical Concepts

institutional :research .practitioners must, he sufficiently

versatile to assume the perspectives of three people:

Another aspect of the communications problem is
the lack of a systematic or ordered collection of
technical concepts which have a fundamental relation. ship among the set. Before we go too far, let's agree on
the meaning of "technical"that is, of, or having to do
with, an art, science, discipline or professionthere is
no particular connotation of statistics, psychology or
computers. Each discipline Must evolve and develop its
basic tenets so it becomes a distinguishable body of
knowledge and a field within which problems are solved
and new knowledge found. At this stage of our development, I'm not decrying the lack of a science of institutional research. What I am suggesting is that within the
very wide set of loosely related topics, fields, and activities which might be called institutional research,
there are many subfields, subtopics, which some of us
may claim are institutional research, but which others

first, the person asking for information and choosing to
use it for decision making, say, "the president; second,
the institutional. research analyst, wearing his own hat
and translating information needed into terms which will
admit a solution by those means availablethat'is, taking
into account imprecisions cf the question, limitations of

' the data base, available tools and techniquei, time,
talent and other resources for proper analysis; and third,
the technician to whom the detailed aspects of gathering
information are clear and the meaning of the resultant
data is unmistakable.

The three hat theory says that the institutional

research practitidner must be capable of wearing the hat
of the decision maker in the sense that the institutional
researcher must understand the request as it is seen' by
the decision maker and, further, must be capable of re-

sponding with information, alternatives and strategies
in a way that permits the decision maker to use them.
Also, the institutional research practitioner must be
capable of wearing the technician's hat in the sense that
the institutional researcher must direct the studies,
analyses, and other activities of the technician and be
able to appreciate the resultsthat is, gain the new
insights, use the ideas, and appropriately formulate the

would view simply as topics in education, or postsecondary education, or management,

or political

science, or financing, or architecture, or information
science, and so on. My observation is that in many of
these areas, the technical and uniquely institutional
research component is lacking.

Let me give an example. Recently, we were asked
to recommend a financial plan for allocation of public

resultant information. In other words, the three hat
theory says that the institutional researcher is, in the

funds among my province's eleven universities and
public colleges. While this is not really a new problem
there are in Canada and the finned States at least sixty
governments faced with the same problem which they
have been solving each yearmany of our colleagues, in-

sense illustrated, a synthesis of the decision maker, the
analyst and the technician.
.

Stress

cluding Lyman Glenny (as we heard at the St. Louis
__Forum), have done extensive and excellent work on this
topic.

However,__ the

Before we consider the practical question of being
ourselves, there is a vista on institutional research

fundamental framework, the

which, in today's circumstance, bears a few moments'

structured technical concepts from an institutional
5
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in many aspects of institutional
lifeevaluation, academic and financial planning and
man,gement, space and facilities planning, and infor-

attention. Hans Selye, professor and director of the

become involved

Institute of Experimental Medicine and Surgery at the
University-of Montreal, is recognized as the world's leading authority on stress. The dedication of his new book,

mation

development. Hence, institutional

researchers come to know their institutions as well

there. Of course, an institution without some stress

context of our professional activities, and our experience
with many individual aspects of institutional life should

as anyone.

It seems to me that we have been discussing a
notion that is important to the continued maturation
of institutional research. Awareness of ourselves, the

Would not be a very intellectually stimulating place, but
when the effects of stress become counterproductive to
the institution and unhealthy for individuals, the institution is out of harmony with itself and its environment,
O

systems

Stress Without Distress, caught my eye"To those who
try to find themselves." It has long been, my opinion
that 3n important contribution of institutional research
is tui assist an institution in reducing destructive effects
of stress, both on the institution and on those who work

lead us, to recognize the total view of the institution
as a human organization. We, as a group of experts

need to study ocr institutions as integrated, living
bodies, and to come to know more about their states or
preconditions which will determine response to stress.
We need also to know more about the adaptive
mechanisms the institutions will use to live with or shred
stress. In summary, institutional researchers should become more involved in the evaluation of institutions
from the total petspective of how they cope with stress
,and how they can best respond to a stressor in a way
that increases institutional vitality and effectiveness.

and we experts in institutions have a responsibility to
suggest corrective action.
Selye describes stress as tie non-specific response of

the body to any demand made upon it. These are the
bodily changes produced whether a person is exp 'osed
to nervous tension, physical injury, heat, cold: these
changes which are common to all agents are called stress.

Stress is.what we are left with after we disregard the

.

specific response caused by. the stressor: typically, high

blood pressure, cardiac accident, ulcers, mental dis-

Be Then Thyself
The idea of knowing one's self and appreciating the
conflicting pressures which swirl around us is sterile until
we make some commitment to how we will act, how we

turbance.

In considering the role of institutional research in
reducing the harmful effects of institutionally induced
stress on people, we may define stress in the institution
in a way analogous to Selye's definition for, the biological body. Thus, for example, in our terms, if an
institution experiences sharp enrolment increases in a

will influence and be influenced by those conflicting
pressures. Reflecting on a behavior pattern o'r on a code

or on a standard of professional ethics is important. It
helps us both as individuals and as members of the pro-

year of tight budgets, the specific response to this

fession to confront the realities of day-to-day conflicting

demand is either increased class sizes or increased teaching loads or both. The stress caused by the demandthat
is, the non-specific responsemay be a wide variety of
other results, for example: a deteriorated atmosphere

pressures with our well-thought-through perception of
institutional research and a sense of what behavior is
appropriate for us individually.
Interpretation of behavior which is consistent with
prgkessional standards must, in our case, be individual. It

or student learning and faculty ,research, increased
activity toward faculty unionization, strike by the
support staff, and so on. These 'latter results of an unanticipated enrolment increase are not unique effects
caused by this factor specifically. A number of other
conflicting pressures could cause the institution to

ems to me to be more important to recognize that we

do belong to a professional group and that this very
fact commits us to establishing within our own minds
the sorts of activities which are consistent with good
professional practice and those which are not. Cormiering responsibilities are not unique to institutional

adapt by precipitating these same non-specific results.

Institutional research has an important roltto play
in two areasin two apparently *conflicting areas. We
want to increase stress of the sort that allows people
to attain happiness, intellectual satisfaction and excellence, and similarly for institutions, we want to participate in those activities which allow the institution
to attain that level of vitality that is in balance with
the instiution's ability to support, and which yields
-results which are in harmony with institutional objectives, Secondly, we want to participate in and support
decision making that does not fuel counterproductive
activities harmful to the iristitution and the people.
How, then, can we have a role in promoting

research, but they require of us as professionals a

responsible response.
t The nature of our jobs means that few of us work as

individual practitioners or consultants. Most of us work
in an institutional -t3'oe environment. Nonetheless,
institutional research is an individual activity, and
individuals do have responsibility for their professional
actions. Still, our institutional perspectivethe need

for us to keep faith with our own institutionsometimes
can be a point of conflict. We work, for example, in a
day or over a period of time with many clients, most

within the institution but some from outside. What
can they expect of us? Can each expect that we

healthy stressors and warding off undesirable side
effects? First of all, we have to recognize that

for example, respect the confidentiality of information
we come to know as a result of working on one client's
project? Will we be less than objective in the provision
of information in order to help achievement of results

we share in the responsibility for a happy, healthy
moving toward its objective without
destroying itself or its people. Recognition of a

institution,

we know are thought desirable by our institutional
superiors; Can we participate in the development of
institutional strategy to obtain objectives that (a) we
don't agree with, or (b) are conflicting with those of

responsibility does not qualify one to give advice.
In the case of the stress reduction ,role, it may be
that many of us, pursuing our more traditional
roles, have not gained the experience nor expertise
:;t
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problems shared by a group of institutions or system-

other clients? Clearly, there is not a profession-wide
answer to these questionsno right or wrong position
which our colleagues could .legitimately impose on us.
However, the sorts of questions need debate and re-

wide problems shared by governments and institutions.

3. Institutional research must continue to mature.

We must not, kwever, with maturity lose the zest
that has characterized the past two decades of institutional research. The arts and sciences of institutional
research need continuing and concentrated work by

quire individual reflection.

Institutional research is what we do, not what, we
say we do, hope to do, or write about. Thus, in being
ourselves, in reflecting on what we feel we ought to be,
we come to understand better and, hence, to know ourselvesagainas individuals, as well as a profession.

people around the world. The Forums (in fact, the

Association) and the quarterly series, New Directions
all important com-

for Institutional Research, are
ponents.

We have to achieve that synthesis within institutional research practice that welds the state of information sciences with the humane arts of the possible.

Prioritie.s for Today.

So what is to be done and what are the priorities?
We have to manage our institutions and systems of post-

secondary education even more effectively.

I

I 'would like to end by following the advice of
Secretaly Mathews and add a little poetry to our

would

offer the following three items for your consideration:

1. The institutionariesearch staff Tole in planning
and management must be seen to be at least as impor-

deliberations:

tant in periods of constant and perhaps declining

enrolment, as in the boom of expansion. Today's
problems, and those ahead are demanding, and we seem
to have' less flexibility. Institutional research is not only
the data provider in the narrow sense but a vehicle for
the provision of the most useful information '-and

ti

strategies for decision making.
2. Beset with conflicting pressures, all levels ofpost-

isecondary education benefit from institutional research
5sistance. 'Tradition-ally, many offices of institutional
research have concentrated on institution-wide aspects
and, of course, work ":at that 1,,evel must not be
abandoned. However, institutio,nal research skills and
insights Should be deployed with more vigor in both
directions from this perspective; that is, there should
be increased' emphasis on institutional research useful

to deans, department chairmen and individual professors. At the same time, institutional research expertise is needed to assist those decisions that relate te,

Know then thyself, presume not God to scan;
The proper study of mankind is man.
Placed on this isthinus of a middle state,
A being darkly wise Ind rudely great:
With too much knowledge for the Sceptic side
With too much weakness for the Stoic's pride,
He hangs between, in_doubt to act or rest;
In doubt to deem himself a God, or Beast;
In doubt his mind or body to prefer;
Born but to die,and reas'ning but to err;
Alike in ignorance, his reason such,
Whether he thinks too little or too much;
ion, all confused;
Chaos of thought and
Still by himself abused or disabused;
Created half to rise, and half to fall;
Great lord of all things, yet a prey lo all;
Sole judge of truth, in endless error hurled-,
The glory, jest, and riddle of the world!
Alex'ander Pope, "An Essay on ManEpistle 11"
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PRIVACY AND CONFIDENTIALITY
Donald L. Reidhaar
General Counsel, Regents,of the University of California

plaintiff had been a prostitute and the defendant in a
sensational murder trial. After her acquittal, she -abandoned her former life, became rehabilitated, married,
and led a life of rectitude in respectable society among
friends and associates unaware of her earlier career.
Several years afterwards, the defendant made and
exhibited a motion picture called "The lied Kimono".
which enacted the tn.:. story, used the 'plaintiff's name
and ruined her 'new life by revealing her past to the
world and her'friends. The law was equal to finding a

Introduction

President Sheehan, Vice President Firnberg, and

members of. the Association for Institutional Research: I
am delighted to have this opportunity to share with you

soma thoughts on the topic of privacy and confidentiality. On behalf of my institution, the University of
California, and on behalf of the organization largely
responsible'for my appearance here today,, the National
Association of. College and University Attorneys,

I

would like to extend best wishes for a most successful
c Inference.

remedy for that outrageous conduct.
The second form of privacy, publicity which places
a person in a false light in the public eye, typically involves such things as spurious books or articles or
fictitious testimonials.?
The next form of privacy is essentially a commercial
tort appropriation, for the wrongdoer's 'benefit or

-

We have been hearing a great deal about priva.:y of
latefeand two major federal statutes recently have been

enated,...under the banner of pritiatThe Federal
Educational Rights and Privacy AC '61 1974,1 more
commonly known as the "Buckley Amendment", and
the Privacy Act of 1974.2 Before further considering
those statutes, however, it may be helpful to review
briefly the common law and constitutional law right of

advantage, of a person's name or likeness such as:to
advertise the defendant's product or to accompany an
article sold or for other business purposes.8

privacy.

Common Law Right of Privacy

The remaining form of privacy, intrusion upon a
person's seclusion or solitude or into his or her private
affairs, normally has to do with, physical intrusion, such
as unauthorized entry into an individual's home or an
illegal search of his or her possessions. It has been ex-

-

The evolution of the common law of the right of
privacy is traceable largely to a seminal article, The

Right to Privacy, by Samuel D. Waiien and Louis D.
Brandeis, published in the 1890 issue of The Harvarp
Law Review.3 Incidentally, that article is regarges1 asf
the single most outstanding example of the influence, .

tended, however, to cover such things as electroniceavesdropping. In any event, there must be a prying or
intrusion into something which is entitled to be private?

Thus, it is apparent that, with the exception of

of legal periodicals upon the American law. Speaking in
words which might have been written today rather than
in the last century, Warren and Brandeis declared:

intrusion into private affairs which is in a rather special

category, all of tie common law forms of the right of
privacy require publicity; that is to say, something in

The intensity and complexity- of life, attendant

the nature of widespread public disclosure.

upon advancing civilization,Thave rendered necessary son e retreat from the world, and man, under
the refining influence of culture, has become more
sensitive to publicity, so that solitude and privacy
have become more essential to the individual; but

Constitutional Right of Privacy
In recent years, there has been a rapid development

of a constitutional right of privacy. Biginning with a
1965 decision of the United States Supreme Court holding that a state law prohibiting the use of contraceptives

modem enterprise and invention have, through
invasions upon his privacy, subjected him to

w.s a vieation of a zone of.constitutionally protected
privacy, 10 the constitutional nght of privacy has been
extended to cover other highly personal matters, such
as abortiOn11 and overly broad public disclosure of
personal fiLancial affairs of public office holders,
candidates and their families.12 A 1972 amendment of
the California 'Constitution added privacy as pne of the

mental pain and distress, far greater than could be
inflicted by mere bodily injury.4
Since that time, nearly all states have recognized the

legal right of privacy. As analyzed by the late, great

authority on the law of torts, Professor and Dean
William L. Prosser, the law of privacy has developed as
four separate torts, falling in these categories:
"1. Public disclosure of embarrassing private facts
about an individual.
"2. Publicity which places a person in a false light
in the public eye;
Intrusion upon a person's seclusion oiolitude
or into his private affairs; and
"4. Appropriation for, the advantage of the wrong-

basic, inalienable rights of all people of the state.' 3 And,

of course, the Fourth Amendment prohibition of unreasonable seartifies and seizures and the Fifth Amendment Pilyilege against self-incrimination are rooted in
particular aspects of personal privacy.
Recent Privacy Legislation
Recent legislation, hawever,, extends the concept of

doer,,of an individual's name or likeness.")
PerhapS Abe most dramatic example of the first
type of invasion of privacy, public disclosure of embarrassing private facts, is a 1931 California decision

privacy well beyond either the common law or the constitutional right of privacy. The Buckley Amendment"
has as its major purposes permitting students (or parents
of minor students) access to educational records, per-

often referred to as The Red Kimono Case.6 The

9.
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mining students the opportunity to challenge the accuracy of such records, and preventing.disclosure of educational records to others without the written consent of
the student. Clearly, the statute goes far beyond tradi- ,
tional notions of the right to tte let alone, or to be free

of public broadcasting of private facts, or to be free
from interference with highly personal matters.

The Privacy. Act of 1974, 5 in part a response to
the 'excesses of .Watergate, has these as its announced
purposes:

.

to promote governmental respect for the privacy
of citizens by requiring all departments and
agencies of the executive branch and their employees .. to observe certain constitutional rules in
the computerization, collection, management, use,
and- disclosure of personal information about individuals .. . . to promote accountability, responsibility, legislative oversight, and open government
with respect to the use of computer, technology in
the personal information systems and data banks
of the Federal Government and with respect to all
of its other manual or mechanized files . . e. to
prevent the kind o' illegal, unwise, overbroad, inof law-abiding
ry
vestigation and record ,sueillance
citizens produced in recent,years from actions of
some over-zealous investigators, and the curiosity
of some government administrators, or the wrongful disclosure and use, 'in some cases, of persOnal
files held by Federal agencies . . . . to prevent
the sedret gathering of information on people or
the creation of secret informationsys Ins or data
banks on Americans by employees of he departments and agQncies of the executive.fbranch'. . ..
to set in motion for long overdue evalpatioicof the
needs of the Federal Government to- acquire and
retain personal information on Americans by requiring stricter review within agencies of criteria
for collection and retention . . . . (and) to promote observance of valued principles of fairness
and individual privacy by those who develop,
'operate, and administer other major institutional
and organizational data banks of government
{

and society.' 6
A very large order!

.. Without going into detail, the key elements of
the Act are provisions for
An individual's right of access to his or her own
file maintained by federal agencies

An individual's right to correct errors in .his or
her file in form atipn or to insert in the file a formal
statement dissenting from its accuracy
Establishment of new legal rights to sue agencies
for access to a file, for its correction or for damages
incurred as a result of incorrect data in the file
Criminal penalties for maintaining secret data
systems and for intentional unauthorized disclosure
of personal information
Limitations on disclosures of individually identifiable information by federal agencies

Limitations on the means and purposes of

As an aside, 1 expect that a great. many persons
experienced their first real exposure to the Privacy Act
when they began to prepare their tax returns this year
and read the instructions which now accompany the all
too familiar tax, form 1040. As a part of those instructions, the Internal Revenue Service sets forth a
prominent privacy act notification, narnely a notice

which contains the invaluable piece of information
that, "The principal purpose for soliciting tax return information is to administer the Internal Revenue laws of
the United States." Even something as noble as privacy
legislation, it seems, can generate-trivial information.
Possible Further Legislation
1. H.R. 1984. Shortly after the Privacy Act of 1974
was signed into law, Congressmen Goldwater and Koch

introduced H.R. 1984 (one, might ponder the title) as a
proposed comprehensive approach to privacy issues. The
bill would regulate the uses and sources, the retention,
storage and handling of personal information by a wide
variety of7private add public organizations, presumably
including colleges and universities. It would cover all
information collected about an individual and specify
What personal information could be collected, main-

tained or used, how it could be collected, what dissemination would be permissible, and under what
cnctitions. The bill would also require the filing of a
public notice by the employer indicating the types of
records maintained, who controls them, the users, and
the categories of information contained in the system.
2. The Privacy Protection Study Commission. Further., the Privacy Act of 1974, in addition to regulating
information handling practices by federal agencies,
established the Privacy Protection Study Commission to
make a study of data banks, automated data processing

programs and information systems of governmental,
regional, a \d private organizations in order to determine

the standards and procedures to be enfcirced for the

protection of personal privacy. One of the main tasks of
the commission is to recommend to the president and

the congress the extent to which privacy safeguards
should be applied to the information practices of state
and local governments and organizations in the private
sector.
3. State LegislVion. In addition, a great many state
legislatures are now considering various privacy bills.
Privacy Legislation Versus Confidentiality
In Academic Personnel Practices

In 1975, the California Legislature passed, but the
governor vetoed, proposed legislation with substantive
provisions taken from the Privacy Act t r 1974.17 The

bill was draivn to apply to state agencies and instrumentalities, including the University of California. The

governor's veto was based principally upon the very
significant costs and the bureaucratic structure which
would have been required to Implement the bill. But,
even in vetoing it, Governor Brown expressed his
support of the objectives of the bill and indicated that
he mould in the future approve appropriately drawn
privacy legislation.

Federal data collection, from individuals

The University of California took a strong position
in opposition to that bill largely because it ivnuld have
destroyed confidentiality in the peer review system
essential to the university's academic personnel process.
As is the case in most major research universities,

Published notice of the existence and scope of
federal data banks holding individually identifiable information

Establishment of a Federal Privacy Protection

Study Commission.

IP
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the 'University of California assures confidentiality to
those involved in the faculty review process in order to
ensure-that evaluations are entirely candid and decisions
are made on the basis of the most complete and reliable
information. The Universtty of California has a carefully

°

developed academic personnel, review process, including

many important safeguards for the individual,

Which-

we believe is in large measure responsible for -building a
faculty of outstanding quality.
Briefly stated, the process is as follows:(and bear in
.

candidate's right to make additions to the file after
having been told 'of its contents and before a final
decision is made, the fact that decisions are based solely

mind that this applies with-Japect to an appointment
or promotion to a tenure pOsition arid.to the appraisal
of nontenured assistant professors for retention): In the

on materials in the file, and' the candidate's right of
appeal as to procedural irregularity or consideration of

impermissible criteriaall of these serve as effective

recommendation phase, a personnel file is assembled by
the academic department containing:information on the
candidate, including- confidential letters from extramural sources (and these-are nominated in part by the
candidate). The file materials evaluateteaching, research
and creative work, professional activity anckuniversity
and public service. The departMent chairperson

checks and balances designed to prevent confidentiality
being used to cloak abuse.
The case for confidentiality in the faCtilty review
er by
process was most ably expressed in a recent
at
William P. Gerberding, executive vice chancel
UCLA, in these words:
__The primary cost (of an open files faculty review-

and counsels the candidate about the review process

p rOoess).__is that under such circumstances it will bee

and gives him the opportunity to add information to the

filet Thereafter, the department reviews the caseaapd
makes a recommendation which is transmitted tothe
appropriate dean and chancellor. The candidate is informed of the tenor of the departmental recommendation and is given the opportunity to submit a response
to the department's action; any such response becomes a
part of the file!
To begin the review phase, the dean reviews the file

and the department's recommendation. The dean, in
turn; makes a recommendation-Jo' the' chaneelfork-.-, The

chancellor's;-office refers the file to. the standing personnel committee of the academic senate (Which we
call the budget committee). That committee ncintinates
to the chancellor an ad hoc review committee, the membership of which is confidential, composed of faculty'
members within and without the candidate's department. After considering the ad hoc committee's report,
the personnel committee of the academic senate submits
its recommendation to the chancellor.
During the decision phase, the chancellor receives
the entire file. Upon request of the candidate, the chancellor's office prepares a summary of the aggregated

reports, together with the reasons for the proposed
decision. Before a final decision is made to terminate

or not, to reappoint, the dean, departmental chairperson and candidate are informed. The candidate
and departmental chairperson then have the opportunity to respond in writing and to include additional
documentr.tion for the chancellor's consideration.

If the candidate is denied tenure and believes the
process has been unfair or prejudicial, he or she may
appeal to the Academic Senate Committee on Privilege
and Tenure, which reviews the case for procedural
error or the use of impermissible criteria. In 'doing so,
the privilege and tenure committee may hold hearings
and has access- to all pertinent material in the file. As
the final appeal step, the chancellor reviews and acts
on the recommendation of the privilege and tenure

candidate, save only for the identification of the sources
of confidential peer reviews.
Such a system, we strongly believe, provides ample
protection to indiiduals under consideration. The large
number of persons involved in the prftess, the reviews
at various levels (With 'diffeient persons involved in the
recommendation, revie% decision and appeal phases),
the candidate's opportuffn to nominate., evaluators, the

;;14

difficult aridin-may instances impoSsible to get
candid peer. evaluations: from authorities inside or

outside of the institution. Some individuals will
simply refuse to provide such evaluations. Others
will do so but in such a bland manner as to offend

no one and, in the process, provide very little
useful information -or evaluation. Some others, I
fear, will actually provide misinformationy,or

evaluations that are not really belieVed by the
,person providing them.

It seems to me to be both naive and unfair to

demand that evaluators speak openly and, in
effect, for the public record in personnel cases. It
is naive _because many simply will not do it, for
whatever reasons. It is unfair because the desire for
confidentiality is not based on ignoele or improper
impulses or considerations. Those providing the
evaluations deserve to have their own1Privacy re,spected. It is a difficult and 'thankless task to
render judgment about the professional competence of one's peers. To subject such evaluators
to controversy and perhaps even lawsuits is simply
unfair.' 8
And, as Vice Chancellor Geiberding cogently observed:

The privacy of individuals is ,not endangered
at all by confidential academic files; indeed, it is
protected by them. The fact is that the opening
of such files woul -I not result in more privacy for
the individual concerned, and the privacy,of those
who have paiticipated in the development of the
files would unquestionably be violated by opening
them up.
Moreover, something more than the privacy and
well-being of the individual and the evaluators is

committee.
As an additional safeguard, the university recently

at stake here. Of equal importance, the temper
and tone of the academic and scholarly cornmYmity is at stake. The level of personal rancor
and rivalry would be regrettably. increased if the
entire process of making 'these delicate and dif-

revised its procedures to prdvide that the candidate
is entitled to be informed of the substance, but not

ing degrees in American institutions of higher

the source, of confidential evaluations. Thus, the entire
substantive content of the file is available to the

ficult judgments were to be made public. In varylearning, an atmosphere of civility and collegiality
exists, and this would be seriously jeopardized by

a
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disclOsing the identity of persons making crucial
evaluations available to those being evaluated. Adversarial relationships rooted in anger and hostility

vancing privacy can, unless carefully drafted, have the
effect of defeating essential confidential evaluations and
communications. Even in the case decided at the height
of the Watergate scandal, that having to do with the production of the White House tapes, the United States
Supreme Court observed that the importance of confidentiality in communications between government
officials, and those" who advise and assist them ". . . is
too plain to require further discussion." And the Court
observed further:
Human experience teaches that thoso.who expect
public dissemination of their remarks may well
temper candor With a concern for appearances and

would be sharply increased. The only alternative
would be a misleading an' dishonest blandness in
thesface of which serious and responsible judgMents would be difficult, to achieve."
What is here, at issue, goes.to the very heart of the
university: The quality of its faculty. At the University
of California, we most earnestly insist that it would be a
great loss to the institution and to society if open fileslegislation were to take such a form as to preclude the
university from obtaining the most candid and reliable
peer evaluatiqns. Most emphatically is this. so when
confidential evaluations are used only as a part of a carefully structured faculty review-process with ample builtin checks and balances designed to prevent, any abuse of
confidentiality.

for their own interests to the detriment of the
decisionmaking process.2°

I submit that the need for confidentiality in the
faculty peer review process is no less compelling. Now is

the time when the higher education community should
make this need for confidentiality known and should
seek to assure that it is accomodated in privacy legislation. It has been said that "those who love the law and
sausage should never see either made."iBut if important
educational interests are to.be served, the higher education community must be involved as privacy bills are
considered. I would most earnestly commend this matter
to you for the active _attention of the Association for
Institutional Research.
;Thapk you for your kind attention.

Conclusion

Surely all persons of good will would endorse the
concept that thefe should be appropriate restraints on
.the collection and use of personal inforMation, and that
individuals should not be victimized by the use of secret
files. Excel of the Watergate era have created a great
impetus for legislation with the high purpose of advanc-

ing rights of the individual. It must be kept in mind,
howevtr, that legislation for the laudable purpose of ad-
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CONGRUENCE
Dale Parnell

Chancellor, San Diego Community CollegeDistrict

But the interesting thing

Some of the best social philosophy of our uay is
Brown, wearing a baseball hat, vbas talking with his
peer-gr8up.
.

is

that we also talked

about conflicting .pressuresin this case, within an
organization like our community college district. I think
there is a "web of tensions" that exists in any organizatio.., and those of ti's in higher education share many of
the same tensions.
A couple of the ones I spend a Jot, of time thinking
about are applicable only to us lucky people in California institutions, like collective bargaining and the

contained in comic strips. Recently m Peanuts, Charlie

You know what our team lacked last year? It
lacked organization! Well, this year it's going to be

different! I've written down the name of each

player and what position he plays, and I've

attached the papers to a clipboard. ... and if that
is ft organization, I don't know what is!
I'm sure there are a lot of clipboards in your
nrganizations. .1 know there are in mine. In the field
of education, we do tend to write down a lot
of things, and sometimes they even improve the way
we play. We do try to keep in mind, however, the
sarcastic slogan somebody coined about the Quartermaster Corps: "Government property is issued in order
that a proper record may be kept thereof."
Clarifying , goals and purpos,s may be the.. most
.. important task of any leaddr or adininistrator

conflict between tpat new system and the collegial

approach that most of us were used to. According to a
recent article in the Chrimicle of Higher Education,
more of you,may be engaged in that conflict in the near
hors Ladd and Lipset stated,
future. Inethe article,
"By the beginning of 197 :bargaining agents had been
chosen to represent, the fac !ties of 294 institution's with
11). They went on to say'
over 410 campuses" (1976,
that their own surveys, as well as surveys by the Carnegie

Commission on Higher Education and the American
Council on Education,' found that "the percentage of
faculty members favorable io bargaining has been

in a public service agency. The second most important one would have to be the development of

growing steadily," and that "the gowth of faculty

we are
of mission in mind at all times through the day-to-

unionism in an era of increasing austerity promises to be
the source of the most important intramural conflicts in
academe. in the next decade" (p. 11).-"

day routine of planning, budgeting, scheduling, and
all the other operationsis where we all fall down
once in a, while. We write a set of plans for accom-

still in the preliminary stages in California, and there

the clarified goals and what*
actually doing. But keeping this concept .

congruence between

plishing
plans?

I wish I c )uld report, "We'Ve been through it
and it's nothing; it doesn't `hurt a bit." But we are

are a lot of ground rules, to be worked out before this
July when our ...,new law 'becomes fully operational.
We will still be negotiating this summer under the
old rules. (After we've had some experience, we'll
be happy to share ot.. expertise, and our b uises, with

our goals, but then what happens to the

Planners, like architects, can create a structure,
but they cannot predict how people will behave inside it. An organization is made up of people, and
rm sure yon -agree that people can't be fitted into
nest little categories or made to operate all in the

you.)

flicting, pressures" as the theme of this conference.

Some of the other strands in that web `.of
tensions, which we share with all of you, include
(a) taxes or tuition vs. increased demands on the
organization, (b) central administration vs. dispersed
authority to divisions or departments, (c) affirmative action vs. meritocratic system, (d) competition
for funds among various departments or colleges,
(e), keeping good communications with your people

I always thought that such pressures were only in jobs

vs.

same way at the same time. And, goodness only knows,

they can't be predicted! We have to, work with,.what
we have, and that's people. To paraphrase Abraham
Lincoln, "The Lord must have loved postsecondary
educators, or he wouldn't have made so many of them."
It is interesting that you should have "con-

have just given an annual report to
our Board of Trustees on the operations of the
San Diego Community College District and how

too

many memos and reports and too many'

like mine. I

meetings.

we did on the goals we set for ourselves 12 months
ago. You- know, I have come to a conclusion about
our preoCcupation with goals. 'I sometimes think it
is the educator's intellectual sauna. We go in, and we

and we do them well, but the question is whether
they should be done at all. Are they the things we

I still think the major strand, in this web of tensions,
however, is congruence between our needs and goals,
vities. Many of the things we do arc right,
and our activities.

ought to be doing? We are efficient and effectiVf in
the things we do, but how effective are we at doing

do it; we feel warm atf ov6r, it makes us feel good;, and
then, we go right back out and do what we intended to
Well, in the report to the trustees,
do in ,the first
we tried to correlate our activities with our goals, to see

what needs to be done? Are we ccomplishing, our
higher priorities? A beautiful example of conflicting
pressures and lack of congruency occurred not long
ago when California's Governor Brown and the. le

hoW we did, and to set some new goals for ourselves
for next year . . . keeping congruence at the top of the
list.

lature decided tc put a cap on the funding
community colle-ies. to try to limit the growteof

.
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adult education. There was the conflict: what the
faculty and staff thought they ought to do,6what the
public though we, ought to do, and what tlye governor
thought.
A lot of people around the country these days seem
to be asking the same question we asked: "What's Jerry
Brown really like?" As dne who's been there, I can say

-that the community collegesand the farmworkersgot
a lot of the governor's attention last year. And, I have to
say that, personally, I agree with him on a lot of points.
He's asking the tough questiowthat we all should have
been asking ourselves, and thit's what a politician is for.
He said, "Education is the state's biggest growth industry," and:Belt-tightening should begin with those with

the biggest belts ?' He asked, "Why can we afford to
teach mother macrame at night; but not teach Johnny
to read, write, and think for himself during the day?".
He said he is "committed to learning ... not to pouring
money down this complicated pipeline" (which he
claimed not to Xunderstand). I'm sympathetic with
him, and what he is saying about the great needs in
elementary education. We should indeed be. asking the'
people what is important to them -what they are or
are not willing to pay for with their taxesf.

I have to say, however, that we in Me community
colleges didn't agree with what the governor did\aboutp;

his problem. His cap on the funding of community
college enrollment was applied in the summer but
was retroactive to April, when our fiscal year started,
and not just-eg adult education but on allot" our enrollment. We had some pretty rough moments. Our budget
had been worked out, and our enrollment projections
and staffing projections were down and locked. We were

My thesis is that we must continue to examine
what we are doing im education. Today's students
may have 'outgrown the colleges. It has been said that
they may need a more experience-oriented, less
textbook-oriented kind of education. Caroline Bird,
in The Case Against College, said that her thesis is that
"college is good for some people, but it is ndt good for
everybody. The neatest way to get rid of a superfluous
18-year-old is to amuse him all day long at a community
college while his family feeds and houses him. This is
not only cheaper than a residential college, but cheaper

than supporting him on welfare, a make-work. job,
in prison, or in the armed forces" (1975).
We want higher education that will make a
difference to our community. Education can no longer
operate by itself. The old concept of medieval German
universities just doesn't work anymore. It 'ain't
happening" in the monasteries; We must break down,the
snobbishness of the universities and encourage
community-based education.' We cannot seclude
ourselves on a campus'and isolate ourselves froth the real
world., If I were .building anew college today, I would
never build a laige campus. The communityought to be

the campus. Emerging all over the country are open
.campuses, colleges without walls, and external degree
programs. Where's all the demand coming from? I think_
that young people have discovered the lack of
congruence bettveen what we say and what we do, and
the demand is bubbling up 'from all kinds of-people:
older people, the young, the _nontraditional students,
as well as -the traditional ones.

Where does what we ,teach the students fit in?

in Simmer scitool.

English literature? Where does that fit into our studentl'
lives? Most of the major concerns in our society in 1976
have no home in the modern college curriculum. Where
is the home in the curriculum for environmental education? Is it in chemistry? biology? Where is the home for
consumer education? Is it in business? sociaLsciences?
psychology? Where is thepome for intergroup human

But, basically, the governor was right in asking for
congrience between what we said we were doing and
what we actually did. We felt the tragedy would come if

people? -Where is the home ,to teach people about
getting along in their local communities? voting on tax

'preparing for the usual state funding on the 10 to 20
percent growth that we usually have. We had a lot of
unlocking to do in a hurry that summer. We cut out
some classes, rearranged and combined a lot of. classes,

and our board transferred some local reserve funds to
pay for the enrollment excess we had already picked up

no one answered his questions, and if no one went to the

people to find out what they thought. Qur board of
'

what they want, rind they want to be them.

trustees took what I think is a unique step of going try
the citizens to find out what they thought about adult
education, instead of just sitting and talking with
educators!

Are we offering frills? Should we charge more fees
or tuition? What kinds of courses should be added or
deleted? These were the questions asked in seven public,

hearings. More than 1400 people came to tell us what
their classes meant to them, sometimes in voices that
were faltering ,or accented with the inflections of
Bbston, Oklahoma, Mexico, or Hungary. They asked the

question, Is education only for the rich, the'wellborn;
and the able? and they told us that it is the marginal
classes that bring people back to education, people
that were forced out, thrown out, or dropped out. A
crafts teacher got a chuckle out of all of us when she
said, "You tell the Governor he is getting more dollars
back in taxes on the sale of rope for macrame than he is
spending on the classes." We learned a lot last winter at

those hearings. We learned that the people of San
Diegg take their adult education seriously. They know

relations?

for helping people get along with other

increases? running for school boards? dealing with
planning commissions? Where is the home in the curriculum to help a person become-a lifelong learner? to
improve his inoinory? to speedread? We leave these vital
things to private entrepreneurs and continue to insist
on meeting the 'student at. thel point of faculty and ad?
ministration needs, not at the point of his or her needs.
We are flying into the last qurttet of this century.
°What should we be ,teaching our young people? Are we
meeting the, needs of our society, or are we meeting the
needs of 1915, when-ingst of our high school graduation

requirements in this country were written? In other
words, are we rneeting,ihe needs of 1915 or the needs of
.
the 1980s, 1990s, and the yeai 2006?
Just what are some of the differences in the needs

of citizens today? Well, there was no planning corn?
mission in 1915. Nobody gave a damn what you dig
with your land, but today's society does. Governments:
were close to the people in those days; the county seat
was important in people's lives. Today's governmental
entities are huge and often far away. We hive credit
cards, installment buying, income tax, and on and on.
We have changed from an agricultural society to a

f, 2 3

blue-coIlarSociety to a white:collar society. .
In family after family, you could ask the question:
How far did your father go in school? How far did you

go? You would get the same answers over and over
again. And it has all happened so fast-within one
generation. We haven't kept in synchrony with the
times, and our institutions have not kept in synchrony
with the needs of a changed society. The needs have
changed, but the institutions have not.
The concluding thought that I would like to leave
with you is a step into the future, the urbanized futurethat most of us are liVing in today. Governor Hugh Carey

population of the cities, there should have been a
realization of the decline of the county and the emergence of the city. Even now, the importance of the
city, and city government, has not been allowed to
displace in importance the traditional role of the countY.

I propose that it is time to turn our attention from
the byways of America to the freeways and superhighways. I propose that attention be turned from a Rural

Extension Act to an Urban Extension Act in order

"Okies" are the urban poor. That's a rather harsh state-

to deal with the problems that a metropolitan America
has brought us. An Urban Extension Act would bring to
bear the facilities and resources of the federal govern-

ment, but it was intended to draw attention to the'
problems, not nly of New York City, but of all the

society-on the problems of

of New York said recently that, in the 70s, the new

American cities today. His point was that the conscience

of America in the 70s must be, not on the farm poor,

as it was in the 1930s, but on the problems of the
urban poor, the urban dislocated, and the ailing cities.
'de have witnessed, in the past 30 years, the largest
migration in history in a limited, time span, with more
than 30 million people hiving moved from rural areas to

-the cities. Although the major problems of the cities
also exist in :the smaller communities, they are on a
reduced scale, and the more crowded areas often tend to
produce 'lessened communication, distrust and feelings
of fear and resentment.
Therefore, I think we are forced to agree with
°Governor Carey that the plight of the ailing cities is one
to which we should be giving great attention. Today's
post-industrial society is a very different world from.the
one in which our parents grew up. In that world, more

than half the people in America lived on farms. The
government recognized the importance of that large

.

government in this country until this eentury. As people
moved out of the farms and rural areas and enlarged the

segment of .that society and responded to its needs with
the Land Grant Act and the Rural Extension Act. The
Land Grant Act of 1862 left a priceless legacy of great
colleges and universities all over the United States. The
University of California and the University of Illinois are
two outstanding examplgs. The Rural Extension Act of
1914 provided for county agents in every slate whose

job it was to keep up with the latest technology in
farming and show farmers what could be done. These
men helped to bring America the ,highest agricultural
productivity the world has ever known.

All of these se: ices were peiformed through the
county, which was one-of the most important levels of

ment-that in an earlier time were devoted to rural
a

densely

City governments could form alliances with the
community colleges and universities, as the counties did-

with the land-great colleges, to bring to the people of
our cities the education so desperately needed. Title-i
of the Higher Education Act provided a substantial
amount of money for this purpose, but unfortunately,
most of the money has gone into the graduate schools
of the universities for research. I think it's time we
stopped researching the problems of the cities and did

.

something.

In San Diego, we developed such a project in cowjunction with the city and the federally funded Model
Cities Program. We have just completed an Educational
Cultural Complex,-in the heart of ari economically
depressed part of San Diego, that will proviOe vocational. ,
training, basil and academic education, meeting rooms,'a-

public library., and a 300-seat theatre. All are intended
to serve as,a "one-stop" educational center for meeting
the needs of the community and its 'citizens in a creative,
innovative way.

This is the kind of program I envision for 0ocities-of America-7;one in which city governments, community

colleges, and the colleges and universities would join
together in efforts aimed at an urban society and toward
producing a new generation better able to cope
with the strains and demand:- of modern life. In this
post- industrial society, where physical labor has been
greatly reduced by knowledge-and technology, we owe
our citizens a chance to enter that society, a chance for
fulfilling employment, and a chance to lead meaningful,
successful lives. To aim for anything less is risking chaos.
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CRITERIA WARRANTED FOR EVALUATION
OF ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TOLEDO
Richard R. Perry
Douglas A. Lind
The University of Toledo

t
There is every indication that the evaluation of academic programs both from internal and external sources
will receive increasing attention in the future. There are
already indications that state agencies are beginning the
process of program inventory, a basic step in this review.

formation about the development, progress, and attain-

It may be that in the future systematic review will be

mance and characteristics may be compared.

conducted each year as budgets are prepared.

The NCHEMS model proposed offers three major
areas of evaluation: (a) student growth and development
measurements and procedures, (b) new knowledge and

ment of students and the educational experiences,
processes, and context which affect student develop -,

ment. The information supplied by use of. the kit
proposes a reasonable baseline against which perfor-

The Ohio legislature in the recent t essirm adopted
language in House Bill 155 that states :leanly that the

art forms measurements and proce :es, and (c) community development and service measurements and
procedures. The strengths of the NCHEMS model
and that of Pace's kit are well known to'institutional
research personnel. They are worthy of considerable

general assembly is interested in laving the board of
regents evaluate the performance of academic programs
of state assisted institutions of higher education.

The selection of criteria utilized in evaluation is
critical. A list of criterion statements thought to be useful in evaluations of academic programs was compiled

attention on the part of any institution seeking to
develop its owii system of evaluation of academic

by a committee selected jointly by the deans of the
sevejal colleges and the Office of Academic Affairs at
the University of Toledo. (Refer to Figure 1.)
These statements were developed froth materials on
hand, from accmditing agency informationAid Rut of

programs.

the experiences and inquiries of the committee.

its own concept of criteria warranted for the evaluation
of its' programs. Once these had been established, the

Interest at the University of Toledo was developed
through an. understanding that the academic community

of the university would have an opportunity to buil,'

Criteria .used currently tend to fall into the
categories of cost benefit or enrollment-driven models. A
cost benefit model is one in which the economic advan-

university would take on the task of comparing the
criteria with thOse developed at other selected camptises.
The approach was _taken deliberately in order to

tage attributable to the program is the same as the

'elicit interest and support on the part of students and
faculty.

benefit or service offered by the university through the
particular program. An enrollment -drivenmodel assumes
that a particular funding base is determined and, as the
program increases or decreases in full-time-equivalent

Those experienced in evaluation understand that the

student size, the funding tied to the p-ogram is also

word criterion is "usually associated with the selection
process; we talk for instance about how well college

changed. It is assumed, in the enrollment-driven model,

admissions tests predict the criterion grade point average

that if it costs X dollars to educate n FTE students, it
.
will cost 2X dollars to educate 2n FTE students.
Criteria of this nature are important and are

factory job performance" (Anderson, Ball, Murphy,

or how well employment tests predict criteria of satisand Associates, 1975):

The construction of criteria,in a proper context is
to achieve proper application of those criteria in the

required by an important funding agency of The'University of Toledo, namely the state of Ohio. The intent of
this study was to attempt to develop other criteria that
are also impprtant in program evaluation.
the study was undertaken with the knowledge that
other colleges and universities have been at work on this
o;

evaluation of academic programs. This requires careful

identification of objeCtives for the programs and the
near complete assurance that those Objectives are congruent with the expectations of the public to be served
by the programs.

similar problems in the imin:.diatg past. Among

several has been the effort of those working through the

National Center for Higher Education Management

Procedure

The list of 33 criterion statements was developed'

Systems (NCHEMS) at Western Interstate Commission

by the zpmmittee and distributed to all department
chairpersons at the, University of Toledo and to the

for Higher Education (WICHE). The excellent work
reported under the title Outcome Measures and Procedures Manual, Field Review Edition May 1975, is cerAn additional notable evaluation system was the

1,116 students receiving degrees in June 1975. Department chairpersons responded for each program offered
by their departinent at each of the degree levels. The
College of But'ness Administration, for example, offers

Higher Education Measurement and Evaluation kit, produced under the direction of C. Robert Pace (1975). The
system makes it possible to evaluate the effectiveness of
an academic program or an entire college in terms of in-

of the marketing department responded to the criteria at
both the baccalaureate and master's levels. The students
were asked to indicate their degree levels on the

tainly a model that many will want to consider (Micek,
1975).

a BBA and MBA in marketing, thus' the chairperson
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statement combination a factor loading, is determined.
These loadings are the correlations between eachfactor and the criterion statements.
The,litemture on factor analysis offers no standard
for_determining which of the factor loadings arc'contribiiting significantly to the explanation of variation
and which are not. These standards are usually deter-

questionnaire.

A total of 140 responses were received from the
department chairpersons and 272 (24.4 percent) from
the graduates. The response rate for the graddates varied
from 13.3 percent for those receiving law degrees and
14.4 percent for those receiving associate degreel to 28.4
percent for those receiving master's degrees. Sixty-three

percent of the graduates, who responded received a
baccalaureate degree. There was no follow-up campaign
tcsia tempt-icLelicit greater response, and no induce.
rnehftwas offeredlor responding to the instrument.
Comparison of Response

The responses were scaled with "extreme importance" equal to 1 and "no importance" equal to
5thus, the lower the mean score, the more important
the respondents as a group rated the criterion.
Among the department chairpersons, "service level

01111

mined by the researchers. Acorrelation between a
criterion statement and a factor of r > .50 was

was no
sidered important for this. study, unless t
correlation in the factor greater than .50, ..whiCh case
the largest correlation in the factor et -used. 'The
factor names were determined by jtaginental evalua:
tion of important variables within each factOn_This is
the standard procedure where factor analytic techniques

are used. Table 1 presents a stninify-of-the,criterion
statementfactor combinatins, a. brief statement in-dicating the nature of the is,iterion statement, and a

important criterion, and "exterit'Wwhich the program
meetc thc stated objectives" was WE' second most im-portaqt criterion.

statement indicative of they c inhination. of significant
criterion .statements within' each -factor. For example,
one criterion statement refers
- to the number of majors
in a particular program and another to the number of
graduates. from the program (Figure I Nos.. 32 and',

needs" wA considered the most important. The second

statement combinations where the correlation exceede'd
0.50. Since both variables refer to The size of the pro-

for which the graduates are qualtpil" was the most

Among the students, "extent to which students
.perceive the faculty as being supportive of student

most important criterion, -in the students' view, was
"service level for which the graduates were qualified ".
The Mean responses fot the two groups were ranked

33). In Factor 1;-there were no other factor cite ion *"
gram, Factor

i

was named prniram size. In similar

from high to low and Spearman's coefficient of rank
correlation was determined to be .811. /The null hypothesis that no correlation exists between the two

criterion statement/factor
manner, the
ere determined and the factor name
were
combinations w
derived from the most significant criterion statements in
that factor.

exists between the ratings of the criteria

Analysis Of Responses
It is.13possible with factcfr analysis to determine, for

response groups was statistically tested at the 5 percent
level and rejected :1 Thei conclusion is that a positive
relationship

for the two response groups.

each respondent, a factorscore on each of the factors

A Factor Analytic Solution
A correlation matrix was developed which showed
relationships among the 33 criterion statements for the
combined responses of the department chairpersons and

It is, therefore, possible to perform an analysis of
variance, t-test, or correlation analysis, or any other prO-

and then to treat these factor scoreses random variablei.

the spring 1975 graduates. With so many variables invollied, it was difficult to obtain any

kindof

visual

picture of_the interrelationships of the data. Therefore,

it was desirable to determine what latent factors- or
dimensions were involved in the data.
A method for determining these relationships
among variables is through factor analysis. Factor

analysis can be used to reduce a) large number of variables into a few interpretable constructs. The 33
criterion statements represent ,the variables, and dfactor
is a resolution of a set of these variables in terms,of new
categories called factors. A method for highlighting the

relationship within factors is to rotate the coordinate
axis in- n space. This rotation does not change any of the
relationships, but it tends to make the results more
interpretable. The most widely applied rotation

technique, and the one utilized in this analysis, is the
varimax- rotation, in which the principle is to simplify
the factors rather than the itailables.

:

cedure that requires interval-scaled data. This was done
and the results follbw.
Comparison Between. Department Chairpersons and
Students on the. Nine Factors
Table 2 shows the mean factor scores for the department chairpersons and for the June, 1975, graduates and

the ranking of each of these nine factors within the two
groups. The coefficient of rank correlation between' the

two groups is .725, which is sufficient association to
reject the null hypothesis of no correlation at the 5 percent level of significance. Based on this test, it was
concluded that the two groups showed consistency in
their asscssment of the nine- factors. floWever, it is
interesting to note the extremes. Program size was the
least significant factor among students and the most
significant among department chairpersons. Academic
standards was the most iniportant factor among
students, but least important among faculty. It appears,
that there was disagreement with the extreme points,
but general agreement with the middle factors.
There is a significant difference in the mean factor

Application of Factor Analysis

scores of the two group for all factors except 2 and 7

It was possible with ?line factors to explain 57.8
percent of the variation within the 33 criterion statements. The major thrust, or focus, of the 33 criterion
statements can be obtained with the identification of
the 9 factors instead of 33. For each factor criterion

ment chairpersons view the factors of program size,.
supportive. nature of the program, and ntinteaching
work` of the- faculty as significantly more important

using a t-test 5 percent level of sigitifirince. The depart-

than do the graduates. The graduates view the factors of
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INSTRUCTIONS AND RESPONSE

PRINT YOUR MAJOR HERE
PRINT YOUR COLLEGE HERE

- P

CHECK THE SPACE II*DICATING THE LEVEL OFITHE DEGREE YOU RECElyED.
PROFESSIONAL (LAW)
DOCTORAL
SPEC.
MAST.
BACH.
ASSO,.
THE FOLLOWING IS AN EXAMPLE TO HELP EXPLAIN HOW YOUR RESPONSES SHOULD BE MADE.
.i
EXAMPLE:

MAJOR RUSSIAN

-

-6

IN MY OPINION THE FOLLOWING PROPOSED CRITERIA ARE 0 F,THE INDICATED IMPORTANCE IN EVALUATING THE ACADEMIC PROGRAM NAMED ABOVE:
NO
LOW
MODERATE
VERY HIGH
dEXTREME
IMPORTANCE IMPORTANCE
IMPORTANCE
IMPORTANCE
IMPORTANCE
CRITERION
(X)
( )
( )
( )
(1) The extent to which graddates of the
( )
program are able to speak the
language effectively.
BY CHECKING "VERY HIGH IMPORTANCE" THE RESPONDENT HAS INDICATED THAT THE CRITERION, "THE EXTENT TO
WHICH GRADUATES OF THE PROGRAM ARE ABLE TO SPEAK THE LANGUAGE EFFECTIVELY", IS OF "VERYHIGH IMPORTANCE" IN EVALUATING THE RUSSIAN LANGUAGE PROGRAM.

NOW - PLEASE MARK, THE SPACE WHICH BEST DESCRIBES YOUR OPINION OF HOW IMPORTANT EACH CRITERION IS IN
EVALUATING THE MAJOR OR PROGRAM YOU NAMED AT THE TOP OF THIS PAGE. REMEMBER YOU ARE EVALUA,T1NG CRITERIA. YOU ARE NOT EVALUATING THE PROGRAM FROM WHICH YOU HAVE JUST GRADUATED.
9

CRITERION
variety of services and levels of performance expected of

(I) The adequacy of the scheduling of courses so that students

graduates of such a program.

may complete programs in a reasonable time.

(20) The extent to which the program requirements and expectations are publicly available for examination prior to the
entry of students in the program.
(21) The positife benefit-cost relationship of the program.
(22) Tirenumber of student credit hours generated by the pro-

(2) The extent to which the facultyvcontribute to the public
service mission of the program.
(3) The success of graduates of the program in being accepted
to high quality graduate schools.

(4) The number of graduates who obtain empinympqr inthe

gram.

field of study at each level of study.ofthe program.

(23) The extent to which the program serves the community
needs of the Northwestern Ohio area and specifically

(5) The extent to which the program generates outside funds

for research.'
(6) The extent to which the program meets standards required
by external accrediting, professional, or other appropriate

those of Toledo.

(24) An acceptable attrition rate in the program at each level
of its instruction.
(25) The extent to which the program has clearly defined ob-

-°

agencies.

(7) Achievement- of the program's students on national competitive examinations.
(8) The extent to which the program provides possibilities for

jectives.

(26) The extent to which students perceive the faculty of the
program as supportive of a student's learning experience in
a positiye fashion by being readily available for advising and
general assistance in a fashion that leads to a high level of
satisfaction on the part of the student.
(27) The extent to which the program is successful in attracting
students in competittop with other similar programs.

developing interdisciplinary efforts in the general field of
study.

(9) The extent to which the program is innovative.
(10) The extent to which the program provides for the possibilities of future expansion of the pro^ram,

(11) The extent to which information about the jprogram is

(28) The extent to which the program represents a compre-

up-to-4ate and accurate.
(12) The extent lo,which the program achieves the stated objec-

hensive survey of the field of study.

(f9) The extent to which the program increases the public's

tives.

awareness of the University.
(30) The extent to which the program encourages high academic
standards in its students.
(31) The ability of the program' to increase its students' earning
power.
(32) The number of majors in the program.

(13) The extent to which the program's faculty is creatively productive in research, writing, performance, consulting and
publication.
(14) The extent to which the faculty of the program are recog-

nized Is successful teachers.

-

(15) The extent to which the prpgram has adequate support ser
vices in terms of facilitid, equipment, technical and clerical

(33) The annual number of graduateeat each level of the program.
THE SPACE BELOW IS PROVIDED FOR YOU TO ADD el,
CRITERIA WHICH YOU FEEL ARE NOT 1)UPLICATED
ABOVE.

personnel.

(16) The extent to which the program provides for in depth
study.
(17) The extent to which the program supports other university

(34)
(35)
(36)

programs.

(18) The faculty-studini ratio in the program.

(19) The extent to which graduates are qualified to offei the

To conserve space, only the criterion statements are shown. See the example above for full column.

Figure I. Critefia for evaluation of academic programs.
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Table I

Summary of Major Variables within
Factors for Combined Faculty and Staff

Variable name dnd number

Factor name and number

32.
33.

1. 'Program size
Understanding program
description and objectives

2.

3. Academic standards

*

Class scheduling
1.
11. .Updated and accurate program information
12. Achieves stated objectives
20. Public awareness Uf program requirements)
25. Clearly defined objectives
3. Acceptance intd graduate school
6. Accreditation and professiOnal standards
7.

21.
22.

4. Cost efficiency
5.

9.
4.
16.
17.
28.
29.
30.

Innovative program

'
Employability
7. Supportivg nature of

6.

the program

'8. Public relations
1.

9.

LI

Nonteaching work of
faculty

Number of majors
Number of graduates

Achievement of graduates on national exams
Positive cost benefit relationships
Number of studer: credit hours generated
innovative program
Graduates able to obtain employment
Depth in study
Supportive of other university programs
Survey of knowledge area
Program increases public awareness
Encourage high academic standards
Research, publication and consulting done

by faculty

Table 2
Mean Factor Scores, Factor
Ranks and t Statistics

Factor
1. Program size
2. Understanding program description and objectives
3. Academic standards

4. Cfist effiCiency
5. !innovative program

6. Employability
7. Supportive nature of'program
8. Public relations
9. Nonteaching work of faculty

MearLstudent

ire

0.186
.0.043
-0.231
-0.143
-0.095
-0.091
0.035

0.168
0.073

Rank
among
students
9
5

1

2

3

4
6
8
7

Significant at the 5 percent level.

22 2 01

Mean

-faculty
score
-0.374
0.082
0.443
0.283
0.184
0.177
.0.074
0.342
.0.144

Rank
among
faculty

statistic

1

-6.22*

4

1.37

9

8.47*
4.99't
3.03*

7

6
5

3.38'

8

-1.39
-6.98*

2'

.3.02'

3
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Table .3.
Comparison of Mean
Factor Scores of
Department Chairpersons

F

1.

Program size

2.
3.

Understanding program description
and objectives
Academic standards

4.

Cost efficiency

5.

Innovativ'e program
Employability

6.
7.
-

8.

9.

College pair comparisonsb

statistic

Factor

2.345
12.367 a

7), (7, 4), (4,
(1, 4), (3, 1), (4,
(I, 7), (2, 7), (4,
(3, 7)
(7, 1), (4, 1), (7,
(4, 3)

13.330 a
14.403 a

3)
2)
7),
3),

1.561

Supportive nature of program

3.138a
6.069 a

Public relations
Non teaching work of faculty

2.079
2.594 a

.(1, 7), (1. 2). (3. 7).
(3, 2), (4, 7), (4, 2)

ap <0.05 critical value = 2.44
b College code:
1 = Arts and sciences
2 = Business administration
3 = Education
4 = Engineering

S = Law
6 = Pharmacy
7 = UCATC (University Community
and Technical College)

significant difference between a pair of sample means.,
but the Scheffe Test did not detect where the difference

academic standards, cost efficiency, innovative programs, employability, and public relations as significantly more important than do the department chairpersons.
The mean factor scores for the factors "understanding
program description and objectives" and "supportive
nature of "fhe program" were not found to differ sig-

existed. In fact, the difference was still "not detectable when the level of significance for the Scheffe Test
was increased from5 to 10 percent.

For the factor "understanding the program description and objectives" the F statistic is significant,
indicating that a significant difference in mean factor
scores exists between at least one pair of colleges; and
the Scheffe Test indicated there were six pairs of significant differences in sample means. The department

nificantly.
.

.

Comparison of the Factor Scores for
Each Factor by College for the
Department Chairpersons and Students
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on
the factor scores by college for responses of the depart-

chairpersons in the University Community and Technical
College (UCATC) and those in the College of Education

did not weight this factor with as much importanceas
those in the Colleges of Engineering and Arts and
Sciences. It appears that those, in the former colleges,

ment chairpersons and the graduates. The results are
summmArized in Table 3 for the department chairpersons.

the instructional staff at the" University of Toledo, is
assigned to one of seven colleges noted at the bottom of
Table 3. .There is only one program in the College of

who tend to use instructional objectives, rated this
factor important, whereas those in the latter two
colleges, who do not tend to use ObjeClives as often,
rated it as less important. Apparently the College of
Business falls somewhere in fir middle, not associating

Law, and there are only two in the College of Pharmacy.
These colleges were excluded from this portion of the
analysis due to this very small number of responses. The
Scheffe Test for post hoc comparisons was used to investigate the difference between pairs of means where a
significant F value was foupd. ThesScheffe 'Test is a
powerful procedure for comparing sample means and
tends to be conservative in guarding against a Type I
error. As an example of the conservative nature of the
test,. for Factors 6 and 9 of department chairpersons'
responses (Table 3) the ANOVA indicated at least one

with either` group.

In Factor 3, academic standards, there is a sig-

nificant difference between the mean factor scores of
UCATC department chairperson's and the department
chairpersons of each of the other colleges. This is perhaps a manifestation of the philosophical position of
UCATC. The objective of an associate degree program
might be conceptualized as seeking to give students
23
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a job-oriented skill or making the student more .emplayable. There is little concern in preparing the student

for graduate education, whereas this is a concern to
the baccalaureate colleges. The Colleges of Arts and
Sciences and the College of Education tended to view
the cost efficiency factor, Factor 4, as important,

whereas UCATC and the College of Engineering tended
to find this factor unimportant: Perhaps this reaction is

tied to current enrollment trends. Those colleges with
decreasing enrollments tend to have the fadtor of cost
efficiency on their minds more than those not facing
enrollment problem.
The examination of the results of the post hoc tests
on Factor 7 (the suppOrtive nature of the program) tend
to support the contention of the cost efficiency dis-

cussion. The -Colleges of Education and Arts and
Sciences do not find this factor important, whereas the
College of Engineering and UCATC do find this factor
important.

Factor 7 (supportive nature of the program) was
found to differ significantly when the associate and
doctoral graduateS were compared. Those at the doctoral
level

found this factor significantly more important

than those at the associate level..Factor 9 (nonteaching
work of the fadulty) was found to differ significantly
between the doctoral, education specialist and the
other three levels.
Conclusions

The following .is a summary of the major conclu-

sions reached in the analysis.

1. Nearly 60. percent of the variability Within the
33 criterion

statements can be explained by nine

factors using a statistical technique called factor analysis.
These nine fictors are shown in Table 1.
2. There was general consistency in the rankings in
terms of importance of the nine factors between

graduates and departmental chairpersons, but they did

Responses of the graduates were also analyzed

disagjee on the most important and least important
factors. (The site of the program was the least important factor .to graduates and the most important to

which at least one significant difference between pairs

department chairpersons. Academic standards was the

of means was noted, but the Scheffe Test detected
a significant difference (at the 10 percent level)
only on Factor 7 (the' supportive nature of the program). The factor scores were significantly different
for this factor between the College of Arts and
Sciences and the College of Pharmacy. This is perhaps due to the educational philosophies involved.
Students in arts and sciences may be concerned

however.
3. The department chairpersons viewed the
factors of program size, supportive nature of the

by college, comparing the factor scores for each
of the nine factors. There were four factors on

most important factor among students, but the least
important among faculty.) There was general agreement between the two gioups on the middle ranks,

-program, and the nonteaching work of' faculty

as

significantly more important fhe.n did the graduates. The

with developing a broad ba;.s of knowledge, intellectual acumen and entering graduate school. Those

graduates viewed the factors of academic standards,

oriented.

than did department chairpersons.
4. The factor,,understandifig the program descrip-

CoMparison of Factor Scores
for Each Factor by Level of Program
for Graduates and Department Chairperson

tion and objectives, was not viewed by department

students in the College of Pharmacy tend to be job

An ANOVA procedure was perform:4 comparing

awarded, i.e., associate, masters, doctoral, and so on.
There were no-pairs of means where the factor scores
differed significantly, using the Scheffe Test, for the
students in comparing nine factors. For the department
a

significant difference

and public relations as significantly more important

chairpersons in the College of Education and UCATC
with as much importance as by those in the Colleges of-

factor scores by the level at which the degree was

chairpersons,

cost efficiency, innovative programs, employability,

between

at

least a pair of means was obtained on five factors. The
Scheffe, Test detected a significant difference between
pairs of means on four of the factors. Department chairpersons perceived a difference between the associate
degree and the baccalaureate, master's and the
doctoral degrees for the factor academic standards. Since
all of the associate degrees at the University of Toledo
are awarded at UCATC, these findings are congruent
with earlier results. It was found that associate degree
graduates differed significantly from each of the other

four degree graduates regarding the factor of cost
efficiency. This factor was the most important to those
at the associate

Arts and Sciences and'Engineering.

5. The department chairpersons' responses for
Factor 3, academic standards, were found to differ
significantly between UCATC and each of the other
colleges.

6. The department chairpersons in the Colleges of
Arts and Sciences and Ed cation viewed Factor 4. cost
efficiency, as significantly more important than those
it UCATC and in the College of Engineering.
The _warranting of these criteria, and

their

coalescence into the nine identified categories as the
result of tilde application of factor analysis, makes it
possible for us to move ahead with the identification of
specific outcomes, or programs, and the selection of
appropriate measurements of those outcomes.
We expect this to be dom. with 10 to 15 programs

during the summer of 1976. We will proceed to carry
forward a pilot evaluation of 10 to 15 academic
programs in the fall of 1976 using criteria deielopeil in
this study.
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OUTCOMES OF THE ACADEMIC AND NONACADEMIC
COLLEGE EXPERIENCE RELATED TO FREQUENCY OF
STUDENTS' INFORMAL INTERACTION WITH FACULTY
ErnestT Pascarella
Patrick T Terenzini

5

Syracuse University

-

ARS consists of twenty-four adjectives against which the

A'.considerable body of literature in higher education has hypothesized the importance of informal
interaction between faculty and students beyond the

respondent rates certain statements using a four point
scale: 1= extremely, 2 = very, 3 = somewhat,4 = not at
all. Previous factor analysis of the ARS has yielded a

classroom as a significant factorin the impact of college
on student development. (See Chickering, 1969; Clark,
1968; Feldman and Newcomb, 1969.) However, the em-

stable underlying structure of five factors. The internal
consistency reliability of the scale scores derived from
those factors ranged from .71 to .85, while the testretest reliabilities over a seven-week period ranged from
.66 to .98. A yalidational analysis indicated substantial

pirical evidence substantiating a significant effect of
student-faculty interaction on the student's college experience or its,outcome is faffronf'abundant.
One outcome which has been suggested by the research is increased faculty influence on, student career
choices and aspirations, for graduate education (Greeley,
1962.; Grigg, 1966). More recent research by Wilson,

correlations (r = .58 to .93 in 'magnitude) among the
ARS factors and the evaluation, potency and activity dimensions of the semantic differential (Kelly, and Greco,
1.1975).

Additional items on the instrument asked students'

Wood and Gaff (1974) and by Wilson et al. ,(1975)

to estimate both the number of times during the

found that students engaging in a high frequency of informal interaction with faculty differed, across a range

semester they had met`inforthally, with faculty members,

outside of class, for ten minutes or mole, and the

of student characteristics, from their classmates who
seldom engaged in such interactions. High interactors
not only had- more intellectual, artistic and cultural
interests in common with faculty from the beginning,
but they also, reported having changed more during
college than low interactors did. Similarly, high inter-

number of organized extracurricular activities in which
they hid participated during the year. The question-

naire also asked students to indicate expected major,
residence arrangement and Clark-Trow subcultural
orientation toward college; and to rank-order four

possible educational goals, four sources of influence on
personal and intellectual growths and six possible areas
of personal satisfaction.
'Response. The questionnaire was distributed by
mail to the entire sample in late March 1975 (approximately two-thirds of the way through. the spring
semester). Subsequent to a mailed follow-up, usable re-

actors also expressed greater satisfaction with their total
college experiences than low interactors.
The purpose of,,this study was to extend the work
of Wilson, Wood and Gaff (1974) and Wilson et al.
means of a more directly focused investiga(1975)
tion of the multidimensional differences in student perception and experience of college which are associated

sponses were obtained from 379 subjects yielding a

with varied amounts of informal contact with faculty.
Specifically, the study sought to determine the extent to
which students who frequently engaged in informal
interaction with faculty beyond the classroom differed
from those who 'did not in their rating of the academic
program and of nonacademic life, and in academic
achievement, sources of satisfaction and influence, and
attrition rate.

response rate of 75.8%. The high rate of response, plus a
clii-square analysis indicating nonsignificant differences

between the sample and the population with respect to
sex distribution, suggested the representativeness of the
sample.

in order to obtain comparison groups for Me study,
the distribution of the number of informal interactions
with faculty reported by respondents was stratified at
the 33rd and 67th percentiles into categories termed
"low," "moderate" and "high interactors." One
hundred and forty.. spondents were classified as low interactors, 131 as moderate interactors and 106 as high
interactors. k The responses of two respondents could
not be categorizi and were dropped from the analysis.)
The range of informal faculty contact for the three comparison groups were low interactors = '0-1; moderate

Methodology
Sample. The setting for the study was Syracuse
University, a farge private university with a total under-

graduate enrollment of approximately 10,000 students,
located in central New York State. A simple random
sample of 500 freshmen was drawn by computer from
the populatioQ of freshmen enrolled in the College of
Arts and Sciences at that institution. The Arts and
Sciences population from which the sample was.drawn

interactors = 2-4; high interactors = 5.40 with the'
median number being eight.' .
Statistical analysis. Although the factor structure of
the Adjective Rating Scale was previously developed on

was approximately 54% male and 46% female.
As a measure for ratings of their
Instrument.
academic programs and their nonacademic, lives, students
were asked to rate the statements "I have found my aca-

a sample of 769, subjects,*the stimulus statement to
which the subjecti responded pertained to specific
courses. In the Syracuse University studyrespOndents

demic program at S.U. to be, and i have .-uund my non-:.

academic life at S.U. to be" on the Adjective Rating

s'were asked to 'rate broader experiences (their academic

Scale (ARS) developed by Kelly and Greco (1975). The
27
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programs and their nonacademic lives). It was therefore
judged' .stecessary to determine empirically the factor
structure which held Tor this variation in the use of the
ARS.

Principal components factor analysis with varimax
rotation of components having eigenvalues > 1.0 (Kaiser,
1959) was used to identify the underlying dimensions of

students' ARS ratings of their academic programs and
their nonacademic lives. A separate analysis ivas done for
each statement. Factor scale scores 'aging variables with
rotated loadings > .40, were computed for each student.
The reason for using characteristic loadings rather than a

complete estimation method, in which all variables regardless of their factor loadings would have been used,

was to increase the internal consistency (alpha) reliability of the individual factor scales (Armor, 1974).
Tliese scale scores were then combined with each
student's reported participation in extracurricular
activities and cumulative freshman grade-point average.

(Grade-point average was obtained from the official
records of the College of Arts and Sciences.) A preliminary multivadate analysis of variance was conducted
on those variables to determine the presence of overall
significant differences among group mean vectors.
Following this analysis, the variables were employed as
predictor variables in a three-group stepwiSe dis-

criminant analysis to determine which variables best
distinguished among the groups identified as low,
Moderate, and high interactors while controlling for the
variable intercorrelations. The criterion for controlling
the stepwise selection of variables for inclusion in the
analysis was the minimization of Wilk's Lambda. The
minimum F-ratio to enter the analysis was set at 1.0.
Results

Factor analysis of students' ARS ratings for their
academic. programs and their nonacademic lives yielded
five and four factors respectively with eigenvalues > 1.0.
The composition of these two sets of factors is shown in
Table 1. Each factor has been given a tentative name felt
represzntative of the under'-,ing psychological construct
tapped. The reader is cautioned, however, against attributing surplus meaning to the factors beyond the scales
which characterize them.
Table 1 also shows the alpha or internal consistency

reliability coefficients computed for each set of factor
scales. As shown in Table 1, Scales for Factor V, uniqueness, had a computed alpha reliability of only .27. This
dimension was .therefore not included in further
analysis. Similarly, Factor IV, unnamed in Table 1, was
.not included in further analysis because it was judged to

tion among the variables, the information it provides
is more meaningful.

Table 2 also shows, the results of the stepwise dis7
criminant analysis. As indicated, six variables entered
the analysis with an F-ratio to enter >1.0. Of the two
possible discriminant functions (one less than the
number of groups), only the first was statistically significant at p<.05 and will be discussed further. The first
discriminant function had a canonical correlation of .23
with group membership and yielded an approximate chisquare value of 19.51 with 7 degrees of freedom
(p<.01). Inspection of the standardized .discriminant
function weights for the first function shown.in Table
2 indicates that students' ratings of their academic programs on the interest value ,and practical appeal factors
anth their ratings of their nonacademic lives on interest
value best discriminated among the three. groups. The
number of extracurricular activities participated in and
ratings of the academic program on dullness/apathy
contributed somewhat less to the discrimination, and,
cumulative freshman gride-point average contributed the
least of all six variables.

As further shown in Table 2, high and moderate
interactors tended to be characterized by more positive
mean atings of the academic program on interest value
and practical appeal and by more positive mean ratings
of their nonacademic lives on interest value than were
low interactors. Recall that Ihe_ARS is
tremely, 2 = very, 3 = somewhat, 4 = not at all. Thus,

lower scores on theSe three factors indicate more
positive ratings.,

-

While the centroid value for the moderate interartors op the discriminating variables (.111) placed them

between the high (.235) and low interactors (-.282),
their clear tendency was to cluster with the former
rather than with the latter. This tendency is indicated by
the multivariate F-ratios for the observed differences between the individual pairs of group centroids (degrees of
freedom for each comparison = 6 and 169). The respective centroid differences between the low and moderate

interactors (F=2.29, p<.05) and between the low and
high inttiactors (F=2.91, p<.01) \ere both statistically
significant. However, the difference in centroids between

the moderate and high interactor groups was, not
(F=1.14 , p>.05).
Although the six variables in the discriminant function significantly discriminate the three comparison
groups, the modest canonical correlation (.23) between
the predictor, variables and group membership suggests
that there is also considerable overlap. This is further in-

be uninterpretable within the context of the, statement

dicated by a classification analysis using the pooled
covariance matrix and individual discriminant scores.

rated.
Table 2 displays the means, standard deviations and
univariate F-ratios for the nine predictor variables. The

Approximately 42% of the 377 subjects were Correctly
classified as low, moderate and,high iflteractors. Since
one could expect 33.3% correct classifidation by chance,

multivariate analysis of variance F -ratio for the difference among group mean vectors was 1.72 with 18 and
732 degrees of freedom (p<.05). Significant univariate
F-ratios were found on the interest value and practical
appeal factors for students' ARS ratings of both their
academic programs and their nonacademic fives. Because
of the intercorrelations among the nine variables,

however, the umvanate tests .of significance are not
independent and therefore the probability statements
associated with them are difficult to interpret. Since the
discriminant analysis controls for the degree of associa-

the classification based on the discriminant analysis
represented a 26% improvement over chance.

Additional analysis. Additional analysis indicated
insignificant differences between the low, moderate and
.

high

interactors on (a) the group distributions of

respondents by sex, expected major, and Clark-Trow
subcultural orientation toward college. (b) the rank!
ordering of four educational goals, and (c) the means of
available quantitative and verbal scores on the Scholastic

Aptitude Test. (In the latter analysis, SAT scores were

available for 97 of the low interactors, 94 of the

:7
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Table' I
Varimax Rotated Factor Loadings for Students' Adjective Rating Scale Responses
(N=379)
I have found my nonacademic life at S.U. to be

khave found my acadeinic program at S.U. to be ...

Factor

Factor '

Loading

Loadirkg

Interest Value

Interest Value

Exciting
Enjoyable
Good
Interesting
Stimulating

.78
.76
.74

Enjoyable

Exciting
Stimulating
Enlightening
Interesting

.71

57

Informative

.63

Worthwhile
Dull

.61

.60

Valuable
Provocative

Alpha reliability= .90
% Variance = 23.1%

.57

Alpha reliability = .94

Dullness apathy

% Variance =c27.7%
.75
.71
.66
.65
62

Irrelevant
Dull
Boring
Useless

A Waste-

Practical Appeal
Irrelevant

2

- .71

Useless

.70

A Waste
Relevant
Practical

Alpha Rtliability= .85
% Variance = 14.1%

Informative

Practical appeal

0

Necessary

% Variance = 17.7%

X58

- Worthwhile
.

Demand /Challenge

.51
.44

.78
.75
.74
.42

Demanding
Challenging

Alpha reliability = .82

Difficult

% Varidnce = 11.0%

Different

Difficulty /Challenge

Alpha reliability = .69
% Variance =

.86
.85
.69

Demanding

Difficult
Challenging

.54
.54
.49

Alpha Reliability = .84

.74
.60

Necessary°
Practical
Valuable

Relevant

.71
.71

Rewarding
Enlightening
Boring

.56
.62
.58
.54

Rewarding
Good
Provocative

.84
.81.
.78
.72

Unnamed
.70

General

Alpha reliability = .78
% Variance = 9.3%

tt

% Variance = 5.5%

Uniquejiess
r. ,

.70
.55

General

Different

Alpha reliability= .27
% Variance = 4.7%

Total variance explained = 60.0

Total variance explained = 62.2%

Nols; The complete factor matrix and related Information are available upon request from E.T. Pascarella and P.T. Terenzini, Syracuse
Univer.ity.
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Table 2

do

)

Means, Standard Deviations, Univariate F!Ratios and Standardited Discriminant Weights
For Nine Predictor Variablesa .

.

.

Low
Interactors
(N=J40)

...

,1

Variable

Mean

;-

. SD

Standardized

High
Interactors
(N=106)

Moderate
Intbractors
(N=131)
Mean

SD

Mean

.51

2.58

.60
1.80
.57
.73
.55

204

.49
.61
11.90
.45
.67
.53

2.47
2.06
2.63

.54
.56

1.4.3

discriminant
SD

,

Fratiob

weightc

Variables In the analysis \

- (F to Enter >1.0)

Step

c

,
1

2

3

4
5

6
t

Interest value (academic program'
Interest value (nonacademic life)
Number of extrou nticular activities
Dullriess/apathy (academic program)
oCumulative freshman gradepoint average
Practical appeal (academic program)

2.71

2.246/
1.5

3.?0

2A8
2.57

4

.

3.54
3.40
2.48
2.41

.59

6.71..

.41

.17 ,

4.58°

.46

2.30
2.25

.25

5.31

.46
.72
.60

3.41
2.62

2.35

1.62

5.54

0

e

Variables not in the analysis
( F to enter < LO)
Practjcal appeal (nonacademic life)
Difficulty challenge (academic program)
Demand/challenge (nonacademic life)

1.92

2,53
2.89

.54
.63
.56

2.45
2.88

.61

.46
.64
,64

1.76

2.36
2.79

ibMultivariate F for the 9 predictor variables = 1.72 with 18 and 732 degrees of Leedom (p < .05)
Univariate aegrees of freedom = 2 and 374
cCentroid for high interactors = .235: Centroid for moderate interactots = ,111;Centrold for low 'Meru ,rs = .282
p<.05
, i

V <.01

'

)
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t
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3.41

2.54
1.28

:27
.15
.47
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,

to reregister tatcause of low academic
performance. These six subjects were dropped from the
allowed

moderate .interaclors and 76 of the 'high interactors.)
Mbteoyer,.a,series of post hoc n ultivariate anat., ses of

analysis and the final comparison was made between
"voluntary leavers" and "persisters". Table 3 shows the
distribution of voluntary leavers and persisters among
the low, moderate and high interactors. The chi-square
value for the test of independence was significant at
p<001. The percentage of voluntary leavers among low

Prnrollmeht scores on the Activities Index (Stem,
1970); a 12-dimension measure of personality needs,
and:-,the College Characteristics Index (Stem, 1970), an
-4,11kiitheitSion measure of the college environment, indicated insignificant overall diferences between the mean
vectors, of' the three comparison groups.- Preenrollment
. scores_on -the Activities Index and the College Characteristies Index were available for 92 1pw interactors, 78
moderate interactors and 72 hi interactors..
..Signifieint differences beRveen low, moderate and
:` 'high' interactOrs .were:indicated in three areas: (a) their
faille orifering.of interaction with faculty as, a souice of

interactors was _more than twice as high as the
percentage among moderate interactors and more than

.three times as high as the percentage among high
interactors.
Conclusions

While no causal claim can be mAde, the results of
this investigation support the hypothesis of a positive
relationship- between_the amount of informal interaction _freshman stuslents have with faculty members
and their perceptions' of both their academic and non-

pelsonesatisfaction during the ffeshman year (mean
ranking for high interactors = 3.72, mean ranking for
moderate, interactors = 4.22, mean ranking for low-interactOrs = 4.66, KruskaltWallace chi-square = 30.9
With -2 degrees- of freedom, p<.001); (b) their rank ojdering of 'faculty as a source of positive influence on
tfteirqintellectual development (mean ranking fcr high
interactors = 2.40;r mean ranking for, moderate interactors = 2.76, mean ranking for low interadtors, = 2:85,
Kruskal-Wallace chi-Square = 18.22 with 2 degrees of
freedom, p<001); and (c) their rank ordering of faculty
as a positive influence -on their personal development
(mean ranking for high interactors = 3.04, mean ranking
for moderate interactors = 3.38, mean ranking' for low
interactors = 3.45, Kruskal-Wallace chi-square *=. 14.31

academic college experiences. High mid moderate interactbr groups in the study were best differentiated from

low interactors on the basis ,of their more positive

ratings of the academic plogram on interest value and,
practical appeal factori and their more positive ratings
of their nonacademic lives on the interest value dimension.

The fact that high and moderate interactors were
characterized by more positive perceptions 'of both
their academic programs and nonacademic lives on

of freedom, p.001). The largest

interest value than were low interactors suggests than in-

between high.and low interactors with moderate interactors generally falling between the two extreme groups.
Follow-up analysis: The subjects initially participat-

academic experiences of college during the critical

with 2

degrees

formal faculty-student contacts beyond the classrbom,
may be an important factor in enhancingand perhaps
integratingthe impact of the academic and nan-

'differences in mean rankings in all three areas were
.

freshman year.
:Moreover, high interacting freshmen also tended to

ing in the study were followed during the 1975 fall
semester to determine if differences in rate of attrition
were associated with membership in the low, moderate
or high'interactor groups. A subject was considered a

rank faculty higher than did low interactors as a source
of positive influence on their intellectual and personal
development and to rank interaction with' faculty members higher than low interactors as a source of personal
satisfaction, These findings suggest that extraclassroom

leaver if he or she did not register for the 1975 fall
semester (i.e., his or ,her sophomore year). Sixty-six
students fell into that category, six of whom were not

Table 3
Distribution of Persisters and Voluntary Leavers Among Low,
; Moderate and High InteraCtors Groups
Low

Group
Persisters

Voluntary
leavers

Totals

,

interactors \
162
(73.4%)

Moderate

'High

interactors

interactors

Totals-

113

96
(92.3%)

311

8

60

(87.67)

36
(26.1%)

(7.7%)

138

104

Chi-square value = 16.86 with 2 degrees of freedom (.) <.001)
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of informal contact with faculty'beyond the classroom
may do so in large measure because, initially, they are
more positively disposed to the content of their formal,
in-class acadethic experience than are low interactors.
Being more intellectually and personally stimulated by
what transpires in their formal academic programs, they

contact with faculty means may serve to amplify the
positive effects faculty hav on students through their
more direct, instruction- lated contact. The results
luences of
suggest, further. that the salutary c
are multistudents' iinformal contact with fact,
' dimensionalthere appear to be both.i.sognitive and

may be more likely to seek interaction with faculty,

affective outcomes. It would appear that the conception
of the faculty member, as a role model for students has
both .conceptual validity and educational usefulness for

members outside of class as 4 means of further
enhancing the personal satisfaction of stimulation they
derive in the classroom. In this sense, informal inter-

those institutions whose educational goals are more

action with faculty might act to accentuate existing

broadly conceived than simply the inculcation of know-,
ledge dr career preparation. '
Perhaps -equally important, the field of nfluence

positive attitudes toward the academic program.

Another alternative explanation is the possibility
that the compdrisons groups do, in fact, differ significantly in personality - structure. The findings of this

which appears to be associated wit` 4.4-..ial faculty
contact is not narrowly restricted to any particular

study do not support such an explanation. Nevertheless";
it may be that low and high interactors differ along Pei-

subgroup of freshman students. No statistically significant diff&ences among the three groups of subjects are
indicated with respect to sex, expected major course of
study, ,or level of academic aptitude (as measured by
SAT'scores), nor are there observable, significant differences among the groups with respect to their orientations toward college (as indicated by the Clark -Trow
personsub'cultural types), their educational goats, tl,
ality needs or their preenrollment expectations of
cola ge. This evidence suggests not only that frequent
informal contact with faculty members has measurable,
pOsitive effects. on freshmen, but also that the benefits
may accrue to a wide range of individuals. Furthermbre,
it may also suggest that individual student characteristics
are a less important determinant of _he frequency with
which freshmen seek interaction with faculty beyond
the classroom than are the characteristics and personal
orientations of the particular faculty members to whom

sonality dimensions related to their propensity to seek, `
interaction with faculty, dimensioni which are largely
untapped by the activities index or the Clark-Trow
model. Such an hypothesis;however, seems more appropriate to explaining why students may choose to interact

with faculty, rather than to elucidating the outcomes
associated with that contact.

Quite apart from the issue of which hypothesis is
the most persuasive,.ho.wever, the evidence of this study
has several "Clear implications for institutions of higher
education. The positive influence of- students' informal

contact with faculty members. support, the efforts of
those institutions seeking to provide bcc_asions for?' students and faculty members to interact outside the classroom. Not only 'may the consequences of that contact
be, generally quite positive; the influence which faculty

members apparently exert On students through such
contact may have both cognitive and affective results.
Moreover, that influence is apparently felt by students
from a wide range of academic aptitudes, educational
goals, and orientations toward college. Ivlore frequent
contact between students and faculty memh'ers appears
toward
likely not only to induce more positive
result in positive
an institution in general but, also, to. result
personal and educational gains by the students exposed
to such contact.

they are exposed early in their academic careers. As
suggested by Wilson, et al. (1975), faculty who enjoy
and actively seek interaction with students outside of
class may gave 'clear cues as to their accessibility for such

interaction through their in-class teaching styles and
altitudes.
Support for the positive insitutional outcomes of in-

formal student-faculty interaction is suggested by the
significant association found between amount of informal contact with faculty and students' persistence at

Furthermore, students who, by virtue of their
personality make-up or other factors, are drawn to
faculty members and enjoy that contact may be frus-

the institution from freshman to sophomore year. It
might be hypothesized that students who are able to
establish satisfying informal relationships with their
teachers develop a higher level of integration into the
institution's social and academic systems than their
classmates who fail to establish such relationships
(Tinto, 1975). Thus, the former may have stronger
personal commitments to the institution than the latter
and, consequently, be more likely to persist, even
though they may not be achieving at a significantly

trated or disenchanted with an institution if that ,,ontacl

is denied or obstructed, whether by the personal inclinations of faculty members or ;because of a faculty
reward system Which does not recognize the educational

value of faculty contact with students ,outside the
classroom.
Much of this is speculative, and the caveat concern-

ing causal 'attributions based on the findings of this

higher level academically.
Given the ex post facto nature of this researt.1, how-

research has been stated. What is less arguable, however,
is the observed, progressively more positive assouation

ever, a degree of caution should be e-trused in attributing causality to informal interaction in the results of the
study. Indeed, several alternative explanations for the

between the amount of informal contact students have
with faculty members and their attitudes toward both
their academic programs and nonacademic. lives, and
their tendency to persist at the institution.

findings may be advanced.

Many students who engage in an extensive amount
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:..THE PROGRAM PRODUCTIVITY RATIO:
''.-TOWARD A BETTER MEASURE OF
ACADEMIC DEGREE PROGRAM EFFICIENCY
Jim Nichols
Concord College

4

When applied to academic degree programs, this formula
-can be expressed in this way:

Among! the highly visible conflicting pressures in
postsecondary 'education is that between the desire of

individual institutions to maintain their wasting acaStudents served by degree programs
Resources consumed by degree programs

demiedegreetprograms and the demand of the public (as

frequently .articulated through a central state postsecondary education agency) that leis efficient, under'duplicative academic degree programs
be terminated. Through such action, initiation of new
Courses of study cart be effected at little or no net increase in -cost. The pressure to review currently existing academic degree programs can be expected to grow
steadily in the future as full-time-equivalent (FTE) student enrollment declines while inflation forces costs

Unfortunately, the simplicity of this efficiency formula,
when applied to academic degree, programs, is confounded by currently incomplete measures of its components.
° Measurement of academic degree program 'outputs, or students served, is at best rudimentary. Simple
tabOlations .of degree program graduates fail to take
into consideration (a) students currently enrolled
in programs, (b) those students who lead academic

- enrondi or

per student higher.

Most public postsecondary education institutions
have reluctantly accepted the forfeiture of a measure of
institutional autonomy in requesting or receiving public
funds through a state agency vested With the authority
to coordinate or control postsecondary, education plan-,
ning and budgeting within a state. However, it is important to recognize that this acceptance is priniarily
by administrators and is acceptance of an institutional-

degree programs with increased knowledge and
marketable skills prior' to completing the program,
and (c) the range of ability possessed by degree
prograth completers. Output measures which purport to assess the quality of persons completing

academic degree programs are just beginning to be

introduced.

Measures of the resources consumed by an in-

level loss of autonomy.

stitution in supporting individual academic degree
programs, while varying substantially, are better 'defined.
Byers and Bower (1975) identify at least three methods

The power to control acadenuc degree program
offerings at constituent institutions is ai.o utilized by
central agencies to plan for postsecondary education on

for calCulating program graduate costs (p. 7). The
National Center for Higher Education Management

a state-wide basis. This type of control ranges from
approval of new academic degree program requests

Systems (NCHEMS) Information Exchange Procedures

to review and termination of existing degree programs.
The academic degree program control mechanism,
unlike generalized budgeting measures, affects a specific
and limited segment of each institution; impacts directly
upon faculty members who may perceive it is a direct
threat ,to their personal job security; and deals in the
-academic functioning of the institution.
While few would deny the public's right to maxi mum return on its investment in postsecondary educamum
tion, the exercise of degree program control, particularly
the review of existing degree programs-, can bring about
one of the most bitter types of conflict possible within
postsecondary education - between the institution, as
supported or forced by its faculty, and the central state
agency. Under these circumstances, the best that can be
reasonably expectid is acceptance of the objectivity of
the decision-making process and the data utilized by
thoselatitutions and individuals affected.

(IEP) approach to the issue identifies direct and full

institutional costs and allocates these' costs to the
academic degree programs as program unit costs.
The problems inherent in measuring' academic

degree program effidiency will certainly be resolved
only over a protracted period of time, and this paper

makes no contribution to the issue of the quality

or effectiveness of such programs. Introduced in the
paper is the concept of measuring academic degree
program efficiency in terms of the amount of .service
provided to students per FTC faculty position consumed in suppoit of an individual program. Introduction of this concept, while not resolving the
questions, does provide a further step in developing
better measures of academic program efficiency. The
actual 4nd potentialuses of this concept, the programproductivity ratio, are next described.
,Uses of the Program Protluctivity Ratio

Current Academic Degree Program Measures

The program productivity ratio has been utilized

The measurement or quantitative description of

Volume of output

making at an institution that

in decision

academic degree prograws is currently in a rudimentary
stage of development. 't formula commonly used in
measuring efficiency or cost benefit is
Resources consumed

Degree proem
efficiency

will be

College. The institution was
involved in an academic program review directed
by the state postsecondary education -agency. State
College's initial charge was identification of 20
.percent of its academic degree programs for further
identified

Efficiency
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computation of the program productivity ratio.

study. dIrected -toward possible termination. All postiecondary,institutions under the agency's control were
ailed to utilize cost output, institutional priority, and
Atialiti as variables in their identification of the
protramslor further review.
State College had pagticipated in the information
-Ex-change Procedures field-test and .possessed more
ibpliisticiteil,program data than any other institution in
the stare or than the central state Fpostsecondary education agency. In addition to ditliandard IEP liataset, the.
protram productivity ratio was available to the vice
president for aattemic affairs.
The program piOductivity ratio was integrated into
the' IEP data set and -utilized by the vice presi ent for
-academic 'affairs in, identifying 7 of the institu ion's 34
academic degree programs for further n ew and
possible termination- The vice president react d to the
_,,availibllitY and utilization of the data by indi ting that
internally; the data had been extremely usef in (a)
objectively determining the particular degre programs

Step 1. Calculation. of total student credit hours
(S(.11) produced by discipline. Determine-the number of

SCH 4roduced in each course (course, enrollment x
course credit value = SCH) and aggregate the data in
accordance with, the institution's academic, discipline
structure,
Step 2. Determination Sf total FT fiicul41.aisigned
to each discipline. Several me thbds Par orating faculty
across distiplines existAmong the ph ophical and
practical issues involved are (a) Shoul the allOca
:ion be based upon what the faculty,_ ember,
assigned to -do or the activities which he or ., e. reports'

performing? (b) Can an indivi4dal taw*
based upon his- or her teaching in excess of--giverf_
amount,.be considered greater than 1.00 FTE4ieulty?
(c) How should independent studiet.Ind ta6iiitOrie;s
be considered in allocation of 'FTE, ficultY?' While
each of these issues can be resolved in variouvWaYs',60,
the rebommendation of NCHEMS and the. titanner
indicated in calculation of the .program productivity

whose operations, were least efficient and (h) convincing

ratio is to allocate FTE faculty based upon .whit t

'the particular portion of the faculty adversely affected
Ihatslbe necessary decisions had been reached in the

they are assigned to do and the weekly 'Contact: hOnit
asiociaesd with respective tasks. Figure 2 illustrates
a faculty member assigned completely to instruction. In
this example, .36 faculty would .be-, Allocated to the

most objective manner possible.
In terms of programmatic data, State College was in

an advantageous position.in its relatiohship with the
central, state postsecondary education agency. State
College was. ,able to justify its recommendations and

political science discipline and .64 Fit gculty. to
-the history discipline.

piograms. The vice president maintained that.tlie data
saved at least one other degree program from termination.

iscipline resulting in the FIE Facidly per SCH by,

The potential des of the program prOductivity
ratio ;on a statewide .level are numerous. In an aca-

cipline. (An example of this caletllition is contained
Figure 1.)

demic. program review, the proglam productivity ratio

Step 4. ,Identification of SCH inclucement
emic degree program into °each discipline. The
co cept of students in each academic degree program

calculation provides a ready comparison of (a) the
number of FTE faculty members supporting each
academic degree program at each institution, (b) the

ac

efficiency of relatively similar. degree prograins at

inducing (causing) SCH into multiple disciplines is basic

to degree' program efficiency studie's. The concept, it
known as an induced workload matrix, is amply explained in several publications of NCHEMS (Johvon
and Huff, 1975) and is illustrated in eigure 1, vi tae
students in the -psychology degree program caused
(induced) 498 SCH 'to be distributed across the dis-

different institutions, and (c) various types of degree
programs, with state staffing/funding ratios for faculty
positions.

Codlputation of the Program Productivity Ratio

The program productivity ratio concept and comPutation resulted from an institutional field-tet of the
NCHEMS Costing and Data Management System and
Information Exchange Procedures.60nce institutional
data were processed through various modules, stored it
.

>

ciplines.

Step 5. Computation df the discipline FTE faculty
the
consumed by each degree program,. Multiply
results ,derived from step 3 (FTE faculty,per SCH by dis-

the-data management module, and the standard Informa-

cipline) by the results of step 4:(SCIrfnducenent by

tion Exchange Procedures were completed, the author

academic degree program, into each discipline), an
cation of the FTE faculty
facultyin each diScipline is achieved.
one degree Programs'
(Figure 1 provides an
consumption of FTE faculty. from variOus:disciplines.)

hand a senior staff associate from NCHEMS began "brainstorming" concerning other potential uses and the computational capabilities of the data management module.

"

Step 6. Calculation of the. pepiram productivity'
ratio. The final step in the calculation of the program
productivity ratio is to diiide the total discipline FTE

The program productivity rat': ..:alculation was aniong
those potential uses identified and subsequently
executed. _Hence, the psivg?am productivity ratio compNitation orginated first and was followed by realization

faculty consumed by each degree program into the total

SCH consumed by students in that academic degree

Of the potential usesfulndss ofothe resulting information.

Manual computation of the program productivity
ratio .occurred only after it had been data processed;
- however, it is useful for the purpose of explaining, in
:greater- detail, the calculations that takt place within the
Costing and Data Management System. The following
sequence and the accompanying illustration (Figure 1)

program. (Step 6 is illustrated in Figure

The manual computation of the program prodliotivity ratio, as well as mop other program measures, is
not feasible at institutions of any size or complexity:

but, is useful primarily in understanding the data-

processed calculatiOns that are explained' next.

Each of the steps outlined above is accomplished

outline the steps and formulae utilized in the manual
.

::
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Step 3. Calculation of,.portion o/ FTE faculty, per
Sal by discipline. Utilizing the data resulting from theinitial two steps, the total' SCH produced by discipline
are divided into the total FTEfacillty'assitned to each

provide evidenCe in defense of its other academic degree

_
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Step t;

Step 4

Step 3

Step 2

Step I

11

Psychology degree program data

Disciplinary data

College

discipline

assigned

Portion of full .time.
equivalent (FTE) faculty
student credit hour (SCH)

to discipline

by discipline

Total student
Credit hours (SCH)
produced by
discipline

Total fulltime-equivalent
(FTE) faculty

1106
1550
1686
1550
1593

3.63
9.70
5.98
00

777

1.80

All discipline
Fnglish discipline
Mathematics discipline
Biology discipline
History discipline
Psychology discipline

17

Student credit hours (SCH)
induced by
psychology
degree program'

00

Source

Computed

63 1T
FTE
Total FIE faculty assigned to each discipline
or 1106 SCH
Total SCH Produced by discipitne

.0033

18
101

.0594
.6363

0035
.0032
0032
0023

74

.2,90

41

.1312
.0769
.5520

24

240

faculty per SCSI

by discipline
Computed

X

Total SCSI induced by degree program

1.7148

a

Psychology degree

SCH inducement by
academic degree program or 0033 ir 18 9 .0094
into each discipline

Total FM faculty consumed by degree program

498

0033

instruceional work load matiVi

Portion of Fri

faculty consumed by

psychology degree program

'.0063

Total

%Computed

,:,,Portion of discipline

fulltime-equivalent (FTE),

498
°r1.7148

:290

program productivity

ratio
290 SCI1 Per F-YF.

faculty

I

Step 6

Figure I . Example program productivity ratio manual computation.

aA ,

.7

0

PROGRAM PRODUCTIVITY RATIO

/

Full-time equivalent
faculty member
allocation

Average weekly

Discipline and course
number

"

contact hours

History 101
History 102
Political science 233
History 339*

3

.27

3

.21

4
1

.36
.10

11

1.0d

Independent study

Figure 2: Example of faculty member assigned completely to instruction (1.00).

As shown in Figure 3, these data are added to the already existing activity/discipline structure as an addi-

using the NCHEMS Costing and Data Management

System, however, several of the steps are accomplished

tional parameter.

in a different order. (Figure 3 and the following comments explain the calculation.)

The data management module receives from the
personnel data module, in Step 2, the totals FTE
faculty assigned to each discipline. This is stored as

produced by discipline (Step 1) and the SCH inducement by academic degree program ,into each discipline.
(Step 4). Though the calculation for Steps and 4
take place within the student data module, the results

yet another parameter associated with each. discipline.

The student data module is utilized to simultaneously accomplish the calculation of total SCH

With the data stored as a result of the calculation
(SCH produced by discipline) and Step 2
in Step
(FTE faculty assigned' to each discipline), the data
management module is directed to divide the "SCH
1

1

of these steps (along with the academic degree
program -and disciplinary structure) are com-

per discipline" parameter into the "FTE faculty assigned
by discipline" parameter in each activity center (Step 3)
and to store the results in each activity center/discipline
as a new parameter identified as FTE faculty per SCH.

municated by passing a series of update records from
the student
. module.

data module to the data management

The same type of calculation and storage command
is given to the data management module in the execu-

Personnel data module determines the total FTE
faculty assigned to each discipline (Step 2). Task records
containing data concerning assigned classes or tasks that
the faculty perform are the primary source' of informa-

tion of Step 5, the discipline FTE faculty consumed by
each degree program.

In Step 6 (computation of the program productivity ratio), the data management module is directed
to (a) total down degree program/parameter columns
derived from Step 4 (SCH inducement by academic
degree program into each discipline) and Step 5 (dis-

tion for the module. The results of calculations of the
personnel data module (total FTE faculty assigned to
each discipline) are communicated, using another series
of update records, to the data management module for
storage.

_cipline FTE faculty ,consumed by each degree program),

The data management module is the most essential
component in the Costing and Data Management System

(b) divide the total SCH taken by students in each
degree program by the total FTE faculty consumed
by the same degree program, and (c) store the
resulting program productivity ratios as parameters

and the program productivity ratio calculation. The
purposes of the data management module are to serve as
file or storage structure for information calculated in
all the modules, and as a tool for performing arithmetic

computations on the data contained within its

in a new activity structure element identified as prcgram
measures.

file

The program productivity ratio's calculation appears

structures.

In its utilization to calculate the program productivity ratio, the data management module first receives
data on update records from the student data module
(Step 1). These update records contain instructions for
establishing the activity center structur' of data managemen. module and one of the parameters associated with
the activity center. Specifically, the data management

on the surface to represent a formidable task, and,

module receives the discipline structure of the college as
its activity center structure and total SCH produced by

able.

discipline as its first parameter. (See Figure 3.) In

Evaluation of the Program Productivity Ratio as'a
Measure of Academic Degree Program Efficiency

indeed, it is not something which should be undertaken

without consideration of the cost implications. However, once the institutional commitment is made to
study academic degree programs, the program productivity ratio represents the least burdensome measure
of academic degree program efficiency currently avail-

Step 4, the SCH inducement by academic degree program into each discipline is also communicated to the
data management module from the student data module.

The program productivity ratio certainly is not
the final solution in measuring academic program
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0

0

Step I

+

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4
Student credit hours

Step 5

Fulltime-equivalent
(FTE) faculty consumed by

(SCH) induced by

+

'

Total student credit

'

hours (5C11)
per

Dii.ciplines
Art
nalosli

Mathentalks
Biology

/listory
PsI:holorty

discipline
1146
1540
1686
1550
1593
777

'

Total fulltime

Fulltsme-squivalent

equivalent (FTE)
iact.ity
assigned"

(FTE) fatuity

degree

degree

program

programs

Psychology
degree
program

programs

....

.05.34

4....

3,63

.0033
.0063

970
5 98
5 00

.00,35

557

4

1,80
.

+

Psychology

1$
101
74

.0032
.0032
.0023

240

+

+

+

+

41

24

+

+

+

+

+

a

a

a

*

a

a

Program measures

Other '

per

studenf credit hour (SCH)

t

-

.4...
0000

....
....
....
....
....

.

4...
.4..
.

4985

.6363
.2590
.1312
.0769
.5520
+
4
4

a

Other
degree

.....

....
....
...a
....
....
....
....
....
a...

1.7148.

Calaulated within data management -aodule
C. I mmunk An/ from personnel data module
ContmunKated ,ront student data moduk

Figure 3. Example program productivity ratio data-processed computation in data management module.
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efficiency. Its principal limitations include a total

lack of sensitivity to the qualitative aspect of evaluating
academic degree programs and the need for data piocess-

'lug the bulk of data required for its computation.,
Though these limitations are substantial, tfiey are
shared with all other current measures of degree program
efficiency.
The relative ad'antages of the program productiiity

ratio compbred to other Current measures of academic
degree program efficiency, include the following.

1. Relative ease of computation. The program pro-

ductivity ratio calculation does not involve use of
institutional fiscal data nor require the crossover of the
institutional general ledger chart of accounts. Only impleihentation of the student data module, personnel data
module, and data management module are required.
2. Lack of sensitivity to inordinately high or low
discipline salaries, rank structures, or tenure rates. 'Due
to its computation based upon FTE faculty (as opposed

tions of, efficiency in decision making can result in
substantial distortion of the resulting data.

3. Direct comparability with central postsecondary
education agency staffing /funding ratios. While few state

agencies( have moved to academic degree program
budgeting, many do utilize staffing/funding ratios in
budgeting. The program productiVity ratio provides a
data element through which academic degree programs
are directly comparable to the basis upon which many
institutions are allocated funds and FTE -faculty
positions.

4. Comparability of results over a period of timewithout influence by inflation. Due to its nonfiscal
derivation,

the

program

pioductivity ratio allows

direct _comparison over a number of years of degree
program efficiency without adjustment for inflation.
4

Conclusion

As indicated in this paper, the iiiogram productivity

to salaries that are affected by the above variables)

ratio does not represent a final measure of academic

differences .1n efficiency pleasures attrihutable to the
personal characteristics of individual faculty members
are eliminated. These personal characteristics and
attendant fiscal implications are- often beyond current

degree_program efficiency nor a replacement for other
measures. Rather, it does represent a currently available

institutional control, and their inclusion in considera-

efficiency.

alternative technique in the long-term development

toward a better measure of academic degree program
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OUTCOMES OF VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL-TRANSFER PROGRAMS
AT COMMUNITY COLLEGES, TECHNICAL SCHOOLS,
AND SIMILAR TYPES OF INSTITUTION
Noeth
Gary R. Hanson
The American College Testing Program
Richard

Postprogram follow-up studies have traditionally
been an integral component of educational research.
Recently, however, follow-up activities have received
special emphasis due to the concerns of accountability
brought ,to public attention through economic and cul-

the-prOgram, future
employment history since leaving
employment plans, particular and overall indices of job

perceptions of the necessity of postsecondary training for present job; and educational,

satisfaction,

history. "Would you do it over again?" was also asked.
Follow-up procedures and response rate. Survey
mailings to individuals, mailings to parents, and phone

tural factors.

The purpose of this study was to assess the outcomes of postsecondary vocational-technical-transfer
programs by examining the educational and vocational
status of students five years after enrollment. Specific
questions to be answered were as follows:

calls to nonrespondents were

sary. Survey packages included a cover letter, the survey
instrument, and a return business reply envelope. The
first survey package mailing was followed 17 days later
by a postcard reminder: A second survey package was
mailed three and one-half weeks after the postcard reminder; a third survey package was sent four weeks after

LI What is the present educational-vocational status
of individuals who began vocational-technical-transfer
programs at community colleges, technical schools, and
similar types of institutions in the fall of 19.70?

2. How do students' final programs relate to their
occupational experiences and to their future occupational plans?

conducted from late

January 1975 to early Jun6 1975. Mailings were also
made to institutions for address updating when neces-

that. By early May, when all mailing proceduvs had
been completed, phone calls were made to all non-

.

respondents. Many apparently had moved and were not
listed in phone directories at their last known addresses.
The four mailings produced a total response rate of
45%, or 72% of those for whom accurate addresses were

3. Do those individuals working in program-related
occupations feel that their postsecondary training made,
a difference in the level of their present employment?
4. Are those individuals working in program-related
occupations satisfied with their present jobs, and would
they go through their respective programs again?

available. Phone calls added 15% to the overall response rate (increasing by 23% the rate 'of those that
could be reached). Thus, a final response rate of 60%
(N = 2,594 from 109 institutions) was achieved,
equivalent to returns from 95% of.those with accurate

Methodology
Sample. A follow-up sample (N=4,350) representing
the national norm was selected from among students
(N = 22,342) who completed the American College
Testing Program's Career Planning Program (CPP) in the
fall of 1970. The CPP is a guidance assessment instrument designed to help students make better-informed
career decisions and plans. Major components of the CPP
include ability, interest, and experience scales as well as
sections on job choice, educational plans, job values, and
working condition preferences.
Students in 4te norm group completed the CPP as
they began vocational, technical and transfer programs

addresses.

Analyses. For each of the four questions related to

the overall purpose of this study, cross-tabulation pro-,
cedures were performed between individuals in the

particular group studied and the criterion

measure

(present occupation, job satisfaction, etc.). Prior to the

cross tabulations, all individuals were screened for complete data, that is, that they had responded to all items
pertinent to a particular analysis.
Results
Present educational-vocational status. Sample mem-

technical schools, and
at 110 community colleges,
similar kinds of institutions across the nation. Follow-up
sample members were chosen according to the educa
tional programs in which they were originally enrolled.
Eight programs were selected. Both males and females
were selected from the business and marketing, account-

bers are listed in Table 1 by completed and noncompleted programs as related to current occupation. (The
classification system shown in Table 3 was used to
categorize similar current occupations.) The com-

parisons below include all 982 persons completing programs and the 507 persons not completing programs
who were employed at the time the sample was taken.
Study results revealed that most persons who had
completed programs and,were employed held jobs for

ing, science, social science, and arts and humanities programs. Males only were selected from electrical engineer-

ing technology and auto mechanics, and females only

from nursing programs. Very few members of the

which they had been trained. Most of those from

opposite sex were originally enrolled in these programs.
The survey instrument. The survey instrument was
,designed to cover individual's educational-vocational
decisions, experiences and plans. The instrument was
pretested extensively with different samples representing two-year college students. Follow-up items included

business and marketing programs, including those who

had not completed them, held business, contact jobs
(50%). In addition, 23% of those completing the programs held business detail jobs. All persons completing
registered nursing prograins herd nursing positions. Most
41
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Table I

O

Students From Completed and Noncompleted Programs (CP and NCP respectively) by Current Occupation

.

EdUcational program
Business
and

.

Registered
nursing

marketing
Current
occupational group

CP

NCP

CP

Business contact

SO

SO

0

Nursing
Business detail

Technologan
Science

Electrical
engineering
technology

Accounting

NCP

NCP

CP

NCP

CP

NCP

CP

NCP

14

22

9

14

9

19

12

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

9

2

11

2

II

39

S7

18

100

37

0

23

0

20

72

0

0

0

0

38

2

6,

62

0

o

0

3.

CP

3

2

Arta
and

Social
science

CP

o

6

Auto
mechanics

Science

humanities

NCP

a

CP

III

16

,3t

8

2

0

2

NCP

0

2

17

33
13

0

4

19

18

16

28

29

7

16

1

1/
Trades
Social sciences

NU and humanities

12

23

0

IS

6

0

0

0

0

100

100

17

9

28

3

6

0

-o

0

100

100

100

IOC

(N48) (N206)

(N*30)

(N.133)

(1'72)

22

32

19

44

79

78

4

2

6

0

0

0

0

0

100

100

100

100

(N1S4)

(N..4)

(N91)

3

64

19

Total percent

(N104)

100

100

100

100

100

100

(N.99) (N136)

(N40)

(N1131

(N81)

(N4S)

(N93)

Note There were 1.489 persons completing or not completing programs and 234 persons continuing programs Not included in the analyses discussed in the article are 97 Individuals in the military,
124 homemakers. 140 who were seeking Jobs, 80 who indicated that there were no Jobs m41,14181., in their fields. andt97 who were unemployed for other reasons. The remainder of respondents not
accounted for in this table did not complete sufficient items to he included in the analyses for this study
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Table 2

Perrentag s for Students from Educational PrOgrams by Their First Jobs (FJ), Curre
and'Expected Future J6bs (El)

,.

Jobs (CJ)

'0,,,

Occupational group
.

Bassinets contact

ompIcted

Cl
SI

Business and marketing
Registered nursing

Actounting

14

Technologies

Fl

El

'3

ES

Cl

El

Fl

6

24

27

13

1

1

1

99

100

99

0

0

0

22

72

72

64

0

0

Nursing

Business detah

Program

C3

`CS

El

0

I

1

0

0

63

61

68

0

57

60

64
5

Electrical engineering
technology

6

9

12

4

2

3

0

Stience

8

9

13

4

3

2

1

Auto mechanics

3

a

17

a

9

6

0

0

0

1

3

Social sciences

17

14

\17

8

3

4

0

0

4

1

Arts and humanities

12

14

16

'17

18

2

3

0

3

12

5

(N=125)

(N=144)

(N=131)

(N=200)

(N=167)

(N=2 t 6)

(N=238)

(N=219)

(N=I 91)

(N=216)

\\

(N=I701.,

11

C/

El

31

El

Fl

Cl

El

F3

Cl

12

19

0

0

El

0

0

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

7

I

a

0

1

3

5

0

0

I

3

0

I

I

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

Ass.runting

Cl

5

humus> and marketing
Registered nursing

=205)

Arts and humanities

Social sciences

Science

Trades

completed

(

tonal group

' Occ

Fragrant

0
10

.

.

0

I les Insal engineering
letanotogs

27

25

12

0

0

I

0

Ssiense

24

19

7

5

9

1I

1

Auto Met.% uns s

27

80

64

0

0

0

I

0

7

0

S

3

2

0

Is

1

53

71

83

1

19

11

2

C

0

3

22

36

36

15

16

28

(N=16/,

(N=179)

(N=164)

(N=149)

(N=178)

(N=171)

(N=165)

(N=199)

(N=203)

(N=99)

(N=133)

(N=125)

S0,111 St lelhall

Arts and humanities

Note Pert entages are based on students ssho completed or spent at least four months In a traintng program.
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VOCATIONAL- TECHNICAL-TRANSFER PROGRAMS

evidently did not have the immediate opportunity to
enter the job market in a program-related occupation.
However, in 1975, three years after entry, a higher
percentag, were employed in program-related jobs and
an even higher percentage expected to hold such jobs

of those finishing accounting programs held business
detail jobs (72%); a second group was employed in
business contact. Of ,those completing studies in electrical engineering ts.chnology,, 62% held technological
jobs, while 22% were in trades. Greater percentages of
'those from science programs had positions in technology and trades than in science. A large majority of
those persons completing programs in auto mechanics
.held trade jobs (79%), and 78% of those not completing
the programs were similarly, employed. The majority of

three years into the future. There appears to be a

tendency for persons from the more specific educational
programs to move in the direction of higher paying jobs
and, what some consider,,higher status jobs that indeed_

utilize more of their training. F6i example, students
in electrical engineering technology tended 'to move
out of the trades area and into the technology area;
business and marketing students moved out of busk
ness detail into business .contact occupstional_areas.

those finishing social science programs held positions in
that field (64%). Finally,--those who had completed arts

-and humanities programs were spread among the
different categories, almost half (45%) holding either

Several interesting trends in job mobility from first
to anticipated future job are also shown in Table 2. Most

arts and humanities or social science jobs.
Of the 2,594 meffibers of the sample, 234 were not

employed and were still enrolled in education0 programs. The current educational programs (both 2-year
and 4-year) of .those persons continuing programs not
previously completed were similar to those in which
they had started in 197. For example, more than half
of those persons originally enrolled in business and
.marketing programs were continuing in either 2- or

noticeable is the dramatic drop from 80% for students
in auto mechanics who were employed in trades,jobs at
the time of the survey to 64% for those who expected to
,

of those people expected future employment in thr"
business contact field. (Note the increase from 3,70 for

the auto mechariics students who obtained their first
jobs in business contact to 17% for those who expected
to obtain a future job in. that area.) Except for nursing
and social science students, there was a slight trend for
people to move out of a specific training area toward
business contact. This movement probably represents
those people who want to manage or own a business of
their own.
Attitudes toward postsecondary education. Students who completed a program or who spent at least
four months in one before leaving school and who were._
employed in program-related occupations formed the
criterion groups used in this analysis. The occupational
groups and related educational programs are shown in
Table 3.
More than 75% of the individuals who were employed in program-related occupations agreed that they,

4-year business programs. Similarly, a majority of those
persons who had been in accounting programs were still
enrolled in that program area; over two-thirds of those
who were orioinally in registered nursing were continuing in nursing programs More than half of the persons
previously enrolled in electrical engineering technolbgy
programs were still enrolled in that type of program; but
only about 20% of those initially in science were still in
such programs, another 25% having switched to
engineering. Two-thirds of those who had been enrolled
in social science: programs were still in those types of
programs. About 30% of those persons who began arts

and humanities programs were continuing in arts and
humanities, but another 30% had changed to social
science.

First, current, and planned future jobs. The data in
Table 2 illustrate the movement toward pr.etlin-related

could not have obtained their present jobs wittout
education beyond high school. People from only twt, of
the programs (auto mechanics and business and marketing) had mixed feelings-one-half were positive and one-

employment of working individuals who have completed
educational programs and have spent at least four
months in a program before leaving school Hence, they
differ slightly from those reported in Table 1.

half were negative -about whether they needed postsecondary training to obtain their respective jobs.
However, for all other programs, a substantial majority

The data demonstrate the stability of the more
vocationally specific programs. For nearly every such
program area, percentages of students who obtained.
their first jobs in a program-related occupational group
were almost identical to *'.ose percentages of students
still employed in that group. For examp!e, 72% of the
students from accounting programs obtained their first

felt that their training beyond high school had been
necessary. The registered nursing, social science, electrical engineering technology, and science programs had
high ratios (35:1, 9:1, 5:1, and 5:1 respectively) of inho felt that their training had been necessary,
to thOse wno felt otherwise.
Satisfaction and willingness to do it over. The same
criterion groupings that were established in the_preceding sedtion were also employed here. (See Table 3.)
The satisfaction index is based on a four-response item
wl icn asked how satisfied an individual was overall with
current job. The responses were: yery satisfied, fairly
satisfied, fairly dissatisfied, and very dissatisfied. The
item whiclj covers the second part of this topic asked,
"If you could do it over again, would you stilt enter a
post-high school ocational, technical, or transfer program?" The possible responses were "yes," "no," and
"I'm not spre."
The, data indicate that for a': eight programs the
overwhelming majority of students employed in pro-

jobs in the busiriess -detail occupational group;-the same

percentage were employed in that group at the time of
.

hold future jobl in.that area. The data suggest that.,manyT

the survey.

For students who completed some of the more

general programs, however, larger percentages were
currently employed in program-related occupations
than when they (0-Awned their firstjobs. For example,
over 70% of the students who had completed a program
in the social sciences were currently employed in that
area in-contrast to Only 53% who had first obtained
social science positions. A similar pattern was evident for

the arts and humanities programs. There is a marked
trend for those \ who haVe completed general programs
like social science or arts and humanities to eventually
obtain program-related jobs. Many of those students
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Table 3

..

Occupational Groups and Educational Programs Used in
Classifying Students' Educational and Employment Status

Occupational group (and related job families)

Related educational prograin

1. Busineiscontact: promotiotf and direct contact sales;

Business and marketing

management and planning; retail sales and services

2. Nursing: nursing and human care

Registered nursing

3. Business detail: paying, receiving, and bookkeeping;
clerical and secretarial work; office machine operation;
dispatch and delivery

Accounting

4. Techno!ogles: engineering and taker applied technologies;
engineering; repairing and servicing home and office equipment

Electrical engin&ring technology .

S. Science: najural sciences and mathematics; medicine and
medicai,fechnologies

Science

6. 'Trades: ma-chine operating, servicing & repairing; construction
and maintenance; transport equipment operation; growing
and caring for plants/animals

Auto mechanics

7. Social sciences: social sciences and legal services: education and
social services:law enforcement and protective services

Social sciences

8. Arts and humanities: creative arts; applied arts (verbal):
applied arts (visual); popular entertainment

Arts and humanities

Note. This table kresents a classification for the eight occupational groups according to the Occupational Classification System and
shows how they directly parallel and relate to the eight vocational-technical-transfer programs included in this study.
A

gram-related occupations were generally satisfied with

them. For example, 93% of those in business and
,marketing, 98% in registered nursing, 94% in accounting,
492% in electrical engineering technology, 97% in science,.
94% in auto mechanics, 95% in social science, and 95`,'

in arts and humanities expressed satisfaction with their
current occupations. In addition, slightly more than 75%
of the groups expressing satisfaction indicated that they
would go through their training programs again.
FUrthermore, those who were satisfied, but "not sure"

as to whether they would go through their train'og
again clearly outweighed those who were satisfied but

would definitely not do it over again. Interestingly
enough, among the small number of Persons who were
dissatisfied with their current employment, most would
still go through their training programs again.
Conclusions

This study has examined outcomes of certain types
of postsecondary educational opportunities by offering
several responses to the overall question, "What happen
to students who attend vocational- technical- transfer pro-

grams at community colleges, technical schools, and
similar types,of institutions?"'

A major finding is that a fairly high percentage
(about 75%) of those students who Wert employed at

the time ,of the survey and who had completed educational programs were employed in occupations related to
their training. Many of those students who had not completed a program were also employed in occupations related to their programs. In addition, those individuals
who were still in school were generall} in educational
areas related to the programs they began in 1970.
A second trend evide from these data is that stuvitate toward jobs related
dents generally tended to
to the educational programs they had completed,
although their first jobs might not have been programrelated. For most programs, when the survey was taken
more students held program-related jobs than had held
such positions when first employed. An even large percentage expected future employment that was related to
the educational program' they had completed. Local

n

labor market crefrons may not have provided the

c^. artunity fo, immediate entry into a progiam-reiated
job, but many of those people persisted and subsequent-

ly obtained, or planned to obtain, jobs related to their
educational programs. One might speculate that students
who have invested greater amounts of time and money
in completing a program persist longer in seeking related

employment. Thus, a side benefit of two-year vocational- technical - transfer programs may be increased
job motivation, at least at the entry level.
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a*.
vor

program in auto mechanics' might ,work with older

The third important finding in this study concerns

workers and receive the same pay even though the older
worker has received no formal training.
Finally, the data from this study suggest that those

the perceived value of those educational, programs by the
)00

student "consumer." With the exceptidn of persons
from programs in liusinesS and marketing ant:Lauto

employed in occupations related t.) their educational

mechanics, the vast majority of individuals employed in
program-related occupations felt they .could not have
obtained their ,present jobs without education beyond

programs are highly satisfied with their, present occupations, and the majoriry,of them indicate that 'they would
enter those progaifis again. Even students who were not
satisfied with their current jobs would still go 'through
their particular training programs again. Unfortunately,
comparative job satisfaction data for students who d:d

high school. Overall, students, employed in programrelated occupations thought that their community
colleges. and vocational-technical schools provided
valuable training experiences. The fact that a majority of

not enter or complete a two-year educational program
are not available. But for the individuals in this-study
their educational programs had sufficient value for them
,to say they would do it again.

graduates from two programs did not see their educational programs as necessary to obtain their current jobs
may, reflect the nature of the job ,skills or degree of
responsibility assigned to entry level people in those
areas. In some cases, for example, a graduate from a
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.

relationships is an uneasy balance between. the levels of

This study reports the differences between the
higher education goals of college faculty and those
of state-level decision makers. It also reports the permese two groups about who makes the
ceptions

decision making. Spurlock (197.5) claims that "the
trend toward statewide coordination of colleges and universities is an escalating struggle for power and values between state officials pnd instructional leaders" (p. 190).
While states have taken on more responsibility for

important decisions regarding higher education at

the state level. As a way to focus the problems in-

higher education, faculty have remained mute on the

volvoc1,1 have looked specifically at three propOsitions.

issues. Logan Wilson (1968) mused the following:
Considering the tendency of many academicians to
resist the centralization of authority and to

The first proposition is that state representatives will
value program diversity for higher education more
hi,siety than do college faculty. (College faculty will

criticize relentlessly thL actions of institutional
trustees and administrators, it is indeed astonishing how silent they have been abbut this drastic

value liberal arts goals instead.) The second proposition
is that faculty involvement in campus decisio 1 making
will be more important to college faculty than'to state
representatives. The third proposition is that college
faculty will perceive themselves to be less influential at

reorganization" (p. 134).

As the relationships between institution and state

become imp formalized, differences between the

the state level than they are perceived to be by state

parties will be more clearly perceived. Martin Trow
(1974) belieVes that the two groups do not share the
same values and unsp4en assumptions regarding the
nature and direction of higher education. He believes
that the state is more likely to assert its egalitarian
concept -or the public interest in postsecondary education than are the senior professors in their elite univer-

representatives.

.The current relationship between institutions and

the government is an ambivalent one. Institutional
representatives want to protect the autonomy of the
college and university. The traditional desire is to
maximize internal direction of the institution and
ensure freedom from outside control. Colleges want

sities, who are increasingly perceived as having special
interests. In much the same vein, Waldo (1970) claims
that "as the universityibecomes increasingly an instrument of government there will be severe problems arising
from lack of congruence between academic norms and
ideology and our general governmental-political norms
ancIideology" (p. 106).

and need the full funding available from government
sources.

In reality, however, the ability. of higher education
institutions to maintain internal control is circumscribed
by the state. One means of state influence is substantial

manual control. Public institutions have clearly lost

any unique control over their own financial fates,

This study is an investigation of these possible
differences. It examines the differences between goals

and state regulatory agencies are paying much closer
attention to institutional budgets as the budgetary
crunch worsens. The proportion of state budgets going
to higher Iducation in the next twenty years hill be no
greater than it is now (Glenny and Dalglish, 1973). The
federal government is expected to follow a strategy of
funding students rather than institutions, but the level
funding will not increase significantly. The result will
be additional competititon for new students and public
funds, which will increase pressure on state decisionmaking bodies to mediate between institutions. Private

for education of college faculty and legislators and
their perceptions on who makes important decisions
about higher education at the state level.
-

Experimental Population
The faculty are members of the American Associa-

tion of University Professors (AAUP) wb'o have been
active in state-level posts for that organization. They
over-represent universities -and private colleges and
under-represent community colleges and public colleges.

colleges and universities are beginning to come under the
scrutiny of state agencies as well, grudgingly giving up

They were picked because the organization is one of the

major groups involved in representing faculty at the

internal freedom in order to receive, from government
sources, funds necessary to support current programs.
Another second form of state involvement is seen

-state level.

The legislators are active on educational committees

in the state's control of the legal context of decision
making. At one -time or another, decisions have'been

in

a

few

respondents who work in the governor's office or on
state coordinating committees but are included in the

made at the state level about the number, location, and
enrollment of public institutions, program charges to
students; admission standards; and quality of instructionin programs. All of these state-level decisions reduce

group labeled legislators.

Data Collection and Analysis

The following tables add analysis are based on
questionnaires returned by 112- faculty members and
85 state representatiJes. The sampling design called for
125 responses from each group. Ninety percent
of the
-

the autonomy of institutions. The erosion of institutional auto.lomy takes place even though state-level
-decision makers are wary about becoming too deeply involved in

one of the legislative houses. There are

operational questions. The result of the
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faculty and 68 percent of the state representatives returnedthe questionnaire. Efforts to complete the sample
are continuing.

We examined the results in four ways..The first,
and perhaps most important, was to compare the goals
statements of faculty and legislators in terms of "should

questionnaire. (Data pertaining to these sets of responses

be" results. It was felt that differences at this point

are summarized in this paper. The complete list of the

would indicate that the two groups disagreed on goals.
Significant differences between legislators and faculty

There are 41 items in the goals section of the

41 goals items and their rankings are available on request
from the author.) Each respondent was asked to answer
each item in two ways: to what extent a goal is actually

for five of the 4'1 goal items are shown in Table 1.

The two items ranked higher by faculty than
and 38) both reflect a clear

by legislators (items

being realized in higher education in the state and to
what extent it should be emphasized. The response

1

desire for faculty involvement in decision making.

The two items ranked higher by legislators (items
4 and 27) both point to a desire on the part of legislators
to broaden the base of higher education.

categories were as follows:

5of absolutely top importance
4of great importance
3of medium importance
2 -of little importance
1of no impOrtance
A sixth category was also available., I don't know. or
can't say.
The seeond part of the questionnaire requested
respondents ,to assign importance to 14 -.groups or
individuals in terms of how much influence they had on
decisions at the state level: The response categories

The remaining item (no. 41) is hard to interpret.
It may be seen as part of a set which also includes
"protect academic freedom" and "student's, right to
advocate direct action." Legislators and faculty agreed

on both of the latter, assigning them high and low
priorities respectively.

Next we looked at the ranking of the same 41

items to determine the perception of faculty and legis-

lators as to what "is". The fact that the two groups
agreed on 36 of the 41 items leads to the conclusion that

were as tollows:

there is more agreement than disagreement between
faculty and legislators: But differences on some items

5a greatdeal of say
4quite a bit of say
.3some say

indicated that the two groups did not shace a completely
common perception about what, is happening in higher

2.--very little say

education in their state. Again, there are five items

1 rib say at all
In the last set of 15 items, respondents were asked
to identify groups or individuals that influenced state

which show significant differences. These are reported in

Table 2. The most glaring difference between the two
groups is identified in item 1. That was the only item'
that appeared on both Table 1 and Table 2. Rankings on
the two tables indicate that legislators think that faculty
have more influence than they should. Faculty did not
shift the ranking significantly from the "should be" to
the "is" category.
,
There were two items in the "is" list that legislators .`
ranked higher than faculty (items 1 and 19). The first
suggests that faculty are much less convinced of the:r
influence than legislators are The faculty ranking
changed.from 28.5 on the "is" category to 21 on the
"should be" response. The other item indicates that

legislators. The response categories were as follows.

3a major effect
2a moderate effect
1little effect
The mean response score for each item was derived

by (1) assigning weights to the response categories,
(2) adding together the weights from individual
responses, and (3) averaging this total. This procedure

was followed for each subgroup of participants, state
legislators and university faculty. Separate rankings of
the items were then constructed for each subgroup. and
the, difference or spread on indiviJual items was calculated. A significant difference was declared when the

legislators are much more concerned Yk,ith quality across

institutions. This result lends support to the legislative
goal, shown on the should be goals, of maintaining a

difference was equal to o: greater than at least one-ttUrd
of the possible difference.

Table j
Differences on Item Ranks
Between Faculty and Legislators for "Should Be" Items
Legis-

No.
1

4

27
38
41

$,

Faculty
rank

Item

Let \the will of full-time faculty prevail
Provide courses for parttime students
Maintain a \balanced level of quality in all the state's institutions
Involve faculty in college governance
Protk.1 student's right of inquiry

J6

48

21

Difference

38

-17

9.5'

23.5

40

lator
rank

14

3

32

22
-29

55

20

-14.5

'

18

Lee
Table 2
Differences between Faculty and Legislators
on Item Ranks for "Is" Items
Legis-

Item

No,

Faculty
rank

lator
rank
14
27

Let the will of full-time faculty prevail
Affect student with great ideas

28.5

13
16

Orient colleges to needs of the immediate geographic regions

14.5

19

Maintain top quality in all institutions

33.5
2.5

22

Keep costs down, through statewide coordination

10.5

29.5

13

Difference
14.5
-14
-19
20.5
-19

range of rather practical operational necessities such as
student activities, institutional prestige, applied,research,

balanced level in state institutions.

The 'other three items present a mixed picture.
Faculty; in contrast to legislators, clearly feel that
statewide coordinatiori has been an efficient cost
cutter. Faculty also feel that they are meeting the
needs of local communities better than legislators
believe to be the case. Finally, faculty feel that they
are teaching great ideas, while legislators are not as

community needs, faculty careers and economy of
operation.

Results from the same questionnaire d wn up for
legislators is shown in Table 4, which contai s five items

also found on the faculty list and four others. Two of
the four new items (no's 38 and 1) reflect the previously

noted disagreement on institutional governance. The
remaining two goals not shared with faculty (items
21 and 33) may indicate an impatience among legislators with institutional roles other than those directed

certain.

The following tables draw comparisons between
the two groups in a differen't manner. Each table repre-

sents the difference between what the group defines
as the current status and that which it believes shoulo
be. These 'tables give evidence that, in relation to an

toward practical student outcomes.
A similar comparison can be made of goals receiving

too little attention, in current practice.. Faculty results
are reported in Table 5. Faculty concern over the
prestige and prerogatives of their profession is reflected
in items 23, 28, and 38. The remaining seven might be
broadly described as expressing concern for those
academic atmospheres and traditional liberal arts valuzs
that are not intrinsic to course content or direct student
outcomes. This fits easily with results from Table 3
concerning the overemphasis of immediate practical

ideal, a goal is ,either being underemphasized or overt
emphasized.

Table 3\ lists nine Items that faculty reported as
receiving too ,much emphasis. Taking these items together, it is clear that faculty would like to downgrade,
the importance of the pratlical outcomes of education
for students. According to faculty, preparation for
leadership, careers and graduate work are all overemphasized. An analysis of the remainder of the Aegis
indicatesthat faculty desire to put less emphasis on\ a

outcomes.

Tale 3
Facility Report of Goals Recei "g Too Much Emphasis
Is

No.'
2

16'
20
22
327

34
39

40

rank

item
Prepare and encourage students for graduate work
Give faculty maximum opportunity to pursue careers
Orient colleges to the needs of the immediate geographic regions
Prepare students for leadership
Keep costs down through statewide coordination
Prepare students for careers.
Carry on applieddesearch
Provide a full range of student activities
Increase the prestige of colleges

"

N

Should be
rank

Difference
-29

7

36

'17

32

15

30

-15.5

37

-31

145\
6

10.5

25

4.5

2

31

-29

5

26

12

3.5

39

-27

27

-23.5

On.
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Table 4
Legislators' Report of Goals Receiving Too Much Emphasis
Is

rank

Item

No.
1
2
11

20
21

33
38
39

Let the will of.full time faculty prevail

14

Prepare and encourage students for graduate work
Give faculty maximum opportunity to pursue careers
Prepare students for leadership
Carry on pure resench
Provide cultural leadership for the community
Involve faculty in college governance
Provide a full range of student.activities
Increase the prestige of colleges

10
4
15

8.5

Should
be rank
38
40
39
30

, 33

11

27

17.5
12.5
2.5

32

36

26

Difference
-24
.30
-35
-15

-24:5
-16
-14.5
-23.5
-23.5

Finally, Table 6 displays goals reported by legis1.tors to be receiving too little attention. The legislators
do not emphasize student outcomes as much as faculty

ship, and graduate schools, but rather should be pre-

reflect their concern with the issue. These two are also
addition, legislators agree with faoulty about the poten-

together too much emphasis. is put on faculty involvement in governance. Additionally, they are interested in
seeing, colleges serve a larger constituency in diverse

tial importance of suiting rewards to contributions.
Again, However, we see in the remaining 4 items the

ways, with less emphasis on purely academic aims.
The results support the propositions stated at

paring them to lead examined lives that require training
in moral and intellectual areas,

The legislators, on the other hand, feel that al-

do, although two of the items (nos. 7 and 29) do

cited by faculty as receiving too little atteution. In

legislative preference for broadening the constituent base
and moderating quality against cost.

the beginning of this paper. The first proposition was

Conclusion About Goals

who will value liberal arts goals instead. The second
proposition- declared that faculty are more concerned

that state representatives will value program diversity for
higher education moreThighly than will college faculty,

through 6 provide some insight into
the different views that faculty and legislators have
of the functioning of higher education as well as
the sets of college goals they favor. Any conclusions
should be tempered by the fact. that there is more
agreement reported between' the two groups than
Tables

1

about their own involvement in campus decision making

than are legislators. The third proposition was that
faculty rrceive themselves to be less influential at the
state level than they are perceived to be by state representatives. This third hypothesis is addressed in the next
section.

difference. In general, faculty- believe that colleges
are overemphasizing the practical outcomes for

Who Makes the State Decisions

students and are doing this at the expense of the more
general liberal arts goals. Faculty also feel that plleges
should not be pri.paring students for jobs, soual Icauer-

The second section of the questionnaire con4,entrated on identifying the deLisio.- makers. Faculty

Table 5
Faculty Report of Goals Receiving Too Little Attention

6
7

19

23
25

28

29
31

38
41

Cultivate student's intellect
Develop student's character
all institutions
Maintain top quality
Make sure rewards reflect the contribution to the college
Produce well.rounded student
Make sure Lolleges ar, run democratically
Prepare students for citirenship
Assist students to develop objectivity
Involve faculty in college governarwc
Protect student's right of inquiry

50

58

Difference

rank -

Should
be rank

18.5
40
23

2

16.5

13.5
8.5

26.5
14.5

37

18

19

28.5
36

11

17.5

13.5

22.5

34

r2

22

Is

Item

No.

28.5

8.5

22

3

20

5.5

20
19
14.5

Lee

Table 6
Legislators' Report of Goals Receiving Too Little Attention
Is

rank

Item

No:

,

Provide courses for part-time students
Develop student's character
Keep costs down through statewide coordination
Mike sure rewards reflect the contribution to the college
Assist citizens through extension services
Maintain a balanced level of quality in all the state's institutions
Prepare students for citizenship

4
7

22
23
26
27
29

Difference

9.5
5.5
14
9.5

24

33.5
37

29.5
35
36
32

31.5
15.5
25.5
20
14
31.5

16

18

38.5

7

that faculty perceive state agencies as being more in-

and legislators were requested to rank a.. list of 14 individuals or groups Who might be involved in decision

fluential than do legislators.

. making. Table 7 contains these rankings.

These results indicate that there

Should
be rank

Conclusion

is considerable

Based on a sample of 112 AAUP m mbers and 85
state legislators and state administrators, there appears
to be more agreement than disagreement" on their perception of the current state of college nd university
operations. The same general conclusion olds true for

agreement between the perceptions of faculty and legislators about who makes the decisions at the state level.
Only one item approached significance. Faculty rated
state agencies as having more influence than did legislators.

the goals that the two groups have for he future of

The final table (no. 8) reports the rankings by
faculty and legislators of the influence of groups or

4

higher education.
There are differences, howeve.r. Th'e mot consistent
difference appears to be on the importanc of faculty
involvement in institutional governance. Legislators do
not think it as important as faculty

individuals on legislators.
Again, it is clear that none of the items" meet

the original test of significance. There vas only one

item that approached a difference of fhe ranksthe

Legislators are more concerned about serving a

-rating of faculty groups. Faculty rated themselves as
less influential than did state legislators. Even though

broader population through extension courses and
classes for part-time students._Meeting the needs of the

it is not significant, it is in the predicted direction.
Although there were no significantly diffcrent
ratings in either of these rankings, there is some evidence

local community is given a higher rank by legislators
than by faculty.

Tabl..! 7
Faculty and State Legislator Rankings of Higher
Edu,ation Decision Makers at the State Level
Faculty
rank

Item

Legislator
rank

Trustees of colleges
Legislators
Sources of large endowments

2

1

3

3

9

10

Federal agencies
State agencies
Campus presidents

6

6

4

8.5
2

1

-1'

-4.5

I

5

5

Other campus administrators
Faculty
Students
Parents of students
Citizens

Difference

8.5

10

13

1.5
-2

14

Alumni
Accrediting agencies
State coordinating agencies

51

13

12

12

11

7

4

8

7
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Table 8
Faculty and Legislator Rankings of the Influence of
Croups or Individuals on Legislators
Faculty
rank

Item

Legislator

rank
8

7

Alumni
Governor
Local government
State government

Difference

-

1

10

11

2

4

-2

Federalovernment

3

6

"3

Faculty groups
College administrators
Students
Citizens groups
State coordinating agencies

9

5

4

4

3

1

12

12

8

9

1

6

7

-1

5

2

3

Ac editing bodies
nors to the colleges

11

10

1

13

15

-2

F./collations

14

'14

15

13

C

ege trustees
us

1

-.

Churches

2

among groups. Difficulty can arise/ if the goals and
perceptions of current affairs are iso widely divergent
that no agreement s possible. This renearch does
not indicate that such extreme differences' exist.
The 2nly items pointing in that direction are the
ones that show faculty deire for involvement
in governance and, legislator desire to downgrade the
goal. This might 'become a central issue in faculty

There is same evidence that ti.e two groups differ in
the importance given to the traditional liberal arts goals.
Faculty report more concern than legislators with helping students realize goals that are not deemed to be immediately useful for jobs.

Most striking in the area of agreement between
the two groups is their mutual concern for protecting
academic freedom. In addition, they both agree that
more attention should be given to the moral development and citizenship skills of students and that less
emphasis should be put on preparation for graduate

unionization agreements.
The general purpose of thlis work is to help identify

the areas of agreement and disagreement between two
decision-making groups who are, and will continue to be,

school and student activities on campus. They also agree

that the !east important goal of higher education is

deeply involved in deterinhiing the future of higher

serving only the ablest high school students.
In a pluralistic system there should

of these groups can be id6itified, perhaps misunder-

education. To the extent tha the biases and preferences

be a

standings can be avoided add the issues of mutual-con-

diversity of goals for higher education. !t is neither
good nor bad to have agreetnent or disagreement

cern can be highlighted.
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SYSTEMWIDE LANGUAGE SKILLS EXAMINATION:
A LOOK AT THE UNDERLYING FACTORS
James E. Prather
Glynton Smith
. Georgia State University

holistic', procedure. Raters judge the essay on pre-

The trend toward universal availability of higher
education has increased public focus upon the question
of the basic competency in English language skills of
contemporary college students. Higher education
systems in California,...Michigan, North Carolina, and
Illinois are reported to be undertaking assessment of the

ment and improvement. The lack of an adequate and
suitable testing instrument prompted the development
of such an instrument for the university system. A board

determined criteria. of writing ability: (a) organization
(limiting the subject, evidence of a thesis, unity, logical
developir\ent, coherence, and evidence of the development of the thesis); (b),. rhetoric (diction, sentence
structure, and point of view); and (c) -mechanics
(spelling, punctuation, and usage). The rating scheme is
a 4-point scale indicating essay quality: t (substandard);
2 (weak); 3 (good); and 4 (superior). Both the identity
of the student and,, his or her institution are unknown
' essay is scored independently by three
to the rater ItEach
faci'llty members. A score of "1" or "not acceptable"
must have been assigned to the essay by at least tVo of
.
the three raters:

of regents' policy adopted in 1972 decreed that this
examination be instituted. It is a goal of the regents
"that students obtaining a degree . . . possess the basic

Reviewof Related Literature
The so-called deprived student, or the low-achieving

competence of academic literacy, that is, certain minimum skills of reading and writing" (p. 174B). The objectives of the regents' testing program are the following:
"1. To provide systemwide information. on the
status of student competence in the areas of read-

vironment was explored by Roueche and Hutlburt
(1968), Holstrom (1973), and Schoenfeldt, Bayer,
and Brown (1970). The rise of community junior

language' skills of their students.
The University System of Georgia in 1972
developed an evaluation procedure to assess the success

or acadenic programs and to provide the needed
information for decision making about program develop,

tn.

\

student, has been widely studied in recent years. The
problem of low achievers in an open-door college en-

colleges in Georgia has tended to accelerate the number

ing and writing; and

of transfer students. The Committee on Transfer of

"2. To provide a uniform means of identifying
those students who fail to attain minimum levels

Credit (1969) of the University System of Georgia dealt

with transfer problems and developed a core curriculum to facilitite transfers. It should be noted that
regents' policy does not make passing the test a condition for transfer. Some relevant studies on the performance of transfer students compared with native
students include Hills (1965), Panos and Astin (1968),

of competence expected of graduates in the areas
of reading or writing." (p. 174B)

Since the establishment of the program, 75,735

examinations have been administered (as of spring 1975)

to students in the University System of Georgia which

comprises 32 institutions ranging from small junior

(1969), . Buckley (1970),
Lichtenstein, and Schubert (1970).
Walker,

colleges to large universities.
This paper describes the instrument and grading pro-

and

Melnick,

Since the implementation of the regents' test, ex-

cedure, reviews the related literature, examines the
relationship between the student background characteristicscollege variables and performance on the

perimental and research activities 'lave dealt with many
aspects of the test. Much of this research has been concerned with the essay, since it largely accounts for
failure on the total examination. Wells (1973) examined
how well essay performance could be predicted using

of student performance, and presents the implications for higher_

examination -- explores predictability

education.

reading and writing bbjectivr tests and two different
prediction models. Ravan (1973) made a validity check
of the procedure used, to evaluate the essay and found
that, while the scores from the analytic evaluation were
somewhat lower than those from the holistic evaluation,

Regents' Test and Grading Procedure

Officially, the regents' test is administered to all
students during the first quarter of enrollment after.they
have completed 45 credit hours. The test is divided into
two parts, reading and essay. The reading part consists
of a vocabulary portion which tests word usage and a
reading comprehension portion. The essay part requires
a student to write an essay on one of two topics given.

the results established the same four ranks of essay
quality. Thompson and Rentz (cited in French, 1974)
addressed the question f reliability of each rater using
an accuracy percentage, 1efined as the percent of essays
on which at least one of er rater agreed with the score
assigned. They found tha during si administrations of
the regents' test there w s a perfect rater agreement in
30.9 percent of the cases, \partial agreement in 60.2 percent of the cases, and total disagreement in 8.9 percent
of the cases. The work of \ French (1974) reported that
"a small but statistically significant degree of relation

Both parts of the test must be passed at the same

admiristration.
The reading section of the test is scored, based on
the normative data from the original group tested. To
pass, students must score higher than the tenth percen-

tile. Teachers of English in the University System of
Georgia score the essay on a criterion basis following a
ss
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In )975 a follow-up study was undertaken, with the
population limited to the university. Although a number
of procedural and policy changes had transpired-during

ship was found between biographical factors and essay

score, and between subgroup membership and essay
score" (p. 24). However, she concluded that "it is not
possible to identify, with any degree of certainty;subgroups of students who would be likely to experience

the intervening years, a comparison in Table 1 shows
very little difference between the two studies.

difficulty-with writing at the college level" (p. 24).
Litaker (1974) investigated item bias in the regents'

Analysis Procedure

The least square analysis of the test scores was
performed in the 1975 study using a stepwise pro-

reading comprehensive testing instrument for homo-

geneous groups of institutions and concluded that
was differentially difficult for the four groups of in-

cedure* which is a mathematical algorithm ranking
the regressors according to how much of the variance in

stitutions studied. The universities, the senior colleges,
the junior colleges, and, then, the black colleges found
the test progressively more difficult" (p. 83).

the regressand is accounted for When controlling for
the other variables previously entered into the analysis.
This technique was used to locate those variables which

Case Studies

gressand. To aid in interpreting the regression analysis,

"based on average item difficulty, the LSE (regents' test)

had the strongest empirical association with the rethe regression coefficient is given along with its `standard

This section of the paper presents the findings of

error. The standardized regression coefficient (131 is
included so that relative impact of that regressor can
be readily noted. The simple bivariate correlation
between each regressor and the regressand is also
supplied. One data problem encountered in the original
report (1975) was the large amount of missing data
for certain key variables such as SAT's, GPA's, and so

two studies, one conducted in 1972 by Hickman and the

other in 1975 by Prather and Smith. Both of these
efforts sought to measure relationships between the
regents' test and exogenous and_ endogenous 'factors.
Exogenous factors include such variables Is academic
and family background, race, sex, and cognitive skills,
while endogenous factors include those acquired in the
student's higher education experience.
The 1972 student population was a university, two
senior colleges and two junior colleges. The college

forth. To permit inclusion of these variables, the
mean value was substituted for missing values. A reanalysis of the data was performed incorporating a
procedure recommended by Cohen (1968). This method

variables included HSA, SAT-V, SAT-M, GPA and grades

allows for an objective measure of the impact, of the

in core curriculum courses; the biographical variables
. consisted of sex, race, age, marital status, transfer status,
and educational background of parents. The principal
factors influencing student performance were sex and
minority status, indicating that females and nonminorities perform better on the test after it has been
controlled for the ability level of the study population.
Surprisingly, grades in English comnosition were not
found to be correlated to performance on the test. It
was concluded that school type was not a factor in performance on the regents' test.

missing data.
The data base was a' weighted simple of those taking

the test during the fall 1974 and winter 1975 quarters.
It represented the total of those students who failed, or
who had previously failed and, were repeating the test,
and a 340percent sample of those we.° passed the first
time. The unweighted sample N was 1,011, while the
total population equalled 1,910. (The slight variation
from the study population number and those shown (,
the subsequent tables for the weighted N are due to

Table 1
Comparative Data on Regents' Test
1972 and 1975
Reading

Essay

1975

1975

Female

Non-minority
Veteran

NAive student
HS GPA"

SAT-verbal
SAT-math
English composition GPA
Freshman GPA
Cumulative GPA

study

1972 study

study

1972 study

Variables
Total

Untversity

Total

University

sample

sub-sample

University

sample

sub-sample

.18

.12
.17
-.03
.03

.UJ
.48
.05
.15

.13
.32
.04

.11

.21

.17

.29

.75
.57
.21

.70
.39
.39

.28
.34

.44

.15
.15
-.09
.04
.23
.37
.21

.20
.21

.26

-.11

-.06
.03
.1&
.32
.17

.24
.13
.23
.30

.30
.20
.26

63
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.01

.42

Un iversiti
.03
.42
-.01

.005
.09
.59
.37
.17
.27
.47
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Table 2

Regression Analysis of Regent's Test
Component: Reading Score

Regressor

estimators

Regressors
SAT-verbal GPA-university

Non-minority
Entered higher education after 1971
Other english indicator

,,

Business major

^.'

English composition after 1971-other
Mother's education
English composition after 1971-university
English composition GPA
Para-medical major
Science major
Freshman CPA
Education, major
Senior ,college transfer
Business indicator
Missing data: year graduated high school
Missing data: SAT-verbal
University-level transfer
Female
.
High school GPA
Missing data: high schoc.1GPA
Junior college transfer

.Female non - minority
Father's education
SAT-mathematics
Humanities indicators
Missing data: GPA university
Missing data: year of both

Nonrepeat
High school located in County A
Full-time employed

'.'teran
Social science indicator
Missing data: mother's education
Constant
R2

Standard error of est irate
Weighted N = 1,916

.Q45

.002

3.247

.262

5.903_

.703
.452
.125
1.066
.476

-.590
.308
3.764

English major

Transfer GPA indicator
Humanities indicator
Missing data: father's education
Year graduated high school
sYear of birth
Non-system community college
Social science indicator
flours transferred

Standard
error of
estimators

I

-.722
-2.344
.602
-1.522
.590
-1.749
-.527
.713
-1.073
1.070
-.247
3.163
-.929
2.453
1.262
-1.083
-1.269
1.539
-.408
-.176
-.624
-.129

.501

.297
.481
.163
.597
.165
.237
.567
.767
.125
1.389
.416
.753
.797
.449
.596
.873
.213
.115
.522
.079
.076
.612

.091

.574
.554
.00'.
-.694

.531
.005

.838

.189 -

.251

.002
.547
.717
1 880
.533
.392
.340

- 002

316
-.464
1.026
.284
181

-.169
.209
-.025
.079
38.479

.531

.170
.587

530
6.443

5764

a
.407
.254

. '.235
-.031
.046
.060
-.035
-.111
.038
-.076
.079
-.059
-.071
.073
-.037
.046
-.038
.051

-.046_
.110
.068
-.064
-.066
.076
-.959
-.028
-.025
-.078
.G58

.026
.021
.021
-.037

.014
,.016
.011
-.011

.012
.009
.008
-.009
.008
-.003
.003

Simple
.586
.468
.421
-.094
.210
.139

.

-.111

-.130
.142
-.003

.16r
.002
.168
.272
-.092
-.113
-.019
.017
-.081
.181
.033
.087
-.021
-.072
-.009
.128
-.113

;,t,,,-.071
t.." .059
-.040
.036
.022

.220
.169
.371

.070
-.049
-.011
.125
-.058
.007
-.014
.252
-.103

....
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Table 3

Table 4

iSummary of Multiple Discriminant Analysis
Based Upon Results of the Essay

Summary of Multiple Discriminan Analysis
.Based Upon Results of Total Test

`

Predicted
scores on essay

Actual scores
1

-2
103
504

38

5

419

353

17

1,261

3

18

49

151

6

224

9

9

37

1,913

4

678

Total

656

Pass

Pass

296
426

1,053

434
1,479

Total

722

1,191

1,913

Fail,

273
387

542

Total

Fail

4

3

2

1

Predicted performance

Actual
performance

Total

138

0

15 percent higher chance of passing than with an SAT-

founding errors in the analysis:)

Verbal of 300; a student with a 3.0 GPA had a 5.5
percent higher probability than the student with' a 2.0

Results

GPA; female and: non-minority students had a

The first test score analyzed was with the
regress'and of the reading scores. The analysis is

had a 13.5 percent decreased chance of passing; and

given in Table 2, and the multiple correlation squared
was .530. The first regressors entered 'into the
analysis were the SAT-Verbal test score and the cumulative GPA obtained at the university, followed by
non-minority

students having had English composition since 1972 had

decreased probability of passing by about seven
percent.
a

status. The implication of these co-

Predictability of Student Performance

..efficients was that, all other regressors remaining unchanged, a verbal score of 600 Wouldrmean 14 points
on the reading test over a verbal score,, of 300; that
and
a 3.5 GPA _was five points over a GPA
that non-minorities scored 6 points higher when compared to minorities of similar characteristics. Of the
strongest endogenous

regressors,

being an

The weak R2's were urther researched using a
variant of least squaresmu tiple discriminant analysis
which is a technique of statist' ally distinguishing among

two or more groups. For one analysis the grouping
characteristic was the essay score, and for the other it
was the pass-fail score. The regressors uied in Table 2
were the discriminant variables which were used to
measure how the grouping differed. The purpose of

English

major added 3.8 points, while being a business major
subtracted one point. Having taken English composition after 1971at this university or other institutions- showed

a

negative

impact on

14

percent higher chance; male and minority status students

using the discriminant analysis was to determine how
well the essay scores category could be predicted and
whether the sanr could be applied to the pass or fail

the reading ;core

of about two points. The other endogenous vari-

grouping. Table 3 contains the summary of how well the
essay score could be predicted using these criteria. The

ables showed little systematic impact on the reading
score.

predictions were quite weak, with 35 percent of the
failure group being predicted to pass. Of those who

The analysis with the essay score as the regressand

a multiple correlation squared (R2) of
.194 and a standard error of estimates (SEE) of .534
relative to the scoring system of 1, 2, 3 or 4. Similar
to the reading test analysis, among the first variables
entered were cumulative GPA (at this university),
SAT-Verbal, and Freshman GPA Being female
and non- minority vas found to have positive
influence on the essay score; being a male minority
resulted in

actually passed, 27 percent were predicted to fail. Note
that five of the failure students would have been pre.,dicted to score four on the essay.
The discriminant analysis in Table 4 is of the total

test result. The analysis indicated that 71 percent of
those who passed would have been predicte' to pass,
and 68 percent of those who actually failed ere predicted to fail. Since the techniques are fun flonally
equivalent, the strongest discriminating variables for
both the essay and the final results were the saTe as

and taking English composition since 1972 was
found to have a negative 'impact; and being a
social science major was found to be a positive
coefficient.
In an analysis of success or failure on the total test,
the R2 was found to be .155 and an SEE was shown to
be .390 on the scale of one for a pass and zero for R fail.
The weak R2 and the large SEE made it difficult for tilr
equation to have practical import. It was illustrative to

those found in the regression.

The low lave! of prediction found in this stuffy is
due to a number of possibilities, the first of which the
possible presence of measurement error in the regresser.
But questions also exist relative to the reliability of the

essay (French, 1974) and its external validity. U

answered questions affecting the predictability of th
essay score are those of student attitudes toward the test

interpret the coefficients as indicating an increase or
decrease in the probability of passing the total test. For
instance, a student with a 600 on the SAT-Verbal had a

and the effect of remedial training.

Note: Tables displaying the results of multiple correlation analysis with the essay score and failure or success on the total test are
available, on request from the senior author.
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Summary andimplications
This paper has attempted to address the underlying
factors influencing student performance on a system-

not the massive testing program is doing more tha just
focusing attention on the problem. The establish
t of

remedial programs at each institution is a further
attempt by the regents to .find a solution. But the
problem remains:. these writing skills, somewhat

- wide language skills examination. The principal factors
influencing language skills of college students, as
Measured by the regents' test, appear to be exogenous
or external to an institution: One is left to wonder if
what is taught is being tested and if what is tested is

mysteriously acquired, appear elusive to measure. Test
constructers and researchers have a continuing responsibility to apprise policy makers of the limitations and
implications of measurement tools.

being taught. It can only be conjectured as to whether or
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CONFLICTING PRESSURES IN OFF-CAMPUS GRADUATE EDUCATION

.

F. Craig Johnson
Florida State University

including the curriculum, students governance lind
administration, while the other course involves an

Conflicts found in off-campus graduate education
grow out of two accepted stanlards of high quality. One

individual research project associated with the development Jf the community college. It is within this setting
that. individual students needs have been examined and
the attendant pressures identified.

standard states that off-campus courses should be the
same as on-campus courses- if the same degree is to be
conferrect,upon completion of the program. This assumes the,,same course'objectives, text, syllabus, library
resources,' equipment, examination, and instructors will

The Conflicts

be used. While for many practical reasons this is not

Academic tradition and inskuctional quality are
highly valued at the two universities involved in this
study. Both institutions are proud of their separate
identitiesiand, especially in these times of diminishing

always possible, even when it is possible there remains a
possible conflict with a second standard of high quality.
This second standard states that off-campus courses

should be tailored to the characteristics of the off-

resources, feel strongly attracted to what is known, what
is established and, therefore, what is perceived as perma-

campus student. These special, characteristics are of
part-time students holding full-time jobs with well
established career patterns, of students who are mature
learners with established ways of acquiring new mat-

nent. The permanent features' of graduate education
include a residency of three out of four continuous
quarters on campus and instruction in graduate plograms

erials, and of students whose motivation and reward are
related to increased salary and benefits. To the extent
that their needs must be met with instruction different
from the on-campus courses there is a potential conflict
with the first standard.
Conflicting pressures are generated by faculty

taught only by members of the graduate faculty. This
presents a conflict for con.munity college faculty
members wno are not able to come to a campus for
three out of four continuous quarters unless they give up
their jobs for a year. They are unable to lose the income,

unwilling to run the risk of losing their jobs and unhappy abou: having to search for new jobs in a market
which is, not favorable. The conflict for the university

groups on campus who feel a responsibility to insure
academic integrity by enforcing the first standard and
the off-campus students who wish to have their needs
met and who.favor adherence to the second standard.
This paper examines these conflicting pressures in
the context of an off-campus graduate program conducted jointly by the University of Florida and the
Florida State University and designed to provide a
graduate aegree to community college faculty members

graduate faculty members involves the time to travel six
or seven hours a day to meet a course off campus and,

once there, the adjustment to the needs of different
students. Pressure is added because universities'have not
traditionally rewarded off-campus service. Even faculty
members in well-established extension programs, such as

those found in colleges of agriculture, are not always
fully rewarded for their off-campus efforts. Finally,
consistent With the human tendency to resist.change,
there i'some unwillingness to adjust to a new instructional setting. Faculty members feel that universities,
par,icularly at the graduate level, arc spreading themselves too thin already and that off campus graduate
.nstruction should be left to universities that take off-

in Florida.

The Setting

For the past several years the two established
graduate universities within Florida have conducted a
series of joint projects to develop and tram community
college faculty members and administrators. The early
phases of the program cunsisteci of preszrvice training
for administrators, and many presidents now serving the
community colleges are graduates of these programs.
Recently programs have concentrated m in-service
training- inciading workshops, institutes and special
courses designed to upgrade both faculty and admini-

campus programs as a special mission.

In the specific case of the University of Florida and
Florida. Statc, some accommodations have been made,
and to some extent these conflicts have been resolved.
The present arrangement between the two major universities stipulates that each university

strators. Two years ago both universities received a grant
from the ond for the Improvement of Postsecondary

will accept the

courses and credits of the other, all instruction shall be

equivalent to on- campus work, and classes must be
taught by the regular graduate faculty. Some accommodation has also been made to individual student
needs. Some probl ms remain. There are variations in
admission standard , number o: hours required, comprehensive examination procedures, and some organi-

Education to establish an off-campus graduate degree
program for faculty members it. Florida community
colleges. This project involves six conununuy colleges
and over 100 of their faculty members in d two-year off
campus educational-specialist degree prulram. Cour,es
are now °mg uttered at three locations which give two
courses per quarter. One course involves subjects of
general interest to community college devel.vment

zational differences within the administration of the two

universities that may be perceived by students as pro
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OFF CAMPUS GRADUATE EDUCATION
Finally, universities are able to support the graduate

'gram aifferenCes. For the most part, however, it has heen
possible to offer a program which is roughly similar
between the two universities and equivalent to their oncampus offerings.

faculty in both travel and overload pay to the extent
'hat studen credit -hours are generated. The state of

Florida supports both the faculty membersleaching the
course and the students enrolled. The state benefits from
an improved community college system- and, as long as
these benefits can be demonstrated, the program will
continue. It _Should be noted that benefits are not defined in terms of improving the universities or developing the disciplines or professional schools of the universities. This is in conflict with some university purposes

The...first conflict discussed above dealt primarily
with the Courses being offered. The second deals with
the rksearch component of. the program. The research
.'conflicts are related to a stipulation that the community

college was to participate in the research activities
Conducted bi..the student in the educational-specialist's

degree :and that research projects would be directed
toward community "college problems. These problems
were to' be approved by the administration of the

and may account for the relative low priority that offcampus prograins have among the university community.

community, college and certified by them as being
problems which were of concern to the college. It

Evaluation Issues

The evaluation issues involved in this project can
best be seen- by ext .fining the self-interests' of the

was hoped that through this procedure faculty members
would-be made more sensitive to the needs of the college
and the results would be directly applicable' to the

various constituencies described above. The community
college seeks to answer the institutional probleins and

problems facing the college. Conflicts arose because
research projects done on camput problems were not
always amenable to the methods required for courses in

the degree program. On- campus equivalent courses
use dummy data which is programmed. to behave in a
gentlemanly fashion so that fine points of a method can

generally to upgrade its faculty. The individual fadulty

'

member of the community college involved in the

program receives a higher salary by gaining a higher
degree upon. completion of the -program. The universities, in addition to providing service, arealsO generating

studen't credit hours in graduate programs that have

be illustrated.. In the field setting, the data are not

declining enrollments on campus. The evaluation of thisprogram is linked to these self-interests.

always well-mannered or even available, and sometimes-

fine points of the method are lost. This conflict may
work to the advantage of the off-campus program, for
there is virtue in dealing with real problems.' Many
''student's feel they are closer to understanding a problem

;Mere is an ongoing assessment at each of the
six community colleges by the college presidents and
regular interviews with students to determine the benefits in terms of faculty development objectives. The
individual faculty member in each community college
makes decisions quarter by quarter as to whether he will

_

when they have seen principles tested in a real environment invo)ving brute experience familiar to them. This
does, however, require a separate set of standards

remain in the program.

for performance, on campus, and off, campus, and
in a sense violates the first standard established in
this report. Perhaps oncampus research should be

The self-interest of the university can be mea-

sured in terms of the university's willingness-to modify
the requirements for graduate degree programs and to

reexamined.

accommodate the off-campus students.

A third conflict 'has to do with the funding support
for the program. Community colleges in Florida are
allowed a percentage of their budgets for staff and

Staff. development

within community colleges/

is a controversial subject. On-campus programs seem to/
be an attrative alternative since they don't compete foe

program development activities. This money is used to
pay student tuition. books, ?and travel to workshops,

financial aid, and they do reduce opportunity costs.
However, many observers still feel that any university- dominated model will not meet the difficulties Of

degree programs or to provide assistance in special
projects. It is highly doubtful that without such funding

simultaneously addressing community college needs and
university standards for advanced degrees. -

off-campus graduate progn.ms could survive. Since the

funding is controlled by the community college, it is
advantageous to demonsto.e benefit to the community
college in addition to benefits provided to the students
in the program. This reinforces the need for research
projects that yield benefits to She community college
sufficient so that the community college will continue to

Implications for Institutional Research
The . first implication for institutional research
is funding. Formulas and guidelines are used in about

extent it limits.the range of participant inquiry.

and

two-thirds cf .the states to control the allocation of
fuhds for operating'expenses of state-supported colleges

support thn krogram and the participants. fo sbme

universities. The criterion employed - in funding
formulas is 'the credit hour of the traditional Program,
which is_ pot always applicable to the nontr4ditional
program. In many instances, the program might be
divined into subject modules which are basically taught
1ry one instructor but extend, over one academig year.
The conflict grouts out of the necessity for a program to
establish certain criteria for purposes of funding and to
set other criteria for faculty and student performance.
A second implication elates to credit-hour count
and faautty work load. If the off-campus program does

fourth conflict involves time. The community
colleireuficulty members are usually not given a reduced

teaching load to Participate in the program,jod many
take eight credits in additions to a teaching load which
usually involves 15 credits. As a 'result, an off-campus
instructor cannot expect three hours of preparation time

on the part- of the student for every hour in. class.
Consequently, much of the coursework is accomplished
during the class meetings. Again, this 'is in conflict with

the first standard but' does accommodate to special
needs of the student as required by the second

not --follow a credit-hour guideline, the problem of
faculty work toad becomes more complex and difficult

standards.
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is almost inevitable that the program costs will be passed

to justify. Further, the nature of an off-campus program

on to the students. Fees must include the expenses of

requires additional timeas faculty" travel timeto be
considered in the faculty work load count. Full-time

travel of instructors to the off-campus locations, mailing
of materials and books to the students from the central
office, added administration to coordinate off-campus

equivalent (FTE) faculty is usually justified by the number of FTE students. However,off-campus programs en- I
counter the problem of defining an FTE student. As in
the case of the current joint project of the University of

centers with the central office, and other communication expenses that are vital to effective operation.
Meeth (1975) suggested an alternative to the credit
1,our which nontraditional programs might find more
appropriate for funding purposes: the student-faculty
contact-hour ratio for determining instructional costs.
One percent, above and beyond faculty salaries, would
be added for planning, development and implementation. This procedure would seem tobea more meaningful and reliable measure of faculty effort, especially in

Florida and Florida State, a student might be taking
what is considered 'a full-time graduate load for the on;campus program. The contention is that the participant
in the off-campus program is not considered a full-time
Student since he/she is employed full time in a college or
university position. Furthermore, student-faculty con-

'

tact hours -do not compare to the traditional catnpus
programs. A related conflict has to do with seeking fi'nancial aid for the off-campus program. Participants not
recognized as full-time students may be claimed ineligible by the state for veteran's benfits. This would be a
prOblem in those off-campus programs where the major

the case of a nontraditional program.

In a public institution, the problem of funding

off-campus programs becomes- a major and sensitive
issue

for those involved, as well as for those who

resist such programs with all the conflicting pressure

cost of the program falls on the student. If the off-

*generated. \

caMpus program is affiliated with a private institution, it

N
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SMALL COLLEGES: SOME GUIDELINES TO SURVIVAL
Thomas R. Harvey
La Verne College

citement and grit. Stria college administrators and
faculty alike were determined to do more than survive
they were determined/ to do some things trey felt were
important and let the question of their survival rest on
their achievements. iThe unrecognized paradox is that
fiscal concerns are leading more to a search for signifi-

None of us here on the panel needs tell any of you
tilat this is is tough time for small colleges. The litany
of prctgrammatic..budgetary, and administrative woes
that currently beset small colleges is well chronicled
throughout the literature of higher education. My intent,
rather,,is to, suggest five guidelines for approaching those
challenges and crises that face allot' us. As a preamble to
these strategies, I will describe some interesting developments I see occurring in higher educationdevelopments
that I thinkibear fundamental import foi smii11 col. ges..

cance than a watering down of the academic enterprise.
Further, it appea that this search for significance is
leading to a hig r probability of physical survival. In
the long run, social institutions do not survive by merely
trying to hang qn but, rather, by carrying on important

In a speech like this, the temptation is great for

and valuable activities. In fact, an irony may well be
noted by future historians growth mayhave led to the
watering down of the academic enterprise, and non-

both you and me to look ,..) the extremes. I am tempted
to tell you all the vast generaizations and axioms that
you already, know; and you are tempted t expect very
pragmatic, step-by-step descriptions of ha- to help your
institution, something that no one can o for you because every, institution poles different dilemmas. I hope
we both aloid these tempting extremes.' For my part, I

growth to the reassertion of distinctiveness, purpose and

significance. Both these recent and previous contacts
with small colleges have led me to the conviction that

one should talk not of strategies for survival hut, instead,
of strategies for significant survival.
Another potentially significant phenomenon that 1
have begun to see develop in higher education is that of
leadership. I have long been struck by David Reisman's

intend to Jake a middle route of analysis suggesting

some spec fic ideas and guidelines for' your consideration, but i eas that are not so specific that they supplant
their apPlication. Let me
the need or creativity
borrow a Story I have used
used elsewhere to illustrate the
problem of looking for easy solutions/
There once was a poor farmer i India who had
a small ,flock of chickens. When hi chickens began
to die, he went to his guru and ask d, "Oh, Master.

description of higher education as "a snake-like pro-

cession with Harvard at its head." (1956) As one part of
the corpus moves in, some direction, so will the others,
inevitably in their natural order and time. Imitation of a

few traditional leaders has been the hallmark of most
colleges, That hallmark, however, may now be changing
as the leadership in higher education begins to shift/ The

what should I do' My chickens are dying." The
guru ated. "What do you feed them, my son?"
"Wheat," replied the farmer. "Dien feed them

head nfay well be following the tail, or perhps more
accurately, there may be many separate heads now

corn, mY son."

posing different directions for the corpus. Small colleges
are now in the position to be leaders in higher education,
and this is a position that has been reserved historically
for but a few prestigious colleges.
This opportunity is now extant because the Berkeleys and Columbias are Just as concerned about fiscal

another day.
"Oh, Master, my chickens are st 11 dying," he re-

The farmer left only to retu

ported.' 'From what do they d ink. my son'
queried the guru. "Bowls, my Ma. ter." "Ah, use a^
trough, my son."

The 'farmer left pleased, but returned yet a

problems as the Pitzers and Ursinuses. Moreover, the

third 'time. "Master, oh Master, in , chickens are
still dying. What should I do?" Th guru paused
and then asked, "Where do they live'." The farmer
explained, "In a wood shack with four walls "'
"Ah, mV son, remove the walls. Let m re air in."
The farmer left once again, intent o saving his
chickens. A few weeks later, however, h returned.

large colleges lack some of the qualities that would allow
them to deal with their dilemmas as creatively and mean-

ingfully as the small colleges. Because of size, small
colleges can reorient themselves much more quickly than
larger ones. Faced with crisis, small colleges, particularly

independent ones have greater internal control and
can more readily respond with innovative or recon-

In a sad qnd resigned voice he announced. "Master,

sidered programs. They are able to summon up greater
;community cohesion to work toward common and
necessary purposes. This is not to say that large colleges
are incapable of such resolve; it is just that it is,Inuch

oh Master, my chickens are all dead." fhe guru
shook his head and with a sigh, intoned. "Tis a
pity, my \ son; I had so many more sof mons."
(Taken from Strategies for SignAcal&tAY

rival

by

harder for them to do so. Size and heritage undercut

SteWart a d Harvey, 1975). r'
I hope the kdeas and suggestibAsil ama,b 1\ to pose
.."4
come before II your chickens ar "II e....q11.
il) ses of research and consukation, I
For purposes

them. Most small colleges have a tradition of community
and self - reliance, and hence, are better prepared to illsplay significance in a nongrowth era. It is the small

re-

colleges' that may be the curricular bellwether of the
'1930s.
Let me briefly suggest some emerging or potential

cently had t le opportunity to talk and to wor with a
number of small colleges across the county. ln my
travels I founts, of course, evidence of fiscai cri is and
concern over survival. But just as often I found ba.icex-

areas where small colleges can exercise leadership.
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Contractual and experiential 'earning: Much is being

either turn on each other or help each other. Caged rats
who get along well attack each other when electric shock
is applied to their cage, but they stop fighting when the
current stops. We can hope that on the human level a
helping attitude will take precedence over such
aggression, and at many places it has. At just as many
institutions, however, aggression is winning out. Can-

done in some colleges to adjust the curriculum to the
particular needs of students, both nontraditional and
traditional. Some of the most creative and worthwhile
experimentation I see happening is going on in small
colleges.

Faculty deVelopment: One of the fads that has hit
higher education within the last three years is that of
faculty development. While some of that fad will

nibalism, though, is seldom a reaction to a state or
reality; it is a reaction:to a perception: I think I'm in
trouble so I turn on my colleagues. Sure, there are

ultimately be junked as useless, much, I believe, will be

retained as important to the health and survival of

serious fiscal and management problems that face small
colleges, but seldom are these solved, in any long-term
way, by devourtig someone else's resources or students.
Cooperation must take precedence over cannibalism. If
someone else is biting you, don't bite himback, just stop
him from biting you. Then maybe the two of you cans
find some food together.

colleges. Many small colleges, and the Council for the
Advancement of Small Colleges in particular, are taking
leadership in testing out these programs. Many larger institutions are looking at successes and failures at small
colleges to see what to do.
Faculty tenure policies: If what Cartter and others
project about tenure is correct, and I believe it is, then
certainly something has to be done about present tenure
policies. There is some experimentation going on with
alternative policies, stich as term contracts. Many are
waiting tor a large prestigious college to make some
significant move in this direction, but I doubt if it will
happen. Rather, I suspect small colleges, for the sake of
survival, will try successful new approaches to faculty
security and lead the way in tenure alternatives.
Quality control of nonresidential educational programs: For the sake of FTE and sorge ideological commitment, there has been a major thrust toward establishing nonresidential educational programs. The dilemma is

One more point before I go on to suggest some
strategies for significant survival, and that is the matter
of definition. When I speak of small colleges, I refer to
both public and private. Obviously the largest number
are private, but sometimes small private colleges forget
the commonalities they have with smaller public institutions. A public state college of 6,000 students may seem

large to a private college of 1,200, but their psychic
states are the same. What demarcates small from large is

not body count, but perception of intimacy and community. A Westchester State College ultimately has more

in common with a Franklin and Marshall than with a
Penn State University. Some of these psychic common-

that of quality controlhow to maintain some sem-

alities need to be recognized and built upon.

blance of quality through careful monitoring. Accrediting associations are particularly plagued by this problem.

significant survival.

Small colleges can be especially helpful in resolving it.
Nongrowth management: It does not look as

Let me now turn to some general guidelines for
In doing so I must forward a
caveatbeware of secking out simple answers to complex and difficult problems. In addition to some very

if

many colleges will experience growth in the next two
decades. But rather than waiting for the ceiling to fall in,
I see many ,small colleges taking the leadership in
planning ways to grow smaller and like it. This ultimately maybe the most important area of leadership.
These are but a few of the possible areas where
small colleges can demonstrate leadership, Such leader-

positive experiences with small colleges, I have also seen

some attempts to take the quick and easy road to
survival. Simple solutions abound. "If only we put more
admissions people on the road." "If only we would start

some nontraditional programs." "If only we could get

some outside money." "If only we became more
efficient." Our responses are quick and at times
desperate. Our "if onlys" make us look more like con-

ship is already appearing and, as successes become more
prominent, will undoubtedly increase.
A third intriguing thrust I see beginning to emerge is
a renewed sense of craft. Efforts at faculty and organiza-

testants on "Let's Make a Deal" than academic professionals so
problemswe are willing to trade our
is in box 1 for nontraditional students
we think are
ind curtain 2. In making such trades,
some of us may achieve desirable results, but most of us
get nothing but a bad reputation. Therefore, a consumtraditional' s1

tional development, efforts at planning, and effort at
,evaluation are not being aimed at the university'edefinition of excellence but, rather, at reasserting that sense of
craft, of doing something very well without pretense or
hauteur. Craft focuses on skill and artisanship in
pursuing whatever purpose one has. In earlier centuries
it wasn't important whether one was crafting something
simple, like a cup, or something more profound like an
embossed shield; the honor was in tip degree of excellence with which one performed his craft. Purposes can
be simple, but the achievement of the purpose must be
grand. Many small colleges seem now to be recasting
themselves in the light of an internally defined sense of

mate point needs to be made here. The suggestions
offered in this paper should not be imagined as easy
solutions to complex problems. They are beginnings that

a can spark solutions, but they are not ready-made formulas. Five guidelines seem particularly basic for significant survival.
Fr- each institution of higher education needs an

effective radar system to alert policymakers to impending danger. Dennis Meadows (1973) makes a striking
analogy that illustrates this requirement. In talking of
the international ecological situation, he conceives of
the world as a ship commanded b3715 different captains,
all of whom speak different languages, and all of whom,
being nearsighted, can see only five feet in front of the
ship. Yet the ship must have a 10-foot clearance in order
to maneuver. This dilemma currently faces higher education. By the time we have identified our problems, they

craft. "Do well what you do, and don't worry if your
purpose is simple." I must confess my bias, I like a world
that has some sense of craft
Lest this paper appear too Pollyannish, let me also

suggest a fourth and less heartening development I see

occurring cannibalism, each of us trying to devour a
little of someone else. In times of stress people can
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to control institutional decisions. Between the two extremes of neglect of consumer demands on one hand and
slavish adherence to consumer deinands on the other, a

are upon us. We need something comparable to radar to
inform us of obstacles. If we fail to anticipate them, we
shall surely bump into them. We may survive rather well
in the short run, but without an early warning system we
shall inevitably be wrecked. Planning and institutional
research are the necessary and intrinsic elements of an

middle ground is needed.

Perhaps the most important external agent in terms
of clientele is government. Some would argue that major
involvement with federal, state, or local government is
overly constricting for a college or university. I suspect

effective early warning system. They provide us with
facts about where we are heading and foresight about

this is also a mentality of the extremes. An institution
can be aided by government without being government
dominated. In fact, closer relations between higher education and 'government are probably unavoidable. If we
choose to shy away from government involvement, we

What we maylencounter as a result.

One of the fascinating ironies of fiscal crisis in
higher education is that when costs must be slashed,
planning and institutional research are often two of the
areas heavily cut back. We fail to maintain -our radar
system when we most need it. Part of the reason is that
these two functions do not seem to be considered fundamental to academic excellence. In times of crisis we

are more likely to be controlled by it than if we

confront it directly, even enthusiastically, and establish
a healthy middle ground of cooperation. Government

policy can be affected by higher education just as
institutional policy is affected by government. The

assume that we can rely on instinct and gut-level
information to diagnose present conditions and sugge,st
future directions. We avoid planning, fearing that we will

future of higher education is far from preordained. It
will depend wholly on public values and beliefs. Unavoidably, government is one of the most profound

become locked into a single plan, and what we call
flexibility and responsiveness is often ad hoc, informal,

agents of the public will. AS such, significant survival for

and inaccurate decision making. We accept all possibilities in order to avoid choosing among, them and

higher education must involve working with federal,
state, and local governments to develop° strong, even

doing the hard work of looking ahead to our long-range
needs. In such cases, we are really being irresolute rather

relationships.

fourth,'higher education has to maintain a pruning
mentality. In the growth years of the 1950s and 1960s,
whenever colleges wanted to change, they merely expanded. Such an approach is no longer possible: accretion may have to give way to displacement. If something

than flexible. Planning and research are critical in
making deliberate judgments toward significant survival.

Second, significant survival assumes that quality
attracts. Institutions that do an effective job will be
those most likely to survivemost likely to attract able
students and faculty and to acquire outside sources of
money. This assumption about quality is pot simple,

new is to be added, something else may have to go.
Often those things that mare quite desirable: they are
nonetheless of lower priority. These are times when
cutting back in light of priorities is necessary. But for

however. For one thing, the definition of quality itself
is shifting. Once determined by the advanced degrees
from prestigious institutions .held by one's faculty or
the selectivity of one's student body or the heritage of
one's institution, quality is now more dependent on
what the institution does. Its effects am more important

significant survival, cuts.must be made not with an eye

to short-term advantages but with a concern for the
long-term benefits of pruning. Sometimes we cut
planning staff or student services, to name just two
areas, because it appears that they are peripheral to
traditional academic pursuits. Such ac approach may

than its inputs.

Assuming that increasing the quality of an institution will increase its attrat veness rests on the assumption that students will ha. idequate inforination for
making intclfigent decisions. Students will dearly choose
a legitimate external degree program over a diploma mill
when given accurate information, but the key to such
decisions is the provision of information. Laws for consumer nghts and demands for public accountability are
efforts to provide people with the knowledge they need
to make intelligent choices among alternatives, and thus
let quality attract.
To assure that quality attracts, a college has to do
four things. (1) decide what is important to do, (2) determine what contributes to achieving these goals, (3)

well be shortsighted, for it fails to acknowledge the longterm concerns of the institution. Pruning requires

distinct skills ;rid knowledge. Anyone can lop off programs and staff, but it Lakes some knowledge of institutional needs, a sense of timing, and careful restorative
work to create long-term institutional health and
growth. Higher education requires policy makers who
possess the skills of evaluation andorganization devel3pment, knowledge of institutional dynamics, courage to
make hard decisions, and a fair amount of patience.
Fifth, and finally, institutions have to work at significant survival. Patricia Cross (1974) has compared the
recent development of American higher education to
hum<li developmcnt. Educational growth and autonomy
during the 1950s and 1960s resembled the growth and
autonomy of human beings in adolescence and their

accomplish its purposes, and (4) clearly reflect these
achievements to the public. Running throughout much
of the literature is the basic tenet that quality outcomes

early twenties. Colleges and universities are now in those

will produce increased income. A concern for effecti,eness should dominate decisions. Concern, however, is

years of identity stabilization comparable to those of
people between the ages of 25 and 35. This analogy, in

insufficient, quality must be publicized and demonstrable. Simply assuming the presence of quality is no

addition to giving an excellent perspective on the current
state of highe- education, also offers a fine illustratiOn
of the need to work at significant survival. Just as most
teenagers and young adults are able to keep fit without
concerted effort, so too, until recently, was higher

longer a viable approach to survival.

Third, higher education has to look outside of itself
for guidance. It must be consumer oriented. To be consumer oriented is not to be consumer dominated, however. The desires of consumers are important for guiding
program or policy development, but they do not need

education. Individual institutions might incur illness,
but the bulk of them were reasonably fit. Like many
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Perhaps the most perfect example of boldness
was Lintiburgh's flight to Paris in 1927.`He had to
be bold, but he was also the pilot best prepared to
make the attempt. His backgrcund gave him more

people, however, they failed to establish the kinds of
habits that would keep them fit in their nongrowth
years. Like those adults, we are just now becoming
aware that we have to work hard to stay as healthy
as we once ..ver- We recognize that if we don't do some-

weather experience than any of the others who

thing now, it will be even haider in the future. For

tried. He used the best engine of the day, the plane
was built to the most up-to-date standards and he
put everything in it the state of the art had for his

survival we may have to diet still more, and that is not a
very pleasant prospect.
Just as with dieting, a major source of resistance to
survival efforts is the work their implementation requires. Defining purposes clearly, devising appropriate
curricula, and developing faculty in those curricula are
all hard work. Careful organizational development, research, and planning are taxing and draining. Recruit-

flight. He tested the airplane, he studied the
weather carefully and plotted his navigation precisely. Then, equipped as completely as technolo-

gy would allow in both airplane and man, he
boldly took, off for Paris.
Boldness wasn't enough; he had to plan, to carefully

consider the possibiLties and make the best informed
judgments. But without that boldness, all preparedness

ment of students, reorganization of student services,
and maintenance of government contacts are demanding
and exhausting. Facing the prospect of personnel cuts is
threatening and demoralizing. None of these strategies
is easy. They require much work. With effort, however,
they should aid any institution in surviving significantly.
But work and planning are not enough. Ultimately
there remains one elusive quality. boldness. The analogy
I like best is that made by Patricia Foster (1976):

would have been for naught.

Small colleges, if they are to succeed ard, indeed,

flourishmust demonstrate such boldness, for in

timidity and simple imitation there is no value to survival. The seventies have brought us challenge and
conflict. Now I hope we have the boldness and preparedness to meet those challenges.
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ORGANIZATIONAL RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
INSTITUTIONS AND STATE COORDINATING BOARDS
. Denis J. Chary
Council for Postsecondary Education (Washington)

and adding additional functions designed to ensure

In addressing the area of organizational relationships between institutions

stability, becomes the norm. As a matter of fact,

and state coordinating

stability often becomes the prime purpose. In this phase;
the organization has become institutionalized.
Institutionalization is common in varying degrees
in nearly all large, mature organizations. The incidence

agencies, I am going to refer to a state planning and
coordinating agency in a nongoverning sense and look at
agency/institutional relationships in that context.
In addition, in keeping with the theme of this year's

is extremely pronounced in the public sector where

Forum, I feel we should explore the organizational

evaluation of results is more difficult, (I should add that
not all institutions are institutional; -A, and not all state

relationships within the context of conflicting pressures.

agencies have escaped the results of the maturation

Ther Tasks of the State Planning and Coordinating
igency and the Contribution to Conflict

process.)
Institutionalization is. compounded when the organization feels that it-is 'under attack from outside critics.

The very existence of a state planning and coordinating agency is a source, of basic conflict witho
operating institutions. Such agencies exist, primarily, to
provide an overall, policy-based perspective on postsecondary education as a public service. Their mission is
that of determining the need' for 13, Asecondary servicesisblating and establishing priorities among
competing needs, and addressing question related to the
level of resources needed for meeting tnoSe needs. They
exist, also, to coordinate and, by infer;nce, to optimize
the delivery of services. The combined functions give
varying degrees of control over the programs provided
by the'various institutions.
The state planning and coordinating agency is intended to be relatively independent in its Judgment and

There is an almost insurmountable desire to "pull the
wagons into a circle and stand off the hostiles." Regrettably, but quite naturally, the state planning and coordinating agency is often viewed by institutional
managers as one of the hostiles. As a matter of fact, state
agency personnel are sometimes as leaders of a warlike
band of critics. This is understandable since tile agencies
are generally young organizations with a highly de-

veloped sense of mission viewing 'themselves as instruments of public .policyl. They generally have little
sympathy with the nuances, complexities, and difficulties outlined by institutional representatives.

Even though both the institutions and the state

planning and coordinating agency subscribe to the same
overall goalthe furthering of educational opportunities
of high caliberthe perspective is different and must be
recognized as such. One example was a recent proposal

is not intended merely to aggregate all of the plans,
ambitions, and activities of the institutions. Rather,
the perspective which must be maintained is extra institutional, and independent of both executive and

in my state for a graduate degree program based on a
desire to find additional work for faculty in a department with declining credit hours. In this case, we urged

legislative operational control.

Therefore, the very existence of the state plahning
and coordinating agency represents a reduction in the

the institution to conduct a needs assessment. Following
that assessment, it became apparent that there was

autonomy institutions enjoyed prior to the establishment of the agency and is a source of significant poten-

indeed a need for the program, and we ended up supporting it on that basis. This is one of the more fortuitous occasions where, although the prime factor for
developing the program was not the needs of the area,
the program was supported after state planning and
coordinating agency analysis determined that unmet

conflict. This fact needs to be understood,
appreciated, and considered in the development of improved organizational relationships.
tial

The State Planning and Coordinating Agency as
an Instrument of Public P6licy
Another practical source of conflict between

needs existed.

institutions and the state planning and coordinating-,
agency has its roots in organizational theory. An
organization, when it is first established, has a highly
developed sense of purposea sense of mission. It sees
itself as an instrument, working to achieve ;ertain re, sultsin' the public sector, as an instrument of public

What Are We Really Arguing About?
Are institutions and state planning and coordinating

agencies arguing about the how or the what? As we can
see, there are a number of factors which produce conflict. One of the major things a good understanding of
organizational r iationships can do is to minimize the
points of conflict and determine if the argument is, really
over procedures or substInce.. The state planning and
coordinating agency must ask itself if its perspective of

policy.

As the organization Successfully achieves its pur-

poses (or decides that certain purposes cannot be

achieved), it develops another set of purposes associated
with the preservation and the maintenance of itself. In
this phase, self-preservation and the interests of associ-

the "ideal" in procedures is getting in the way of its
mission to have a clear understanding of state needs,
goals, and objectives. It must ask itself if it is arguing

ated groups (including its own employees) often are

more about how a thing is being done than about what is

paramount. Developing standards and rigid conventions,
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being done. We all, from time to time, are subject to the
"if I ware king" syndrome where, if we had total charge,

The approach that we use in the state of Washington, while it is, of course, unique to our environment,
organization, and responsibilities, may be generalizable
to other states. Prior to the establishment of the Council

we know we'd make absoluately sure everything was
done in the best possible way. It is necessary to
recognize those occasions and put that feeling in its

on Postsecondary Education (agency), there were a num-

proper place when substantive points are at issue.

ber of interinstitutional organizations in operation, including a council of presidents of the 4-year colleges
and universities; interinstitutional 'committees ;of academic people, business officers, financial aid officers;
and various community college committees. In addition,
M.: council has since appointed student and faculty advisory committees, as well as various task forces and

The Role of Organizational Relationships
It is my contention that good organizational relationships between the agency and the institution_ can
minimize conflicts generated by misunderstanding.
There is no more sapping phenomenon than arguing
about nonissues! In exploring good relationships, we
should look at the three primary types of organiza-

planning committees. Some basic guidelines are followed

in creating the various- committees and working with

tion with which a state agency needs to work (or

them:
l.° Seek out the advice-and, where appropriate, con-

establish, if they are not already in place).

Existing structures. It almost goes without saying

sent of existing administration structures and major
interinstitutional organizdtions in the creation of

that it is necessary to work with existing structures,

institutional, interinstitutional, and segmental. These
structures generally predate the state agency and have a
myriad of conventions and interactions asso.:iated with

special groups.

2. Make clear the role of those groups which advise
the council, or the council staff. Generally, those groups
are advisory and not controlling, since the state planning
and coordinating agency cannot abdicate responsibility
for its recommendations.

them. I would characterize the reasons for developing
good working relationships with existing structures as
essentially defensive. You might not gain much in the
short run, but you can cause significant problems for
the long term if you do not have good working relation-

3. Develop a commitment to the fact that there is
more to be lost in arguing about data and procedures
than over policy differences. (I might inject here the
point recounted to me by one of Lyman Glenny's study
team. He was surprised at the degree of full and open
communication between Washington institutions, the
council, and the legislature concerning base data infor-

ships.

Practitioner structures. These groups, generally

interinstitutional, can be extremely positive aids to
improved understanding and minimized procedural
problems. Business officers, academic deans, graduate
deans, directors of institutional research, and so on, can
assist in isolating policy problems and can provide valu-

mation. I believe that such full and open communication

is a direct product of the development of such a commitment.)

able advice and counsel. It should be noted that it is
necessary to keep in close touch with the existing structures in working with these groups of specialists.
Agency-created structures. Normally, the state planning and coordinating agency will find it necessary to
create some structures of its own. t Washington, we
have a student advisory committee and a faculty advisory committee. We have also use: various planning committees and task forces that were quite helpful.
Extensive use of these mechanisms can, however, be extremely upsetting to the existing power structure. As a
matter of fact, the key to good organizational relationships between the state agency and the institution is the
observance of proper conventions and the long-standing
power structure in the development and use of both the
prar,,itioner- anfl agency-created mechanisms. I think
this is an important point to bear in mind, even rl several
of the sources of power have left the old-line, existing
structures. Legislative or executive actions may have
encouraged the development of new power lines, but the
unthinking avoidance of existing structures, even under
these circumstances, can doom an otherwise worthwhile
effort.

4. Use existing data sources whenever they are close
enough approximations for the work to be done.
5. Encourage legislative and executive staff involvement.

6. Allow for at-home consultation by members of

the committees, and do not attempt to force the

members to make commitments which they cannot
observe:

We Teel that the results of this process are (a) agree-

ment as to basic data parameters, (b) concentration on
policy questions, (c) improved advice from institutional
and other agency sources, (d) an added source of research and study manpower, and (e) improved human
relations, plus an opportunity to exchange views in an
open environment.
Summary. Careful analysis and understanding of the
complex power structures and organizational alignments

can prove to be beneficial to both the agency and the
institutions. As the opening song from The Music Man
points out, "You've got to know the territory." A basic
obligation of a state coordinating agency is to know the
territorywork within it and with it.
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REALLOCATION OF TIME AND RESOURCES:
THE NEW OSHKOSH CALENDAR PLAN
W. Sam Adams
Timothy_H. Hoyt
University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh

Ir

addition, administrators met individually with more than

Background
In 1971, the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh

40 different departments to share information and
obtain reactions.
The concept was initially presented to the faCulty in

(UWO) began operating under budgetary and enrollment constraints that, if continued, threatened its ability
to function as a university. During that time, attempts
to circumvent the financial exigency through the most
traditional methods proved ineffective or inappropriate.
The retrenchment was traumatic in contrast to the previous decade of growth. A series of events had placed the
institution in this untenable situation. Increased
competition from vocational. institutes, new public twoyear colleges, and even a new public four-year institution

August 1974. In October of the same year, a faculty
referendum was conducted, with 90 percent of the
faculty participating; about two-thirds of those voting
favored the new program. The concept also carried the
endorsement of the faculty senate, the Oshkosh Student
Association, and the student newspaper.

A calendar coordinating council was fdrmed -to
organize the new program with 12 faculty-studentadniinistrative committees. Each committee dealt with

in close proximity resulted in a reduction of UWO's

,a separate aspect of the new calendar, such as academic
policies, curriculum, registration, faculty responsibilities
and evaluation. Their recommendations went to appro-

share of the college freshman pool. This situation was
accentuated further by declining college attendance rates
among high school graduates:
Between 1970 and 1974, full-time equivalent enrollment declined 15 percent, and, during that same period,
an enrollment-based budget formula decreased operating

priate faculty, student, or administrative groups before
final review by the chancellor. The council was
organized as a kind of "kleenex committee" uat could
s served. As
be discarded once its primary function
a result of their activities, in a period of seven months
the university was able to identify and resolve many of
the major problems that can accompany an institutional

funds by the same proportion. The university utilized
its budgetary flexibility to base-reallocate among various
programs and managed to cut the smallest amounts in

instructional areas by significant reduction in other

change of this magnitude.

areas. The number of needed faculty positions declined

by 10 percent during that period, and in the spring of

Definitions c&Calendar Modules
The range of courses (modules) offered at
UWO during a semester, with the description or
rationale for each, is discussed, below. Categories

1974, 22 tenured faculty were laid off.
The experiences of UWO indicate that the institution, desiring to alter the steady-state environment, must
look beyond minor manipulations, of personnel policy
for a long-term solution. It must come to grips with an
examination of its total program and services and assess
the degree to which they will remain attractive during a

are not exclusive, so that some courses fall in several
groupings.

14-week courses: Fourteen-week courses are
identical to traditional I7-week courses, but utilizing

period of increased competition for a declining pool
of students. Institutions which met t the needs of their
constituencies in unique ways will be more likely to

60- rather than 50- minute periods so that total
class time is the same (17 weeks X 3 periods X 50
minutes = 14 weeks X 3 periods X 60 minutes).

escape the drastic effects of diminishing enrollments and

7-week courses (first 7 weeks) Seven-week courses

resources than those which continue old policies in a

meet 6 periods a week for 3 credits or,3 periods a week
for 1.5 credits or a comparable combination (for course

new era for higher education.

To counter these events, an innovative Oshkosh
in 1974 by a new university

work requiring more intensive involvement than in a

calendar was proposed

14-week sequence).

chancellor whu came with the expectation that the
campus environment was ready for a change. The

7-week courses (second 7 weeks): The second sevenweek courses meet as above but also permit students to

institution, therefore, was predisposed by the events of
retrenchment to favorably consider any reasonable
alternative to past practice that gave promise of relief.
The discussion of the proposed new calendar was
done in a manner that (a) attempted to share fully all
information on past and projected university problems,

register for the first time in the middle of the semester
to support work or family obligations.
3-week courses. Three-week courses are intensive
courses with time and credits variable.
1-credit courses. One-credit cm- rses are self-paced,

(b) identified the characteristics of the program in

autotutorial, and some use computer-managed instruc-

enough detail so that everyone was aware of the major
elements and (c) encouraged opinions in the developmental stages at all times and through all levels. An open
atmosphere was achieved by the administration when it
published a series of thirteen "calendar papers," each

ponents (CAI).
Self-paced (continuous registration) Self-paced
-utaSCS are autotutorial and provide access at any time

tion (CM!) and computer-assisted instruction com-

during the semester with completion datej determined
by student.

dealing with a specific aspect of calendar reform. In
71
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arranged to meet personal requirements for work,
leisure or family obligations.

Calendar Objectives

The, new calendar provides the university with the
flexibility to
a) permit a calendar of two 14-week semesters to

operate without inhibiting the operation of supple-

History

(3 credit)

Speech

(3 credit)

Work

mentary alternative calendar imbedded within it
b) offer courses of 3, 4, 7 or 14 weeks in length
c) provide continuous registration multiple entrance
and exit points for students to facilitate stop-out

,

Second seven week

First seven week

Vacation

Three week

opportunities and increase options for the part-time
learner and adults

Figure 2. Sample student's semester course schedule.

d) assign faculty to teach during various teritis, including the summer, to increase productivity
e) permit faculty to concentrate their teaching loads
so that blocks of free time are established for research,

Initially it was thought that scheduling options in

the traditional pattern would predominate and that

curriculum development and similar activities

modular course scheduling would increase slowly. The
faculty were ,.,couraged, not required, to develop 7- and

f) permit faculty to plan 5-month penods of nonuniversity activity in one year by teaching more intennsively in another
g) establish an in-service " faculty college" dunng

3-week

courses, and students, obviously, were not

familiar with utilizing modular course options. However,
it became evident early that interest in and need for the

two 3-week terms each year in which faculty offer
courses to their colleagues, either discipline -based or

program was even greater than anticipated. Actual
enrollment data for the 1975-76 fall semester is pre-

dealing with new approaches to education techniques

h) provide additional compensation to faculty for
mentorious projects performed outside their (9-month)
contractual employment periods.

sented' in Table 1.

Flexible Scheduling

percent occurred in 7-week courses; and 15 percent in
the 3-week penod. Modular courses tvere very popular,
with fully one-qua er of all enrollments in one-credit
independent academic units or as
courses either

Of approximately 31,000 total course enrollments
during the fall semester, about 69 percent were in traditional (14-week) time sequences. An additional 16

The careful and planned development of courses
within the modular calendar have led to opportunities
for students to plan unique academic schedules. For
example, a student may reduce the course load during
the 14-week semester by taking four 3-credit courses,
and pick up 3 more credits by taking one course in the
3,-week term. Conversely, a student may overload by

self-contained

)divisions of longer courses . Self-paced

courses continued to occupy a significant place in

student choices, with over 17 percent of all course,
enrollments in this individualized format.
These data indicate that significant diversification of
the curnculum has taken place during the first semester
of the new program. Although the new calendar can be
considered to be a "radical" approach to the use of time,

taking six 3-credit courses, each running 14 weeks, and a
3-credit course during the 3-week term. This alternative,
available to the most capable students, permits a student

to earn a baccalaureate degree in less than three years

one calendar can be considered to be a "radical'

by attending two summer sessions.

Students may depart more radically from the
traditional semester pattern by combining the more

approach to the use of time, one of the large number of
alternatives it makes available is the traditional semester
with which many students and faculty feel most com-

of 15 credits may be earned in a semester with a student
never carrying more than two courses at one time. two

fortable.
There are at least three learning advantages offered
by the 7-7-3 calendar. First, students are able to
concentrate on fewer subjects at one time. Many

-intensive modules. For example (figure 1) a full load

3-credit courses dunng the first 7-week term and the
second 7-week term, and one 3-credit course in the

students currently carrying SI": or six course,; each
semester are not able to focus attention sufficiently to
maximize learning. They must "fire-fight" courses as

3-week term.
History
Speech

(3 Credit)
(3 Credit)

First seven week

Literature
Cieography

(3 Credit)
(3 Credit)

Second seven week

I.nglish

each makes demands. The new calendar allows students

(3 Credit)

to concentrate on fewer courses for shorter periods

Three week

while still completing the same number of credits overa semester. Second, students who are unsuccessful in a
particular course are able to repeat it sooner, thereby

hastening their return to good standingan important
factor in lessening attrition. Third, highly motivated
students Lan complete the - baccalaureate degree in three

Figure I. Sample student's semester course schedule.

years, or both baccalaureate and master's degrees in
four.

By 'combining courses offered over 14 week; with 7Curriculum Innovation
The new Lalendar increases the flexibility necessary
for curnculum Lhange and development. To begin with,
faculty select sequences of time that best meet the needs

week courses, 3-week courses, and self-paced autotutorial courses, students can put together programs
which vary their workloads in many ways to meet their

own personal needs and learning styles. In a similar
manner (figure 2), vacation times can be flexibly

of the course material, rather than forcing each and
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Table 1
Fall Semester 1975-76
Course Sections and Enrollments
4

courses

232

136

Selfpaced

21.634
3,464
1,608
4,682
7,726
5,251

2.005

1,047

14 weeks
1st 7 weeks
2nd 7 weeks
3 weeks
1 credit

Number of 'student/
course enrollments

Number of

Number of
courses

Module

81

133

82

214
657
443

155

-

of 24 (standard college hours) undergraduate credits and
campus-based responsibilities, other than teaching, extending over 34 weeks; however, the responsibilities are

every course into an identical,time frame. Furthermore,

by breaking the lockstep schedule of the traditional
semester, blocks of time are opened to faculty for
planning curriculum development. For example, the

distributed in a different and more effective manner.
the traditional calendar, all classes were
conduclect for the full length of the 17-week semester,
during which time a faculty member was also expected
Under

3-week period at the end of a term ;Lay be used to revise
or .develop course content. R a ing the teaching load
during a I4-week period has permitted a faculty member

to engage in development, governance and research.

to develop a new, intensive 3-week course and offer it

Under the new calendar, the 17-week semester is broken

almost immediately.

into smaller time components, used by the faculty

The calendar allows faculty members to arrange
their schedules to make teaching in interdisciplinary
courses much more common than it has been. Departments have utilized the 3-week term at the end of the
semester to explore new possibilities for case study, in-

member to separate the time demands of goveinance,
research and development from teaching. Because the
longest course option available is 14 weeks, many
faculty have experienced a slightly increased teaching
load during this time period. On the other hand, for
faculty teaching 12-credit loads within the 14 weeks, a
3-week period at the end of each semester is free of any
teaching responsibilities. Some faculty have chosen to

dependent study, or intensive re'vie'w courses for
students who want the added experience or who need to
improve skills.
The calendar has encouraged variable credit courses

teach part of their load during the 3-week term and have

in which students enroll in an elective for less or more
than the standard credit. These one-credit courses are
designed to stand alone as one-credit modules within
interdisciplinary combinations or to- serve as introductory modules to Ue followed by one or more credits of
independent study. Departments have grouped three or
more courses offered intensively during the 14-week or

had load reduced proportionately during the 14-week
period.

Faculty members who complete their teaching
responsibilities in less than 34 weeks engage in other
campus-baseil profdsional activities during additional
periods to .ng their total to a regent-mandated 34
weeks. Dunng such periods, faculty members are
required to b accessible to students and colleagues and
to envge in professional activities related to the university governance curriculum development and student
counseling. Some faculty have been required to teach
during the summer semester and have taken a 7-week
module &tiring the fall or spring semester as their vaca-

two 7-4,eek term. and offered an integrator course
during the 3-week term, as an applied studies project.
Flexible Staffing

The new calendar reorganizes the faculty load
dimensions of the academic year to provide greater
opportunities for course development, university governance responsibilities, research, and other professional
..activities. Faculty responsibilities remain the same as
under the traditional calendar. an annual teaching load

tion period.

Table 2 shows the number of faculty functioning
under various alternatives during 1975-76.

Table 2
1975-76 Faculty Assignment by Term
Assignment
schedule
Traditional
3-week vacations
Half semester of!'
Extended summer off
2-year contract
Totals

.

7

7

3

7

7

3

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

4

4

X

X

X

Spring

Fall

Summer

X

X

X

X

X

Number of
faculty
414
38
24
26

al

Individualized

512

,

73

78

Percent
80.9%
7.4
4.7
5.1

1.9

100.0%
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As would be expected during the first year of a new
program, about 80 percent of the faculty chose to teach
a traditional schedule. However, many alternative possi-

bilities are being explored by about a fifth of the
faculty. It is possible that the proportion of faculty

selecting unusual schedules will significantly increase in
the future as faculty become familiar with the range of
alternatives and their effects upon professional development opportunities.

The new staffing patterns offer many advantages,
some of which were not immediately obvious and which
the university is only now beginning to understand. For
example, it is easier now to include portions of faculty

time as matching support for extramural contracts and
grants than had been true in the past.It is also easier to
provide staff support for nontraditional projects with
personnel needs and time sequences not consistent with
traditional calendars or faculty schedules. We can engage
in "series staffing," rotating persons in and out of sponsored projects based on need and individual competence,

with much greater ease than before. In general, it

teaching, the university has been able to create a yearly

fund of $200,000 for development purposes. Part of
this fund has been used to support faculty research
perfprmed outside the regular contractual period. A portion is allocated to each college for use under university
guidelines for supporting extensive efforts in curriculum
development, institutional service, institutes, in-service
programs, and professional improvement activities. The

balance of the fund is used to support university-wide
and inter-college programs, one of which is the establish-

ment of a faculty college in which faculty offer short
courses to their colleagues.
Calendar Evaluation
A calendar evaluation is being conducted under the

superviion of a committee comprised of administrators,

students, and faculty with expertise in testing and
evaluation. The committee will review a final report in
the early spring of 1977 which will be distributed to the

entire faculty prior to the referendum scheduled for
later that semester. The report will indicate the results
of the extensive evaluation program now underway that
includes (I) pre- and post-test administration of
nationally normed instruments (the Institutional Functioning Inventory and the Institutional Goals Inventory)
and a locally constructed instrument; (2) reports of en-

appears that this flexibility will make it more po4s1ble
for us to present an image to external funding wur:es
and other institutions which will promote cooperatiye
activities and permit almost instantaneous response to
programmatic needs.

rollments, grades, and so on, (3) analyses of student,

A variety of annual (9-month) contractual fabulty
arrangements is shown in figure 3. The hours within each
block are standard college hours

faculty and administrative reactions to various aspects of

the new program collected by means of short, 5-item
questionnaires completed by university participants
immediately alter a term or activity is over. These short
questionnaires, or "Mini-Q's," have been completed at
registration and at the completion of each of the
modular terms. A sample of one of the Mini-0 instruments (requesting the reactions of the, faculty finishing

Faculty Development

The implementation of faculty development pro-

grams has become increasingly urgent as growth comes
to an end, faculty mobility diminishes, and departments

and colleges become heavily overtenured. The new

7-week courses) is shown in figure 4.

calendar reallocates time in a manner that will encourage
activities contpbuting to maintenance and enhancement

Information collected through these instruments is
reviewed immediately by the calendar evaluation committee. The committee has recommended that these data

of teaching effectiveness: It also goes beyond this to
provide resources to support more extensive activities

not be released to the university community until its
final report is prepared so that later data -are not in-

for professional renewal. Time for these activities exists
under traditional calendars in summer vacation Peripds
but often is used for additional teaching for compensation rather than personal development. As a

fluenced. Several colleges and other academic units are
also conducting evaluative programs supplementing the
university effort. For example, the College of Nursing
will be comparing student academic achievement in land 14-week versions of the same course this spring to

consequence of the flexibility in faculty assignment

created by the new calendar, as well as the agreement by

the faculty to accept lower salary levels for additional
FALL

SUMMER
II

t

VACATION
3

VACA PION
6
3

6

VACATION

3

3

6

Figure 3. Faculty assignment schedules.
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f.
I

FACULTY REACTIONS

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE.

NEUTRAL OR
NO OPINION

DISAGREE

STRONGLY
DISAGREE

I. This 7-week course allowed the student
more time to concentrate on the subject
than a traditional semester length
course.

,

2. The facultk-workload !reviewing assignments, tests, etc.) required in this
class was excessive for the 7-week

period.

3. The material intended for this course
was adequately covered in 7 weeks.
4. I was satisfied encugh with this7-week

course that I would like to teach
another 7-werk course.

LI

5. Assuming this course was equally available in a 7-week term or a 14-wee ksemester, which would you prefer? ("X" only one).

li

1

I

14 week only

7 week only

LJ

Either 7 week
or 14 week

6. Other Comments

Figure 4. Sample seven-week faculty Mini -Q.

determine, the effects of different time periods upon
additional evidence of the unusual administrative skills
of large numbers of persons, but, more significantly,
reflects upon the committed efforts of facultysome of
whom do not favor the new calendarnt working toward

The Office of Planning and Institutional Research
has major operational responsibility for implementing
the evaluation component. The objectives of the evalua'

tion process are
1. To assess changes in campus activities, climate,

its success.

The first year of a 2-year experimental program is
completed. Much more experience and careful evaluation will be necessary to determine if the benefits- to

and attitudes of students, faculty, administrators, and
the \ local community as a result of calendar implementation

students, faculty, and public are worth the costs that

2. To measure the attitudes toward unique instructional formats, teaching strategies, and autotechnologies
of students and faculty who have been directly affected
by calndar reform-activities
3. To evaluate the effectiveness of calendar activities in meeting specific student interest groups' needs,
for example, part-time adult learners, commuting

have been and will continue to be paid. Those costs are
not fiscal ones. Indeed, the total budget demand of the
university (excluding salary increases) is less than in pre-

vious years. Rather, the costs are those of increased
demand on the energies and commitment of the faculty,
of the anxiety and discontinuity that attends any large
organizational revision, and or the uncertainty as to the
eventual success of so manj, new academic approaches
introduced in so short a time.
Whate6r final form the Oshkosh calendar plan may

students, "dtopin" or "dropout" students, ethnic
minorities, veterans, and so on
4. To assess the affective responses of faculty to the

faculty development program that involves compensation fqr additional service for curriculum development,

take, it has already altered an entire concePt of time,
restructured and revitalized professional development,
and created ail administrative systein that is unique
in the nation. And the calendar has opeped- new and
vigorous educatioual alternatives to students who must

research, and in-service training.
Any change in a complex system provokes unanticipated consequences and problems. Given the magnitude

'Of the changes at the university, it is surprising not that
problems,exist but that the problems are relatively few
in number and can be rationally resolv: J. This provides

a
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be the ultimate beneficiaries.
(The final outcomes of the Oshkosh calendar wi'J be
presented at the 1977 AIR Forum.)

FUNCTIONAL TENSIONS IN THE UNIVERSITY
Robert E. Roent4r
University of Texas at San Antonio

Traditionally, the functions of the university have
been described as teaching and research. In the standard
formulation, the university is stated to be an institution
committed to the pursuit and communication of

of advancing the populace to levels of learning beyond
literarcy increasingly be relegated to the community
colleges? A necessary step in answering these and like
questions involves determining the functions of the

knowledge through teaching and research. However,

university.

contemporary developments in the university challenge
the continued adequacy of analyzing its functions'in this

Functional Analysis of the University

Analyzing the functions of an institution involves
explaining the contributions that its re,±urring activities
make to the development or maintenance of the system
within which the institution operates.ln explaining the

way.

With the appearance of external degree programs
and certification of life experiences, the place of teach:
dpg in higher education is no longer clear. Even in instituons that follow more traditional procedures, tne
importance of teaching is suspect when the positions of
top academic status are awarded largely on the basis of
performance in research and when the occupants of such
positions are required to do little teaching, and, pernaps
thek, only in graduate seminars that demand no special

logical characteristics of functional analysis, Carl C.
Hempel (1959) states, "functional analysis seeks to
understand a behavior pattern or a sociocultural institution by determining the role it plays in keeping the given

system in proper working order Or maintaining it as a
going concern" (p. 278). A functional analysis, thus,

examines three different items: a set of r :tivities, a

preparation. This anomaly, that the more successful a
university teacher is the less teaching is required, is
replicated by arother anomaly, that the students who

system within wilicli the activities take place, and some

need of the system, satisfied by the activities in question, so that the system remains in adequate, effective,
or prope: working order. Hence, the question, What are
the functions of the university?, is incomplete and
cannot be answered in that form. The functions are

are most difficult' to teach, the undergraduates, are
assigned to the least experienced teachers, the teaching
assistant. On the other hand, the importance, of research

challenged by the existence in the university of
acadeRc departments that Later almost exclusively to
certification needs. The role of research is also made
is

relative to some system within which the activities of the
university have effects. Thus, before doing a functional
analysi., a system within which the university operates
must be specified.

questionable when, in response to budgetary constraints,

faculty productivity is measured by the,student credit
hours a course., tenerates. Marketability; rather than
scholarly advancen.ent thon, becomes the criterion for
faculty retention acid program development. Also, the
triviality of some published research makes it difficult

The two most likely candidates for the systemic
location of the university are the life experience of an
:ndividual arid the supporting society. But, both of these
choices seem to render a functional analysis of the university inescapaLly arbitrary since an individual or a
society c: present a gicat variety of needs to be satisfied by the activities of the university. For an individual,
the university can function as a source of entertainment, as a place to take walks, or as a dating bureau. Fpr
a society, the university can function as a sorting device
for the allocation of social roles.or as an instrument for
raising property values in a particular locale. Cl ,ariy ,
given the proper circumstances, both individur As and
society can discover functions in the activitie., of the
university that seem quite peculiar and extraneous to its
work. But, the very suggestion that some functions
attributed to the university might be peculiar and
extraneous suggests that a functional analysis is not
completely arbitrary. The problem is tc, around the
Analysis in such a way that the function assigned to the
university can be judged as more or less harmtnious9ith
its institutional character while at the same time recognizing that the university is an artificial creation without

to claim this as a functi6n of the university.
A different challenge to the traditional functions of
is posed by some suggested reforms,
espetially those that were heard during the years of
student unrest in the late 60s and early 70s and that
reappear whenever there is reason to notice the university's scholarly isolation and neutrality. emands
that the university become politically active, Notect
the rghts of its various constituencies, and become a
place for the formation of community arc demands
for university to address it:.clf to funct,ons that go

the university

beyond teaching and research.
These challenges to the traditional functi.)ns suggest

the timelinegs of returning to the question of the functions of the university. Until that- question is settled,
evaluations of current developments lack a firm anchor.

Holding to the traditional function of teaching and
research can either prevent the university from investigating innovative futures or protect it from meretricious solutions to its currznt problems. What is the
obligation c: faculty to teach courses that are limited,
in scope art pedestrian in sophistication? At what point
does marke laity become dysfunctional as a criterion
for either research or teaching? Should research
dominate the work of the university and should the bask

a natural-teleology.

The Environment of the University
The environment the university needs for its
activities an its suitability for certain activities will, if
not strictly limit, at least discriminate among the func77
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tions that an individui or a society assigns tothe university. What, then, is the environment that makes
possible the university's activities':

aa

Among activities that recur .are those classified as

intellectual performances: explaining, proving, remembering, organiting, speculating, arguing, inquiring,
and so forth. These are not the only activities, since the
university' also among other things, owns property,

houses students and purchases material goods. Nor are

these activities unique to the university, since other
1 institutions spolisor intellectUal performances. Rather,
the point here is that a university without intellectual
activities is unthinkable. Hence, th environment necessary for the activities of the universsity must be one
that, whatever else it does, makes possible intellectual
performance!

Such' an environment contains many features,

among them theesocial institutions that favor reasoned
discourse and a value system that associates intellectual
activity with human excellence. But the fundamentally
necessary condition for intellectual activities is meaning.
Intellectual activities are, firsP.of all, symbol-using and
making processes; the syn.bols stand for something other
than themselves and, in that sease,..ljave. meaning. The
dependency of intellectual activities on symbolization,
thus, makes meaning a necessary environment at least
for these activities of the university.

A second way in which meaning is necessary 3i the
university derives from understanding "meaning" as that
which is significant. According to one account, meaning

has been grasped when it is understood as related to
other things as a part of the system as a whole (Ogden
and Richards, 1946). The activities of explaining,
demonstrating,

organizing, and

inquiring

relate to

meaning, in this sense, because they seek to attribute
meaning to something, or presuppoSe that something has
meaning because of its consequences within a particular

system. In both these ways, the university depends on
meaning much as economic institutions depend on the

exchange of goods arid political institutions on the
exercise of authority.

This dependence on meaning is 'wiled in referring
to the university as a cultural institution. One way of
understanding culture is to view it as a system of
meaning. This is the apt.. oach that Talcott Parsons
(1973) took in his general theory of action: "Culture
consists in codified systems of meaningful symbols anJ
thoge aspects of action directly orriented to problems of
the meaningfulness of such symbols" (p. 12). Other institutions deaf with the problem of meaning, but the
relationship of the .university to meaning appears to

differ from that of a church or theatre or museum.
Determining this difference provides a basis for discriminating among the functions that man be assigned
to the university, some functions relating to activities
that are distimpve of the university vis-a-vis other
cultural institutions.
The Distinguishing Activities of the University

The relationship of tire university to meaning can

basis for distinguishing the university from other cultural
institutions. Thus, the university is said to pursue know-

ledge through empirical research, objective inquiry, or
scientific investigation ;But, not only does sucta characterization preclude the university from pursuing forms
of inquiry that are not strictly cognitive, it also confuses
the contemporary version of the university with neces
sary features of the university as such. In the past, the
university has sometimes served as "handmaiden to the
church an4 Conscience to the king," roles that may be
eschewed by the contemporary American university
simply because of its temporal locationin a-society that
places a high premium on cognitive pursuits. Rationality
happens tootle importan for productive and profitable

economic activity, and the extension of knowledge
generates new possibilities for rational action. If
economic pursuits are important enough to 'a scitiety
for society to place a premium on competence, or, in
other words, on the ability to make choices based on
knowledge, then the cognitive dimension of culture will

be the cultural component that receives the most emphasis. But, given..asociety in which-religious orientations or moral concerns are dominant, the institutions
of higher learning could well focus on cultural components other than scientific knowledge and'itro.
positions of cognitive significance.
This is an important -point when evaluating

suggested reforms of the university. If the present
cognitive focus of the university is necessary to its
identity as a cultural institution, then efforts to make
it a therapeutic communi.'; or a moral force in society
*lust

be denied. As long as the dirsity remains

isolated from other cultural concerns b the commitment -to cognitive pursuits, the responsibility 'devolves
upon students for protesting the seriously objectionable practices of society and for shaping a Personal
environment which is congenial to human existence.
But, if an institution of higher learning can pursue
religious, moral, and expressive concerns, and still
preserve its identity, and if a university can remain
a university while embracing forms of inquiry that do
not center on empirical research and scientific objectivity, then the university is free to explore a great many
innovative futures. The present model of university
work then becomes a temporal accident and not a logicai

necessity. However, this implies that the university
cannot be-distinguished from other cultural institutions
by the type of meaning on which it focuses.
A more satisfactory way to distinguish the univer-

sity from other cultural institutions is, first, by the
le;rel on which it approaches meaning. The description
of the university as an institution of higher learning is
an acknowledgement that only certain level, of meanink
are interesting to it. The university pursues meanings
that are importarit 'because they are strategically
located within the general schemes that organize thought
and inquiry, either completing or recasting the frames
of reference within which anything becomes significant.
In pursuing these meanings, the university expands the
area of meaningful discourse and liberates inquiry from

which the university aporoaches meaning, th&manner in

present limitations. As a cultural institution, the
university engages in activities that exl.end the very
possibilities of meaning itself, and, in this way, the

university does with the meaning it attains.
The first of these, the type of meaning, is the usual

Seconify, the manner in which the" university

be characterized in four different ways: the type of
meaning on which the University focuses, the level at

which the university pursites meaning, and tat the

its

university
meaning.
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pursues meaning further distinguishes it from other
cultural institutions. The university seeks a compelling
exp ssion of meaning: compelling not because of the
ritu surrounding it or the force of authority imposing
it bu because of the competence of the inquiry that
generates it. To guarantee this ccimpetence, the university conducts the pursuit of meaning as a public
activity which is guided by the canons of inquiry established by the scholarly community. In this way,
.the university attempts to certify the meanings it expresses as being the result

of the

if the meaning accumulated by a society has become so
vast that it stands in danger of being lost, then the need
exists for devices that codify and organize meaning.

Or, if traditional meanings are no longer serviceable in

an individual's attempt to cope with the problems he
or she faces, then a need exists for locating new
meanings. But, whatever the conditions that generate a
need for explicit attention to culture, the university
constitutes a response to the problem of institutionalizing cultural interests and concerns and articulating these
into the life of an individual and into society. This might
be called the cultural function of the university, since,
in responding to the need for the extension,
certification, and communication of meaning, the university is identified as a type of cultural institution.

best available

scholaiship, and to that extent trustworthy.
A final distinguishing characteristic of the univer-

sity, as a cultural institution is 4s commitment to a
widdpread dissemination of those meanings wnich it
has certified. In this the university, differs from the

,other 'functional requirements relating to cultural
interests and concerns are satisfied by the university
not so much because it is a cultural institution as
because it is an institution. The need for the extension,
certification, and communication of meaning could

research institute which, like the university, also extends
and certifies meaning. Howevet, no other institution of

higher learning addresses as wide a public as the universitya public which includes those seeking either
the substance or certification of advanced learning,

be satisfied in ayariety of ways, but an efficient arrange-

ment of doing this is provided by the institutional
form of the university. Ministering to the cultural

those preparing for professional practice, those who will
act as intellectuals in society, those who are responsible
for governmental and corporate policies, and those who

needs of society -or individuals does not in itself provide the material resources that make possible either the
accomplishment of this task or the sustenance of those
who engaged in it. The people who work on the
problems of meaning have their own needs for material
comfort and social status. Moreover, ti;; it work is
facilitated by arrangements that bring them in contact
with others who are similarly engaged. They also stand

will work as scholars.

In s:iort, the university is a teaching institution,
even though it communicates meaning to the public in
ways other than teaching. Also, not every act of communication has as its content those meanings of special

interest to the university, since some preparation is
needed before the meanings that have been recently
certified can be apprehended. But, in widely .;ommunicating the meanings that it has secured and certified, the university distinguishes itself as a cultural

in need of institutional protection since their work
may not be immediately productive and may produze
results that are disturbing to society. The institutional
form of the university addresses all of these problems.
It provides a setting in which scholars find occupational
roles, social status, material support for their work,
access to colleagues, and protection for work that will
bear either distant or controversial fruit. Making all this
possible might be called the institutional function of
the university. In performing this function, the university also addresses cultural interests and concerns,
but indirectly, by providing the arrangements that

institution that teaches.
The Cultural and Institutional Functions
of the University.
These cnaracteristics of the university mark out its

as a cultural institution. The university
relates to meaning by extending, certifying, and communicating it. These are the distinguishing activities
of the university that, along with the environment that
makes them possible, place constraints on the functions
capabilities

facilitate the pursuit of meaning.

assigned to the university by an individual or by a
society. If the university is to continue the activities that

Functional Tension in the University

distinguish it as a cultural institution, then the func-

Some of the contemporary tensions in the university and anomalies in its practices can be explained by
the interplay of the cultural and institutional functions.
Some of its activities contribute to both these functions.
Teaching, for example, is a way of communicating
meaning and also a way of commanding the material
resources needed oy the university. As a basis for charging tuition and demanding public 'subsidy, 'teaching
contributes to the university's institutional function.
But,
a way of communicating meaning, teaching
shares in the cultural identity of the university. Research
has the same dual personality. On the one hand, research
is the extension and certification of meaning, hence a
cultural pursuit. On the other hand, research that
addresses particular social, economic, or political concerns provides a basis for requesting material support for

tional needs to which the university responds cannot be
such as to inhibit t extension, certification, and
communication of m ing. Admittedly, this is a very
weak constraint be ause it rests on a hypothetical
condition. Good _ asons can be found to justify a
society's support of an institution that relates to
meaning as the iversity does. But there is little point
M objecting to functional assignment that results in
altering the university's relation to meaning. No absolute

need dictates that the university must maintain its
distinguishing activities.

A better coiirse of action is to use the distinctive
capabilities of the university as a basis for disaiminating
among the functions assigne ' it. In general, the
functional needs for which the university is a

fit instrument. of response ate those that relate to cultural interests and concerns. Under certain conditions,
the good operating condition of an individual or society
depends on special attention to culture. For. example,

the researcher and the university. the schizophrenic
character of teaching and research makes the.n
adequate expressio.ts of the university functions. Rather,

the university has both a cultural and an institutional
79
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the cultural life of the present-day American university

function to each of which teaching and research con-,
tribute. Tension arises when teaching and research,
seemingly properly located for the integrity of the
university in its cultural function, conflict with teach-.
ing and research located for greatest servicability to the
university's survival in its institutional function. In each
of these locations, different criteria are used to evaluate

seems vital enough. Thus, dissolving the functional

tension in the university seems to be a task focused on
the institutional function. Here again it does not seem
opportune to eliminate this function, since the instituional form of the university still seems serviceable as
an aid to extending, certifying, and communicating
M aning. Hence, the only realistic possibility for disso ving functional tension in the university is to render
pe ormance of the institutional function effortless.
In et; this is one way of describing the good adminis-

teaching and research. As related to the pursuit of
meaning, the judgment focuses on what these activitiesi
are in themselves: But, as related to the acquisition of

material resources, the judgment bears on how well

trat r: he or she is a person who so successfully
addr sses the institutional function of the university

these activities fulfill the instrumental purposes to which;
they are subordinated.

This functional tension is not easily resolved. The
distinctive identity of the university as a cultural institu-

that uch is never perceived as problematic and never
challe ges the cultural function. But recalcitrant governmental bodies and a public interested in a return on its

research make to the cultural function. Moreover, the
intrinsic worth of teaching and research is most completely realized when these activities participate in the
cultural function of the university. Research is most
free and teaching most educational when nth dominated
by extrinsic purposes but focused on the pursuit of

investmnt in higher education make it unlikely that
very m ny administrators will be successful in this

tion depends on the contribution that teaching and

way.

Thus coping with functional tension appears to
be the p spect that faces most of those involved in

university work. Coping, first of all, means recognizing

that the c aracteristic activities of the university address more than one functional requirement. Coping

meaning. And, yet, while a world is imaginable in whidi

the university would not have to rely on research and
teaching to obtain material support and in which neither
individuals nor society would subvert these activities to
strictly utilitarian purposes, that world is not a realistic
possibility. The most persuasive reason the university
has to justify its demands for material support is its
service to those cultural concerns that are keenly felt
by individuals and society. Research can be very useful,
and Often is most apparently useful, when it does
not generate the kind of 'meaning that is of primary
interest to the university. Likewise, teaching consisting
mostly of passing on information and training in skills
is easily defended because of its usefulness to a variety
rif individual and societal needs, even though such
teaching does not communicate the kind of meaning
the university explores in its cultural function When
contributing to the institutional function of the university, the standards used to judge teaching and research are those that measure its marketability. Good
research, no matter how trivial, is research that is
published or that leads to grants and consultantships.
Good teaching is teaching that produces consumer
satisfaction or that generates a high number of student
credit hours. Thus, the institutional function of the university emphasizes those varieties

further entails adjudica, ng among the demands of the
cultural and, institutional functions so that neither is

\

seriously ne g ected. None of this promises to be an easy
task, especially since the teaching faculty and the
administration assume primary responsibility for
different fun\ctions: the faculty, for the cultural

function, the administration, for the institutional function. Coping with functional tension often comes to
mean the faculty and the administration coping with
\°
each other.
As a final note to this analysis, let us consider some
of the instances in which functional tension currently
appears in the University. There is, first, the anomaly
mentioned at the outsetthat the more successful a
teacher beceines, the less teaching is required. There is,
as well, the reluctance of established faculty to meet
with large classeS of undergraduates. Both of these can
be justified as appropriate responses to the cultural
function of the university. Not all teaching sponsored
by the university addresses the cultural function. Some
courses are stnctiy utilitarian in their purposes: the
students are 'purchasing credits as an investment in later
social benefits, and the teacher is.justifying the budget
allotted to the department. To those who have achieved
eminence in extending and certifyIng meaning, teaching
such courses may;, indeed, seem 'like an abdication of

of teaching and

research that are clearly seen by individuals and society
to be of use to their own purposes.

their professional culling.

liven though the cultural function can be used

Response to Functional Tension

its demands ;ore no
longer problematic, secondly, failing that, it an cope
with the tension by balancing off the demands posed by

to justify neglect of some forms of teaching, this argument must be quaified in two ways. First, the cultural
function of the university can also be used to criticize
professors whose cholarly work is hurt by negle
of teaching. This criticism locks at teaching in much
the same way as Thorstein Veblen (1957) who wrote,

each function.
Dissolving the functional tension by eliminating the
cultural function of the university is not a viable option,

facilitates the university man's work of inquiry" (p. 12).

There are two ways to deal with this functional

tension in the university: Iirst, it can be dissolved either

by eliminating one of the functions or by

making

performance so effortless that

"The work of teaching properly belongs in the university only because and in so fai as it incites and
Secondly, under present circumstances, no professor
has a right to completely ignore the institutional func-

since fulfilling that function gives the university its
distinguishing identity as a cultural institution.

tion of the university, espeLiully when sue!. a person is a
very expensive faculty member. However, teaching

Moreover, the problems involved in performing this
function do. not, at the moment, seem to be derived
from intellectual stagnation. Gwen the proper resources,

b4

large undergraduate classes is not the only way in
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from timely . research that generates
remunerative consultantships. Such a professor uses the

who profits

which the obligation to participate in the institutional
function can be met. The prof.:Qsor might also be able
to secure independent funding for research, or the fame
of the professor's work might be a valuable ,Thual aid
in the administration's appeal for alumni support.
The point here is that, though at times neglect of teaching can be justifiea, it is still incumbent upon a faculty
member to contribute in some way to the university's
institutional function.
A . further note here is that the creation of
community

colleges softens this conflict

office at the university to cOndupt a personal campaign for improved social and financial status but
addresses neither the cu.tural nor the institutional
''unction of the university.

The tension between the cultural and the institu-

tional function will most certainly endure. Various and
in some ways incompatible demands will be placed on
the activities of teaching and research. The line between
justifiable emphasis on one function and neglect of the
other is difficult to trace. The responsibility for marking
that line belongs to all who work in the university. In

between

the cultural and the institutional function. With altemate forms of postsecondary education available
to high school graduates, the university is freer to
concentrate on that style of teaching which is, con-

response to urging by the administration to pursue
grants and to devise marketable programs of instruction,

and, in the face of attractive enticements from the

genial to its cultural function. This further differentiation of postsecondary educaticn allows the university
to define more narrowly the type of meaning
it wishes to communicate and, thus, to identify more

business and political communities, the individual

scholar is responsible for protecting the cultural function

from the encroachment of other interests. The exten-

activities with the cultural

sion, certification, and communication of meaning must
take place according to its`own logic. Likeivise, faced

A second area in which there is need to cope with
functional tension is the research sponsored by the university. Some research is profitable for the university
even though it does not advance the history of meaning.
Selecting research on the basis of its monetary return
runs the risk of neer-cling important forms of inquiry
which do not promise financial gain. If government and
industry are able to command the time and energies of

with the propensity of the faculty to luxuriate in the
groves of academe, the administration must insist that
the institutional function is also proper to the work of

completely
function.

its teaching

the university. The cultural interests of individuals and

society must be attended to by the scholarly community. Tension in the university is much like tension in
human life: it can be a creative impulse or it can lead to
neurosis. If the history of the American university is any

indication, this functional tension has been beneficial.
The demands of the institutional function have kept the

scholarly community, the account of meaning
offered by the university is likely to be skewed by
political and economic utility. In that case, the cultural
function suffers because of solicitude for the instituthe

university flexible, and the demands of the cultural
function have kept it solid. It appears that addressing
both of these functions is for the university a creative

tional function. The matter is even more serious when it

response to tension.

is the individual professor, rather than the university,
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ACADEMIC PLANNING AND INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCHCONFLICT OR COOPERATION?
Richard R. Perry
The University of Toledo

and planning areas, and they are presented in the ensuing
discussion.

The basic conflict which exists between what passes
for academic program planning in colleges and universities and institutional research as it has evolved is a conflict between the value orientation of the leadership of
higher education and that of the political forces which

Inadequate Enrollment Projections
The unresponsiveness of state institutional research
agencies to local academic planning inputs such as enrollment projections is critical. In one situation, enrollment
projections established at he state level for an institu-

control the institutions of higher education. It is not
my Intention here to examine the essential goodness or

badnessthe rightness or wrongnessof the differences
which create the conflict, but instead to identify ex

tion, even in the light of very hard data from that inVitution, were nearly 1,000 FTE less than the
institution's own projections. The state coordinating
agency's projection was written into the appropriation
bill, however, and the result was a loss of more than

amples of the conflict and the consequences of operating
under. either set of values. Identifying and subsequently
posing consequences should disclose specific activities

that create conflicts between academic planning and

$3,000,000 in income for the institution over the

institutional research.

1975-77 biennium. The effect on academic planning was

At the outset one must realize that institutional

to require staffing with shortened resources, the overloading of some sections, and the limit' lg of offerings.

research is, in the minds of the great majority of faculty,
synonymous with operations research, scientific
management, and the current application of costbenefit analysis methodologies to the educational

Classification of Subject Areas

Differences also arise in the classification of disfor purposes of monetary allocation and
reporting. For example, the institution may classify its

enterprise. Conseque tly, the output of institutional

ciplines

research is often tainted because of the powerful threat
its findings pose to the aead :nue programs it analyzes. In

history department as one of the humanities. The
conflict re, Ives around the question of who is best

addition, there is the probability that individual university institutional research offices may be on the way
out, having served their needs during a particular phase
in the history of higher education.

qualified to classify subject matter according to discipline- experienced academicians or less knowledgeable
systems analysts.

A major portion of what was once institutionallevel institutional research (which took the form of
studies concerning space utilization, staffing, salaries,
student attrition and achievement, enrollment projections and enrollment analyses) can now be accomplished efficiently by the central offices of state

Subsidies .Per Student
State-conducted appropriation planning for all
state universities, based on institutional research re-

management

ports from individual institutions, does not provide
supplemental funds to cover dramatic drops in en-

information systems. Thus, we Lome. to the first bask

rollment in one or two institutions. Thus, supplemental

coordinating

agencies

and

integrated

funds for institutions in trouble are drawn from the
finite pool available to all, instead of from special
supplemental funds provided through the legislature
for those in senous trouble. The conflict with institu-

conflict issue.

Duplication of Basic Institutional Reseakli Studies
What justification is there for devoting institutional
resources to the gathe,ing, filing, analysis, and reporting
of data which can be aecumplished by the management

tional academic planning results because of the lower
incomes provided to institutions having consistent
increases in enrollment and the higher per student
subsidies for institutions experiencing lower enrollments. In one state, institutions that had increases
in enrollments over a 5-year period had to delay

information system of the state coordinating agency?
To some, the use of substantial institutional resources
may seem an urnecessary duplication of studies done by

a state agency. Lonflict may erupt as the institution
points out that data reported by the state agency

strengthening existing programs due t the diversion
of $9,000,000 originally allocated to these institutions.
Th.: result was a serious conflict between institutional
academic planning and institutional research at the
state level regarding the proper methodology to be
utilized in establishing subsidy allocations for individual
institutions.

are not accurate, have been improperly interpreted, cr are

not reported quickly enough to be useful for internal
institutional academic planning. Faculty may claim that,
since these studies are already being dove by the statc,
the institution need not devote institutional resources,
which could be used for academic programs, for such
prima facie duplication. This claim gains increasing

Staffing Discrepancies

validity when the faculty point out that they are not
permitted to have programs which duplicate those of

Severe conflict often results within a university as

academic planners work with the dean who wishes'
to retain all faculty positions in the face of declining

another department or college.
There are also other issues which divide the research
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enrollments which now place his or her college in tne
overstaffed category according to recommendations
provided

by

the state. The conflict, as viewed

by the college, is between the necessity to maintain

an essential critical mass of faculty and sustain program
quality as opposed to adherence to a mechanistic staffing model.

Staffing discrepancies often exist between colleges
within an institution. What justification can university
decision

makers use

to continue

to protect over-

staffing in one college when, at the same time, another

is understaffed by thirty or more? State institutional
research

models

would

suggest

staff realignment.

Academic planners might welt plead for retention of
a critical mass of faculty, even in mildly overstaffed
areas, to protect against short-fall enrollment drops
that will be reversed in three to five years. Engineering,
mathematics and education are examjees of academic
areas which suffered enrollment losses from 1971
through the 1973-74 academic year. They were buffeted
by staff reductions, only to see enrollment trends
reversed in the 1974-75 and 1975-76 academic years.
The reversal clearly justified increases in staff, but earlier
decisions had already
experienced faculty.

caused unfortunate losses

in

*Priorities For Funding Programs
Managernen t-oriented institutional research reports increasingly emphasize that job placement
is the important criterion for academic program,
justification. In its internal budgeting, academic planning

is tempted strongly to hammer at programs that are not,
job oriented and to justify continuance of "exotic,:' or
what appear to be nonutilitarian, programs with
arguments viewed by funding authorities as not creditable. The consequence is that science management_;
technologies soar, and humanities and fine arts wither.

The Necessity to Quantify. The Systems Approach
There is increasing conflict resulting from the

constant pressure to quantify or to apply mechanistic
measures to , activities, or products of activities, thati,
defy standard quantification The conflict is indentified
eloquently by the consideration that
in measuring things that can be counted or expressed in quantifiable terms, we are led unawares

to the grand illusion that only the measurable
ree"7 matters. In Wisconsin and North Cargliria
the ,ogic of system has crashed the final barrier
the state colleges and universities are ail merged
.
into a new empire, a new total bureaucracy.
(Enarson, 1973)

Are we to be asked to quantify the effort and

results of activity in the fine arts, the performing arts,
and basic research? the academic planner says that
there are activities which defy quantification and arc
to be valued not for their number but rather because

"they ought to be." For example, no university can
be a university without at least a minimum critical
number of faculty and student. in the classics, no
matter how small the enrollments
Territorial Rights of Academic Programs

What resolution is there to the conflicting te.
Jitorial claims of two or .nore institutions scairg
to sere the same populatio i area witn academic pro-

which separately have marginal justification
but which could flourish as a single program for the
population area? Academic planners at the institutions..
will claim the same area, but institutional research at
the state level will say that there should be only one
grams

program.

Allocation of Graduate Assistants
Institutional research data may show that 90%

of the student-credit-hour production of department
X is generated by institutionally funded graduate
assistants while 90% of the student-credit-hour production in department Y is the result of students
who pay their own way. How does academic planning
adjudicate the claim of department Y for more
graduate assistants, clearly justified on the basis of
uniform staffing models, when such an increase can
be accomplished only by reallocating a number of
assistants

graduate

from

department X,

a

move

that will sound the death knell If graduate work in
department X?
Justification of New Programs

The in§titution may find that it has approval' to
offer; for example, a master's degree and, therefore,
wishes to repackage existing course work in order
to accomodate a kw major that will serve a special
target
a

population. The college considers this only

new major. State authorities, however, consider

it a

new

degree

and require a full, institutional

research systems analysis in order to proceed with
dpproval. This generally takes over a year, during which

time the student market that academic planning has
ought to serve may have gone elsewhere.
Analysis and Cost-benefit Standards

The academic community sees constant analysis
and cost-benefit standards applied to its operations
by institutional researchers with very little, if any,
applied to the support or main ten ince services of the
institution. Academic planners feel that, if as much
attention were given to cost-benefit analysis studies
academic support services,
in administration,.
and auxiliary enterprises as is focused on the cost-benefit
achievement of academic programs, the possible reductions in cost associated with those areas couid be made
available to preserve academic programs.
Faculty Assigning -Rts for Non-Credit Instruction
Another type of conflict arises when it is
found that additional faculty are justified for an

existing acade nic program due tc enrollment growth.
For example, non-credit adult education ovrl-vid
activity of existing staff might amount to 2 F..tE
faculty. the question is wnether new positions shoulu
be authorized os requested or whether activity
of existing faculty should be reassigned to credit
work. Institutional research shiches show that great.,
income can be realized from credit courses than
from non-credit. Academic planning would say that
.non-crer it instruction builds valuable good will 'dud
serves the pubile service mission. But the question
remains. Is public service non-credit instruction, whin
is not subsidized, to be staffer' by faculty members
who could be assigned to credit programs and thus
maximize income?

_

Theindustry Model

_

ing enrollment must be accomplished to capture markets

_

from competing institutions as well as to build an

at_isgood 161 the automobile production

enrollment base from which to quality for larger future

--economy is good for higher education" expresses the
ideology of some business-oriented management per.

subsidies.

Finance officials, using data supplied by institutional 'research, argue that since a reduction in the
number of automobile models does not eliminate
automobile purchases a reduction in the number of
courses and programs will not reduce enrollments.

sonnel at one institution who suggested that enrollments
be restricted and academic programs reduced as a means
to lower total costs of instruction. Some will remember
the comment from Charles E. Wilson of General Motors
who, while being interviewed by a congressional committee regarding his possible appointment as Secretary

Academic program planning says that it must continue
to implement new program models in order to maintain
and expand the university's share of the market. Finance
officials using institutional research data opt for Henry
Ford's Model T, while academic program planning urges

of Defense, was reported to have said that what was
good for the country was good for General Mittors, and

vice versa. This application of the industry benefit
theory as the model for decision making in higher

a more diversified product line.

ducation is increasingly prevalent.

Data developed by institutional research activity

influenced university finance officials at one
university to argue to limit enrollment in order to reduce

Summary

have

The conflict generated by the current use of institutional research-supplied studies, will continue to sharpen
the necessity for academic program planning to take the
lead in focusing attention on the need to settle the basic
issues of value orientation necessary in guiding the direction of higher education.

costs. Apparently; these officials do not understand

marginal costing. Academic program planning in the
sane institution demonstrates that increases in enrollment beyond subsidized enrollment projections can be
managed with tuition income alone, And that maximiz-
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ACTIVITY ANALYSIS OF GRADUATE MEDICAL EDUCATION
K. L. Kutina
E.A. Bruss
L.E. Lee, Jr.
IL Emmons
Case Western Reserve University

Recognition of these problems has led us to attempt

Universities and associated health care institutions
are under enormous pressure to improve the supply and
distribution of appropria "ly trained' physicians in spite
of rapidly increasing firia. ;ial constraints. Data concerning maldistribution of physicians among specialties have
led to the consideration of governmental regulation of
the number of phy'sicians who will be. trained in each

to adhere to the following protocols in the design of
house staff activity measurement studies.

1. Some of the categories for classifying a house
officer's tim,e, must. be characterized by a joint nature.
It is inappropriate to attempt to directly classify many
activities in terms of pure output programs. If estimates
are needed .of effort devoted to pure output programs

specialty, regardless of the distribution of need for
trainee services within the training institution. These

such as patient service and education; it is best to
make the necessary arbitrary fracturing of joint activities

conflicting pressures have focused attention on the costs
of programs--producing physicians, the associated
outputs of the process, and on the inadequacy of institutional data bases for program and operational planning.
The graduate medical education programs in the five
hospitals affiliated with Case Western Reserve University
(CWRU) encompass 700 house staff (interns, residents,
or houn officers) with stipends totaling over $8 million,

.

after the data are collected, ,based on some uniform
cnteria for all house officers. This segregates the arbitary
and controversial process (and its necessary assumptions)

of splintering joint activities among output programs
from the basic task of raw data collection.

2. The activity study must fit as much as possible

into the schedules and normal work routines of the

almost all of which is paid from hospital operating in-

house staff, thereby causing minimal disruption.

come. The faculty of the medical school have both
educational program and patient care supervisory responsibility for these -individuals. The interns and
residents receive instruction from faculty and more

aggregate form to gUarantee that they cannot be,used in
any punitive or comparative way on an individual basis..

3. The data must be utilized and released only in

, Two Measurement Approaches
Questionnaire. The CWRU was a voluntary partici_pant during 1974-75 in a study conducted by the Bureau

senior house staff, teach medical students (pre-M.D.) and
more junior house staff, deliver medical care to patients.

occasionally rngage in research, ant: perform . some
hospital administrative duties. In spite of the pressures

of Health Resources Development' which utilized a

house officer activity questionnaire as well as administration and analysis procedures developed by Technomics,
Ind".,".4 Washington, D.C. consulting firm with substantial
experience in the field.2 The total study involved

discussed in the first paragraph, little data exist on how
these individuals distribute their time among the roles of
student, practitioner, teacher, and researcher.
This paper reports on research at CWRU aimed at
investigating and comparing two alternative approaches
to house staff activity measurement.

attempting to administer the questionnaire to all house
officers at 10 academic medical centers (medical schools
plus their associated owned or affiliated teaching
hospitals) and at 7 teaching hospitals not affiliated with

Measurement Problems
There are a number of problems inherent to the pro-

medical schools. Out of the total of 16 specialties
selected for coverage in the national Bureau of Health
Resources Development study, fifteen were included in

cess of measuring mean activity profiles of house staff

by specialty. They are due to the following charac-

the CWRU survey. They are listed in Table 1.
The questionnaire administration protocol at CWRU
called for randomly dividing the house statf into

teristics:

1. The professional activities of house officers are
complex, varied, and frequently overlapping. The latter
means some activities are "joint", that is, they simul
taneously produce more than one output. fox example,
education and patient service.

approximately three equally sized groups. The first

group was administered the questionnaire in May 1974,
the second in September 1974, and the third in January
1975. Since the questionnaire covered the immediately

2. Interns and residents are often under extreme
work pressure and are obligated to work uncommonly
long hours. They may therefore .rave little time (and perhaps patience) for .interruptions by analysts who want
to collect activity data.
3. Like other professionals, they can be sensitive to
the notion of having their activities measured, timed,

preceding thirty days' activity, only those individuals
who had been on a single service during that period
were solicited. Five hundred seventy-four of thc.
approximately 700 house officers in the system were
deemed eligible during the course of the study. For each
of the three administrations of the questionnaire, several
times and locations were established at each of the five

and categorized.
4. Any obtrusive attempt to measure activity occur-

affiliated hospitals and the house officers requested to
come to the one most convenient rol them. They were
solicited by an individually addressed letter from the

rence and duratitm may in itself alter the subject's
normal pattern of activity.
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'fable I

felt critical, in getting acceptance of the results, to

Medical Specialties on Which
Activity Data Were Collected

observation approach which would not rely on
individiaals' memories or on self-reporting by the !louse

anesthesiology
dermatology
generat'surgery
internal medicine
neurology
neurosurgery
obstetrics and gynecology
ophthalmology
orthopedic surgery
otolaryngology
pathology
pediatrics
psychiatry
radiology
urology

devised .which utilized as officers persons familiar with

attempt to validate the method by some form of direct

officers. To this end, a work sampling approach was
the hospital setting (student nurses), and well-known,
statistically based time-sampling procedures. At the
largest of the five teaching hospitals affiliated with
CWRU, three large specialties were chosen in which to
carry out the verification study. The assumption was
made that, if the questionnaire results were confirmed in,
those specialties at the hospital, the questionnaire would
be usable throughout.
For purposes of the work sampling, 11 observation

categories were chosen into which the observer could
readily, and. without ambiguity, classify the house
officer's activity. The categories are listed and defined
in Exhibit 2.

Table 2
.hospital chief of staff that included a pre-addressed card

on which they were asked to check the questionnaire

Selected Subset of Radiology Task Inventory

rather rigorous solicitation and follow-up procedure resulted, in 425 house officers completing questionnaires

junior house staff
2. Provide specialty consult
3. Participate in teaching rounds
4. Attend grand rounds
5. Present case at grand rounds

session they planned to attend. Those who did not
i4turn their cards were contacted by telephone. This

Give direct supervifion to medical students,

at CWRU, a response rate of 74 percent. In the total
national study, the mean response rate was 58'percent.
The logistical and operational effort associated with
the administration of the questionnaires at CWRU required about five man-months of staff time. In addition, Technomics, Inc. had two or three people on site

6. Prepare for case presentation (for rounds or
special topic conferences)
7. Observe work rounds
8. Observe minor surgical procedure
9. Observe major surgical procedure
10. Read/review medical literature
11. Wit reports for classes/conferences
12. Teach formal classes
3. Counscl/idstruct family in care of patient
14. Collect blood by venipuncture

for each of the three questionnaire administrations.

The questionnaire was designed around detailed
task inventories of from 400 to 600 items tailored
to the specialty in which the house officer was taking
his or her training. These

t isk

inventories were

developed by Technomics over a period of many years

for use with a wide range of levels of health care

15. Take routir e x-rays (chest, abdomen, skull,

The house officer task inventories that
used were evolved in consultation with repre-

personnel.
:we'd

long bones, and spine)

16. Interpret batch of routine x-rays
17. Take/interpret bronchograin
18. Take/interpret angiocardiogram

sentatives of the various specialty boards and advisory

groups of house officers. As an illustration of the

character of the task inventories, Table 2 lists a few of
the tasks from the radiology set.
For each task, the house officer was asked a series

Note. Extracted from A Task Inventory Booklet, a questionnaire
developed for departnients ut radiology by Technomics, Inc.,

of six questions covering whether the task was performed in the last month, and, if so, how long it took,
how many times it was done, and whether any direct

1974. Used by permission.
6

education was taking place aunng its performance. The
Task Response Guide, which poses these questions, is repioduced in Exhibit 1. Naturally, extensne instructions
and del-mamas were also include° in the questionnaire
booklet. The house officers' responses were recorded
on precoded sheets set up for automatic reading by ar

The observers recorded the house officer's activities
Glue by recording
the appropriate activity numbers on a tally sheet such as
that displayed in Exhibit 3. The observation times were

at randonly preselected instants in

randomly selected by the study team and checked on
the observer's tally shee before observation started. Instantaneous observations were made at the rate of

optical scanner.

For each speciality analyzed by Technomics, the

approximately 12 per hour.

task times were aggregated into program - oriented
activity distributions 1y using algorithm, and computer
program: developed in consultation with the Bureau of
Health Resources Development and advisory cor mittees
representing each medical specialty.
Work Sam,...ng. Since extensive use was expected
to be made of the queztionnaire data at CWRE1, it was

In total, 48 house officers were observed for a
period of one week each over an elapsed t me of one
month (January 1975). Observing was scheduled on a
24-hour per day, 7-day per week basis coverina all 'Imes

the house officer was in the hospital. There were 29

observers utilized for the study and 3,840 hours of
89
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W YOU DID NOT PERFORM THE TASK WITHIN TIIE LAST MONTH, FILL IN COLUMN A, AND
GO TO THE NE XT STATEMENT IF YOU PERFORMED THE TASK WITHIN THE LAST MONTH
INDICATED
. FILL IN COLUMNS B THROUr;11 P DO NOT LEAVE BLANK ANSWERS EXCEPT IN COLUMN F WHEN

r

F

E

A

THE LAST TIME YOU PERFORMED THE TASK

PERM. 41,D
LAST MON III

If NO fill
in srl-a

CO

DURATION OF
SINGLE PERFORMANCE
LAST TIME PERFORMED

1

I MINUTES OR LESS

2 . 2 5 SI'" 'TES
3 = 6 10 MI UTtS

If YES.

4 = 1 120 MINUTES

leave blank

S

6

2: 50 MINUTES
61 1:0 MINUTES

FREQUENCY
NUMBER OF TIMES
PERFORMED LAST MONTH
= LESS THAN 5
2 = 5 20
3 = 21 50

4 T51 100
1 a MORE THAN 100

= OVER 2 HOURS

TASK WAS

WAS TASK TOTALLY
WERE YOU ALSO
OR PARTIALLY
DEMONSTRATING
REPEATED BY MORE
OR EXPLAINING
SENIOR STAFF?
TASK TO STUDENTS,

O = PERFORMED

0 = NO

If YES, fill in

WITHOUT DIRECT
SUPERVISION
a DIRECTLY
SUPERVISED BY
A SENIOR
HOUSE OFFICER
2= DIRECTLY
SUPERVISED BY

1 a YES

space

If NO, or not
applicable,
leave blank

A CLINICAL
FACULTY MEMULR

^;ote E %%%%% bed lrom 1 Task :nontorY Booklet, - 4iiestionnaire deyelved by Technornics. Inc .1974 Used o permission

Exhibit I

Tash Response Guide

9!
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Patient-centered functions: (normally in wards, radi-

house officer time monitored. Total staff time required
for the study amounted to about fobs man-months. An
additional 22 man-months of observer time was utilized.

ology, pathology, lab, ER, OR, etc.; includes

all writing and reading of patient's record
and lab results)

Resultn and Conclusions

Ir. order to map the hundreds of questionnaire

1. With patient in edudational group'
2. With patient w/o educational group
3. NOt with patient but in educational group
4. Not with patient and w/o educational group

activity tasks onto the work sampling results for comparison purposes, four major categories of effort were
defined. They are as follows:
1. Patient-centered functions
a) house bffict : alone
b) house officer in an educational grOup (for
example, faculty or any other health science students)
2. Seminars, meetings and conferences

Comrnunicatinn-centeled functions:

5. Reau..6 or writing (other than direct patientrelated material, such as the patient record or
lab requests), phone conversations, talking to

3. Independent study, research and miscellaneous

other than -direct patiot care personnel
6. Educational or administrative meetings, sem-

Wier duties.

In addition, it was necessary to exclude the work

inars, teaching and grand rounds
7. Piofessional activities away from university

sampling categories, "on call but inactive" and "personal

time", from the comparison because they were *not

hospitals

accounted for in the questionnaire.
Co.npatibility of the task analysis questionnaire and
work-sampling- observed. results were 'tested using a
three-way analysis of variance structured essentially as
shown in Table 3.
The analysis of variance had fir ar levels of factor A

Research-centered functions:

8. Research assignment activities
Other:

(activity category), two levels of factor B '(methodology) apd three levels of factor C (s, ecialty). Hours-permonth data were used in the analysis with seven replications (data on seven different individuals) in each of 24
cells. The effect of most interest in the a.-.z.lysis was the
interaction between method and activity category (AB).

9. On call in univc-st y hospitals but inactive
10. In transit within hospital
1 1 . All other (relaxation, meals, personal, etc.)2

Significance herc would have meant that the two

lEcIticational group is defined as being with faculty or any other

methods nid not agree in their estimates of mean time
distribution over activities. The mean-square .ratio of
the interaction effect (AB) was 1.8, which is well

health science students.

20n call btit not on active duty is category 9

below the critical (ct = .05) F-ratio of 2.7 for 3/144
degree of freedom. The conclusion that can be drawn

Exhibit 2. Wori, Sampling Activity Categories

here is that

the task analysis questionnaire yields
aggregate effort distribution data that is consistent with
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Exhibit 3. Work Sampling Tally Sheet
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Table 3
Observed Versus Question 1.dre Data Summary

Factor B: Method
Task ialyais questionnaire

Work sampling

Factor C:
Specialty

First
specialty

Third
specialty

Seconz
specialty

House
n`ficer
1)ne

First
specialty

Second
specialty..

127.

132

44

37')

House
officer in
an educational
group

-Third
specialty

40

141

126

42

Factor A
Activity

Seminars,

confnencet,

_

12

12

--

independent study,
research, anu
miscellaneous
duties
-I Dial how sc

z
27

15

9

300

5

300

Near; hours per month.
b Percent effort.
cExcludes on call but inactive personal time in the hos itd which was not asked for In the task questionnaire but was recorded in the
work sampling study. The work sampling observers rec,..rded Mesh times of 63 hours for the first specialty. 136 hours for the second
specialty, and 85 hours for ."'e third specialty.
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data measured independently by observers using a work
.sampling apptoach.

consistent hour bias (high or low) will not affect the

Although the two nrasurement methods do yield
.compatible effort distribution informat:one.the analysis
of variance also indicates that the two method..sre not
in agreement as to total hours xiorked. This conclusion
is clearly drawn from the mean-square ratio for 'factor

or planning stut;ies, such as determining the
number offttbuse officers icribireertirlatisfy patient

result

service, teaching or learning demands, accurate activity
profiles in terms of a..tual hours are seeded. The analysis
reported here would indicate that accurate hour profiles
coo
couhLbe obtained either by work sampliflg using observd
by using tie questionnaire results after applying a um tin adjustment to the hour figures. At CWRU,
since a c mprchessive work sampling study would be

4 (method) of 9.4, which is well above the critical
v,alue 3.9. (u= .05). Since it is assumed that the
!hours recorded by the work sampling observers are
'reasonably accurate, it is apparent that for the three
specialties tested, the questionnaire yields hour estimates
which
ale'
uniformly biased high by about

exeiensi e, and since the questionnaire data is avail-

(375+423+276)1(300+300+217) = 1.3, or 30 percent.

be toobtainstimates of actual total hours worked
each specialty from hospital records or from

questionnaire data for studies such, as program
costing which normally allocate re ources to programs
based on a percent effort profile. IrI these applications,

observers and adjust the questionnaire hour estimates
uniformly across the activity profiles as appropriate for

able, the more economical alternative would probably

This would not be a serious obstacle to using the

each specialty.

1
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CONFLICTING PRESSURES THAT IMPINGE UPON THE
OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCHERS:
CHALLENGES TO THE PRACTITIONER
Joseph L. Gubasta
The University of Utah

The purpose of this paper 's to define institutional
research, highlight several conflicting pressures that con-

front institutional researchers, outline a few organizational and operational causes of these pressures, and
prescribe several potential cures.

To assist the reader in understanding my point of
reference with regard to these topics, I have chosen to
define institutional research as a process of identifying
subject matter and research methodology followed by
the collection, analysis, and reporting of information
directed at facilitating policy formulation and decision
making. This definition encompasses several of the
commonly accepted dimensions of institutional research,
including data collection derived from Dressel (1966),
Rourke and Brooks (1966), plus analysis and reporting
of information, cited by Saupe and Montgomery (1970),
that is intended to aid in policy formulation and de-

planning positions at three universities and studied
several dozen more. During this time I nave observed
several conflicting pressures that restrict institutional
researchers in their ability to enhance the program,
Iidget, and facility planning and management responsibilities of decisions makers: that is, of executive
officers, deans, support unit heads and department
chairpersons.

Administrative need vs. management responsibility:
One such pressure is created by institutional decision
ina

terms administration and management are frequently
used interchangeably by educational writers and practitioners, they do not define synonymous roles. As

Baughman (1969) pointed out, college and university
administration ". . . is far more concerned with steward-

ship than management." He clarified this point by

cision making as advanced by Russell (1965) and Sus low
(1972) In addition, this definition recognizes that institutional research is an ongoing process requiring

adding:

This attitude toward administration .

. has

counterparts. Stewards were appoin.ed to protect, distribute equitably, and keer records of

lean funds, town contributions, and student
fin addition to keeping' track of
fees . .
students and their records, course offerings,
rooms, etc. (p 3)
Simply stated, the educational administrator role can be

characterized by a concern for ongoing operational

is designed to uncover problems and propose solutions.
Those in the institutional research profession, as well

issues and decision information that addresses current
crises or resolves pressing problems of an immediate

as those who supervise these personnel, know how
difficult it is 'o function in the manner, prescribed

nature.

The role of college and university manager, on the
other hand, is generally characterized by activities that
lead to the anticipation and exploitation of opportunities, instead of reactive problem solving. Drucker
(1964, p. 5) emphasized this point when he wrote, "All
cile can hope to get by solving a problem is to restore
normality." Given the present state of higher education,
normality is mot very desirable. Therefore, effective
management requires the initiation of change through
,,,,the establishment of structures and procedures designed
to identify and achieve future goals and objectives. This
can best be accomplished when the planning, organizing,
motivating, and controlling functions of management are
complemented by research studies resulting in useable
management information.

Institutional research is not an isolated process
but rather a social one influenced by organizational and
operational factors. This becomes evident when institutional research is examined in the context of institutional structure. Frequently, researchers are required to
interact with personnel in higher, lower, and parallel
positions- that is, with executive officers. deans and
division heads, department chairpersons, administrative
support staff, and faculty. These positions may have
greater or lesser hierarchal advantages for asserting
influence or pressure with regard to each other and the
institutional researcher. Also, when institutional research is examined in the context of college and university operations, it becomes evident that researchers
must integrate their roles with others in the organization. This is especially difficult to accomplish because
of the nature of institutional research and the variety
of different expectations about it held by members of
the constituent bodies with whom researchers interact.

above

By virtue of their technical competence, institu-

tional researchers are capable of providing a variety of

to complement both the administrator and
manager roles of decision makers. llowever, since the
number of institutional personnel who exercise both
these roles is frequently large and their needs varied, the
demands for research assistance can be numerous. In

services

Conflicting Pressures that Restrict Effectiveness
I

.

strong precedence in terms of our medieval

human and material resources. It also suggests that researchers play an active role in identifying the subject
matter that will become their focus of attention.
Finally, the definition indicates that research activities
should result, whenever possible, in the specification of
policy alternatives and decisions related to the: accomplishment of objectives. However, this last point does
not preclude the fact that some institutional research

Over the past nine years,

rs who must frequently exercise two different

roles, Arne ly, administrator and manager. Although the

have filled different
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addition, since institutional constituents who exercise
administrative an management functions hold varying
degrees of status within the institution, they are able to
employ influence and exert authority in varying degrees
in their relationships with researchers. These circumstances often create confliding pressures requiring

Methodology, study coordination, reporting processes,
and format designed to complement policy formulation

researchers to establish priorities among assignments and
activities related to operational problems, planning, and

and demands clerk-like activities.

policy analysis.

Organizational and Operational Problems

reactors to such requests. The former role permits the
researcher

flexibility

in

subject

matter

selection,

and decision making. The latter role generally limits
opportunities to perform these professional activities

Internal vs. external data reporting. The conflict
between administrative need and nianagement responsi-

These conflicting pressures are perpetuated by
several organizational and operational problems that are

bility is compounded by a second pair of opposing

highlighted here. The organizational placement of institutional research is an issue about which much has
been written- and said. Although there are many
different viewpoints on this iss.ie, I recommend having

pressures. One results from the information and data
needs of other constituent groups internal to the institu-

tion, such as stlidents, faculty, and governing board
members. The other arises from enormous demands
placed on researchers by representatives of external
groups, such .as coordinating councils, state and local
government agencies, or accrediting agencies. Their

Institutional research staff report to the executive officer
most responsible for institutional planning. By providing

needs result in requests for large amounts of institutional

major portion of their attention to issues that are ad-

staff support to this line officer, whatever his of her
title, researcherS should be able to avoid channeling the

data to support budget, program, and capital facility
requests, as well as research proposals and evaluation
studies. These groups also request data that may be
useful in addressing questions and issues relating to a

ministratively

motivated

and

short-term

problem

oriented. This organizational placement can overcome
several operational problems. For example, researchers
can be relieved of some pressures to provide administrators with alternative solutions to current problems by
being encouraged to anticipate problems before they
occur and recommend ways they can be avoided. Instead
of analyzing data to confirm what has happened, researchers can be encouraged to employ data to project
alternative impacts of decisions before they are made.
Instead of trying to design or implement planning- and
management-decision information systems in their spare
time, researchers can be encouraged to keep pate with
systems development as a routine task. Instead of trying
to devise ways to implement analytical tools and
techniques with little or no thought given to their utility
in planning and management decision making, researchers can be encouraged to grapple with such
questions as, What will these tools and techniques
do to improve planning and management? and Will such
tools and techniques meet insitutional decision maker

number of special concerns or problems, such as affirmative action, tenure, faculty activity, and salaries.

The pressures exerted on institutional researchers
by members of these internal and external groups are
directly proportionate to their institutional or political
authority and compound the organizational and operational problems experienced by researchers. For example, many external groups exercise considerable
political influence over the operations of educational
institutions through such activities as fiscal appropriations, institutional mission and program approval, and
program evaluation. On the other hand, internal groups
have a host of needs pertaining to the maintenance or
furtherance of their special interests. Frequently, these
needs relate directly to increasing their resources, expanding their programs, and self governance. From the
institutional researcher's viewpoint, the information
needs of these two groups are frequently at cross purposes, tliereby compounding the researcher's dilemma
regarding subject matter selection, use of research outcomes, and their relationships to administrative and

needs?
Although

I
recommend that instititutional researchers report to the line officer with planning responsibilities, I do not suggest that they limit their services

management functions.

to this one person. Due to the diverse programs and

Research vs. data analysis. A third conflict confronting institutional researchers is between the roles

organizational complexities of colleges and universities,
institutional planning officers must rely heavily on unit
heads to initiate planning activities. Such activities can
be em ouraged by providing institutional research staff
support to department chairpersons, deans, and division

of researcher and data analyst. Although these roles are
not mutually exclusive, several listmctams du exist. The
research function is ty pically characterized by such ac-

tivities as (a) selecting subject matter, (b) identifying
appropriate methodology, (c) undertaking or coordinat-

heads. Since many academic unit personnel lack the
knowledge and skill to prepare plans that integrate
program, financial, and facility resource needs, I have

ing the study, and (d) reporting the finding(s) in a
decision- making or policy -setting format. On the other
hand, the data analysis function typically involves the
review of enrollments, staff counts, financial conditioh,,
facilities utilization, and my ntury. . Analysis of such data

found them accepting of any help available. Institutional
researchers Lan assist unit planners by providing them
with planning and management information, identifying
policy variables and suggesting alternative changes within
the jurisdiction of unit decision authority, and control,
and if po.ssible, utilizing simulation capabilities for the
benefit of these decision makers.

may include processing it into tables, charts, graphs,
statistical treatment, integration, and interpretation.
This role typically finds the data analyst responding to
the subject matter requests of others who need data re-

Another operational problem that institutional re-

lating to pressing problems or issues.

searchers Lan Ilea) to alleviate, if they perform the roles I
suggest, concerns their service to external agencies

From an operational viewpoint, these divergent
expectations

require that researchers clarify their
opposing roles as initiators of information requests vs.

desiring planning, management, and accountability in-

formation. My experience has shown that while co94
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ordinating commissions and government agencies are
motivating many institutions to undertake work load,
cost, and other studies, very few institutions have personnel who, through hands-on experience, are aware of
the conceptual, operational, and utilitarian advantages
and disadvantages of such studies. I feel that institutional researchers should acquire this experience and
then be encouraged to provide technical assistance to

external groups planning to initiate or revise such
studies.
Challenges

The problems and conflic4ing pressures outlined
above bring me to challenge institutional researchers to
grapple continually, in the context of institutional
planning and management, with key issues pertaining to
their roles. Suggestions are given in this section which

are intended to reduce the opposing pressures and
increase the effectiveness of aid to decision makers.
First and foremost, institutional researchers should

strive to exercise leadership.'Leadership, as defined by
Hemphill (1958) and supported by other organizational
theorists, requires the initiation of structures and procedures to accomplish institution and unit goals and objectives. This definition of leadership, when placed in the
context of institutional research as I defined it, should

challenge researchers to select subject rratter that is
based on criteria directly relating to the management
functions of decisions makers (i.e., planning, organizing,
motivating, and controlling changes in the use of human
and material resources to achieve institutional goals and
objectives). I emphasize that management functions,

not managers, are the major determinant of subject

matter selection because my expenence with college and
university executive and middle managers indicates that
many lack training or expenence 'commensurate with the
demands placed upon them. This dilemma requires that
researchers exercise leadership by helping decision
makers recognize and deal with management issues and
needs by proposing specific studies relating to these concerns. According to Drucker (1964, p. 6), the challenge

is "not how to do things right but, [more importantly]
how to find the nght things to do, and to concentrate
resources and efforts on them."
Many institutional researchers can exercise leadership by effectively utilizing the organizational and
operational mechanisms already available to them. For
example, researchers generally have the flexibility to
serve as staff support to a variety of institutional decision makers even though they may report to a line
officer, typically the academic executive officer. The
organizational placement of institutional research can
provide numerous opportunities for interaction with
decision makers at all levels within tfil institution if
researchers seek out such interactions. In addition, their
structural placement under an executive officer can provide a reason to refuse studies perceived as too wasteful
of limited institutional research resources
If organizational location is perceived as a structural
or operational handicap to institutional researchers, then
I challenge them to employ a new structure to increase

their roles. In this regard the model used in the University of Utah is offered as an effluent and 'workable
alternative that should be considered for the following
reasons:

1. The institutional research function is housed in

the Academic and Financial Planning Office (AFPO)

which also provides staff support to planning and
budgeting functions.

2. AFPO staff report to a director who in turn

reports to a staff vice president. This relationship
N eliminates the possibility of institutional research
'vines being dominated solely by one executive
office with academic, budgeting, or administrative
affairs repo ibilities.
al research personnel have excellent
3 Institu

access to the finan 1, personnel, student, course, and
of which are under direct
facilities data bases, so
.
control of AFPO staff.
4. The registrar's office fuIds one AFPO position

as support to institutional reseaMi. The incumbent
conducts most student- and courikelated studies,

completes HEGIS and other reports,pd prepares

statistical summaries. This frees institutional research
staff to undertake planning and management studies.

5. With direct access to budget personnel, the in-

stitutional research staff spend much of their time
implementing planning and management systems, such
as product; of the National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems (NCHEMS).

6. Institutional research. has administrative responsibility for programmer-analyst personnel.

The nature of research itself is another i. for en-

hancing leadership. Institutional research should b.,
characterized by the constant search for subject matter
and inquiry about institutional policies and issues. When
research activities result in preparation of a set of alternatives which decision makers can review before initiating structures, procedures and actions, they are
indicative of leadership acts. Researchers, to be effec-

tive, cannot be locked into routine operational tasks
which recur periodically over time and consume major
portions of their resources. If this is the case, then role
incumbents are not doing research.
I do not suggest that institutional research personnel
work in a vacuum when identifying management-related

subject matter. Rather, I pose the challenge that they
leave the confines of their offices to identify the changeoriented needs of decision makers. This strategy requires
that researchers meet frequently with key decision
makers, ask probing but not threatening questions, and
employ listening skills which draw out the operational,
analytical, and management concerns of these key pe-sons.
By meeting with decision makers to discuss manage-

ment concerns, researchers are setting the stage for
another challenge I wish to pose: namely, to be hired as
a consultant. This is possible only after decision makers
have outlined their needs. Then researchers are able to
select from among several needs the subject matter they
perceive to be most worthy of study. They can then propose appropriate research methodology and discuss data
display questions with decision makers. Implementing
this strategy will permit researchers to play the active
role in determining subject matter selection 1 referred
earlier, in addition to minimizing the possibility of
being exploited as mere data analysts.

Institutional researchers are also challenged to enhance their consultant image by sharing the products of
their efforts with appropriate institutional constituents.
Many researchers do studies on, or require the participation of, institutional personnel (for example, faculty
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activity analyses, cost studies, or analyses of grading
practices). However, some researchers often neglect to
share the results of their labors with members of these
groups. Although reasons may exist to oppose the
practice, sharing information and study results is an

tional researchers consult with individuals or groups,
they must question the need for studies whose relationship to one or more management functions is not clear.
The last point I wish to raise relates to the contributions institutional research staff members have made to

excellent way for researchers to display their talents and
skills. Moreover, to be hired as a consultant by institutional decision iimkers, a goal every institutional research
professional should strive to achieve, requires that he or
she develop a reputation as an expert with saleable skills.
Another suggestion requires institutional research

their institutions and their constituents during the past
year. How much of what has been done (hiring this
period related to administrative vs. management issues?
Whose decisions were facilitated? HoW much time and
effcrt was devoted to internal vs. external reporting of
data or information? How much research vs. data

personnel to identify and promie staff support to key

analyses was undertaken? Finally, what can now be done

. committees charged with formulating policy and evaluating performance. However, regardless of whether insitu-

to improve leadership performance of institutional researchers, even if that leadership remains anonymous?
c
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SOURCES OF CONFLICT BETWEEN
INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCHERS AND DECISION MAKERS

tin
Joseph E. Gilmour
The Pennsylvania State University

researcher/decision maker relationship.
First, the development of ongoing reciprocal
relationships goes beyond the point of improving
individual decision-making episodes. These relationships
stable and long-lasting social
can lead to the creation
influence channels between institutional researchers
and decision makers.

This paper is addressed to two questions concerning

the relationship between decision makers and institutional researchers. First, what conditions contribute to
conflict in the relationship? Second, what factors minimize conflict? Neither of these questions has received
much .attention in the institutional research literature,
nor, for that matter, in the literature of public administration organizational behavior, or business administration. This paper represents a first attempt to analyze
such a relationship and its dynamics. The framework
used for the analysis is based on HaveloA's (1969)
theory on the dissemination and utilization of know-

Second, a dyadic notion of the institutional re-

searcher/decision maker relationship is simplistic. In
reality, it is much more complex. As shown in Figure 1,
the institutional researcher is generally linked to outside
information resources. More importantly, he frequently
must work on a problem with several deCision makers
who may dislike one another or disagree on a solution.
Third, the emphasis on the importance of effective
interpersonal contact between the institutional researcher and decision maker contrasts with much of the
institutional research literature. That literature, by virtue
of the issues upon which it focuses, implicitly assumes
that the principal problem in institutional research is the

ledge.

Before proceeding further, two concepts require
clarification. First, institutional research is that activity
"dedicated to assisting the policy-formulation and
decision-making processes

of college or

university

governance" (Mason, 1971, p. 219). The institutional
researcher, then, plays essentially the same role as policy
analysts and operations researchers supporting decision
makers in other types of organizations.
Second, conflict is inevitable in any organizational

provision of information which

is

technically' ,.antb

methodologically sound. This paper argues that inter-,
personal contact which enables the institutional re- ,
searche,r and the decision maker to understand each
other's values, priorities, problems and methodological
biases is a precondition for effective institutional re-

context and, in fact, not all conflict is detrimental to
the organization. Coser (1956) distinguished between
conflict as a means to an end and conflict as an end in
itself. As a means to an end, conflict may actually

search support. Gurel (1975) made the same point

facilitate decision making. Churchman and Schainblatt
(1969) maintained that formalized adversary proceedings between decisibn makers and institutional researchers that are baSed on analytical principles can be

about the relationship of social program evaluators and
program managers.

Conditions Contributing to Conflict
There are four basic conditions contributing to con-

used to genetate more thorough evaluations of decision-making problems. As an end in itself, conflict can
lead to interpersonal tension, a lack of communication,

flict between decision

makers and institutional re-

searchers. These include: differing organizational roles,
value conflicts, status discrepancy and ambiguity, and
communications breakdowns. The terms used to
characterize these conditions in the sections below are
used in the descriptive rather than normative sense.
Differing organizational roles. The decision maker
and the institutional researcher fulfill different roles in
the organization. Katz and Kahn's (1966) classification
scheme for organization functions is used to distinguish
between them.

and deterioration in the effectiveness of the decisionmaking process. This paper is addressed to the reduction
of the latter type of conflict.

Idealized Relationship Between Institutional Researcher
and Decision Maker

An idealized working relationship between the
institutional researcher and the decision maker is shown

in diagram form in Figure 1. It portrays a reciprocal
relationship which requires that effective interpersonal
contact be established and that both sides strive continuously to understand each other's problem-solving
perspective. For their part, decision makers must take
the time to give whatever guidance they can on the
problems they assign, be ready to provide clarification
when necessary, and be able to appreciate the research
and evaluation capabilities of institutional researchers.
The institutional researcher must strive to understand
the context in which the decision maker operates, to
know his values, assumptions, and objectives, and to
foresee the approach the decision maker himself might
take in resolving the problem (Weiss, 1975). There are

Decision makers perform what Katz and Kahn

called the managerial function. In general, managerial
groups are responsible for resolving conflicts between #
hierarchial levels, coordinating and dilecting the
activities of subsystems, and coordinating external

requirements with organizational resources and needs.
They operate in high pressure, pcilitical environments
using primarily the "dynamic of compromise" (p. 95).,
Institutional researchers serve an intelligencegathering role for the organization. To guide the

development of policies and procedures, they assemble

for the decision maker information about the internal
functioning of the organization and abouts its environ-

three additional points to be made about the institutional
97
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ment 'atz and Kahn referred to these as the regulatory
and adaptive functions. Most of the information
gathered by the institutional researcher, patticularly that

having to do with the environment, is change oriented.
Frequently it entails a threat to the organization and to
decision makers in particular. From these implied
threats, conflicts sometimes ensue.
Value conflicts. Because they serve different
organizational roles and have different professional back-

part, often dislike being cast in supportive roles.

However, status discrepancy is usually lq§s of a
problem in the decision maker/institutional researcher
relationship than status ambiguity. In effeCtive,working

relationships,, the twc individuals must work quite
closely together. Because each has a unique perspective

and can make a genuine contribution to the decisionmaking process, it frequently becomes difficult to distinguish between the leader and the follower. Thus, on

grounds and career patterns, decision makers and institutional researchers do have -value differences. Argyris
(1971), Churchman and Schainblatt (1969), Dror

occasion, each side finds such ambiguity threatening.
Communications' breakdowns. Holtzman (1970) indicated that good communications are essential to

solving.

three basic reasons for communications breakdowns.

only to the experienced politician or executive. These
individuals are generally, political and compromise
oriented; they deal with problems in a piecemeal or incremental fashion and are sometimes threatened by
institutional researchers and their sophisticated

give a solution before thz decision maker has articulated

(1971), and Cur& (1975) noted that the two groups
take qualitatiyely different approaches to problem
Decision makers tend to view decision making
quasi-mystically as an act which should be entrusted

analytical techniques.

Institutional researchers, on the other hand, are

successful collaboration between the institutional researcher and the decision mrker. There appear to be

The first factor is what Holtzman categorized as
simplistic, one-way models of communication. Such
models lead to what Havelock (1969) described as
"being out of phase." The institutional researcher may

his problem or he may not have a solution when the
decision maker needs one.
A second factor is overload. Katz and Xahn (1966)
defined overload as information inputs in excess of those

and institutional researchers are not always happy with

that the decision maker can handle. Frequently institutional researchers provide far more information than the
decision maker can comprehend, or they make their
messages virtually incomprehensible. Decision makers,
for their parts, often contribut. to the problem by failing to provide clear problem definitions.
A third factor is the language barrier. Institutional
researchers and decision makers sometimes do not speak

the roles they play in their relationships. Decision

the same language literally or figuratively. A major

makers frequently resent being dependent on institutional researchers. Institutional researchers, for their

language, or jargon,

generally apolitical, rational, scholarly, sometimes intellectually arrogant, and inclined to take comprehensive approaches to problems. The tools of their trade
are aimed principally at providing rational and comprehensive analyses of problems and developing optimal
solutions.
Status discrepancy and ambiguity. Decision makers

problem in recent years has been the growth of technical
in

the social and management
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sciences. This language has infiltrated institutional research through the application of ,sophisticated

situ plem available analytical techniques which are appropriate to the problem, and Minimizing the use of jargon.

analytical techniques drawn from these fields.

For decision makers, it means communicating their

Factors Reducing Conflict

priorities and problems clearly and receiving information
effectively:
the two are
Reward. Reward is the extent to

There are seven factors which can reduce conflict
between institutional researchers and decision makers.
capacity, reward,
openness,
linkage, structure,
proximity, and persistence.
Linkage. Linkage is the degree of interpersonal

connection and collaboration between the decisienN
maker and the institutional researcher and the extent to
which mutual communication exists between the two.
The more they like each other and can collaborate in a
genuine way, the more effective will be their day-to-day
contact and exchange of information. Churchman and
Schainblatt (1969) noted that both must recognize that
they do not have all the answers_and_thaVach can make
an important contribution to the decision-making
process, This, they added, requires a certain "humility"
(p. 187) by each one. Argyris° (1971), Fowler (1979).

and Holtzman (1970) suggested that effective interpersonal relationships and communications between
institutional researchers and decision makers may he
the critical factors in determining the ulitimate success
of their collaboration.
,Structure. Decision making should takeplace_within___
a coherent structure which designates a rational
sequence of steps, responsibility for coordination, a'ild a
division of labor. Effective collaboration requires that

the institutional researcher and decision maker have
a common understanding of the problem on which they
are working, the constraints affecting the problem, the

steps which must be taken to solve it, and an idea of
what each must do to achieve the solute.,,, The degree
to which they are able to develop a structure and abide
by it determines the effectiveness of their decision
making. Churchman and Schainblatt went so far as to
suggest that the institutional researcher and decisioti
maker structure their relationship in a manner analogous
to that employed in formalized debate. By this mean's,
they maintained, the two different perspectives could he
brought fully to bear on a decision-making problem.
Openness. Openness is the degree to which there is
a readiness to give and receive information. By defini-

tion, persons with closed minds are incapable of collaborating effectively and of receiving new ideas. Openness is vitally important to the. quality of the decisionmaking process.

Foi the institutional 4esearcher, openness means a

desire to 'help and to listen to the decision maker's
problems. For the decision maker, it is more than a
passive receptivity, it is a desire to reach out for new
ideas and to experiment, and it is a willingness to adapt
and to embrace change,
Capacity. Capacity is the extent to which large

volumes of information for decision making can be
effectively communicatt.d. FO'r institutional researchers,

this means keeping communications short, using the

reinforced by working together. The insttutional researcher is rewarded when his work has an inpact on the
decision-making process and is appreciated by others.
For the decision maker, reward is the relative advantage
that he believes he receives from using the services of
the institutional researcher..
Proximity. An important factor which is frequently
overlooked is the hierarchical and physical proximity of

A.

the decision maker and the institutional researcher.
Decision makers who are in close proximity to their
institutional researchers are more likely to use them. Inthe
stitutional researchers who have easy access
decision makers ;they support are Jnore likely to have an
impact on the decision-making process.
Persistence. Persistence is the extent to which a
message bearing on a given decision-making problem is

repeated purposefully and effectively to achieve the
desired result. Holtzman (1970) maititained that institutional researchers must find new ways to validate their

recommendations to dm -Awl makers irthey want to
gain acceptance of their views. Frequently persistence,
which does not grate, is required to communicate
abstruse new ideas.

Interrelationships among these factors. havelock
(1969) pointed out that there are interrelationships and
conflicts among the conflict-reducing f..,:tors. For example, proximity and openness are preconditions for
effective linkage. Reward also appears to be a precondition to linkage and a result of structure. On the
other hand, structure can stifle openness, and openness
without structure can lead to chaos. Obviously the seven
conflict-reducing factors form a complex web of interrelationships.
Concluding Comments.,

Two comments are provided in conclusion. First,
the problem of establishing a relationship between the
institutional researcher and decision maker is a two-way
street. If either side does not desire to form a relationship, there is little that can be done to alter the situation.
Second, the paper represents, first attempt to conceptualize the working relationship of institutional researchers and decision makers. It is not intended as a
prescription for institutional researchers who want to
establish or improve relationships with the decision
makers they support. Further theoretical development
and research in specifii: settings are required before such

applications can occur. It is hoped that this paper has
generated sufficient interest in the problem to lead to
the development of models which can be applied to
actual institutional researcher/decision
maker relation,
ships.
-
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STATE AGENCIES, POLICY STUDIES,
AND RESEARCH
John Folger
Education Commission'of the States

Every state now has some kind of state higher

are responsible for the operation of the state's institutions. Without credibility and influence, the agency's
data reporting, analytic studies, and policy recom-

education planning agency. In forty-eight of the states,
the agency has. a statutory basis, and Delaware and
VermOnt each have a 1202 agency created by executive
order. These agencies have a bewildering variety of legal
responsibilities, operating procedures, staffing, and
funding. The smallest has only one professional staff
member and a budget of less than 100,000 dollars a
,year, while the largest has several hundred staff meni-1
bets and a multimillios.dollar budget for,the agency.

mendations have-no impact.
The Education Commission

of the

States, in

cooperation with the National Center for Higher Education Management Systems and the State Higher Education Executive Officers, has recently completed a

compilation of studies made by state agencies. The
publications and reports of the states are a useful
starting point in examining the level and nature of their
policy and planning activities. In 1974-75 the state

This paper is a preliminary review of the role of
state agencies in the conduct and support of. research
and policy studies. Rather than work from a rigorous
definition of research which would leave very little to
talk about, I will attempt to characterize state activity
on the basis,of. an analysis of recent reports and publications from
state
agencies, plus informal
and

agencies released 555 reports and publications. This did

not include plaining and policy studies doneby other
state agencies such as separate state scholarship commissicas, special governors' task forces, or separate 1202
agencies, nor does it include studies and reports by the
legislature or by higher education institutions or sector
boards. If all of these were included, the annual output

.unsystematic observations of their activity.. As a Tesearch

technique, this has a number of lirnitat:ons, and these
observations should be considered as tentative and

of reports and policy studies might, well exceed one

subject to change on the basis of further analysis of

thousand. There is a great variability among the states
few
in both the number and kind of reports issued.
states prodt.ced only a couple of :reports in 1974-75,

state-level activities which the Evaluation of Statewide
Planning Project will be undertaking in the n ext year.

Any generalizations that are made about state

while a few others issued more than 40 reports.

Of considerably more interest than the number of
reports is the kind of report. Obviously a Master plan

agencies probably have exceptions, and yet it is possible
to characterize them in ways that are useful in
understanding their roles in research and policy studies.
Before discussing these roles, let me make explicit
some assumptions. First, every state needs an agency
or organization that can do planning and conduct policy
studies of the major issues in postsecondary education

report which deals comprehensively with a large number
of policy issues is more significant than a dozen reports

which compile statistics (but do no analysis) on such
varied subjects as dormitory vacancies, classroom utilization, out-of-state enrollment, or average tuition rates.
Much of what was reported was straight descriptive
statistics: enrollment reports, degrees conferred, average

that face the state. Most states have recognized that
they,need to deal with the rapidly -changing education
scene in a more systematic and informed way. But the
recognition of a need, which is reflected in the creation
and modification of state-level agencies in almost all
states in the past two decades, has been dealt with in a

faculty salaries, and similar information. In a sample
appraisal of 122 of the 1974-75 state agency reports,
approximately half were descriptive statistics with little
or no analysis. Another 10 to 15% were annual reports
or procedures manuals, designed to obtain comparable

highly varied manner by different states. Because these
icy- planning organizations were born in compromise,
and often had rather vague responsibilities, they have

information but not supplying any analysis. Another
one-fourth were special analyses of policy issuesusually

usually had difficulty in responding to the conflicting

on a ph e-time basis. Topid ranged widelyfrom the

expectations of educators, governors, and legislators. I

will return to this issue a little later, bat for now it is
sufficient to observe that a substantial number of
the states, probably at least half, do not yet have an

impact of collective bargaining on the budget process in
one state to an analysis of the progress of junior college
transfers in another. Finally, between '10 and 15%
(depending on how policy relevance is l(efined) of the

effective policy and planning organization.

studies were either part of the master, plan, or were

The second assumption is that an effective policy
and planning operation must be based on research and

analyses of broad policy issues. None in this sample, and

information. Policy-planning agencies need not do much
research themselves, but they must be able to seeithat it
is being done and that it is being focused on issues important to policy development.

simply as research, although some of the planning

A third-assumption is that an effective policy and
planning agency must have credibility with state - ,level

are

decision makers, the governor, the legislature, the budget
office, as wb11 as with educators and boatel members who

special problem analysis in one case may be classified as
a broad policy analysis in another.

only a handful of the total reports, could be classified
documents and policy studies were based, on research
and complex analyses.

It should be emphasized that these classifications

arbitrary and highly judgmental. One person's

policy study may be another's research project, and a
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Much. of the

descriptive

statistics

research and policy analysis primarily comprises public
officials. executive branch staff in 'the governor's office,

collected

paralleled the gathering of federal IIEGIS information,
although state information was usually more timely and
detailed. It included enrollment reports, financial
statistics, budget analyses and recommendations, data on

the state budget office, and in some eases, the state
planning office, legislators, and legislative staff. They
usually want quick answers, simple answers, and analysis

according to their format. For example, the budget

facilities and earned degrees. Less numerous were reports

office may specify the budget format and also the types
of analyses to be performed. There are several examples
of legislatures, or executive budget officers, specifying
a new performance program budget format, only to go
batik to analysis of the new budget as though it were in
the traditional incremental form.-yhen asked why; the
answer is, "We want it simple enough to understand, and
these new procedures are just ways of confusing. us. .
Tell us what the bottom line is, in comparison to what 4

on manpower needs in relation to degree output, and

reports*that dealt with quality or the outcomes of
education were very infrequent.
It is apparent from their reports that state agencies
spend a lot of their time in the development of information systems. A survey done about two y ears ago by Bob
Barak indicated that approximately k dozen state
agencies were well along in the development of compre-

hensive information systems that could be used in
analysis and decision making. Indications are that that

was last year,"

This "incremental mentality"- as one sate higher

number has grown.
Such development represents a sizeable investment,
providing only a springboard from which policy analysis

education executive described the liTgcslative attitude in

his state, relates to other kinds of analysis, too, in the
sense that legislators and other officials want presentations that are siinple and in a familiar form. For example, George Wallace recently appeared on TV in his

and master planning can be launched. Information
systems, almost by definition, cover standard areas
such as enrollment, financing, and facilities. Th: Barak
study showed that only in the areas of academic programs (where 41 states had inventories and other information) and physical facilities (28 states) did more than
half-the states have information systems under develop-

% home state of Alabama, using the "fruit jar methOd" of
policy analysis. This consists of displaying two fruit jars.
One, full of nickels, is fabled "Education Trust Fund,"

and the other, almost empty, says "General Fund."
Wallace indicated that all he wanted to do was borrow a
few nickels from the full jar to put in the empty jar, but
that the teachers' association was so unreasonable and
greedy that it was opposing him,

ment, and there were more states with operational
information systems in the physical faulitics area than in
any other.
There is a certain amount of information lag.,

Complex answers have a hard time gaining an

suggested by these inventories, because the provision

audience among state-level policy makers, even when
there is a complex problem involved. As long as the
ultimate decision makers (whoever they may be) react
unfavorably to complicated or quantitative analyses,
there will be a very strong tendency to keep analysis
simple rather than to waste time on research -or multivariate proddures which go unheard anyway:.
A second reason that research and policy studies
have not been emphasized by state agencies is that most
of them are relatively new, have modest budgets, and
exist in highly volatile political environments. When
survival of the agency through some political tug-of:veal

of additional physical facilities in higher education is not
a priority policy issue in most states at this time, while
the cost of academic programs is an increasingly coin. mon policy issue. Yet only five states in 1974 reported

that their information system generated program cost
analyses, .nd only three of the five systems were fully

operational and used in decision making (Barak, 1974).
The examination of recent reports and publications
from state agencies (1974-75), as well as other surveys of

state-agency planning activity leads to the conclusion
that state agencies have spent most of their time, money,
and staff effort in collet-tin data, applying fairly simple
analysis to it, anti _using this to respond to budget

requests, to review program proposals, and to provide
routine reports to the, public and the educational community, State agencies have also conducted a number of
speual analyses of problems, such as the need for new

involved, no one has time to think....abOlit the
long-range implications of issues, nocihrthey have the
indination to organize atresearsivilbject, research and
lohg-range planning are atyactii,e to agencies with a long
life expectancy. In a etat assessment of organizational

health - professions programs, state relations with private

changes

higher education, feasibility and desirability of state
acquisition of private institutions, or off-campus -instructional program standards. The methodologies of
these special studies vary from exceedingly simple to
very complex. A few studies are based on intr e

last five yea s, in at least half the states, there had been
eityerigovernance change or extensive discussion about

is

in st

agencies,

I noted that during the

-stich change was associated with a legislative proposal. In

...---

the last year alone, there have been Major political
struggles In five or six states concerning restructuring
higher education at the state level. During these

computer models which can provide Rua native
others are
analyses of a variety If policy options,
based on limited data or qualitaj evaluations by
experts.
The impression I ac rifed from reviewing state
re is great variability in the
publications is that
quality of the an sis but that most of it is fairly
simple, and t at'research per se., or policy studies.,which
make mad use of research, are relatively infrequent.

episodes, very little planning can take place and very few
new studies are launched.

The, state-level agencies that are single governing
boards appear to have more _political stability, and it
might be imagined that they would, as a consequence,
launch more policy studies and do more long-range
planning. The record does not support this hypothesis,

however. Most of the states with single governing
boards are small, and until recently some of these had
very small staffs that functional more as secretaries to
the boards than as executive officers of the system. Staff

re are several reasor,.; for the present limited
d c opment of state-level policy studies and research.'
irst, and probably most important, the audience for
T
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effort has been concentrated onernanagement of the
system rather than on long-rabge planning or policy

who ask more complex question, and are more in-

studies.

likelihood that leglslative and executive staffs wilrbe
doink more of the analyses themselves and that; as a
result, state higher education .agencies may fin('
themselves in competition with other state agenda in

terested in sophisticated analysis. There is also a strong

The state agencies that have been most active
in policy studies, hive utilized mare methodologirrally
sophisticated procedures, and ukiallyhave considerable
regulatory powers, are the coordinating boa,rds in some
of the middle-sized and larger states, such as New York,
New Jersey, Ohio, Illinois, Minnesota, Tennessee, Texas,
and Virginia. There are exception's to this generalization,
of course, and some governing board states like Florida,
Utah, and Rhode Island have also been very active in
policy studies. The state coordinating boards that are

conducting policy studies. Whether this would improve
the qualit of analysis has yet to be determined, but it
might have he effect of lowering the influence of state
higher edu firm' agencies, with concomitant reduced
stability of functions and roles. If that should occur, the
capacity of state higher education agencies to do long-

newer, those that have been under fire politidally,and

.
A second factor is the likelihood that the state
agency will develop a more competent staff and the
information base necessary for more complex ptilicy
analysis.,The state agencits have been attracting mole

range planning and policy studies might.be reduced.

those with limited buditts have generally been less
involved in complex studies and research.

A consideration of flae trends brings to mind the
question, of whether the states will become more active
education suggests that the states should become more

competent young staff members and, in general, have
been developing the financial and information bases
necessary for policy analysis. Most state igencieiare unlikely to develop sufficient resources t&sponsor or con-

active, and there is some reason to think that they

duct much actual research, but they are likely to be

probably will. One indication of this trend is that more

much more active in complex and sophisticated policy

and more legislature's are employing' professional staff

studies.

iq sOnsOring and cohductirig research and: policy
studies. The complexity of the problems facing higher

-4
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THEME OF ANTHROPOLOGICAL FIELD METHODS
AS NMEANS FOR CONFLICT-REDUCTION
IN INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION
Johy.,16ean
Univ7ify of Iowa

social proc,etses can be used to,Predict he consequences
occur in therculture, wheth,er internally
of events"
generated, like a maagi", or externally generated, like a

Institutional research can more effectively serve
decision .making in higher education if it broadens its
methodology to include anthropological field methods.
In t-he long run, use of such methodology would reduce
conflicts generated at all levels of the organization and
increase efficiency as well -as effectiveness. This reductiOn in conflict would result from a better identification
and a clearer understanding of the norms and values
existing in the-internal and external environment of the
institutionthe arena in which decisions take place.

drought or contact with another culture. The anthropologist is arre-inpathetic observer wit() seeks to discover
how_the'people being observed feel about an event.
Anthropological field methods. The cultural
anthropologist is well aware of the detractors of anthro-

pological field methods. These methods are decried as
unscientific, subjective, nonrandom and tending to proFurthermore, the
nongeneralizable data.
duce
methodology is inefficient, since a standard ethnology
takes a minimum of two years to produce ;one year for
field work, and the second year for analysis and the preparation of a report). Then what unique contribution
does anthropology offer that other social science's, such
as educational psychology or sociology, don't?
Anthropologists insist 'on naturalistic observation.
They contend that removal of phenomena irnm their
normal context may distort the phenomena. Psychological research, on the other hand, usually entails the

Anthropology

Anthropology emphasizes the study of man as a

whole, his total way of life. This fundamental proposition is similar to that of.a systems analysis: no part of
behavior can be fully or accurately understood in isoladon but rmist be considered in the context of th whole
of the social behavior of the group under tudy.

Generalizations about the nature of culture a d of
-(wo)man are arrived at only after a comparison has been

made of the behavioral patterns in a wide variety of
cultures. Generalization, is often not as essential to

use of controls in experimentation. First, since the

normal social or physical context for behavior rarelycan

anthropology as.is understanding human behavior in the
real environment in which it occurs.

be controlled for intervening variables, subjects are
usually studied outside of their normal surroundings.

Data are typically generated by field methods.
These include participant observation as a means of
observing incidents in,their natural social context; the
enumeration of activities, events, or objects to create a
documentation of frequency data; and the interviewing
of informants to learn institutionalized norms and the
status of other individuals (Zeldichi 1962). Informants
can also be used to leain of occurences that the anthropologist is forbidden to witness or that would be dis-

Secondly, much of psychological literature is based on
studies by questionnaires that the anthropologist might
use as an adjunct to field work but not as the sole source
of data. The anthropologist views verbal behavior
(written or spoken), as only one aspect of behavior to

be understood in the context of other behavioral indicators. Third, psychologists usually try to understand

behavior by dividing behavior into ever
smaller units, such as the response of a specific inindividual

rupted or altered by the presence of an observer.

dividual to a specific stimuli. Anthropologists deal more
with the totality of both individual and group behaviors
than with the precise process by which these behaviors
are'acquired.
Anthropology is more akin to sociology than to any
other social science. Frequently, anthropology and

Finally, anthropology studies culture. The,anthropologist's use of the wok' culture is not to be confused
with the more commonplace use of the word to mean
intellectual or irtistic -refinement. The American

Heritage Dictionary (1V6) defines culture in the
anthropological sense to be ''the totality of socially

sociology overlap in interest in areas such as social
organization and behavior. However, anthropologists

transmitted behavior patterns, arts, beliefs, institutions,

and all other products of human work and thought
characteristic of a community or population." The

tend to study a particular culture or subculture in depth
while sociologists examine :he more generalized forms
of social systems. Socioldgists also place more reliance
on statistical data and procedures. The anthropologist

anthropologist vieWs cultute as a whole system that is
complete unto itself, a system of learned behavior that is
transmitted from other members of the culture, and the

emphasizes inductive reasoning and reasoning by analogy

characteristic behavior of the members of a group.
Iurthermore, behavior patterns are selected from a wide

variety of possible behavior in accoldance with the
dominant assumptions and values held by the culture.

The goal of the cultur:i anthropologist is to selectively record human behavior for the purpose of constructiag explanations of it in (ultural terms (Wolcott,
1970) To the extent that the anthropologist is successful, the information which he or she generates about

4

while the sociologist, as well as the psychologist, constructs deductive theories.
Anthropology is also significantly different from .
both psychology and sociology in the source of its hypotheses. The source of anthropological hypotheses is the
systematized obseivation of the real world (lanni, 1976).
This is radically different from the preconceived notions
of how the real world operates that are- the usual sources
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of hypOtheses in psychology and sociology. Hypotheses,

makers to potential consequences not considered by

however generated, can be tested by a multi-method
approach (Hill,. 1970). The generation of meaningful
hypotheses to be tested is usually a more difficult
problem in research than the.development of tests to

other disciplines and methods.

indicate the degree of correctness of these hypotheses.

are small compared to other forms of self-study. An
accreditation report for a single college in a university

The cost of any research has to be considered in
terms of benefits derived. The services of an anthropologist, which might be purchased for $15,000 a year,

The insurmountable methodological problem for
The anthropologist is that each anthropologist is his or
her own research instrument. A.. a trained observer,
however, the

a

may have an opportunity cost to the staff and faculty of

the college :n excess of $150,000. The printing costs

anthropologist compenlates for this

alone for one such self-study were nearly $10,000.

problem as much as possible by an awareness that the
problem exists. Observer bias limits all experimentation,
but the problem is compounded for the anthropologist
since the instrumentation (the anthropologist) changes
during the course of the experiment.
Anthropologists are often able to generate information *through participant observation that is more
difficult, or even impossible, to generate through either
questionnaires or interviews. Information that a subject
finds -embarrassing in the formal interview is not likely
to be brought out in that interview. Information that is
_incriminating is not likely to appear in response to a
questionnaire. Statements about dishonest or illegal
practices, sexual relations, and the use of intoxicants
_ fall into these categories. Participant observation, since
it invotyes an extended study of one group of people,
allows the observer to gain the trust of the people being
observed. As thi's trust relationship grows, anthropologists report that the kinds of information to which
they are given access also grows. Such inforination can
be useful in decision making, but its distribution might
be. constrained by the ethical code of the anthropologist.
Other kinds of information may not be incriminat-

Even without considering comparative costs, the
benefits a anthropological research can be high. Much
of the facilities planning in the 1960s that resulted in
the over construction of dormitories was based on demographic studies and enrollment projections. Had the
values of the high school students who made up this
population been studied, that is, had the values of the
population which was supposed to inhabit these
buildings been determined, then apartments might have
been built instead of dormitories, or the institution
might have opted to stay out of the housing business
altogether. At. the University of Iowa there has been an
annual and co tly debate between the administration
and the freshm and sophomores about a rule that
requires freshmen and sophomores to live in dormitories.
This reouirement is ecessitated by the need to pay off
the bonded indebt dness that resulted from past
planning decisions b sed on too narrowly defined
.

criteria.

Organizational Conflict

Naturally, field methods cannot be expected to reduce all institutional conflicts. The following sets of
propositions do not des'cribe the state of nature but
possibilities. The purpose of these sets is to explore organizational conflict as it might exist for the institutional researcher and to show how anthropological field

ing or embarrassing, but members of orgapizaticns might

prefer to keep this information frOm their superiors so
that their superiors will believe they ,are behaving
differently than they actually are. Questionnaires that

ask people how they spend their time are likely to

methods might help to resolve such conflicts.
Proposition 1:
1. institutional researchers control a scarce resource,
knowledge.
2. Control of a scarce resource give,. the possessor of

generate less accurate information than can be obtained
by participant observation. Less than a 100 petcent return of questionnaires and strategic responses to
questions are two problems the participant- observer does
not face.
Anthropological research, as a means of conflict
reduction. The key to understanding how field methods
could reduce organizational conflict in an institution of
higher education is the focus of field methods on values.
The anthropOlogist believes that by the observation Of
behavior, the real, as opposed to stated, values of the target group can be understood.
.
The primary link between field methods and

that resource power,'(Power is the ability to affect outcomes of events.)

3. Institutional researchers can use this power to
enlarge -their operations beyond

the needs of the

organization to which they belong.
That is a description of suboptimization, the

optimal growth of a subunit of an organization that
results in lowering
overall effectiveness of the organization in meeting its goals. Field methods cannot effect

organizational theory is predicated on the notion that

the extent to which an office of institutional research
suboptimizes in an organizational context. It can, however, help an office of instititutional research avoid suboptimizing in a methodological sense, for example,
avoiding excessive study be one methodology or in one
area that could result in a less than optimal set of infor-

the real values of a group determine jhe_real goals those
people pursue., In conjunction with the standard data on
courses, facilities. finances. staff. and students., the use
of information generated by field methods will -.allow a
decision maker to better predict the consequences of his
decisions. Planning means projecting all the con-

mation for decision.makers to use.

sequences, good and bad. that would arise from alternative courses of action Perfect planning is not possible.
but. by definition. only the best information can lead to
the best planning The institutional researcher. in the

Proposition 2
I. Institutional research originated in response to an
increased demand for organizational efficiency.

2, The goal of institutional research is to increase
organizational efficiency (the sisviVal or growth of the

role of "provider of information ''. should seek then -Best

information available in order to best provide for the

institution, and a reduction in the cost of operations)
and is not concerned with organizational efteetiveness

of decision makers. Anthropology's major
contribiition to decision making is to introduce decision
needs

_fpursuing truthf:elcellenee, and the creation, assessment,
106
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take at least six months before any significant data

and distribution of knowledge)..

Proposition 2 is a description of goal conflict: the
conflict in purposes between two subunits of an organization (for example, institutional researchers and faculty

would be made available to decision make-s, but effectiveness is measured in the long run rather than the short
run.

members). Field methods can be used to establish
the extent to which the values of these two groups
actually diverge. One spin-off from an ethnographic

data as the source of the information they provide

There is a methodological corallary to this third
proposition: Institutional researchers use quantifiable
decision makers.

study of an institution should be value clarification, so
that people can at least agree on what they disagree

This corollary is based on the notion that what is

quantifiable is important to decision makers. There is no
reasonable quarrel with this idea. However, one should

about and on the depth of such disagreement. This
knowledge may result in an overall reduction in conflict
within an organization. However, if the conflict values

not assume that only quantifiable data is important in
decision making. Institutions of higher education can be-

is deep, distribution of such knowledge may actually

considered meritocracies that lack a widely accepted
definition of merit. The decisions made about the merit
of a person, program, or procedure are based on the

increase conflict.
Proposition 3:
I. The goal 01 institutional researchers is to provide
useful information to decision makers.

values of the decision makers and the pertinent information that they have. Since the acceptance or rejection of
a proposition is ultimately based on a subjective evalua-

2. Institutional researchers spend all their time and
energy analyzing data.

tion of the good or worth of the proposition, it

Proposition 3 describes goal displacement,the sub-

stitution of means for ends. In this instance, it is no
longer,, important for the institutional researcher to provide useful information to decision making. The elegance
of statistical methods takes precedence over the usefulness of the final product. Anthropological fieid,methods
cannot reduce this kind of conflict. In fact, in the short
run, anthropologists might( exemplify data gathering

is

illogical to supply only hard or quantifiable data to the
decision maker. Field methods are well suited to providing an alternative, soft set of information for decision
making.

Proposition 4:
I. Institutional research centralizes information.
2. Possessors of this information have power. t

Proposition 4 is a continuation of the argument of

rather than information supplying. It would probably

Table.1

Topics for the Contents of Institutional Research Studies
Topic.

Rationale from proponents of each topic

"The Big Five" (course, facilities, financial,
staff, and student data)

This constitutes the nuts and bolts for institutional decision

Decision-making theory

It is most important to know how decisions are made at various
levels of the institution in order to predict information requirements for decision making.

The history of decision making at the institution

Past behavior is generally the best indicator of future behavior.

Coll ective, bargaining

A decision maker must be p, epared to deal with conflicts before
they arise.

What constitutes failure in an institutional subunit?

Efficiency and effectiveness are both enhanced when "dead

Philosophy

Decision making will become consistent and ethical only when
administrators understand their philosophical biases and ethical

makers. Knowing this information is the key to efficiency.

wood" is removed.

responsibilities.
Values

Understanding the values of the various subcultures of an in-

stitution is the best way to predict the consequences of an
administrative decision.

The external environment
Budgeting

=- This is the key survival interface in an organization.

Shifts in budgetary emphasis indicate the real values and the real
power _bases_in_theinstitution _that_constitute_lhe_iaternal _environment for decision making.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL FIELD METHODS

Proposition I , but at a higher level in the organization.
As stated earlier, power is the ability to affect outcomes,
to determine consequences. Authority is the right to set

found impact on the kinds of information institutional
researchers can provide decision makers. To accept a

goals and initiate activities. Centralization of power
differs from centralization of authority and, by defini-

(Sjoberg, 1975) and to reject it implies risk. The only

methodological

status quo has ethical implications

escape from such conflict is through ignorance or faith.

tion, can have a more serious effect on outcomes. If the

information generated in institutional research is not
shared equally throughout the organization, the power
of information is centralized in the hands of those

Summary

people who possess the information. If decentralization
of power is desirable because Wallows for a better pursuit of academic goals, then centralization of information, or power (ergo), is dysfunctional. This argument

clientele for institutional researchers are the decision
makers of the institution to which the office of institu-

To the extent that institutional research is a profession (Lyons, 1976, p. 3), it must have a clientele. The
tional research is attached. As a profession, institutional
research must also perform a service, and the primary
service institutional research performs is the generation

is again one of goal conflict. The addition of anthropological information would increase the power of the
person possessing it. This effect might be tempered
by the enculturation of the decision maker into non-

of information for use within the institution. As. professionals,

institutional

researchers

are

ethically

obligated to provide the best possible service to their

elitist thinking, in which case the decision maker would

clients.

not be- tempted to try to force his values on other

The arguments contained in this paper have led to
the conclusion that institutional research can be im-

members of the organization (for example, strive for
efficiency at all costs).
Proposition 5.:
Institutional reseirchers should supply decision
makers the best information for decision making.

proved by broadening the search for information about
the institution and that anthropological field methods
provide one means for accomplishing this task.
Specifically, Information derived from anthropological
methodology can give institutional decision makers a

Proposition 5 represents internal conflict for the

clearer understanding of the

institutional researcher,' becau" he or she must decide
how and where to allocate the scarce resourees of time,

values of the people

affected by a particular decisipn. Used in conjunction
with other information, this knowledge of values can
lead to decisions which can reduce conflict in an institution while at the same time increasing institutional_

energy and money in the search for optimal decisionmaking information. Table
lists several, though by
no means all, possibilities for research, and each topic
implies the need for a different methodology for discovering and processing data. Methodology has a pro-:
1

efficiency and effectiveness.
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THREE YEARS INTO THE FUTURE AND BEYOND WITH A
POSTSECONDARY DEMAND AND ENROLLMENT MODEL
C Neil Russell
Department of Colleges and Universities Affairs (Manitoba)
11.11 Hoffman

Unii,ersities Grants Commission (Manitoba)

.1

In the late 1960s, a situation was occurring in
Manitoba universities similar to the experience of most

North American colleges and universitiesdeclining enrollments. In the fall of 1970, a sharp dip occurred in
the rate of increase of postsecondary enrollments. This
led to high forecasting errors and serious budgetary
ramifications, these in turn ,led to reexamination of
enrollment forecasting models and resource allocation
procedures.

ti the rate a increase in postsecondary/enrollments in
Manitoba, the Universities Grants Commission began ex-

ploring alternative approaches to enrollment planning.
This led to the undertaking of a research and development- project, Post-Secondary Demand and Enrollment
Model-I (PDEM-I) directed at the student's decisionmaking process and seeking to identify, profile, and
model the cross pressures and impacts leading'up to the
final postsecondary decision outcome.
Year one of the three-year demand -assessment pro-

ject involved three snapshot surveys of grade twelve
decision making during February, May and June. Once
the actual outcomes became available for comparison
with the forecast, a one-to-one follow-up validation was
undertaken to determine whether the significant factors
in the decision-making process had been correctly identi-

The second phase of the Manitoba Experience,
Demand and Enrollment Model-H
(PDEM-II), reflects a movement towards in-house operational status, a longer range forecasting potential, and a

Post-Secondary

more comprehensive modeling process to support a

A comparison of PDEM-I and PDEM4I would,
indicate an extension of the forecasting range from one
to three years forward with extrapolations of the
emerging trends and shifts in demand for 4 to 15 years
into the future. PDEM-II represents a longitudinal

dialogue with students from grade ten through their
twelfth year in high school. In contrast, PDEM-I assessed

plans and aspirations of only grade twelve students
many of whom had closed planning options in grades te!
and eleven.
The primary objectives of PDEM-II are (a) to
prOvide a demand forecast of postsecondary enrollmerts

in Manitoba for three years forward and (b) to allow for
the simulation of policy decision variables to assess their
probabilistic impact on postsecondary education.
Specific objectives are the following:
1. To provide information on the shifts in student
preferences for postsecondary education

shots,changed to December and May.

2. To develop profile characteristics of individuals
based on various states- going, going impacted, undecided, not going, etc., and on preferred options of
those students shifting preferences for postsecondary

Year three's forecast took the final step out in time
with a single snapshot taken in October 1973, and the
for budgetary
forecast was presented on December
consideration.'

education
3. To provide information on barriers, real or potential, to postsecondary education
4. To prcvide information on-Nthe educational back-

fied and weighed.
Year two was undertaken with increased confidence

in the methodology and the number and timing of snap-

1

Before the project was undertaken, acceptable levels

of enrollment-forecast error for the total university
system had been sot at two percentage points. Each
respective forecast of university enrollment for years
one, two and three was within this target error.
After the first year's effort, a Post-Secondary
Research Reference Committee of Manitoba was formed

to provide Province-wide support and to assure direct
involvement by the departments, institutions and
agencies most affected. This committee comprises repre-

sentatives of the three provincial universities, the tom,

The research and development phase produced
PDEM-I and a series of high!'" accurate forecasts with a
one-yeatime frame horizon.

broader array of policy simulations.

The Manitoba Experience
In the fall of 1971, after experiencing a sharp dip in

_

level.

munity colleges, the Universities Grants Commission, the
Department of Colleges and Universities Affairs, the De-

partment of Education, and various other government
agencies such as the Youth Secretariat. As such, the
committee's major objective is to provide information to
assist with the effective planning and management of
postsecondary education at the systems-and institutional

ground of students who wish to but are not going to
enter poitsecondary education so thai the need for
adjustment by postsecondary institutions to accomodate
such students might be identified

5. To assess the timing when interested students
would like to enter postsecondary education
6. To provide information on the Manitoba Student

Aid program with respect to la) characteristi&of financially impacted students, (b) distribution of demand for
student aid, and (c) awareness of student aid
7. To describe the adequacy of the counselling services from the students' perspective
8. To establish and .chart shifts in the groups of individuals influencing the plans of students.
Characteristics of the operations demand model are
as follows:
1. Comprehensive: leis a comprehensive model incorporating all significant elements and influencing

109112
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variables .related to the student =s decision-making pro-

cess during the last three years of secondary and the
matriculation to postsecondary, employment and other
outcome options.
2. Dynamic: The approach is dynamic, based upon
samples of sequential demand from each-generation of

students in grades 10, I I, and 12 and distributed in
terms of life context, motivation and characteristics that
are unique to each year's subgroup.

3. Sen hive. The demand approach is particularly
sensitive to measuring change in the student's attitudes
towards postsecOndary institutions and programs. Thus
far, the PDEM-I has an impressive track record reflecting correct detection of shifts in each oncoming generation.

4. Conceptually sound and rational. This approach
a clear distinction between demand' and

makes

enrollment and off-rs a detailed explanation for the
interrelationships and independent variables accounting
for the transition loss.
5. Self-corrective: The approach allows the user to
trace each forecast back to its origins and, thereby, im-

prove the model as reqUired, based upon actual outcomes.

6. Interactive simulation. An important characteris-

tic of the model will be its ability to generate alter-'
native scenarios with respec. t to changing policy decision

and to view and review the probable impact related to
systems, institutions, and programs. An interactive

model will allow the user to resimulate adjustments in
resource reallocations, quotas, and admissions criteria.

7. Range. The model provides intermediate-range
forecasts based upon demand with a three-year time
horizon. These demand parameters are then attached to
traditional forecasting for years 4 through 15.
The samplq is reflective of both high and low
secondary schools with reference to postsecondary
participation. A, selection of schools with high dropout
'rates in 10th, llth, and 12th grades are also included.
Finally, regional representation and balanced rural-urban
groupings are reflective of fur, ,er efforts to encompass
key subgroupings.
Demand Survey Highlights

The current de;nand survey assesses the following
areas and, in combination, provides a profile of each
class and its motivation towards or away from post

and family income

9. The financial situation in the province and the
students' firancial prospects (expected sources of financing, student knowledge of tuition fees, and student aid)
1,0. Reasons for grades 10 and 11 students not completing high school
Supporting data from colleges and universities require the clear identification of each programs' sequential and nonsequential students by high, school of origin
and date of matriculation. Operationally defined statements of admission criteria, waiting lists, and manpower
purchases are also required.
Our experience in the Manitoba situation has
suggested that considerable econoi ly can be achieved
with a comprehensive total by large-group sampling once

each three to five yearsapproximately 20 percent of
the population with smaller samples, about 7 percent
yearly between larger samples. On a one-time trial basis,
the total population of French-speaking students is being
surveyed to assist the planning of Manitoba's St. Boniface College.

Applications in the Manitoba Setting

The ultimate question that concerns the policy-.'
maker is what application the PDEM has for the opera-

tion of a provinciai or state education system. More
specifically, what is the utility of this forecasting process

and the information generated? The response to this
question is readily apparent by examining the uses made

in Manitoba. The major contribution of the PDEM-;
model is that it made significant impact upon the educational decision-making process and structure at all levels:
provincialt divisional, and institutional. Most importantly, the contributions have been applied at all organizational levels: policy, Management and operations.
A review of the applications would include those by
various government agencies and the university sector.
I. Various government agencies. Various government agencies supply information of the pure demand
for community college courses. This information is used

in the multiyear planning process of the Community
Colleges Division ,and represents one of a number of
sources of demand _information used by community
college planners and managers to develop enrollment
plans.

The Department of Student Aid uses information

from the surveys to d .termini actual grade 12 awareness
of the Manitoba Stum_nt _Aid programme. Information
secondary options. Survey items include
from these -surveys has resulted in the development of a
1. '1;.. postsecondery plans of 10th-. 1 1 th- and
province-wide public relations strategy and also supplies
12th-grade students
arunpnt with information on the potential
'4.. 1 he degree olintluem,e, that inctividualsTparendep
demand for student aid.
high school activities and circumstances had on the stu-

dents' decisions to continue or to discontinue their
education

3. The impact of possible future events on student
decisions
4. The students' aspirations, expected career choices
and long-range plans "

5. Background questions concerning faculty size,
previous schooling, type of community where students
grew up, and so on
6. The students' academic standing
,

7. The student's' choices of institutions and pro-

grams

8. Optional questions t,omerning parents' education

The Youth Secretariat has used information from

the surveys in planning programs for high school youth,

particularly for potential "stepouts" from the public
school system' and for summer and part-'dine employment planning.

Public schools have used the information in plan,ning needed changes in their student personnel KO-grammes.

2. The university sector: The Universities Grants
Commission utilized PDEM-I one-year forecasts as a
basis for funding ,on expected enrollments.

The PDEM-I and H hwie been applied as an early
warning system to detect major shifts in student demand

I
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the PDEM model has enhanced the educational decision-

at the system, institutional and program levels.
The movement towards multiyear planning will be

making process and has made it more responsive. to
changing student needs. Finally, for the policy maker,
planner, and administrator, this forecasting tool has

supported in part ,by the simulation of enrollment and
program options and the identification of new alterna-

enhanced understanding of the attitudes, plans and motivation of that segntent of the population on the horizon

tives based upon PDEM-II.

At the present time, traditional forecasts are being
adjusted to disclose the highly probable zones based
upon forward assessment of demand as contrasted to the

of postsecondary education. This alone may improve
the quality of planning, polici, making and decision
making and thereby enhance the quality of future educational opportunities for youth in Manitoba.

traditional historical approach.

In conclusion, the. development and operation of

.
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ASSESSING THE IMPACTS OF FUTURE STUDENT DEMAND:
AN APPLICATION OF A
DEMOGRAPHICALLY DIFFERENTIATED PRTECtION MODEL

ti
Robert D. Acwton
The Pennsylvania-State University

---The changing composition and magnitude of
enrollments_and their uncertain prospects are causing
conflicts within--the_ higher education community
concerning the allocation_ of fiscal resources, the
selection of goals, and the- establishment of program priorities. Because the enrbilment question
is central to the resolution of these ssues;;- institutions as well as jurisdictional bodies have be=

come increasingly concerned -with the determination
of future student demands and the question of

.

how the educational process can adapt to them.
However, if this assessment is to be of. utility,
it must be focused upon the Patterns of indivicftial behavior rather .than extrapolations of
historical measures of enrollment.
4, For some years, it- has been customary to
forecast enrollments in higher education from the .

simple cohort relationships of enrollments to 'births,
secondary school graduates, or the traditional college
population (Mangelson, Norris, Poulton, and
Seeley, 1974; Orcutt, Greenberger, Korbel, and
age

1961). The procedure provided quite accurate
results inasmuch as the Koportional di;tribution
of the demographically differentiated segments
of the higher education enrollment retained some
degree of stability over time. But the prospective
shifts in the composition of our population suggest
constant proportionality phenotherion
. that
the
will

.

frustratedin -theiratrempts to quantify the effect
of some hypothesized goal. The practical realities
of time constraints led to employment by the
committee of coping mechanisms to meet its immediate obligations (State Board of Education,
1974 and ' 1975). Hoivever, inadequacies of the
existing informational and methodological base
also led to a resolution to pursue in parallel the
correction of these deficiencies in order to refine
or even revise-the initial: findings.
The first, sleitowazd this goal came' as a
result of two unrelated developments- within the
provinces,, of t,tre normally assigliedrespoosibilities

of two of te members. First, an age-. afirl--seA._-

1975). -Although these two data sources were not
fully consistent with one another, They were sufiiciently compatible fiorn a specification standpoint to justify proceeding with .the formulation
of a model for projecting statewide enrollments
in various types of organizO educational activities
from a demographically differentiated population
forecast.
.

not prove to be applicable in the near future.

'By itself, the changing character of our population

indicates the need for a new and somewhat more,
complex

model

for

projecting

enrollments,

one

which recognizes a variety of differentiated population sectors and their uniquely characterized patterns
of participation* in vNrious types of educational
experience. This preseritation concerns an example
,of an endeavor directed toward development of such a
Background
The model, is an outgrowth of a program
conceived by Pennsylvania's higher education coordinating board, directed by its jurisdictional

agency. and conducted by a committee composed
of representatives of both this agency and a cross
section

of ' educational

Formulation
Conceptually, the model is based upon the
premise that a sector of the general population,
possessing a set of demographic characteristics
distinguishing it, as unique from all others, has
an associated set of probabilities which describe
its distribution among various types of organized
educational activities. If these participation rates
arc constant or projectable over time, they may
be employed, in conjuctiOn with a suitably disaggregated

forecast of the population, to generate a projection of
enrollment.

Mathematically, the formulation for calculation of
the demographically and educationally unique components oenrollment may be expressed as

institutions. The directed

purpose of the program was the preparation of
appraisals of the impacts upon future enrollment
that result from the,, application of a variety of
policy assumptions developed to achieve explicitly
defined goals. As such.. it was designed to serve
as an instrument for evaluation of enrollment
questions' -of a "what if nature. Frequently, in
the course Of deliberations, the participants were

4,9,

differentiated model for projecting the population'--____-,
of the state was completed (S.enier, 1975a and
1975b). Second, a survey of' 'The age and sex
composition of both the full- and part-time enrollments in the state's colleges and universities
was conducted (Division of Education Statistics,

e.d.y

= (Pd.y)(re.d,y)

where Fe.cy = enrollment of persons with demographic
e in

characteristics

d

in

educational activities

year y; Pd,y = population with demographic

year y; re,d,y = participation
characteristics d
rate in educational activity with characteristics e
in
of persons with demographic characteristicS
year y.

PROJECTION MODEL

Table I

From these enrollment components, aggregations of
enrollment over common demographic and educational
characteristics may be computed from the equations

Demographic and Educational Chamcteriitici

.

Ed,y = E Ee,d,y for d and y = 1,2,3 .... n,

Demographic

e=1

where Ed,y = enrollment of persons with demographic
characteristics d in year y,

Attendance:

S^x:

Full-time
Part-time

Male

Female

n

E
Eery

= E E e,d,y for e and y = 1,2,3 .... n,

Race:
White
Racial minority

where Ee",; = enrollment in educational activity with
characte,ristics e in year y.

A,ge:

18'to
23 to 25
26 to 30
31 to 35
36 to 55

. Data Requirements
For application as a forecasting vehicle, two *types

of information are required for use, of the described
relationship. First ill a demographically differentiated
forecast of the pop., lation for each year in the time
horizon. The second is a set of participation rates of

Educational

Level of Study:
Credit
Occupational
Baccalaureate
First professional
and graduate
Unclassified

Noncredit

each of these demographically differentiated population
sectors within various educational activities, for the base

year and for any years Within the time horizon in

which changes'are anticipated.,
Specification of demographic and educational
characteristics. The potential number of discriminating
characteristics associated with college attendance is
extensive. Summarizations of various research efforts in
this area have been preparqd by Folgeand Nam (16.7),

level of study and type of attendance (Hump) el, 1976);
were employed. These, in turn,,,were further subdivided
racially by the use of 'data collected in connection with
the so-called federal compliance report (Hummel and
Nunemaker, 1975) and age wise by employment of an
age distribution survey (ilivision 6f Education Statis-

and Siegel (1975). For development of a
1a rd
projectiOn-model, the selection of characteristics it
to those on which. measurecase-specific an

The noncredit category of enrollment represented a' unique problem, inasmuch as unduplicated-

tics; 1975).

counti of enrollment in thiscategory at a fixed point in
time are not typically compiled. Thu's:data compiled in
two special surveys on adult eduCation made by the,U.S.
Bureau of the Census for the National Center for Educa-ken Statistics (1974 and 1975), yvere employed to derive
appropriate - participation rates in noncredit educational

ments can be providea"or-estimated from existing data.
For our purposes, population was demographically
differentiated by the two sexes,1V-6/ -racial categories,
and five different age groups. The participation of-each
of these population sectors within higher education was

further , disaggregated by type of attendance and five
different levels of study. The, specifications of these

activities offed-by-institutions of higher education.
Inasmuch as the surveys wile-conducted on a nationwide basis, the use of the participatiOniates-derived

characteristics are detailed in Table 1.

Population projections, A project,on of population

from these data is explicitly conditioned on the assunipz,.
tion of applicability to Pennsylvania.

for as many as twenty-five years was obtained by
application .of a sector-differentiated model for Pennsyl-

vania developed by enier (1975a and I975b). Because
the dethographic differentiation from the population
rinodel is limited to sex and five-year age groups, certain
adjustments were made; in the composition of the output. Racial distribution- was introduced, using data
collected by the U.S. Bureau of the "Census (1970), and
the age categories were recompiled in accord with the

Application
The model, which has been programmed ir PL/I for

use on an IBM 370, generates projections of enrollment by multiplying the disaggregated population projection by the similarly differentiated participation rates
for each educational sector. A facsimile of the output
for two years is 'shown in Table, 2. Head count enrollments are displayed in terms of sex, race, attendance,
and level of study. In addition, selected aggregations
Over common- characteristics are compiled, as :is a
summary conversion to full-time-equivalent enrolaent.
Use of the model may be directed to three types of
situation. First, it may . be employed simply as a comparatively refined method of forecasting. Second, it may

specifications cited previously.

Participation rates. The participation rates may be
introduced simply for the base year, in which case the
enrollment projection will reflect only the impact of

changing population composition, or for a series of
years in the time horizon as well, in order to show the
impact of prospective shifts in participation.
For our purposes, rates applicable to Pennsylvania

be useful for identification of salient trends in the

for the base year were computed from measures of
enrollment, appropriately disaggregated demographically
and educationally, and fromn the similarly demographically differentiated population.

For those educational activities circumscribed by
the credit categorization, opening fall enrollments by
I

-

I' 1

composition of enrollments which might otherwise go
unnoticed. Third, it may find application for assessment
of the impacts of, various assumed goals in a typical
"what if mode. Illustrative examples of each of these
three cases follow.

141

0

.0
11

.

Table 2

.

Projected Higher Education Enrollments (Thousands)
1982

1981
Occu.

potion

I. Full time
2. Male
3. *hate

4. Minority
S. Female

6. White
7. Minority
8. Part time

9. Male
10.White

II Minority
12. Female,

13.WhIte

14 Minority

Ricca
laureate

Graduate

Un.
classified

Non

Occu-

credit

All

pation

329
189
176

33

Bum
lou

.
33

284

19

141

18
1

37
26 ..p,
24

131

10

0
3

ep

3

2

0

0
0

110

2

0

2

0
0

14

113

13

107

1

6

18

S7

82

41

10

30
281

26
24

19

9

."-

10
1

0

0

18

13
1

154
78
73

19

IS
-

1

Un
classified

Graduate

250
139
129

10

140

14

III

132

13

IOS

$
322
163
152

1

6

IS

88

10

31

9

29

i7

5

26
24

3
3

2

0

11

2

10

2

0

1

i$2

41

l9

26
24

IS

it

2

2

1

S

11

1

2

2

8

27
25

26

22

76

22

71

27
25

26

20

.159
144

8

21

21

20

1
1

2

S

2'

5

1S

3S2

604
47

29
22
47
4

6S1

SI

436

39

37

24

78
76

43

1.4

3

311

79
10
89

10
184

273

5,,

19

I S Total male

29

171

16.1otallemsle
17 Total.white
18 Total minority
19 Total head count

22

140

47
4

291

SI

20 FA

39

20

0

.

82

22

46

7

SI

299

e.

1

1

Non.
credit

All

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

325
187
174

156
79
73

325

6

. 12

77
72

160
145

.13
138
130
1
165
1S3

2

$

2

5

IS

170

52

138
288

37
79
10
89
54

22
24

79
77
145

352
298
602

48
650
433

20
308
269

43
e

3

II

46

1S6

19

82

-\

to

41
re,

118
lz

;

-
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.Improved methodology'. Because the inbdeldif---------

.

Arentiates -among a wide Vriety, of population
sectors .'and ,their' appropriate educational activity
.pltieriti, the enrollment projections are. sensitive tai
changes. in population 'composition. Ai h. result, the
__projeetion may exhibit a pattern significintly different

1.
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Figure.11 Comparison of enrollment, projections from
,
-demographic model and college-age, (18-22,:
years) cohort.
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of application
_4_....The characteristic "what -if
is illustrated In figure 3, showing two 'projections, of
total 'headcount credit enrollment for Pennsylvania
'., !;;e1; the )975-80 time span. The lower of the two
1'.. projections is based upon the assumption of continued
.applidability, of- current participation rates. The upper
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hi large' measure, upon perceptions of its utility by

0

policy makers. Aspects deserving further attention

100

--niaY be divided into those confined -to the existing
-set of specifications and those expanding upon the .

413:4

1985

198o

1990

..
Figure 2: Different' Lion by attendance status of
jection frdiwdemograhic
enrollment

Within the former category, an area of obvious
merit 'concerns the -development of the availability
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Further; Innovation

'1990

1985
YEAR

' ,patt-time enrollment, continties -ro exhibit a growing
.
3. ' trend througl9985.
'Imphct :assessment. Inasinun as the. model is
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Genet al Applieabilit:
:Although the enrollment projection model
as .de4Crihed is case specific, its conceptual basis
is ,Applicable to analogous organizational or geoitatiltidal, itruCtures. The experience has ifidicated
that;
spite. of informational deficiencies, it is
feasibe to formulate a model that incorporates
a variety Of dmographically differentiated popu, lation sectors; with, their uniquely ' chliracterized
patterns of participation
different types of
educational ;activities. Stith a construct is of particular utility in evaluating the impact of prospecHie change. It is suggested that the need , for such
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Figure 3. Impact upon enrollment projection from
demographic model from assumed equiv.
alency..of male;and female participation
rates by 1990.
educational community devotes greater
attention to Widening its accessibility to population
sectors beyond those traditionally associated with
the collegiate experience.

appraisals is !likely to increase in the future, as the
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..

Planners on'college and university campuses show
increasing interest in the geographical areas being served
by _their institutions. In the late 1960s. administrators

codes to computerized data records containing street
addresses, and SYMAP. Aside from the mechanics of
map development, written documentation from the
project is extremely helpful in postulating alternative'
uses for computer maps. Cherdack and Landini suggest

discussed ways to curtail enrollments that exceeded
campus resources. Now, in contrast, brief ads on TV and
radio rein'.orce hard-sell mail and magazine enticements

that maps can help decision makers identify the need for

to studots. With increased or stabilized enrollments in
1976, astecasters miestion what Lyman Glenny piedicted: "What we can be sure about, however, is that *
enrollments as a whole are not likely to increase after
1917-78*, and that for 10 pr more years thereafter they
will inevitably diminish" (1972, p. 43). Given these
,

,

specific programs by mapping employment patterns,
identifying the service areas of colleges to eliminate
9 unneeded student crossovers among institutions, aiding
in site selection for new campuses, and providing valuable data to document specially funded are for grant
proposals.

dynamics of 'on.rollment, computer cartography, or

Unfortunately, these limited ventures into educational computer cartography fail to fully explore a simplified approach to SYMAP and tokdiseriminate among
levels of computer-mapping applicability for planning.
This study proposes to ,remedy these shortcomings. A
detailed application of SYMAP to the service areas of
a large metropolitan junior college is discussed, Two
facets distinguish this approach from earlier educational
applications: First, zip codes-rtresent the unit of geographical analysis rather than extensive merging of data
files, and, second, three alternative applications of the

computer mapping, appears to be an excellent new, tool
forihe spatial analysis of campus service areas.

.The speed and accuracy of the' digital computer
alloWs planners to analyze geographitally distributed
phenomena in., ways heretofore infeasible because of
limitations imposed by hand computation. For several
years; computer cartography has received widespread
aceeplance in', disciplines outside education. Most
,nOtably, using census data, city planners and geographers

have mapped changing residential develoPments and
traffic studies of delivery and routing problems in cities

tool are suggested.

like Chicago (Davis, 1972; Peucker, 1972). Interestingly
enough, the computer cartography program discussed in
this study, Synagraphic Computer System (SYMAP), has

At the simplest level of application, SYMAPS can
visually depict student origination locations within the
college-service area, eliminating the need for ubiquitous
pin or dot maps that are time consuming, costly and
ambiguous. it the intermediate level, SYMAPS enables
a planner to consider primary or secondary catchment
areas of students attending the college and thus to compare different service areas. Finally, SYMAPS can assist
in determining potential pools of students by making it

been refines} and tested in the field of architecture
.(Dudnik, 1971).
Educators have only recently begun to explore the

full, implications of computer cartography. In 1972,
Mclsaac, Costa. Spuck and Van Dusseldorp discussed the
application of geocoded data to.educational problems in
the(', Milwaukee Public School District. Their areal,
analysis focused on redistricting to Minimize overcrowded schools, identifying areas of economic depriva-

tion eligible for liSFA Title I money, and providing
support data for new school construction sites
The Los Apgeles Community' College Data Project

possible to compare maps shoWing the geographic origin
of current enrollees with maps of socioeconomic data,

These three uses of SYMAP will be discussed in
detail following a brief introduction to the SYMAP pro
gram and a step -by -step outline of the applicationof the
r tool to the junior college in this study.

represents the only instance of geocode analysis, and
SYMAP4specifically, FOund in postsecondary education

The SYMAP Program
The SYMAP program is available to a wide audience

(Cheidack and. Landini. 1974. Landini and Bannistbr.
1013). As one part of the project, Landi
Bannister
developed computer-generated maps, picting the geographic origin of students attending e eight colleges in
the Los Angeles Community College istrict. Additionally, using census data, they develope socioeconomic

in

postsecondary education through extensive docu-

mentation now available from the Laboratory for Com-

puter Graphics and Spatial Analysis in ths.Graduate
School of Design, Harvard liniversity (Dougenik and
Sheehan, 1975). Hardware requirements for this large
computer program (5,000 cards plus FORTRAN) are
well within the means of most computer cen2Irs: a
medium-sized computer at least 225K -and a line
printer. For centers with small memory computers,
plapers may want to explore the scan-line approach
developed by Scripter (1969) that uses an algorithm
embodied in a FORTRAN program of 114 statements

maps to help determine residence locations of disadvantaged, persons. Three technical toots were employed, in map generation. an address coding guide
(ACG), a methou for recording on, computer tape
geographical codes for an urban map. ADMATCII, a
package of user-onented computer programs and doLu-

mentatidn to assist in the assignment of geographic
119
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To meet' the three broad needs of the institution

and a core space of 8K. Using card input for SYMAP,
the generated maps display spatially dispersed data of

identifying current service areas, high density areas, and

the geographic placement of an extension center the
development of five SYMAPS of current enrollees and
two socioeconomic maps of income-and -educationallevel were required. The use of zip codes as the geo-

variable ddrkness.

.

Three basic mapping routines 'are available in the
program: the conformattt map, the contour map and the
.proximalmap (Dougenik and Sheekan, l'913)7Alihough
one may wish to experiment with -all three types of map,
the investigators in this study developed contour maps
because they seemed to best portray visually the continous data by connecting all zip code and census areas
_having thesame-value.SYMAP also provides data 'packages to create userspecified maps. For gene_ rating the contour maps. in this

graphic unity provided a simplified approach-to SYMAP,
one also well within the. limits of information available

on most campuses. A description of the procedure
follows: .' e;

Step 1: The A-Outline packag of SYMAP calls ftr
the definition of.-the study area or map area in which
data values will be displayed and interpolation take
place. In this study, the investigators obtained a large
zip code map of the metropolitan area. Using a grid
reference sheet,. a list of vertices (X and Y coordinates)
were identified in a clockwise direction for the outline

study, the A-Outline, B-Data points, E-Values, 'and
F-Map data packages were used. Since the contents of
each package can be discussed meaningfully only in
reference to specific map output, these packages will be
explained later.

of the metropolitan area, noting where the outline

.
changed directions.
Step 2: B-Data points are required for contour maps
to specify the locations with data values. For this study,
it was decided that zip codes rather than street addresses
or counties would serve as _appropriate gewraphical
identifiers
since they defined an adequate ard. Further.
more, zip codes are easy to obtain and do not necessitate

Steps in Map Development
A large metropolitan junior college used SYMAP to

provide additional data for planning decisions. This
junior college, housed in one building in the central
business district, has undergone phenomenal growth in
the last few years. The FTE enrollments increased by
11.1 pjercent between 1974 and 1975 (Oklahoma Higher
Educalion Report, 1975). In the fall of.1975, students,,
were turned away for lack of space.
In past years, the institution used tabular data and a

"dot" map to display visually where the student who

attended the college lived. Since there were fourtypes of

studentsparallel or transfer, vocational-technical, day
students, and evening studentsthe first bbjective of this
study was to produce accurate visual displays of the
service area of the institution. A total of five maps were
developed, with the fifth reap representing the geographic origin of all students. Next, a more sophisticated

analysis was needed to determine what differences, if
any, existed between primary and secondary. catchment

areashigh density areasof two or more types of
students. For example, were the vocational-technical
students drawn primarily from different areas than the

0

.

the extensive recoding required by other geographical
units. Next, the approximate center for each zip code
was determined and the X and Y coordinates plotted
using the grid reference sheet. For the socioeconomic
maps, the center of census tracts was used for( the coordinates.
Step 3: The E-Value package of SYMAP associates
data valueswith each data point. The junior college com
puter center provided cards indh ating how many students resided within each of the zip code areas. These
cards were divided into fiye decks--all students; parallel

students, voc-tech student's, eveningstudents, and day
students. These values (the number of students in each
zip code area) became the data values associated with
the geographic *X-Y data points. For the socioeconomic
maps, the data values associated with each X-Y census
tract were taken from the 1970 Census of Population
(U.S. Bureau of the Census of Population).
Step 4: In the SYMAP program, thirty-eight F-M'ap
electives are available for use depending on the map outpu,t desired. The F-Map package enables a User to specify

evening students? For this step, simple map comparisons,

of primary and secondary catchment areas were conceived.
Since

the downtown campus faced bulgeoning
enrollment, there was a need to establish an extension
or satellite campus center in The metropolitan region.

the Precise 'form of the printed output. The most
important specifications include the size of the 'map, the

number of value-class intervals, the range of values
maximum and minimumand a general labeling of the
maps. For this study, the largest map, with a width of
thirteen inches, was specified for current enrollee data,

Ihstitutiortil data suggested that the vocational- technical

enrollments had grown- considerably and that an extension center should meet this growth area. Furthermore, the northeast sector of.the city was suggested as
an ideal location to tap potential technically oriented
students. Two criteria for the extension center became
apparent: (a) that such a center be located within easy
commuting distance from currently enrolled voc-tech
students-and (b) that.the areaat least by the standards

while the socioeconomic maps were nine inches wide.

Six levels of density were specified for most of the
current enrollee maps and five levels for the socioeconomic maps. These levels.and the range of each level
appeared in the legend accompanying the map. General

of low income and low educational levelshold the

background information was also added to describe

possibility of drawing potential vocationally oriented
students. In response to these criteria, two research
questions were drafted: Does, the college currently
attract . vocational-technical students from the north-

Sample Output and Discussion

the map to a viewer.

Due to limited space, only the output related to
vocational-technical students will be discussed. Also,
only-a brief treatment of analysis for each figure will be

northeast sector of the cityand, therefore, students
within easy communting distance of a new facility, and

made.

does the socioeconomic status of that area indicate

To accurately portray the areas being served by the

potential pools of voc-tech students?

120.
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institution, geographic maps were produced. Figure
presehts a sample

1

geographic origin SYMAP for

vocational-technical students enrolled in the junior
college for the fall of 1974. A transparency overlayed
the-map indicating-streets, zip-code- areas-and-a-major

river. An accompanying legend, not shown in this figure,
identified six levels of density based on 50-student imervals. The darker the symbol on the map, the greater the
number of_students attending the junior college from a

particular area. As one can see, the highest concentration of vocational-technical students is in the central
part of the metropolitan region.
By tracing the boundaries of the most dense areas of
students on the geographic-origin maps, one can note
differences in the primary and secondary catchment

eras of students. Figure 2 presents iuch an analysis
Amparing catchment areas, for vocational-technical and
all students. It can be seen that the primary catchment
areas for vocational-technical and all students are
similiar, both groups being drawn primarily from an area
just south of the central business district. However, an
analysis of secondary catchment areas shows a different

trend. Mbre vocational-technical students are drawn
from the north-northeast sector of the city than all
students. This finding suggests that a northeast-based
.z

satellite campus may be within minimum travel distance
from a large group of vocational-technical students.
Using census tract data, Figure 3 presents a SYMAP
which indicates the median income of families living in

the -metropolitan area. Particularly in the north-north
central portion of the region, one finds low-income

students enrolled
in junior dollege with overlay:

Figure 1. SYMAP for Voc-Tech

familiesroughly from $7,000 to $10,000 per year.
Referring to the symbols below the map, the numbers

PRIMARY CATCHMENT AREA
ALL STUDENTS ENROLLED

OR

r
SECONDARY CATCHMENT AREA
VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL STUDENTS

SECONDARY CATCHMENT
AREA FOR ALL STUDENTS

PRIMARY CATCHMENT AREA FOR
VOCATIONAL- TECHNICAL STUDENTS

Figure

2.

Map comparisons of primary and secondary catchment areas of Voc-Tech and all students.
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relate

to

annual

family

income

as

follows:

1 = $046900, 2 = $6900-$8700, 3 = $8700410,200,

......

. .....

4 = $10,20C-$12,900, 5 = $12,900-$23,600 and above.

...

At this point in the analysis, if one were to place
the geographic-origin map of vocational-technical students and the secondary catchment-configuration next
to this median-income map, a visual inspection would
assist in determining whether a satellite center should be

......

located in the north-northeast sector of the region.
Referring to the criteria for locating the center mentioned above, it does appear that the northeast sector

......

11
.......

would minimize the travel distance of the vocationaltechnical students as well as draw potential vocationally
oriented students from low income neighborhoods that

.....
**

are likely to provide vocational-technical students.
Conclusions

Alternative uses of SYMAPS seem limited only by
the interest and availability of Spatially defined data.
Such uses, however, are not intended to displace other
valuable data that contribute to a decision. But they do
cast data in a lively form, ivisual form, an alternative to

the ambiguous tabular data that often confronts ,a

st so.

: : : 1:

........

decision maker.

.

This study suggests that cartography, specifically
SYMAP, is within the capability of most institutions.
With the format which has been shown, SYMAP can be
used at increasing levels of sophistication. Furthermore,
the use of zip code areas as the unit of geographical
analysis gteatly simplifies map development. Using the
approach` taken in this study, junior and senior colleges

11*
00.111.101.0

Figure 3. SYMAP of median ,income using census data
with partial legend.

should examine computer cartography as a new management-planning tool.
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tions, and institutional missions within the state systein.
Although such a policy has largely prevented program
proliferation and inefficient duplication of offerings, the
highly differentiated nature of the various .institutions,
has considerably complicated the evaluation process by
which the needs of individual institutions are identified
and their relative merits deterthined.
OSSHE institutions deThe funding for each of

Determining levels of support fbr public institutions
of higher education promises to become an .increasingly
complex and ,,sensitive issue, in the approaching decade.
Three primary pressures combine to exacerbate this situation. First, the inexorable rise of inflation invariably

outpaces. the ability or willingness of a legislature to
recognize cost-Of-living considerations in annual appro-

priations. Secdnd, the well- publicized predictions of

rives from in allocation, made by the Department of

decreasing enrollments - discoura0 significant .new commitments to educational institutions now, while alerting
campuses that they may soon face mandates to contract
in size at nearly the same rate as they expanded a decade

Higher Education, of the biennial lump-sum legislative
appropriation to higher education. The procedures used
in determining the funds to be allotted to such a heterogeneous group of institutions are of necessity complex,

earlier. Finally, and no doubt of greatest importanCe,
there is a growing concern that higher education cannot
in good, conscience continue to command such a large
proportion of a state's genera) revenues in,the face of
unprecedented demands for social services and continuing -deterioration in the finances and environments of
urban centers, .`
.

and have been a, source of considerable concern and
frustration to institutional officers. In particular, campus
administrators have increasingly, criticized the existing

pro-cedures 'for their tendency to accommodate, and
thereby perpetuate, perceived historical inequities in the
distribution of resources.
To address this fundamental issue, the Department
of Higher Education called for the formation of an interinstitutional committee to develop new procedures by

.

Subsidd to the matter of determining what share

of a state's general funds will be devoted to higher edu-

cation is the problem of apportioning such resources
among' the various institutions themselves. To the extent that the total higher education appropriation
reflects the original budget requests of the individual
institutions, this secondary process may be rather
straightforward.

Commonly, hc,-..ever,

which resources might be more equitably allocated
among the OSSHE institutions. The committee comprised three spokesmen from each institution broadly
chosen to represent virtually every facet of university
operations. The resulting diversity of expertise and experience Vthin the committee proved more than compensatory for the difficulties in arranging logistics and
overcoming the inherent unwieldiness of such a large

considerable

analysis and manipulation may be required to determine equitable allocations of an underfunded total
appropriation to the various institutions. Such procedures are -certain to, become the more prevalent mode
of operation in the ext decade, and this paper reports
on the efforts of t e Oregon State System of Higher
,education to establ sh rational mechanisms for such

group.

\,.1

At its first meeting, in May 1974, the committee
took a major step in redefining t' e scope of its charge.
Although originally formed to..address the issue of equitable resource allocation anon the OSSHE institutions,

a process.

a persuasive case was made that any rationally conceived

and fiscally sound procedure for resource allocation

Committee on Resou ce Allocation
The Oregon Dep rtment of Higher Educatior. oversees a small but extre ely diverse system of institutions.
The Oregon State Sy tem of Higher Education (OSSHE)
comprises three universities,\ three four-year colleges, a
technical institute, and a medical-dental health-sciences

should be equally useful and valid asi. basis for resource
acquisition from the legislature: It was resolved, there-

fore, that the committee's goal should be the specification of a set of procedures and mechanisms to satisfy
these dual purposes. In recognition of this, the committee was named the Committee on Resource Acquisition/

complex. There is, urthermore, great diversity even
among the three wily rsities. Oregon State University is
the state's Land Grant and S,ea Grant institution, with,

Allocation (CORA/A)..

The Approach

strong research progra ns in the professional schools and

As was required of all state agencies, the Oregon
Department of Higher Education had historically submitted to the legislature a biennial budget request consisting of a base budget supplemented by a work load
increase component and a program improvement _com-

close relationships w th federal and statewide service
units. :The University of OregOn, also a major research
university, has particular strengths in the liberal arts and
sciences. Portland State University is an urban university, whose special ma date emphasizes programs approregon'svigorous adherence to a
long-established principle of program allocation in higher
education assures preservation of the diversity of institu-

ponent_ Work load increase requests for higher education
during the rapid expansion of the 1960s were computed

priate to its location.

on a cost-per-student basis and were then incorporated

1
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funding treatment, that led to the establishment of

into the base for subsequent budget submissions. In

CORA/A. The committee's dedision'to develop a set of
allocation formulas by analyzing separately each budgetary function allowed ,specification of cost differentials
directly related to differing institutional circumstances.
However, such differentials wPre iv bP incorporated into
the modeLl only when it could be shown ti the circumstance in question in fact warranted specialized funding..
A corollary to this approach emerged as one of the basil

more recent years the legislature, frustrated by the complexities ofadjusting higher education appropriations to
now ,dwindling enrollments, 'Moved substantially to a
cost-perTFTE-student basis for determining their authorized expenditure levels. The Department of Higher Ed-

ucation, in its effort to apportion equitably this lumpsum appropriation among .the OSSHE institutions, developed a modified cost-per-FTE-student formula which
incorporated some _consideration of fixed- and variablecost components of institutional exppnse.
It was the clearly makeshift charaCter of the

resulting institutional allocations which exposed the
need..,:for, a prompt review' of the department's proCedures 'in this area. Not only did these recent allocations preserve many of the perceived inequities which
had gradually evolved in the base budgets during the
,years s"f growth, but the new reliance on the number of

FTE students as the principal determinant of institutional resource needs appeared to distort the budgetary

realities at many institutions. For example, the

.predominantly . part -time character of the student
body, at Portland State University imposed signifi-

cant- record-keeping and counseling loads upon the
institutionresource requirements which were not
reflected irrits FTE student count.,
The basic approach adopted by CORA/A directly
challenged the use of FTE-student count as the principal indicator for resource allocation. The committee

argued that different institutional cost centers generate expenses in response to a variety of work load
parameters, and that a rational . allocation procedure
should recognize this diversity of workload measures in
its assessment of resource requirements. Accordingly,

each of the major budgetary functions of the OSSHE
institutions was separately ana.yzed to isolate thp principal determinants of total expenditures. The functions
studied were as follows:
.-Instruction
-Non-sponsored research
-Extension and public service
-Libraries and museums
-Student services

- Operation and maintenance of the physical plant
- General institutional support
Of these, institutional expenditures for museums and for
extension add public service appeared so dependent on
specialized circumstances that the committee made no
attempt to define a standardized procedure for the allocation of such funds. The committee also decided that

the resource requirements of the medical and dental
schools of the system were likewise too specialized to

philosophical principles adopted by CORA/A in its
deliberations: that- institutions should be proyided with
equal pay for equal work regardless of-their overall-roleand mission in the State System of Higher Education.

Moreover, where it could be demonstrated that additional resource requirements existed by virtue of specific

activities unique to an institution or subset of institt--lions, such needs would be recognized by explicitly including these activities in the model ,along with appro. priate work load Parameters and cost standards.
A second basic principle underlying the CORA/A 4
deliberations concerned the development of cost indices
to accompany the workload measures identified for the
model. Three alternatives existed Jot' the specification of such unit costs:- the use of' system-wide
historical cost averages, the development of normative
cost standards, and the analysis of cost datalrom.comParable institutions external to OSSHE. It was decided
That historical cost data were to be avoided whenever
possible, since their use4might well serve to perpetuate
the very inequities la funding that CORA/A.was seeking,
to redress. The development of normative costs, while
conceptually the most desirable course of action, was
considered an unrealistically ambitious task for such a
committee and was certainly infeasible within the
limited time available before preliMinary results would
be needed. TherefOre, the use of externally derived cost
data was adopted as the.principa: costing methodology
in the CORA/A Model. In makin'.; this decision, it Was
well recognized that the credibility of the funding formulas would now depend considerably on the validity
of the external comparisons. This, then, makes' the ultimate applicability of the resource allocation model
contingent on the eventual wide-scale implementation of
such efforts as the Information Ex change Procedures
project of the National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems (NCHEMS) and other organized
attempts at systematic data exchange for higher education, Under the assumption that data will eventually be
available from a sufficient number of essentially comparable public' institutions, the committee was confident
that. valid measures would emerge for the average unit
costs needed in the CORA/A.model.
A third fundamental premise in the development of

be adequately specified in ,in allocation model appropriate to the other OSSHE institutions. Therefore, at least
for the initial development of the allocation procedures,
the schools of the health-sciences center were excluded
from the analysis.

the CORA/A model was closely tied to the decision to
use externally derived cost standards. The, committee
was very aware that the indiscriminate use of nationalaverage-cost, data could, carried to extremes, result in
each OSSHE institution becoming a nondescript, national-average institution: Therefore, while it was agreed
that the use of national cost averages applied 'over all
aspects of institutional operations might yield valuable
guidelines for total budget norms, the committee explicitly stated its concern that a wide degree of institutional autonomy in the intra-institutional disbursement of
funds bd recognized in the funding procedures. Only
through such provisions of flexibility could each OSSHE

The Underlying PhilosOphy

One fundamental property of a

well-designed

allocation is its ability to reflect those institutional
differences in missions, roles, and physical plants which
require special funding 4, onsiderations. Indeed, it was the

substantial failure of the existing resource allocation
methodology to recognize various institutional differences, thought by some to justify exceptional
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of four distinct-categories: undergraduate student, lower
division course; undergraduate student, upper division
course; graduate student, fewer than 45 graduate credit

institution continue to stress the programs most
appropriate to its missions and to make the most
effectiveuse of the total resources made available to it.
, These three basic philosophical cornerstOnes of the

hours; graduate student, more than 45 graduate credit

CORA/A, modeling effortthe principle of equity, in
which institutions are differentially funded only in
specific areas where documentable differences in

hours.

This piocedure establishes a 4x24 = 96 element

classification by which student credit hour costs may be

differentiated. The model establishes these costs by

resource-requirements can be demonstrated; the principle Of' external standards, in which average-cost indices

obtaining from a group of external comparable institu-

fre derived from analyses of comparable institutions

tions a complete set of productivity ratios (that is,

Throughout the nation; and the principle of institutional
-;autonomyrin,which line-item-accountability in resource
allocations is discouraged in order to allow fullest
expression of individual institutional goals, and prior-

for each discipline and level), from which a forMula
faculty site may be calculated. The resulting :FTE

number of student credit hoursPer FTE faculty member
faculty

Components of the Model

The remainder of this paper briefly describes the
separate components of the model and indicates the
work load measures developed to drive the- resource
allocation formulas. A detailed presentation of the
complete structure of the model is available from the

FTE and total

into salary

transformed

salary

requirement, the model then

calculates allocations for the remaining elements of the
instruction function as matheMatical functions of these
two parameters. It is, perhaps, important to emphasize
here how the three basic principles underlying the
CORA/A modeling effort are reflected in the instruction

author.
The formulas for 'the instruction
Instruction.
function identify seven sources of expenditure. instruction per se, coordination of instruction, administrative

function model. The principle of equity implies that,
unless otherwise justified, all institutionsshould receive
the same resources for the same instructional tasks. So,
for example, a fouri,ear college should be allocated the

and clerical support, technical support, staff development and in-service training, services and supplies, and
other expenses (such as equipment adquisition and
replacement). The bdlk of instructional resource
requirements are generated by instruc.tionl per se,
comprising..the personnel expenses for direct teaching

same resources to teach lower division history as a major
research university would receive. To the argument that
a research university needs more resources to carry out
the additional functions required of its faculty, CORA/A
would respond that these additional needs arise, by and

activities.

It is fairly well accepted that the student credit hour
constitutes the most appropriate work load indicator for
teaching, activities. It is equally acknowledged, however,
that a realistic allocation model ny.st allow for differing

large, in conjunction with the existence of graduate
degree programs. Accordingly, such additional resources
are included as par, of the alloNtion formula for gradu-

ate student instruction (as well as in the formula 'for
nonsponsored research). The research universities also
pointed out that the research talent required cf their
faculty is reflected in higher salary levels than exist at
the four -year colleges. The committee accepted this
argument that the market conditions establishing these
differentials must be recognized, and so they incorpo-

costs, for student credit hours taught in different disciplines and at-different levels of instruction. Mindful
of the intention to use external data td establish cost
standards for the model, the committee chose the
HEGIS classification of disciplines as the vehicle most
likely to yield comparable data. To minimize ,problems
of different .institutional contexts and varying departmental emphases, as well as to insure reasonable
statistical validity, disciplines were Aggregated to the

rated

a

salary-average

differential

between

the

universities and the colleges, while still maintaining
equality in staffing levels and other support.

two-digit HEGIS revel (i.e., xx00 classification numbers).
This, then, yielded 24 inajor subject classifications,

The reliance placed on external standards in the
instruction model is obvious, but less clear is the
important role played "implicitly by the principle of
institutional autonomy. This concept argues "tat after a
total faculty FTE and total salary pool has been estab-

.(excluding the two-year technology disciplines appro-

(nat for Oregon Institute of Technology) for which
student credit-hour cost data is to be cedected.
To further differentiate costs by level of instruction,
a compromise was necessary. For undergraduate
students,,the committee agreed that course lei.t1 constitutes a Oulid determinant (3; differing resource require-

lishea for an institution? the institutio'i should be free to
staff its departments and to remunerate its faculty hoWever it chooses within the overall totals. The model

allocates sufficient resources to adequately staff all

for graduate students,

disciplines, but the concern of CORA/A is that each
insititiiion then be permitted to establish special

additional work ioads

(particularly in regard to advising and evaluation) are
imposed on the institution independent of the particular

strengths is ehosen disc.iplines and to maintain emphasis
on programs central to the institution's missions and
role in the state system.
Nonsponsored research. The, model establishes
a modest level of general fund support for research act-

course loads of such students. Thus, for graduate

students student level was identified as the relevant
indicator of resource needs. Accordingly, each student
its
two- digit 'HEGIS designation. but also classified into one

credit' hour generated is to be labeled not only

tivities. The allocation is calculated as a percentage of

T2
. s

are

ranked and nonranked (predominantly graduate teaching
.assistant) faculty components. by discipline, and multiplying each component by its associated average -salary
level at the comparator institutions.
Having by these means established a total faculty

the budgetary functions was analyzed and then modeled.

ments within a discipline.
however, certain significant

requirements

requirements by first partitioning the faculty into

itiesestablished the framework within which each of

;
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'RESOURCE ALLOCATION

the total allocation to 'the,instruction function, and its
,level is set by comparison with the group of external
comparator institutions.
Acideinic siippoit. The TO-fmulas for the. academic
.

support function identify six sources of expenditure:
library holdings, library staffing, ,library acquisitions,
library binding and otioir operational costs, audiovisual
services, andMuseums and galleries. The library formulas

are based largely on the Budget Analysis System, for
Libraries, developed in the state of Washington. This
system determines holdings, staffing, and other library
expenses at an institution as a function of the number of
faculty members, student count,, and the number of
different degree programs offered at the undergraduate
and graduate levels. The model comprises a set of norma-

tive formulas and, therefore, places no reliance en
external comparativedata.

The .formula for audiovisual support identifies
external comparison -an allocation for this
activity as a ,percentage of the total allocation for the
instruction function. Museum and gallery support,
separately negotiated for each institution, is not a forthrough

-

mula expense item.
Student services.

The student services function
consists of seven categories of activity: student administrative services (including records and admissions, and

student information systems), student financial- aids
administration, placement, student personnel pro-,
grams,

foreign

student

programs.,

programs

for

special populations, and support for the student union.
CORA/A's efforts to develop _resource allocation
formulas for these activities have been hampered by
inconsistent accounting practices within the OSSHE

institutions and by scarcity of comparable data from
external institutions. Until such a comprehensive model
can be formulated, an interim student services allocation
model has been adopted which addresses three categories

of expenditure: programs for special populations, general fund support for student educational activities, and
other student services. This last item constitutes the
major portion of the student services allocation and is

calculated as a function of the number of four-term
cumulative headcqunt students.,
Physical plant. The formulas for the physical plant

function identify nine sources of expenditure. building,
maintenance, plant rehabilitation, janitorial services,
grounds maintenance, campus security,. - utilities, utility
distribution systems, campus delivery service, and

physical plant administration. As was the case with
academic support, the physical plant model is based

largely on formulas developed in, Washington; they are

normative and require no external comparative data.
The work loud measures'for these formulas include such
commonly used parameters as net square feet, acres of
ground, and building construction material.

General institutional support. General institutional
suppOrt includes such activities as executive management, fiscal operations, personnel services, logistical
support, and similar administrative services. As is the
case with student services, howeyei, the detailed model-

ing of this function has been deferred' peticling the
reorganization of institutional accounting procedures
and the availability of external_coniparative data. An
interim allocation formula. for general institutional sup- c:
port recognizes two sources of expenditure in this
function: fixed assessments by other state agencies and

institutional support activities.'The.tatter item' is modeled by a two-part formula based partly ,on the total
head count of students and staff and partly on total
expenditures by theinstitution.
Conclusion

The CORA/A model, as this paper has no doubt
,Conveyed, is far from static; formulas are still being
developed and tested against funding realities in the
State of Oregon. At least two of the functional areas,
and general institutional
namely student services
support,

are

represented

by

formulas

that

are

explicitly interim in nature, and the reorganization of
accounting procedures necessary td more accurately
model these functions is now underway. Furtherniore,
it is recognized that not all data elements called for in
the CORA/A model are necessarily under organized
consideration for systematic collection, and efforts
are -being made to solicit cdoperation in making such
information available. It is anticipated that some form
of CORA/A will be maintained on an indefinite basis to
further refine allocation formulas as circumstances
warrant.
Despite the unpolished character of the present'
formulation, the CORA/A model 'in its cdnceptual form
has gained unanimous endorsement from the chief executives of all OSSHE institutions as an acceptable vehicle

for, the rational and equitable allocation of resources
within the state system Moreover, the candid and intro-

spectivedirilTg7balrallio-ligandwithin the OSSHE
institutions during the negotiation of details to be included in the model, has opened communications and
has occasioned insight and understanding that may alone

have justified the CORA/A effort.
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'COPING WITH ENERGY AT CALtECH
Philip G. Rector
California Institute of Technology

t
conservation, campaign; Spot surveys of buildings were

The terms energy crisis, energy, crunch, and conservation of energy, are becoming pretty worn and tattered.

made to determine the lighting reduction. The results
were reported in the weekly bulletin, stressing, of
course, those buildings that had reached, or were thout
to reach, the goal and softly needling those who had
not. Where the indhiclual departments could hot, or
were reluctant to, reduce the lighting level, we sent
lighting teams throughout the, buildings to deactivate

The education industry, of which colleges and uni.versities are a major part, might -have gotten a little
tired of those terms, as well, except for the fact that
those. in the education industry are free thinkers interested in prinCiples and concepts. In the day-to-day
world, they go around like most everyone else, buried

tubes.
Concurrent with the lighting effort, we began a cam-

in their own.problems of education and research. Heaven

forbid that anyone should disturb their environmentit
,might disturb. their ability to create. And, franfely as
director of physical plant at a heavilyresearch-oriented
institution, I was quite concerned- about how, I should
'accomplish my Mandate for energyconservation without

paign to reduce the building operating hours. As you
know, in 'the academic community it is difficult to
actually physically secure a, building. and deity occupancy. The learning and research 'processes do not
operate on a 40-hour week. However, we stressed the

having a significant impact on that environment.
This discussion will, of course, cover a number
of practical ,methods of conserving energy, but mostly I

conservation ethic and the leisened need for ventiliation
and building tempering when occupancy was low. We

.want to share some of my experiences in conserving
- energy without degrading the environment for creativity
and research. The key to successful energy conservation
. anywhere is the motivation of people.
Caltech-'s energy conservation program began
officially with a financial impetus in October 1973. Our

,,

prepared for each building a detailed analysis of the
individual heating, ventilating, and air conditioning
systems, with the actual hours per day that they were
operating. In this_regard, diplomacy was particularly
requited, and the director of the physical plant'personally called on the academic department chairpersons to
review. the operating schedules of their buildings. ,In

rate for electicity had increased 30 percent in the'Preceding six, months. The Physical Plant Department, as
the custodian of the> utilities operation, had been advising the administration of the rapid rise in electrical
rates. The Physical Plant Department and the Finance

every case, they suggested curtailment of operating
'hours, and in many cases they were more willing, to
conserve than other members of- their departments.
The overall campus reduction in operating hour's

tolerated. Consequently, the president put out a letter
to the entire campus describing the situation and the

certain' rooms in buildings that required temperature
control or long hours. These were identified, and where
cost effective, separate systems were installed to allow

Office had analyzed and projected costs and had
concluded that the increased costs should not be

approximated 25 percent. Problems developed, regarding

impact it could have with respect to salaries, equipment,

the main building systems to shut down.

Actually, building ventilation has received a great
deal of attention at Caltech,,probably more than at most
institutions. We found that/the electrical energy used for
building ventilation was approximately one-third o the
total electrical Porgy herd by a bitilding. It was
apparent that the buildings, in most cases, could not be
operated.on a 40-hour week but actually required some

supplies, and so on, in an educational institution with
relatively fixed income. The letter also made some
suggestions as to methods for conserving energy, such as
reduced ventilation hours and reduced lighting. In fact, a
goal pas established that carted for a one-third
in lighting Wattage for a one-month period.
The Physical Plant Department Was faced with the

extended operating hours. It was conceived by the
chairperson of our engineering division, Dr. Francis

task of implementing the energy curtailment program.
At Caltech, where management by persuasion is more

Clauser, that, in many cases, buildings actually received
more ventilation air than they needed for either ventila-

the mode than is management by direction, 'we im.. mediately began an educational program to explain the
methods' or obtaining the curtailment. First, we held a
meeting with representatives of all campus departments,
both academic and service. Regarding lighting reduction,

tion or heat transfer purposes. At his suggestion and
under his guidance, a test program was undertaken
whereby the ventilation fan speed and, hence, the
volume of air delivered was reduced by 20 percent
simply by changing the pulleys and belts. Since the
electrical energy used varies by the cube of the speed,
this, in fact, had the tendency to reduce the, electrical
consumption by nearly 50 percent. This concept was
tested successfully, and all major buildings on the
Caltech campus have operated at a 20 percent fan
speed reduction for over two years. Each of these
buildings has experienced an approximate 50 percent
reduction in the electrical energy used for ventilation

we asked them simply to encourage the individual
department members to deactivate one-third of the
fluorescent fixtures in their area. We felt that we had to
obtain cooperation and not resistance. We decided to
atock lighting first because that would be easiest, would.
have a visual impact, and would give a feeling of an immediate, successful response to the president's request.
A mimeographed weekly energy conservation
bulletin was immediately initiated to distribute concepts
and methods and to report on the prm, of the energy
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purposd: This concept is recornmended-for use do other
.campuses.
to an effective. energy conservation
. The key
program. is,.widespread support by. The campus cam-

level. It produces a lighting distribution similar to the
unmodified' installation's. Approximately 15,000

phantom tubes are in the prpcess b(being installed on
the Caltech campus. At our present electric rate And
duty cycle, these 15,000 tubes will save Calech approximately 5100,000 a year, or will pay for themselves

munity. We were. moderately successful, at first, by
assembling',a committee made up clf physical plant and
departniental-operating-typei personnel, all of nonfaculty-status. This was successful in the first stages, or
six months, btit, by this time, the hidLivi clack had been
taktn up. We needed. faculty involvement and sanction,

so I asked for the Tortn4ion of a faculty energy committee. This was chaired .by ,an aCudemic department
chairperson and composed of faculty representatives of
each academic department as well as representatives of

(including installation) in about one year.

We have found that a most effective prar m for
installation is to make a lighting survey of each buiMig..
In Caltech's case, students were used to'develop empiric-

ally an installation pattern which would result in the
PEA standards of illumination (for example, 50 foot- candles for, normal work areas; 10 footcandles for
corridors, Rd so on).

the physical plant. Now we had interested' faculty

.

.

The report of this survey is presented to the de-'

partment using the building. After their concurrence is

members in each. department who were charged with
fostering energy conservation in their respective areas.
This apprbach was very successful; they became very interested in what the physical plant had been doing and
came in with, a number of ideas of their own. Greater
understauding of ,energy conservation and widespread
acceptance by the faculty have continued to make our
0 work' easier.
This committee functioned effectively for one year,
but it, too, began to run into certain 'faculty resistance

obtained, a team c'f custodian's on the second shift
proceeds to make the changes. The building occupants
are asked to be tolerant and to give themselves time to
become adjusted. Normally, there are a' few additional
changes, 'but these amount to -no-more than 5 pereePt.
Even though approximately 25 percent of the tubes had
earlier been removed, we have found a further reduction
in electrical light consumption after the phantdm tube
configuration is installed. Alth,dugh, fot an individual
fixture, the results may seem significant, remember that
the installation will pay for itself in about one year. It is
our practice that energy conserving projects that pay out
in three years or less are deemed cost effective: All of
Caltech's energy conservation projects meet this test.
Th*e institutions that have central:" heating and
coolir,g. plants, where electrical generation is not already

which could not be easily' overcome. By this time,
the results -of energy conservation were so impressive

to the administration that, for the second year the
Energy Conservation Committee was reconstituted
.

.

and broadened to include the vice president for finantial
affairs and the vice president/provost, who became the
chairperson. With this very' high level -administrative
support,/ the remaining academic resistance melted away.

incorporated, might want to look carefully at the

coticept of utilizing waste heat. It is comparable to
the total energy concept and can be cost effective,

This committee functioned for approximately nine
months' and has returned the management of the
energy/ conservation program to the Physical Plant
Department. Student involvement in the energy committee was essential to obtain their ideas and suppdrt
and, consequently, students were also represented on

depending on individual fuel and electrical requirements.
We at Caltech, found our electrical, power utility amen-

able to having the cammis generate a portion of its
power itself. Most utilities

Are

having significant

problems in meeting the generating capacity require-.

our committee.
Two very significant energy conservation concepts
came' -from the members of this committee: the reduced

ments of their customers and may welcome some relief,
although' a few years Igo they were not so interested. In

Caltech's case, it turned out that this concept of elec-

ventilation air concept, which has ,already been explained, and the phantom fluorescent tube concept,

trical generatidn was only marginally cost effective and

viewpoint" since
was unsatisfactory from an ecolor
emissions into the atmosphere could not be reduced
One of the most far-reaching results of the Energy
below the current level. But, it is a signifiCantly -more
Conservation Committee at Caltech was the developefficient concept and, therefore is, in the broad term,
--ment-of-this-phantomiluorescent tube. The device was
I-serration; where emissions are not as critical as in the
invented by James A. Westphal, professor of' Mr.
planetary.
Los Angeles basin, it may be a feasible conservation
science at Caltech, and a faculty member of the campus
. method.
energy committee. It is based on the concept that there
Conservation of utilities, of course, is not limited
has been a tendency, especially in new buildings, to over only to electricity and fuel, but also includes water.
illuminate non-work areas such as hallways and corriWater has been used as a heat sink in many of our
dors; In conserving lighting energy, a problem arises
laboratories and has been wasted to drain. We have inbecause many of the lighting fixtures do not have installed water limiting relays and have begun -design of
dividual switches and most contain two or four fluores
heat rejection systems for buildings with significant
cent, tubes. Almost all of the two-tube configurations
numbers of wastewater systems. Our landscape irrigahave the tubes in series so that removing either tube
tion, besides being controlled by titnectocks, is
turns 'off both. This results in very spotty illumination
monitored by moistu-e sensors to prevent irrigation unpatterns, Arith the further disadvantage that, although no
less absolutely required. We have even gone so far as
light Iis produced, the fixture still draws power through
to connect the flushing cycle of our urinals to the light
the ballast. The phantom tube developed at Caltech conswitch in the restroom. Water limiting devices for
iounted
inside
a
glass
tube
that,
in
sists of a capacitor
showers are also a worthwhile consideration.
.
construction, is similar to a regular fluorescent tube. The
I would like to review some other individual steps
phantom tube does not produce any light but allows the
which were taken during Caltech's conservation effo/ts.
remaining tube in the fixture to function at a reduced

which I will explain next.
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mentioned earlier, we first wanted to obtain anotice
notice-able. impact through conservation, and we concentrated
able.

You may wish to consider heatirIfyour buildings to
68° 'in the-morning and letting the people and equip:ment load take over as much of the heating requirement
as possible during the day. Except in the extremes of
winter, the building temperature will.probably begin ,to

on-lighting, both interior and exterior. We did the
'obviou-s--put,stickers on the light swi ches saying "Turn

:Off, the 'Lights" or "Saving Energy- akes Cent$."
We gave the custodians the authority to 'urn off lights
kV

rise slowly during the day. Until the temperature ieaches,

78° no cooling needs to be added to the building, just
ventilation. When it is necessary to turn-'on the cooling
to maintain 78°, this Can be done. Yes, it's a new con-

inmoctupied classrooMs, and so on. We put timeclocks
(*lights and on air donditioning systems where they did
not exist, and we used.photocells anything to automate
.,.and remove much of the human variable from energy

cept. We have to sell our people on the fact_that it can be
a little-cool in the morning and warm. in the afternOon,

conservation. We did everything we could to keep energy
con.servation.before the campus community. We erected

within the range Of human efficiency. For particular
areas in buildings that require temperature stabilization,
' 'separate smaller units should be installed to accomplish
that, but the majority of the buildings can swing, even at
research institutes like Caltech.
I would like to leave yoti with one energy conservation concept which you may not find in every booklet

a campUs electric meter display on Vie most heavily
traveled; pedestrian route on the campus. The display
was updated Monthly, and we kept track of the reduction in electrical energy consumption. That meter still
exists and it is still effective. We have mounted an
adwgrisement for our phantom tube which says, "Have
Caltech's new phantom tube.installed in your office or

yet but which has potential that we at Caltech are intending to tap. A significant portion of the-volume of
air introduced into a roots by .the ventilation fans is
required for the transfer of heat either in` or out of the,
room. Much of that heat transfer is relative to the' outside environment. If it's very cold pr very hot outside,
there is heat transfer through the Outside Wraps. The
ventilation air quantity, therefore, is related to that
required to make up for, the heat transfer through the
wall. Consequently; when the temperature outside is
close to the temperature inside, this high quantity of:air'
is not needed. Caltech lus one building now operating.
With a two-speed fan systehtOne speed is 50 percent of

lab."
.4-

Concurrent with the mole visual energy conservation steps, we began to' attack those- behind-the-scenes
energy users. Teams of students were recruited to make
surveys of the energy used in the buildings during the
night..We made a 24-hour electric profile of the campus

from dor main.electric meters and were astounded to
'find that the 2:00 a.m. consumption of electricity
Was

as much as one- half the maximum daytime

consumption. We knew we had a problem! We then
checked the operating configuration of every piece ,of
equipritent:* air condfrionihg systems, pumps, lights, air
compressors, centrifuges, and fumehoods. We cut down
the water flow in ouricentrally chilled watt:system and
changed the design of a -cooling tower we were building
.(to a two-speed fan motor so that we' could operate on
:ow speed whenever possible).
Most .of these ideas you've heard before. However,
there is a new report which is all-inclusive. lit two
volumes,. it is entitled Energy Conservation on the
. Campus-,GuidelinesCase Studies (Vols. land 2 respectively). The reports were published by the Energy Task

the original design, and the high speed is only 80 per.:ent
of the original design since .ve already have reduced it 20
percent. When the outside temperature fluauates

between 55°P. and 75°F, the fan speed is 50 pk.cent
approximately one-eighth of the power required at

design volume. In areas of moderate temperature, 'such
as the Los Angeles area, we are operating approximately
50 percent of the. time on the low speed with no discomfort at all to the- building occupants, We are not saving
electrical energy in drivels and drabs, but in bushels. I

have' given. you a fincept, but not necessarily the

Fprce, representing the Association of Physical Plant

mechanics, of how to do it. There are --Aims ways: twospeed motors, speed reducers, and so on. In our case, we

Administrators, the American Couneil of Education and

the National Association of College and university

just connected an' additional small motor to the fan,

Business Officers. I have loo1ced over advance copies of

along with the existing large motor. We then electridally
drive the small motor, or the large motor, depending on
the fan speed we wont.

the reports and recommend them to you as the most
comprehensive analysis of energy conservation methods'
for the education industry. They are to be distributed to
member institutions of the above organizations.
Another .innovative approach that others are sing,
and we at Caltech are beginning to use, is,that of al w-

ing the temperatures in our buildings to vary throu
ranges of about 10 instead of maintaining a constant
temperature. Maintaining a constant temperature usually
means supplying both, heat and cooling energy simultaneously for Most of the time.

In summary, then, energy conservation at the

s,

research-oriented institution is somewhat more difficult
than ,he average energy conservation situation. However,,
effective energy conservation. is a real possibility with-,
out degradation of the educational and research environment. It just takes, perhaps, a little more innovation and

\ a little more finesse.
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MULTIPLE PERSPECTIVES EVALUATION:
.A=STRATEGY FOR DEALING WITH CONFLICTING PRESSURES
o

ry
\.)

Ernest G. Palola

A. Paul Biadky, Jr.
Empire State College

Evaluation of academic programstheir pigeesses,
orien'''tation, objectives, products, and impactis a recent
and iMportant dimension of institutional research', Given

grans improvemt't based on research data. PERC's aim
is .clearly to enhance executive decision-making

,the increasing scrutiny under which postsecondary

A few more details. An important concern of PERC
is to utilize a -,ariety of data collection methods. Student

Capabilities.

institutions operate, educational evaluation is an almost

natural -outgrowth of the descripae studies and cost
analysi that have characteriied the field. However,'
date relies upon single or, at best,
uch valtiation
ual perspectives- on effectiveness. Given the growing
-; ,recognitipn, of various interests, both internal and external to postsecondary. education, this traditional

learning and irowths a complex process, not yet well
understbod, so.reliance upon a single method, of data
&Alec:ion is risky. For exainpre, test scores provide,

strategy, for evaluation is insufficient. Needed are designs

data Collection. Interviews, rating forms, survey instruments, contest analysis* observation and 'teats are' all

according to many, a reasorrable,estimate of cognitive
achievement. But, at best, tests look at student mastery

of content. It is better`also tolind other-methods of

that provide. a' rich variety of data in. response to the ...
multiple-peripectives and pressures 'Campbell and Fiske,
-1959z Webb, Campbell, Schwartz, and Sechrest, 1966;

important tools for obtaining a full picture of what is
happening to -students.. NOte that this means use of

Sieber, 1973). This paper outlines 'such a 'design by',

qualitaiivo as well as quantitative techniques. The aim
is to develop chains of tvidence of where program im-

describing briefly the Program Effectiveness and Related?

Ccg (PF.Rt) framework developed at.,Empiie State,
College (ESC) in conjunction with some other institutions. The paper then illustrates how the multiple per
spectives evalu'ation strategy proved effective in an
examination of a complex, innovative, Studio Arts

pacts have occurred.
Multiple observers and

multiple standards are
key components to a multiple perspectives strategy.
While faculty traditionally assess student learning and
.program,effer;tiveness, students and others,, including
educational researchers, also can provide richness to

Semester in New York City.

an evaluation. Since effectiveness is ofte.i in the eyes of

the beholder, multiple observers applying their own

Program Effectiveness and Related Costs (PERC)
PERC began.three years ago as a project to develop

standards are important to informed decision making.
Overall, the multiple perspectives approach posits
certain common evaluations that will be reflected in the
various research techniques, as well as certain unique
judgments that may reflect the particular vantage points
and knowledge of a given evaluator. This approach conceptualizes the learning/teaching process as complex,
interactive, and unique but, also, patterned. As a result,
for certain kinds of students working with certain kinds

ways of linking assessment of effectiveness to cost
analyses. Jointly sponsored by the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education, Exxon, and
ESC, PERC now involves four cooperating institutions.,
Hampshire, College, Amherst, Massachusetts; Northland
College, Ashland, WiSconsin; State University of New
York at Plattsburgh, and University of Wisconsin-Green

Bay. The framewOrk looks seriously at relationships
between outcomes and costs for students, faculty, and
programs in an attempt to learn what kinds of students
change in what ways following whatjcinds of educa-

of faculty, there ought to be identifiable common outcomes. The; multiple perspectives approach should be
able to reveal them. The researcher's task is then to present them in- understandable and convincing ways to the
variety of audiences.

tional experiences end at what costs. The PERC 'frame- work has several important features (discussed in Palola,

B6dley, Debus and Ullmann, I 975a, 1975b), but the
one that is most pertinent for this paper is the multiple

An Illustration: Evaluating, the
Studio Arts Semester in New York
The ESC Studio Arts Semester (SAS) in New York
was created in 1975 to proilide an opportunity for
college undergraduates from throughout the State Unit_
versity of New York (SUNY) to spend a semester in the
arts capital of North America. The program is designed
.for serious, professionally oriented students and allows
them to immerse themselves in their media.
The elements of the program are simple. Students

perspectives str, iegy.

The multiple perspectives strategy developed for
the 'PERC framework is shown in Figure' 1. It contains
three key ideas: first, student learning is the focus of
PERC evaluations, and thus its placement at the center
of the figure; second; multiple persons, utilizing various
ways of knowing and of evaluating, make observations

of student learning and acquire a rich composite of
diverse information that is critical to the pluralistic
notion of evaluation presented here; and third, an
independent jr neutral research and evaluation 'staff

live in New York City and work in a large Icift space
connected with the Westbeth complex on the edge of

synthesizes all data types and prepares useful reports for

Greenwich Village. All, have a personal studio area in the

different audiences. Reports that are tailor made to
audience interests maximize communication and pro-

loft- where they pursue their art interests. In addition,
there are several seminars in coupes at such City pro-

,.
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STANDARDS

e.g.. score distribution

OBSERVER
e.g.: faculty

MET100
e.g., rating forms

P

I

OBSERVER
e.g.. outsider

a

STANDARDS

STANDARDS

e.g:. test norms

..g.,cours. objectives

; si

ORE

Synthesizes data and prepares reports
for different AUDIENCE
e.g.. students. faculty, administrators,
accreditors, parents, stare officials.
national agencies

Figure 1. PERC's multiple perspectives strategy.
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Sixth, the researchs'team spent four days and two

grants as the_ Chambers Street Sculptors Workshop, West-

beth Crap* Workshop, and, the,Baldwin Pottery Workshop. others.do apprentice work with practicing artists.
However, the most important dimension of the SAS is
reghlarly scheduled critiqUes .in which 'a professional
artist/critic meets on an inclividhal.!. basis with ,each
student and offers encouragement, suggestions, help,
Or-alternatives,' The sessions are often intense and rest.
the Confidence And mettle of every student.,Each *fist/
critic (th(re is a total of ,six) makes three to. four visits.
prseniester."'
, PrOgram evaluation has beentlaken, seriously by
ESC since theacollege was-founded in 1971, and PERC
kinks at the -entire :college. Thin, it was 'not _unusual

thit the 'Office_ of Research and Evaluation ,,(ORE)
was asked -to conduct astudy-ortSAS.diiring its,initial
term. Howevbr, there were', several Pressures under
which the siatimethbers worked:

-DitisiOseWere pending about SAS personnel. It

Was, thits;necessary

ORE's"role. The. position

with, depending on 'the time, the mood, or the cir!,
cumstance.
Another.aspect of the study was a cost analysis that

compared -SAS total. and per student costs with allcollege figures.

Overall, the mtiltiple methods and sources provided
a rich melange of information about the 'SAS. This was

put into an initial report, on Jitly 36; 1975, for the
advisory bdard of the University-Wide Council onthe
Arts and the EtC administration. The report contained
eleven recommendations In fall 1975, the study was
:replicated in shorter form in keeping with the PERC
requiremeritu of using longitudinal data whenever
possible. This led to a second report in March 197.6.that

taken by oR4 was tpat personnel decisions_ were not,
'part:of itS4wcirlOhtis, the evaluation stuck .to student

reviewed thb disposition of the recommendation.

learning ti4cines. and the actual oper.ttion of the

;Findings of the SAS Report
When the Office of Research and Evaluation began
its study, it seemed quite possible that ORE was merely

Studio ,Acts Frogram. A second.pressure arose from the
multiple funding base for the program. Each contributor

held certain interests, and these were crucial, to the
co tribtitors as well as to the success of the.Studio Arts
Pr gram.. Thud, the relationship between thC student's
h me campus and SAS was critical. Some art departm tit :chairpersons played a major role in determining
w "Chstutents participated, Students often asked about,

.,

.

evenings in nonparticipant observation of students working/ interacting, and undergoing critiqUe. While
invisibility it. impossible, it seems fair to guggett that the
research team :wasnot prominent in the students' minds:
Team meinbefs were siMply.vLitors-to ignore or to talk

sliding the stone over a grave. There was much confusion in and outside of the college about the SAS.
There were rumors that students were floundering about
and accomplishing little and, also, rumors of exorbitant
cost. Some problems were identified, but the following
was the major. conclusion:

Overall, we found the program stimulating and
proinising. The concept is exciting. The students
are enthusiastic and seriouslilie faculty is com-

openly, criticized, admiesio: ns'criteria and the general

I vet of -development of students admitted to the
.
ainting program.
Six methods of data collection were used. The most
asic was gleaning available files on enrolled students to

o

ditcoversuch- things as age, sex, and home institution.
This task-might have been easier if files had existed, but
the combination of a new program and unclear administrative procedures led to a dearth of accurate inform
The second technique used was to_personally inter-

.

view students at the Westbeth loft. l'he interviewers
sought to learn why students enrolled, whether the pro-

gram fit neatly into their long-term plans, how the
city was being used, what theSAS had provided that was
not available on campus, perceived benefits, and

problems with the program. All students were interviewed.

A third technique was to interview the program
coordinator, who is a practicing New York artisVand
three artist/critici. These conversations focused especially on SAS strengths and weaknesses.

A .fourth aspect of the methodology was phane
interviews with members of the advisory. board. The
Advisory Board consists of art faculty throughout the
State University of New York (SONY), ESC administrators, and personnel representing SUNY's central staff, all
of 'whom helped create the SAS and are responsible for
its progress.

The fifth technique involved a short anonymous
questionnaire that utilized open-ended questions about
student goals, problems, learnings, and the like. Most
students (90%) completed the form. Also-, students kept
logs_ of their work activities and reactions to the program.

mitted. What problems that dJ exist are reparable.
Thus, we enthusiastically recommend continuation

of the Studio Arts Semester in New York City.
Ho

Palola and Bradley., 1975)
er, there were other findings.

A key dimension oethe SAS is, the opportunity for
top quality student artists to work, closely and interact'
with other top students. ;Thus, student selection is important. While it was found that all students were enthusiastic and serious, several people expressed the
-concern that (plenty was uneven. In addition, conversations with students suggested that many had taken a
lot of time getting comfortable in the city before being
able to use the city. Therefore, a strict student screening
process that included review of a portfplio was recommended. It was also recommendeckthat a systematic,- but
not overly directive, orientation prllgram be given.

Problems also appeared in the critiques. Students
found that the artist/critics tended to-be highly subjective. As one student noted, "If your work is similar to
the critic, he loves you. But if not, forget it!" While such
subjectivity is a given in art, the apparent resulting disparity in amount.of time spent with studtats is not a
given in education. The disparities were, heightened by
the amount of work assigned to an artist/critic in a given
day. Thus, we recommended more visits and clearer
distribution- of a, t ist/critic- workload.
-Several SAS students (who were, save one, primarily

painters) wanted introduction tother media and took
courses and workshops in them. To stimulate opportunities for such learning, It was recommended that
students with other than paring interests be recruited.

3
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Facilities of the SAS are three. the loft, the galleries
and museums, and living accommodations. The loft is a
5000 square foot area which allows' 100 to 150 square
feet per student. Temporary partitions of plaster board
sc, rate tilt students' work spaces. While stutentsIsel-

dom complained, and even liked the loft, *edifies
did complain; one noting: "New York is dingy enough.
The students should have some way to get away from

it? Another condemned the place as dirty', poorly lit,

.
advantages of a multiple perspectives strategy. Without
multiple obs.trwrs, several problems Might never have
been identified. Without multip1C methods, there would
have been great difficulty in offering interpretations of
the relative importance of the various recommendations
Sitnilaily, multiple evaluators (with different standards)
of ihe draft'report helped make the final product i.owerful. Following arc some observations from the second
report (Palola and Bradley, 1976).

located in a high risk area, anti generally unsuitable.

Of course, the galleries and museums, the second
element of facilities, arc incomparable. Students have
easy access to a huge variety of learning resources.
However, living accommodations were a serious problem

in the initial semester of SAS. A few students found
apartments, a few lived in the all-female Christian Union
Building, but six chose the Hotel Albert, Which proved to

be a cockroach infested, skid row home for all manner
of rogues. Those students probably have the most to
remember, The Hotel Albert is now immortalized in the
loft graffiti for succeeding generations of students. The
recommendation for facilities called for some tidying
up of the loft, purchase of a few useful items (an electric
saw for frames, a ladder, some more desks and chairs,
a slop sink, etc.) and a concerted effort to identify suitable housing.
The cost analysis revealed a program that was

somewhat more :expensive than the normal ESC program. However, planned' future enrollments would
reverse this picture. Recommendations were given to
consider extending the SAS, ESC's only semester, program, throughout the summer, since the director is on
year-round appointment and the loft space is rented on
an annuaibasis..An evaluation of the fees paid to artist/
critics to ensure that the amounts were reasonable in
terms of the going rate was also suggested.

A major problem for students and the director was
the la& of clarity of administrative procedures. The
director felt that the budget was needed earlier, and
students 'encountered. multiple problems in trying
tb pay tuition and fees and initiate transfers in financial
aid monies. A recommendation was made to straighten
things out fast before these procedural problems
destroyed the Program.
A concern. felt by the research staff was that several
SAS' students had no intention Of returning to the home
campus. Since the program is dependent upon the
assistance and encouragement of art faculty throughout

SONY, this seemed a serious problem. Thus, a final
recommendation was that considerable care I y taken
to ensure that home campus art, departments realDoo
suitable benefits.
While there is nothing extraordinary about the initial
SAS report (winch is, in fact, fairly routine in the

context of PESC). it provides a clear example of the

Impact of the Initial SAS Report

.

The major impact of the initial-report is that the
SAS continues with generally enthusiastic support from
ESC and the rest of the state university. While there arc'
still concerns, all seem convinced now that the program
is serious and proauctive.

The SAS in fall 1975 was different from that in
spring 1975 in several ways. First, there were more
female students, more older students, and the artist/
critics seemed to feel that the overall quality was higher.
Second, the loft was mure crowded as numbers
increased. As one researcher found, it was, a simple

matter to trip on a painting or step on a tube of paint.
Third, StUdIMItScAVC/13-keslimated to the city.sooner. This

was reflected by the number who made arrangements
for aclivities outside the loft:-apprenticeships; courses,
"work with tutors, and the like. Fourth, the critiques
seemed to work better.
The recommendations of the Office of Research and

Evaluation helped bring about some of these changes;
seven of eleven were implemented. For example, a major
reason for the more rapid acclimatization was a
thorough orientation program that included visits to all

artist/critic studios. several felt that this feature also
helped make the critiques more helpful because they
could tell where the artist/critics were coming from and
interpret their responses more easily. Additional visits,
and use of a fixed schedule during the visits were other

factors in the Improved critiques. This meant that no
one was left out while others ieceivee attention.
Summary

It is always presumptuous in research to claim that a
report brought about great changes or- helped save a
program. Thus, r:SC is a bit uncomfortable in suggesting

this. However, what is clear is that the multiple perspectives strategy employed by ORE in looking at the
SAS in New York City iimplved so many people in a
variety of ways that the SAS became better understood.
When decision time came, the various people and groups

involved in the decision Empire's. president, the dean
of ESC Center for Statewide Programs, the advisory
board for the SONY University-Wide Council on the

Arts, the local art department liaisonsall supported
continuation.

Palola and Bradley
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ENROLLMENT PROJECTION STRATEGIES
IN AN UNCERTAIN ENVIRONMENT
Donald M. Norris
The University of Texas at Austin

spectre of the underemployment and even unemployment of college graduates have led to the incorporation
of these factors into enrollment projections. Just as this

During the decade of the seventies, higher educatio'n
has encountered considerable fluctuation in enrollments.
Not only have events in the past five years differed from,
the sixties, they have yet to chart clear patterns for the'
future. Fluctuation, the failure of new trends to emerge
clearly, and a series of new and conflicting images of the
future of postsecondary education have created a basic

line of argument Was being accepted, hoWever, educators

were confronted in the fall of 1975 with the largest enrollrhent increase since the mid-sixties. While a portion
of this may be attributed to the continued growth of the
18- to 24-year-old age cohort, the remainder is due to
other factors and has not been explained definitively.

uncertainty about what future enrollments will be. In
spite of this uncertainty, however, institutional researchers and planners are being called upon to ,make
projection.. These, projections are important because
they will guide .today's educational decisions, which in
turn will help to determine tomorrow's educational

Many believe that due to pdor economic conditions,
many young people enrolled in 'college rather than
compete for the few existing jobs. The fall of .1975
reminded educators that the relationship between
economics and college attendance, while very real, is not
as simple-minded as some had suggested.

environment.

This paper his three objectives. First, it outlines
-soivel,,of.,the factors that have contributed to current
uncertainty in enrollments and portrays how that un-

In response to the high degree of uncertainty concerning future enrollments, a wide variety of enrollment
studies have been developed. These studies utilize some
combination of demographic trends and projections, the
effects of economic- saturation, changes in student
attendance patterns, and assumptions about certain key
educational conditions in the future., The 'outcomes of

certainty has been reflected in recent enrollment projections. Second, it identifies complicating factors that
institutions must consider in projecting enrollments
under uncertainty. Third, it provides a series of strategies
for enrollment projection in a climate of change and uncertainty. Modified to fit each particular environment,
help institutions to. cope with unthese strategies
certain futures.

these studies vary considerably, reflecting the factors
utilized, the assumpti "ns made, and the methodologies
of the projectors.
Figure 1 compares z sample of these projections.

But can enrollment projections provide accurate
predictions for the purpose' of planning and decision
making? Their record has been mixed, at best. The

The ver+icle axis represents the percentage change in enrollments projected, based 'on actual 1974 enrollments,
Although several of these projections deal with different
definitions of enrollment in different settings, the use of
the percentage change device enables comparison,
The three Carnegie Commission projections are presented as examples of the trend - demographic approach

national enrollment projection studies of the sixties were

based on trends in enrollment of the fifties and consistently underestimated the enrollments of the period.
On the other hand, many of the projections of the early

seventies were based on the trends of the sixties and

applied in a national setting. The )973 Carnegie Base
Projection predicts enrollments on the basis of Series E
population projections and an assumption of a slightly

overestimated the actual enrollments that transpired.
Alerted by the poor track record of enrollment projections based purely on historical trends in actual
enrollments, a number of studies in the early seventies

decreasing high school graduation and college attendance
rate (1973a). The Carnegie Update modifies the

began to project enrollments based on the rate of
attendance and size of the 18 to 24-year-old cohort

demography-driven base projection on the basis of the
assumed attendance of larger numbers of nontraditional
students espoused by the Carnegie report, Toward the

group. The result has been the now familiar go-stop-go

enrollment curve popularized by the Carnegie Com-

Society (1973b). The magnitude of the
difference between these two projections illustrates the
Learning

mission. The earliest of the Carnegie projections of this

type appeared in 1971 and posited increasing enroll-

relative impact of the modification. The third projec-

ments until the 1980s, followed by plateaus or declining

tion by Carnegie is the most recent, appearing in 1975 in
More Than Survival. It is-'based on Series F (now called

enrollments for a period, and then increasing enrollments from 1990 onward.
Conditions since 1971 have caused revisions in these
projections. Continuing declines in the rthrate have
pr. ctions that
caused Bureau of the Census popula
ittendance
have been increasingly pessimistic. C. e
rates have declined for many traditional s udents. On the

Series III by the Census Bureau) population estimates
and assumptions that enrollment rates for many types of
students will increase. This projection fbresees rising enrollments through 1985, a weak decline through 1995,
and modest growth thereafter.
Hollander (1974) projects a high and low figure for

other hand, rates of attendance of nontraditional and

full-time undergraduates in the state of New York. While
this is essentially a trend-demographic study, it isolates

adult learners have climbed, although it is difficult to say

by how much due to the difficulty in identifying these

the effect of demography on traditional undergraduate
enrollments and also alludes to the impact of regional

learners.

The relative economic returns of education and the
137
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variation. If.Hollander's projections are realized, the institutions in New York State will undergo a 20 percent
or greater -decline in traditional undergraduate enrollmentsby 1990.
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attempting to link college attendance to economic rewards. His model suggests that continued high levels of
college attendance 'will create a condition of economic
saturation. As a result, the declines in enrollments that
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may occur after 1980 may be far more severe than those
-projected by' Carnegie. Moreover, the posited declines.

may, continue even after. 1990, albeit at a diminished
rate.
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Although not portrayed on this graph, Freeman and
Hollorrion (1975) have investigated the impact that the
recent, declining economic value of college going may
have on enrollments. They suggest that the poor employment success of recent graduates will-'cause enrollments
to peak 'sooner than -the'early -1980s, the time foretold
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by demography. On the other hand, they believe that
the decline in enrollments in the 1980s may not be as
severe as predicted beeause the relative economic returns
of edUcation may actually improve during that period.
A variation on the economic viewpoint is reflected

-20f

in several recent projections by the Bureau of Labor
Statistics (1975) and the National Science Foundation
(1935). These studies attempted to project the supply
of Ph.D.'s in various fields and the demand that is
likely to exist. In both projections, supply is.expected
to exceed demand in all major fields.-The suggestion is
made, however, that students will modify their patterns
of behavior to narrow the gap.

Not all of the alternate projections are glooniy,
however. Bowen (1974) suggests the possibility that
higher education

may

1'4.0 (1.770
freinnatcNringraplile

Figure 1. Variations in enrollment projections.

tions still have some capability to shape their futures.

remain a growth industry,

especially is lifelong learning becomes a reality. If this
occurs, he suggests it is quite possible that enrollments
could increase by as much as two hundred percent by
2000. This is really more of a scenano of the future than
a true projection:

A further note of uncertainty is added by demographic reports from California which hypothesize that
the fertility rate, after years of decline, may be on the

verge of bottoming out or increasing. The suggested
reaWn is that many couples who merely deferred
marriage or childbearing are now starting their families
(Sklar and Berkov, 1975). While the direct effects of
such a condition would not affect enrollments until
about 1995, indirect effects, such as an increased
demand for elementary and secondary schoolteachers,
could influence postsecondary education much earlier.

This total group of projections presents a variety
of viewpoints such as educators have seldom confronted.

Each projection competing for attention and support
uses demographic, economic, and student choice factors

in different ways, while we know that all factors are
somehow operative in determining enrollments. Moreover, the impartial observer realizes that factors such as
the impact of economic conditions on education have
been much simplified. In addition, while it is true that
adult learning will ameliorate potential enrollment
declines, it is Le. tain that all institutions will not benefit

equally from adult learning. Further, while some of
these

raar

irk

projections take into account the impact of

Lhant,Ls in educational policy, others do not recognize

that enrollments are not purely deterministic.

Complicating Factors
The plight of institutions attempting to utilize these

projections is complicated by a variety of other factors.
Regional variations, differing prospects of various types
of institutions, changes in student preference for
academic disciplines, timeliness of projections, and comparison with appropriate peers are collateral considerations that must be recognized. Every institution needs its
own formula to deal with these issues. In the following
discussion, examples from the University of Texas are
used to illustrate the points.
Extreme regional variations make it difficult for institutions in some parts of the country to use projections

based on national data. In the past, it has often been
possible for institutions in the South to use events in
other parts of the country as leading indicators of conditions they could expect to experiende in several years.
However, many observers believe that .states in the socalled Sunbelt may expect a future that is far different

from that of the northeast and upper midwest (Sale,
1976). In Texas, for example, our prospects for continued demographic and economic growth make it
difficult to convince many educators that a limited
growth future should even be considered.
National projections have generally

not

dis-

aggregated enrollments by type, although the Carnegie
Commission's More Than Survivdl is to be complemented on disaggregating enrollments and some projections by types of students and by types of institutions.
Even thhe efforts, however, do not assist the institution
in dealing with a significant characteristic of enrollment
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tively. Our largest major is now accounting; there are
2,350 undergraduate accountants roaming the Austin

enough or lucky enough to utilize past trends that continue into the future. Where possible, projections should
continue to extrapolate existing trends. However, as
part of the extensive monitoring of educational factors,'
these projections should actively question whether
trends will continue. Where trends appear to be faltering,
alternate scenarios should be suggested. However, these
scenarios should provide the ingredient that was most
often missing from the futurist scenarios of the early
seventies? They must make every effort to demonstrate
how the future will derive from present conditions, and
do so convincingly.
Second, if in their planning activities institutions
and states utilize modeling and analytical studies such as
the projections of the Carnegie Commission, the
alternate models of Dresch, or home-grown analytical

campus., Planning for these sorts of changes is equally as

tea-TT-141in, they must not ascribe the illusion of- certain-

important as planning for the total level of enrollment.
When national data and projections are used, there
is some difficulty with their timeliness. The same is true,
to, a lesser degree, with statewide data. For a long time,
it was nearly two years from collection to publication of
compreheniive national data. The National Center for
Educational Statistics has taken great strides in publishingpreliminary data and prepublication releases that in&case the usefulness of data. We have found that our
coordinating board can also be persuaded to send us
rough copy of statewide data that can be used before it
is hopelessly out-of-date. Informal information exchange
with peer institutions yields timely data, as well.
It is absolutely essential for institutions to narrow
the field of comparison by selecting peer institution; and
states. It is often necessary to sblect for comparison
different peer groupings, depending on the enrollment or
demographic/economic factors under scrutiny. Often
these are different from the groupings used in comparing
academic standings and from those suggested by state
coordinating boards for comparing other statewide
characteristics, such as relative support of education. In
Texas, we have found it necessary for enrollment study
purposes to consider peer groupings composed of all
campuses, of the University of Texas System, the three
or four public universities with which we compete for
Texas students, and peer research universities with which
we compete for graduate students, respectively.. In addition, we attempt to steal a march on the future by comparing Texas' characteristics with states with which we
are currently comparable and with states with which we
expect to be comparable in the future.

ty. to the outcomes. In reality these models are based on
probabilistic assumptions about the future. The fact that
the model produces "hard" outcomes must not obscure
the reality that it is basedon uncertain assumptions., Nor
should a variety of outcomes of different techniques be
taken as cause for ignoring all of them.

changes in the past several years, namely, the changing
student preference for different academic majors. Most
institutions have witnessed an exodus of students from

more traditional majors into career-oriented or professional diSciplir.s. At Texas, for example, since the
fall of 1972, we have experienced 'a 36,4 percent
decrease in enrollments in, the College of Humanities, a

.27,0 percent decline in the College of Social and Behavioral Sciences (Texas does not have a single consolidated college of Arts and Sciences), and a 16.8
percent drop in the College of Education; in the same
period, the Colleges of Pharmacy, Engineering,'Nbrsing,
Business Administration, and Communications have

grown by 16.5, 28.4, 29.0, 41.4 and 43.9 percent respec-

Overall Strategies for Projecting Enrollments
Under Conditions of Uncertainty

The nature of fluctuation and the uncertainty in
today's enrollments, the wide variety of alternative enrollment projections that face the analyst, and the
corollary factors that complicate the issue provide little
comfort to those projecting enrollments. However, is
during times such as these, when fundamental changes
are being effected in postsecondary education, that information about these new directions is most valuable.
The following strategies make sense for these times.
First, enrollment studies under these conditions
must place more emphasis on the broadbased

monitoring of the host of factors that influence enrollments. In-general, enrollment projections that have been
accurate in the past have been those well-conceived

,

Third, the most valuable planning strategy under
is the one that maintains institutional
options and flexibility. Projections and . enrollment
studies should guide the institution
in such a strategy.
i
uncertainty

However, maintaining options does not mean the institution should avoid making all commitments or decisions.
There is every indication that temporizing may carry a

heavy penalty in the years ahead, but not as heavy a
penalty as poor decisions and commitments based on
outmoded assumptions about trends.
Finally, it is important to reinforce Kenneth
Boulding's assertion that the world moves into the
future as a result of decision, not plans (Boulding,
1974). I would add projections. Projection studies
must accommodate the needs of decision makers;

elegant techniquealone are not suffiCient. The identification of alternative futures or of levels of enrollment
will not have the M3cessary impact unless the proper
decisions are made. Ariaoption-opening stance does not
connote an absence of ecisions. Enrollment studies and
projections must directly fuel these decisions.

These strategies poirt toward enrollment studies
having the following characteristics. First, enrollment
studies under uncertainty should recognize the probabilistic nature of events and should provide ranges of
outcomes. They should also recognize that the ultimate
decisions that will be made will be judgmental, diffuse,
and based on a wide range of factors. These studies
should include the widespread monitoring of the factors
that influence enrollments: demographic and economic
factors, characteristics of the student body, types of
students attending, and so forth. Where used, analytical

and modeling techniques should be simplified and
assumptions detailed. Technical translation may be
to make the assumption, of analytical
techniques understandable to the layman decision
maker. The actual projections that are made should also
be diffuse. They should be ;considered more as working
budgets than as master.plam. These projections and the
necessary

detailed monitoring of information -should be minced
frequently and analyzed for accuracy and information
value.

In truth, the greatest challenge in projecting under
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the point: The process of planning under uncertainty is
equally, important, if not more so, than the actual
planning products. The foregoing strategies for projecting in an uncertain environment should be the guiding
tenets of that projection and planning process.

uncertainty lies not merely in knowing how to focus the
future, but in actually focusing it. Taking these
strategies, applying them creatively to different educational envirGnments, and resolving our blurred future is a
complicated and never ending process. That:indeed, is
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GOAL-ORIENTED RESOURCE ALLOCATION
FOR UNIVERSITY MANAGEMENT
/ Frederick A. Rogers
Richard L. Van Horn
Carnegie-Mellon University

Resource allocation plays a key role in a planning
process that effectively moves an organization to achieve
its objectives. While managers plan foi the future in

,many ways, the allocation of resources largely determines how an organization grows and changes. An
may engage in excellent traditional
planning, defining missions and developing strategies
and, yet, fail to benefit if resource allocations do not
reflect and support the plan. Alternatively, appropriate
resource allocation may provide an effective substitute

organization

for traditional planning.
A variety of processes exist for resource allocation.
In a highly centralized allocation process, the president

may set allocations unilaterally for subunits or, even,
for individuals. In a highly decentralized system, each

faculty member might keep the income he or she

generates and pay an overhead charge for services received from the university. Both of these extremes do
occur, but common practice lies in between. One
.premise-of the suthors is that ,both the process,by which
resource allocation decisions are made and the decisions
themselves are important. Alternate resource allocation
processes will influence the behavior of administrators,
deans and department heads by giving them incentives
at the margin even when, the total numbers undergo
little change. The focus of our interest is within- private universities. but the general pnnciples apply to

public universities and other nonprofit organizations.

----Centralized-Resource Allocation
Many colleges and universities utilize a centralized
resource allocation structure. In such a system, resources
are collected at a central level and allocations are made
to various subunits by the central administration. Centralized syStems typically involve a bargaining process in
which the deans or department heads negotiate with the

president or chief administrators of the university for
their allotment from the central sources of income.
These negotiations can depend upon both objective and
subjective criteria involving present or past performance
and the perceived goals of the allocators.
Most universities continue to rely on a centralized
resource allocation system for significant reasons. First,

there are inherent problems in defining organizational

any natural identification with a subunit, in contrast to
tuition and research overhead. The administration can
decide that each subunit will have its own endowment
and fund-raising program, but such a move seriously
impairs the needed ability, discussed earlier, to reallocate in order to meet changing conditions or to enhance
the overall objectives of the central administration.
Decentralized Systems

Some universities operate on a "profit center" or
decentralized resource allocation system. In a decentralized system, each profit center, school or depart!nem, earns income directly. This income is used by the
subunit to pays ifs own direct operating expenses and to

purchase services from other areas of the university.
Administrative expenses are generally recovered through
a series of overhead .charges, or taxes;on each subunit.
These charges may be based on such measures of scale as
the number of faculty, students, square feet of space, or,
simply, the amount of direct expenditures.

The benefits of decentralized operation generally
lie in two areas. The first is a more informed and, therefore, more adaptive management structure. Since a decentralized resource allocatioi, system allows decisions
to be made at lower levels in the organization, managers

typically make decisions with more information and
with more immediate feedback from the system they
are managing. The second advantage is the ability to provide more direct incentives for subunits. A decentralized
system implies some systematic allocition of resources
from the central system to the subunits. With an explicit

process based on a set of quantifiable performance
measures, subunits can expect to receive an increase in
their available resources if they perform better. Thus,
an active incentive exists for subunit managers to
increase their income or to use their ciarent resources
more efficiently. Similar incentives may exist in centralized systems, however, better performance may not
result in more resources, and cost savings may remain
with the central administration.
The Management Center System
at Carnegie-Mellon University'

The system of resource allocation designed for

goals and measurable objectives, especially in a nonprofit
organization. The resources allocated to each area of the
university reflect the implicit and subjective evaluation
of the objectives and performance for that area. Second,

Carnegie-Mellon University (CMU) combines aspects of
centralized and decentralized processes. The intent is to

universities need to maintain the flexibility required to
adapt to a changing world. As priorities for education

center system are defined as follows:
I . Elements of decentralization

change, the university must be able to reallocate its
resources to maintain a viable position. Third, incomes
from such sources as endowment and gifts often lack

achieve the advantages of both while avoiding the disadvantages of either. The goals pf the CMU management

(a) to provide direct incentives for subunits' to
increase productivity, or, in other words, to teach more,
to attract and service more students, and to seek more

At CMU the six main subunits are called colleges.
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research funding.

increase their overhead and to reduce their cost-sharing

(b) to provide *centives for the colleges to make

agreements. The current arrangement provides only

more efficient use of university resources, most notably.
space and computing'

vague incentives; for example, the central administration

may or may not .reward ccilleges for net increases In
research overhead recovered;
The allocation of restricted jidownient and gift income at CMU is highly constrain d. Only a limited set of
such specifically restricted incon as endowed professorships and certain capital grants 4 e allocated automatically. The bulk of the endowme and gift income is retained centrally and is used to p vide the president with
funds for differential support of colleges and programs!
Cost allocation strategies. Cost allocation strategies
are as follows:

(c). to encourage external fund raising by the

colleges themselves.

2. Elements of centralization
(a) to maintain suffiLient central control to allow
the president to determine the overall direction and
priorities of the university
(b) to .maintain a sense of unity and common

purpose in the university, that is, to encourage Interdepartmental and inter-college efforts to take effective advantage of the strengths of the university as a

1. To directly charge the colleges only for those :

whole.

administrative services over the colleges they have
control of usage (in the current CMU environment, only
space and computing costs meet this criteria )

The essential characterstic of the management center system is the balance between a collection of inde-

pendently motivated colleges and a centrally guided
university. Note that the centers are not expected to
recover their full operating costs, and the system is not
intended to be a complete substitute. for .subjective
judgment in determining the relative merit, quality, or
importance of the academic components of the univer-

2. To tax only related income for other administrative services; e.g., student services is supported by a tax

on tuition and research contracts. research contract
administration by a tax on research incoine.

As stated earlier, the goal of the charges is to provide incentives; the charges are not designed to recover

sity. Because the incentive features are incorporated "at
the margin," the larger questions of long-run viability

all of the central administrative costs. Incentives for
efficiency operate well only when there is direct control
by the consumer over the amount of service demanded

and contribution to the university are reserved for the
judgment of the university administrators. The system

and. thus, charged. Taxes on research and restricted

provides incentives for the colleges while Preserving the

income, reflect costs incurred by the cei ...:'. administra-

ability of the university to respond to change and to

tion and enable the total allocation system to achieve

follow the subjective judgment of the decision makers.

the proper balance of decentralized and centralized allo-

In order to-achieve these goals, the system requires

cations. One must be careful to insure that "income
tae." rates do not result in marginal income being less

strategies for each area of contention in the resource
allocation process. Specifically, these strategies d'fine
rules for allocating income and charges and for handling
surpluses and deficits.
Income strategies. Income strategies are the follow-

than marginal cost. Otherwise, taxes should not seriously
impair the incentive structure.

ing:

strategies follow:

Surplus and deficit strategies. Surplus and deficit

1. To structure the allocation system to require an
additional allocation from the administration to each

1. To allocate a portion of the tuition income to the
colleges on the basis of the amount of teaching done
2. To allocate a portion of the tuition income to the
colleges on the basis of their full-time equivalent majors

college (this allOcation shOuld not exceed 50 percent of
the "earned income net of charges" for each center )
2. To fix the additional allocation early in the year

3. To allocate all research overhead income to the

so that the actual performance of the center on the

subunits (net of any university indirect cost sharing).
Tuition allocations recognize and reward the contributions made by departments with attractive majors and
by ,departments that oiler attractive courses. The same

income- and expense-related variables determines its
final position

3. To allow colleges to accumulate reserves by retaining a portion of any year-end surpluses
4. To require colleges to repay year-end deficits.

tuition rate is used for all colleges for two primary
reasons., First, the process of differentiating tuition on
the basis of different costs relies on history rather than
normative information. The state of higher education

The essential balance of the management center
system is obtained by having the central administration

make an additional allocdt:on or subvention to the

management is such that no one knows what the average
or marginal costs of any particular degree program

academic subunits. This allocation is the means by which
the university-wide goals are accomplished. It is important for the university allocation to be fixed early in the

should be. We only know what they are, or were, with
little real measurement of the relationship between cost
and quality. A laboratory-dominated program such as
chemistry might reasonably cost more per student than
an equipment-free program such as history. However, no
one knows how much more it should cost or how much
more it is worth-per student credit hour. Secondly, CMU
charges a single tuition rate to ail undergraduates. Therefore, a system of nondifferentiated tuition allocations to

budget process so that incentive structures can operate.
The essence of the profit center aspect of the system is

obtained by having the schools directly benefit from
year-end surpluses and be responsible for repaying
year-end deficits. The process by which the university
allocations are changed from year to year and the ability

of individual subunits to retain surpluses and repay
deficits are the keys to success or failure of the management center resource allocation systimi. This area will
require additional discussion with the deans, provosts,
and president, but at CMU there is a feeling that a fruit-

the colleges mirrors the university position that the

differences in costs are t entrally subsidized.
A strategy of allocating all the research overhead recovered (net of Lost sharing) encourages the colleges to
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ful and acceptable solution can be found.

Table 1 contrasts centralized, decentralized, and
management center allocation procesies for a hypothetical university. In a typical decentralized system,
only income on short-term investments is retained
centrally.' The allocations from the administration
to the subunits in a centralized system are generally based on informal, subjective criteria, whereas
the administrative charge
.

paid by the subunits to

the administration in , a decentralized system is usual.ly based on a formula or rate structure. In the management center system, the charges to the subunits
are netted out of the income items or the allocations
and are not shown explicitly. A fuller accounting of
the. management center system could show these
seParately..
Allocation rates. The actual calibration of a system involves determining specific rates or prices for

alidcating income and expenses. One starting point
is to_ examine the 'existing implicit rates. A simple
linear regression model was used to study the relationship at CMU between the variables used as measures
of perforinance (teaching units, majors, research

support) and previous budget allocations. These regression models accounted for 60 to 70 percent of
the, -variance in departmental budget allocations at
CMU.

.

_

With the help of the- regiession results, calculations were made to determine rates that would result in sufficient tuition income to the colleges and
still allow the central administration to cover the costs
of students services, including libraries and undergraduate financial aid, from centrally retained tuition
revenues. Appropriate rates for 1973-74 are those
shown in Table 2. The tuition rates allocate approxi.mately 70 percent of the undergraduate tuition and
80 percent of the graduate tuition to the colleges.

The rate per unit is one-tilf of the actual tuition
rate.

The dollar per square foot space charge is intended
to represent the marginal cost of using space, custodial,
and utility costs. The marginal cost is used because the

total supply of space (buildings) is fixed. Therefore,
the controllable cost is really the /Inarginal cost. The
colleges have the freedom to exchange space for other
services, and the university can expect to recover the
marginal cost of any unused space. The cost of structural improvements, modifidations and maintenance,
are budgeted and controlled centrally. The air conditioning charge represents full average cost because the supply
of air conditioned space is not fixed. Many older buildings are not centrally air conditioned. If departments request new air conditioning, the university will recover
the full cost of such additions. The research
administration tax is designed to recover the costs of the
university's research contracts and restricted fund
administration.

Results. Applying the rates .in Table 2 to the

operation of Carnegie-Mellon University in 1973-74
results in directly allocating approximately 75 percent
of the four undergraduate college budgets. This requires

Some of the principles Of the management center
system have been introduced independently into the
traditional budgeting process at CMU. For example,
graduate student tuition scholarships have traditionally...!
been a budget problem. Because the tuition wa. tamed
centrally, there were many requests for budget adjustment to accomodate the expense of tuition scholarships in the colleges. Last year, colleges received targets
for graduate tuition based on the net revenue received in
\ previous years. Any graduate tuition received from
'students in a college in excess of the target was divided,
with 80 percent returned to the colleges for their use in

the.eurrent year or in the future. This system has the
advantage of eliminating the need' for negotiations
about graduate student support, because any, additional costs.are borne by the college from its additional
income or from other income such as research, and
also of recognizing that there is some nonnegative
marginal .cost to the university of having an additional student on d'ampus. Interestingly, enough, graduate
student tuition income was significantly, higher last
year than it was the year before, and the colleges
managed _to save some of their 80 percent share of
the excess for purposes other than graduate student
Support. Incentive systems do work!

Future. CMU intends to implement a management center system for the 1977-78 budget cycle.
There are

still

several

significant

questions

that

need to be resolved before the system can be tried
more fully, however. First, the president and orovosts

are concerned that such a system interferes unduly
with their influence over quality and content of 'programs. Most significantly, they are concerned about
their ability to compensate for changes in the income
structure during the year. For instance, under the
current system, if unrestricted giving income is less
than expected, and_othei_ sources_such as research
overhead are more, the university's position is unchanged. However, under a management center system;

the surplus in research overhead is allocated to the
colleges automatically, even though the central administration faces a shortfall in unrestricted giving.
One solution is to identify the sources of income that
make up the. central subsidy and to pass through any
shortages that occur. Another, and perhaps better,
alternative is to maintain a central reserve. This problem deserves additional study.

A second major question concerns the determination of subsidies. Because the subsidy can_vary
from year to year, the college deans are concerned
that it might be reduced to remove the effect of a
surplus retained in the previous year. Thus, they
argue, if surpluses only result in smaller future

allocations, there is no real incentive to accumulate

surpluses. Obviously, this effect will occur to some
extent. The university must find a way to moderate
this effect, so as to satisfy both the president and
(he deans, such as limiting the percentage by which the
subsidy can be decreased from one year to the next. A
graduated income tax on surpluses also has been pro-

the

posed as a way of limiting accumulation of wealth

central administration. (Charges for computing were

in one area of the university.
Sumniary: The emphasis throughout this paper con-

an

additional

25

percent

allocation

from

excluded from these calculations.) The School of
18

cerns the need to achieve a balance between subt...it

percent, and the School of Sciences the largest, 31

incentives and college or university goals in the resource

Humanities

requires

the

smallest

allocation,
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Table 1

.

Prototypical Examples of P.csource Allocation Systems.
University
administration

College

College

College

Total

C

A

Centralized resource allocation

Indome

' Tuition

i0,000

10,000
5,200
1,500

Endowment

Gifts

.5,200

overhead

Investment

Total

,

1,500

1).°

ReSearch

3,000
300

-3,000
300

20,000

20,000

-..

(14,000)
6,000

Allocations ,
Expenditures

0

Balance

6,000
6,000

4,500
4,500

3,500
3,500

0

0

0

0

20VP0

Decentralized resource allocation
O

Income

Endowment
Gifts

650

-1,700

Investment

300

Totel

300

ExtietriliTiires
Balance

5001

2,500
1,300
350

10,000
5,200
1,500

100

3,000
300

,

Research
overhead

Charges

'

3,500
1,200

4,000
2,700

Tuition

5,700
6,000

1,200

9,050

6,40V

4,250

20,000,

(3.050)
6,000

(1,900)

(750)
3,500

20,000

/

4,500

0

0

Management center resource allocation
,

Income

Tuition
Endowment
Gifts
Research
overhead

Investment

Total
Allocations
Expenditures
Balance

150

10,000
5,200
1,500

100

3,000

1,500
300

4,000
4,200.
800

2,500
500
300

2,000
200
250

500
300

1,400

1,000

9,800

4,700

3,450

2,050

20,000

(2,800)
6,000

1.300
6,000

1.050

4,500

1,450
3,500

20,000

0

0

0

0

0

I

1

i

300

1

45

0

Table 2
Management Center Budget Allocation Rates for 1973-74
Income to colleges
Tuitio'n

Research

Charges 4e/colleges

S500/FTE undergraduate
S800/FTE graduate
Si 5/unit taught

Space

Si per square foot per year

Air conditioning

.75.per square foot per year

100% overhead recovered (net

Research and restricted

5% of total direct costs

of indirect cost sharing)
Subsidy

fund administration

Negotilted

Computing

allocation process. All of the parties see real advantages
to a management center system if it can be structured in
an appropriate way. Clearly, the most significant general
result of a move away from a Purely centralized system

Academia computing as billed

is more involvement if the campus community in the
decision-making process and more awareness of the basis
on which decisions, sometimes painful, are made.
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ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS

Th
James R. Montgomery
4 Gerald W. McLaughlin

Beatrice T. Mahan
Pat E. Morey
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
.

Assailed by legislators, taxpayers, and other possure

groups with charges of spending too much to operate
professional schools, managers face the need to account
for funds expended. State regulatory boards have rushed
to adopt the Information Exchange Procedures
developed by the National genter for Higher Education

Substep a: year. Determine the number of years in

the project. One logical period is the life of the
building(s) required for the expansionor the new school.

This life span might be assumed to be 40, 50, or more
years;

however,

we recommend 40 years

as

a

these costing packages all show dollars spent and include

compromise between true building life and the need for
realistic cost figures.
Substep b: number of professionals in the state. The

no reference to the benefits that accrue to states which
have professional schools. In order to review the total

best source from which to obtain the number of professionals in a state is the national or local professional

dollar benefits as well as costs, there is a need for_

organization. In addition, it also is useful to estimate or
obtain the number of nonmembers. Another source of
numbers for some professionals is the state licensingboard. Using the existing number of professionals, one

Management Systems or other costing analyses. But

managers in universities to undertake cost-benefit studies

or economic-benefit studies to provide information on
ancial benefits which professional schools bring to the
university and state.
uidelines for an economic-benefit study have been
devel ed previously. The best known procedure was reviewed by Caffrey and Issacs (1971). Another, less com-

forecasts the number to be expected if there is no

plex app oach that is suited to the needs of institutional
researche -was -presented by Montgomery (1973). This

state entering the profession, death, and retirement.

abbreviated approach might typically be used for an

plex, is to use a smoothed extrapolation of recent his-

ct study.
The proc ure reported here was the outgrowth of
a project that ssessed the impact of locating a veter-

torical data.
Substep c: inimber of practitioners available under

economic -im

inary college in Virginia (Morey, Mahan, McLaughlin and
Montgomery, 1976). This procedure can aid a university
in obtaining cost-benefit data on an existing school or in

assessing the economic impact of adding a new profes-

change in the status quo. There are several ways to make
this estimate. A refined estimate requires information on

net migration of.professionals, practitioners within the
An alternative, which is less accurate but also less com-

the changed sin ation. In most cases this figure is the
number that would be available if a new school were
added or an increase of a given size were to be made. In
t order to demonstrate the worth of an existing school, it

may also be useful to compute4he number of professionals who would be availablerif a school were dis-

sional school.

This cost-benefit analysis is designed for institu-

continued. If a simulation is used to determine the

tional researchers. The analysis requires five steps, with
each step composed of substeps. (With more experience,
other items can be added which may increase effective-

values (projected number of professionals) in substep b,
then substep L. requires only the entry of the changed

nes:s.)

Step I. Project Number of Professionals
a

b

Year

Current number
Number in
of professionals in
state if existing
. college is ex\
state plus number
added by existing
panded or new
professional schools school added

c

d

Net

increase

factor and a re-run with modified input values. When
using extrapolation it is possible to assume a relation=
ship between input and the number of existing professionals and to use this relationship in the projection.
Evaluation of figures obtained from extrapolation may
require additional assumptions. The relative ease of
obtaining the estimated number of available professional' at various levels of input is the advantage of
the simulation procedure.
Substep d: net difference by year. Obtain the net result of professionals available if the addition or proposed
change is effectuated. This figure, which is obtained
from the supply in substep minus the supply in substep

2

b for each year, produces net changes by year.

step I the basic paiameters of need are identified
or reestablished. This step generally requires that projections be made. (The projection technique presented ,by
McLaughlin (1975) typifies the numerous methods avail-

able that are useful for institutional research.) In any
event', Step I requires than an analysis be made of pro:,
fessionals who will be trained in the school. The following substeps allow this step to be taken.

Step 11. Project Annual Costs
b

Year
1-

2

0
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Capitalization
costs

Operating
costs

Other
costs

PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS

I

48,

The categories used in projecting annual costs represent the major factors of eX'ense in creallig and operating a'professional school. tt is possible that by the time

one needs a study of this type the costs may already'
have been calculated. Costs are often stated in terms of
dollar Capital requirements with little thought given to
the time dimension- of the probrem. These costs, as well
as the following revenues and benefits, are stated in
terms.of current dollars.
Silbstep a; capitaliz -tion costs. capitalization costs,
ustfally representing one or two new buildings, give part
of the cost figure. If not previously computed as part of

Substep b: unexpended cos s.\This substep provides

a place to show these state expenditures to external
institutions ind agencies that' Would be obviated by the

creation 6f the new school. Any student support (or
contract fee) the state pays to external institutions in
lieu of establishing an in-state institution should be
shown. State expenditures fOr out-of-state consulting
services and other activities.which would no longer be
made would'also be included.
Step IV. Project Annual Economic Benefits
a

a space-needs analysis, the first task is to obtain a cost
-figure for the building (perhaps, by determining square

Year

footage required) and for fixed equipment. The next

04,

If one considers the state as a closed economic
system, then the creation of a professional school.yAll
cause an increase of weTalth_to the state:SythWealth or
economic -benefits do not necessarily pass directly
through the school. Instead, they may derive from new
money coming into the state, old money not leaving the
system, an acceleration of existing funds, or a reduction
in costs of processes outside the school liurtVithin
system. The first two, of these influences are considered
direct economic benefits; the latter two are considered

costs of any existing departments which are- to be
included in the proposed school or expansion should be
added into the new operating costs.

Substep c: other costs. These additional costs
-volve-- such components as maintenance, additional
library requirements, and costs created by an increase in
the number of faculty, staff, and students on campus..
Step III. Project Annual Revenue

indirect economic benefits.
Substep a: direct benefits. Direct benefits represent

a
,

new money which would be attracted to the state and current drains on the economy which would cease. One _
major source of new money is expenditure by out-Ofstate students for items other than tuition and fees. Such
expenditures can be rather substantial and should be
estimated on a per-student basis. The same per-student
estimate can be used for in-state students who now
remain in the state and spend their money at homers()
to speak. This direct benefit can also include differences
in tuition where the student wou1;51V have paid
out-of-state fees at an alternative institution. The second
major direct benefit is federal and agency grants which
accrue to the institution because of the school. These
increase the economic wealth but are not considered
revenue unless the state is paying faculty to obtain
funded research grants. Ord:"v. grants do not reduce
derived from grants--,---state cost, although overhead
-nay save certain expenditures, such aS those fdr equip- .
ruent. The research grants potentially available may
amount to millions of dollars; however, a check with
other schools on their research funding will allow a

Unexpended :osts

1

2

t7

The term revenue, as used here, refers largely to income which the institution receives from nonstate
sources.

Indirect benefits

2

Substp b: annual operating costs. The principal
cost here is _based on projected faculty requirements.
Questionnaires sent to comparable profellional schools
are one way to obtain an estimate for personnel costs.
. Local' ratios of professional-staff to other operating expenses can then be used to adjust estimates. Operating

Revenue

Direct benefits

1

step is to amortize the cost of capitalization over the-life
of the project.

Year

1

_--

Substep a: revenue. Revenue funds accrue to the in--stitution by virtue of having a new school or expanding
an existing one. The major items in the revenue .unds
are student-related, such as student tuition and fees (including out-of-state and special fees), and income from
federal or private sources which is for use in educating
those in specific professions. for example, federal capitation fuads for certain health services or minority
program. grants. Also, in some cases the school will have
izherent revenue-generating source, such as a clinic
or a hospital.
current level
A final major source of revenue is

reasonable estimate to be made

Substep b; indirect t znefits. The number of pro-

fessionals actively involved in state practice will be

affected by the addition or deletion of a professional
school. This net increase (or decrease) is' the basis for

of support to any existing departments or divisions
which are to be incorporated into the new school. Since

presents costs were shown in step IL. these arc now

finding indirect benefits. Professionals, for example, add

removed. This step is necessary to (a) show total costs of
the proposed or expanded school, and (b) to keep from
being penalized for the costs of an, existing department
which would have been continued regardless of the proposed change or addition.

early diagnosis and problem resolution, as well as from
research findings. Also, by earning and spending their
salaries, professionals add value to an economy by in-

value to an economy by preventing dollar loss. Such
dollar savings result from an increased probability of
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to be similar

creasing the velocity of the money flow.

Step V. Estimate Economic Impact
Year

Costs

Revenue

2

a

.

New cash
required

Total
benefits

4

Impact

Profitability
index

side.

Stibstep c: a3tival economic impact. To obtain the
annual economic impact, the annual total benefits is-subtracted from the annual new cash required.
Substep- d: profitability. index. Discount new cash
required and economic benefits to the current year and
compute the profitability index; dun is, divide the total

1

2

,

J

for a traditional firm since

of direct and indirect benefits times the appropriate
economic* multiplier. The economic multiplier is a
number which takes into account the fact that a dollar
spent in a system will be spent several times before it
leaves the system by way 9f savings or purchaser. out-

d

b

to costs

frequently state appropriations are actually a part of the
disrernible components of revenue in state institutions.
For this reason, new cash required is used as the appropriate cost figure for the profitability index.
Subslep b:
benefits-are-the nsum_,

The economic impact of a school over a period of
time can be reviewed in several ways. One of the more
traditional approaches is to compute net impact by year:
e.g., "This year benefits will exceed new cash required
by S400,000.". Another approach is to view cumulative
differences: e.g., "The'project will break even by year 12
and by the lath year total btinefits will exceed new cash
required by S200,000." A third procedure, used by industry, is to calculate a profitability index. In order to
find the profitability index, one computes the present
value of total costs by discounting costs at some reasonable,percentage rate back to the present and then makes
the same computations for the dollars realized from the
project. The ratio derived from the total present value

present value of benefits by the total present value of
new cash required.
Conclusion

This model provides a step-by-step procedure for
use in estimating the economic impact, a professional
school has on a state. It is offered as a Means to provide
a first estimate in d011ars and cents of the valud of such
a school. We are not arguing that this analysis will result

in true values, because these schools have long- and
short-range benefits beyond our ability to measure or;
even to estimate. At the same time, when management
is continually pressed to respond to information about
costs only, it seems reasonable to provide decision

of income divided by the total present value of costs
represents the profitability index. In theory, if the index
obtained is greater than 1.00, the project is a good investment.
Substep a: new cash required. New cash required is
computed as costs minus revenue. This figure is assumed

makers with infOrmation which allows a fuller discussion
of both costs and benefits.
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'A CASE- STUDY. OF

INTERINSTITUTIONAL COST COMPARISONS
William LiTetlow
The University of British,Columbia

JoiinS. °rase'
Simon Prater University'

'

"Injuries have been coded according to the
American Medical Asscciation's Abbreviated Injuly...Scale. This scale ranks injuries in increasing

in full later in this paper, shows that the averageinstrucz
,tional cost per FTE student was approximately $1 ,3N),

severity'Arom one to nine where one is minor,
six i& feta and so on."'
(

Introduction
- People seem to have an inherent faith in the validity
of numerical data, particularly, when the number of digits
seem to imply precision and significance. This, of course,

only holds true when the data do not fly in the face of
reason as is the case with the 9-point scale referred to
ac,ove. If got is fatal, it is hard to imagine what nine
could possibly represent on that scale.

$5,437 at the University of Birtish Columbia.
Given the timing of thb report and the self-evideht

public policy implications emerging from the Table,
the need for an examination by the universities and
universities council of the figures and the ,methodology
used to arrive at them was immediately apparent.
.

There .are other statistical presentations which are
not so humorous and which sometimes tyrn out to be
fairly serious. The particular problem that we wish to
focus upon was created by a recent publication of the
British Columbia Research Council entitled The Impact
of Community Colleges:2 We chose this issue because it
is illustrative of a particidarly vexing class of problem
faced by all institutional researchers.

Genesis of an institutional Problem

Coincidental With the national meeting in Vancouver of the Association of Canadian Community
,Colleges, and with the provincial election in early
December \1975, the B.C. Research Council released a
report entitled "The Impact of Community Collegeg--A
Study of the College Concept in British Columbia." It is

also important to note that within the ensuing three
months the 1976-77 college and university budgets were
to be established.
The- report reflects the findings of a 4-year pi/0gram

designed and undertiken to evaluate the infpact of
British Columbia Community colleges. Numerpus studies

and surveys were Conducted as part of this research
project. These measured the impact of the colleges on
students, the educational system, and the community.
This, their final' document, sµmmarizes all of their
findings froin their numerous studies and surveys and
seeks to draw them into an integrate(' whole.

One chapter of the report, entitled `;Financial
Perspectives," is intended to provide a broad perspective

of educational costs and finance, to relate these costs
to government expenditure and economic output, and
to make broad comparisons of costs between the major
sectors of education and between institutions in the
postsecondary area.
so.

for the nine colleges and $2,700 for the three universities. Furthermore, the average total cost per FTE
student was approximately $2,300 for colleges and
$4,950 for the universities. Data on the latter measure
(that total cost) ranged from'aiow oi,-$1,600 per FTE
student at Vancouver Cominunity College to a high of

One table in thig chapter of the report pu.ports
to compar institutional cost and total cast per fulltime equivalent (FTE) student for the British Columbia
colleges and universities. The table, which is reproduced
-

.
The British Columbia Background
s
to the Limited Resource Problem
Prior to 196a, the University of British Columbia was

the only provincial university in the- province. Under
the Universities Act of 1963, ViCtoria College, a unit of
the University of British Columbia, was established as a
separate university, as was Simon Fraser University.
The -first college grew out of the' largest provincial
school system, Vancouver, in 1965. Between 1965 and
;1,971 eight additional community colleges were es-

tablished; and in, the .past two years, four more have
been added, all located in rural centers.: In addition, the
British Columbia Institute of Technology and the
Burnaby Vocational School also provide educational
opportunities in the province.
Different funding arrargements exist for the univer-

sities and for the community colleges. From .1963

through 1972, the three public universities independently submitted operating. grant requests to the provincial
. government which determined the total of such grants to
be awarded. The total operating grant was then turned
over to the Financial Advisory Beard, consisting of equal
representation from the universities' and appointees of
the provincial government, whose task it was to allocate

the total gtant among the three universities. With the
election of the New Democratic Party government in
1972, legislation providing for the establishment of a
universities council was passed. Since- that time, the
universities have made operating and capital submissions
to the Universities Council who, in turn, have prepared a

universitywide submission to the government. In lieu
of the Financial Advisory Board, the Universities
Council is now charged with allocating *1-: operating and
capital grants among the universities.
f
The method of funding colleges is significantly
different than that for universities. The budget for
academic/technical instruction plus expetditures for

administration, plant operation, library and student
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per student

services are shared 60 percent provincial funding and 40
percent local college district ,funding. Debt service and
vocational education are 100 percent provincially

statement had to be the table in the B.C. -Research
publication. (It is an interesting coincidence that

trict.

With regard to the actual funding itself, it is fair
to say that, while both sets of institutions have
been treated fairly relative to similar institutions in

author of the chapter in question is the
president of the Liberal Party Association in his
area and the chairperson of the British Columbia
Liberal Party Committee is the principal of one
of the coninumity colleges.)
the

other provinces, there is considerable competition

for funds between the universities, and the colleges.
This situation is aggravated by the separate fund-

We began to study the publication, evaluate the
data, and recalculate the expenditure per FTE student.
The identical source documents were used, and a con-

ing avenues available to the universities and the
colleges.
Following the electiqn of the Social Credit

certed and det fled effort was made to ensure comparability. The esults are strikingly different from

government in the fall of ros, the handwriting was
the

wall:

Funding for education

those originally pu lished.

was going to be tight this year and even tighter next.
This message emerged in the context of university

We went one step further and attempted to

calculate costs for

operating grant requests for 1976-77 averaging in excess
grant base.

universities.

.

The reader is urged to compare the conclusions
drawn from each of the two versions of the results

The table, purporting to compare3 institutional
and total costs at all British Columbia colleges and
universities, came to us in a fashion that was guaranteed to get attention and immediate response. We were
attending

a

and reflect upon the impact of public policy that stems
from each,version.

committee meeting at the Universities

Vetting the Source Data and Recalculating Results

Council of British Columbia (UCBC) and a member
of the UCBC staff gave us a xerox copy of the table
with the statement: "Could you check these data?
This table has come to the attention of the Deputy
Minister of Education and he wants to know if they
are accurate,"

of the universities which

were comparable to the cost data "for the -colleges.
In particular, an attempt was made to estimate
the expenditures pee FTE student in the fast
two years of the basic programmes at each of the

' of 30 percent and the college requests which in some
cases were 200 percent above their 1975 -76 operating
The Immediate Institutional Response

the community colleges. This

This implied that the costs per student were
for comparable levels of instruction. It was time
to hit The panic button! Since no other cost study
existed in British Columbia, the basis for this

futfded, while any shortfall in ancillary service operations (bookstore, food services, housing, and non-credit
activities) is funded entirely by the local college dis-

immediately on

as are

should be corrected and made more equitable."

A detailed examination of the table in questions

indicates that (a) a significant amount of the data

reported are erroneous, (b) several; of the underlying
assumptions are fallacious and, (c) the data are not
comparable.
Factual errors.

.

Our first reaction was that we needed to determine how everything was Lalculated and the accuracy
of the source data. We had very little time in which to
do this, because in less than three weeks a provincial
election Was scheduled, and campaign oratory was
reaching its high point. We were concerned that these
data, which appeared to be incorrect, might be used
to affect government policy and, subsequently, levels

1.

correct.
2

All enrolment data for the universities are in-

The table published implies that total enrol-

ments are shown. In fact; enrolments for all institutions
lire' "snapshots" of the winter session enrolment only.
No enrolment is shown for inter-session, summer
session, correspondence, or non-credit continuing
education.
3. Contrary to table footnote 1, the college enrolments include preparatory student enrolments as well
as university transfer (academic) and career/technical

of funding to the colleges and universities.
There. was simply not time to do anything
else but a "quick-and-dirty" cost study. A properly
conducted cost study would have a pre-established
methodolgy and standard data requirements. It
would also include a procedure for sending the
preliminary calculations to each institution for
expert evaluation, or vetting. This procedure was
not followed in the original study, and there was

progranones.

4. The universities do have a generally accepted
method for converting head - count enrolments into
full-time equivalences, it is true that, colleges have no
comparable standardized method.
5. Contrary to caveats expressed in the paragraphs preceding the table, cost data for 5 of 9 colleges
are inconsistent in that sonic include deficits from
prior years, ancillary operations, vocational experditures, expenditures for non-credit programmes, and
so forth.
6. In the Impact of Community Colleges the statement is made that "The capital expenditures for the umversales normally represent a fairly stable proportion of
their total budgets. Consequently, it was considered

insufficient ,time in the existing situation.

While we were in the process of evaluating
the data, the British Columbia Liberal Party campaign platform was published and widely distributed
to every household in the province. The platform
highlights for education stated "Our emphasis for
education should he shifted rrom the later years
to the earlier years. from the secondary to the
primary, :from the wove, wires to the colleges"
(italics ours). Purthermore, under the heading, Clean
up Problems in Education, it said. "Universities
are now spending from two to four times as much

reasonable to include these as part of the costs of their
operation
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TABLE 12-5
A COMPARISON OF ENROLMENTS AND COSTS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA'S
'COLLEGES,' TECHNICAL INSTITUTE AND UNIVERSITIES (1973-74)

INSTITUTION

FULLTIME

ENROLMENT
PARTTOTAL
TIME

F.T.E.2

TOTAL COST
TOTAL
S/F.T.E.
($1 ,000)

INSTRUCTIONAL COST
TOTAL
S/F.T.E.
($1,000)
1,555
1,023
1,724
1,509
1,476
1,484
1,536
2,101

2,571

546

1,763
1,365
1,010
2.977
1,355
883
1 115
1,147

1,620
1,799
1,892

2,267
2,157
2,863
2,880
2,561
2,723
2,478
3,465

4,394

3,580

3,713

1,037

5,730

1,600

16,028

11,392

15,328

1,345

26,181

2,298

6,952

3.027

4,607

7,534

4,179

6,354

1,520

UNIV- RSI'IIFS
U.I.C.

18,745

20,742

Simon Fraser

5,007
4,601

5,551

19,411
7,273
4,918

58,278
14,823
12,118

Victoria

1,997
1,113
950

Toi A L.

28.353

4,06(1

Al2,413

3! 602

GRAND fOIAL

40,456

15.619

56,075

47,174

COLLEGES

1,561
1,905

Selkirk

438
1,434
603
362
613
483

640
857
445
1.618
946
698
340
188

671

Vancouver
(Langara Campus)

3.174

1,220

9,076

Camosun
Capilano

Caiiboo
Douglas
Malaspina
New Caledonia
Okanagan

1921

1,048

-

co rm.
TECHNICAL INS1111.11

883
3,052
1,549
1,060
953

1,134
1,134
586
1,973
918
595
726

.

2,857
1,678
5,683

2,351'

9,0653

2,169

3,002
2,038
2,464

105,529/
26,715

5,437
3,673

23,711

4,821

85,219

2,697

155,955

4,935

106,901

2,266

191,201

4,053

-

6,12(1

.

\

1. Academie and earc'erliechnical only (vocational division excluded).
According to a general rule of thumb, .? partime students are equivalent to 1 fulime student.
hxtension Division Ought school), rite ratio of 4.1 is assumed.
, where almost all part-nme shidents are enrolled in the
At 11,C

2

3. Lreludiv: capital erpenditures:
Concept in British Columbia, (Vancouver, Canada. B.C. Research Council, Nnvember
4. Source Dennison, John D.. et a1. Me Impact of Community Colleges A Study of the College
1975).

AMENDED TABLE 12-5
A COMPARISON OF ENROLMENTS AND COSTS IN BRITISH COLUMBIA'S
COLLEGES,' TECHNICAL INSTITUTE AND UNIVERSITIES (1973-74)

fn
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INSTITUTION

ENROLMENT
PARTTIME
TOTAL

FULLTIME

INSTRUCTIONAL COST
TOTAL
($1,000)
S/F.T.E.

F.T.E.2

TOTAL COST
TOTAL/
($1,000)
$/F.T.E.

COLLEGES
Camosun
Capilano
Cad tloo
Douglas
Mal4spina
".
New Caledonia
Okanagan

Selkirk
Vancouver
(Langara Campus)

TOTAL

....

VI

921
1,048
438
1,434
603

640

613
483

857
445
1,618
946
698
340
188

3,174

1,220

3.32

9.076

6,952

1,561
1,905
883

1,104
1,293

3,052
1,549
1,060
953

1,896

671

537

4,394

16,028

1,763
1,355
1,010

1,597
1,056
1,788

2,464

2,977
1,355
883

4,676

1,008
1,147

1,570
1,552
1,574
1,420
2,136

1,965
1,399
1,460
1,818

2,232
1,863
2,332
2,446
2,250
2,494
2,056
3,385

3,523

4,080

1,158

5,517

1,566

11,062

15,588

1,409

23,026

2,082

565

v

873,
561

',10

44.

TECHNICAL.

INSTITUTE

2,409 1,318

c

3.027

4,607

7,634

4,3432

5,599

112

5,711

5,613

2.467

714

3,181

2,671

8.066

826

8,892

8,284

12.3F.5

32,554

23,689

6,978

1;607

9,058

2,086

9,138

1,628

14,758

2,629

6,886

2,578

11,143

4,172

16,024

1,934

25,901

3,127

38,590

1,629

57,985

2,448

UNIVERS! TIES
41.11.0.

(loser division)
Simon Fraser

(lower division)
Victoria
(lower division)

4

5

TOT A I..LOW

DIVISION

ay

GRAND TO I AL

20,169

NOT ES

University Transfer (Academic). Career Technical and College Preparatory Programme enrolments only (vocational divisions excluded).
2. According to Statistics Canada conversion rules. 3.5 part-time students are ealuivalent to 1 full-time student; this ratio was used for R.C.I.T.
as well.
1

1

AMENDED TABLE 12-5 CONTINUED
s

..k.,:i

3. Excluding Capital Expenditures.

and year level, the results are as
methodology which is based on "normal" full-time loads by faculty, program

4. If F.T.E.'s are calculated by Universities Council of British Columbia
follows:
19,571
21,358
2,988
18,370
5,599

112

5,711

2,660
1,612

52,061

9,138

5,669

-4

3,742

73,235
14,758

2,603

University of Victoria figures would not significantly alter the above calculations.

.

lower division university costs id the amended table. However, if we
intended by the original published table, we have chosen to include only
Because
we
believe
comparability
was
7.
original calculations as amended would have shown the following:,
had strictly adhered to the format of the original table, the
TOTAL COST
INSTRUCTIONAL COST
ENROLMENT
TOTALS
TOTAL
5/F.T.E.
PART(51,000)
$/F.T.E.
FULL(S1,000)
F.1" "..2
TOTAL

/

UNIVERSITIES
U.B.C.
Simon Fraser

Victoria
Total

GRAND TOTAL
8.

TIME

TIME

73,235
23,227
18,794

3,809
2,818
3,703

2,553/

115,256

3,793

2,17

147,340

3,218

52,061
13,396

2,708

5.,076

12,18

2,387

34,6713

30,383

77,575

58,340

45,788

100,141

18,370
5,585
4,601

2,988
1,682
1,468

21,358
7,251
6,069

19,224
6,083

28,556

6,138

40,659

17,697
7,697

i

2,202 /

,f. Chase, Director, Office of Analytical
Office of Analysis and Planning, University of British Columbia; Dr.
by
Dr.
Wm.
Tetlow,
Director,
Victoria.
Revised calculations undertaken
Institutional Analysis and Assistant to the President, University of
Simon Fraser University: and Mr. 1. Currie. Director of

*

*

*

*

*

Studies,'

*

15,
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This is incorrect. The capital expenditures of each
.--iirfhe universities for 1972-74 are as follows. (Percent
of total expenditures is in parentheses.).

ceding three,pages are presented as a summary statement

concerning lie. validity of the original table. The first
table is a copy of the original, with all incorrect data
and statements italicized for emphasis. The second
table is the re ult of the same calculations, using correct
data and com arable summations; the identical source
data were use . The reader is urged to reflect upork
the different c nclusions drawn from each of the two

UBC

1972
1973
1974

.

S10,037,000
11,849.000
23,472,000

(9.5)
(11.8)
(22.1)

tables :4%,
SF'U

1972
1973
1974

S

902.000
646.000
4,750.000
UVie

1972
1973
1974

4$3,353.000
r 1,773.000
1,619.000

.

7r

N4k

the need for agreement' on a pre-established methodology including \ standardized data requirements.
The second requirement is a procedure for sending__
the preliminary \Olculatiptis to each institution
for vetting. Adoption of both of these requirements
by the 'B.C. Resea ch Council would have avoided

(70-

(14.1)
(8.7)
(8.3)

Fallacious assugliptions.
I. The capital' experlitures of the universities do

the errors in en olments and instructional and
total dollars associate withlhe original table.

not represent a stable proportion of their budget (see
tactual Error 6). Furthermore, equating capital grants
in the universities with debt services (repayments of
principarand interest on long-term capital borrowing)
is neither appropriate nor accepted financial practice
as a suitable average means of accounting for capital

For the future, it is clear that even our recalculation
of the B.C. Research council table is lacking. The issue
being raised by the B.(;. ResearEh analysis is whether the
academic transfer program of the colleges -represents an
economic substitute for the first IWO years of-university.
The issue
is of critical 'mportance to the colleges, the
universities and the pr vincial government because of
its significance and far reaching public policy implica-

expenditures.
2.

\l

The Continuing .rovipcial Need
Emerging oui of the B.C. Research Council analysis
and our response to it are several fundamental
requirements for \ a study of this type. First is

(3.4)
(2.6)
(17.3)

"It should be remembered that there are no

_

generally accepted ways of relating part-time and fulltime students, or even of comparing full-time students
taking different programmes."
This is simply not true. To the first point it should
be noted that Statistics Canada has a standard practice
of equating 3.5 part-time students to one full-time student for purposes of calculating full-time equivalency.

tions.
The basis for our allocation of costs between
lower division, upper division, and graduate work
was student contact hours. This method ignores
nod' the question of relative effort required to
teach the courses at the various levels as well
as the faculty requirements for graduate student

As to the second point, both British Columbia and
Ontario universities have a well-established system of
weighting factors for comparing enrolments in different

thesis supervision and research. Clearly We are still
comparing apples and oranges. A more satisfactory
and more defensible, although more involved, procedure would be the undertaking of a comprehensive

programmes for financial analysis purposes.
3. Comparability of data for BCIT is implied in the

table, yet capital expenditures were excluded for BCIT
but included for the universities.
4. file tattle presented implies comparability, yet no
attempt is made to compare the costs per student of the
first two years of general programme ins_ action (i.e.
arts and science) at the universities with the terminal
two year programmes at the colleges.
Comparability. The resultant comparisons of multidiscipline (for example. arts, medicine, ygriculture) and
multilevel (first year undergraduate through doctoral)
universities with a comprehensive technical institute and
with lower division two-year college operations, is
misleading, at best, especially with regards to costs per
hypothetical average students. It is difficult to imagine

cost study involving a faculty activity analysis as one of
its components. Only in this way can a proper assess -

me.it of costs
graduate work.

be attributed to lower, upper, and

Conclusion

We have attempted in this paper to provide you
with a case study of a type of problem which, we
believe, is encountered with regrettable frequency by_
individual institutional researchers. Some persons will
argue, no doubt, that we have ow..rstated the potential
impact of the original erroneous data, or over-reacted
to the incident or "problem." We disagree, because our
experience indicates that very fa} reaching actions and
policies are adopted on the type of evidence presented

what the average university student represents considering the range of programmes and levels of instrimtion. Comparability was Intended by the published table,
it was not achieved
Amended calculations. The two tables on the pre-

in the B.C. Research Council publiCation.

On a 9-point scale we would,, perhaps, be inclined
to rate the problem as five, BUT \ItliN11.MBER, on at

least one scale "... six is fatal...." I

I5
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Footnotes
Watson, presented to the Roads and
From a paper titled Seat belts in CanadaWhat are they good for? by A. Carl Shields and L. Glen
Calgary.
Transportion Association of Canada Conference in
in British Columbia. (Vancouver,
2 Dennison, John D. and others. The impact of community colleges; A study of the college concep0
1

Canada, B.C. Research Council, November 1975).

3lt,id., Table 12.5, p. 135.
4lbid., chapter 12, pp. 126.140.
s

Ibid., Table 12.5, p. 135.
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ANALYSIS OF STATE FINANCIAL SUPPORT
OF HIGHER EDUCATION: PITFALLS AND PROMISES
Marilyn McCoy
National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems
A. Lawrence Fincher
The Universil, of Michigan

As financial resource constraints become more

critical in postsecondary education _planning and
management, the need for more comprehensive analysis
that goes beyond simple measures of the level of support
has become more apparent. While measures of the level
of support (e.g., state dollars per student) clearly

identify differences among states, and among institutions within states, such measures are inadequate in con-

tributing to an understanding of the reasons for these
differences.

The importcnce of a more complete

examination of state support is clear to those at the
'state level and within institutions who continue to be
involved in the process of arbitrating state support. Too
often, discussions about the adequity of state financing
become sidetracked in debates over the source of data,
the specific measures used, and the accuracy of informa-

The authors of the study used existing data from a
number of sources, such as the National Center for
Education Statistics, , the U.S. Census Bureau, and the
National Association of State Scholarship Programs. The
major focus of the study is the divelopment of a more
comprehensive framework for analyzing the role of state
and local support. Initially, a detailed analysis is presented of the variety of ways in which state and local

support can be measured and the important con-

sequences of these procedures in affecting the level of
support' actually measured. It differs from previous
studies on this topic in its use of data from institutions
reporting the amount of funding received from the state.
This focus on recipients contrasts with the approaches
used by both M. M. Chambers (1974) and Glenny-Ruyle

(1975), which rely on the responses of state higher
education agencies (the providers of support) to indicate
the extent of state support for higher education.

tion. .

While these concerns are likely to persist (and in
many cases rightfully so), the importance of dealing
more directly with the substantive issues associated with
financial support is being increasingly recognized. The
.

The main emphasis .of the study is to attempt to

more comprehensively describe the variety of influences
which may affect support patterns in states and institutions. Examples of these factors include the following:
1. Different Distribution Patternsthat is, the
differing ways state and local higher-education dollars
are spent (that is, by institutional and student aid needs,
by type of institution,, or by major institution futwtion)
and how these may be tied to state support levels.

however, is a complicated one. Conflicting
pressures continue to be felt regarding (a) the adequacy
task,

of state support for the number of students being

educated, (b) the resources available to the state for providing support, (c) the types of program offered,

(d) state funding of competing social piograms, and

2. Levels of Institutional Expenditureshow the

(e) efforts by the state and postsecondary institutions to
maintain program quality in the face of serious inflation.
These conflicting influences illustrate the complex
,nature of the resource all ation process Within a state.
They also make evident t e increasing need for representatives of higher educati to make their case in more
specific and ninningful terms.
This paper sununatizes the methodology and

overall level of funds spent by institutions (expenditures
per student) and the state and local proportions of those
expenditures influence state support levels.

3. Other Sources of Supportthe extent to which

nonstate sources (for example, federal government,

private donors, or students) provide higher-education
funds and how these appear to substitute for state and
local dollars.

findings of a recent study by the National Center for
Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS) of
state ind local support of higher education (McCoy,
Cherin, Makowski and Weldon, 1976). In addition, the
paper abstracts general insights gained from the study
and other institutional-state Ixperiences of the authors.
The pitfalls and promises in the analysis of state financial support are highlighted. Because of the extent to
which institutional-state interaction has recently been
focused in the area of information and analysis (for example, increased reporting requirements or the need to

4. State Goals and Objectiveshow differing state
goals, such zs student access, affect state and local
support levels.

5. State Tax Capacityhow the differing income
and wealth bases among the states and the states'
mechanisms for taxing this wealth affect state and local
support of higher education.
6. Competing State and Local Programsthe extent
to which other state programs like health and highways
compete for state and local dollars.

7. Other Factorsa discussion of some additional

project policy impacts), it appears particularly important
that researchers explore the implications of their work
for institutional-state relations.

considerations, such as inflation, that may be related to
state and local support levels.

These factors are analyzed for public and private
higher education separately. In addition, the institutional analysis is further disaggregated by major types of
institutions (i.e., university, four-year, and two-year

Description of the Study
The study is an empirical analysis of state and local
financial support of higher education for a1,1 fifty states.

)
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STATE FINANCIAL SUPPORT

institutkns). The analyses encompass two years of data,
fiscal yeirs 1973 and 1974
Selected National Findings
While the primary value of this study resides in the
state-by-state profiles of financing and related factors, a

number 'of interesting national patterns are also made
visible. A selected number of these findings are cited to
illustrate the types of financing pattern which exist. It
should. be remembered, however, that these examples
represent national averages and that a detailed xamination of thete expenditures for specific states shows substantial variations from them. The following summary
comments for FY 1974 are noted:
A. Level of state support. As expected, most state

and local financial support is provided to the public
sector of higher education. Of the total educational and

general purpose support provided by state and local
sources to higher 'education, 96% is funneled to the
public sector (S49 per capita to the ptiblia sector and S2
per capita o tht private).
From FY 1473 to FY 1974, state and local support
to

the public sector, per student and per capita,

increased by 14%. When this increase is adjusted for inflation effects, the real dollar increase is 6%. However,
as a percentage of total state and local revenues, higher
education's share showed a proportional decline of 7%
(from 5.6% of total state and local revenues to 3.2%).
B. The distribution of state support. While state and
local supporeof higher education increased by 14% (per

student), the extent to which particular groups of institutions shared in this pattern varied considerably.'
From FY 19'73 to FY 1974, state and local support of
public universities decreased 26% on a per student basis.
By contrast, four-year public institutions showed an in-

crease in per student support of 25%, and two-year institutional support grew by 17%. These changes have

been computed on a per student basis to adjust for
shifting enrollment among the institutional groups.
Other differences are evident. In FY 1974, state and
local suppott to public universities was 52174 per
student. This level was 10% higher than support to four-

year institutions ($1972 per student) and 50% higher
than funding to the two-year colleges (S1438 per student). However, in terms of the total dollars distributed
from state and local sources (absolute dollars, not per
student dollars), four-year institutions received 39%,
universities 35% and two -yews institutions 26%.

°

The majority of state and local support (97%) wasp
for general purposes. Only 3% of state contributions
were provided to support sponsored research and other
sponsored programs. This contrasts sharply with federal
higher-education support of public institutions, where
51% of federal dollars were for sponsored research purposes, and other sponsored programs received another
31%. Funds for general institutional programs, such as
instruction, only accounted for 18% of federal support.
Even these funds were often designated for specific
-workshops and other functions This pattern clearly
illustrates the very limited extent to which federal
funding could he viewed as a substitute for state
support. Most such funding received by institutions was
for specific,sontracted purposes.
C. Institutional expenditures. I xpenditures in private institutions for educational and general purposes

were approximately 40'1 higher per student than in

public institutions (S4036 vs. $2898). The major reason
fOr .this difference appears to be the fact that spending

in private universities was 56% higher than id public
universities. In part, this may be due to the greater focUs
in the private sector on graduate-level education. Seventeen percent of private enrollptents were at the graduate

level, compared to 10% of public enrollments. Differences between public and, private spending rates were

less marked for the other two classes of institution. In
private four-year colleges, institutional expenditures
were 7% higher, and in private two-year institutions they

exceeded by 10% those in similar institutions in the
public sector.

0.irall public sector institutional expenditures in12% bcftween fiscal', years 1973 and 1974.
Increases in university spending, less than this average
rate, increased by only 7%. In four -year institutions,
expenditures increased by 18%, and there was a 15%
creased

increase in two-year institutional spending.
The share of total public sector expenditures
supported by state and local fundinievaried markedly by
class of institution. While 65% of all public institutional

expenditures were covered by state and local sources,
two-year institutions showed a markedly, higher reliance

on state funding sources. Eighty-two percent of public
two-year institutional expenditures were supported
through state and local financing. For four-year institutions this outlay was 68%, and for universities it was
53%. While state and local funding provided the majority

of support for all institutions, dependency on these
sources did vary substantially by type of institut on.

D. Other revenue sources. An examination of
revenue sources indicated that, in FY 1974, 60 'of all
educational and general revenues received by public institutions were from state and local sources. (This 60% is

based on institutional revenues and differs from the
65% in the previous paragraph whith was based tin
institutional expenditures.) The federal government contributed an additional 14%, and re'renues from student,
tuition charg 3 provided 16% more. (An additional 10%'

was received from private philanthropy, institutional
income, and other sources.) When compared with the
data on revenues in FY 1973, these figures indicate that

the relative share provided by state and local sources
was increasing, while the shares provided by federal and

student contributions were decreasing proportionally.
(Actual per student revenues from I federal and from
tuition sources were increasing, but at a lesser rate than
state and local support.)

In the private (independent) sector, the role of
specific revenue sources differed markedly from those
exhibited in public institutions. Only 4% of revenues in
private institutions were from state and local sources..
Fifty percent of revenues came from student tuition
charges, 20% from the federal government, 13% from
private sources, and 11% from institutional income,
including endowments.

E. Student enrollment. Nationally, enrollments in
the public sector were almost evenly distributed among
the three types of institution. Thirty percent of public
student enrollments were in universities, 37% in
four-year institutions, and 33% in two-year institutions.
In the two time periods studied, there was a I% share
shift from universities to the two-year institutions. While

these percentages applied to the United States as a
whole, the distributicm of enrollments among types of

McCoy and Finches

Institution did differ a great deal among states. These
differences are mentioned here in recognition of the fact
that,the national average rates of state support described
previously were also tied to the enrollment patterns just
rate to
. described. This, a state, in comparing its support
-the national average, should also compare its enro lment
mix and other specific characteristics to those which
clomprise the national profile. For example, if a state had
a Ater than average enrollment in community colleges,

-it state support level might be expected to be lower

.

al; the national average if university enrollments were
not alsgresiter than average. tNote that this represents

onl one characteristic of a state's educational System

-Ind ther factors should be considered as well.)
wi further extensions of this national profile inyqlve omparisons of enrollment rates to specific population oups. The ratio of student enrollments In public
institutions 4, the number of persons aged l8 --0 was
.46. This population attendance ratio has shown almost
no change from 1972-73. to 1973-74. First-time public
student 'enrollment as a ratio to the number of high
school graduates is .62. This represents a 13% increase
since 1972-73.

F. Total state expenditures. Tne level of total state
expenditures per capita increased between FY 19 3 and
FY .1974 by 17%. However, education and higher ducetion both experienced, some decrease in their relative'
shares of the state budget. Health and hospitals as well
as public welfare also werienced some relative decline
in proportional shares, whereas the proportion allOcated
to highways and others (such as police and administra-

_

tion), increased slightly.

A Single State Example

While the sprninary patterns just described, were
indicative of the U.S. profile, individual state patterns
often differed markedly from these overall averages.
Table I provides selected financial support and related
_data for three states to illustrate some of the particular
kinds of individual profiles which exist. To demonStrate
the diversity of individual state patterns, the states were
selected because of differences in size, economic base,
and educational structure. They should not be viewed as
peer states. While the profiles portrayed in Table I will
not be discussed in detail, a single example will be cited
to illustrate the manner in which these varying factors

part, this lower state level was compensated, for by
higher than average federal contributions and tuition
revenues. However, in two of the institutional types

(universities and four-year institutions) the expenditure

levels were somewhat lower than average. A m're

detailed analysis of programs in these institutions would
be necessary to - determine whether or not this pattern
was appropriate. The remaining information reiterates
the point that the state, in terms of its tax capacity and

public expenditure rates, was contributing to higher'
education at a rate above the U.S. average.
This simplified example provides an initial profile

, of state financing in Colorado that can be extended,

through use of other analyses in the study report and
through more detailed analyses of intrastate data. It is
useful, though, in illustrating advantages of using more -extensive data than simple. level measures of state
support, which brand a state as high or low.
Pitfalls and Promises

In addition to the basic framework of the study, the
research project, has provided a basis for abstracting a
number of key facets which can be generalized for state=
institutional perspectives. These concern the scope of
analysis undertaken and its jurisdictional implications;
factors associated with the selection of data in terms of
its accuracy and the costs imposed on reporting institutions and other units; the appropriateness of comparative analysis both between states and within a single
state (for example, among types of institutions); and the
general process of state and institutional analyses and
how they can be effectively interfaced.
A. Scope of the analysis. One of the major promises
of this study is that it represents an initial effort in providing a comprehensive set of interstate comparisons
which can be used for both measuring and assessing the
!evel of state financial support. The complaint is often'
made in postsecondary education that decisions 'are
made on the basis of simple high and low distinctions,
without sufficient reference to the actual characteristics
and distinctive features of the system being decided
upon. By providing a starting mechanism for the fuller
examination of the dimensions of postsecondary
support, it is hoped that .the study will encourage the
pursuit of questions to the point of greater understanding. Implicit is the need for an interactive relationship _between state and institutional officials in

related to the number of students

examining the components of state support. Such a
relationship implies mutual involvement in the use of
these analyses and the provision of further supporting
information where needed. It also implies a process of
mutual exploration, not simply post facto justification,

large differential between support per public student and
per public resident student] by a higher than average

a strategy of trying to describe the "full picture" and
disseminate that description appears in the long run to

interrelate.t
When state and local support is related to the state's
population base (support per capita), the data in Table I

indicate that Colorado's citizens provided support at a
rate that exceeded the national average by 16%. When

that suprort

is

supported in public institutions, howeven, the pattern
shifts, and Colorado's suppoit was 20% below the
national average. The information in the remainder of
the table provides some explanation for this pattern.
Colorado educated a larger than average number of students in its educational system (as evidenced by the substantial enrollment of out-of-state students [noted by a

ratio of enrollments to the number of 18- to 20-yearolds 1_601; and by a high reliance on public education
)88% of all enrollments) ). Irk addition, the level of state
support and proportion of institutional expenditures
.which the state provides were lower than average. In

in which the answer or conclusion comes first, followed
by facts and analysis constructed to fit. This might be
termed the grasshopper effecta lot of jumping around
until the suitable explanation is found. However, to the
extent that a reasoned analysis of factors lays out the
jumps in-the short run, it encourages misuse of data
through the selective use of only those factors which.are
favorable. Such misuse cannot be totally prevented, but
he the most viable strategy.

Related to this concept of comprehensive treatment of an issue is an approach which focuses on dual
accountability. In the context of an analysis of state
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Table 1

1-1

.9

...a>

Profile of State and Local Support
of Higher Education and Related Factors, in Three States
1973-74

Statelnd 19eat support
related to public higher educational
institutional expenditures

Distribution patterns of
state and local support..
to public institutions

State and local
higher education
support measures

co)

(per public student)
1-1

Public sector
Per

U.S. Average

Per.'
capita

public
student

$49

51881
1938
1504
2013

California
Colorado

79

New Jersey

36

57

student

student'

Per

5203.
213

1972
.2021
2082

16

346

New Jersey

Universities

Four-year

Two-year

institutions

institutions

Other

private

-

4
year

year

$1972
.2304

$1438
1509

1577

1412
1356

U rt iy

$2174
3506
1306
2394

expj
General SponsoreJ sponsored
purposb research programs student

2

2100

State

student
$2913
3599
2719
2979

S1833

$14

S35

$4130

, 53%

1887
'1441
1964

3

48

48

*10

52
32

7316
3633
3729

16

exp./

portion

36
64

State t
portion

S exp./
student

-68%
64

$1764
1445
1896

58
70

State

portion
82%
104
74
72

1885

A

Support from selecte21
nonstate sources to

Selected

State

State spending

access

public institutions

measures

financial
capacity

social programs

l'er student

California
Colorado

BY program
purpose

of institution

Per public res.

1

' U.S. Average

By type

Private
sector

Federal

Tuition

support

revenues

5434
420
597
259

5503.
238
660
674

Public enrollment
No. of persons
18.20
.46
.70
.60
.36

% of enroll.
ment at pub.
institutions
75%

88
88
73

Tax revenues

capita
$623
773
601
580

for

Total per

Tax revenues
as % of

milts state

tax capacity

expenditures

100%
112
106
112

%of expenditures
for higher
education

"

S 940

54%

7.i

1119
954
978

6.1

4.0
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importance of including the full spectrum of alternatives
desirabie to have such
is stressed. It would alsO beprofiles
over a longer time
analyses which portray states'
evaluate
the extent to
period, making it less difficult to
has
changed.
which a state's financing profile
B. Data Concerns. Given the extent to which stateinstitution relations have centered on the issue of data
reporting, an important dimension of this study is its use

that
financial support, two-sided accountability implies that
state funding be evaluated from two perspectives:
of institutions and students (the adequacy of support)

ability to provide this
and that of the state (the variety
of dimensions to
support). While there are a,

in
these two -perspectives, each focus must be includedthe

the analysis to reflect accurately the dynamics of
financing issue. These include critical analysis of the
characteristics of postsecondary education in the state,
student enrollment rates, state tax capacity, and com-

of existing data rather than the initiation of new data
collections efforts. This approach recognizes the high
reporting
costs associated with adding another layer of
which
education
institutions,
costs
requests on higher
institutions most frequently are asked to absorb. In
addition;ihis strategy is seen as an important mechanism
for assessing the utility of existing data collection
General
efforts. ..For example, Higher Education
Information Survey (HEGIS) data collected by'National
Center for Education Statistics (NCES) are regularly
collected, bLt few dcicumented-uses of these data exist.
ipe
If they are not valuable, they obviously should, not
should
be
documented
collected. If they have utility, it
data.
to provide a clear incentive for those reporting the
The importance of >recognizing this connection between
is critical, This study
data use and. data accuracywhich
can be uses to improvided one case example
collection
efforts.
(Mechanisms for
prove future data
'achieving this result' anC1 funneling the data-related experiences of the study are being explicitly pursued.
Following the completion of the field review of the
1973-74 Study, a position paper for dissemination to
data collectors is being developed by the study staff and

peting social- needs. These and other factors have been
included in the study.
Related. to the concept of dual accountability are
that
analytical efforts'which include-an analysis design
do the
can be used toll clarify jurisdictions of those who
funding and of those who receive funds. One example in

0.0
...

,

this regard is the identification of the extent to which
funds provided are legally restricted to specific uses,
such as contracts for sponsored research. TO the extent
of
that uses are pretecified, they remove certain degrees
by
preempting
portions
accountability from recipients
of management prerogatives. Suth prescription reduces
the management flexibility needed'to determine whether
a specification which was appropriate at one time
(appropriations) remains appropriate at a later time
(program delivery). An lillustration of this can be found
in the rapidly changing expenditure needs for utilities,
A good institutional manager will be flexible in shifting
some funds to keep classrooms adequately heated

although that may take away from ava,ilable instructional dollars. Demands of accountability taken to the
extreme would lead to instruction in cold, dimly lit
'
classrooms.

4144

project reviewers.)

While the analysis of state support containedin this
study is probably the most comprehensive of its kind
to date, the topic warrants substantial further study. A
number of important extensions can be identified. For
example, because of the unavailability of data to support
the'analysis of :such programs as vocational educat',on,
education programs,
r, proprietary institutions, and adult
the full range of postseconda state offerings have not

There were a'number of other advantages associated
with the use of existing data. Their use is more timely

than new collection efforts. In addition, the data sources
for
uses) provided extensive detail as a back-up source
the
topic.
Further,
other users who may wish to pursue
data sources provides
the ohgoing nature of these
analyses
can
be replicated in future
as,surame that these
years.

There are, however, numerous pitfalls associated
with the use of existing data. On is that such data do
research design of
not always readily match the

been included. Yet given stat concerns in the intersector tradeoffs among alt-tacist-secondary programs, the
*

Table 2

Comparison of 1973.74 Data For
Combined Institutional and Student Appropriations
(Millions of dollars)
Glenn y-Ruyle
1973-74

Chambers
1973.74

(State only)

REGIS
EDSTAT 11-Boyd combined
1973.74

i

(State & local)

(State only)

...

..

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas

California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware

S L48

,

23
136
73
1142
134
120
34

(Local only)
5

$142

$138
missing

2

20
155

24

1225

76
1658

405

139

141

120

119

116
74

31

29

LisiAhan 1
163
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$
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sec i('-r.flay. users. AnOther is that the accuracy and
credibility of any data set is always open to question. In

reference requires mutual\y exclusive data entries,
whereas real support must consider the joint characteristics of these-systems.

to

fact,

the number of data values often appears to be

related to the number lof data collectors. A graphic ex-

In recognizing data comparability problems, extensive effort has been expended in this study to document the4ecifie types of data problems which exist,
and the extent to which specific states have identified
case examples of these problems. Stich documentation
Provides an important interpretative tool foi those reviewing the analyses, as well as a firm basis for efforts to

ample of this problem is shown in Table 2. Three
different sources of information about state Support
levels are shown, and hi, only a few states do the numbers
agree.

C. Comparative uses of data. Given the absence of
absolute standards or benthmarks, states and institutions
1

have relied on the use of comparisons for assessment and
evaluation. While Rich comparisons can provide
important references when properly applied, the process
of making comparisons is an extremely difficult one.
There is an initial problem in identifying the units to be

improve future data collection prociedures.
Another danger associated with comparative
analysis is the tendency by some Users to convert average
valuer, to standard values. While ilt is for this reason that
the preSent study has attempted to provide a more com-

compared. Should only-like units be compared (for example, one research University with another) or is it
appropriate in assess-mg interinstitutional financing
tradeoffs to compare different units (a four-year school
with a two-year institution)?

prehensive description of the reasons for differences in
support levels, the potential t ignore a full state profile and instead concentrate n simple level differences
does exist.

A sumed Cost

Actual Ekpenditure

Ft ure I. Illustration of the difficulty of obtaining truly comparative cost data.

While this study miovides no mechanism for li Iting

Summary

any form of comparison. the intended methodology is

The Statewide Analysis Project of the NCIIEMS at
WICHE has been presented ror information purposes to
institutional researchers. Existing data for IY 1973 and

one in which comparisons are made in the context 'of extensive descriptive information. This appro h is

intended to clarify the similarities and differetres of

FY 1974 have beep catalogued and analyzed. Data
problems have bee' exposed and interpretive factors

the units being compartid.

Another problem which complicates eff its at

have been outlined. /
Promises of thiS project have been stated in terms of
the extension of analyses on the topic to better explain

comparative analysis is the difficulty of ohtainin truly
comparable data due to the diversity of account' g pro-

cedures, calendar systems., and operating mods. An
example of this is a recent health science cost study
which began with an assumption that cost comp nents

differences in support patterns, better utilize existing
data improve futqre data collections, and-identify some
important aspects of comparative analysis. Pitfalls have
focused on the pOtential misuse of data, the Inaccuracy
of existing data. and the pressure to average down.
An examination of the project process and results
should provide institutional researchers with ideas for

were federal capitation grants, state appropriation', and
student fees These sources of revenue t:an he iden
but as they comingle inlan actual operation, their s mple

direct sum is not an adequate measure of the co t to
teach the discipline. The Venn diagram in figu

extension of the work and an ability to cope with tae
pressures associated with analyses of state financial

1

illustrates the problem.

The point simply 15 that the accounting frame of

support of high& education.
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CONFLICT IN STUDENT OUTPUT STUDIES:
NATIONAL AND STATE VS. LOCAL NEED
John A. Lucas
William Rainey Harper College

'In the past, almost all student follow-up studies designed to measure output have been organized along
similar lines. The target has consisted of populations or
samples of (a) graduates of an institution, (b) dropouts
from an institution, or (c) longitudinal entering classes.
These groups are almost always cross institutional or
very broad in nature.
The output measures have centered around continued education, job situation, mobility, reason for
leaving, general evaluation; and sometimes measures in
change of attitude or perception. Continued education
measures center around the new institution, grade-point
performance, new degrees .pursued, or relatedness of
field at the new institution to field at the target institution. Job information might include salary, skill level,
and job-relatedness to major at the target college.
General evaluation would center around general ratings,
services received, or groups of courses taken. There are a
number of measures on the market that measure attitude
and perception changti.
These kinds of studies impress'and are encouraged
by national educational organizations, national educational professional groups, accrediting agencies, and state
governing agencies. Many journal articles are written that
analyze such data and make comparisons of data across

outs, and longitudinal studies. However, in response
to the decision-making manager, this author has now

designed a number of specific surveys for major areas of
study. These specific surveys- differ in two major ways
from the broad institutional follow-ups.

How Specific Surveys Differ From Traditional
Institutionwide Outcome Studies
First, the target, population is different. The institutional studies sample all the graduates as well as
ail the drop-outs or entering classes. On the other hand,
for a specific survey, each manager will define the target
population differently. Second, the output data is
different and much more specific. Job information can

be obtained that pinpoints a detailed job description

relating to the major field. Specific evaluations are made
about individual .courses and services offered by the
target program. In sonic cases, attitude change measures

can be obtained when they are related to program
objectives. In addition, future education plans, mobility;
and other status data of a general nature can be
Othered.
fef

{Examples Which Aid the Interdal Decision-Making
Process

There are a number of specific follow-up studies

institutions. However, at the institutional level such
studies are of little value except to impress the external
community

which have been conducted at Harper College that can
be cited as examples of. how management has used
follow -up studies to make academic decisions. These

examples make clear why these specific follow-up
studies were needed for decision making and why
the broad institutional type of follow-up studies would

Needs of the Local Institution
Consider how a local manager could make any decisions on such findings as an increase in dropout rates,

not have sufficed. (See references.)

students performing poorer or better in their conr

tinued education than students at comparison colleges,
an increase in students leaving their major field; an
increase in the mobility, a change in the reasons for
leaving, or, less attitude change among students than at
comparison institutions. liven if such findings were
verified and mutually agreed upon as serious problems,
there would be little an institutional officer could do.
Such possible courses of action as changes in admission
standards, changes in grading standards, changes in
teaching methods, changes in curriculum, or expansion
or reduction of programs would have to he carried out
at the department, division, or the major area level,
Managers at ,t4je departmental level coulll not make
these decisions on the basis of broad general institutional
data. They demand specific data about their students.
The institutional follow-up studies, which were so impressive to the external agencies and the journal
audiences, are of little value to the managers who must

Business Fields

All students who had graduated with an associate
degree in secretarial science were followed for a year
after leaving. Results of the survey showed over 75

percent of these former students were working as
secretaries. In evaluating education at Harper; many
courses were rated as very beneficial while some electives
were rated as marginal. This helped academic advisors

determine which electives would be recommended for
new students and which would he of most benefit to

'them later on. 'lie results also indicated a very high

percentage of the graduates were required to do statistical typing; this knowledge helped determine future
course emphasis.

In another folio -up study, students who had de-

clared themselves a major in supervisory and administrative management were surveyed one year later. Results
of the survey showed that over 80 percent remained in
the field, indicating that the coordinators could safely

make decisions on the basis of the implications of
follow-up studies.

expand the program without risk of flooding the job
market. Many former students indicated that they

This author has carried out a number of broad institutional follow-up studies which include short- and
long-term follow-up of graduates, follow-up of drop-

wished they had developed more oral and written skills
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for use in business. This finding led to the development

of English courses designed specifically for business
majors.
The

marketiiig,

mid-management

coordinator

selected students who had accumulated 48 or more
hours and who had taken three or more core courses as
the target population for a follow-up study. This study
found that three-fourths of the students remained in the
,field After leaving Harper' and that they earned, on the
average, a,Iiigher salary than the graduates of any other
career program at Harper. Further, over 90 percent had
no difficulty in finding a job. Again, this indicated that
this particular program should be expanded, and it was.
The survey also indicated that these students used
counseling to a much greater extent than other career
students, and, thus, it was known that expansion of the
program would have a greater impact on the counseling
services. In addition, the survey Indicated that additional
courses in human relations and marketing research

would be helpful. Both of these findings were incorporated into the cumculum modification.
In still another follow-up survey, any student who
had taken one or more core courses in, data processing
over a five-year period was followed. The study demon-

Strata that the program was serving either to support
people in other fields or to upgrade skills of people
already on the job. Few students were' being prepared
to enter the field for the first time. A number of course
areas were identified as being useful as non-credit,,,
continuing educational offerings that could supplement
the present program.
Service Field

Students who at one time dunng a three-year
period had declared themselves as interior design
majors were targeted and sent a follow-up question-

naire Results of the survey prpduced a profile of those
former students who were working. Over three-fourths
of those working were on jobs related to interior de-

sign, and these jobs were divided into 23 different
classifications. This allowed the coordinator 'o determine how related the curriculum was to the
ial job
content.

In another study, students who had majored in
criminal justice were followed. It was noted that a
number of graduates with an associate degree in criminal
justice and no experience were having difficulty finding
positions in the field. This finding prompted an effort to
increase the academic advising services for these students In the future, students who have had no experience in the criminal justice field will be advised
either to continue their education to the bachelor's
degree or prepare for a very specialized technical area.

All students who had taken the final child care
seminar course were surveyed a year after leaving
Harper This study indicated that few could find fulltime jobs in the field, and those who could were working

at very low salaries As a result of this finding, the
growth of the program was curtailed, the leadership of
the program was changed, and graduates of the program

indicated they performed some typing. Also, it was
difficult to find enough positions in attorneys' offices.
As a result, in-service continuing education programs
for attorneys were designed to demonstrate the proper
use of legal technicians. In addition, new positions were
found in a variety of agencies where legal technicians
could work up to their potential.
Health Fields
Dental hygiene graduates, over a three-year period,

were followed, and this survey found that 99 percent of
these graduates were working in their field. The favor-

able job situation meant the program could expand.
However, the survey also indicated that graduates felt
they were capable of performing many more expanded
duties than they were row permitted. Thus, even though
these graduates were satisfied with their positions at the

time of the survey, their high level of qualification
could leadto dissatisfaction in the future.
FoiloW-up studies have also been conducted among
graduates ' f the nursing program. These surveys indicate to hat extent nurses are required to perform in

36 differe t skill areas, and, thus, allow a detailed

relevancy .omparison,between the curriculum and the
job requ ments.' In addition, a , number of working
relationships are identified, as well as measures of effectiveness of preparation in each of these areas. These
nursing follow-up studies uncovered that Harper
graduates felt well prepared in all areas except leadership. This seemed important since over 80 percent of
these graduates were required to exhibit supervisory or
leadership skills. As a result, a continuing education
program was designed to provide leadership and supervisory training for persons in the health field.
Technical Field

In the architectural technology program, all former

students who had taken three or more core courses
were followed. This study revealed that about 64
percent were working in the field. Their work was
broken down into 28 different classificat.ons, which pro-

vided a very descriptive work profile of, the former
students. In addition, salary and geographic location
information was obtained on these Harper alumni.
This study was used as a recruiting device to attract
new students to the program. Students, after reading the

report, discovered what they could realistically expect
to earn and what type of work they would most likely
be doing. Thus, students who did enroll in the program
could be expected to have more realistic expectations.
Noncredit field

In a study now underway, former participants in
the women's program are being followed one year later.
The purpose of this study is to determine the extent to
which these narticipants have gained in self-co: fidence
and have widened their horizons. The outcome of this

study will determine whether this program should be
expanded, leveled off, or curtailed.

were advised to utilize some of their skills in a wider

Conclusion

range of jobs only simile% hat related to child tare.

The specific studies described have provided very
unique information, such as a detailed job analysts pro-

Students who had indicated their major field was
legal technology' were surveyed one year after leaving
Harper The study intimated that former students Mt
they were not working up to their potential. Over half

file and very specific evaluation data. Moreover, this

data has been collected from a very speufic target
population of former students. These two factors have
166j 13
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allowed managers to make informed decisions concerning curriculum revision and development, expansion,
academic advising services, job placement services, and
recruitment. The traditional, institutionwide follow-up
studies would have provided little benefit to the
managers in making such decisions.

It is not the purpose of this paper to assert that .
the traditional, institutionwide follow-up studies are
worthless and should be discontinued. Institutions
still must justify their existence to the local community,

to the state, and to the federal government. Moreover,

must

professionals still

seek

visibility

in

their professional associations. For these purposes,
the traditional, institutionwide follow-up study is
the only appropriate approach. This paper asserts
'that an institution 'must engage in two types of student
outcome or -, f011oW-up study. One type will satisfy,
external pressures while the. other will be an extremely

valuable aid in the internal decision-making processes.
This paper has shown that these two types of studies
cannot be mixed in one outcome effort. Rather, the
institution must commit itself to the conduct of two

different types of outcome studies for two widely
different purposes.
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THE ORGANIZING, FINANCING AND IMPLEMENTING
OF EXPANDED ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION
FROM STATE AND REGIONAL POINTS OF VIEW
Frederick H. Jackson
Committee on Interinstitutional Cooperation

The following discussion is confined primarily to

we decided as a first step to make a study of what the

the seven midwestern states in which the Committee on
Interinstitutional Cooperation (CIC) universities are

present resources were and what the impediments
were to making existing resources fully available to

located: Michigan; Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin,

non-traditional students. To this end, we secured funding

Iowa and Minnesota.
That there has been a substantial increase in educa-

commissioned

from the College Entrance Examination Board and
three inter-related studies by Deans
Dewey Stuit and Robert Ray of Iowa and Professor

tional offerings for adult students in recent years hardly
needs demonstrating. The coming on the scene of the

Russell Burris of Minnesota. These were entitled The
CIC Study of the Non-traditional Student and were
published in June of 1973. The three authors agreed

British Open University with 25,000 students ita first
year was a dramatic event at the beginning of this
decade. Shortly thereafter, the new commissioner of

on a joint set of recommendations to the CIC universities and anyone else interested. I would like to

education in New York. Ewald Nyouist, announced two
equally dramatic programs. Empire State College and
the Regents External Degree Prograni:Meanwhile, the
number -of students engaged in the study of higher education who might be classified as non-traditional students has been steadily rising from at least the beginning

run over briefly the principal recommendations of the
reports, because they indicate what can be done to make
more readily available access to already existing

programs within our universities. Thus, the increase in
cost to the institutions is minimal.
The first recommendation is that the universities

of the seventies, and there appears to be every indication

that this trend will continue and may; indeed, be the

seed to examine their missions with respect to non-

major source of growth in higher eduLation in the years,
and perhaps the decades. remaining in this century.
When I came to the Committee on Interinstitutional
Cooperation in 1970, increased attention to continuing and non-traditional education emerged very quickly

aaditional students. In some, there has been a proliferation of programs aimed at non-traditional students and
operated by individual colleges or schools, or even by departments. In many instances, there is apparently little
or no coordination with other parts of the university.
With respect to admissions, it was suggested that
provision should be made to permit the non-traditional
student to enroll for. individual courses without
necessarily satisfying regular admission requirements.

as one of the major trends CIC would give attention
to over the next several years. In the spring of 1971, 1
visited the Open University in England and was much
impressed by what 1 sew. Upon my return, I reported to
the presidents of my universities and presented them
with a draft plan for the establishment of what I (Ailed

After a specified period of study (e.g., 30 semester
hours), the individual's qualifications for further study

-the open university of the midwest." The presidents
were polite, but it was clear that this was a direction in
which they did not see themselves going. After the air
had been let out of my trial balloon, I went back and
considered what else CI(' might do to stimulate nontraditional eduLation in our states and regicn. It
occurred to me that nearly all of our universities had
been, for many years, engaged in a variety of ways
in non-traditional and continuing eduLation. Nearly
all of them have developed elaborate and expanding
continuing eduLation programs. In some of our states,
this involved faLillty members from the main campus
traveling to various parts of the state to offer courses
in the evenings or on Saturdays In other states; radio

would be assessed to determine what requirements must
be met if the student desired a degree.
Another recommendation was that special counsel-

ing facilities should be available for the non-traditional
student. Such a counseling service should be staffed with
persons who have acquired a knowledge of the special

problems faced by the non-traditional student; both on
and off campus. At the least, every university should
dearly indicate where non-traditional students should
go for information. Counseling for non-traditional
students should be available before enrollment, and upto -date bulletin statements desLribing opportunities
for non-traditional students should be readily obtainable.

established. and
courses are broadcast from the home campus to locations around the state Six of our universities have
Lorrespondente eduLation programs and together otter
several hundred courses All in all, It appeared to he a
rich array.
We next asked ourselves what could he done with
what already exists. Since, in day, 0: ,nereasingly tight
budgets. it is not _likely that substantial additional

Since non-traditional students often have had experience which is the equivalent of college level work,
provision should he made to grant credit through an

SUITA of state-appropriated monies are going to be
available for new or expanded programs of any kind.

With 'respect to the earning of degrees. while the
traditional B.A. and B.S. degrees serve. very well, the

and

television networks have be,:n

examination program such as that provided by the
College Entrance Ex,nnination Board in its College Level
Examination Program or locally constructed -tests.
Students should be allowed to take examinations befoie
enrolling, the credit to be held in escrow until a certain
amount of credit has been earned in courses

I ()(
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'ADULT AND CONTINUING EDUCATION

Correspondence study should be encouraged in the
overall educational program,for non-traditional students.
Institutions should examine their present limits on such
study in the fulfillment of degree requirements.

needs and purposes of most traditional students, the
non-traditional student may well be more interested
in greater flexibility in his or her studies than in meeting the requirements for a traditional degree. For these.
students, a Bachelor of General Studies or Bachelor

These, then, are the principal recommendations of-the CIC Study of the non-traditional student which
appeared three years ago. So many changes have

of Liberal Studies degree may provide a tangible record

of academic achievement without requiring the completion of a considerable list of course requirements.
Consideration should also be given to the awarding

occurred in the CIC universities since that time that the

College Entrance Examination Board has agreed to
finance a follow-up study of Dean Ray's portion of the
report, which is the most comprehensive of the three.

of diplomas or certificates for the completion of
recognized programs of study which may fall short

During the summer and early fall, Dean Ray will visit the

of the bachelor's degree. Some new credentials should
be provided adult part-time students that will provide milestone recognition and encouragement at

eleven institutions and detail the changes which have
occurred on each of the campuses during the past three
years. His study will be available sometime during the

points along the way to degree achievement such
as one-year diplomas, two-year certificates, and the

1976-77 academic year. o
Perhaps the most visible change related to the non-

like.

traditional, student is the fact that now for the first

Another proposal of the three authors is that
institutional policies allow the development of , credit
offerings in shorty time frames than the traditional
quarter, semester, or summer sessions so that the special

time in their long histories, three of these universities
will 'be offering bachelor's level degrees for nontraditional work. During the past three years, the University of Wisconsin System, the Indiana University
System, and the three public universities of Iowa jointly

needs of professionals and other clientele groups may be
more readily met.
On another topic, the typical college major is likely

to call for the completion of a number of specific

courses -which the non-traditional student may have
difficulty in scheduling. In the development of degree
programs, it should be noted that broad majors such as
humanities, social science, fine arts, and biological
or physical science may often serve the interests of
non-traditional students more readily. than the tradi-

have won approval for bachelor's level programs for non-

traditional students. In at least one of these cases, we
have been told, the reports referred to above were very
influential. In addition, a host of changes in regulations
and requirements have been made in most, if not all, of
the universities which ease the path of the nontraditional student in pursuing his or her educational

'

goals.

In addition, we have looked around in our universities for opportunities for a genuinely joint approach
to the advancement of non-traditional education in our
region. The most promising development we have come
up with is a proposal for a, bachelor's degree program
which may be_earned in part or in whole by means of

tional, narrower major.
With respect to fees,, since the non-traditional
student will often be following an irregular schedule, it

would he to his or her advantage to pay fees on a per
credit hour basis rather than in a lump sum for a term.
Flexibility in the adjusment of fees would work to the

correspondence study.

advaWiage of the non-traditional student. In the administration of financial aid programs, institutions should give
due consideration to the financial needs of part-time, as
well as full-time, students.

Six of our eleven universities have had long and
extensive experience with correspondence education:
During 1975, some 18,090 students were taking
correspondence courses in the six university programs.
Together, these programs offer several hundred individual courses. Many of these are, of/course, duplicative. But when put together, they come close to having
sufficient courses available for majors in a variety of
fields. Our plan, for which we are seeking funding, calls
for the development of sufficient new courses to enable
us to have available for students complete majors in up
to ten academic fields. The students will be able to earn

One of the most difficult problems faced by the
non-traditional student is the residence requirement. If
an institution is liberal on this point, it greately eases the

problem of meeting the resident requirement for a
degree. On the undergraduate level, completing the last
thirty hours in residence, or forty-five of the last sixty,

or the

first ninety are requirements which can be

managed by the non - traditional student, particularly if
courses taught under the supervision of members of the

their degrees through the new degree programs at

institution's faculty, at whatever appropriate site, are

determine that full-time and part-time students are

Indiana, Wisconsin, and Iowa, or alternatively through
the Regents External Degree Program in Albany. As far
as we are aware, this will be the first American
bachelor's level degree program which can be earned
exclusively,through the correspondence route.
The programs of New York State 'and the University Without Walls have brought into being new instrumentalities to further the education of non-traditional
students. CIC has elected to build on what our
universities alrdady have in place. To get our studies and
projects completed, we have depended on grants from

treated equally. Especially, such policies should be reviewed as they relate to the earning of credit by
examination, independent (or correspondence) study
opportunity, and fees.

courses have been completed, they will be used by our
six universities with correspondence programs according
to the policies of each institution.

count& as residence credit.
The non-traditional student is likely to have taken
work at a number of institutions. Converting this work

to credit which is to he counted towards a degree in a
particular institution is a problem. Liberal transfer of
credit policies and a. validation of credit by examination are measures which will ease the problem of the
non-traditional student in meeting the requirements for
a degree.

Institutional

policies

should

be

reviewed

to

private and. public funding sources. Once our new
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PRESSURE POINT ON CAMPUS:
ACADEMIC PROGRAM PLANNING AND RESOURCE
ALLOCATION IN CONFLICT WITH THE BARGAINING TABLE
RaynYond N. Kieft
Central Michigan University

Coilectiv,e bargaining is not a 'new factor in
American life. Anyone familiar with the historical
development of the American industrial complex
would say that the bargaining table has existed
since the early days of industrial development.
Collective bargaining has also been prekent on the

Some Examples from Central Michigan University

Loll_ge campus for some time -having arrived in the
early 1940s when maintenance employee, food service

year institutions of higher education in the United States
to enter into a collective bargaining agreement with

employee and clerical employee unions bargained
over terms and conditions of employment in a
setting that paralleled the collective bargaining

its faculty. The year was 1970. Since that time, two

process in the, industrial sector. What is new to the
campus is collective bargaining by a unionized faculty.

The past few years have found a steadily increasing
number of institutions engaged in collective bargaining
with their faculties. The Chronic!, of Higher Education
(1976) now lists over 400 institutions of higher
education in the United States where the faculty
is represented by a collective bargaining agent.

Another new activity that has emerged across
the campuses of this country is long-range academic
program

and

resource

planning. National studies

have increased awareness within the higher education
community of the necessity for academic program
and resource planning. One of
entitled .4fore Than Survival and
the Carnegie Foundation for the
Teaching in 1975. In a chapter
Institutions Can Do", the need
resource planning is stressed and

these studies is

was written by
Advancement of
entitled, "What
for program and

I

will attempt to illustrate the inherent conflict

between collective bargaining and program planning by

sharing with you some personal experiences. Central
Michigan University (CMU), the university I currently
serve, was one of the first single campus, public four-

multiple-year agreement have been negotiated. The first
agreement was for the three year period 1971 to 1974,

the second for the years 1974 to 1977. Collective
bargaining with a faculty bargaining agent has been
functioning at CMU for some six years.'
Concurrent witn the collective bargaining process at
a long-range institutional academic
program-planning and resource-allocation system. This
system is an effort to shape the future of the university
by a deliberate educational and decision-making process.
Resources of the university are allocated to the various

CMU has been

segments of the institution in response to deliberate
decisions regarding basic program continuance, program
improvement, new program development and program

deletion. Charles J. Ping, former provost of CMU and
now 'president of Ohio University, captured the essence
of this long-iange planning and resource allocation
sytem when, in 1973, he stated:
Long, range planning involves the effort to antici-

and recommendations for such planning activities are

pate and describe the future and the effort to
shape that future by intelligent action. Institutional planning results in the determination of

offered.

resource allocations. The two, planning and allo-

some

strategies

"1. That institutional leaders prepare analyses of
their institutions to determine, as accurately as

cations, represent one system; they form a coher-

possible, the present situation and the factors

consequences for institutional life.

shaping the future course. These analyses should
he used to inform their colleagues and constituents and should be part of a larger effort designed

to create attitudes receptive to and conditions
conducive to change.

"2. Each institution, if it has not already done so,
should develop an overall strategy for flexibility
in the use of fund's, assignment of faculty, uthlization of space and effective processes to make the

_

necessary long-range decisions."
These two recommendations

(.all

for serious

efforts to grapple with the future using the decision
processes of today. Since, embodied in
both collective bargaining and program planning
are decision-making processes which focus on the
future, these two processes must interact when
they are both present on the same campus. It

ent whole if the process is to have value and
The planning ard allocation system is designed
to describe the future of the institution as a
coherent whole and to provide for allocation of resources which support this description, The

process attempts to rationalize decision making
by minimizing the ad hoc character of decisions.
No important decision can be made in isolation
from all other decisions because every allocation
affects all other possible allocations.

This last sentence is the key to the interaction, or
conflict, between a bargaining table and academic program planning.

making

is

this interation and the inherent nature of each

process

tion.

that motivated' the title for this presenta-

Examplesof Conflict

Allow me to now share with you some specific
examples of (.onfkt between the bargaining table
and

an

ih.adernic

allocation system. M

program-planning and resource-

nrst example is probably the

most obvious Agreements at the bargaining table
fix levels of faculty compensation and, thus, limit
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the resources available for other allocations through the
planning process. Since the total dolli.:s available for
allocation is not inexhaustible, a higher level of faculty
compensation results in less resources available for other
alloCations. Conversely, decisions made in planning the

academic future of an institutiongoal description,
establishment of objectives. program changes-eventually

involve resource allocation. Program planning that in-

corporates an increasing share of the total resource
dollars produces a limiting parameter for any possible
collective bargaining agreement.
Often this dollar conflict produces additional
conflicts with third parties who are both internal

and external to the institution. Before additional comment op this. I will illustrate this "growth of conflict"
by briefly examining what are the flexible portions
of an institutional budget and their relationship to
parties not directly involved in either the bargaining
or planning processes. The example is a state supported
institution.
Simply stated, the two flexible revenue portions of
such an institution's budget are (a) state appropriation
and (b) 'tuition (number of students). The two flexible
expenditure portions of the budget are (a) compensation
level, and (b) faculty/student ratio (workload and
number of faculty)

Compensation deasions made at the bargaining
table can lead to a decision to increase tuition. This
decision might quickly produce conflict with a third
party, the student body. Or, instead of a decision to

increase tuition, the decision might be to seek increased
state appropriation. This intent might even more quickly
lead to conflict with the state funding agencies. Conversely, academic program planning decision can alter
faculty/student ratios, possibly producing conflict with
accrediting agencies, review boards and even specialized
student groups.

A third example, closely related to staffing strategy,
lies in mandatory retirement ages and early retirement
programs. Understandably, the faculty bargaining agent
will be hesitant to support lower retirement ages or early
retirement programs without, clear evidence of positive
return to its 'membership. The bargaining agent will resist
attempts by the institution, through its academic

planning process, to change retirement ages or So encourage early retirement unless the academic planning
process can also demonstrate a positive result' for the
'individual who will be affected. Conversely, as already
noted, the planning process will seek to foster staffing''
flexibility. An immediate way to accomplish a portion
of that flexibility is through increased, retirements or
phased retirements. Faculty positions that become
vacant because of retirement can be reallocated to other
program areas or be used to sustain painless retrenchment. At least one institution, Youngstown State in
Ohio. has been able to formally begin to resolve this
conflict by incorporating early retirement language
into its negotiated agreement (1975-77).
A fourth example of conflict is in the gbvernance of
academic program development. The planning process
seeks to encourage change and to foster the development
of contemporary and responsive academic programs in
light of student interest and societal need, Such new pro-.
grams are subsequently allocated the resources necessary
for development and implementation. These resources
are most often reallocated resouices; that is, resources
that were formerly allocated for another purpose but are
now being allocated for this new purpose. This reallocation process is most often in direct conflict with the bar-

gaining table where the issues of campus governance
structures and processes concerned with the substance
of academic program are.being debated. If the reallocation of resources, such as faculty positions, affects the
employment conditions of bargaining unit members,

c of conflict is in the realm of
staffing strategies. Job security has become a very

then the bargaining table will also address this issue, but
in all likelihood, with different motives, Instead of the
desire to foster change (remember the first recommen-

job security is related to the institution's tenure policy
or staffing strategy. The faculty bargaining agent
will strive for minimal probationary time, faculty,ebased tenure approval structures, binding arbitration,
and so forth, in order to increase the feeling of job
security among its members. Tenure, historically the
result of an explicit academic judgment. is viewed
as the bargaining member's right, to be claimed after
a period of employment Collective bargaining seeks
the continual erosion of the acceptance of the need
to make explicit academic judgments. Conve:sely.

dation of the Carnegie Foundation.), the bargaining
table,. which is basically a conservative process, will
strive to continue the status quo as it reflects the

A second exa

important goal for faculty bargaining agents. Invariably,

the planning process, aware of the growing and changing
content of disciplines and the shifting of student

interests, will have as its goal ,a flexible and contemporary staffing strategy not a rigid or "quick-to-tenure"
strategy, The ability to respond to change through
a flexible staffing pattern will be a priority of the
planning system. Such flexibility. can in part be obtained

through a systematic pattern of temporary non-tenure
track appointments inste;:d of regular tenure-track
appointments. Such temporary appointments can
be reallocated on an annual basis in response to

interest.
or
no
tenure
expectation
attached,
part-time
With
seasonal appointments in response to specific needs are

academic
possible.

program

change

and

student

interests of the bargaining unit.
A fifth example,. closely aligned to ".e governance
of academic program development, is the conflict
surrounding entirely new forms of educational instruction and delivery of instructional prograi
Innovative non-traditional educational programs with
such titles as University Without Walls, College of

Life-Long Learning, Institute for Personal and Career
Development, etc., which extensively utilize instructional technology to deliver their academic programs
to individuals P n d places far removed from any
campus, offer little area or opportunity for traditional_
faculty involvement in academic' control. Often a
course is directed by a person, not from the campus
and thus not a member of the bargaining unit, using
various instructional packages (programmed modules,
tapes, television, and so forth) which have probably
been developed with little on-campus faculty involvement The bargaining unit can easily view such new
forms of education as threatening to their own
security and sense of academic worth and may
seek to limit or completely stop such developments.

I
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Two final examples involve the student body. I
have already alluded to the first which is the most
obvious, since it has been written about and debated fir
some time. I refer to the involvement of students in the
collective bargaining process, either as observers or as
negotiating team members. Neil S. Bucklew, former vice
president for administration at CMU and, more recently,
provost of Ohio University, identified the conflict

inherent in the bargaining process when students are
involved:

. Students have traditionally expressed an interest in

various faculty employee policies and practices.
Because of the significant impact of bargaining on
the academic personnel budget, students can also
view their tuition costs as being directly affected
by collective bargaining negotiations with faculty.
Various

faculty

employment conditions have

been the subject of student newspaper editorials
and general student complaints for some time.
Many students would indicate not only an interest
but also a sense of deserved involvement in such
matters for negotiation as faculty workload and
class size. (1973)
Such student involvement in the bargaining
process will conflict with faculty-centered resource

allocation. Students view the resource demands of the
bargaining table as being in competition with resource
demands of student programs, and they will attempt to
minimize the former in preference to maximizing the
latter.
The second example of conflict involving the
student body is not as directly identifiable as their direct
involvement in the bargaining process itself, but yet it is
more profound. The academic planning and resource
allocation system is responsive to student interests in

conjunction with the role of the institution. Within
the context of the role and mission of the institution,
students, by virtue of their educational program
interests, drive the planning and resource-allocation

system. Some planners have referred to this process
as "the enrollment-driven system" or, stated more
grossly, "students soaping the future by virtue of their

either independently or under state laws, have involved

students, either as direct observers to the bargaining
process or as members of the respective negotiating
teams.

I have already mentioned that at least one institu-

tion (Youngstown State) has, as part of its negoti-

ated collective bargaining agreement, early retirement
language. I would also refer you to two papers on the
topic of the financial implications of early retirement.
The first was publiShed in the February 1974 issue of
College Management tSee 'Kieft, Financial Implications
of Early Retirement) while the second was given as an
address at the 1975 national convention of the College
and University Systems Exchange, with subsequent
publication in the Proceedings of that convention (See
Rieft, Early Retirement Systems), Both of these articles
focused on the development of a simulation model that
could- be used to measure the financial impact of early
retirement on any individual. The model attempted to
answer two questions regarding early retirement:

1. What is the difference in net take home pay at a
given age between a person who is working, as compared
with a person who has retired?

2. What would be the 4-difference in annual retirement income for each year of a person's life between a

person who continues to work and one who retires
early?

The first question was short-range, the second longrange. The information needed to answer these questions

was compiled, and a computerized costing model was
developed which provided guidelines, on an individual
basis, for any faculty member. The computerized
software for the simulation model is available from tite.k.
College and University Systems Exchange National
Library for institutional use.

A great deal of conflict can be avoided if the suspicion and misunderstanding regarding the comparative

wealth of the various recipients of resources can be
reduced or, hopefully, eliminated. Accurate and understandable information should replace the undocumented

claims that often surround both the bargaining table
and the planning and location process. A specific

feet." This responsiveness of the planning and resourceallocation system to student educatioial program

example is comparative informati
regarding salary
and fringe benefit equity. Infoimation comparing

interests is in .direct conflict with the bargaining table.
The issues at the bargaining table are mainly employee
motivated or driven by faculty interests. In fact, very
often the faculty bargaining position will be to negotiate over institutional response to .hange and student
interests. Occasionally, the faulty interests present at
the bargaining table coincide with student educational
program interests, but congruence is rare. For the most
part, the interests are at odds.

compensation levels within the institution to levels
at other institutions can be Jb tai nrd from a number
of sources (for example, American Association of

Some Responses to Conflict
Lest

you accuse me of

solutions

to some

of

offering no possible
the Lonflias that I have

described, allow me to site some attempts at LonfliLt
resolution that have been made at various institutions.
I offer these as suggestions, not as pRomises. What
worked at

these

institutions

might not work for

others in the same way. do behoe, howoci. that
some of this work an be adapted to provide potential
1

for conflict resold tion.
In response to the confliLts that involve third

parties most notably the students some institutions.

U..wersity Professors, National Association of College
and University Business Officers, institutional athletic
Lonfertnee affiliations, state coordinating agencies, and
certaininational surveys).
Just as important as externa; comparisons is the in-

stitution's own internal equity among and within its
employee groups. Nothing undermines the effectiveness of a planning and allocation system or the bargaining table as much as the beliefs that certain
employee groups, either as a whole or in part, are being
uncquitably treated. Aomethod for reducing such beliefs

lies in the establishment of a systematic program for
determining and alleviating inequities. Such a program
should involve both the opportunity for any individuals
or group of individuals to make their Lase based upon

their Interpretations and their information, as well as
an institutional procedure for arriving at an independent
judgment based upon objective information.

To help in the establishment of such procedures,

There are several articles that deal with techniques for
,identifying and eliminating salary and compensation
inequities within employee groups. Th--1 October 1975
issue of the American Association of University Professors Bulletin carried an article which focused on a
procedure to analyie the fairness of salaries, particularly women faculty salaries, on a college or university
campus. (See Bergman and Maxfield.) The July/August
1975 issue of Journal of the College and University
Personnel Association (Kieft, Salary Equity Adjustments) and the April 1974 issue of College Management
(Kieft, Are Your Salaries Equal) described the utilization
of the statistical technique of multiple regression

analysis to identify salary inequities within an employee
- group and determine adjustment amounts that would
help to alleviate the inequities.
Finally, the establishment of a formal special
conference capability affords both the institution
and the bargaining agent the capability to address
conflict whenever and wherever it occurs. Special
conference capability, agreed to in the negotiated
contract itself, guarantees both parties to an issue
an avenue for resolving that issue. It is a way in Which
'the contract parties agree to meet their duty to bargain
-collectively and at the same time move toward conflict
resolution.
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CONCEPTS OF TUITION AS CONFLICTING PRESSURES
IN PUBLIC POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

Jane Louise Johnson
University of Washington

Tuition levels vary widely among public
ins itutions, and in the recent past, many institutions
hay periodically increased tuition charges, often by sizeable increments. These increases are usually atcompani d by rhetoric about maintaining quality of proand faculty, making up the difference between
gr

inputs or outputs? In what way do the many activities
of higher education (teaching, research, public service,
and so forth) enter into, the production function? Lastly,
from a practical perspective, it is difficult to imagine
that costs and revenues vary widely enough among
public institutions to explain the diverse tuition levels
observable across the United States. That is, even if the
appropriate cost and revenue data could be ascertained
and utilized as a basis for setting price (tuition) and
quantity (say, enrollments or credit hours) within
institutions, other variables and parapeters obviously
enter into tuition-setting decisions. Because of the need
to investigate further these other variables and parameters , and because of the other difficulties associated with
the use of this simple theory of the firm, it is difficult to
conceive of tuition as the profit-maximizing price

existi
from a
current
faculty,

tuition revenues and the yearly appropriation
unfriendly legislature, or keeping pace with the
rate of price inflation. But have administrators,
students, legislators or taxpayers ever asked
what tui ion is and how it should be conceived? In view
of the in reasing frequency with which tuition is, being
raised', an the stark realities of financing higher educa-

tion in a no-growth period, this question should be
asked. Onl be defining first what tuition is, can be, or
should be, an public institutions understand the causes

and effects of setting a particular pattern of tuition
charges. Th determination will in turn enable these
institutions

charged for educational services.

However, if the firm is a monopoly seller of
its product, a different situation may arise. The firm

o develop rational long-range, fee-setting

policies.

may be either what economists call a "natural" monop-

oly, such as some public utilities, or it may simply

Concepts of Tuition
One ea consider concepts of tuition at public

possess its monopoly position because of legal or cus-

tomary constraints which prevent free entry of new
firms into the industry. If the firm can distinguish

institutions in two different ways: (I) as/the price of
selling or purchasing educational services; or (2) as a

groups of buyers who exhibit different demands for its

form of sales or use tax on a public service provided by
the'state government.
Within tills general framework are several separate ways of viewing tuition, the first of which involves
tuition as the saleS price of education, analogous to the

services, it can exploit its monopoly position by,,charging

different prices for the same product. Consider as an
example a firm in the airline industry which is a natural
monopoly because of its high, f,xed costs and seating
capacity, and which is also protected by,federal agencies
having authority over fare-setting policies. A businessman taking a brief trip is charged a higher fare than a
vacationer who agrees to remain at his destination for a
specified length of time or to fly only on certain days
of the week. Because of enforced reservation and ticketing arrangements, the airline can easily distinguish these

price of output in' the theory of the firm. The microeconomic theory qf the firm specifies that the profitmaximizing price And output are determined at the
point where marginal revenue equals marginal cost.
This is the point at which profits are a maximum. There
are obviously some Problems with using this conceptual

approach to sitting t,uition. First, it is very difficult to

two buyer groups. Promotional excursion fares and

measure marginal revenues and marginal costc fnr service
industries such as higher education. Even the frequently
used unit cost study has tackled only average costs,

othcr d; bunts are often implemented during seasons of

the year or portions of business cycles when airlines
wish to fill seats which would probably otherwise remain
empty. Firms who engage in this type of pricing behav-

which bear _little relation to marginal costs. (Average
cost is simply total cost divided by the number of units
of output, whereas marginal cost is the rate of change of
total cost, or the cost of producing t'.e marginal unit of
output.) The second difficulty with this approach is that
it assumes that the firm is motivated to maximize
profits. It is difficult to assert that public institutions
maximize anything, much less profit, although some
private proprietary schools may fit this model more

ior are called discriminating monopolists, inasthuch as

they can discriminate among buyer groups. Tuition
understood in this context may be a more valid concept
than that of a profit-maximizing price for a service,, as

will be shown in the following, section of this paperOne can consider further concepts of tuition
by turning from the perspective of the institution-seller
to that of the student - buyer. Students consider tuition
as the purchase price of education, although it actually
represents only a small portion of their total costs :f .
foregone earnings. due to temporary withdrawal from

closely.

Thirdly, it is difficult to specify the production
function of higher education, that is, to state what the
inputs and outputs are. Does output comprise student
credit hours, degrees awarded, faculty contact hours,
scholarly publications'' Are students to be considered

the labor force are taken into account.
The monetary benefits which students gain from

higher education
consist of increased lifetime earn_
1
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upon whom much of the regressive tax burden falls but ,1
who are often lep eligible or less interested in making ...

use of educational facilitiesto upper income groups,

benefits from, higher education (Freeman and Iloiloman, 1975). When they perceive reduced job opening

Who tend to make greater use of these services. Because
the present low tuition levels in most states cause lower
income groups to subsidize the education. of higher in
come groups, advocates of the use-tax concept of tuition
favor higher tuition levels than most public institutions

and salaries for college graduates, for example, they reduce among themselves their numbers pursuing higher
education. This phenomenon has occurred in the past

in fields such as engineering, and more recently

in

presently charge, and they also tend to support state
tax reform that will reduce the regressivity of ,theie

teacher training.

Benefits and costs are expressed in present value
terms, that is, they are discounted .(the opposite of

.:

taxes (Bowen; 1974).

The notion of tuition as a sales or use tax is not

compounded) at soe market rate of interest.2
Micro-economid' theory tells 'us that a student in-

widely held, but it is probably a more feasibie concept
on which to base tuition levels thatvis the notion or
tuition as a sales price or purchase price of educatioh
services. If the ufe:fax notion were more widely he
there would be less brouhaha at announced tuition ncreases;:aane seldom hears any commotion over retail
sales tax increases. The use-tax concept as a basis for
tuition relies °ma knowledge of the fiscal structure of
the state government, that is, the nature and variety of

vests in higher education up to the point where his
marginal benefits equal his marginal costs this is the
point where his net benefits are maximized. This is
analogous to the theory of the firm, in which the firm
its marginal revenue equals its marginal
produces u

cost, at wilbh point the firm's net profits are maximized.

Since students are apparently capable of this type

.

other taxes and their degreee of regressivity or pro-

of cost-benefit analysis, one rationale for Setting tuition
could be to base tuition on the net benefits accruing to
students. If tuition were to be charged in this mannir,
however, it shohld be based only on private net benefits,

gressivity. And since even neighboring states can have
very different tax structures, tuition levels among states,
can be expected to vary dramatically (Lile, 1975).
Another concept of tuition, a7.t1 pdrhaps at present
the most prevalent, is that of making up the difference
between state appropriations for higher education and
budgeted expenditures of educational, institutions. Perhaps the main justification for ,this concept is the ease

which are very- difficult to separate from the benefits
to society as a whole. Public school systems charge no
tuition of students in grades K through 12 because of
the general' belief that the benefits to society far outweigh the private benefit., to these students. But how
many of the benefits of.higher education accrue to the,
students themsel* in the' form of higher lifetime earn
ings and how much to society in the form of a better
educated citizenry? Because of the difficulty of separat-

of measurement; since appropriations and budgeted

expenditures are both known, it is a simple calculation
to diVide the revenue required by the projected number

of enrollees (or student credit hours) to obtain the

. benefits. For while many observers `eel that all benefits

tuition per student (or credit hour), This 'assumes, of
course, that student denwnd for higher education is
relatively inelastic with respect to price (tuition) and

students should pay the full costs of their education, an
equally vocal group argues for low tuition levels as a

by the tuition level resulting ho n the calculation. If,
howevar; enrollments or credit hours are, in fact, influ-

ing- private and social benefits, it is difficult to conceive,

of a system of tuition ased up( p these net private

that enrollments or student credit hours.are not affected

of higher education are private, aiid that, .therefore,

enced by tuition levels, it iN inappropriate to use either
of them as the divisor in the _tuition calculation. Implicit
in as institution's announcement that a tuition increase,
of X dollars per student pe'Year will,increase revenues

means of,increasing access to higher education.

Given these difficulties in viewing tuition trom the
perspective of either the institution-seller or the student buyer, it is perhaps more fruitful to consider tuition as
a sales or use tax on a public service with thp public
educational institution acting as the tax-collecting
agency for the state government. One often observes
increases in tuition levels being made in order to balance
the state government's budget, in much the same way as
a retail sales tax is raised. This is particularly obvious in
cases where tuition is set by the legislature or some
other statewide body, although it is also true in those
instances where individual public institutions are free to
set their own tuition levels.
The lower tuition is, the more must institutions of

'

tribution
tribution of income from lower income groupsthosp

ings.' It has recently become apparent that students implicitly engage in cost-benefit analysis and are quick to
respond to changes in 111,6ir perceived costs of, and

enough to balance the next biennial budget in the

signifiassumption that the higher tuition levels will not significantly
cantly reduce enrollments. This may not be the case,
because ,if demand for highe,r education were

'

extremely elastic, it is iven possible that a tuition iii;,
crease would reduce the btal tuition revenues from their
levels before he increase. Recent' studies indicate that
individuals from low-income familiei respond more to 4
tuition increases that do individuals from middle- or
upper-income families, that,at any income level a tuition,

increase reduces the proportioh of individuals who.- attend. institutions of higher educatiOn, but that the

higher education rely on state subsidies for financial

magnitude of demand elasticity is relatively small (Jack-

support of their general operating budgets. However, the
regressivity of most state tax structures results irr a redis-

son' and Weathersby, 1976). Thus, although it isemt.

'This viewpoint, of course ign ,res the cuituralcand other nonmonetary benefits to be obtained' from ptiriuing higer education and
.
P
treats this pursuit as en inves m nt activity rather than as Onsumption.
2For example, ,Lis rate might b.. the one at which a student could obtain a loan to finance schooling. Calculation of present value involves multiplying each benefit and cost teat occurs in the futuie oy a discount factor 1/(1+1)n, where i is the interest and ri is the

'

rcimber of periods into the future the benefit or cost will accrue. This factor becomes smaller as the benefit or cost gets farther into the
future.
.
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pirically valid to assume a small degree of elasticity,
there 4 little theoretical basis for such an assumption ir.
setiitittuition levels.0 Recently more sophisticated techniques of measur1".

ing unit.(averite) costs of higher education hive been
deicloped'at the urging of cost conscious legislatures and

tittisns. Based on this development, the most current
concept of dpition in many educators' minds is that of a
change based upon the actual costs, direct and indirect,
of instruction. While this has little economic rationale,
it As the advatitito of political palatability. Under such
a system costs, aiipenee tuition, are reviewed on some
regular basis. Once cost analysis is -perfected, the only
remaining issue is that of determining what proportion

of the calculated unit cost is a fair burden for the

student, to bear and what proportion should be subsidized by the state.

A recent survey found that several states have
adopted such a system of basing tuition charges on
average instruction costs per student, with those for
state residen1s set at from 20 to 50 percent of costs and
those for nonresidents at 100 percent (Washington
Council. for,, Postsecondary Education, '1976). There,

appears to be no philosophical basis for these percentages, nor has there been any attempt to assess the
relative benefits to students and society as one would
expect to be the case if tuition were to be based on the
concept of .private benefits accruing to students.
Generally the rationale for setting these percentages has
been that therwould produce tuitionjevels comparable
to rates in states used for comparisons .and that they
would approximate th.e instructional .cost share that stuc.

dents have historically borne. Since the addption of
these percentage systems, the only adjustments have
:been in response to revenue requirements and to coin-larisons with neighbonng or comparison states. The
states that utilize this method of setting tuition report
that they are satisfied with it. However, they appear to
have glossed over the issue of what proportion of costs is
a fair burden for students to bear.
Parenthetically, one must realize that in this method

the costs upon which tuition is based are sunk (or historical) costs, that is, the simple monetary costs of proxidink educational services. The costs referred to in the
diiciission of student cost-benefit analysis are what
economists calf "opportunity"_ costs, that is: costs in
terms of the highest valued foregone opportunity. Once

this distinction between sunk costs and
opportunity costs, it may be inappropriate to bring in
one ritakps

the issue of the relative benefits to students. One must
furthermoie note hire that the costs and benfits referred
to in students' cost:benefit analyses are in present value
terms (discounted by an interest rue), whereas the costs
upon which tuition is based are simply currentolltlays,
%y educational institutions.
Application of COncePts to Actual Tuition Levels

..Having .considercd several theoletical bases upon
which tuition can be set, hqw are we able to understand

the existing structure of tuition rates" Which of these
concepts best explains current tuition practices' An
observation" of existing 'tuition levels at public institutions reveals several patterns in tuition levels. First, these
levels differ across .the c,)untry , with ty pically higher

levels found in eastern areas and lower levels in the
South hrd West. Resident tuition and fees in 1974-75

.

.

\

i

weie,an. average $765 in the-New England area, $714 in
the Middle Atlantic area, 5613 in the Midwest, $484 in
The Southeast, and .5460 in the West (National Associa-

tion of State Universities and Land Grant Colleges,
1974). These regional variations may' be due ;to the
presence or absence of private institutions of higher
education, since it is difficult to believe that legislatures
in eastern state; are inherently less friendly to education
than legislatures eliewhere, that the quality of programs
at these eastern institutions is generally higher than the
qua aZy of programs elsewhere, or that operating costs
dif.er greatly across the county.

Second, withi.a particular region of the country,
tuition levels vary among types of institutions. Typically

these,levell arenhighest for four-year state universities
with graduate .sc.hnoli,':next highest for four-year state
colleges with graduate studies in selected disciplines, and

loWest (or tionexistsnt) at community colleges. While
impOrtant exceptions do exist, this is the general pattern
of tuition levels in most states. Although many observers
believe that these, tuition differ nces stem from- the
relative costs of operating the thr types of institutions,
the Pattern could also be relate to different elasticities
of demand among the various groups of student-buyers
of educational services.

The greater the elasticity of demand, the greater is

the buyer response (in terms of quality purchased)

following a price change. Students attending state universkties have a relatively inelastic _demand for higher

edu4tion; they tend to reduce their expenditures on
education very little as tuition is raised. Student demand
at four-year state colleges is more elastic with respect to

tuition increases, and students at community colleges
typically have the most tuition- elastic demand for higher
education. These latte: may be students who are entirely

self-supporting, who work part-time or more, and who
may not have pursued higher education at all ..in the
years before the advent of statewide community 'ollege
systems. That is, they may be considered marginal students either 'in the finan kill or academic sense. These
-conclusi6ns are in line with the evidence cited above that
low-income stodcnts respond more to tuition increases
than do students from higher income levels (Jackson &
=

Weathersby, 1975).
,
The third observation concerning tuition levels is
that they vary within any one institution. The most

commonly observed variance is between graduate and
undergraduate tuition levels, and some institutions have
recently introduced lower and upper division tuition
differentials. Some universities also give preferential
treatment to selected student groups such as Vietnam
veterans dnd senior citizens. If we extend tuition to include required laboratory fees, we also see that tuition
limes among major programs of study. Students concentrating in disciplines which commonly involve lab
-fees, such as the sciences, are charged higher actual
tuition than iare other students. As in the case of the
interinstitution differentials, we can say that majors in
some fields of study may also have less elastic demand

that majors in othei areas. If we also consider that
scholarships, assistantships. and other forms sf financial

rid reduce tuition, we see that tuition varies among
students depending on their family incomes or their
records of academic performance. Students with high
family incomes or poor academe records are charged
higher tuition than students with low family incomes or

1.4 7 b
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CONCEPT$' OF TUITION

I*,

intrainstitutional patterns, and remarked in passing that
those groups with the greatest degree of elasticity are

outstanding academic- records. The latter group of

students has a greater ,ela'sticity of demand for education. Without financial, aid they may either not pursue
higher education at all, or they will choose to attend the

charged the lowest prices and vice versa. It is this

characteristic of institutions of higher education that has
caused at least one economist to label them as the "most
blatant price discriminators in the American economy"

institution which offers them the most lucrative aid

particularly true of sou ht-after
graduate students who may receive several fello ship or
package. This is

(Becker, 1971). They are members of a monopoly in-

dustry, entry to which is controlled by the various
regional accreditation associations, and their tuition

assistantship offers. Their demand is very elastic and
they tend to choose the institution which offerS the best
financial. aid. Thus, they are charged lower tuition than

policies fit the economist's model of the disCrimmating

monopolist. There is nothing vote derogatory in our

,their peerswho may feel fortunate to ,receive even an

saying this than in observing that theatres sell tickets on
kdiscriminating basis, charging less of students, matineegoers, or senior citizens (whose demand to attend on a

offer of admission.
i
Although in many of these examples of differential
ttition a case can be made that it costs more to educate

certain night of the week or at a certain time of day is
relatively elastic) than of the general. public (whose
demand is presumably 'less elastic). This phenomenon
can also be observed in the patterns of airline fares,
public utility rates, and in other service industries
throughout our economy. What is important for us to
understand is the economic basis for thisthe degree of

the university student than the communit' college

student,ovthe chemistry major than the English major,
these differentials existed long before cost studies were

performed to determine the relative per-student expenses to the institutions. Thus, we are faced with the
task of explaining these observed differences in relative
tuition levels, which involyes the question of the concept
of tuition implicit in each of these examples. On what

buyer demand elasticityrather than the rhetoric we
are accustomed to hearing about relative tuition levels.
Having determined that institutions set tuition levels
on the basis of the use-tax concept and discriminatory
pricing doe., not necessarily mean than we can specify

basis have institutions of higher education charged
higher tuition of some student groups than of others?

Having surveyed the various concepts and methods by
which tuition can be or is now set, how can we explain
theie differential tuition patterns?

how institutions should set absolute or relative tuition
levels. They will continue to follow the methods they
find most politically and financially advantageous, What
we as institutional researchers can do is to attempt to
understand the concepts of tuition implied by these
policies and to offer critical analyses of them. But by
recognizing the existence of the various concepts of
tuition, public institutions and statewide systems should
be able to determine which concept they consider most
valid and to establish long-range, fee-setting policies
based upon that concept.

We can discard as inapprapOate the concepts of

tuition as the sales price or purchase price of educational
services, either to the institution-as-firm or to the
student-as-cost-benefit-analyst. Neither of these concepts

is capable of explaining fully the observed tuition

patterns. Implicit in the observed patterns which have
evolved over the years is the concept of tuition as a
sales or use tax, coupled with the notion that recognizably distinct groups exhibit different degrees of demand elasticity with respect to price (tuition). We have
obsei-irea this in the interregional, interinstitutional, and
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FACULTY LOAD AND FACULTY ACTIVITY ANALYSIS:
WHO CONSIDERS THEANDIVIDUALTACULTY MEMBER?

i
(

J. Stanley Laughlin
Vernon A, Lestrud
Idaho State University

I

Detailed analysis of faculty worklod has increased
within many institutions of higher education in the past
few decades. This has increased pressures upon the
individual faculty member during the perfOrmance of his
or her duties. Perhaps more pressures eist upon the
individual faculty member today than in most any other
period of higher education. Issues of enrollment decline,
insecurity of tenure, student evaluations, and production
ratios- are but a few of the many pressureS with which
the individual facdlty member must contend.

Objectives ot higher education have not been
developed to/ the power that all outspoken persons
(publics) agree upon the function of an individual
faculty member's responsibility. Legislators see faculty
as teachers and approve money on that basis. State
boards ...tress the need for comparisons between inst.tutions regarding faculty load. Administrative academics
see fac,ulty as instructors, researchers. consultants, and
public 'service personnel. Financial personnel see faculty
duties only as described by the accounting structure.
Administrators, acting within the trends of management
that want professors to teach a proper load, seek com-

versus the traditional can create dissension. For example,

psy4oldgy may wish to offer an experimental program instead Of a lecture-type pr gram characterized by
large classes. No do bt the facult load would then be

quite different. Perceptions abou quality may be an
area of conflict between various gr ups-or departmen s.
The lower faculty workload of gr uate instruction is
such an example.

The loss of enrollment in many institutions has

parisons between departments and schools and colleges.
Students 1.vant faculty members to impart knowledge in

raised questions regarding faculty ad. A continuous
quest must be made hoarding main enance of enrollment levels and data about how these .nrollments affect
programs. One other controversy me its mention. the
question of the unit that should be util zed in measuring
faculty workload.

the classroom and counsel in situations\ outside the
classroom. Finally, the faculty member sees himself or

S.rne Past History Regarding the Confli t

herself as needing to be a fine instructor for students, a
researcher and publisher for promotions, and d servant
for the public. These differing viewpoints converge upon
the faciulty member and cause conflict.

allowing the opportunity for faculty men bers to operate
within a liberal academic atmosphere, sti I exists. During
the earlier developMent of faculty load; measurement,

PointstI of

Conflict

Many issues in higher education, for which decisions

1

I

The dilemma of assessing faculty load, and yet

Stecklein (1960), writing for the Ameri an Council on
Education in How to Measure Faculti Work Load,
states, "II. the opinion of the author, no ttempt should

have been grade,. invite conflict. Various issues (such
as faculty negotions, faculty senate issues, legislative

be made to standardize the work load either in terms of

funding, and laws which attempt to regulate the

standard number of hours in the work wipek" (p. 35).
fhe dichotomy is, therefore, to have comparisons, yet

minimum hours taught by individual faculty members)
and their magnitude often determine the conflicts that
arise.

1

a conflict in objctives.-(S Table 2.)
The varying perceptio s; regarding the amount of
time to be spat on nonins ructional duties has been an
area of strife. ',Various disci lines look at faculty load
differently. For example, mu is faculty think that their
loads should not be as hea y as those it the social
sciences. Perce
$ tions are often in conflict in attempting
to determine 'hat must be ak.'omplished for advancement, tenure ;and promotion. Experimental programs

A few of those issues are dest.ribed here. Various
conflicts are presented in Table 1. These are not totally
exhaustive nor mutually exclusive but are presented
here to illustrate that there are, indeed, those conflicts
that arise.

One major conflict in the display of faculty activity
analysis data is the difference between actual funding

and what faculty members report by activity. Most
budgeting in higher education uses the line item
elements. of instruction and' departmental research.
Faculty activity data often display the activities of
instruction, rese.arch and scholarship, student- oriented
Services, and administrative and public services. Legisz
lative and finankaal personnel often conjecture that
faculty are paid and should only be paid for instruction

numbers of course credits taught, or in terms of a
not handicap the faculty.

Blackburn (1974), writing in New Directions for
Institutional Research, presents many cas..; of such conflict. He states that the approach of ;institutional
research

to faculty workload must he tore than a

skeletal anatomy,
The approach of institutional research in breaking
clown academic work into separate roles and finer
and finer phases remains that o ct,.analysis' without
questidning the validity of he fun lamental
I

I

assumptions that analyzing parts will .omehow
produce understanding of the whole.
[Ills essay challenges) the anatomical :ipproakh
;

and argues that institutional research efforts to
ascertain faculty work load will continue to fail
because of basic methodological and conceptual
fallacies. (p. 76)

FACULTY LOAD AND ACTIVITY

often are utilized for making decisions which are essentialiy unrelated. Another such example relates to credit

Table I
A Few Conflicts Between Different Persons' (Publics')
Perceptions of Duties of Faculty Members

Different perceptions of fundings sources and reporting of faculty activity analysis activities (perception of activities versus perception of funding

A.

allOcation).

Different perceptions regarding research,. publication, and public service (between funding groups
'and academic personnel).
C. Different perceptions of accomplishments for
,advancement, tenure and promotion.
Different perceptions (between disciplines) of
faculty load.
E. Different perceptions between various organizations
about offering academic programs (types of
programsexperimental versus traditional).
F. Different perceptions. of offering programs of intellectual quality versus allocation of funds.

B.

G.

Different perceptions of student credit hour production to hold enrollment versus development
of a'sound educational program.
Different perceptions of the measurement that

should he utilized to observe faculty workload

(contact hours, credit hours, 'full -time faculty per
student, full-time ratios and so on).

hours taught by a faculty member. Those faculties
within areas that employ laboratory teaching methods

would argue that, perhaps, the use f contact hours
should be utilized. There are those who indicate that one .
should view student credit hours through student
contact hours. Perhaps a way to summarize this conflict

is to say that no one measure of productivity has been
generally accepted as paramount. Secondly, we must be
particularly careful not to use data in the main for other
than the collection intent.
Suggestions for Reducing Pressures

The following suggestions are inferred by the
authors through experience with past operations. There
may be many other areas to consider, but these appear
to he maior'at'this point in time.
Communicate. Communicate with the academic
areas about the function for collection and related uses
of data. This communication could help relieve the great
anxiety of faculty as to how such data will be utilized.
Perhaps a face to face discussion should be held with
administrative personnel. InVolvement at the
departmental level would be a positive step.
main

Illustrate how data may be supportive, Illustrate to
the academic community how such data can be supportive of their mission. The data might, for example, be
used to .plan for reduced work loads in departments
with heavy loads or for increases where work loads are
light.

In that same publication, Jedamus also implies that
a different insight into changes needs to be made when
he states that "an understanding of those changes and
their possible significance can be enhanced through in-

sightful analyses into their origins and developmeni"
(p. 34)

In a paper presented at

e

1975 Forum of the

Association for Institutional Research, Robert Simerly
implied that on of the first steps in improvement of the
faculty is to enunciate goals of the faculty member and

explain the goals of the institution. Usually in data
analysis, the goals of neither the faculty member nor the

institution are considered. Differing goals of publics
legislators, administrators, and faculty members- -are a
real source for conflict, as well as being significant in
data collection and explanation.
A seemingly endless discussion takes place, of
measurement and use, concerning data to he collet *ed.
Bogue (1972) states, "Probably no other feature of
faculty analysis programs generates more faculty

anxiety and conflict than the question of how the data
will be used" (p. 112). Measurement is indeed the most

serious problem yet to be developed. Many faculty
n'embers feel that the faculty activity analysis survey
does not justly reflect the manner of their productivity,

and the goal of the use of such data also poses some
difficulty.

Often student credit noun per full-tune

faculty equivalent is used to measure the faculty workload; Durham (1960) and Doi (1960) imply that this
is the best single measure.

Yet, Toombs (1973), has stated that perhaps this

ratio emphasizes mainly the instructional endeavors and

fails to look at such things as research time and :tdministiative activities. The main point, then, that is to
be made here, is that data collected for one purpose tor)

Collect supportive data from the literature. Even

though data from 'other sources may need to be studied

with caution, compardtive data allcvs somewhat objective evaluations in relation to what others have
found.
Collect data from a comparable institution. Often it

ileitis to collect and describe data relative to the work
load of comparable institutions. Perhaps a set of ten
similar institutions, selected by a set of enteria with
*hid' to um pare, ou I d be valuable. Caution should be
exercised, for there are those who gigue that there are
no two totally comparable institutions.

Understand the academic role of faculty. Seek to

understand how the academic role of personnel or your
campus should function. Do not become immersed in
the' computer development, the detail of analysis and

quantitative elements, to the point that you lose sight

of the main functions of an academic institution.
Students must gain a quality education. Research in
proper quantities should he considered, and student and
administrative duties must be performed.

Do not generalize ('are must he taken not to become so Engrossed in individual data that grouped data
are lost, generalizing from one of twe samples violate'
research methodology. It is wise to eoll,et, assess, and
evaluate data over a period of Unit Perhaps before real
decision .raking occurs, at last three sets of data should
he analyzed.

.involve yourself in standard setting. If at all
possible, view standard setting with a very critical eye.
if standards are being set, he sure to point out the pitfalls and attempt to protect the faculty against unreasonable limitations or restrictions.

Provide information. Attempt to provide faculty
with results, to relate outcomes of the, data. Reports

1
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Table 2
Conflict Between Reported Activities and Funding

A. Faculty activity analysis example
Average hours spent by department "X"
Contact
hours

Preparation
hours

12.4

15.3

Administration

Advising
hours

8.4

5.3

Research

5.9

Public
service

Total

5.1

52.4

hours

B. Instructional and departmental research budget
Salaries and wages
Professor
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor

Sam Jones
Bob Jones
Sue Jones
Joe Jones

9-month
9-month
12-month

Instructor

910710/4,11

irregular help
Fringe benefits (10%)
Materials and supplies

T lepbone
Postage

S20,676
18,765
17,835
12,577
1,200
7,105
1,250
700

71,053

120

Capital outlay

5,400

Grand total

S85,628

should be sent to those involved, at least to the departmental level, as well as to deans, directors, vice
presidents, and presidents. Discussion and analysis

by many may mean that additional planning adjustments can be made at the appropriate levels of administration.
Involve many. There should be a great deal of involyement in planning, analyses, and decision making
based upon such studies If faculty members are involved
in open, logical discussions, fears and pressures are likely
to be somewhat released. However, it is well to keep in
mind tl at at times the democratic process breaks down,
and a decision maker must snake a judgment and proceed.

Concluding Remarks

The intent of this paper was to present conflicts
between the perceptions of faculty members and the
other publics (that influence higher edu 'anon) regarding

fund allocation and activities that faculty view as their

responsibility.
Many of these conflicts represent a basic difference
in the perceived objectives of higher education. In order
to help reduce certain aspects of these conflicts, suggestions were given in such areas as communication,

support data for the faculty, involvement in setting

standards, faculty involvement in utilization of faculty
load data, and understanding faculty role and activity.
The institutiona' researcher must be as objective as
possible about, use of such data and should act in the interest not only of the administration, relative to.proper
management but also in the interest of the individual
faculty member. Since the major goal of higher education is student learning, questions of how faculty work
loads can best contribute to this goal should be sought.
Elements of efficiency and effectiveness should he in
balance, but if an imbalance does exist, let us hope that
we have the courage to defend effectiveness,
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FACULTY REWARDS, FACULTY ACCOMPLISHMENTS,
AND SEX DISCRIMINATION
Donald P. Hoyt
Kansas State University
Michael 0. Stewart
Peru State College

The slogan, "equal pay for equal work", has a corn-,
)etitor in many colleges and universities"unequal pay
for unequal effectiveness." In these insititutions, the

There has, therefore, been no satisfactory way of
examining the relationships between them and faculty
rewards.

lockstep of rigid salary schedules based On highest degree

and length of service has been replaced by the concept
of merit pay, In some states, legislators, reacting to the
bankers' hours kept by a few faculty members, have
decreed that all salary increases in state-supported in
stitutions shall be based on merit. Such has been the

Procedure
To resolve these probler.is, several steps were taken:

1. The study was limited to those disciplines which
have traditionally employed faculty members of both
sexes. These included the social and behavioral sciences,
the humanities, and education.

state of affairs in Kansas for the past several years.

Interestingly, the merit philosophy has been em-

2. A form . was devised for faculty members to
record their status on each of 14 measures of reward:

ployed to 'explain some otherwise embarrassing statistics.
The absence of faculty members from minority races has

rate of promotion, salary, salary adjusted for experience,

commonly been explained on the basis of the shortage
of qualified candidates. Similarly, differences in the distributions of rank and salary between the two sexes has
occasionally been justified by their presumed difference

in-state and out-of-state travel support, tenure status,
four measures of the adequacy of tha faculty member's
office, secretarial assistance, treatment with respect to
sabbatical leaves or leaves without pay, and summer

in merit.

teaching opportunities.
3. The same forth was used to assess numerous types
of faculty accomplishment: dedication to and successin
teaching (5 measures), grantsmanship (3 measures),
scholarly productivity (15 measures), institutional
service (4 measures), community service (5 measures),
professional service (3 measures), And instructional
workload (11 measures).
Sample. A listing was obtained of all faculty

-It was the latter circurristance which led to the investigation reported in this paper. Prior to the design of
this study, officials at a number of institutions, including
the state universities in Kansas, had published information showing sizeable discrepancies in the salaries paid to
faculty members of the two sexes. Official and unofficial
representatives of faculty women interpreted these
findings to mean that discrimination on the basis of sex

had occurred and requested upward adjustments in
salaries for women to make them equal to those for
men. Administrators who were either courageous or

members who were employed in 1971 at one of the
three state universities in Kansas. Asked to participate
were the 271 persons who had been employed for at

cnauvinistic, or both, responded by saying that the merit
system guarantees unequal rewards among faculty members, and that if the two sexes were treated differently,

least six yt. s in the following disciplines: English,
speech,
history, political
science,
economics,

psychology, journalism, languages, athropology, .and
sociology...The six-year stipulation was necessary to
assure availability of dependable records of rewards and
accomplishments. A total of 212 (78 percent) completed

it must have been because they performed with differential effectiveness.
Alternative
pretations of this

type often

provide the stimulus for worthwhile applied research

questionnaires were returned. However, 51 of these were

projects (Stewart, 1972). However, there were a number

midered unusable, either because respondents were
employed only part-time or because they spent at least

of problems which needed to be dealt with before an
investigation of this particular controversy could occur

half of their time in hdministrative duties. Of the

Except in fields traditionally 'dominated by
women (for example, home economics, nursing) the

remaining 161 who responded, only 24 were women.
Statistical analyses. Principal component analyses
were undertaken to determine if the 14 reward measures
and 46 accomplishment measures might be adequately

1

small, number of female faculty members makes generalization for a strong study difficult.
2. Faculty rewards may assume many forms besides
salary (travel opportunities, office space, secretarial help,

represented by a fewer number of dimensions. All

summer employment. etc). An investigation of alleged
bias would need to provide as comprehensive an assessment as possible of the reit :rd status of male and female °
faculty members.

3. The merit system avows that rewards should be
based on accomplishments. Dct, aside from routine
measures like number of credit hours taught or number
of publications, there has been no standar:. system for
categorizing

or measuring

factors with eigenvalues greater than 1.0 were rotated by
the Varimax procedure.

Factor coefficients werensed to compute factor
scores for each member of the sample. The plan called
for using the male sample to determine the relationship
between accomplishment score4and reward scores. Stepwise multiple regression analyses were performed to
develop equations for predicting rewards from accomplishments.
Assuming that 'these analyses IA itild yield positive

faculty accomplishments.
183
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SEX DISCRIMINATION

of poems, short stories, novels, and magazine articles.
were incorporated into the measure of refereed journal
articles; likewise, ,several measures of teaching effort
were combined to yield measures called teaching level

results (that is, that rewards would be shown to be a
function of accomplishments for the male sample), the
next step was to apply the male regression equations to
female accomplishment data. This would yield estimates
of the rewards which females could have expected had
their accomplishments been rewarded in the same way
as those for males. 13y subtracting predicted reward from
obtained reward, a discrepancy score could be obtained.

and teaching load.

Principal Component analyses yielded

factors

straightforward interpretation of the last two factors was
not possible. Rotatins of 10 and 9 factors were also

It was hypothesized that the mean discrepancy score
would not differ for males and females, and this hypo-

tried. The latter appeared to offer a solution which
could be most easily interpreted. The
accounted for 57.3 percent of the variance.

thesis was tested with a t test.

9

factors

Table 2 names each "factor, shows the percent of
variance accounted for by 'each, and gives the factor
loadings for those items which, after rotation, loaded at
least. .40. The table shows that faculty activities and
accomplishments were at least as diverse as. they are

Results

Structure of rewards. Two of the rewar' measures
(tenure status, leaves without pay) had to L., excluded'
because they failed to differentiate among the members
of the sample, of whom nearly all had tenure,, hardly
any had requested a leave without pay. For the remaining 12 measures, principal component analysis yielded
five factors. with eigenvalues greater than 1.0, accounting for 69.8 percent of the total variance. Table

reputed to be. The common conceptualization of faculty
activity as teaching, research, and service appears overly
simplistic.

Teaching appears to be represe ted by three
different factorsteaching involvement, redentials vs.
teaching load, and teaching excellence; while service is
represented, by four independent dimensionscom-

1

displays the major findings from this analysis.
At least four of the five factors lend themselves to

unambiguous interpretation: office quality, monetary

munity service, university service, professional leadership

reward. professional development assistance, and travel.
The fifth, tentatively labelled "summer appointment"

(state), and department leadership. Scholarly visibility
and reputation as journalist show additional dimensions
of faculty accomplishment.
The fact that these nine factors accounted for
57.3 percent of the variance sugg.sts that faculty'accomplishment is a very complex domain of behavior and that
the instrument used in this study was only partially

because of the .85 loading associated °with summer
teaching, is somewhat clouded by the modest loadings associated with out-ofstatc travel and secretarial
help:

Structure of accomplishments. The 46 accomplishment measures were ieduced to a total of 36 by combining certain of them. For example, repo is on number

1.0
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with eigenvalue, greater than 1.0.''After rotation, a

successful in tapping that domain.

Table !
Rotated Factor Loadingsa for Reward Measures

Measure

Factor A

Factor B

Factor C

.85

Summer teaching

.88

Instate travel
Outstate travel

.49

Office space

.91

Office privacy
Office storage

.84
84
64

70

Secretarial help

.41

.88
.03

Salary

Salary adjusted for experience

Suggested name

.54

.55

Rate of promotion

Percent variance

Factor E

.84

..,abbatical leave

Ofrice lo6tion

Factor D

23.1

01 lice

quality

17.1

Monetary
reward

11..1

Profession JI

development
assistance

aFactor loadings below 40 have been omitted.

9.5

Summer
appointments (?)

8.8

Iravel

11.

J.

Hoyt and Stewait

Table 2
Dimensions of Faculty Accomplishment'

V. Journalistic reputation (4.9% of variance)

L: Scholarly visibility (17.5% of variance)
Article publication
Book publication

Journalism award, national
Journalism award, state
Leadership, national professional association

(.72)

,

(69)

Readings editing
Paper presentation national

Program particip.ion, national
Grant, small resiarch
Grant, local res'arcji

Leadership, naval professional association

(.60)
(.61)
(.57)
(.52)
(.50)
(.49)

VI. Professional leadership, state (3.9% of variance)

VII: Department Leadership (3.7% of variance)

III. qniversity service (6.4% of variance)
"

Membership, Major university committee
Membership, faculty senate
Chairmanship, university committee

(.75)
(.69)
(.69)

(.68)
(.40)
(- .61)

Highest degree
Teaching level
Teaching load

(.86)
(.83)
(.70)

al:actor loadings abo e .40 shown in (

( .48)

VIII. Credentials vs. teaching load (3.5% of variance)

IV. Teaching involvement (6.0% of variance)
Discussion, teachilig
Discussion, courses
Advice sought

(.61)
(.56)
(.45)
(.42)

Chairmanship, departmental committee
Ph.D: involvement
Teaching level
M. A. involvement
Membership, local government agency

(.82)
(.70)
(.58)

Leadership, service club

(.75)
(.70)
(.60)

Program participation, state
Paper presentation, state
Leadership, state professional association

II. Community service (8.1% of variance)
Chairmanship, community board
Membership, community hoard

(.75)
(.74)
(.42)

IX. Teaching excellence (3.1% of variance)
(.77)
(.68)

Teaching award
.N Itrunation, teaching award

)

Table 3
Single Order and Multiple Correlations
of Nine Accomplishment Measures with Five Reward Measures

Professional

Accomplishment

I

SeilOidlf), VISIbillt)

°` II. Community service

III, University service
IV Teaching involvement

Office
quality

Monetary
reward

development

-02
-02

47
-06
42

05

07

07

Multiple regression (It)
Predictors

18
1

Summer
appointment

s

03
-16
-09

Travel

18
12

19

01

-12

14

16

.13

11

00

0)

0$

01

01

05
24

-06
.0ft

10

13

OS

02

:0

10

02

08

.06
IS

00
-02

V Journalistic reputation
Professional lerrJershir state
V11, Department leadership
V III Credenriais vs telellinv 4,1.1
reaching excellence

assistance

69
1.111, VIII

26
11.1X

02

.35
111,1V,V1

SEX DISCRIMINATION

subject's actual reward status from status predicted on
the basis of accomplishment. A simple t test was used to
determine whether the mean discrepancy score for the.
two sexes differed by an amount greater than could be

Table 4
Discrepancy ScOres for the Two Sexes
on Three Measures of Reward

explained by chance. Table 4 summarizes these findings.
By definition, the mean discrepancy score for males
Rewards

Monetary
Professional Development
Assistance
Travel

Males

Females

was 0.00 on all criteria. For females, all three means

(N =137)

(N=24)

were negative, that is', average reward scores were below

Meana

s.d.

Meana

s.d.

0.00

.67

.0.33

.76

0.00
0.00

.79
.92

.0.02
.0.08

,7

predicted reward scores. However, the difference was
significant only in the case of the monetary' factor,
where rewards averaged almost half a standard deviation
below prediction.

2.17b

Discussion

0.02
0.40

The study has obvious limitations both in terms
of the sample and in terms of the measuring devices. It

would be desirable to expand the sample to include ,
more institutions, more disciplines, and more women.
It is hoped that more refined measures of accomplishment can be devised, particularly with respect to teaching
effectiveness. Existing limitations form a necessary

aScotes greater than 0 indicate rewards were gre..,er than
expected An the basis of accomplishments, scores less than 0
indicate rewards were less than could be expected on the basis
of accomplishments.

framework for discussion:
Nature of rewards. Apparently, administrators have
multiple options for rewarding faculty members; the discovery of five independent dimensions was unexpected,

by >.05,

Regression analyses. Factor score coefficients were
computed from the principal components analyses. In
addition, the standard z scores were computed for each
faculty member on each of the 12 reward measures and
each of the 36 accomplishment measures. By multiplying corresponding factor sccre coefficients and z scores,
five reward factor scores and nine accomplishment
factor scores were obtained for each subject. An attempt
was made to predict each reward factor score from the

Since reinforcement is generally acknowledged to be a
potent factor in behavior, it may be possible, by more

judiciously selecting reward options, to reinforce

by examining the personal values, of the individual
faculty member. If a desirable office has a high value for
one individual, while an expense-paid convention means

more to another, it may be possible to reward both

accomplishment factor scores. Only the 137 males in the
sample were used for this purpose.

without en!austing resources.
Nature of accomplishments. It was not particularly
surprising to discover the complex structure of faculty

Table 3 summarizes the results of the step-wise
multiple regression analyses. Status on two of the reward
measures, office quality and summer appointment, were

accomplishment. Any casual observer of university
activities is aware that faculty members are involved in
many different things. The standard triumvirate,
teaching, research, and service, was represented more

'prirelated to accomplishment factor scores, singly or
in combination.

The other three reward factor scores could be predirted on the basis of accomplishment factor scores.
However, only the monetary reward factor was pre-

than once. Research was reflects

ment (interest), excellence (competence), and load
(effort). Service was the most complex, being represented by four factors: community service, university

As Table 3 shows, the chief predictors of the

monetary factor were s, 'iolarly visibility and university
service, the beta weight for credentials versus teaching
load was also significant. Those who received the most

service, departmental service, and professional service.
The latter described state-level involvements; if
professional service occurred at the i 'tional level, it was
included in the scholarly visibility factor.
Payoffs. Two of the five reward factors, were unrelated to any ac.oz .plishinent score. To obtain some
rewards, the key has not necessarily been success
merit. Travel and professional development assistance
were only modestly predic'A by selected accomplish-

generous monetary rewards were the most visible
nhohrs, the most heavily involved in universitywide
governance, and to a lesser degree, those with doctoral
degrees whose teaching loads were relatively light but
at an advanced level.

Predictions of the factOrs labelled professional
development assistance .and t,avel. while statistically
significant, had little explanatory potency. Those with
good records of community service and of teaching excellence were especially 1,kely to obtain sabbaticals

ments, the highest co-relation '(.24 between travel

°

or secretarial assistance. The best single predictor of

Ig

plimanly in the

scholarly visibility factor but also in journalistic reputation. Teaching was represented by three factors: involve-

4icted with reasonable accuracy, R=.69.
.

a

-greater number- of faculty members. In addition, it may
be possible to provide more meaningful reinforcement

support and professional leadership, state) was too low
to offer practical advice to a faculty.member on how to
merit travel funds. Only on the monetary reward

travel was professional leadtirship at the state level, and
although ,ur wersity service and teaching involvement
also entered the equatiqp, these three predictors
accounted for only 11 percent of the criterion variance.
Sex comparisons. For the three reward factor scores

factor was the payoff obvious. A faculty member interested in this type of reward would be well ad", iseti
to gain schP'..aly visibility, provide significant university sell .ces, and seek teaching responsibilities
characterized Ly high level and low !Clad.

which were related to: faculty accomplishments, discrepancy scores were icomputed by subtracting each

Since most adminiStrators would agree that
186
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recommended salary increases and evaluations.

want to encourage faculty members to make contibu-

Two studies were done in 1974 to examine the impact of this change (Hoyt, 1974; Hoyt and Clegg, 1974),
In the first, ittyas.found that the salary status of female
members had einiproved substantially from 1971 to
1974. Their salaries were increased by both a higher per-

tions to research, service, and teaching, it seems desirable

to use the entire reward structure to reinforce professional accomplishments.
Discrimination. The merit system appeared to exert

significant control only on monetary rewards. For a

centage and by a higher dollar value than was true for
male faculty members. The second study showed that,
although student ratings of teaching effectiveness were
essentially unrelated to salary increments from 1969
through 1973, in 1974 there was a significant correlation. Apparently, the formalizing of faculty evaluation
procedures served to increase the relationship between

given level of accomplishment, females were provided
tower monetary rewards than were males. Therefore, in
this reward dimension, the charge of sex discrimination
appeared to be upheld.
Postscript '
The study was completed in 1972. By 1973, under
pressure generated by the Commission on the Status of

monetary reward and teaching excellence.
Thus, we have some reason to believe that a replication'of the inveF`igation.reported herein might produce
quite different results. And a major explanation for this

Women, a mandatory written faculty evaluation program was established. Although criteria and procedures
were set by the faculty at the departmental level, careful
monitoring was. done -by the Affirmative Action Office
and by the Vice President for Academic Affairs to insure

could be that the origi' tl study influenced administrative decisions in such a way as to make replicated results
improbable.

that there was a reasonable correspondence between
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FOUR-YEAR STATE COLLEGES: THE SCOPE OF
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
Gerald H. Kramer
Kansas State College of Pittsburg
OklahJohn W. Creswell

oma State University

In, its final report, the Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education predicts that "the 1970's may belong

to faculty activism as the 1960's did to student activism" (1973, p. 56). Of the potential initiatives in
higher education, the commission cited those originating
with faculties, particularly collective bargaining, as being
the more dominant ones in the decade. For state colleges

facing conflicting pressures of decreased enrollments,
financial exigency, and statewide demands, what attributes of the bargaining process seem to affect the scope
of the written agreements?

The adoption of a written agreement between the
institution and the bargaining agent, the most important aspect of the bargaining process, places "in written
legal form a great-deal of the substance and procedure
of faculty-administrative relations heretofore either
traditional or specifically delegated" (Moskow, 19 /1,
p. 34). By committing to writing the substance and procedure of their relations, the institution and the bargaining unit broaden this relationship in scope and
degree of codification (Mortimer and Lozier, 1973). The
range

of subjects covered by the orovisions in the

written agreement i4broad and limited only by federal
or state law (Moskow,I 971). '

The purpose of this study is to examine written
' agreements that existed iii\four-year state colleges during

the 1473-74 academic yeai\in terms of their scope, or
range of topics included in l'he agreem'ent. Further,
several research questions are \raised which examine
implicit assumptions held by -pt4%3itioners, and stated
in the literature, about factors cdatibuting to an extended scope. For example, one fact,* assumed to be
influential is the particular faculty representative organization chosen. Moskow,, Loew?mbqg, and Koziara
(1970) have reported that different types of ,:hnployee
organizations exhibit varying degrees ut intrrest in
bargaining with public employees. Mosk.ow (1971)
has pointed, to the philosophical differences of the
major faculty organizations representing higher education facultiqs.

A second factor alleged to be of major importance
is the composition of the bargaining unit. It has been
argued that to include nont-aching professional support
staff would dilute thc bargaining unit, thereby making
the faculty union less effective. Others have taken the
position that many of the nonteaching professional
support personnel have many of the same interests as
the instructio.ial f .culty and should be included in the
same bargaining unit.
A third factor that is considered consequential is the
legal framework. The American industrial relations

system has been greatly influenced by the statutes re:
lating collective bargaining. The passage of the
tional Labor Relations Act (NLRA) in 1935 was in-

fluential in union growth to eleven mi
members
by 1940. In addition, the good faith bargaining provisions of Section 8(d) and Section 8(a5) have greatly
expanded the scope of bargainable issues in the pri-vate sector. Although bills are pending in Congress
which provide for a federal law regulating public bargaining, this regulation is presently done by state laws.
These range from "meet and confer" laws that provide
for extenJive cohsultation with representatives of
employee organizations, with final authority for action
residing in governmental personnel, to laws providing

for fact-finding (the use of an impartial thira parV
to delineate the facts), n.ediation (the use of an impartial third party to assist, through interpretation
and advice, in reconciling a dispute beteen repre. tntatives of the employer and the recognized nployee
c -anization.
A fourth factor which has drawn much comment is

_ the ;se of neutral third parties to assist in negotiation
ithpasses by acting as mediators or performing a factfinding function. Public administrators have been critical
of such Procedures, feeling, that third-party inter; vention undermines their authority in allocating funds
and in maintaining costs efficiently.
A fifth factor deemed to be influential is the
practice of binding arbitration. The empirical work of
Slichter, Healy, and Livernash (1960) demonstrated the
importance of contract administration, specifically
binding arbitration, in enlarging the scope of bargaining
in the private sector.
Written Agreemen 's Analyzed

Written agreements between faculties and colleges,
for all four -yeac state colleges who chose exclusive bargaining agents during the 1973-74 academic year, were
analyzed Only institutions defined by the United States
Department of Health, Education and Welfare as fouryear state colleges
2 included in this study.i In total,
14 written agreements, covering 37. state colleges
throughout the country, were reviewed.? The names of
state colleges that have chosen bargaining agents were
obtained through lists available in the Chronicle of
Higher Education and from the American Association of
University Professors (AAUP), The National Education

Association (NEA), and the New York State United
Teachers (NYSUT). These sources were able to provide

the names of col"ges that have, through the election
pricess, chosen oargaining agents as the exclusive
representative. of the faculties:However, to determine
which state institutions actually had written agreemcnts
in effect for part or all of thc 1973-74 academic year, it
was necessary to write individually to every state college

lis.ed. In this way, all wntten agreements in effect, a
total of fourteen documents, were obtained.
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ing arbitration clauses in the written agreement and
iittitutions with no contractual arbitration?

The Model gontract

Traditionally, scope of bargaining has been associated 'with the range of issues included in negotiations .betw,een parties to a labor agreement (Gerhart,
1969). Scope is often the focal point of controversy;
frequently, college administrators look upon an expanding scope as an infringement on their rights to
/Manage. To determine scope, unions tend to utilize

Findings and Implications
Many of the implications of this study - are
significant for relationships that were ncZ' demonstrated, rather Lhnn for data showing elationships
which did exist. The finding that the particular union

'

representing faculty members apparently did not have
an effect on the scope of bargaining in ft.:dr-year state
colleges was probably the most surprising finding
to the authors (See Table I.) For several years,
writers in the field have pointed to the many historical,
structural, and philosophical. differences in these
1971). They have described
oralnizi-tions (Mosko%
the twolution in phil sokhy and, hence, in militancy
in the NEA and AAUP in the recent past. The changes

so-called model contracts in presenting their demands to
administrators. Moskow' (1971) suggests that a
contract include the following thirtien
model

items: the purpose and intent of the negotiations,
ret.ognition of the bargaining agent and unit, the rights
and privileges of the faculty, deduction for dues,
faculty work load conditions, leaves of absence, provisions for professional improvement, insurance, retirement plans, a grievance procedure, teaure provisions,

in philosophy may have been a factor in increasing
membership in the NEA, but at this time, the impact

professional compensation, and the duration of the
agreement.

on sco, a of bar ,gaining has not been demonstrated.
It should be noted, however, that 12 of the 14 agreements analyzed in this study went first agreements.
As Mortimer anti Lozier, (1973) pointed out, future

For purposes of this study, the term scope of bargaining was defined as the number of subjects listed
above that wer4 found in the collective bargaining

agreements negotiated -.Rh the four-year state colleges.
The investigators utilized Collective. Bargai-ing in
Higher Education: Contract Content-I973 and Higher
Education Co, ract Clause Finder (Goodwin and Andes.
1974; Higher Education, 1972) to assist in determining

if the above items were actually ..

possible with a

'
Research Questions
The questions examined in this, study are the following:
I.

Do the written agreements negotiated by the

three major faculty organizations reflect significant
differences in the scope of bargaining?
Are there significant differences in the scope
2.
of bargaining between institutiors whose bargaining
units only include instructional staff (those employees
who regularly engage in teaching or research) and

institutions whose bargaining units include professional

support staff (such as professional counseic,s. professional librarians, and instructional resource personnel
or departmedt chairpersons) as well as the instructional
staff?
3.

Are there significant differences in the scope

of bargaining between institutions in states with

institutions in states
that have laws enabling faculty to bargain collec-

meet and confer
tively?

laws

The attitudes and behavior of the local affiliates or
local units may be more influ mtial in the beginning
years of negotiations than the stances of the national

agreements

analyzed. The scope of bargaining was dichotomized
into two catego -'es: (1) low scope-having ten cr less
items of the thirteen possible items and (2) high scopehaving eleven or more items of the thirteen possible.
In this way, two fr-...ed categories emerge that conveniently group seven of the written agreements into
low wive and seven into high scope for non-perametic
,analysis. In this study, no attempt is made to statistically
create these two categories as would
larger sample of written agreements.

agreements may encompass the gains of the first agreeDents and seek to enlarge the scope of negotiations.

and

-

4. Are there significant differences in the scope of
bargaining between institutions in states with laws pro-

organizations.

F..:1dings also suggest that the composition of the
bargaining unit-theterogeneous versus only instructional

staff -does not affect the sccpe of bargaining. (See
6

Table 1.) It was not substantiatea that the inclusion of
noninstructional staff in a unit might limit the number
45scfotpoepics in a written-agreement-andl-thereby delete the

The type of state law may significantly affect
the scope of bargaining in fourvaar state colleges.
(See Table 2.) The. struggles in legislatures over the
type of legislatio.i appears to be of vital importance
to both unions ard administrators. The demise of
meet- and - confer laws, eithar oy state .action or by
federal legislation, may mean important changes
in the relationships between administrators and their
faculties. It is likely that a change in the scope of bargaining, reducing administrators' authnrit, could,
shanty- the cost structure in many colleges. ,Thil could
have serious consequences at a time when f6tifaear
state-. colleges are facing serious enrollment and fiscal
pressures.

Another somewhat surprising finding was that
the use of third-party intervention in state laws has
net affected, the scope of bargaining. (See ,Table 3.)
Many concerns have been voiced by administrators
that the use of mediation, fact-finding, and compul-,
sory arbitration have severely limited administrators'
in efficiently managing their institutions.
However, the findings of this study suggest that the
scope of bargaining is not significantly affected in
states having statutes providing for such interven-

actions

viding for third-party intervention and institutions in

tion.
Apparently the

Are there significant differences in the scope
of bargaining between institutions which have bind-

arbitration, cannot be applied to the public sector
in four-year state colleges at this time. Statistically,

states which do not have legal provisions for third-party
intervention?
5.

empirical findings of Slichter,

Healy, and Livernash (1960) in, the private sector,
regarding the imp, ;t of grievance machinery and

Kramer and aeswell

Table I

Table 3

Scope bf Bargaining
by Type 9,f Faculty Organization
and Composi:iod of Bargaining Unit'

,Scope of Bargaining and
Third Party Intervention Clauses
and Binding Arbitration Clauses

o

Scope of bargaining
High scope . Low scope

Scope of bargaining
High scope Low scope
Type of thirdparty inferventionl

Type of organization'
AAUP
AFT

le

0

5

2

Nf.'t

3

3

No thirdparty intervention
Mediation and factfindingi
Compulsory at' ..ration

4

Heterogeneous unit (includes more than

just instructional staff)
Unit contains only instructional staff

8

4

1

,1

1

3

Has clause

6

Does not have clause

3

2

Using Kendall% tau, test for grouped data an rc = .MI6 was ob-

teined which is riot sir ifisint at p <.05.

Using Kendall's tau test for grouped data an re = .0615 was ob
tamed which is not significant at p <.05.
o

4'

Arbitration clause2

Bargaining unit composition2

2

0

'2Using Fisher's exact,tes the data was not signifi ant at p <.05.

Using Fisher's- exac. test, the results were nut si,nificant at

p < .05.

f

o

the data in this study, did :not support the contention that the presence of binding arbitration
clauses affects the scope of bargaining. As both
sides become more. sophisticated in the bargaining process, however, there may be s need for
greater training, in contract administration if both
unions and administrators are to function effec-

Table ")
Types of Law Regulating Faculty Bargaining
and the Scope of Bargaining'

Institution

r

Boston State College

4

Sign
i

Perhaps the most significant finding was the overimpact that faculty unions have made on the
four-year state colleges according to the model contract used in this study. Unions consider written items

all

High

. Low

Ferris State College

" Fitchburg State College
Lowell State College'
i+
i.

If

Oakland University
PennsylvaniaState College and
University System
Rhode lsland Collet

Low

essential to any agreement. In only one of the con-

High

tracts studied did 'the union fail to have less than nine
of these essential' items included. Thus, it appears
that unions have already made an important impact
upon the four-year. state colleges. As the unions become
more institutionalized within the colleges, these, 13
essential items will undoubtedly- be broadened and
strengthened, Ildding potential restrictions on administrators.

Low
Low
High
High
High
High
High

Sagir law Valley College
Southeastern Massachusetts University
Worcester State College

t

tively.

Low

Central Michigan University

Massachusetts College of Art
Nebraska State College System
New JerseyState4killege System

Scope of
bargaining

f

fligh
Low

Using the sign test. the observed r was let.s than the ituiatcd

value indicating a significant relationship.

,
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Fcntnotes
t Zwingle and Roe :., (1972) define state .colleges as those institutions rffer;ng liberal arts or professional courses loading to a bachelor's
ieWer

..tegaw and, in some cases, to the master's degree or tie'yrid, but ,dot to the doctorjk-taiilosophy or its equivalent, and Which have
than three professional schools.
2 The fourteen written agreements app.), to single state colleges in some instances and state college systems in others. These written agreeMassachusetts
menu apply to Oakland University (Michigan), Boston State College.(Massachusetts), Lowell Sate College (Massachusetts),
(eight
institutions),
Rhode
Island
Cqllege.
(Rhode
Island),
Southeastern
College of Art (Massachusetts), New Jersey State College System
Massachuietts University (Massachusetts), Worcester State- College (Massachusetts), Central Michigan University .(Michigan), Ferris State
College (Michigan). Fitchburg State College (Massachusetts); Nebraska State College System.C(our institutions), Pennsylvania State College
and University System (14 institutions), and Saginsw Valley Cbllege (Michigan).
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A THEORETICAL APPROACH FOR INTERNAL ALLOCATION
OF ACADEMIC PERSONNEL RESOURCES

.

D. R. Coleman
J. R. BolteNorida Technological University

Overview

The conflicting pressures confronting higher education. institutions are immense. Institutions are Lonfronted with static or declining budgets, a reduction in
growth rate, and diverse changing program needs. At the
same time, institutional administrators must determine

ways.to maintain strong programs and strengthen the
quality of others within this environment._ Quality programs are probably more closely related (0adequate
faculty resources than to any other fact r. Although the
equitable allocation of instnictional fAculty is a perplexing and difficult problem, procedures must be
developed to ensure that faculty needs are closely
matched with actual allocated faculty resources.

This project was undertaken at Florida Technological University to establish a procedure for determining discipline productivity faLtors (average number
of student credit hours per full-time equiyalent (FTL)
faculty member) for the internal allocation of instructional faculty resources. An effort was made to develop
a management tool for allocating faculty resources
based on courses offered, purpose of course, and actual
student credit hours generated. The approach is reasonably objective, easily understood, and not subject to
manipulation. The specific purposes of this study
follow:

'E

1. To develop a theoretical model for the allocation of instructional faculty resources independent of
discipline

2. To develop student credit hour (SCH) productivity factors by discipline

into consideration the special nature of individual
programs and disciplines. Implementation of the

"modest proposal" which was recommended by Day
would have resulted in the reallocation of 150 faculty positions from two divisions to three other divisions (Magarrell, 1975).

Dressel (1971) stated that the main purpose of an
allocation model is to make possible the optimum use
of resources according to a set of objectives. This
principle must be kept in mind when developing any
model or procedure for allocatin_ instructional faculty
resources. When allocating faculty resources among the
various academic units, accurate estimates must be
established between program offerings and desired
outcomes.

A review of the common approaches used in
allocating faculty resources revealed that when models
are utilized,_the need for positions for instruction, research, service, counseling, and administration are
usually dete:mined by different criteria and procedures.
Moreover, procedures being use l do not attempt to
optimize the use of resources in iccordance with stated
objectives unless one assumes the objectives are directly
reflected in the historical productivity figures. Most of
the efforts used to allocate faculty resources have been
based on subjective judgments of academic officers or
discipline averages. Accordingly, only historical data
have been used to establish these averages. The tradi-

tional models used to allocate faculty resources for
direct instruction parallel one of three types: (a) an
allocation based on systemwide average, (b) an alloca-

allocated by the theoretical model and the traditional

tion based on historical data at the institution, and
(c) an allocation based on subjective judgment of an

model.

academic officer.

3. To contrast the number of faulty members

Historical Development

The equitable allocation of instructional faculty
resources has always been a problem for academic ad.nimistrators. In 1974, Coanelis reported that a review
of common allocation procedures did not provide an
adequate conceptualized treatment of the matter.
Although most academic planners will indicate that
instructional faculty resource needs must be based on

number of students and level of students, as well as
purpose and pedagogical aspects of the academic unit, a

review of the literature did not reveal this to be the
practice. ,The article published in the Chronicle of
Higher Education which addressed the budget allocation controversy between Vice Chancellor Day and
Dean Silverman appears to be an ideal example of
a model that did not incorporate all the essential
components. Day assumed that all credit hours gen
crated at the same level should be considered equivalent

for the

purpose of assessing faculty need.

Silverman and others argued that Day was not taking

An analysis of the three procedures reveals severe
limitations with each. When systemwide averages are
used at the institutional level, the model is not sensitive
to the unique characteristics of institutional programs
nor to the specific objectives established for each program. One institution may be phasing out a weak program while a second institution may be strengthening a
program in the same discipline. On the other hand, a
pxograin at one

institution may offer only general

education courses while the corresponding program at
other institutions may only `provide courses for a
specialized major. When allocations are based solely on
historical. averages, either institutional or statewide,
the model tends to repeat the mistakes of the past and
perpetuate staffing inequities. This procedure is further
complicated because productivity factors used over
a period of time acquire a level of acceptance and permanence. These discipline productivity factors remain
very static regardless of what is being taught, how it is
being taught, or what is to be accomplished. The model
that is based on subjective judgments of an academic
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officer has the potential of being the best or worst
method for allocating instructional faculty resources.
Although this could be an effective, efficient approach,.
its effectiveness may only be realized when the academic

officer has experience, intuition, and the confidence of
the faculty, as well as a finely tuned crystal ball.
Regardless of the model used, a successful allocation procedure must provide a way to identify
differences and similarities among disciplines. A model
for statewide use must have the capacity to differentiate between substantially different prograMs in the
same discipline throughout the system.
Model Development

In an attempt to add more objectivity and equity
to the determination of discipline productivitp.factors
for the allocation of instructional faculty resources
and to avoid the difficulties and pitfalls that appear
to exist: with current models, an alternate apprOach
was undertaken which utilized four basic allocation
model requirements (Bolte, 1974) and involved oncampus input from each department and dean. These
requirements are as follows:

1. The model must reflect institutional goals and
policy decisions.

2. The model must reflect the areas of actual

resource usage.

3. The model must be based on factors which

are general.

4. The model must be adaptable to mathematical
formulation whit.h is easily understood by the resourct
user.

The study v.as initiated and completqd during the
1974-75 school year.
The first step was to determine those factors
that seemed most important in addressing instruc-

tional faculty needs The following three factors were
identified whiLli relate directly to faculty resource
need.

1. Course mstrueti, nal mode. This factor refers
to the method by winch a course can be reasonably
and effectively taught. Some of the common instructional modes are lecture, leLture-discussion, lecture laboratory, laboratory, seminar, and intern supervision.

2. Course instructional level. This factor refers to
the convectional levels of lower division, upper division,
and graduate.

3. Purpose of course. This factor refers to whether
the course is taught primarily as a general education
offering or is intended for a major program of study.

In the second step, it was necessary to establish
a foundation from whiLli all parties could function.
Three assumptions were made and agreed on by those
involved incthe project.

Appropriate modes of instruction could be
indentified which dest-ribe the instructional methods
1.

used in courses offered at the university.

,

2. Average clan, sue is dependent on mode of instruction, level of course, and purpose of course, but it
is independent of the discipline in which the course
is taught. For example, the astronomy and general
psychology courses, offered to satisfy basic general
education requirements and taught by the lecture mode
of instruction, should have the same average class size
even though the courses are offered by different
disciplines.

3. Consensus could be reached on an average class
size that would optimize the use of faculty resources
while maintaining a high level of instructional quality
for each mode of instruction.

The third step of .the project was to develop the
productivity factors. With the factors identified in Step
1 and the basic assumptions in mind, six tasks were com-

pleted to establish discipline productivity factors by
level. These tasks were accomplished through a series of

meetings with deans, department chairpersons, and
faculty over a period of about Six months and through
analysis of university programs, induced course load
matrices, and other student credit hour data.
1. Established modes of instruction. This phase
involved establishing a basic list cf instructional modes
and then expanding the list to meet the specific needs
of the
list

was

university. The basic instructional mode
circulated primarily to department chair-

persons. They were asked to determine if each of
their course offerings could be assigned obe of the
instructional modes. When a chairperson identified
courses which did not fit into these modes, additional
modes were added. The final list includgd 34 different
instructional modes when purpose and level were
incorporated in the scheme. Perhaps the most important outcome of identifying additional modes was that
no chairperson or faculty member felt that courses were
being forced into inappropriate classifications. Table
provides a complete list of the instructional inodVs by
level and purpose as developed in this project.
2. Assign instructional modes. This phase involved
1

assigning an appropriate mode of instruction to each
course offering. Since course level was obvious, the primary task was t9 review the basic.purpose of the course

as it related to the entire university program and to
select the appropriate mode of instruction to maintain
consistency across the various aisciplines. The only
serious problem in completing this task was to identify
and correct obvious inconsistencies in recommended
course placement. As would be expected. some preferred
to teach all of their courses in a small class mode while
ignoring faculty resource limitations and alternate,
effective educational delivery systems. After consulta-

tion with the deans and chairpersons, these inconsistencies were overcome. Some instructional modes
were eliminated. After analyzing thr stated purpose of
the course with the chairperson and dean, the method of
instruction could not be justified.
3. Establish expected average class size. Since
research indicates there is no ideal class size for either
student achievement or instructional delivery (Murphy,
1975), this phase required participants to use subjective
judgments and experience to establish an average class

size for each mode of instruction, level of course, and
purpose of course. There was agreement on figures
which make possible the optimum utilization cf faculty
resources while maintaining a high level of instructional
quality. Based on wide experience with the various
modes of instruction and the purpose of course offer ings, a consensus was attained on an acceptable class size
without anyone being heavily biased by personal

references to a course within a particular area. In the
final analysis, class sizes were pushed downward by
a general desire to teach small classes, where a
greater exchange of ideas can take place, and were
pushed upward by the realization that only a limited'
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Table I
Instructional Modes, Average Class Sizes,

and Productivity Factors by...
Level and Class Purpose

Class size

Mode

Productivity
factor

Lower service (general education)
90
50
40

I. Lecture
2. Lecture (discussion)
3. Lect ere (discussion and problem solving)
4. Lecture (writing or speaking)
5.

25

90/24

Lecture/lab

1080
600

480
. 300
540

Lower major (major within department or another department)
40

I. Lecture (discussion)

40/20

2. Lecture ( discussion/lab)
3. Lecturel(discuision and problem solving or activity)
4. Lecture (writing or speaking)'
5.

32
25

Lecture and lessons (music department only)

6. Studio
7. Lap

480
320
384
300

10

120

25

300

20

160

Upper service (general education)

I.- Lecture
2. Lecture/recitation
3.

60
120/30

720
720

48/24
48/24

385
385

25
32

300
384
385

Lecture/lab

4. Lecture/studio
5. Lecture (writing and speaking)
6. Lecture (case method),

48/24

7. Le:ture/student actiy(ty
8. Music performance/

50

400

34
28

408
336
224
408
360
272

Upper major (major within department or another department)
I. Lecture (discession)
Lecture (disdussion and problem solving)
,3. Lecture (d /cussion and problem solving/lab)
4. Lecture (discussion and student presentation or activity)
5. Lecture; (discussion and field projects)
6. Lectuie (discussion/lab)
7. Lecture ( discussion /student activity)
8. LeCture (writing or speaking)
9. Lecture (case method)
10. Lab and clinical
11. Studio
12. Seminar
13. Lecture and lessons (music department only)
14. Supervision

28/14
34
30

34/17
34/17

15

312
300
336
120

20
20

240
240

25
28

10

120

20

240

modes of instruction such as laboratories, where contract hours greatly exceed the number of course credit
hours. However, the weightings were purposefully
limited to not more than one and one-half equivalent
credit hours for each assigned laboratory credit hour.
Table 1, column 3, provides a complete list of these

number of faculty positions would be available.
4. Establish SCII productivity factors.
An SCH productivity factor was established for each m6de of

instruction, level of course, and purpose of course
directly from the expected class size. Since a full-time
instructional faculty member in the State University
System of Florida would normally teach approximately
12 credit hours, the product of 12 times the average
class size yields an expected productivity factor for most

figures.

.

the required faculty. The required
number of faculty that would have been needed to teach
5.

modes of instruction. Weightings were applied for

Calculate

the courses that were offered during the previous two
195
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factors, but the changes will invariably be small. By
using data for the two previous years, the complete

years was computed for each discipline and level as if
all courses had been taught in the signed instruction

impact of a change in course mix will be realized,by the
second recalculation.

mode. These'figures were obtained by dividing the credit

hours generated in each course by the prescribed productivity factors (Table 1, column 3). Data for the
2-year period were utilized to assure that all courses
typically taught at the university would be included

A particularly important and clear advantage of
the procedure is that it permits faculty, department

chairpersons, and deans to readily identify one of
the reasons for varying productivity factors across
the disciplines in the university.

-

aria to assure reasonable stability in average productivity
factors from one year to the next.
6. Calculate average productivity factors. The

Comparative Analysis

number of SCH per FTE 'faculty was determined` for

-An analysis of the productivity factors and number of positions generated by the model was undertaken to assess the impact of the model on each dis-

each discipline and level. This step was accomplished by
dividing the aggregate number of SCH generated by level

and discipline, for the previous two years by the aggregate number of required faculty (determined in
task 5). The quotients represent the weighted pro-

cipline and on the total faculty allocation. A comparison

ductiVitv factors for each discipline level. Once student
credit, hour projections become available for the follow-

between the previous and the model-ger erated productivity factors was completed to determine if_
differences could be justified. Also, a comparison

ing year, these productivity factors can be used to
estimate instructional faculty needs. This, procedure

of faTltY allocated according to the previous pro-

was completed for each discipline between the number

ductivity factors and the projected number of faculty
needed when the model-generated productivity factors

assumes a similar mix among course offerings from year

to year. An analysis was completed 61 productivity
factors for the 1972 -74 and 1973-75 periods. A chisquare analysis at the 5 percent level of significance

were used.

Table 3 provides a listing of the productivity

factors that were generated by using the previous
and model generated factors. These factors were

did not reveal that productivity factors were dependent
on year. Therefore, it can be assumed that a high degree
of stability can be anticipated with the procedure.
Table 2 provides an illustration of the procedure used
to determine a discipline productivity factor. Calculations for all discipline productivity factors were made by

utilized to drive the university faculty resource allocation model. A chi-square analysis was used to test the

null hypothesis of independence for both the lower
and upper levels. Both null hypotheses were rejected
at the 5 percent_leveLof significance. Thus, one can

using the course-offered inventory, data base, and a

conclude that the, number of.students per FTE faculty is

COBOL program.

dependent on the procedure for determining the pro-

it is important to note that, although this procedufe utilizes historical "data, the procedure in no

ductivity factor.
An analysis of the expected and new productivity
factors at each level revealed a lack of homogeneity in
the direction of change, indicating that a rtlistribution
of faculty should occur. For example, in the engineering
discipline, over 30 percent of the SCH were generated at
the upper level in courses used only to satisfy advance

way perpetuates Frevious inequities or arbitrary choices

made by the department chairperson or dean. The
_procedure uses historical SCH data only to establish
the mix of,,,SCH among various instructional modes
which a given discipline has generated and is likely
to generate during the next succeeding year. Changes
in mix will be reflected in subsequent year productivity

general education requirements. These courses were

Table 2
Sample Calculation of a Discipline

Productivity Fattor
Student credit hours generated
Productivity
1973-74

1974i75

Total
2454
6447

9465

Course

Mode

level

COm 100

LS01

1080

SPE 101,

LSO4
LMO7
LMO2

300
160
320

978
3195
109
120

SPE 262

LM01

480

32

1476
3252
28
275
0

Discipline

N/A

iota

N/A

N/A

SPE 102

SPE 261

Productivity factor =

'total SCIf
rotal faculty required

9465
25.917

.

137
395
32

365.2 = 365

NOTE: The computer program and documentation may be obtained by contacting .11R. Rohe or D. R. Coleman:
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Faculty
required
2.270
21.490
.856
1.234
067

75.917
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Table 3
Previous and Model-Generated
Instructional Productivity Factors
by Discipline and Level
Lower level
.

Biology

Business Administration
Communication
CoMposition
Education
.
Enginetring
Fine arts
Foreign language
Health science
Letters
Mathematics
Physical science
Psychology
Social science

Upper level

.

4

Discipline

,

Model

Model

Previous

generated

Previods'

generated

400
425
350
425
400
340
200

365

250
390

296
400
314
336

439

4

375
300
380

475
375
525
525

438
514
201
300
480
502
415
435
748
873

similar to other courses assigned to the upper level service lecture mode of instruction. These findings indicate

that the productivity factor Koff les are significantly
diffe-rent." floWever,- the need to reallocate faculty to
meet the instructional needs was justifiable in each

-:..

325
340
390
325

365
421

200
340
200

,

351

384
228
323
275

.

380

367
335

340
250
400
400

298
363
380

This procedure enables college personnel to determine x.rhy there are differences among the various discipline productivity factors. One additional advantage

is that it enables board members or legislators to leview a university's procedure for assessing instructional

instance,

faculty eecisin terms they can associate with their

Table 4 provides a distribution of the number of
faculty generated by using the previous and model-

background and experience. The number of students per

class and the number of classes taught per week are

generated factors. A chi-square analysis was used to test

the 'null hypothesis of independence. These data -did
not reveal sufficient evidence to reject the null hyopthesis at the 5 percent level of significance. Although
there were minor differences in the number of faculty

Table 4

allocated by the two set's' of factors, most changes

Number of Generated Faculty Using
Previous and Moder-generated Factors

proved to be minimal, and the combined impact on any
one discipline or college was not serious, TO minimize

the impact of adopting the new productivity factors,
it was agreed that _no productivity factor would be
adjusted more. than 10 percent.

Number of faculty
Discipline
Model

Conclusion
The equitable allocation ot resources and the ability

to withstand sem-tiny by thOse adversely affected are

the ultimate tests of a resource allocation model. If
the model is to have credibility and be accepted as a
useful management tool, faculty and college administrators must be convinced that it will treat each department equitably.

The findings of' this project indicate that it

is

possible to assess need on thebasis of how courses should
be taught to provide quality instruction. Our experience

indicates that faculty and administrators are willing
to address the realities of budget limitations and
adopt reasonable class size standards for each instructional mode. Although complete agreement was not
attained, the procedure and the instructional productivity factors were accepted by the chairpersons and
deans.

Previous

generated

Biology/

16.2

15.6

Business administration
Communication
Composition
EdticatiOn
Engineering
Fine arts
Foreign langauges
Health science
Letters
Mathematics
Physical science
Psychology
Social science

50.7
20.7
10.7
64.9
37.1

8.2
32.0
21.3

49.7
20.8
10.8
69.1
31.4
20.0
5.2
6.6
29.2
22.6

17.9
18.6
35.2

15.3
18.0
33.1

359.2

347.4

Total

1971 97

4.4

-
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Full rmore2 the procedure is not
munipulatable over a given period of time. The authors
believe the procedure provides an equitable, objective
method for assessing faculty needs and4hatit is readily
adaptable to other institutions regardless of size.
resources.

much more meaningful than a derived SCH figure.

As a result of this research, the authors believe a
management tool for accessing instructional faculty
resource need t has been developed. This procedure is

reasonably objective, easily understood, considers
important factors, and considers optimum use of faculty
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IMPROVING INSTITUTIONAL ACCOUNTABILITY
THROUGH FACULTY DEVELOPMENT:
REACTING TO CONFLICTING PRESSURES
IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
Rohm G. Simerly
Syracuse University

Three out of every ten people in the United States
are directly involved in education, which has become our
nation's largest enterprise. Even thotigh there is evidence

to suggest that enrollments in higher education are beginning to stabilize, according to the Djiest of Educational Statistics (1974), we have 8.5 ?Killion students
enrolled in degree-credit programs in higher education.
This is the largest enrollment at any time in our history.
These 8:5 million stt dents attend 2,792 colleges or universities in the United States. Currently, 620,000 faculty
members teach in these institutions f p. 136). Thus,
higher yducation has its fair share of out nation's largest

The Role of the Institutional Researcher
One way for institutional researchers to play major'
roles in assisting their institutions to react more effectively to conflicting pressures is by creating reliable data
bases regarding the myths And the realities of conflicting
pressures within those institutions.
The Putilish or Peiish,Pressine

One of the major professional pressures identified
by faculty members is the polarization connected with
, the approach to teaching and research that results in the
publish or perish dilemma. However, an examination of

enterprise.

the actual research that has been done, taken from

The Creation of Conflicting Pressures
Since World War II, higher education has expanded

research and publication records of faculty members in
higher education, shows that the publish or perish controversy is largely a myth. The fact is that most faculty
members engage in little or no research or publishing.

at an unprecedented rate in the race to educate our
youth and to provide continuing education oppor,

This has been noted by Cartter (1966) and Mayhew

tunities for adults. Now that our enrollment appears to
have stabilized at the same time that we are experiencing
diminishing financial resources, we are beginning to
examine who pays for education and what we are getting
for our expenditures. At pnva« institutions, students
bear 65.3 percent of the costs of their education while

(1971). In fact, Mayhew charges that the faculty "steep

34.7 percent of the cost comes from other sources.

majority of faculty members in higher education engage
in little or no research or publishing. Blackburn (1975)
has found evidence to show that time in rank seems to
be the only important factor in determining promotion.
In analyzing the publish or perish myth, it is inter-

However, at state supported institutions, students contribute only 22.1 percent with 77.9 percent coming
from other sources (p. 112).
We are now facing the conflicting pressures, in postsecondary education,-to provide quality education at the
lowest possible cost in an age of tight financial resources
when faculty ,are demanding salary increases and
students and taxpayers are raising the issue of consumer
rights and accountability.
The Pressure of Being Equalitarian
In addition, ' have moved toward an equali-

tarian view of American higher education, no longer
considering if to be the privilege of the few. Thus,
our image of Colleges and universities is changing.
Where formerly we tended to view our institutions
simply as a community of scholars, we are no w beginning to recognize that higher education is a big business

that employs scholars to produce many of its

products and services. And, as we have begun to convert to this big business view of education, we have
experienced many of the conflicting pressures experienced by business. We have demands for accountability and reactions to accountability procedures.
We have faculty members who, following the big business model, have unionized. Our growing pains are loud,
and they are painful. The conflicting pressures in post-

themselves in the stale intellectual brew first mixed
when they themselves were in college" (p. 496).
One of the best reviews of the research-based litera-

ture on the publish of perish, controversy was done by

Lewis (1975). This review also confirms that the

esting to note that practically no one has made an
attempt to find out what conditions are necessary for
the development of a publishing scholar. Simerly (1973)

found that ficulty felt that inadequate available time
hindered their overall growth and development. This
perception of inadequate 'available time may be a major
psychological block to faculty growth and development,
particularly in light of Blackburn's (1974, p. 77) review
of the research on faculty work loads which shows that
most faculty members work between 55 and 60 hours
per week.
,

Blau (1973. p. 111) found that, among faculty
members who dc engage in research and publishing, the
faculty member's own graduate training did little to pro-

mote This research-publishing orientation. He found
that, although the size of an institution affects a faculty
member's research output, it does so only indirectly.
Large Institutions tend to produce more faculty members who actually engage in research and publishing.
However, Blau fiiniul that large size must also be combined with affluence that allows institutions to recruit
4 research-produCi4 faculty. The climate produced by
having superior research,- ,producing colleagues seems to

secondary education have never been greater in the

be the major factor in 'facilitating the production of

entire history'of humankind.

publishing tholars among the entire faculty (p. 239).

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT
ts

r
.

3

7. Publications
8. Public service
9. Research

Yet ,the publish-perish myth persists because of the
incongruence between real and perceived reward struttures of institutions. Most faculty members perceive that
research and publishing, rather than teaching, constitute
the 'major rewardAystems even in highly diverse institutions (Gaff and Wilson, 1971, Wilson, Gaff, Dienst;
Wood and Bavry, 1975).
It is interesting to note that this inconguency
in perceptions between feat and perceived -reward

This taxonomy lends itself well to the following
institutional uses:
1. Faculty self-reports of work loads
2. Quantitative and qualitative evaluations
faculty performance in each of the categories

3. Individual, departmental, college, and institutional management-by-objectives systems
4. Long-range planning activities

systems also carries over into other aspects of faculty
members' perceptions of their world. The Blackburn

(1975) study involving administrator, colleague, student,
and self-ratings shows . that professors also have
-erroneous Pitceptions of how others perdeive and assess

The Faculty Development Movement

As institutions'rbegin to consider long-range planning, they try to find better ways to plan for the more

them. Faculty members consistently give themselves

effective use of physical, financial, aml human resources.
planning for the
For years,'we have given attentio
utilization of physical and financial resources; however,

,., higher ratings on overall teaching effectiveness than do

students or peers.

it is only recently that higher education has turned its
attention to finding more effective ways to plait for 6T-utilization of the human resources of its faculty. Such

The Faculty Work World

Another way in which institutional researched' can
help "their institutions deal more effectively with conflicting pressures is to find better ways to conceptualize
and report on the work that faculty members do.

The traditional way to deal with faculty work is
in terms of teaching, research, and service: The
traditional expectations associated with this taxonomy
are that ,faculty" members should excel- in all of these

planning has become knOwn as faculty development, and
within the last four years, between 400 and 500 faculty
a

development programs have developed in the United
States. HoWever, an analysis of these programs shows
that :there is no clear agreement about what faculty
development programs should be doing.
One of the problems in discussing faculty development is that we are just now beginning to be able to conceptualize faculty development in meaningful ways that
consider the complex interaction of person, profession.,
organization, and consumer (Eble 0971; 1973) was orib.

this taxonomy and its resultant
expectations developed at a time When change was not
so rapid and faculty members did not have so many conflicting demands placed on their time.
areas.

o'

Hitivever,

In an effort to more accurately study and classify

of the first to note that we-have made few attempts to
conceptualize adequately the development process of

what faculty 'members actually do and ,what portion of
their time is - devoted_to_ various components of their
work, Stecklein (1974, p. 11) reports that the National
Centex for Higher Education Management Systems
(1.CHEMS) in connection with the Western Interstate
Commission on Higher Education (WICHE) developed
the following classification for faculty work:

faculty. Asa---resultinstitutions tend _to_consider
faculty development in elementary ways that are related

only to things that are basic to the operation of the institution. The most comprehensive and successful recent
attempts to conceptualize faculty development have
been done by Gaff (1975) and Bergquist and Phillips
(1975).
To date, many activities and ideas have been classified as attempts at faculty development. The following
taxonomy provides a useful way to categorize these

1. Teaching
2. ResearCh, scholarship, and creative work
3. Internal service
4: Public service
This taxonomy represents an improvement over the
traditional one in that it expands the research dimension
to consider creative work by faculty members who can

major approaches to faculty dcvelopment.

_

Faculty Development as Individual

best demonstrate their contributions to the intellectual
community in this manner. In addition, it recognizes the
difference between internal institutional service that
may benefit the institution directly and the more broad
area of public service that may benefit the institution
only in indirot ways. This taxonomy is used most often
to describe faculty work in quantitative ways, such as

Freedonithe Lassez-Faire Approach

"My approach to helping faculty members develop," remarked one dean recently, "is to hire_
people, turn them loose, and leave them
alone. They know what they're supposed to do. The
tenure-promotion review then separates the good ones
from the bad." This is the lassez-faire, hinds-off,

percent of time spent in each described area of activity.
However, because of increased public demands for

management approach typical of people who see faculty

members simply as being a part of a community of

accountability, it is also necessary to develop ways to
evaluate the quality of a faculty member's contribution.
For this an even more comprehensive taxonomy, such -s

scholars.

The assumption behind this approach is that somehow this community of scholari will actively work to
define goals that are acceptable to an institution and the
multiple publics that it serves. However,as. Gross and
Grambsch (1974) show in one of the most compre-

the one suggested by Miller (1974, p. 16), is appropriate.
His categories of faculty activity are as follo vs:
1. Classroom teaching
2. Advising
3. Faculty service and relations
4. Management (administration)
5. Performing and visual arts
6. Professional services

hensive studies that has been doneon institutional goals,

the goals of the faculty generally are concerned.. primarily with preserving the status quo. Faculty members
do not take jilt° account the wide variety of concerns
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being voiced by the multiple publics that institutions
must serve in an age of increased emphasis on accountability and consumerism. The five top-rated instituticnal

goals as perceived by the faculty in the Gross and
Grambsch study follow:
I. Protect acadergic freedom
2. Ensure confidence of contributors
3. Maintain top quality in important programs
4. Increase or maintain prestige
S. Train students for scholarship/research

Faculty Developmenras Conccpt and Construct
This is an attempt to conceptualize faculty develop4

The authors interpret these ranked goals to mean
that "the majOr universities of the United States emphasize support goals over output goals, especially the protection of academic freedom and t. ther goals related to

the pursuit of personal faculty careers" (p. 51). Major
concern for students, especially undergraduates, comes
near the bottom of the list of 47 goals (p. 197).

in a- generatizing and synthesizing way.

Thus, concept, to follow Kerlinger's definition

Faculty Development as Introduction and Initiation
Hoilenback (1964), Hibbard (1966), and England

(1967) have doc6mented faculty development efforts
that are concerned with orientation activities involved
in bringing someone new into the,organization.,Faculty
derlopment as introduction and 'initiation operates :at
the formal level of official orientation sessions' and at
the informal level described by Case (1971) in which
faculty members, new to an organization, sniff out the
procedures, practices, and accepted norms that guide

concepixoT faculty development evolves from generalizing and synthesiiing ways in which We havepreviously
cqnsidered faculty development.
A step beyond a concept is a construct. A construct
is also a concept; however, it has an additional meaning'
that is consciously and deliberately attached to the word
for a particular scientific purpose. A major test of a con-4

Faculty Development as Career Development
Gusta d (1959), Eb le ( I 971),' and Schein (1971) are

among those who have studied 'faculty development
from the viewpoint of social psychology in which the
faculty member is seen as procee.ling along a career
path. This method-is typically concerned with such

things as tenure-promotion procedures, boundaries
among assistant, associate, and full professors, and rites
of passage through these boundaries.

Faculty Developmentas Curriculum Reform

The fact tnat most faculty member know 'little

about the teaching-learning process and about educational technology strategies designed to facilitate the
teaching-learning process has been noted by Powell
(1970),- Milton (1973), and Bergquist and Phillips
(1975). Asking faculty members to focus on Jestructuring curriculum is. an organizational method designee to
facilitate change in a system: The, implication is that, in
order to change the curriculum, faculty members theme
selves must examine and change things they are doing.

Typical of this approach is that utilized by the

Center for Instructional Development staffed by Bob
Diamond and his associates at Syracuse University
(1975). This office works closely with academic departments in helping them to design effective technologies

c-

mtit in relation 'to Argyris' (1964) concept about t4e
ne d to integrate the individual and the organization go
that the goals and objectives of both can be met. This
move toward a concept and construct of faculty
development is a sophisticated attempt to incorpcate
all of the previous approache to faculty development
p. 28), becomes an expression of an abstraction
that is formed by generalizing from particula'ri. As
Owens (1970, p. 42) notes, the ideas in a concept don't
necessarily have to prove themselves. Rather, they are
simpt.< what Griffiths describes' as terms to which we

behavior.

,

of faculty members. organizational reward systems,
'interpersonal skills, and organizational conflict managerilent may or may not he dealt with when utilizing this
approach.

for improving the instructional process. Increasingly,
there is good evidence to suggest that this is one of the
best entry points for faculty development activities
because it is possible to deal concretely in the area in
which faculty members have expertise-subject
matter. This provides a psychological support system
that begins with confirmation of expertise rather than
with negative implications that faculty members themselvq need to change. Such things as attitudes and valtIs

attach z a

particular meaning (1959, p. 38). Thus, a

struct, accordinglii -Kerlinger (p. 29)4 is Mari; enters
into and relates to theoretical schemes. Thus, a construct
of faculty developMent takes into account and relates to
a wide variety of theories in the behavioraLsciences
regarding such things, as human motivation, organizational theory, systems theory, and adult life stages.

Within .this concept and construct of faculty

development, the individual faculty member can be.considered-in relation to the following three major dimensions:
1. Personal
2. Professional
3. Organizational

None of these is,,,inutually exclusive. Each is equally
important, and attention is deliberately gb'en to all of
these dimensions simultaneously. In addition, both
structural and process components of fa,culty development are considered. Component parts of these
structural and process considerations are shown in figure
I.

It is at the level of developing concepts and
constructs that the institutional researcher can assume a
major role in 'faculty development efforts. The institutional researcher is the logical person to be called on to
create a reliable data base for decision making regarding

the most effective use of the. human resource of the
faculty. Thus, through creation of this date base about
the personal, professional, and organizational dimensions

of faculty members, the institutional researcher can
make a major impacts With accurate data about the
component parts of both-structural and process. dimen-

sions that lead to the formulation of a concept and
construct of faculty development, the institutional
researcher can exercise power on the organizational
elites who turn to him or her for guidance in decision
making. 'Romaine (1971) described this approach to
institutional research as that of being at the nerve center
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.
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Figure I. Components of a construct of faculty development.
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of the institution.
Faculty Development as Organizational Metagoal

This is even a step beyond faculty development as

concept and construct. Thi¢ approach moves to the
'overriding organizational commitment to a metagoal, or
generalized overriding goal; that is institutionalized to

the point of being abstracted to a process. Thus, an
organizalional metagoal .suggested by Bennis (1967)
might be to develop a system for constantly detecting
new goals. Lippitt (1969) describes this process as
organizational renewal. Hefferlin (1969) builds on this
and states that a main goal for institutions of higher
education,sfiould be to develop the capacity to provide
for continuous adaptability.
Faculty development as organizational metagoal can

base in order to give conscious attention to planning,
studying, and improving those structures and processd,
used by faculty to attain their goals as well as the gpals
of the organization. It represents a conscious organizational commitment to the complex process of deliberate-

ly planning for the most effective use of the human
resource of the faculty.

Summary of the Institutional Researcher's Role

This, then, is the challenge to the instityii nal researcher: to create reliable data bases about-the institution's faculty members and thus to influence the power

elites within the institution to fievelop a construct of
faculty development as a mpagoal for the institution.
This is action-oriented j,si tifutional research that makes
a difference.

be thought of as creating a reliable organizational data
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ALYSIS OF PHILOPHIES,CONCERNING
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PROMOTION AND RELATED IMPLICATIONS

-- FOR THE INSTITUTION_

John R. -Bolte

M H. Thomas
D.R. Coleman
Florida Technological University

3. To delineate several broad promotion philosophies
4. To delineate alternative promotion plans derived
from these basic philosophies
5. To delineate the advantages an_ d disadvantages of
each alternative plan.

The Wended purpose of faculty promotion policies
and the implications of professorial rank distribution's
have been debated by educational administrator4Jnd
faculty since the beginning of the professorial, rank
aystem:Although the distribution of faculty among the
Various ranks. per se at an institution may not- be a
significant-.concern, the antecedents and consequences
1.1.4:41 professorial rank distribution are important. For
example, it may be difficult to maintain a competitive

Historical Prospective

limite4 research on the topi of promotion. Most investi-

gators agree that the bat.concerns associated with

\ salarr.seale if the proportion ,of faculty in the upper

controlle oromdtion plan g include ideal rank mix,
relative w 'ghtings for research aid teaching, procedures
for assessin quality teaching' and research, and maintenance of \clesirable salary schedule (Furniss, 1971;
Greene, 1971;Veany and Ruetz, 1972; Seastone, 1971).

ranks is excessive. In addition, promotion criteria -and

.Tolicies may directly. affect faculty creative output
infatAereby affect the achievement of institutional
goals

.f

TI

,conflicting pressures related to maintaining a

There was no consensus on how to set paraMeters and

competitive -salary scale, -fostering faculty morale
....

achieve desired results.
Research leading

through the opportunity for regular advancement, and
Busing the promotion procedure to enhance the achievement of institutional goals must be carefully analyzed
when developing an institutional promotion plan. Although most administrators have considered the tenure
procedure the key process for assessing and controlling
long-range institutional salary commitment, the promotion ,procedure may play an even more important
role in the future, especially if enrollment growth and
funding -are curtailed. Moreover, the promotion plan
can provide a process for modifying behavior to foster
the realization of institutional goals. When the criteria
for promotion are compatible with the goals of the institution and delineated in a specific plan, it is likely
thit, faculty output will increase, faculty morale will
.

.

A review of the current literature revealed only

to

the

development

of

mathematical models for- attaining and maintaining A

desirable rank mix has\ been undertaken by several
investigators. Rowe's model on optithal faculty staffing
serves as an example of this procedure (1970). Altlp.uer
the mathematical model serves as a management tool for

identifying critical decisionS, the use of a model that
does not address the nonquantifiable factors related to
proniotion is difficult, if not impOssible, to justify.
Although a specified mix and salary spread may be
desirable, these factOrs are difficult to attain and main-

tain in a steady state environment. Furniss stated that
either a high rate of turnover must occur or the institution must be willing to adopt a freeze on promotion in,

order to achieve a desired mix of faculty rank and
salary spread (1971). Another option for achieving

be enhanced, and outstanding faculty will be retained.

This study was undertaken during a period of

this goal is to set stringent requirements as the norm for
performance. This will require university faculty and
administrators to adopt the concept that some faculty
members may remain assistant or associate professors for
their entire career. The problem of rank salary overlap
can be reduced if. realistic maximum salaries are
established for each rank (Seastone, 1971). Rank
maximums would have to be set by discipline and ad;

change <from a state of rapid growth, in both personnel

and funding, to a state of almost no growth in personnel or funding, in' order to develop a promotional
plan that would foster attainment of institutional
goals. In the absence of fast institutional growth, it
becomes difficult to provide for faculty advancement,
maintain acceptable faculty rank distributions and
salary differentials, and encourage faculty output.

justed when the overall salary base of the institution

It was assumed in initiating this study that the

changed.

faculty and administration would want to use the promotion- process to Optimize 'faculty output in the form
of quality instruction, creative accomplishments, and
seiyice and ,that, it is desirable to reward meritorious
performance, retain outstanding faculty, maintain a
competitive salary scale, and reduce faculty anxiety.

'''

Research on tenure normally does not address the
promotion issue, but the concerns and components of
the system are similar. Although research on tenure may
noVelate directly -to promotion, it provides additional
insight on the promotion issue. Furniss pointed out that,
although administrators appear to have nearly unlimited
freedom in filling vacancies and deciding who receives
appointments, the growing movement toward, collec:
tive negotiations and the protective behavior of tenured
faculty members in recommending junior colleagues

The specific purposes of this paper are the following:

1. To determine the budget implications associated with different rank distributions
2. To compare professorial rank profiles Of selected
institutions
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make this freedom mostly illusory (1971).
Another factor that could have a devastating impact
------Ori---raltIdistributions -and -salary-differentials-in - the_
United States is the Equal Pay Act and other legislation

involving agtnnative action (Furniss, 1973). It is often
difficult .to justify paying one professor who is teaching
a basic English composition course more than another
instructor who teachei the same course. If institutions
are forced to justify the difference between these assignments, procedures for delineating all segments of an
assignment will have to be developed for assessing
equitable workloads. If this cannot be accomplished, the
entire' structure of professorial rank as a means of providing a desirable salary differential may become
obsolete.

Implications of Rank Distribution on
,
Rank Salary'Differentials
Before delving directly into promotion philosophies,

it is instructive to examine- theoretically the impact of
rank distribution on rank Salary averages. Relatively
straightforward calculations can be made- under assump-

tions consistent. with the intent and purpose of this
study. It was assuthed.that funding or other limitations
and constraints had placed the educational institution in

a condition of no growth in terms of the number of
faculty and that salary adjustments would be limited; at
--best, to cost-of-living increases. It was further assumed
that faculty mobility would be severely limited due 'to
supply and demand considerations and faculty turnover

would be minimal.' Under the latter assumption, the
most competent and_ valuable faculty members are'the
only ones - who have mobility, andcthe necessity for
utilizing. promotion policies and procedures which will
retain outstanding faculty is increased.
To see the.impact on faculty salary averages at each
rank, it is only necessary to assume an avefage salary

(usually set by external factors such as state funding

mined simply by adding 'Or subtracting the appropriate
rank salary differences.
Tables_l anci=2 show the results of calculations as

described above for typical -Wer--age salary and-rank---- --salary difference parameters. A three-rank distribution,

is shown becabse the instructor rank has had limited
use in regent years.

Although differences in the average salary at each

rank are not unexpected, the full impact of varying
rank distributions on the average salaries is striking.
The fact that salaries of full pnifessors could vary from
approximately S18,000 to over $24,000, depending on

internal rank distribution, must be considered significant from the view of retaining those faculty members who should be the best qualified and experienced
in their fields. It is clear that Under conditions of a
fixed, all ranks salary, average and limited or nd'growth;

retain the best faculty members.

Further review of Tables 1 and 2 leads to another
disturbing fact for troubled admfnistrators. Under- the
assumed steady state conditions, it would appear that
the effect of giying any promotions and increasing the
percentage of faculty in the upper ranks is to reduce

salaries in other ranks. The only alternatives are to
secure increased salary funding thrbugh ,reduction
support funding (cost-of-living -AIL' es do not help), oar'"
pper ranks. During=
to have turnover primarily in t
tha 1950-70 Period, the problem failed to surface because rapid institutional growth and faculty turnover

provided a steady source of new funds "and oppor-

tunities for internal rank and salary distribution adjustments. However, in the past five years the number of
faculty positions and funding have been static in many
institutions and the effect is being felt dramatically by
both faculty and administrators who have become

accustomed to liberal promotion policies and salary
advancements. In such times of stress, and after every
source of funds has been reexamined, a hard look at

fractional number of faculty members at each rank to

One of the alteinatives to the dilemma described
above should be examined in more detail. In times of

professor, associate professor, and professor ranks, respectively. If the difference in. average salary between

financial

be fl> f2, fa, and f, for the'; instructor, assistant

ranks is given by DI for the instructor and assistant
professor ranks, D2 for the assistant and associate professor ranks, and D3 for the associate professorand professor ranks, and if X is arbitrarily assumed to be the
average salary at the associate professor level, then the
following relationship is valid:
f N (X-D -D2) + f2N(X-D2) + f3N(X) + f4N(X+D3)

-A
N

promotion philosophies takes on. a sense of urgency.

stress, and minimum or no growth, it

.

is

realistic to assume some turnover of faculty. If turnover occurs through-less of high-ranking faculty and replacement by low-ranking faculty, a part of the
financial problem of giving suitable salary increases will
be resolVed. One implication of this process, however, is

that the institution maybe losing the very best faculty
members. A more likely "turnover process-is the loss of
faculty across all ranks with limited replacement of
faculty in the lower ranks. Since the university will
desire to select the best candidates and will invariably
need new faculty in high-demand areas, new appointments are likely to be at higher-than iverage salaries. The

Simplification of the above expression with the recognition that fi +f2+f3+4 = 1 yields the following equation
for X, the average salary at the associate professor level:
X.= A-fl (ty-D2)+f2(02).i4(D3).

Using the equations and definitions given, the average
associate professor salary can be calculated. The calculation of the average salary for other ranks can be deter-

I

the failure, to maintain a reasonable rank distribution
over a period of yeara.could have a drastic effect on the
ability of the institution- to remain competitive and

levels or endowment) and to adopt an acceptable spread
in average salary between ranks. Assume the. overall
salary average to be A dollars per faculty member, the

total number of faculty members to be N, and the

,

impact, of these factors should result, over time, in a
narrowing of the rank salary differentials. A review of
AAUP salary and rank data for Type IIA institutions in
the 1973-74 academic year was completed to determine
if the narrowing effect could be detected. It was hypothesized that. the relative salary spread for institutions
having a small fraction of full and associate professors
would be greater than the salary spread for those having
a large fraction in the upper two ranks. This hypothesis
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Table 1
Effect of Rank Distribution on Salary Averages
4 - Rank Distribution
(SI6,000 Salary Average, $3,000 Difference
Between the Instructor, Assistant Professor and Associate Professor Ranks,
56,000 Difference Between the Associate Professor and Professor Ranks)
Dist nbution percentage

Ass, ,:of

Instr

...I

Assoc prof

Prof_

12.400
11,600
11.200

15.400
14.600
14.200

16,400
17.600
17.200

24,400
23,600
23,200

30
30
30

30

30
20
10

10

30

12,100
11.500
10,900

15.100
14,500
13,900

18,100
17,500
16.900

24.100
23,500
22.900

20

40
40
40

30
20
10

10
20
30

11,600
11.200
10,600

14.300.
14.200
13,600

17.600
17,200
16,600

23,600
23,200
22.600

20

40

10

20
20
20

14,300
14,200

,I0

17,600
17,200
16,600
16,000

23,600
23.200
22.600
22,000
23.500
22,900
22,300
21.700

30
30

30

30
30

20
30

20

,..

30
20

20
30
47

11.600
11.200
10,600
10,000

40

x1,500
10,900
10.300
9,700

43,300
12,700

17,500
16.900
16,300
15,700

13400

13,000

14,500
13,900

20
20
20
20

30
30
30

20
10

10
20
30
40

30
30
30

10

40
30
20

20
30
40

10,900
10,300
9,700

13.900
13.300
12.700

16.900
16.300
15.700

22,900
22.300

20

10,600
10,000
9,400

13,600

16,600

'13.000
12,400

/16,000

22,600
22.000
21.400

13.300

16,300
15,700
15,100

22.300

22,300
21,700

30

10
10

20 ,,
:0

30

20

40

20

30

30

15,400

21,71.0

20

20

20

40

10
10
10

30

40
30

30

20

20
30
40

10,300

30

9,700
9,100

12,700
12,100

20

10
10

50
40
30

20

10.300
9,700
9,100

13,300
12,700
12,100
11,500

16.300
15.700
14.580

20.500

13,000
12.400
11,600
11,200

16.000
15,400
14.600
14,200

22,000
21,400
20,600
20,200

20
20

10

10

20

20

10
10

20

20

10
10

y

Average salary
Asst prof

30
20
10

30

ar t

10

lash.
1.

20
20
20

20

VP

Prot

40
40
40

20

1J_,

prof

C*

.20

20
50

40
30

20

30

40
50
20
30
40
50

1000
10.000
9.400
6.800
13,200

I5,100

21700
21.100

21,t00

,
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Table 2
Effect of Rank Distribution on Salary Averages
3-Rank Distribution
($16,000 Salary Average, $3,000 Difference
Between Assistant and Associate Professor Ranks
$6,000 Difference Between Associate and Full Professor Ranks)
Asst prof

Distribution percentage:
Assoc prof

'0

30
20
10.

70

70,
70

Asst prof

Average salary
Assoc prof

0

15,100
14,500
13,900
13,300

18,100
17,500
16,900
16,300

14,800
14,200
13,600
13,000
12,400

17,800
17,200
16,600
16,000

10

20
30

0

60'
60

Prof

40

0

60

30
20

10
20

60
60

10
,0"

40

50

50

50
50
-SO

40

SO'

10
0

20
30
40
50

60
50

10

30
20

50

40
40
40
40
40
40
40

30

i

'0
10

0

40
30

30

20

40

10

50
60

0

30
30

70
60
50
40
30
20

30
30
30

0
10

30
.30

.10

20
30
40
50
60

30

0

70

20
20

10

0
10

70
60
50

20
20
20
20

40
30
20

20

20
20

10

20

30
40
50
60
70 1
80

was tested by comparing the ratio of the combined
average institutional svlary for full and associate pro-

sr

feisors with the combined average salary for the assistant
professors and instructors. The statistical analysis of the
average ratios for those institutions which had less than
49 percent full and associate professofs and those which
had greater than 60 percent full and associate professors

was 'completed by using the difference of means for
small samples at the fiye percent level of significance.

=1,

14,500
13,900
13,300
12,700
12,100
11,500

15,4011.

.

17,500.
16,900
16,300
15,700
15,100
14,500

Prof
2

3,500
22,900
`22.,,300

23,800
23,200
22,600
22,000
021,400
23,500
22,900
22,300
21,700
21,100
20,500

14,200
13,600
13;000
12,400
11,800
11,200
10,600

17,200
16,600
16,000
15,400
14;800
14,200
13,600

-20,800
20,200
19,600

13,900
13,300
12,100
11,500
10,900
10,300
9,700

16,900
16,300
15,700
15,100
14,500
13,900
13,300
12,700

22,900
22,300
21i700
21,100
20,500
19,900
19,300
18,700

13,300
13,000
12,400
11,800
11,200
10,600
10,000
9,400
8,800

16,600
16,000
15,400
14,800
14,200
13,600
13,000
12,400
11,800

22,600
22,000
21,400
20,800
20,200
19,600
19,000
18,400
17,800

- 12,700

23,200,
22,600
22,01/0,
21;400

Table 3 provides a summary of the average salary ratios

for the selected intervals. These data do not 'provide
sufficient evidence to reject the'null hypothesis at the
five percent level of significance.

Although the data for the )97344 year did not
evidence a .significant relative salary differential between

those institutions with a low or high- proportion of
faculty in the upper two ranks, the effect may be anticipated if severe economic restrictions continue and
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Table 3

ranki'are_uniformly, used, the typical time span in each
e rank would be nine_years. In light of the many years of

Summary of Average Salary Ratiosa
by Ratio Interval for IIA Institutionsb

period) and relatively lenient promotion policies, these

Ratio interval

N

_

rapid university groWth (throughout the 1950-1970
time spans seem ,unusually long.

Average ratio

Inititutions with <.40
full and associate
professors

29

X=1.35

30

X=1.39

Institutions with >.60
full and associate
professors'

--

In addition to the difficulty that can be anticipated
in maintaining optimal salary ranges and rank distribii:
tons under steady-state conditions, a lock-step system
does little to encourage faculty productivity.. Because
promotions are awarded primarily on the basis of time
in rank, this system provides no incentive for output beyond the minimum required. Furthermore, it may be
difficult to retain the most competent faculty member
because their contributions are not recognized differentially.

.-

2. Merit promotion: A merit promotion system

assumes that promotion is a reward for outstanding past

aThe ratio X was defined as:

Average .combined institutional salary
X

performance by a faculty member. Each promotion is
awarded/on the basis of demonstrated accomplishments
since the initial appointment' or last promotion, whichever is most recent. Promotion systems based on merit
are presently being commonly used in instit'ution's of

for professors

and associate professors

Average combined institutional salary fo: assistant pro;
lessors and instructors

learning and, in terra of basic philosophy,
appear to be tie most: acceptable to both faculty and
higher

the econalnic items of the pro -

The. annual report
fession, 1973-74. American Association of UMversity Professors.
bSoUrce:.

administrators. n theory, merit-based promotion plans

encourage a m 'ch higher level of faculty productivity
than do lock-ste promotion procedureS. Furthermore,
be channeled-into thbse areas which.
faculty output
are of greatest i ortance in achieving the goals of the
institution. For e ample, universities emphasizing the
mission of teaching and public service can encourage
these activities by making promotion contingent uipn
.excellence in teaching and service. Univesities slAticli
emphasize research can similarly develop pronl'Alioh
criteria..-consistent with this purpose. In additionilo encouragmg fabulty pro uctivity, retention of tie most
competent faculty is lik ly to be enhanced under amerit
system.' Rewards are gi n to' highly qualified faculty,

liberal promotion policies are- allowed to remain in
effect. Since salary spread shift is a long-range
phenomena and institutions may have received

differential funding in past years following shifts to a
higher percentage of faculty in then upper ranks, one
shinild not assume that the issue is insignificant.
Promotion Philosophies

There are undoubtedly many promotion philosophies that- Can be described. However, when various,
philosophies are examined for basic characteristics,

and, thus, these individuals shOtild be more satisified.

Certain problems may occur in the implementation
and use of a' merit promOtion system. When merit is
judged against subjective criteria, there is a danger that

three identifiable philosophies emerge.

1. Lock-step promotion: The lock-step promotion
philosophy implies that, after a prescribed number of'
years in each rank and with "acceptable" performance,

the promotion system may become too lax. Unless there
is good reason to believe that a.university has been particularly fortunate' in attracting all "outstanding"

a faculty member is promoted to the next academic

rank. This philosophy is usually opposed by both faculty
and administrators when viewed in a philosophical context, but in practice the method is commonly usld. It is,

faculty, a rapid shift of faculty members to the upper

ranks is indicative that the system in not disciiiiainative.
As mentioned previously;lhis shift in rank distribution
under no-growth conditions can be disastrous:in terms
of effects on salary, /differentials and ultimately on the
success of the institution in holding outstanding faculty.

of course, a substitute for tough decision making, and
it eliminates the need for establishing promotion criteria
other than time in rank.
In times of rapid faculty growth and high faculty
mobility, the lock-step promotion system causes few
internal problems. A desirable rank distribution and
salary differential among the ranks can easily be maintained during a priod of rapid growth by hiring predominantly in the lower ranks. However, in times of a
steady-state

university

environment,

the

Another probleth in merit promotion. systems is that
the awarding/of promotion purely on the basis of past
accomplishments may result in decreased productivity
on the.,ParOof faculty members who have reached the
highest rank. This result would negate One Of the primary advantages of a merit system by decreasing total

lock-step

faCulty productivity. Finally, a merit promotion system

system limits rank. salary differentials and, unless the

requires a large investment of time on the part of

time span between each promotion step is log, one

administrators and faculty members who serve on review
committees. Difficulty decisions must be made-, and the

must be, willing to accept a high percentage of faculty in

the upper ranks. In fact, if one assumes (a) that the-

unpleaiant consequences of some of those decisions

working years of an' average faculty member with the
doctorate are between the ages of 29 and 65 (36 years),
-(b) that only three ranks are in use, and (c) that each
rank should be equally populated, the typical time span
betWeen promotions would be 12 years. Even if four

.
must be faced.
3. Merit promotion with reassessment: The reassess-

ment of faculty members as part of a merit promotion
'system is used sparingly. However, the concept is not
209
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automatically', rejected either by faculty members or
administrators,-. and unproductive individuals` in the
upper ranks seem to be readily identifiable on any uni-.
versity =campus. Under a merit system which includes

institutions.
S. Merit /nonspecific criteria: Nonspecific \criteria
are defined here as relatively vague, general statements
for evaluation. For example, promotion is
as the_
said to ,e based upon evaluation of a faculty member's
teaching, research, and service. However, the evidence

'

reassessment, faculty members are reviewed not only for

-the purpose of awarding promotion but also.to deter----mine-retention -of rank -after promotion. For example,
after a predetermined number of years in a given rank,
even if' no further promotion is warranted (orpossible,
as in the case of full professors), each faculty member's
performance over this period is evaluated to determine if
he or she should be maintained at the current rank and
ary. This System reduces the likelihood that faculty
ill cease to be prodEctive after having ,been
me
.promo g fa-4n upper- rank. Obviously, productivity
encouraged-ankmaintained over time in such a
is b
tern, and greater promotional opportunities are made
available. to deserving junior, faculirinerabers while still
maintaining a competitive salary structure.
implementing------___
The primary unique problems
reassessment

are the potential a

Among faculty members -resultin

ty and turmoil.
from this rather

threatening and novel procedure, as Well as the increased

administratiVe and facultytime required by yet another
review procedige.
Alternative Promotion Plans,,
.

The relative advantages and- disadvantages of the
three basic promotion philosophies have been discussed.
However; from each of the three,A number of discrete
proniotion plans can be derived. They are presented in
Figure 1, It will be noted that consideration of rank
quotas has been given to each of the basic plans presented. The inconsistency of combining quotas with
either a Jock-step or merit promotion system is fully
recognized, but, since quotas, are in use in some institutions, systems including themAre discussed. Even under
a quota systein, it is necessary to utilize some procedure
.to determine who will be promoted when upper rank
vacancies occur. Since the use of quotas is inconsistent
with both lock-step and 'merit promotion -plans, any
discrete plan that involves quotas is referred to as quasi
lock-step or quasi merit. The ten promotion plans represent ten combinations of the variables under considera-

tion. However, it 'Will become apparent that some combinations are simply not viable alternatives.
1. Lock-step:, Under this plan, definite time-in-rank

requirements for promotion are adopted. Promotion is
then awarded to each faculty member who demonstrates
at least minimum competency and whohas served the
required amount of time. Clearly, faculty productivity
is not likely to be enhanced by this procedure since
rewards for excellence are not provided.. Also, in the
steady-state university, competitive salary differentials
cannot be maintained unless time-in-rank requirements
are exceedingly long. It would appear, then, that the
most talented faculty would:be lost to other institutions
that reWard excellence.

,

2. Quasi lock-step/quotas: In order to maintain desired salary ranges, quotas on the percentage of faculty
permitted in each rank are established. Although salary

differentials can thus be imposed artificially, neither
productivity,. nor retention of compentent faculty is
encouraged. In particular,, junior faculty who are productive will be forced to await promotion until space

is available, and they are likely to be lost to other

for teaching competencies, 4 quantity and quality of
pes of service activities
research, and the amount an
required for" an "outstanding" rating are not precisely
defined. Nonspecific criteria are probably those most
frequently used _for evaluating faculty members for
promotion. It is usually assumed that ,exact _criteria
are -impossible to define, and,. therefore, a faculty
Member's. colleagues and, Immediate superiors are
best able to make the required subjective jUdgments.
Theoretically, this system should encoura faculty
inproductivity, encourage retention of (wall r
dividuals,, and result in the maintenance of altpc
petitive salary structure. However, it is argued that
if no attention is given to rank distribution (i.e.,
otas), this system is likely to fail under steady-state
the system to su'cceed,,hard decisions
condition
mptation to be lenient must be
mist be made an
ooercome.
4.- Quasi merit/nonspecific criteria uotOs: This

fairy
plan may become necessary if a majority
are being promoted after meeting minimum time-m------1_
rank requirements and if there, is no 'reason to believe
thit the institution has an extremely large percentage
of unusually talented faculty members. When quotas
are enforced, evaluations will necessarily become more
stringent because it will be recognized that promotion

cannot-be awarded to everyone. Faculty productivity
will be enhanced since competition wilt ba,keen. Desired
salary ranges can be 'maintained by the enforcement of
quotas. Highly Competent faculty should be' retained

unless quotas are established when an institution is
already. "top heavy." ;In this case; some highly competent junior faculty Will letae. because they will perceive their chances for promotion' as being small.
5. Merit/ipecifics-criteria: When 'specific .iteria are

used, it is assumed that the duties of university faculty

,members can be defined ,and that it is possible to

develop a procedure for qualitifying a faculty member's

contributions so that comparisons can be made. This
system encourages a high level of faculty productivity,
and faculty members know precisely what is expected of

them. Because different activities can be weighted in.
terms of compatibility with the goals of the institution,

behavior may be effic;antly modified to
encourage desired outcomes. If the criteria are set high

-I faculty

enough, the_desired rank distribution and resulting
salary ranges can . be maintained- `Highly competent
faculty, should be encouraged to remain in this setting
becauie their Output is directly rewarded.
.6. Quasi merit/specific criteria/quotas: This plan
will not be necessary if specific criteria are developed
adeqUately. If the upper ;ranks are growing too rapidly
under Plan 5, then quotas could be adopted to solve the
problem. However, a combination of quotas and specific

criteria has no advantage over the quasi merit/non-

'specific criteria/quotas plan. Since specific criteria are
time-consuming to develop, it serves no useful purpose
to implement them if they are inadtquate and quotas
become necessary. Thus, this procedure is judged to be
untenable. .
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Lock-step

Quasi

lock-step
quotas

Merit

Merit

nonspecific
criteria

Quasi merit
nonspecific
criteria

Quasi merit

Merit
specific
Criteria

specific
criteria

quotas

quotas

Merit with
reassessment
ss

Merit
nonspecific
criteria
reassessment

,

Quasi merit
nonspecific
criteria
quotas
reassessment

Merit
specific
criteria
reassessment

';

QuasiMerit
specific
criteria

quotas
reassessment

Alternative -piontotton plans.
74.

The remaining plans are similar to the last four discussed-except that regular assessment is conducted to
determine whether or not current rank should be retained. The unique advantage of reassessment is that
productivity is directly encouraged and rewarded over
the faculty member's entire career: Rank is not
maintained purely on the basis of past merit. It is not
clear, that reassessment will increase the likelihood of
success of the merit/nonspecific criteria plan. The danger
of excessive leniency may be evt greater in carrying out
reassessments. Therefore, the predicted outcomes with
the addition of reassessment may be unchanged.

If a university employs a merit-based promotion
system with specific criteria designed to be sufficiently
stringent to prevent average facility members from
entering. the upper ranks, it is unlikely that the addition
of reassessment will provide a measurable improvement.
It would -guard against decreasing productivity of faculty
members who attain the highest rank, but, since reassess-

ment is costly in terms of administrative and faculty
time, the gains from demoting a few faculty members
are probably not large.
As indicated earlier, the quasi merit/specific criteria/

quotas plan is regarded as untenable, and the addition of
reassessment does not change the basic problems of this
plan. .
Conclusions

The trend toward limited or no growth in the

number of faculty, .positions and resources in the nation's
universities will have a significant impact on faculty pro-

motion*philosophies and processes if continued for an
extended period of time. University administrators _mat
adopt promotion philosophies which permit reasonajile
rank distributions and salary differentials, while simultaneously prOviding proMotion and salary advancement

opportunities to those faculty members who are considered outstanding in their ability to enhance the university's goals and aspirations. A university environment
must be created in which the level of anxiety is low Tor
the faculty member who is judged average, using established norms. The overall philosophy must foster

acceptance of the view that some faculty may reniain
at a rank below the full professor level for their entire
career and that these faculty are important and valuable
members of the university community. Under conditions

Z12

.

limited or no university growth. However, it is clear thit
a merit system with either specific or nonspecific criteria

of fixed: salary funding, the distribution of faculty
among the various professorial ranks will have a

must be developed if universities are to enhance the
quality of the faculty, reward productive faculty, and

significant impact on salary levels in each rank and will
affect the institution's success in attracting and holding

achieve established university goals. Nonspecific criteria

outstanding, productive faculty members. The theoretical study .of salary levels shows that under realiitic
also differences between ,ranks, average rank salaries

probably must be combined with quotas toi be useful,
while specific :criteria, if properly developed; can stand
alcie. While reassessment is a costly and threitemngprocedure, it should foster sustained productivity by all
faculty in meeting university, goals. The expectation that
universities face several years of limited growth and
funding strongly suggests that administrators must take

can vary 6y as much as $4000 for acceptable variations
in the'rank distribution of faculty.
Promotion philosophies may be categorized as lockstep, merit, and merit with reassessment. Each category

has relative advantages and disadvantages and each,
under proper conditions, can be used during periods of

a serious look at existing promotion practices,.
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College Going and Employability

.

such simplistic. definition of education's value in-

Who needs college? This is the question posed on
the cover of an Apa 1976 issue of Newsweek. That
feature article, like a r umber of recent articles in the
popular press, is filled with case studies of honor
graduates from pretigious schoolt who are ,either unemployed or underemployed. While such stories do not
fairly represent the employment picture for graduates by

vites an equally simplistic reaction: when the
dollar value of education declined in a shaken job

market, education itself took a nose dive in the
public's esteem. (1976, p. 12).
Hechinger later explores our future focus:
Without projecting a compelling, forward looking
agenda; education's leaders cannot hope to arouse

degree level, field of study, or by geographic region,.they

the American people from the self-centered per-6
occupation with their own economic troubles: The

are sufficient to raise questions in the minds of the
public:

public will not help to rescue ,the schools and
colleges unleis> these institutions spell out once

In -reviewing budget requests for higher education
last year, members of the Tennessee legislature indicated
an interest in tte employment record of graduates. After
being - exposeil to illustrations of Phi Beta Kappa
graduate's subsisting on food stamps and Ph.D.'s working
as welders and waitresses, members of state legislatures
have found it easy to question the need for higher education. The state agency -has no systematic data base on

again what they can do for the American people.
(p. 19)
This leads directly rl the question of effectiveness.
If we find a preoccupation wit~ economic outcomes to
be offensive or inappropriate, then we had better bring
'some public visibility to a more comprehensive array of
educational goals.

graduates and,'' there fore, has little foundation from
whichtodeal with this question.
This concern is ,y no means limited to the public

The development of indicatc.s for educational
effect.veness leads to another reason for the Tennessee
Higher 'Education Commission's survey of graditates..In
addition to responding to increased public interest in the
relationship of,a, college education to employability, our
statewide survey of recent college graduates was

press. Recent issues in the literature of higher education

have also devoted attention to this problem. Articles
in the Chronicle of IlighersEducatcon entitled "Valuing
an education: Is the Old Yardstick ObsoleteEconomic
Aovantages of Degree Seen Fading" (March
075)
and "Seniors Outlook Grim: Jobs are even Scarcer than

piompted by an interest in student satisfaction as an
outcome measure of educational effectiveness.

Last Year" (March 22, 197604ify professionals' concern with this problem. Major illustrations of this con-

Student Satisfaction as an Outcome MeaSure

The Tennessee Higher Education Commission has a
project underway to explore the feasibility of allocating,
some portion of state funds on a performance criterion,
as compared to the current allocation method based on
the number of student credit hours by level and field of
study. The project is designed to build complementary

,eem can also be found in ChOnge:"The Reserve Army of

'the Underemployed" ,(May, 1975): "Is College Necessary" ,(February, 1975) and "The Declining_ralue of
Collage Going" (September, 1.975).

Contrasting this viewpoint is the perspective of
Harold Howe II. Howe (1975) 'Observed that when,qn

features into the current allocation method that might
promote institutional diversity and,the assessm'nt of instructional effectiveness. Cufrent project activities are

the lives of students, the most wisely known and

accepted indicator of college value is found in future
incomes, our colleges and universities may have lost
much of their claim to being educational. His theme rep
minds. us that the collegiate experience contributes not
just to our economic vitality but to our personal and

designed to examine the feasibility of developing instructional performance indicatOrs at each public institution

in Tennessee, indicators that might reflect institutional,
identity and providj soxe evidence, however imperfect,
Yf instructional effectiveness. For assessing institutional
performance and instructional effectiveness, one of the

civic' enrichment as 'Weill For example, the personal outcomes of college may include such persT-..al diversions

as tennis, 19th century literature, musical moments,

more promising, sources of data,available to colleges and
universities is that provided tty graduates. yostgraduation
activity of graduates and their eAaluative responses can

engine mechanics, arni,metal sculpture -aejivities lacking
dollar outcomestut not value outcoiner, in our lives.
Writing in, the Saturday Review. Fred Hechinger observed that in higher education's expansive years:
Posters in buses and subways:gave prospective stu-

be important indicates of the outcomes of the college
experience.

Most professionals in higher education are familiar
with the .current emphasis on its outp..ts. This emphasis
flov..; frofn a recognition that past measures of higher

dents precise estimates of hard cash that would
come their way. . . It is hardly surprising that
213
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education effectiveness are largely input- and processdominated. Such measures as student-faculty ratio,

percentage of faculty with doctorate, the E & G expenditure per FTE student may be valid indicators of

the quality of educational environment. But they d6 not
give Us much direct knowledge about the development

of our . studentsintellectual, social, personal, and

aesthetic.
The National Center for Higher Education Manage-

ment Systems (NCHEMS) at The Western Interstate
Commission

for

Higher

Education (WICHE) has

pioneered' in the study of the outputs of higher education. Its publications dealing with the question of out-

'.

.comes. reveal an intent to use student surveys as a means
of obtaining selected outcome data. A survey instrument
is already being field tested by NCHEMS, Student Outcomes Questionnaire for Program ComPleters. One of

the key questions associated with the use of graduate
feedback is the extent to,whichihe pattern of responses

might vary as a function of selected academic and socioeconomic variables.
Foi example, if we askgraduates to express satisfac-

tion with college experience, would such expression
show a pattern that would, vary with the graduate's'
academic performance, field of study, race or age ? -If we

are to use graduate° feedback as an outcome inineator;
.
knowledge of such relationships will be important..
One of the important contributions of our survey,
yin addition to tracking graduate career paths, was the
opportunity it provided for exploring the relationship
between student satisfactionAnd a number of academic
and socioeconomic variables. Before taking a look at
these relationships, though, a feik comments about our
survey are in order.
,

.

Survey Description
Institutional follow-up, studies on graduates are not
uncomplon, but statewide efforts are rare. A survey of

other states indicated that only one othercstate had conductA a comprehensive survey of graduates on either. a
Npne=time or recurring basis.

The initiative for a statewide survey came from die
Tennessee Higher Education Commission, the state coordinating agency for higher education: The study was

i

planned and executed in cooperation with governing
boards and institutions. Assisting in the planning of the
survey were Dr. Sid -Micek, director of the Higher Educa-

tion Outcomes Project at NCHEMS, and Dr. James

Maxey, director of the American College Testing Program (ACT) Research Services. In addition 'to thew two
consultants, a team of three doctoral students in higher
education administra'ion were involved in the planning

4,154 graduates, or more than 53 percent of the sample.
This percentage does not reflect approximately 600
questionnaires returned as undeliverable.
This paper is specifically concerned with bachelor's
degree recipients. Included in the statewide sample were
4,183 recipients of the bachelor's degree, representing
one-third of those graduates from all institutions during

the 1973-74 year. A stratified' random simple was
selected to insure proper representation by major field
and institution. Responses were received from 2,192,
producing a response rate of 52.4 percent.

The research instrument used was a 28-item,
self-mailing questionnaire. Most of these items were self-

coding,- and there were two 'critical incident!' type
items to elicit open-ended, evaluative responSes from
respondents.
Results of this study provide data that focus on (a),
characteristics of graduatesacademic and socio-

economic, (b) career tracks and-employment or educational activity, and (c) student satisfaction and evaluation. For the purpose of this paper, we are concerned
only with the last of these.
A Set of Expectations
Graduates' expressions of satisfaction with college
experience can be an important indicator of institutional
performance. If gradua'te'satisfactiori is to be used as`an
outcome measure, however, it is important to know how
satisfaction may vary with seR.cfed academic and socioeconomic variaples. Responses from our statewide
survey permitted an evaluation 'of this question by exploring the following set of expectations. #
Expectation 1: There will be a significant poSitive
relationship between age of:graduate and'expressed level
of satisfaction.
Expectation 2: There will t),e a significant positive'
relationship between reported number of hours worked
per week and expressed level 61 satisfaction.

Expectation 3: There will be a significant positive
relationship between reported grade poinraverage and'
expressed level of satisfaction.

Expectation 4: There will be a significant positve
relationship between extent of extracurricular involvement and expressedsatisfaction.
Expectation 5: Graduates whose major source of
financial support was other than their parents will
express a significantly higher level of satisfaction than
those receiving major support from parents.
-Expectation 6: Black graduates will express a
significantly higher level of satisfaction than Caucasian
graduates.

Expectation 7: Students graduating in the social

and execution of the survey. Each doctoral student

sciences will express a significantly lower level of satis-

developed a dissertation topic related to the survey.
The state-level purposes of the survey were:

fessions.

1.

.. "

Tc, provide information on career tracks and

ostcollege activity at various degree levels.

, 2. To develop instalments and information systems

prtecedur.is that would facilitate the acquisition and
analysis of graduate follow-up on a recurring basis.

survey involved a representative sampling of
7,800 rom the 1973-74 graduates of TenneSsee public
'1C(e

colleges\and universities. The sample involved graduates
from all \institutions, programs, and -degree levels. An

original m iling of questionnaires in June 1975 and a
follow-up

ding in October resulted in responses from

faction than those graduating in the sciences and pro`-/
Tests of. significance
for these expectations were

performed by chi-square analysis. As Table 1 indicates, a

chi-square analysis of the data for, Expectation 1 indicates no significant relation between age arid. satisfaction: Likewise, a calculated X2 of 4.53 indicates no
\relation between the number Of hours worked per week
and

satisfaction. In examining

3, a

calculated X2 of 4.29 indicates no significant relatiOn
between a graduate's grade point average and satisfaction."\
A chi-square analysis confirms Expectation 4. Thep
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-Table I

tion 6 proved to be false as well. A calculated X2 of 0.50

A Calculated X2 of Exp'essed Graduate Satisfaction
and Selected Academic and Socioeconomic Variables

-chi-square analysis of Expectation 7 found no relation at
any acceptable level of significance between the satisfaction of social science graduates and those graduating in
the sciences and professions. As 'Table I summarizes, a
calculated X2 of each variable with expressed satisfac,-..

indicates no relation between race and satisfaction. A

Variable
2..lttours worked
3. Grade point average

4. Extracurricular involvement
5. Parental support
6. Race
7. Area of study

X2

df

4.23
4.53
4.29

2
2

3

15.19'
1.06

2

0.50
IA 5

1

tion indicates only one significant relationship: That
extensive., 'ixtracurricular involvement has a positive

2.099
2,072
2,093
2,097
1,884
2,055
'1,380

effect on gaduate satisfaction comes as no surprise. It is
most revea ng, however, to find no other socioeconomic
or academic variables having a significant impact' on the
expressed !cite' of graduate satisfaction.
Implication

-

.

Tne implication of this analysis is iliat graduate
satisfaction can be used as an indicator of institutional

*Significatit at the .001 level.

performance without concern for significant variance in
expression of satisfaction due to specific socioeconomic
or academic variables (are, hours worked, grade point
average, parental support; race, and area of study). One
of thd possible objections to using ,graduate satisfaction
has been the conjecture that the level of graduate satisfac4on would vary significantly: with those 'variables.
e the use of graduate
Hopefully,.our findings will pro
feedback as an important
icator in assessing the out comes,of higher educati

is a significant positive r lationship between extent of
extracurricular involvement and expressed level of satisfaction. As Table I indicates, a calculated X2 of 15.19
shows a strong positive relation between extracurricular
laViilvement and satisfaction at the .001 level of signifi&nee:
A test of significance for Expectation S produced a
X2 of 1.06 indicating no significant relationship between
9f parental support and satisfaction: Expectathe
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a

on student background variables, general personality

as a conesrn for dealing with the educational needs of
increasingly heterogeneous student bodies. Moreover,
as students' consumer rights in education are further

ment, and cognitive and affective development during

vocal about the nature and quality of their educational

The abundant research which has investigated
college student characteristics has usually focused

clarified, it may be that students will become more

characteristics, perceptions c: the college environ-

college. As a result, much discussion has centered
. on the relative fit of students within programs or institutions. Many ,researchers have interpreted their
data as suggeSting that ,students' who are incongruent
in various ways with the institutional ethos and values
are More likely to be dissatisfied, more likely to leave
the ihstitution..or less likely to profit from their educar
tional experience '(Pace, 1966; Pervin, 1967, 1968;

experiences.

Conflicts netween the two main sets of actors
on the educational scene, faculty arid. students,
faced dramatically during the late sixties. Although the _
conflict has now been institutionalized on most .
campuses through the inclusion 'of students in
governance bodies, basic philosophical differences
still exist and appeirin debates over even minor educa-

tional policies. One substantial difference of opinion

Stern, 1970). An entire current national project to

which has-received wide national attention is the debate
over career-orientedyersus liberal education.

supply..better information for prospective college stn.

Joan & Stark

Syracirse University
Barry I?. Morstain
University of Delaware

dints IS;based on the assumption that, with better
htformation, students will better be able to chocse

Recognition of where the partierstand is the rust
step toward resolution of conflict. Thus, it is critical
that institutions gain a better view of -the educational
orientations of the key paiticipants in the educational
enterprise. While we would hardly expect students and
faculty to have identical attitudes on most educational
issues, it is. valuable to know how different these
attitudes are and on what dimensions differences
occur.. Furthermore, it is important to determine if
relationships exist between these differences and the
satisfaction and withdrawal patterns of students. The
next critical step, then, is to utilize such information,

institutions and programs which are congruent with their '
needs and interests.'

Most commonly, research on student satisfac-

tion and student-institution fit has examined the
congruence of the student's personality or background

variables with the total institutional environment or
aspects of that environment (Richardson, 1970;
Nafziger, Holland, and Gottfredson, 1975). When
the research has been more specifically focused, usually
the peer group has been considered the main influence
determining student satisfaction. Except as a byproduct

.

where possible to do so without sacrificing the mission

Of the many attempts to develop instruments which
might measure teaching effectiveness, there has been
little systematic examination of estudent orientations

of the institution, in adapting institutional policies so
that such policies are more respOisive to students'
views. Jonathan Warren has phrased The problem most

toward the purpose of their education, toward the
process of education in the classroom, and toward

succinctly:

If the predilections of faculty- 'Ti1mbers and of
groups of students can be mat .:1 reasonably
well, diversity even in a small rdgiam can be

the relationship between faculty:and students in determining the nature of he academic endeavor: Even
less common is the comparison of the educational
views of students and faculty. In part, this comparison

.

vitalizing. --And wheii_ dispa'rat'e t purpose or
approaches do -not seem capable of a satisfactory.

has not been made because accurate intirmation on
faculty educational attitudes is difficult to obtai
Despite the pioneering work of Gamson (1966) sly
recently has a new line of research begun/to shed
light on faculty views toward the educational prostudy by
cess. The most notable example is

accommodation, making these disparities known
can head off much frustration. (1973, p. 38)
.
Warren suggested that entering students might be
presented with a.questionnaire describing a number of
instructional options anc be asked to indicate their preferences. Such information, he felt, was needed both-for
effective program planning and for subsequent eva14-

Joff, Dienst, Wood, and,xllavry (1975)
in six diverse
of faculty, self;reported
institutions.
Yet, as Rostsecondary institutions face the challenge
of maintaining institutional vitality in the uncertain
economic times ah4, the question of studentinstitution fit assyrnes even greater importance. The
question is m9st- often phrased in terms of attracting
and retaining students. At other times, it is discussed

Wilson,

tion.

Recent pilot studies conducted by the authors have
used a similar approach and ha:1 demonstrated that congruence (or incongruence in some situations) of student,
and faculty educational orientations is often associated

with student satisfaction, with student attrition and
early transfer from a college, as well as with evaluation
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which gauges various aspectsof the college experience
in.tcrms of their future usefulness.
Assignment learning (AL): relates to a preference

of courses and instructors.

These investigations have employed two recently
developed. sunpy inventories, the Student Orientations
Survey (Morhain. 1973a) and its counterpart, the
Iaculty Orientations Survey (Morstain and Smart.
1976): The inventories assess attitudes about the pur- posesig,a college education. preferences for different
modes of learning, and views on student and faculty

for structured teaching-learning arrangements which
emphasize forMal courses with specific, clear-cut.
Assessment (As;: relates to student-faculty power
that emphasize the importance or
formal evaluations by faculty of atudent work; grades
relationships

roles in decision making related to the instructional

arc valued because they provide a measure of a student's abilities as well as some incentive for using those abilities

proas-f.'..The..advantage of these surveys is that they
query faAlkv and -students directly about their educational preferences rather than using the-high inference
measures such as personality inventories or collections of
background characteristics. There is, of course, no clear

Inquiry (UN): regarding the purpose of education,
stresses the value of studying the relationships between
various fields, and the view .that learning is valuable for
its own sake irrespective of togoatipnal concerns; learning
how to learn is also important to high scorers.

assurance that people behave the way they say, they will

in a paper and pencil survey. That determination is a

Independent study (IS): taps a prEference for

next step in the progress of this type of research.

The Student Orientations Survey (SOS)

'informal, less structured courses in which students set
their own goals and standards and pursue their owninterests with faculty supervision; high scorers place
value on student freedom and independence in pursuing

is an

attitudinal instrument containing IAA questions
c. Answers
to b% answered on a 4-point Likert-tyn

range from "strongly disagree" to "strongly agree."
Facto; analysis of the student instrument has shown

a college education

Interaction, (Int): reflects a desire that faculty and
students share italic planning of courses, programs, and
academic requirpments; high scorers prekr a collegial
relationship between students and facultyin educational
.
decision making.
"
faculty are composed of the
The .FOS scales

that theliems cluster into. ten attitudinal scales ranging
in internal reliability from. .70 to .88- (coefficient
alpha). Six oc,01e 10 attitudinal scales have been utilized
in comparing student views with the 48 parallel items on
the Faculty Orientations Survey (FOS). There are three
general 'orientation dimcnsions, and each dimension is
assessed by the two 8-iteni scales. (See Figure I.)

same items as found in Ale SOS inventory, but are
worded in such a way that faculty respond front their

Given the pattern of scale intereorrelations, three
scales cluster together in what has been interpreted as a

point of view. An example from the independent study

.general, preparatory orientation to,collegewhile three

(process) scale iS:

other se:ales are related to a general exploratory orienta-

tion to:college. That is, it appears that while college
is most highly value,d by some for its preparatory
ftlifet1Shin terms of acquiring useful knowledge, skills,
vocations,,and social rolesit is valued most highly by

SOS item: "Instead of taking a regular course, I
..would' rather have an individually tailored learningcontract with a faculty membei."
FOS6item: :Instead of offering "a regularcourse, I

others for its exploratory possibilitiesthat is, for the
opportunities it affords for exploring one's interests,
ideas, and personal identity.
Brief scale descriptions follow:

Achievement (Ach): taps a practical, goal-oriented

outlook, regarding the purpose of education, a view ,

would rather have individually
tailored learning con,.

tracts with students."
For adequate interpretation of any new set of inventories, one of the first steps is to amass sufficient
data so that the' general description of the population

is known. The SOS was- developed from a group of
4,279 students' at eight dissimilar institutions an now
Exploratory

Preparatory
SOS/FOS

SOS/FOS
SCALES

y.AI.F.3

J. PURPOSE

A.hievement

Inquiry

(attitudes regarding the purpose(s) of a
college or university education)
Assignment
learning

2. PROCESS

(preferences for different modes of

Incfndent
study

teaching and learning)
-

3. POWER

Assessment

(rttitudes regarding decision making and

student faculty mks)

Figure I . Educational orientations (dimensions).

Interaction

Stark and Morstain

has hgen -Used at over 45 colleges and- universities.
The current standard scores are based on '
,a,noirnative sample of .3,806 students, which generally

sepreients, the proportional distribution of full-time
studehts in 4-year colleges and universities in,the United
States; The norms are being 41pdated regularly as more
data are collected, but it already is possible to compare

student profiles from: a given campus with a national
sample and with institutional-type norms.
On- the basis of these data, some general observa.. lions can be made. Students enrolled in different
curricula have quite different profiles representing
,their educational- orientations on the six scales! There
.is, then, considerable, evidence That studentS- who

select themselves into various educational programs
differ in their. educational preferences and views
orstain,. 1973b; 1973c). For example, students in
pictfeailional curricula, such as nursing, businds
administration,

-

engineering,

education

and

home

,economics, tend to score higher on achievement, indicating a goal- or career-directed purpose of education,
than do- students in arts and sciences programs. Undergraduate- students in professional .schools also tend to
score lower on inquiry, a sCale espousing the purpose

of education as the exploration of ideas for their own
sike. In one study ( Morstain, 1973c), students who
selected, an experimental curriculum were those who
expressed preferences' for independent study options
and an egalitarian relationship with faculty. oln contrast, those who chose a traditional liberal arts pro-'
_ gram at the same school preferred more determination
of the academic pmgram by faculty and more formal
course settings-in which to learn.

Even among liberal arts students, however, there
are differences which one might anticipate. Students
in natural sciences are More likely to prefer a structured
learning environment than are their peers in humanities
and social sciences. Moreover, in a pilot project involving .
six liberal arts colleges,- certain variations by institution

appeared'. The profile of student preferences at one

'

college was as,,different from that at another, ostensibly
similar, liberal arts school as was the profile of students
at an experimental school when compared with
its traditional counterpart (Stark and Morstain,
19.77).

In this same liberal arts college project, information
was also gathered from faculty. What is initially' most

striking about the data gathered are the.. disparities
between faculty and student attitudes on the '6 scales
of the FOS and SOS. For example, the data confirm
previous evidence that even students enrolled in liberal
arts colleges see their educational goals at least partly
related to earning a living after college. Liberal arts
faculty are more inclined to believe that learning for
its own sake iS the primary purpose of education.,
This finding is not unexpected, but it is one which
often have not dealt with properly. (See
Figure 2.)
.
The greatest disparities between student and faculty
views, in nearly all institutions studied thus far, concern
the most desirable modes of learning and the question of
who shoUld decide what is to be learned. Faculty, as a
group, are more likely to believe that students learn best
by an orderly method, structured and assessed by those
colleges

who are experts in the discipline (assjgnrnent learning
and assessment). Students, on the other hand, tend to

believe that self-directed study is often a preferable
mode, of learning (independent study) and that they, as
well as the faculty, have considerable competence to
plan their educational experience (interaction). Only
about one-third of the faculty in the liberal arts institutions, for example, believe that students are capable of
joining them as partners in decision making about
educatiOnal matters, while more than two-thirds of the
students believe that (hey should be so involved.

or course, statements which give a broad general
picture of the predominant disparities between faculty
and student groups mask one .of the most important
uses of such data at the institutional Or "program Level.
That is, there are some students who ,do prefer a
structured learning environment, as do some faculty;
Other students, like some of their faculty counterparts,
are seemingly convinced that more independent study,
.more interdisciplinary

investigations,

and

a

more

egalitarian environment is most productive for them.
It is not unusual to find that the proportions of students
and faculty on individual campuses who hold each of
these views differs. Thus, the studies we have been pur-

suing involve the identifidation of groups of students
judged c'angruent and divergent with faculty on these
campuses and the discovery of relationships which seem
to merit further investigation and policy consideration
by the. institution. While general relationships are sought

which will be useful for higher education in general,
the use of the FOS and SOS appears Most helpful on a
particular campus (or even a tubenvironment.of a campus) for self-study and consideration of ways in which
attitudinal congruence or incongruence is associated
with differing outcomes for studcats.

For example, in one large public university it was
found that for senior students (N = 99),representing
68 percent of the senior clAi", students who were dissatisfied with their academic programs"liad noticeably
different educational views from students who were
satisfied. The more dissatisfied Itudents scored higher on
the exploratory cluster of SOS scales than did those who
were satisfied. Students who expressed greatest satisfaction tended to view education in more practical terms,
desired more formai modes of instruction, and placed
less value on having a collegial role with faculty. Furthei,

students who were dissatisfied were most disparate in
theipyiews from a representative 45 percent sample of
faculty (N = 237). Put another way, satisified students
had views more congruent. with
(Morstain, 1977a). (See Figure 3.)

those of faculty

SOmewhat similar results seem to have been found

at a much earlier stage 'in the students' education at a
private liberal .arts college for women (study by J.S.
Stark, in progress). Sophomore students, (N = 131)
representing 79 percent of the students who were in
attendance at the college for the fourth consecutive
semester, were classified on the basis of their extent of
satisfaction with faculty using ,the satisfaction-with-:;". faculty subscale from the College Student Questionnaire

(CSQ) Part II. It has been determihed that students
who were satisfied could be discriminated .from 'those
who were dissatisfied on the basis of the educational

preferences , they had expressed as measured by the
SOS at the time of entrance. When SOS scale scores were

used in a discriminant function analysis, it was possible
to classify 71 percent of tile:satisfied students correctly.
Satisfied students, like a 74 percent representative
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Figure 2. Orientation profiles for faculty and freshmen at six liberal arts colleges.
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Figure 3. Orientation profile for three student satisfaction groups and faculty (university seniors).
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instructor, evaluated him or her most positively. Congruent- students formed a middle-range group in their
ratings of instructors. Since this was a pilot study at one
institution, the relationship of congruence of education-

sample of, the faculty at this college, saw the exploration
of ideas as their main educational goal. (See Figure 3.) It

has not been similarly possible to discriminate, on the
basis of SOS measures, students who, in their sophomore

year, scored in theitfghot or lowest groups of the CSQ
subscale (satiifaction with lather students). Although
further analysis is underway, it appears that educational
views Which determine satisfaction, specifically, in ate
academic realm may be relatively fixed at the time of
entrance.to college, at least for the students who attend
thif -College. In both of these satisfaction studies (of

al

attitudes to 'student ratings of instructors bear;

additional investigation.
Longitudinal studies are underway which will

enable us to determine the stability of the educatiOnal
attitudes of students in different settings. One might
hypothesize that many studenti who decide to remain

a particular academic environment for a 4-year
period would tend to become_ more like the faculty
in

sophomores at a liberal arts college and seniors at a
public university) it is striking that the most satisfied
students, considered as a group, have nearly identical

in

their educational attitudes. On the other hand,

students whose attitudes are

disparate.

extremely

from those of the faculty might experience alienation
or a "backlash effect," moving, instead, farther from
'faculty views. It has already been shown in one college
that students in an experimental curriculum which
emphasized self-directed study experienced an accenjust mentioned, the most dissatisfied studerits.-ihay..:.
the college. No information is available ,c-, oration_ over a year's time of those fivorable attitudes
already have
they aheady held:lbw:6rd such a learning process
about Students who withdrew early from the fa..rie
'Vhorstain, 1973c). In addition to deteimimng the
university, but a study was done of students who withdirection of attitude change in different educational
drew from the small liberal arts college (Stark 1975).
environments, it is also important to seek the factors
Of 236 students initially enrolled in the study's'entering
,-which contribute to change and stability in educa-class, 46 had withdrawn by the end of the freshman
tional orientations.
year. These students who left very early differed from
Information on the faculty population is still
'continuing" peers in their preference for more inbeing collected; a norm group which is representative
dependent learning opportunities and more egalitarian
of the faculty population in 4-year colleges and
relationships with faculty. In this regard, the opinions
universities is not yet available. For a public uniof the group of students who left, even when they first
. versity, the .,six scales for the faculty inventory have
entered the college, were more disparite from opinions
been shown to have an internal reliability about the
of faculty than were opinions of students who remained
views with the faculty concerning the purpose of education (See figurei 3 and 4.)
One manifestation of dissatisfaction is withdrawal
froni a college at an early stake. Iii both of the studies

same as that of the parallel student scales (alpha

to continue for the sophomore year. (See Figure 5.)
A further analysis by Stark (in progress),of the same
.

class considers students who withdrew during or after
the sophomore year, but before the beginning of the

coef5cients ranged from .69 to .89). Faculty, likethe students, appear to differ in educational views
according to their disciplinary orientatiofii: A distinct

Who remained on dimensions of educational process or

scales and the classification of a sample of faculty at
a large public university into Holland's vocational

relationship has been found between scores on the FOS-

!junior year. These students, unlike their classmates
who left earlier, did not differ from the students

power relationships as measured by the SOS, but did
differ on the same dimension (inquiry) which charac-

choice

based

on

academic

discipline

as sophomores.. A 2-stage rationale is tentatively
postulated for attrition at this college, although no
conclusions can be extended yet to other institutions.

ing

terized those students who were dissatisfied with faculty

,

categories

(Morstain and Smart, 1976). Evidence from the study
of six liberal arts colleges (Stark and Morstain, 1977)
seems to indicate that, in this population, more experienced faculty, faculty with more than 10 years of teach-

At- a mote specific level, that of the individual
-course, an examination has been made of the relation-ship of faculty and student educational attitudes towards course ratings given by students for profesSors
teaching their classes. alorstaip, 1977b). Students
(N = 359) and their instructors in nine varied undergraduate courses at a public university completed the
SOS and FOS respectively. Students also completed the
Student Instructional Report (Contra, I973).%enerally,
students whose educational views were incongruent with

experience, score significantly higher on the
preparatory scales (achievement, assignment, learning,

and assessment) than do their less-experienced col-

:

leagues. No differences were found on any of the orientation scales between faculty at the liberal arts colleges
who were satisfied with the educational goals of their
school (82 percent) and those who were dissatisfied (18
percent) with the school's educational goals. Other variables have been explored for the six colleges as a group
and on a college-by-college basis.

those of their instructors gave different ratings when
evaluating their instructors than did those whose views
were congruent with those of the instructors. But the
curvilinear relationt:dp expected was not found (con-

Discussion
Relationships discoVered in

-

a number of these

studies support the desirability of conducting research
on academic satisfaction, attrition rela'ted to academic
dissatisfaction, and other potential associates of congruence /incongruence in student and faculty attitudes
in a specific milieu small colleges or subenvironments
of a large college. with a homogeneous academic ethos.
For example, grouping together all students in a large
public university on measures of satisfaction may obscure important relationships. Professional students

gruent students would give the highest course /instructor
ratings, while incongruent students Would givt the

lowest ratings). Rather, students whose views were

incongruent with those of their instructors, but who
scored lower on a given SOS scale, tended to evaluate
instructors more negatively, while other students, also
incongruent but with scale scoresshigher than that of the
2-2,
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1970)._ Such a-Phenomenon might 'be prevented by '
more openness about the orientations professors ac-

differ frQm arts and science students in their views of
educatibnal purpose, process and teacher-student
relationihifIC.Thiii, bite group of students may be satis-

fied with their academic programs for theame reasons
that another group is dissatisfied. Most prior research
has examined the relation of student-institution fit to
student outcomes on an institution-wide or crossinStitutional% -basis. It may be that patterns most
anienahle to,profitable discussion and adaptive response
by colleges will emerge more , meaningfully when researchjs concentrated on various program areas within
institutions. The ,results, thus far, indicate that the
orientations surveys may exhibit their greatest potential
as institutional research tools in specific settings where_

tually_implementin the classroom.N

There are many implications for more effective
and efficient use of faculty members on the basis of
;the preferences they express on the Faculty Orientations

.

Survey.. What,, for example, is the eff-ct of these
attitudes on the formation of teams' of faculty for

joint teaching efforts? Is it reasonable itc'expect that
faculty members who view the educational process
quite diherently can work well together? Is it pbssible
to pair faculty members with divergent views in such a
way

action implied by the findings may be contemplated.
Several questions with potential for action research

have emerged as we have gained more information
about. the relationship between student_and .faculty_ _

isciplinary
will be noncontributing members el
fidence2-inteam? -Which faculty have- --,so4,:;iWlej
students'' abilities 4o be involved.' the Cie igning their
Ownlearning experiences that the logically Would not
be -the one's asked to serve as mentors_ in selfldirected

orientations, but attempts to answer them have not yet
been initiated. Is it possible to match students with
educational advisors and classroom teachers on the basis
of educational preferences as expressed on the SOS
and FOR What will be the results,of such a matching?
In point of fact, counselors in many colleges have been
matching --Students and faculty intuitively for., years.
And, particularly in recent years, when older students
retu iling to school have indicated- a desire for relatively
s rfictured learning expetiences, they have been assigned
-for_counsel to faculty generally believed to provide
appropriate structure and support. A systematic

Conclusion

Colleges, and 'individual. programs within colleges
and universities, differ widely in terms of the partiCular
academic ethos which attracts and retains certain
types of students. Faculty help to shape the curricular-

instructional environment, both in their role as formulators of academic policy and as implementors of
particular teaching. , styles in -the classroom. _Students
make judgments among institutions, choosing one which
they believe will best suit their needs and one in which
they hope to find the learning environment hospitable.
411 too often, choices are based on inadequate informa-

attempted:
Considerable evidence indicates that students who
seek certain academic programs have educational
attitudes similar to those of other students who also
enroll in those programs. Furthermore the faculty
can be distinguished by educational attitudei.which are
associated with their fields of expertise. Might it be
possible Ito identify students who, on the basis of their

tion and knowledge; the instructional environment is
most commonly a missing element in such decisions.
Resulting conflicts are manifested in disillusionMent,
dissatisfaction (or even alienation) of students, in
campus debates based on emotional rather than rational
grounds and sometimes in departure of the student from
the institution which he or .,he had initially viewed as a

educational preferences, could be predicted to be
dissatisfied with a particular program because the
curricular - instructional philosophy is -al-odds with what
they believe -most appropriate for them? Irsuch a poten-

desirable choice,
Based on their individual orientations, faculty ,
debate policy and devise curricular processes, sometimes

tial identification could be made, counselors could be
ready to provide the proper support at the time the student discovers this incongruence and help him or her

with little understanding of student-learning style preferences. Attempts at improvement of teaching, at least
as reflected in better student ratings, may 'fail because
some students feel that the particular instructor's style
can never result in a good learning environment for

resolve problems that may arise.

Similar considerations could be extended to the
admissions scene. Elucidation, for the benefit orstudents, of the educational philosophies of faculty members would be in keeping with the spirit of providing
better information to students choosing among institu-

them.

Administrators encourage interdisciplinary efforts
that fail when the faculty involved discover that they
cannot agree on even the basic purpose of the course,
much less the process through which the learning ex-

tions and among programs within institutions. Students

are well aware of their own educational preferences
(although no inference can be made from this that what
they prefer is what will best facilitate their learning) and,
if they are to have the opportunity and responsibility of
making informed choices, they might well know the professor's philosophy and intended procedures before a
course begins. In any case; they will become aware of it
in a very-short time after enrollment, Prior research indicatei that entering freshmen students have an
unrealistic idea of what they will encounter in colkbe
and, thus, are subject to extreme disillusionment within

44

programs?

matching of students and faculty on the basis of
measured educational preferences has not yet been

.

that one or both of them will change Ltheir

attitudes? Which faculty have a procliVity for interdisciplinary exploration of ideas and which feel so
strongly about their own disciplines that they probably

perience is to be implemented. In some colleges, careeroriented programs are tried and abandoned because they
conflict with the prevailing educational philosophy of

faculty, while attempts in other college,s to broaden
liberal education components fail for precisely the

,_ the

same reasons.

For. an institution to be responsive to changing
educational needs of students, to use its faculty reeffectively and to maintain institutional
viability, a necessary first step is to better understand
the educational vie7s and preferences of the key carsources

a few weeks after their first semester begins (Stern,

,
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Aidirants,'nainely, the students and faculty Where these
vieWstciniflict, the conflict must be faced, the reasons
Itottdifferences .ascertained, and experimentation under-

order to accommodate the 'diversity of student and faculty views. The institutional research technique present-

ed here is one direct method of detpctingpotential

conflict and developing better understanding of
faculty, Consideration should-Fe-given to recognition-of --the _person.Lenviroment _interaction within a given
institution.
Moie than one serviceable academiC inirironinent in

-taken.ttliacilitate optimum Matching of students and
1

S.
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THERELATI ON OF FRESHMAN' STUDENTS' SOCIAL
AND ACADEMIC INTEGRATION TO ATTRITION .
Patrick T. Terenzini
Ernest T. Pascarella
Symeuse University

' Recent increases in the costs of higher education
and projections, of a decline in the number of college-age
persons during the 1980s have served only to exacerbate

institutional concerns about the nature and remedies of
student, attrition, especially, in the private sector witere
. institutional budgets are so closely tied to enrollment
levels. Efforts to understand such a phenomenon and to
reduce the. misexpenditures of Personal and institutional
resources that attend it have spawned an extensive, if
uneven, literature on the nature and sources of attrition.
Spady (1970) and Tinto (197) provide representative surveys of this literature, and both authors note the
.

feast of descriptive studies of attrition,. but the comparative famine of conceptual frameworks to explain it.

It seemeclear,' as both these authors concluded, that
little is to be gained by additional descriptive and
theory-less research employing univariate statistical
procedures for investigation of a problem one senses
intuitively to be a multidimensional phenomenon.
Tinto offered a model, adopted for this study, that
views attrition as a process directly related to a student's

level of integration in both the social and academic
systems of an institution. The model seeks to distinguish

conceptually among those interactional patterns that
lead

to varying

forms of dropping out normally

subsumed under the general rubric of attrition. It is with

the explanatory value of that model, specifically as it
relates to voluntary withdrawal, that this paper is concerned.
According to Tinto,
Given individual .characteristics,

k

prior experiences and coinmitments, . . . it is the individual's integration in the academic and social
systems vf, the college that most directly relates to
his continuance in that college. Given prigr levels
of goal and institutional commitment, it is the person's normative and structural integration into the
academic and social Systems that lead to new levels

of commitment. Otner things being equal, the
higher the degree of integration of the individual
into the college systems, the greater will be his
commitment to the specific institution and to the
goal of college completion. (p. 96)
In addition to failing to base attrition investigations

on available sociological or psychological theory, researchers, have rarely adopted designs which take into
account jteterogeneous variable sets. The bulkof the
research '?"0 been limited, to assessments of homogeneous characteristics which may be associated with
student attrition. Studies have focused, for example,
on personality factors, social integration, academic
involvement, and their relationship to attrition. Much
less information is available on the relative potency of
one variable set, as compared with another, for explaining student withdrawal. The present study sought to

_

_

avoid both of these shortcomings.
Specifically, .this investigation sought to determine

(a) the degree to which a freihman's integration in the
social and academic systems of a large, private university

is functionally related to voluntary attrition and (b) the
relative potency of these two dimensions for explaining
voluntary attrition.
Methodology

Instrument.,Il a student is fully

integrated,

i011e

social and academic systems of an institution, then Orel.,
sumably that individual will have more positive percelp-

'tions of those two dimensions of the institutional
environment, participate more extensively in social

activities, and, perform at a higher level of academic
achievement than will less fully- integrated students

To. agsess.levels of normative integration in the
academic system of the university, subjects were asked

to indicate their perceptions of their, acadentic pro=
grams. These self-reports were supplemeSted by each
subject's cumulative gz'ade point average, taken directly

from students' academic records, at the end of the
freshman year. Grade point average is specifically
identified by the mpdel as a measure of a student's
structural academic integration (p."92). Assessments of
subjects' integration in the social system of the university were made on the basis of their perceptions of their
nonacademic lives, the number of extracurricular
activities in which they reported participatiOn, and the
number of times they reported -interacting informally
with faculty members outside of class for ten minutes or

k.more.

Tinto acknowledges that "interaction with the faculty not only increases social integration, gad therefore institutional commitment, but also increases the
individual's academic integration" (p. 109). However,
he places that variable clearly within the social integration portion of his conceptual scheme (p. 95). For that
-reason, this study has treated the amount of students'
informal contact with faculty members accordingly.
As a measure of students' ratings of their academic
programs, students were asked to rate the statement
"I have found my academicprograin at S.U. to be" on
the Adjective Rating Seale (ARS). (See Kelly and Greco,
1975). The ARS was also used by subjects to respond to

the statement "I have found my nonacademic life at
S.U. to ht." The ARS consists of twenty-four adjectives
(for example, .good, enjoyable, demanding, boring,

practical, interesting) against which the respondent rates certain statements using the following
useless,

four-point scale: 1 = extremely, 2 = very, 3 = somewhat,

and 4 = not at all. (Information on the development,
factor analytic studies, and reliability of the ARS is
available upon request.)
Additional items on the questionnaire asked students

2725

).

0
'to eindichte,both the number of times during the spring
semester' they lad 'met with faculty members informally
outside of class for ten minutes or more and also the
-

number of organized eilcurricular activities in which
ttrey had participated du g the year.
Sample. A simple random sample of 5110 freshmen
..,,was drawn by- computer from the population of fresh-

'

'

variance . and to stepwise discriminant analysis. To
assess the relative contributions of academic and social
integration measures to the separation of persons leaving
and persons staying,,the combined variable sets were also
employed as predictors in a stepwise discriminant
analysis,

.,

Finally, a classification analysis based on the pooled
men enrolled iflhe College ofArts andSciences_at___L _ covariance Inatrix and individual discriminant scores was
performed. In this portion of the .analyscsTas-a-means
Syracuse University (SU), a large, private university with,
of cross-validating the predictive power of the functions
a total undergraduate enrollment of 10,000 students.
obtained, the 253 persons staying, wirnse scores had not
The College of Arts and Sciences enrolls approximately

half of 21 entering freshmen. At the beginning of the
spring 1975 semester, the population from which the
sample was -drawn was approximately 54 percent male
and 46 percent female.

.

.

Instruinents were distributed by mail inlate March

:been employed in the derivation of the 'discriniinant

.1''

function, were rilso classified.
L.,

Results

.

Factor analysis of students' ARS ratings of their

1975, and usable responses were'obtained from 379 sub-

''-academic programs and their nonacademic lives yielded

jects, yielding a response rate of 75.8 percent. The

five and four factors, respectively, with eigenvalues

:indicating nonsignificant differences, between the distribution of responding males and females and the distribution of males and females 1n the population from

greater than 1.0. The compositions of these two sets of
factors are shown in Table 1. The alpha (internal consistency reliability) coefficients and the percent of explained variance accounted for by each factor are also
shown. The last factor in each group was excluded from

which the sample was drawn.
In September.1975, it was determined,that 66 membeis of the original sample had not returned for the start

uninterpretability. Each factor has been given a tentalive name describing what was believed to be the under-

of their sophomore year. Six of these had been denied
permission to 'register for academic reasons, and they

cautioned, however, against attributing surplus meaning

representativeness of the sample was suggested by the
relatively high rate of response and a chi-square analysis

further analyses because -of low alpha reliability or
lying psYchological construct tapped. The reader is

were dropped from the analyses because the number was

to the factors beyond the scales wl ".:11 characterize

too small to treat as a dikrete group. Thus, "leaved" in
this study voluntarily withdrew.
krandom sample of 6Q of the 313 persons staying,

them.
Table 2 displays the means, standard dev: 'firms, and

was drawn for purPoses of making comparisons with the ',

group of persons leaving. A series of goodneis -of -fit
tests and comparisons of variable means and standard
deviations indicated that this sample of 60 was remsentative of the larger sample from which it was drawn.
The remaining 253 persons staying were held over for
use in a cross-validation analysis, which is discussed in

univariate analysis of variance F-ratios for each of the
ten predictor variables, as well as 'the multivariate
analysis 'of variance F-ratios, discriminant function chi'Awe values, and 'standardized discriminant weights for
of the variable sets when analyzed separately. As
etVmultivariate F-ratios indicate, the academic integration set differentiated significantly between the vectors
of means at the .01 level for persons leaving and persons

the next section Of this paper.
,Analysis. Analysis of the data began with a principal

staying, while vectors of means for the two groups on
the social integration set were significantly different at

components analysis of subjects' ARS responses. A
separate analysis was done for each of the two statements rated. Following Kaiser's (1959) varimax
criterion, components with eigenvalues > 1.0 were extracted and subjected to varimax rotation. The rotated

the .001 level. Because of the intercorrelations among the
variables within and between variable ts, the univariate
tests of significance ate not independeAt, and, therefore,

components will hereafter be referred to as factors.
Mean factor scales were computed by using charac-

teristic variables with rotated loadings of .40 or higher

rather than a complete estimation method (in whith
variables, regardless of their factor loadings, are used)
to increase the internal consistency (alpha) reliability

of the individual factor scales (Armor, 1974). Such a
etrocedure, however, may result in the loss of orthogonality and lead to substantial inter-scale correlations,

It was judged preferable to optimize the internal con.sistency reliability of each scale despite the potential
loss of orthogonality, since the latter situation can be
dealt with effectively by employing multivariate procedures which control for the correlations among
variables, specifically discriminant analysis.

To determine if the measures of acadeinic and
integration could differentiate independently
of one another between (tic groups of persons staying
and persons voluntarily leasing, the two variable sets
were subjected separately to multivariate analysis of
social

the probability statements associated with them are
difficult to interpret reliably. Since discriminant analysis
takes into account the correlations among variihk er
information it provides is more meaningful.
A test of the significance of the discriminant fu- nction for the academic integration set (Part A of Table
2) produced a X2 value of 15.572 (d.f. = 5, p < 01) and
a canonical correlation of .355 with group menibership.
Interest value in the academic program made the largest
change in

Rao's V (an index of the, amount of

incremental discrimination attributable to each variable,
given those variables which are already in the equation)

and also contributed the most to the discriminating
power of the function, as indicated by its standardized

discriminant weight. As shown in Table 2, persons
staying reported having signifkantly more interest in
their' academic programs than did persons leaving.
(Recall that the ARS is scored from "I = extremely to
"4 = not at all"). The practical appeal factor of students'
ARS ratings of their academic programs also made a con-

tribution to, the function, but slightly less than twothirds as much as the interest value factor. Given Tinto's
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Table 1
Varimax Rotated Factor Loadings for Students' Adjective Rating Sale Responses
(N=379)
ti
I have fourici my nonacademic life-at S. U._to_be

I have found/my academic program at SAL to be

Loading

Factor

Loading

Factor

Interest Value

Interest Value
.74

'

.67
.66
.62

Rewarding
Good
Provocative
Informative

'

VI

- -Dull_
Boring

A Waste

Practical Appeal

.71
Useless

Necessary

Informative

Necessary.
Practical

.74
.60

Valuable

58
.51

% Variance = 17.7%

Demand /Challenge

.44

t

Different
Alpha reliability = .69
% Variance = 9.6%
4

. 85

Unnamed

.69

Challenging

.75
.74
.42

Difficult

. 86

,Difficult

.78

Demanding
Challenging

Difficulty /Challenge
Demanding

.49

Alpha Reliability = .84

% Variance = 11.0%

:

.70
.63
.54

Practical appeal'

Alpha reliability = .82

.

-.72
-.71.

-Itielevant
A Waste
Relevant
Practical

Relevant

.60
.59
.57

% Variance = 27.7%
.75

Alpha Reliability =-.115% Variance 14.1%

Worthwhile

.61

Alpha reliability = .94

.66
.65
.62

Useless

.67

-.63

Provocative

Dullness ap-atity

"

.72
.71
.71

Worthwhile
Dull
Valuable

.54

,

Irrelevant

.78

Boring

:Ie.-Variance ='2,8.1%

,

.81

Rewarding
.Enlightening

Alpha reliability = .90
.:

84

Exciting
Enjoyable
Good
Inteesting
Stimulating

.78
.76

Enjoyable

/Exciting
Stiirtulating.
/ Enlightening
Interesting

O

.70

General

Alpha reliability = .78
% Variance = 9.3%

% Variance = 5.5%

Uniqueness
General

Different,

- .70
.55

Alpha reliability = .27
% Variance = 4.7%

Total variance explained = 60.5%

Total variance explained = 62.2%

Note: The complete factor matrix and related information are available upon request from F.T. Pascarella and P.T. Tervnzini Syracuse
Uni4ersity.
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Table 2
Means, Starr.lard Deviations, Univadate FRatios, Amount of Change-in LIAO% VI,
and Standardized Discriminant Weights for Persons Leaving and Persons Staying,
on Ten Dependept Variables, Analyzed as Separate Sets
,

-

Variable/set
A.

Persons s eying

Persons leaving

(n.60)

(n.60)

Mean

S.D.

2.48
3.43
2.32
2.37
2.45

.55

Mean

S.D.

-

ApouieTk interanon set
itsterest value (academic program)
['Wined/apathy (academie program)
Practical appeal (academic program)

Difficulty/eh:Wen:, is. &den& program)
Cumulatwe gr1de point
10

2.83
3.19
2.69
2.49
2.45

S

S0.
.60
.63
.72

, 56
.5

Fratio

Change in

(df - 1/118)

Rao's V'

6.34

12.59
e.

.75

5

.

.71

1.13
.51

.13
.44
.16

.66

,.18

.10

1.16
.01

discriminant
weights'

14.54

14.60

.46
.55
.55

-1

Standudized

Univatiate

Multivariate h'>.'3.37. with S and 114 degrees of freedom (p <.01)
Discriminant function X= (2) 15.572, < 01. Canonical
355

,,

B

intepratfon set
Istl ccccc valet (nonacademic life)
Demand/challenge
(nonacademic life)
.
Practical appeal (ronacalemic life)
Snot

2.03

271

. 2.36

.38
.56

1.79

.51

Informal interaction withfacully

575

Humber of 4i-ire...macular activities

1.77

7.11
1.72

3.06

2.00 "
2.07
1.47

.59
,47
.53
2.65
2.32

,

385

9:08
13.23."

11.45

14.14

14.14

.64

.00

4 ,9

.13

the

1.03

.18

-122
'M2

Multivariate Ft 5.72, with S and 114 degrees of freedom (p <.001)
251131.p <.001. Canonical ...448
Discriminant function .22

(5'

_

' Indicates increase in discrimination attributable to each vanebtesn set,

p < OS_

"p < 01

'Relative alse of weights not comparable between sets.

p < 001

NOTF The ARS is scored from 1* extremely ic74 * not at ail. Thus.lowtr SCOW, are more posIpve on interest value, for example, while the reverse is true on dullness/apathy.
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theory,- this indicates-,a, significantly higher level of
ieidemk integration amnrikpersont staying than among

followed closely by th6 amount of informal inter-

those voluntarily leaving. Fro he discriminant weights,
de point average does
that cumulative
it also
of disCrintiliate meaningfully, between the two groupsThe discriminant analysis :of -the social integration
variables set (Part B of Table 2)'yielded a function with
n:X2 value of 25.837 (df = 5, p < .091) and a canonical
Correlation coefficient of .448 with group membership.
The amount:' of informal interaction with faculty outside
the classroom and the demand or challenge level found
- in:Students' nonacadeinic II-yes were the principal con -

grade point average and the number of extracurricular

action with faculty members. Notably, cumulative

activities did not enter the equation.. Moreover, the
correlations between variables of the two sets were
modest (range of r = .00 to .36, independent of sign;
median r'=. .20).

To gain some indication of the sharpness of the
separation between the groups and to ascertain the reliability of the discriminant functions, the discriminant
scores of the 60 personsleaving and 60 persons staying
were subjected -to classification analysis. The 253 known

tributors to the separation between the kroups. This
is reflected both in the amount of change in Rao's V

to be staying, whose raw sccges had not been employed in the derivation of the function's, were used as

attributable to each of those variables and in the relative
niagnitudes of their standardized weights. The interest

a cross-validation group in the classification analysis.

The aCademic integration .variable set- correctly
classified slightly more persons staying (68.3%) than
persons leaing (65.0%) anc157.3 percent of the, crossvalidation group. For the social integration set, the proportions of those leaving and those staying that were
correctly classified we're roughly reversed, 70.0 percent
of the persont leaving and 63.6 percent of the persons

-Value factor for students' ARS ratings of their nonacademic lives made a moderate contribution to the
-function:
As-indicated in Table 2, those who stayed reported
significantly more informal contacts with faculty mem-

beat and also found their nonacademic lives to be
significimtly more demanding and challenging than did
left. This finding stron3ly suggests that
those \
the former were significantly more involved in the social
system nf the university than the latter.
Results of the discriminant analysis of the combined

,staying being properly assigned to their group. The social

integration variables permitted correct classification of

56.1 percent of the cross-validation group. Not surprisingly, whenthe sett were combined, the percentages
of all three groups correctly classified were increased:
78.3 percent for those persons leaving, 66.7 percent for
those staying, and 59.3 percent for the cross-validation
group members. In all three instances, the proportion
of cross-validation stayers correctly classified repre-

variable sets are shown in Table' 3. (In the interest of
parsimony and conceptual clarity, only those variables
with an F-to-enter of 1.0 or greateewere permitted to

enter the equation.) This portion of

the analysis

sented significant improvements on chance: for the

indicates the contribution of only the most discriminating variables and permits a simultaneous assessment of
The importance of academic and social integration an
students' decisions regarding withdrawal. The discriminant function yielded a X2 value of 32.413 (df = 6,
p .< .001) and a canonical cogelation with group membership of .496. The standardized weights indicate that
the demand /challenge factor ofstudents' ARS ratings of
their nonacademic lives is the single most important
contributor to the separation of the two groups,
.

academic integration variables, p < .025; fOr the social

integration measures, p < -.05; and for the combined
sets, p < .002.
The questionnaire also asked respondents to rankorder facuity members, acadeMic work, other students,

and extracurricular activities as sources ofpositive influence on their intellectual growth and personal
development. Directional Mann-Whitney U-tests (Hays,
pp. 633-635) for the significance of differences in

4?

_

,

Table 3
.

Stepwise Discriminant Analysis Results for
Academic and Social Integration Variable
Sets Combined (F -to -Enter > 1.0)
?

Standardized
discriminant
weights

"lunge in

"Ster.L.

Variable

Rao".;, Va

14.54'

Interest valZie(atademic program)
Demand/challenge (nonacademic life)

Informal interaction with faculty
Difficulty/challenge (academic program)
Interelt-value (nonacademic life)

5.94'

Practical appeal (academic program)

2.30

2.44

- .56

[Discriminant function X2

(6)

= 32.413.-p

<.001.

a Indicates increase in discrimination atlributable to each variable.

p.05

p.0.

.30
-1.00
.93
.66

10.59

is < .001

2292
3 0,

Canonical

-0
r=

.4961

%.
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r
independent of sign) than with normative social dimen-

means. for ordinal data showed that persons staying

sions (raoge.=0.07 to .14).

ranked faculty members significantly higher as a positive '!

The§eresults point to 'what appe rs to

influence on both their intellectual growth (z = -2.46,
p < .01)' and on their personal development (z-= -2.77,
p < .01) than did 'persons leaving. This finding, doupled
with 'the fact that those who were staying had a significantly higher frequency of informal contact with
faculty than did those leaving, further tends to support

Ale for fac.'Ity members in facilit

a critical

he integra-

tiob of students into both the social and academic
systenfs of an institution. Although Tinto's theory
specifies a key role for faculty in such integration, the
findings of this study imply that informal interaction with faculty may be at least as important to the normative academic integration of students as to their social
integration. Thils.position is supported by the'results of
an earlier study (Pascarella and Terenzini, 1975). Students who interacted more frequently than their
peers with facultx_members had more positive
perceptions of brith their academic programs and
nonacademic lives, and they rated faculty higher as a

Tinto's view that 'informal interaction with faculty
Members is related both to academic and to social
integration and, consequently, according to the theory,
to attritionfand, retention as well.

.

g

Background ;characteristics were not Anciuded in
the design because data on some subjects were incomplete. However, supplementary post hoc analyses indicate no statistically reliable differences (between
source of positive influence on both their personal.
persons in this study who:6re leaving and staying) with
and 'intellectual growth. 'Mete salutary benefits,
respect to sex; academic aptitude, as measured by SAT
verbal and quantitative scares, or .preregistration ex- moreover, appeared to accrue to students with a wide
range or backgrounds, academic aptitudes, educational
-pectations of the college environment, as measured by
goals, personality characteristics, and expectations
College Characteriitics Index (CCI) scores (Stem, 1970).
of college.
There also were no reliable differences observed between
This investigation cannot 'demodstrate the utility
the groups, following a semester and a . half in
of
Tinto's
model for studying attrition at schools
attendance,. in regard to their expected major courses
smaller than SU, but the conceptual framework has
of study, orientations toward college as defined bY.the
intuitive merit for guiding future research on atti:
Clark-TrowtYpology (Gottlieb and Hodgkins, 1968),"or
tion at higher education institutions of all sizes.
primary preference of-educational goals. Furthermore,
the basis of the findings reported here, attacking
a series of canonical correlation analyses indicated that
attrition as a behavioral outcome of students' nonstudents' ARS ratings of their academic and
integration in both social and academic spheres would"
nonacademic experiences were not 'significantly related
appear to be profitable from both research and policy
!ap < to.either their personality needs, as measured
perspectiVes.
by the Activities Index (Al) (Stern, 1970), or to their
This study highlights at least one area amenable to
expectations of the institutional environment (CCI)
The data for M and CCI were available for :A2 v. One 4 institutional policy, influence: the amou4t of informal
contact students have with faculty .members. Institu-;
379 subjects.
tional policies or procedures that promote such interaction need to ke identified and strengthened. Those
"DisCitssion
r
which impede suit contact should be altered. Faculty
Consistent with. Tinta;s theory of attrition, the
reward systems might be reviewed and amended, where
results of these analyses.suggest that social and academic
necessary, to encourage more freqbentinfoimal
integration. are independently, and approximately
contact' with students and to reward .it-when it does
equally, important in freshman students' decisions
occur. Small sums of money might be earmarked to
to remain or withdraw from an institution. An imhelp faculty members defray the costs of entertaining
portant_ implication of this finding is that ,there appearsstudents in their homes. Whataver strategieare ultimateto be .no single area that can be. addressed irk
ly adopted, however, the results okthis study suggest
the
substantially
reduce
to
efforts
institutional
that students' social and academic integration into the
rate of attrition among freshmen. Rather, majer
institution are likely to be increased through interaction
savings may be realizable only through broadly conwith faculty and the chances of their dropping out
ceived institutional efforts strategies which' touch.
reduced correspondingly.

Iboth the social and academic environments of an in-

Indeed, the volicies, practices, and programs of

stitution.

One such strategy' is suggested . by the findings
(a) that the second largest contribittor,to the separation
of the groupt was the.amount of students' informal
contact- with 'faculty members (the more frequent the
contact, _the more likely the studentis' to remain),
(b) that the persons staying ranked faculty members
significantly higher as a source of positive influence on
bcdh. their. academic: and social development than did
persons leaving, and (t:). that informal interaction with
faculty correlated somewhat hi;;;Ier with normative
academic integration ineasur.s (range of r = .15 to .36,

a widb range of institutional offices might be reviewed

.

be enhanced. And, given the shrinking applicant pool
likely to confront most institutions of higher education in the future, polibies aimed at retaining
students may be much mo cost effective than seeking
replacements for the st..,ients who come -and then
leave.
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identify those which promote or hinder students'

..to

.sense of belonging. -Wherever and .whenever stu4nts can be more fully involved in the life of
an institution, the likelihood of theiCremain'ing will
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standard for recognition of institutional excellence and
faculty competenCe. However, as the student Consumer
spirit., with its demands for quality, ipeaningful, and
relevant education, became widespread, many institutions entered what might be termed a strident-oriented
era. Among other innovations, they iinitiated student
evaluation of istructional quality. Thus, it may be that
the validity of student ratings of instruction must
consider not only the instructor's behavior in the classroom, but also the instn:ctional expectations held, for
him by administrators, colleagues, and students and the

Associated with current pressures toward performance-based" teacher accountability and consumer
satisfaction in higher education is the increasing
importance placed on the teaching function. The use of
student ratings has become widespread, in institutions
whose natures and_ goals cover .the spectrum of postsecondary education. Student ratings have been used by
faculty..menibers. to guide them in the improvement*Of
their teaching, by departmental chairpersons an
academic administrators in promotion` and tenure

decisions, and even by students in selecting their courses.
divides the
And yet, perhaps no single issue
academic community more than ,does
,does the question of
the value and use of such ratings.

instructor's perceptions of their expectations. For instance, an instructor may consider his knowledgeability
of his discipline and the purity of itstransmission as the
most essential ingredients in his teaching. Egalitarian and
consumer-conscious students, on the other hand, may regard interaction with the instructor and the clarity with
which material is presented as the most important
criteria of effective teaching.
In addition, there is a need to clarify and compare
the appropriateness of student ratings as perceived by

Although much research has been published in the
recent past on the internal validity of student ratings,
comparatively little systematic data have been gathered
on the criteria upon which students rate their instructors

and on the purpoSes for which the ratings are used
(Costin, Greenough, & Menges, 1971). The research

reported in this paper attempts `to shed some light, on
these issues as well as to illustrate one model by which

both the student raters and the faculty ratees for the
various purposes for which they are most commonly
applied (Costin, Greenough, & Menges, 1971; Kulik &
McKeachie, 1975). Little research has been done to
date to establish the appropriateness of student ratings
for instructional improvement and faculty development
efforts. Nor has there been much research reported on
the utility of student ratings for purposes of students'

an institution of higher education Can explore,-assess and
decide,

policy concerning the evaluation of teaching

effectiveness by its student consumers.
Numerous fa.ctor analytic studies of student ratings
have routinely observed three or four categories of infor-

mation which are dimensions commonly available on
many student rating forms.. McKeachie and Lin (1973)
found four common factors: skill, structure, group
interaction, and difficulty. These factors appeared

course selection and faculty persOnnel decisions..

With increased competition to attract and keep
undergraduates, and hence a growing concern for the
quality of its instruction, a'large metropolitan university
initiated a two-year experimental -pfogiam of student
ratings which had as its purpoes (a) lfe encouragement
of self-improvement by faculty, (b) provisos for better
student-consumer information for course selection, and
(c) more ample information far faculty personnel
decisions. After using the Student Instructional Report

regularly in eve, sample studied. In a review of 11

factor analyses of ratings, Kulik and McKeachie (1975)
found four general factors, skill, rapport, structure, and
overloadt(work difficulty) on which student ratings were
clustered. Similar factors were reported by Centra

(1973) in analysiS of ratings from 9,700 student respondents to his Student Instructional Report (SIR).
Although rating inslruments appear to tap similar
dimensions of the teaching-learning process, little data

(SIR) (Centra, 1973) fo collect ratings from 3,600
undergraduate courses involving more than 45,000

have been available to indicate whether students, in
rating courses and instructors, tend to emphasize the
,

.L7

student responses over a twd-year period, the university
had to decide upon a more permanent policy concerning
the student-rating program and the appropriateness of
the rating instrument used in achieving its purposes.

same criteria which faculty members and administrators
(both of whom use the ratings for various purposes) believe to be most important. Indeed, Hildebrand, Wilson,

The specific purpose of the preient study was to
survey the university community of students, faculty

and Dienst (1971) found a considerable discrepancy
between faculty and student ranking on similar, criteria
of effective teaching.

and departmental chairpersons to seek their responses to
three major questions: (a) What are the most important
criteria of teaching effectiveness upon which instructors
should be rated by students? (b) For what (if any) rating
purposes are the applications of these criteria most't

Perhaps some of this apparent disparity may be
explained by .differences in the perceived needs of the
various groups for whicl he ratings are directed. While
teaching and-learning have ways been the central functions of postsecond..ry edu ation, it is the faculty role
as scholar and researc er which has been the traditional

,
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apprcpriat2? and lc) How successfully have the rating
procedures and instrument been able to ri flea these
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ti
criteria and purposes?

Method
Two comparable survey, instruments were developed
and administered at the end of the final semester of the

two-year experimental rating period. One questionnaire
was sent to faculty members (n=369) and departmental
chairpersons (n=58) comprising a representative sample
of their colleagues in the university 's five undergraduate
colleges. The second instrument was administered in

class during a peak class hour to a sample of 1,405
undergraduates throughout the university. A study of
the demographic characteristics of those responding
suggested that, as a group. they were also fairly representative of the student population directly involved in
the rating program.

to which each of the three grou0s of respondents agreed
on seven-point Likert-type sales with statements
concerning the efficacy of student ratings.

Figure 2 ,shows that, just as with the criteria of,,
teaching effectiveness, there wap considerable unanimity
among students, faculty and chairpersons concerning the

most important, next most important and least important purposes which the student rating program
could serve. Panel A indicates that a strong consensus
exists among all three groups of respondents in the use
of student ratings for feedback to instructors as an aid in
the improvement of their teaching. While'students did

not feel as strongly about this purpose as did faculty
members or chairpersons, they nevertheless maintained a

strength of opinion that approached the "modestly
agree" level. All three groups felt flinch less strongly
that, in theory', rating results could help students choose

Findings and Discussion
. Figure
portrays the mean-ranked order of impor-

their courses. However, the strength with which each

tance with which various criteria of teaching effectiveness were judged by student and faculty respondents.

(p. < .001) than neutrality. As to the administrative

When asked their opinions as to the importance of these
criteria, they were fairly unanimous in the order of their
rankings. Each ranked the instraktors's knowledge as the
most salient criterion and the instructor's willingness to

in the evaluation of faculty performance for promotion
and tenure decisions, only the student respondents saw

1

group agreed with this purpose was significantly greater
purposes which student ratings theoretm.ally could serve

interact with students as the second most important
criterion for effective teaclun4. these were followed by

such purposes as desirable. But by far, the most striking
finding of this research was the unanimity which seemed
to exist between students and faculty, in their conviction
that the most important function of student ratings was

the cnteria of clarity of Louse structure and work

the help that they could give instructors in perfecting

demanded (in decreasing order of importance). Because
th°e. mean rankings of departmental chairpersons were

the art and science of teaching.

virtually identical to those of other faculty members,

Nonetheless, as is illustrated by Panel B of Figure
2, there was also considerable agreement among the

they are not reported separately.
While the 'order of ranking remained the same across

three groups of respondents concerning the suitability of
the SIR instrument in serving the various purposes of the

the two groups sampled, the mean value attached to
instructor's "knowledgeability" was higher for faculty
than for students, while on all other factors the reverse
was true. These differences in mean rankings between

faculty and students were found to he statistically
'significant (p.< 05) Thus. there was some evidence to
suggest differences in value systems between students
and faculty which went in " direction that favored
knowledge as most important for those who often sat as
one among many in classroom situations that tended to
minimize close contact with the instructor.
Nevertheless, the main point that seems to emerge
from these findings is that there is considerable
unanimity within the university community regarding
the most important instructional values. This is encouraging because it may mean that students in rating
their courses and instructors, contrary to what many
faculty expehed, tended to emphasize the same criteria
which faculty. who were to receive the feedback. be
lieved to he most important. Although students view the
willingness of the instructor to interact with them as a
highly desirable trait. they, like faculty members themselvefi, consider knowledgeability and expertise in the
discipline as equally important for effective university

1st

2nd -

3rd -

hth

teaching.

To discover what iludents. faculty and chairpersons
perceived to be the most valid purposes for gathering
student ratings, respondents were asked for what
primary purposes, in theory, a student rating program
could be implemented, flicy subsequently were also
asked how successfully in practice the SIR rating
instrument used in the current program attained these
goals. Figure 2 shows the mean ratings of the degree

Know) eqr-

IntPraction

Clarity

Ivork

ability

Derarided

CRITERIA OF TEACHER-EFFECTIVENiSS

Figure I
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Mean relative ranking of four criteria thought
to be of importance in determining instructor
and course quality.

Delaney and Coons

Panel B

Panel A

SIR Probes for Right Information to Aid:

In Theory StudentcRatings can

SA*

SA

Course Improvement
MA -

HA -

'41"L------*i-Course Selection
o-

WA -

.

NEUT

0

NEUT

0

Personnel Decisions

a

WD

fI

WA -

SD

SD -

Students

Faculty Chairpersons

--

'tCourse Selection
_

Faculty Chairpersons
RESPONDENTS

RESPONDENTS

strong agreement. BA . moderate agreement.

NEUT. m neutrality.

z_ -_x.

Personnel Decisions
HD -

* SA

*----------

WD

HD

Students

Course Improvement

WA . weak agreement.

WD, MD, & SD. .., weak, moderate, and strong disagreement.

Figure 2. Degree with which students, faculty, and chairpersons agree with statements concerning the efficacy of evaluation and the SIR evaluation instrument.,

rating program. Only in providing feedback to instructors for the improvement of their teaching was the
SIR- seen as useful, but even here, departmental chairpersons expressed doubt. All groups were neutral regard-

ing the effectiveness of the rating form in helping
students select courses. The question of its suitability for

supplying pertinent data for faculty promotion and
tenure decisions evoked across the three groups of
respondents

a

mean

negative

reaction

that

was

signific'antly different from neutrality.
Further analyses of the degree of satisfaction, expressed toward the SIR rafirig- form showed that neither
students nor faculty members felt that it was as effective.
as it' might be. In general, it was faulted as being limited

in the types of courses for which it was evaluatively
suited. In particular, the faculty thought it had too
many questions, while the students were dissatisfied
with the format of its published results. All three groups
recommended that the SIR rating form be modified with

eked comments.
Because this study was set in the context of inititutional research, providing results to aid academic policy
decisions, it includes perhaps the first systematic
collection of dath concerning the attitudes and opinions
of students, faculty and departmental chairpersons on
implementatioik and use of student ra ings of instruction. Although these findings are by no means definitive
and are based on data from a single institution at one
point in time, they may be generalizable to other large
universities due to the representativeness of the institution surveyed. Many institutions of postsecondary
education currently involved in decision making in this
area could undoubtedly learn much from a similar
assessment of their students and faclilties. Additional re-

search of this type would not only aid in deciding
institutional policy- on student ratings but would also
Lon-tribute to the available research on the most appropriate criteria and uses of the ratings.

provision made for gathering and reporting of open-
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received the lowest ratings. Regarding class size, they
further reported that, while some studies have shows no
relationship, others show a slight negative trend. Their
own observations indicated considerable variability, with

Background

In the past ten years, the use of student ratings of

instructors on our college campuses has steadily increased, with an attendant increase in the use of these
student ratings in decision making related to merit increases, promotion, tenure, and institutional severance.
A survey of 410 college deans found that, in the period
from 1966 to 1973, the data source used by the deans
to evaluate teaching which showed the greatest increase
in frequency, of use was systematic student ratings of
instructors (Seldin, 1975). The recent AAUP Statement
on Teaching Evaluation (1974) asserts that "student
perceptions are a prime source of information from

the smallest and the largest classes receiving the generally
higher ratings.
Analyses of instructional evaluation data have varied

considerably, both in the approach taken and in the
results produced. This study was undertaken, therefore,

to determine whether signficant proportions of the
variance in students' course and faculty ratings are
attributable to student demographic characteristics or
static course and faculty characteristics beyond the
control of the instructor. Our interest was sparked by
Gage's claim that these factors unduly affect the

those who must be affected if learning .is to take
place.. . . Student responses can provide continuing in-

sights into a number of dimensions of a teacher's

student's attitude toward the course and instructor.
We, ,like others, are concerned that the Student Instructional Report (SIR), our evaluation question-

efforts" (p. 169). It can be assumed, therefore, that the
use of systematically collected student perceptions %yid
become even more widespread in professional and
instructional evaluation.
While a rather substantial body of research on student rating of instruction currently exists (see Trent and

naire (Educational Testing Service, 1971), measures
behavior-specific facets of instructional performance and
is not unduly affected by variables which the instructor
cannot control.

Cohen, 1973; Costin, Greenough. and Menges, 1971; and
Centra and Creech, 1976, for reviews), the ambiguity or
actually conflicting results of several of these studies has
also led to concern among many professionals about the

Method and Results

The principal method for estimating variance explained by static course variables and predictability
of faculty ratings was stepped multiple regression.
The sample employed was all of the nearly 2,000
courses (3,7,000 students) offered at the university
in one semester. This guaranteed both a substantial
sample size \and a comnrehensive range of course
typet, level, size and acauemic field. For each class,
the ratings for all students were pooled, and the mean

functional utility of student ratings. Gage (1961), for
example, stated that "teachers should not be penalized
because of conditions over which they have no control
such as level of ty course, size of the class, a
whether
the course is elective or required." (p. 17 Because he
felt these conditions affected student ratings, he urged
that such ratings not bused for purpo s of promotion
or institutional severarite. Other, moil; recent statements

scores representei the element of data in the regression

(Kerlinger, 1971; Peck, 1971; Anthony and Lewis,

analysis.

1972) have supported Gage's positions and sparked
continued debate over the use of student ratings of in-

Static course variables available for the regression
analysis v ere expected grade in course, class size,
student ability (self-reported prior grades), required
vs. elective course, rank of instructor, instructor's

structors for institutional decision making.

Centra and Creech (1976) reported that their

and most other prior investigations, have
reached the conclusion that students with better grade
point averages do not necessarily rate teachers more

number of years or teaching experience, instructor's
teaching load, course type (lecture,, discussion, lib,

studies,

etc.,), course level (lowerdivision, upper, graduate).

The criterion variable was the score on the final

favorably, although students who expected a lower grade

than their own grade point average tended to rate their
teacher as less effective. This was called a. "modest

source of bias in an

overall

the SIR questionnaire. "Compare11 with
other instructors you have had, hQw effective has the
instructor been in this course ?", with ratings from
"exceilent"-(5) to "poor"-(I). This criterion variable is
called the global instructor rating (GIR). Inspection of
the array of correlations of these static c ourse variables
with the GIR criterion presented in Table 1 reveals that
the criterion measure i significantly correllted with
expected grade, class size, student ability (grade point
average), and course level. To examine the predictive
power of these static course variables, and to examine
global item

rating of teacher per-

formance" (p. 13). It was also concluded that course

level and student level .produced little difference in
ratings. in the analysis of over 80,000 instructors,
faculty rank produced no significant differences in
rating, except that teaching assistants received lower
ratings than the four regular faculty ranks.
With respect to course type, Centra'hnd Creech concluded that courses conducted in the strict lecture form
O
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Table I

Table 2

Correlations between Global Instructor Rating (GIR)
and Static Course and Student Characteristics

Predictor Variables, Order, R and R2 for
Regressions of Student and Course Characteristics
on Global Instructor Rating

Var. no. Variable entered

Global instructor rating
(GIR)

Var no. Variable entered

R

R2

liicrease

.042
.070
.076
.080
.082
.084
.085

.028
.006
.004
.002
.002
.001

.0135

.000

.085

.000

0..

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

4

Expected grade
Class size

Student ability
. '

Required vs. elective
'Rank
Teaching experience
Teaching load
Course type
Course level

.20
.20
.15

(2)
(1)
(3)
(4)

Class size

.05
.05
.05

(9)
(7)
(6)
(8)

.15

(5)

Course level
Teaching load
Teaching experience
Course type
Teacher rank

.03

.03 '

Expected grade

Student ability
Required/elective

.204
.264
.275
.284
.287
.290
.291
.291
.291

-

p .01, N=I930

regression indicates that, among all the variables studied.,

predictable, the results of much student opinioh-based
evaluation would have to be qualified by each of the
significant, related demographic and course ch.aracteristics. This study suggests that' they may be interpreted in a more straightforward manner. Reduced
predictive power implies greater independence from
nonevaluative characteristics which are outside the
control of the instructor and enables more reliable
input to both instructional and administrative decision

prediction rests most heavily upon class size and grade
expectation: While one might ordinarily be disappointed
at the low _degree of predictability represented by these
data, we are relieved that so little of student evaluation

The issue of instrument vailidity, however, is far
from settled. Eliminating some of the potential threats
to validity is not equivalent to establishing that the

their combined effect upon the overall rating of the
instructor, stepwise multiple regression was conducted.

The results of stepwise regression, presented in
Table 2, reveals that the combined predictive power of
all-of he static course characteristics is low (12.--.291).
None..eless, a statistically si &nificant proportion of
variance (81/2%) can be explained by student or course
characteristics beyond the control of the instructor. The

making.

criterion is predictable solely, or in part, by teacher

of the instructor can be explained by static course

effectiveness. To do this, further study and 'analysis of

faculty and student characteristics.

the relationship between the criterion and a host of
other static and dynamic variables related to instruc-

Conclusions

tion would be required.
It appears that, minimally, this study has illustrated

Since the evaluation of courses and instruction is
a delicate area of controversy, It is important to determine that a minimal share of the variance in student
response is contingent upon static course or demographic characteristics in order to interpret the ratings
with some degree of confidence. Had they been highly

that only a rather small pdrtifin of the total variance in
instructor ratings can be attributed to demographic
characteristics over which instructors have little
control.
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A NEW CAVEAT: LET IRE BUYER BE AWARE
Larry G. Jones
-The,University of Georgia

States, 1974):
1. The right to safety or protection in the purchase
of a good or service; including the right to hold accountable the person or organization to whom the consumer
pays his money.'

In spite of the general reluctance on the part of educators to recognize or accept the academic and market-

place parallels, economic theories and concepts are
into education with increasing
regUlarity anintensity. Consumerism, the latest of the
concepts from the marketplace to be applied to education, promises educators a new reckoning with
theoretical and practical intrusions from the world
finding their way

2. The right to choose, including the right to parr

of cOmmercel

ticipate in the decision-making process which establishes
.
the relationshiptwith the vendor.
3. The right to be heard, which implies a system for

Consumerism and Education

sumer-vendor relationship.

negotiation and arbitration of disputes over the con4. The right to be informed, that is, to have access
to all pertinent information which might affect the consumer's decision to buy.

.There are several reasons to believe that the age of
the consumer has come to education, whether or not
educators are ready and willing to accept consumerism
.

While each of these rights is important and has

as an operating principle. First, consumerism, the protection of the consumer from inequitable treatment by the
vendor, is a cause or right many will champion and few
will argue against (Arnstein, 1974). Second, the student,
because of his time, energy and financial investment, has
won the uncontested role of postsecondary education's
primary consumer (Shulman, 1976; Willett, 1975;
El-Khawas, 1975). Perhaps the most obvious reason that
consumerism will become an educational as well as an

significance in the consumer movement, it is the right to
be informedfull disclosure, as it is also knownthat has
come to be regarded as the focal point of consumer protection, probably because lack of information has been
responsible for prtiblems in consumer safety, decision
making and protection (Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1975). It is on the premise, generally
regarded as true, that consumers are best protected when
they have full knowledge cf their consumer rights and

economic concept, however, is the fact that consumer
advocate groups and state and federal governmental
agencies have already developed rules, regulations, and
legislation to protect the student as a consumer (Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1975; Education Commission of the States, 1974; Shulman, 1976;

responsibilities that the new caveat, let the buyer be
aware, is proposed for the marketplace of postsecondary
education.
Full Disclosure and Postsecondary Education

Without apparent exception, all of the rePort3,
conferences, and regulations to implement consumer
protection for students include recommendations for

Willett, 197.5; Peterson, 1970).
While some academicians, true to their calling,.will
debate the definitions and others will fret over the
appropriateness of a 12-month or 12,000-mile guarantee
on college degrees, or recalling graduates for "defective

the release to the student or prospective student of com-

plete and accurate information about the institution
which might influence the student's decision to attend

parts" or other t.ynical analogies to consumerism, the
real concern of educators should be in correcting the
abuses which make the student a consumer in need of
protection (Dykstra, 1966). The fact is that nowhere has

or accept offers from it. With one notable exception (the

work .being done by the Fund for the Iniiirovement of
Postsecondary Education through its project on better
information for Student choice of college), the implication of the various recommendations, and the general
conclusion of several investigations, has been that too
little attention has been given to the information needs
of the student. (Education Commission of the States,
1975, Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education, 1974; Jung, 1975, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1975; Willett, 1975, Education Commission of the States, 1974).
.Unfortunately, most of the information now
available to -students is lost in the public relations
rhetoric of catalogs and recruiting Brochures. Other
pertinent information never reaches the printed page
and is released reluctantly, if at all, only upon insistent
direct questioning. In fact, one gets the impression from
reading most college publications that "hard data" is

the old caveat, let the buyer beware, been more assumed
than in education. At least in business there has been the

countering, if not often prevailing, attitude that the
customer is always right. Unfortunately, there are now
generations of educational consumers v, ho have conic to
believe that the student is never right. The question is no
longer whether the comeptsjof consumerism will apply .
to -the relationship between the student and the postsecondary institution but rather how the student will be
assured of his consumer rights.
The Basics of Consumerism
Consumerism is based on the philosophical t.onvit.-

tion that the consumer and the vendor meet in

the-

marketplace as equals (Willett. 1975).

Equitable treatment for the consumer is embodied
in four basic areas of consumer rights, and it is the pro-

systematically avoided (Dykstra, 1966).

Everyone knows, of course, that decisions about
where to go to college and what to study are probably

tection of these consumer rights that the consumer
movement is all about thdut.ation Commission of the
241
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meaning are used to describe a college-church relationship. Proprietary schools should state all corporate
relationships, parent corporations, holding companies,

,rore emotional than rational. But then, given more
objective information on,which to base the decision, the
student may be less prone to rely on subjective factors

and so on.
Composition of governing boards. While it Nay be
informative to have an actual listiag ot4iames of people

(Dykstra, 1966). In any event, the Student's decision
must not be based on insufficient institutional data.

on the ioverning board of the institution, it would be
more helpful to hive a statement of the special qualifications required for board membership, .how the

Consumer and Information:
There is a reverse side of the assumption that consumers, are wise enough to make good decisions if they
are provided with accurate information: the awareness

members of the board are selected, and what constituen

cies they reprpsent. It is often possible to get a better

that'the complexities of today's products, and product
decisions, make it yitually impossible for the average
.consumer to become expert enough to fUlly utilize the

reading on the control of an institution by knowing how

its governing board is selected, than by knowing its'
publib, private, or corporate status. Proprietary schools'

information, accurate though it may be, to protect
himself in the marketplace. The inability of the con-

should list the owners and principal stockholders.

Institutional accreditation, licenses, and approval.
The statement of institutional accrediation must identify

sumer to interpret complex product information or.to
make,meaningful comparisons or decisions on the basis of

which of the six regional accrediting associations has
recognized the institution and the type of accreditation
(full, candidate, 4 -year college, junior college,. pro
visional, regional accreditation of parent: institution)

the information has prompted some to suggest that the
government will have to assume the junction_ of interpreter for the consumer (Education Commission of the
Statei, 1974).
.

awarded. Note should also be made of the highest

The frightening prospect of further government

program levels offered, specifically identifying those
which have and have not been accredited or approved.

involvement in the reporting and interpreting of educa-

tional data, coupled with the obvious need for more

,

-2.

Schools not covered by the accrediting. associations must

meaningful educational information for the student consumer, prompts this proposal for a consumer's guide to
education.
5"

state the authority, licenstire, or approval under which

A Consumer's Guide to Education

ment of institutional purpose, objectives, or goals should

they offer educational programs.

institutional purpose, objectives, goals. The state-

be clearly stated and easily understood. It is recommended that the statement be made in a style easily

The proposed:consumer's guide to education dea's
only with the identification of information for the prospective student to use in evaluating programs and institutions and with the development of a reporting format
that lends itself to easy analysis, and interpretation by
the student. The purpose of such a guide is not to rate
institutions, but 'to facilitate institutional and program
comparisons. Much of the information the guide would
present is probably already.colleo,ed and reported in one
form or anotheralthough probably not in one place
while other information may present some collection
problems for many institutions. The illustrative material
.which follows, while not exhaustive, is intended to be an
example of the data that could and should he reported
in a straightforward manner by the institution. Particular
:Merest is paid here to the data relating to full disclosure
of academic programs and to related student, faculty,
cost and resource information. are .vhich most often
have insufficient data and are subject to misinterpreta-

translated inter specific, outcomes. After reading- the

statement of goals, the student should be fairly certain
what he can expect to do as a result of the educational
experience.
Institutional evaluation. Institutions should state

the methods and procedures they will use to determine
Whether or not the stated institutional purpose, objectives or goals are being met. Because the methods and
procedures of evaluation obviously have to be tied to the
stated purpose, objectives and goals, the previous suggestion of behaviorally stated outcomes was made,
In
addition 4o institutional self - evaluations,
education'al audits or evaluations by outstile groups (including accrediting reports) should also, be available to
the student.
In one form or another, the institution should'state
how' well it is performing its mission and how that performance has been determined.
Requirements and qualifications of faEulty and administration. An indication of the ability of the faculty

tion.

Institutional identification and directory data. In
addition to the curient. official corporate name of the
institution, the location of the main campus, and the
name of the parent institution, if a branch campus, a
complete chronology of critical institutional dates (for
example, founding, first courseworls, first degrees, name
changes) should be provided to the student consumer.
Institutional control, affiliation and corporate

status. Although 'the eight ham, types of institutional

control used by the

U.S.

Office of 1:4114..ation are

generally recognized as being desaiptive for reporting,
institutional control, an explanation of what control
means

is needed since not all states, munit.ipalities,

relig:ous groups or corporate entities ,untrol in the same
fashion. This is particularly true fur private institutions

where terms (al fihited, assutiated with, or sponsored

by). wind' 'have no clear or AliiintUnlY understood

!,

and administration to accomplish the objectives of the
.institution is an important aspect of institutional evaluation. If specific requirements and qualifications other
than those usually ,expected for an academie appointment (such as church aTfiliation) are required of faculty
or administrators, they should be stated. Statistical data
summarizing the qualifications needed for faculty and
adminstrators to, accomplish -the stated institutional
-goals should be reported. In most cases, the summary
should include the highest earned degrees of the faculty.
Other faculty data. Statistical tabulations -.if faculty
and administration data should include the number of
faculty by rank and function, length Of service at the institution, age distribution, tenure statt..., sex and race. It
is assumed that a complete listing of faculty, including
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their qualifications and responsibilities, will be available
to the-Student, although probably in another document.

Predicted student success: First quarter
grade point averages are frequently used in
in the ad-

Curriculum and program data. The consumer's

missions process. When they are, the prediction equation

guide to education is not intended to replace the college
catalog as a source_listing of courses and course descrip-

should be made available to the student. In addition, it
would be possible to prepare a chart which would allow

tions or the detail of major and institutional require-

an easy approximation of the predicted grade point

ments for-degrees. There is an obvious need, however, to
make the information in the catalog closer to reality; the

average for the prospective student.
Student achievement: Grade distributions by class,

resemblance between course description and course

major, or department, and student class rank by grade
point average, is information' that could give the prospective student a notion of student attainment and in-

content is too often only coincidental. The courses
listed in the catalbg should include only those that have
been taught in the last several years or have an honest
chance of-beihg taught in the near future.
The guide would include a statement of the type of

calendar (quarter, semester, 4-1-4, trimester).and the
approximate inclusive dates of each term. Semesters, for

instapce, can be quite different in concept depending
upt`n when they start and end. Information on majors
and academic programs should include (a) the type of
professional accreditation held, if any (in addition to
regional

accreditation), (b), the number of courses

offered in . the major area and the number of those
courses taught during the last year, (c) the total number
of faculty, qualified in the area and the full-time
equivalent faculty teaching in the major during the past
year, (d) the degrees awarded or certification offered
for completion of the major or program, (e) the number
of

hour

or courses

required in the major for

completion, and (f) the average number of years or

stitutional expectation. Simple dl -.,ributions of such data
should be provided.

Student retention/persistence: Data on the number
of .students who start and complete programs at the
institution, along with figures on the number who enroll
from previous quarters, should be availAde in the guide.

In addition, reported reasons for leaving the college
should be provided,

Ability levels of those who haye completed programs: Frequency distributions of the same ability
criteria used in admissions, and reported for entering
freshmen, should be made for the students who have
successfully completed their programs or degrees. The
student's scores obviously won't change, but the
difference in the distribution scores for entering and
exiting students can be revealing.

Measures of graduates' achievement: Senior comprehensives and exit exams of various types are coming

terms, meded to complete the program or degree in the
chosen 'najor field.
information on each major and academic program
should also include the number of declared majors, the
number of persons who have recently graduated or coinpleted the program, the basic ability levels, the grade
point averages of students, and averages on so-called
exit tests.

back into vogue as the issues of program and in-

Student data. Sonic important student data has
.already, been described in the section on curriculum,

medical boards, licensure tests, graduate and professional
schodi admissions exams, and other such tests should be
reported.

and major programs, but more information on student
characteristics clearly needs to be provided. Strang,.
as it may seem, student information other than raw
totals or averages is generally not available. The following additional data should be provided.

Enrollment. Enrollment by ;ex. race, age, full- or
part-time classification, matriculation status, residence,

stitutional evaluation and accountability become more
important. The institution needs to state the methods
and procedures it uses in evaluating the programs it
offers and report the results of its evaluation, including
the scores of its graduates on various nationally normed
tests by program, major, or degree.

Where appropriate, success rates on bar exams,

Placement and alumni data: Closely related to the
data on the achievement of students completing programs is the information about what graduates do after
college. Proprietary schools face more demands for
job-related information about their graduates than do
colleges or ur.Iversities, but the demand for such in-

and class should be provided for the more recent fall

formation is increasing for all postsecondary institutions.

enrollment period.
Socioeconomic characteristics. Descriptive data on

This information should reflect those graduates who

the sotioeconomic background of the student body
(which is generally available from AU, ACT or SAT

study, those who do not have positions, those who do

summaries on entering students) should be reported to
prospective students.
Admissions requirements. All of the requirements

and considerations for admission should be clearly
stated, including the dates and deadliiica for application
and acceptance. The amount and nature of any fees or
deposits, and refund or waiver policies should be clearly
stated.
Ability levels of entering freshmen. Frequenc:. distributions of the admission test scores, high school grade

point averages, or other ability measures or indices
should be presented along with the, mean and median
scores for entering freshmen. If regional, national. or
similar institution averages are available, they should bc
reported as well.

have positions, those who have positions in their field of
not have but are looking for positions, those who are not
looking, and those who intend to make a career of their
present work. Information relating their college work to
their einployment should also be included.

Tuition, fees and costs: In view of the fact that
most institutions are seeking more than a one-year

commitment from the student, it would seem only
reasonable for the institution to project the anticipated

cost to the student over the entire .length of the program. Obviously, tuition and fees mu be subject to
change, but such changes are not as unexpected or unplanned as Most institutions would have students
believe. (If increases are unplanned or unexpected, that
says something about the quality of financial planning
at that institution.) Guaranteed tuition plans are all but
gone now, but a projection of anticipated costs over a

14
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two- or four-year period need not be a cost guarantee,
nor a commitment to single levels of cost over the period

projected. What is needed is an indication of what the
cost .increases are likely' to be. Those cost projections
are or should be a part of the planning of all institutions.
In addition to the tuition, activity fees, depo3its,
and so on that are required.of all students, any special
fees associated with a given program (music, uniforms,
laltoratory, etc.) must all be listed. Since the spec,jal fees
are often buried in the catalog, all cost data in the guide
would be:reported together.
In those cases where the student is required to room
-or board in institutional.housing, special note should be

made to enable the,.-student to include that cost in his
planning.Estimates of costs of books and supplies and any
petsbnal living expenses should be provided, based on
the-averages for currently, enrolled students. Such data is
used in determining financial aid at most institutions and
should. be reported.
,

Institutional finance: A complete, current audit

report of the institution should be available for examina-

tidh even. though most stud its don't need that much
information to get a feel for its,solvency. In addition to
a balance sheet, all students should receive a statement
showing ddiar amounts and percentages for each of the

typical revenue and expense classifications. Particular

emphasis needs to he placed on the, 'percentage of
revenue genenred by tuition and the percentages of

expenses going ,toward instruction. Some y, Perhaps,,

auditors' statements (and accreditation r .orts) will
report not only that the books and records nd kept
according to accepted standards but will als report
specifically on the financial, position of the institut n.

Student rules and regulations. Although it may at
be necessary to give details on such matters as do
house rules, specific, rules and regulations affecting th

student's rights to continue his enrollment should be
clearly stated: It is also important that the methods and
procedures for establishing student rules and regulatibns
be spelled out in detail and that the student, be informed

of the procedures for being_ found guilty' of breaking

themthe consequences of such a verdict, and the
appeal procedures.
ConClusion

More likely than not, this first attempt at a consumer's guide to education is a bit like a twelve year
old's first reading of a book that is supposed to contain
everything about sex. It's more than the child wanted to

know, even if he or, she knew what to ask in the fist
cators and researchers, we
place. The point is that, as
have known more about e ,:ation and institutions and
how students' mix with both \th'an we have told them or
than they have asked. We need to find a way to get that

knowledge to students without iturning them to total
abstinence or Complete promiscuity.
540
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EXCELLENCE AND EQUALITY,
A STUDY OF ACCESS AND DROP-OUT:
THE EXPERIENCE OF
THE OPEN UNIVERSITY OF THE UNITED KINGDOM
--Naomi E. McIntosh
Alan Woodley
The Open University

,

Given
the
limited resources for education,
should we be pursuing excellence or equality of 'access and provision? Undoubtedly, the pursuit of
either goal at the expense of the other would create
problems as well as lienefits for society. However,
the Open University (OU) represents a new attempt to
solve this dilemMa, at least in the field of adult

applied, theitrate of progress toward final registration as

higher education, by effectively claiming that no
such dilemma exists. We can have excellence and
equality.

students.
To get a handle on the working class group, we also
considered mei, in manual occupations ( women haVe
been excluded bccatise the Registrar General's categories

students was the same as that for men..

persons with a terminal age of education of 15 or under.

People in this group formed 75 percent of the popula-

tion but only 54 percent of those who had heard of
OU and a mere 14 percent of provisionally registered

The philosophy of the Open University is based oki

used by OU are too inclusive to distinguish the large
numbers of women who are in non-manual, but never-

these arguments:

I. There are many thousands of people, often early
casualtiei of our elitist educational system, who are fully

theless, working-class jobs). The pattern found was very

similar to the one for those with a low terminal age of
education Men in manual occupations formed 61
percent of all male workers, 35 percent of those who

capable of degree-level education.
2. By using a multimedia distance teaching
system, many persons can be educated to degree level in
an extremely cost-effective manner.

had heard of OU and 9 percent of registered students.

3. Everyone is entitled access to as much educa-

Clearly OU had not achieved true openness "at
a stroke," and probably only the most naive idealist had
expected such a result. However, a somewhat closer
look a. the apparently.middle-class nature of.the student
popul ition is worthwhile. In fact, OU students only
appear to be predominantly middle-class when the
present occupations of students are used to derive their
social class. Using their fathers' occupations at the time
the students left school, a very different picture emerges.
In 1971, 29 percent of the students entering conventional universities had fathers in manual occupations,
wnereas the corresponding figure for OU students was

tion as he or she desires.

Such beliefs are fine in theory, but how do they
ork in practice? Now in its fifth year of operation,

0

\

However, the inequality was much\ greater for

can now begin to be judged by its results rather than

its intentions. In this paper, we examine the extent to
which OU hai achieved its three aims. equality of access,
exceOnce, and cost-effectiveness.
Equality b,f Access
In a 'frmal sense, OU is completely open. No

educational qualifications are required' for entry, and
places are offered on a first-come, first-served basis.

52 percent. Even allowing for the decline in manual
occupations between 1951 (the modal school-leaving
year for OU) and 1971, OU still shows a marked im-

However, it is not open in any real sense to a person who

does not know that OU exists, nor to one who thinks ,l
levels are required, Nor W it truly open if a person has
the facts but considers the courses uninteresting, to
difficult, too expensik,e or undesirable for some other

provement over .conventional universities. Preliminary
figures for the 1975 intake of OU students suggest that,
once more, 52 percent have fathers in manual occupations. Taking into 'account that these students left schpol

reason.

For many people, true openness would be achieved

more recently and that the numbers of workers in

if the student populations of OU mirrored the United
Kingdom (U.K ) adult popuiation with reord to certain

manual occupations has continued to decline, this figure
may even indicate a relative increase in the proportion of
OU students coming from working-class backgrounds.
Many OU students have been upwardly mobile. It is
clear that teaching has provided the main route for this

key characteristics such as sex, occupation and terminal
age of education. We begin our,analysis by looking at the

relevant figures in the early years of C U for three
important groups. women, those with litt.e education,

mobility and also that many went into teaching late,
having started work, in a different field. This upward

acid the working clast.

Equality of representation waS,not achieved in the
case of women. In 1971, women formed 52 percent of

mobility has undoubtedly been enhanced -by increased
opportunities in secondary and postsecondary institutions.
Level of awareness in the various social groups is

the population of the United Kingdom but only 43
perZ:ent of those who had heard of OU and 33 percent of
those who became students. ilow.ever, oncac they had

obviously an important factor affecting accessibility.

Note

the present version of this paper is highly tlindensed. A full report ...ontaining data presentation is available from the se,
at The Open University.

\\
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ACCESS AND DROP-OUT.
,

.

Awareness:level, defined as the percentage who said they

had heard of OU, fias increased ar-mss the board since
1971, but differentials, although decreasing.in size, still
cleirly, exist. Much higher percentages of upper class
groups 'than
'than lower class groups had heard of the Open
University. As it is likely that awareness among the
upper classes has effectively reached the' saturation
pbint, stick differentials.should continue to diminish in'
future years.

In 1975, women constituted 42 percent of the new
intake,vas .opposed to 26 percent in 1971. There was a
similar increase, from 29 to 43 percent, for those not
possessing . formal university entrance qualifications.
Manual workers comprised 9 percent of the new male
students ill 1972 and 14 percent in 1975. The perceritage of female workers in clerical-and-office and sales;
and-service occupations rose from 21 to 30.percent over
the sameperiod.

to now, there has been little money to spend on

publicity. Therefore, OU 'haslelied, to a large extent,on

free publicity through articlein the quality press, on

OU students spreading the .word, and on Oh broadcasts::

being picked up by non-stucants. Ildwever, none of
these is likely.ro.be.an effective -means for reaching the
n educationally deprived groups, and more positive steps
must he taken.
Although awareness and accurate knowledge of OU
are essential, they are not sufficient to attract applicants
from such groups. Before they' will apply, such people

have to feel that OU courses are interesting, worthwhile and, above all, witgin their capabilities.

Irrespective of the academic 'level of its courses,
certain features of the teaching system at the Open University will continue to be a disadvantage to prospective
applicants from the educationally deprived,groups. Note
the f011owitig:

Progress has been made., However, members of
certain social groups are still less likely to become OU
students even if they are aware. of its existence. In

.

two or three weeks annual holiday. Attendance is also

trying to.explain these differences, we can draw on th'e'

especially difficult for women with young children.

results from a 'number of surveys.
One reason why people may not apply, even thOugh
they have heard of OU, is lack of accurate knowledge of

2. To obtain an- ordinary degree, Mx Credits ,are
needed, but students can be awarded up to three credit
exemptions for previous higher education experience.
The majority of manual workers, anc all of those without experience of higher education, 'recei've no credit

what OU is and what it offers. Although this app ars to
affect, about equally, the decisions of men and women,
'those persons with a low terminal age of education and

exemptions. As most of these cam cope only with.

from the working' classes are much more likely to

.

o

1. Students taking each foundation course must

attend a one-week summer schoOl. For manual workers,.
this will generally mean having to sacrifice one of their

have incorrect information about OU. The overall level
of knowledge has risen only slightly, and the differentials remained much the same between 1971 and 1974..
Who are the people who come very close to applying to OU but finally decide against it? As one might
expect, womef are over - represented in this group, as are
thOse with a terminal educational age of 15 or under. In
occupational terms, manual workers and bousewiites are
over-represented, while teachers and technical personnel
are under-represented.

studying for one credit each= year, it will take them at
least six years to obtain a degree. Many others, on the
other hand, may graduate in two or three years.
3. Generally, local authorities pay only the student's

apply? The most,important ones seem to be inability to

career prospects, feel guilty about using the family
income for a "selfish indulgence." This is especially true
for housewives who a currently without an income of

summer school fees. The expense of such items as course
tuition fees, required books, and travel to study centres
must be met by the student. This is a greater problem
for those in' manual and routine non-manual occupations
who may earn less and whose employers are less likely
to sponsor them or give them paid leave. Many people
who might study out of interest, rather than to further

What reasons do, they give for deciding not to

attend summer school, too great a financial 'commitment, lack of courses in subjects of interest, inability to
specialize, and length of time .required to obtain a

their own. An incr se in,fees in' 1976 is likely to

exacerbate this problem.
4. For a goOd home-study environment, the student
requires expensive television and radio units and a quiet
place to study. Those with low incomes are less likely
to have, or be ai." - afford, the necessary receivers,
and they are also less . ly to have a room .that can be

degree.
Housewiyes clearly have three major problems. cost,

summer school attendance, and the care' of their
children. Compared with teachers, man .al workers were

much more likely to mention 'cost, summer school
attendance, difficulty of the courses, and difficulties
associated with their type of work. A very shni:ar

set aside for their studies.

e
5. For those with a limited education, corres-

pattern emerges when we compare those %kith high and
low terminal ages of eduCation.
'a
Conclusions about Openness

pondence study, with its reliance on a high degree of

literacy, is probably the most arduous :and least
'accessible method fur making up. the deficiency.
6. Being la.gely, non-vocational, OU courses offer
little short-terin prospect of advancement compared
with courses In more vocationally oriented programs.

Although progress has been made, OU is still far
from being ,truly open. At e.ery stagefrom actually
hearing of QU to accepting an offer of a placebarriers
exist which discriminate against particular types of
people, mary of whlim have been deprived of educa-

The Cost of OU

tional opportunities in the past.
The data analyzed for this paper show clearly that
tht. main problem lies in-the pre-application period. An
nnportant task befor.4 the university is that or ensuring

It is less expensive to teach degree students by
OU methods than by means used at conventional universities. iixactly how much cheaper is a complex
question, even for economists. Interested pa. ties are

'groups know about the opportunities that OU offers. Up

findings follow.

referred to two papers on the subject whose main

that more people from the educationally deprived
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relatively homogeneous intake of students of similar
ages and abilities, could, theoretically, manage with a

Wagner (1972) calculated a number of comparative
cost figures for the Open University and conventional
universities and round substantially lower costs at OU in

mass product better than OU can.
OU has been criticized for reducing the educational
experience received by ids students through the comma
bined use of independent learning and highly structured

all categories of analysis.

LaidlaW and Layard (1974) concerned themselves
with_ each individual OU course. With one exception,
they found that the variable cost per student-course was
lower at OU than elsewhere. For them, this constituted a

materials. However, although its basis is independen1 .
learning, there are a variety of other contexts, including

strong case for the use of existing OU packages in

tutorials, counselling sessions, self-help groups, summer

campus universities and for the .expansion of existing

schools, and so on, which can and do enrich the OU
learning expefience. The intense experience of .three
year of campus life is not offered at OU; but, for the
majority of its students, such an experience would
probably be inappropriate and inaccessible, givep their

,.

courses at OU.

These encouraging verdicts need to be qualified in

the light of certain developments. Two factors,

in

particufar, may make OU less cost-effective in, future
years than it was in its early days. First, the "throughpui" of students is declining (that is, students are now
taking fewef credits per head per year). Fewer students
are willing, or able, to fit in with their normal working

occupational and family commitments.
The criticism implies that there is a levelling dowff

of experience. Such a levelling is indeed likely, partly
because of the need for academic cartificatidn, which
has to be nationally recognized and acceptable. This
does not necessarily mean, however, that the levelling is

the. 20-plus hours of study necessary for two
courses. As OU attracts more students with no exlives

perience

of high4 education and with

downwards. Clearly, in some ways, it has blen a leyelling
-up!

physically

deinanding-jobs, this trend is likely to continue. Therefore, in. this one respect at least, greater openness can

It has also been shown that teaching methods at

providing a wider vanet of courses, OU will be enabling

OU have made some improvements over conventional
meth0Q. The courses themselves are designed by teams
of academics, television and radio producers, and educational technologists, specifically for independent
leaining, and the materials reach the students only after
much discussion and redrafting. After a life of about
five years, each course is remade, diaiving on feedback
which has been collected from students and staff. Television and radio are not used just to-hring "chalk-and-1

its students to have a wider choice, but it will be re-

talk" lecture's to the students as a change from the

ducing its own cost - effectiveness. Despite this, although
many individual courses will not be cost-effective when

written word.

judged by Laidlaw and Layard's methods, the overall
degree will clearly refnain so. This is the most significant fact. The additional unquuntifiedfinancial benefit

dividualized

lead to a decline in cost-effectiveness.

The second factor concerns individual courses. In
moving towards its 1984 goal of 137 courses (equivalent

to. 87 full credits), OU is now producing more highlevel courses, many of which will inevitably be taken
by fewer students in a given year. It is estimated that
in 1977 then will be 39 OU courses operating with
less than 400 students )95ti
e oiled in each. Therefore, by

Independent learning is often confuse

wit

in-

learning. OU has been set up
*independent learning. Its content, as we have noted,
cannot be easily individualized. What can be: individualized, however, is the pattern of students' study.

which arises from the increasing use of OU materials in
other institutions is also worth noting.

how they choose to use the wide variety of learning
components available to them, how long they spend over

The A,:hievement of Excellence
How does an education at the Open University com-

their studids and over what period of time, as,well as
what pattern of sitbjects they, choose to build up to a

pare with that obtained at a Lonventional university? In

degree. It can, in ti real sense, be individuaiiZed, but only
at a macro level.

an attempt to judge OU in academic terms, we will

Many who criticize OU. might contrast it to the

examine how OU teaches, what it teaches, and how the
students fare.

The teaching methods. Courses are taught from a

individualized-learning-contract system developed by
Empire State University or the University Without

thstance and utilize & variety of teaching media. Being in
the business of mass higher eduLation,' OU uses the mass

Walls. These institutions, although having similar objectives to those at the Open University, have adopted a

media to aid it- The use of innovatilip forms in education, in particular the niedia, is oftei associated with
radical attempts to increase access. he recipients of
-these attempts are frequently educ lnally disadvantaged persons who are required,to It
in new, untried,
and often difficult ways. °
The use of the media is also often 'associated with

very different strategy. The tutor negotiates a work
programme with'each individual student in a way not
dissimilar to that used at Oxford or Cambridge. This
flexibility gives an advantage to the' educationally

the attempt to save. money, but, since its use is not
cheap, Lost is reduced only when media is used for
large numbers of persons, as is the Use with OU.
Inevitably, the use of the mass media means, at some

would have permitted

levels,

that p.intent

is

standardiii.d. nJ a

deprived adult, but the system is heavily labour intensive
and, therefore,, not cheap..
It

the OU to exist, and extend

educational opportunity on such a scale, if it was not
dear that it would also be doing it cost-effectively.
Certainly, the money would not have been found to
'provide bricks-and-mortar places for more than 50,000
adult students. If the argument about the reduction of
the. educational experience is valid, then one could
either suggest that the opportunities be withdrawn
,eLause they are not good enough, or that it is better

mass

product results. The :mire btud nwtlicr
the more dififiLult it is for standardi/ed Lontent to
meet the individual differences and levels of need

is interesting toipirealate as to whether society

.

of all students. Conventional inmersities. with a
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to ,have something than to have foiling. If the cost
increases too much, however, and comes nearer to that
of conventional universities, 'then, in a time of scarce
resources, the political will for this area of activity may
not continue.

The courses. Traditionally, there have been two

main alternative approaches to maintaining standards,
either -or:

Either select the elite first, safely assuming that the
majority will pass, making formal assessment within or

at the end of the course less important and possibly .,
experimental
Or allow open admission knowing that anyone may
start to study, but mahy will not finish, because, of a high
-drop-out or a high fail rate.
Much of the current scepticism about educational
innovation in America stems from attempts to be

innovative in everything at the same time. It is most

dangerous to risk standards.
It was always intended that OV should offer general
rather than specialist degrees.' This was a 'realistic

decision, as many hundreds of courses woultr\ have had
to be Affered if the majority of students were to be able
to mare up* their own desired specialist degrees. Even
though there will be 137 different courses by 1984, the
choices that this curriculum will offer are not considered
wide enough byduany academics and students.
It is difficult to measure how good 01.3* Courses
are, but we can look for pointers in certain areas. First,
----several institutions of higher education are admitting

foriner OU students on the basis of their OU credits.
Secoild, some institutiods are beginning to use OU
course materials for their own students. The actual

amount varies., from individual course units, or repders,
to complete courses. Third, the OU degree is increasingly

recognized by employers as a valid qualification. Information is very fragmentary at this stage, consisting
largely of precedents created by individual students. The
attitudes of the various employers need to be

systematically surveyed in the future, as do the experiences of OU graduates.

The Success and Failure of OU students
The nature of the credit system at the Open University Creates many problems for researchers when they
try to examine success ratesAlowev1.117 this is dealt with
in detail elsewhere, and here we content ourselves with a
few overall statistics.
In the first yeza, neAv students register proVisionally

/

for foundation courses for what amounts to a trial
period. If they decide to continue, they pay, the final
registration fee and, at that point, become full OU

students who can leave and rejoin OU at will in future
years. Each year. about 75 percent of the. provisionally
registered study) is decide to finally register, and finally
registered,they generally succeed with their first year of
studies. In 1974, some 80 percent were awarded at least
one credit at the end of the year. In subsequent years of
study, course success rates remain fairly high. In 1974,
these stood at 'around 70 percent on average for all
courses tharyear. The students themselves show great
persistence; over hat he students who finally registered
in 1971 were still studying at the beginning of. 1 9?4. The
following intakes show a similar staying power.

,

By. the. end of 1974. OU had 'produced 9,559

graduates, and a third of the first intake had'already

tamed degrees. However, HA data also show a decline in

thnough-put", with a smaller proportion of the 1972
Make graduating in two y-ears.

In general, then, the success rate of OU students

seems fairly

satisfactory. To the extent that com-

parisons can be made, the figures are lower than for
conventional universities irstlie UK. but not very much
different from state tiniverfities with open admission-in
America. However, if OU is aiming for excellence and
equality it must direct its attention away from considerations of overall performance rates and towards the

performance of those from the ,lower occupational
groups and those kith low educational qualifications.

The results of various analyses suggest that, although OU is attracting relatively more students with
manual occupations and ,lower educational qualifications, they are now doing'relatively worse in their first
year of studies. Their progress on future courses, as well
as the performance of subsequent intakes,,.must be
carefully monitored to see whether this apparent trend is
real. Significant numbers of such people do succeed at

OU, but it is clearly more difficult' for them to do' so.
There appears to be a danger that OU open door will
become' a revolving door that rapidly deposits many
disadvantaged students back on the pavenient..
Conclusion
We have tried to show that OUtas achieved a fairly
high standard of excellence on a l;ost-effective basis
'and that it is also moving slowly towards greate.
equality. However, there are already signs that improve.\
be made only at the expense
',lents in any one area
.
of the other two:

1. Greater equality: The _progress made by OU
students from educationally deprived groups suggests
that, in the absence of additional support both from
within and without the university, as more of these

students are encouraged to register, there will be a
decline in through -put and an increase in drop-outs.
Cost-effectivendss -'and excellence. as measured by

,success rate, will decline. If more face, to-face tuition is
provided, or alternative versions of courses are offered,:
this will increase the costs.
2. Greater cost-effectiveness: Costs could be
lowered by cutting down on more expensive ingredients
such as broadcasts or tutorial provision, but this action

would reduce the quality of the courses and probably
increase the drop-out rate. Cost - effectiveness could be

raised only by admitting those students with a high
probability of success,---but this would be against the
open admissions policy. Similarly, rules requiring a

minimum course load per year or a time limit for
graduation would be unacceptable to the university.
3. Greater excellence: In offering more specialized

courses, OU would become less cost - effective, with
fewer students per course. If it raised the standards of
all its- courses, this would produce higher drop-out rates,
-making OU less open and less cost-effective.

Given the interrelated nature of the problem, the

Open University obviously must decide upon priorities.
lf, as many people 11-lieve, OU should now be aiming for

equality, then more money must be spent on publicity.
llowever, unless a higher drop-out rate is to be tolerated,
greater publicity must be accompanied by course
revisions. 'Such revisions might include redesigned
foundation courses, with lower entrance levels, the

4.
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effectively by teaching at a distance using multimepii.
However, although it has provided a successful route to
a degree for a number of people who possess no
educational qualifications and who work in 'Manual
occupations, progress towards greater openness has been
slow. To a .greaf extent, this seems to be due to certain
features of OU's teaching system, some aspects of which
are inherent and others that could be altered. Unless OU

abolition of computscry summer schools, the ability to
spread one .course over two or more years, specially
designed preparatory courses, and so on

OU is not likely to be the sole .solution to the
problem Ofundereducated adults. That we are expecting
disadvantaged students to learn independently remains a
basic irony. Coming as they do from a variety of bask

grounds and with a variety of needs, such studehts
would benefit most from dissroom discussion that
could ,be most easily adapte, to their needs. Conventional universities, with a relati;ely homogeneous

is

to remain as an isolated token gesture towards

equality of access, improvements must be made. This
may require drastic changes in the OU system, as in the
suggestion that it should become a central resource
depot to service community-based educational schemes.
Obi a mere moderate level, it might require the provision
of lowerlevel courses, either through an extension of
OU or by the creation of an Open College with a higher
proportion \of face-to-face leaching contact. OU has
already shown that the new media have a lot to offer.

intake. of students of similar ages and abilities, could
theoretically manage with ,a mass product better than
OU can. In an ideal world, we would perhaps see greater
use

4".

of OU materials on campus, thereby releasing

teaching staff for more face-to-face contact where it is
most needed.
The Open University has made a promising start.
With around 50,000 students every year, it has shown
that higher education can be conducted cheaply and

We must now learn how and where we can bee. put them,
to use.
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DIRECTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION TOWARD CAREERS
Karetr H. Knierim
West Virginia University

Vocationalism Versus Liberal Arts or General Education,

ing, and biology.

Fallowing the rapidly increasing enrollments, unquestioning acceptance, and abundant funding of higher
education in the 60s, the leveling enrollments and
demands for accountability of the 70s have given rise to
much speculation about the future of higher education
in America. One major trend that appears to be evolving

their reasons (Knierim, 1975:). Fourteen percent of

is a greater emphasis on the goal of preparing the student
for employment. And controversy between the vocation!
alists and generalists has begun.
Vpcationalists are highly critical of liberal arts preparation on the basis that today's students are most immediately concerned with gaining, usable skills for

entrance to the work force rather tlin with obtaining a
broad intellectual background. Generalists upbraid
vocationalists for promoting mere training for work
which may- quickly become obsolete instead of educa-

tion for a career with a future. What does seem to be
universally agreed upon is that changing expectations,
changing composition of student ,bodies, changing inanpower need- of society, and changing tethnoPogy require
that our postsecondary educational system be carefully
reviewed and unproved in responSe to current and future
needs.
In the past, with an oversupply of students seeking
entrance to our institutions of higher education, institutional survival was not dependent upon fulfilling their
every desire and expectation. Now, however, a dropping
birth rate and leveling college enrollments indicate that
institutional competition for students will intensity over

the next decade. A number of sources, including the

Carnegie Commi, sion (1973a. pp. 65-66) and the
American Council on Education (ACE)/UCLA Cooperative Institutional Research Program (1973), have

identified trends in enrollment patterns detrimentally
affecting traditional college attendance. There has been
an accelerated shift \ from traditional academic programs
into all types of vocational programs in four-year

colleges and universities; in community colleges, in
apprenticeship programs, and so on.

This evidence was reinforced by a comparative
study of enrollment \ shifts and trends among college
University tWVU) conducted in
majors at West
the. fall of 1975 (K ierim, 1975a). A look at the

academic majors of fi s-time freshmen in the falls of
1972 through 1975 Ind antes a trend in interests toward
more vocationally onen ,td programs, a trend which has
also been documented n tionally by a College Entrance

Examination Board (MB) eurvey (Fields .of Study.
9/15/75, p. 19). Table shows Ili s trend in detail. At
WVU over the past four years. tii,, numbers and perli

centages of first-time frees men li,o, c increased most in
the areas of agriculture ,and fwestry, business and

economics, and engineering. The ( LLB study showed
the highest percentages of 1975 national high school
graduates intended to major in the areas of health
sciences, business and economics, education, engineer,

In another WVU study in June 1975, a survey was
made of undergraduate' students who were accepted at
the university but did not enroll, in order to determine
these people cited specific reasons related to vocational

interests, such as difficulty in gaining acceptance in
desired vocational programs, pre irence for a vocational
school or one which had cooperative education programs

or desirous of work experience. \t1nother 21 percent
cited reasons related to the curriculu of the university,
such as a program of interest to them not being offered,
bringing to 35 percent the total 'of flide surveyed who
did not enroll at WVU for potentially vocational reasons.
These trends obviously have great significance. In
order to survive, our higher education syst6n must strive

for relevance in the eyes of the studentshe government, and employers, upon all of whom it is Triancially
dependent. In the eyes of the government, vocationalism
definitely appears to be a relevant goal for higher education. Specifically, the Offide of Education is encouraging
vocational-oriented education,' as are state governor ts.
Although this emphasis and accompanying funding as
thus far been aimed ,primarily at elementary an
secondary schools, the clear implication is that the
government supports career preparation as a goal for all
levels of education. The changes that increased emphasis
on vocationally oriented education may bring, even at
the elementary and secondary levels, will have important
implications for the universities. As more high school
graduates have specific vocational objectives, universities
will have to change to meet the needs of this new type
of student.

There is another trend in federal funding that indirectly increases support of vocationalism in higher
education that of reduced funding for categorical Programs, which aid institutions and more financial aid Zo
the students so that they may attend institutions of theft
choice. The

federal student -aid programs provide

assistance even if the students attend proprietary, trade,
or technical schools. This radical departure from past
federal policy will undoubtedly add to the redistribution
of students away from liberal arts programs in colleges
and universities.

.

Business and industry, too seem to be leaning

toward vocationalism. In the sprin of 1974, Jams and
Decker discussed a study done to .terni;ne business

personnel officers' perception of "idcal7 courses of
study for college recruits (1974, pp. 26-30). The
majority of therespondents said their companjes were
more interested, in the business major that the' liberal
arts major. The College Placement Council found siinilar
results in a May 1974 survey of almost 2,000 einployiers
(1975, p. 9). It was found, overall, that liberal arts hirini
had decreased in the previous five years. During the

1973-74 college year, 32 percent reported hiring no
liberal arts graduates, compared with 24 percent five

t
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Table 1
Number and Percentages of Total First-time Freshmen at
%Vest Virginia University and in the Nation
by Major Field Area

In the nationa

West Virginia University
No.

%

"1
,..

-.....

I

Agriculture and forestry
and
and sciences

Biology
Chemistry
English
Foreign languages
Geology

History
Mathematics

,

Physics

9.0

254

38.0
9.0
1.0

1,113
255
43

1.0

19

1.0

22

.3

10

P

10.0

320

35.0
10.0

1,116
323

2.0

58

.2
.4

8

.1

3

.2
.5

1.0

34

1.0

.2

32

6

.2

6

Political science
Psychology and
philosophy

1.0

26

,2.0

56

2.0

45

2.0

09

Speech

1.0

16

.2

6

35.08.0
2.0
.5
.5

-

.

354

13.0

439

4.0

1,164

37.0
7.0

1,289
229

7.0

1.0
.2

'51

,s

6

2.0

6t

1.0
.5

259'
51

17

15

.2
.3
.3
.4
.2

86

2.0

2.0 ,

73

\ 2.0

.J

4

k .1

18

'.

1.0
1.0
-.
.4
3.0

19

26

'(.-.

-.

-

521

1.0
17.0

29
555

227

5. 0

172

20

1.0
16.0

.
/.0

1.0

23.0
..'

-,

7.0

191

11

1.0

14

2.0

7

.4

61

2.0

52
4

4.0

39

800

2.0
16.0

120

10.0

.1

3.0

-.r
'''

.

Family resources

2.0

57 ''''

2.0

Social work

2.0

48

1.0

72

37

,

'
Journalism

2.0

81

1.0

39

1.0

2.0

62

1.0

35

1.0

3.0

109

3.0

.0

4.0

125

4.0

117

231

9.0

288

9.0

301

10:0

345

172-

6.0

4 89

6.0

189

5.0

184

7.0

51\,

16.0

516

14.0

471

16.0

216

10.0

271

12.0

298

7.0

3,203

433.0

3,283

100.0

3.446

3.0

99

economics

8.0

Creative arts

6.0

I-

Health science
Engineering

Totals

.

,,

Business and

`...

-

.,,

-----...

..

9

1

Statistics and
computer scienc
Other
Education

.

11.0

12
17

1975

1975-76
No.
%

1974-75

1973:74
No.
%

1972-73
No.
%

18.0

517

18.0

8.0

178

8.0

100.0

2,900

100.0

-

.

'

12.0

aApproximate percentages of 607,819 students who were graduated from high sch id in 1975 by intended bold of study in college. the
data were gathered by the College Intrance I kamination Board from students who took \the Scholastic Aptitude Test in 1971 75 and were
reported in the -Fact-1 Ile- section of !he Chronicle of Higher Education, September 15,'I 75, p. 19.
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rather than those emphasizing personal development or
knowledge for its own sake (Hitchcock, 1973, p. 48).
Students are not alone in their disenchantment with
the present educational system. The faculty themselves
a 're unsure, of the worth if vvhat they are teaching.

years earlier.

In spite of the conflict which continues to exist over
whether liberal arts or vocational education is most
appropriate for administrative positions, there is no

question that we are living in an ,ncreasingly technological society. Not everyone can reach the executive
and management levels, regardless of how accessible
higher education is made, skill trammg must be done
somewhereeither on the job or in the institutions. A
number of prominent figures in the business world
currently favor the incorporation of more such training

Currently: there seems to be a lack of conviction to

challenge the trend toward vocatiotalism, Nonetheless,
faculty rarely attribute high priority to vocational preparation as a goal of higher education. Perhaps they fear
for their futures. The University of Houston, in doing an

Inventory of Institutional Goals, found that faculty
attached significantly less importance to the goal of

in 4:v:institutions (Besse, 1974, p. 171).

vocational preparation than did students, administrators,
or alumni (19.74, p. 11).

rill *damp to present student, government, and
business , world enthusiasm for vocationalism, some

In spite of all the criticism and doubt about the

leading academicians are among its advocates. In an

utility of the liberal arts degree, even the most adamant
vocationalists are hesitant to suggest its complete

article in Change, Earl McGrath quoted Carl Kaysen, of
the Institute for Advanced StudLs in Princeton, as
saying that college is ". . primarily training in a profession. Pus shOuld become the norm. it need not be the

abandonment. The argument of the necessity for our
higher education institutions to "educate" rather then
"train" students for the betterment of society is heard
over and over again. The proponents of liberal arts
argue _ that, given the current situation of rapidly
advancing technology and ever-expanding bodies of

.

universal practice any more than liberal education is
now" (1974b, p. 25). There are many similar statements
of support for vocationalism (Millard, 1972).
This vocational or economic theme for higher
education is not a new one. The Carnegie Commission
Higher Education has uommented-that the euononiuc
purpose of ingher education was prinuipally developed in
the late nineteenth century after more and more occupations began to draw on the theoretical base which uni-

knowledge, the educational system must teach creativity
and adaptability rather than skills that may soon not be
needed. Men such as Albert Einstein, Abraham Maslow,
Abraham Kaplan, Lewis Mumford, Alvin Toffler, and
Woodrow Wilson are only a few of the great men who

versities could supply and thus began evolving as

have argued through the years for general education

professions. This economic purpose increased its
momentum during and after Worid War 11 with emphasis

(Truman, 1974, p. 24).
James G. Harlow, president of WVU, has stated well
the need for broad, general education as a primary goal,

upon research and development and upon preparing

though not disclaiming the need for vocational educa-

highly trained manpower (1973b, pp. 60-61). Nonetheless, this economic theme has been only one of several
themes in higher education. others being personal
development. service to society, and so on. During the
50s and 60s, liberal arts were emphasized as the best

tion:

The concern of society that public education
"pay off," that it return benefits proportionate to
the large tax investment, is a completely proper
concern
However, I think we will also agree that a high
level of technical training and competence can be

means of achieving these goals

Why, now, are people so disenchanted with thu em-

phasis on liberal arts L. higher education" There are
.many reasons. The must obvious and must often cited
is the current difficulty liberal arts graduates are having
finding satisfying employment. Marland identified this

only a necessary but not sufficient condition for
the survival of our graduates in the world and in-

deed for the survival of the world itself. The

demand that society makes upon the university for
highly. trained individuals q a reflection of a high
rate of teuhnological change 0i-cuffing in society.

problem in his book. Career hducatton.

' The crunch for the Lollege graduate has Lome
from both ends diminishing job prospects fur the

You are well aware thlil the Tifithange is so

college graduate and a growing number of stet ents

rapid as to make a narrow vocational program a
shL.t cut to obsolescence. I believe it is necessary
for the university to educate fbr the future rather
than to trauz for the present. Ldtkation is essentially an investment in people for which it is
not always easy to account within a single fiscal
year (1974, pp. 8-9)
The critics of vocationalism contend that most
entry-lev'el positions do not require specialized skills

completing uollege By 1980, for example, there
will be nearly 650,000 more students awarded
BA's than there were in 1960. And this will occur
during a period when 80 percent of the new jobs
available in the 1970's will require training and
skills, but not necessarily a four-year degree. The
new technologies and service industries have
created . new middle ground of job opportunities
that require two years of training beyond high

that such skills can be gained on the job and that a

school but do not require a. four -year Lollege

broad liberal education is less confining and increases the
student's ability to assimilate new ideas and skills.

degree. (1974, pp. 78-791

Another, perhaps equal reason for the disenLhantment with our present system tit higher education is the
changing uomposition. ot the student population. The
has enabled
d
increasing accessibility of higher e_u,ation
more students from minority groups and disadvantaged
classes to penetrate the system. Students !rum a disadvantaged background seem to prefer educational programs that appear to promise tangible career benefits

Beyond the value of learning tc think, advocates of
liberal arts profess the necessity of value considerations
fur prenaration for effective hying today.
Perhaps much of the disenchantment with general
education or the liberal arts curriculum is not with the
ideals of such an eduLation but with the present shortcomings of liberal arts and general education programs.
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comparable opportunities for employment not now exploited. In other words, students need to be helped to
understand the potential vocational applications of the

It is highly questionable whether the general education
movement of the 60s unified knociledge and encouraged

the development of the thought processes as it was

basic arts and sciences, as well as of study directly

hoped it would do. A sizeable amount of higher education instruction is supposed to train people in the use

related to a single occupational field.
2. Increased cooperative education has been another
alternative stressed as a means of making higher education more "relev:.nt" to the career aspirations of

of concepts and in problem-solving skills, goals often not

achieved. Probably much instruction in the traditional
liberal arts disciplines is no more demanding of the
higher mental processes, and no less dependent on rote
learning, than occupation-related instruction.

students. More than 400 schools now offer some form

of cooperative education. At some schools, such as
Antioch College, Wilberforce University in Ohio, and
Northeastern University in Boston, cooperative program
participation is mandatory. Such programs enable students to rotate between full-time campus study and full-

Another criticism of current general education is that
faculty members are often such specialists that they are

unable to offer students the ingredients of a broad
liberal education. Rather, they tend to teach specialization in their particular areas.,
Courses purportedly designed to enlarge the
intellectual skills of the student and to encourage
new perspectives often become effective barriers

trme work with a cooperating employer. The value of
cooperative education for students is not money but
experience. The primary benefit of such programs to
employers is the opportunity to hand-pick and pretrain
prospective employees. According to 'toy Beaton, a
General 'Electric vice president, "some medium-sized
companies are obtaining at least half of their collegegraduate recruits from students who wer in work-study

,

to independent thought. In addition to failing to
contribute to the students' intellectual development, these courses also reinforce in his.mind the
value placed on specialized thought and the importance of developing some specialized skills of

programs (Catching on at Colleges, 1973).

One criticism of cooperative edu ation is that
students are pushed into occupations b fore they are
prepared to make the decision. However advocates of

his own: (Korn, 1968, pp. 234-235)
Vocationalism and Liberal Arts or General Education
The discussion raises a question as to whether it is

believe that offerin
cooperative
education programs provides the opportt nity for stu-

career education

feasible to maintain the ideals of liberal arts education
while incorporating practicl career preparation curricula
into the system. A number of means toward achieving

dents assess their interests and skills nd to get a
realistic picture of career possibilities whit there is still
time to change educational, plans (Dawso 1973, pp.

such a merger have been suggested..

I. Improved career guidance prams have been one
often -cited means of meshing the goals of liberal education and career preparation. Lester Hale, at the University of Florida, has offered one of the most
comprehensive plans fur improved career guidance. He

2-3).

3'. Arguing along the same lines as thos speaking in
support of 'cooperative education, Joseph Katz, of the
institute or the Study; of Human Proilems at Stanford
University, values more integration of the worlds of
business and industry and higher educatiyIrThis might
be accomplished, according to Katz, thr6ugh greater use
of nonacademicians in higher education.

has noted that a university cannot possibly change its
structure or its departmental course offerings rapidly
enough to keep pace with the appearance of new careers
and the changes of the job market. "An institution can
give an instant response, however, by creating a well-

People with a particular exemplary know1e:4e6f-their own occupational field,-wli-o-are-able

to communicate it, or people who have an outstanding knowledge of an area outside of their
occupation . . .. They would benefit the students

conceived career guidance program in which educational
options can be tailor -made to individu' student needs,

provided there is also adequate flexibility vi curricular
requirements that will permit inter- departmental and

not only through their intellectual knowledge and

skills, but also throngli what they stand for as

inter- collegiate or even inter-institutional degrees" (1973,

p:--36).--111- addition to advocating capable faculty advisors, Hale advocates the formation of a centralized

people. (1968, p. 432)
4. 1here-is anotherpossiblt means at incorporating
the goals of liberal education the attainment of

career counseling, planning, and placement service that
focuses on all aspeLts of career counseling, from selfevaluation and vocational assessment through vocational
information and eurrieular planning and ultimately to
job placement. I inally Htle recommends that for the

thinking skills, social awareness and adaptability-and
career preparation. providing vocationally oriented programs that provide students with knowledge raffle' than
mere training, in essence including general education in
programs emphasizing broad career areas. Learning
exercises consistin or repetitive how-to-do-it techniques
and memorization certainly don't meet this standard.

ultimate success of such a program, career education
should be provided on a credit basis.
A number of educators suggest that many liberal arts

majors have nut yet been exploited in terms of their
potential vocational possibilities. The Apia 1974 issue of
The .1b)dern Language Journal includes a report on an
extensive survey of career opportunities available to
graduates of foreign language curricula (McGrath, I974a

290). 1 he report contains not only facts on job
opportunities but also recommendations on practical
p.

steps language departments can take to prepare students
for a variety of positions. Similar studies in other liberal
arts fields have begin urged. they would probably reveal

,

However, instruction could conceivably provide
sufficient general knowledge, even in a technical

that the students could apply to the wide variety of
circumstances in wind' it might later be needed, and
also prepare them to extend their competence as new
knowledge and skills emerge, that Is, learn how to learn
(McGrath, I974b, p. 25).
5. The meshing of vocational and liberal arts might
also be aLluo,ed through curricular rearrangements in
which the basic theoretical structure of general
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tion, they may be able to relieve senior colleges and

knowledge would be organized on an interdisciplinary
basis related tothe major life problems which ill people
encounter in our society. These general studies would
then ,be paralleled,by, and whenever possibleointegrated
with, instruction related to an occupation or occupations (McGrath,:l 974a, p. 288).
. 6. Another viewpoint suggests that liberal arts'and
vocationalism can and must coexist. The present increase
in interest in training may be a natural reaction to the
needs of our changing student body composition, many
students coming from disadvantaged backgrounds.
Lyman Glenn), has pointed out that Maslow's hierarchy
of needs seems to apply here, that, until certain essential
physical needs are met, intellectual pursuits are bound to
take second place. The physical and economic needs of
the middle-class or upper middle-class student (the traditional college goer) are well met; that type of student
will continue to enroll in liberal arts programs. The new
student is one more interested in improving his personal
economic st_tus, but one who will later become a more
economically .secule _adult- perhaps then seeking, as do
middle-class, students, psychological reinforcement and
aesthetic satisfaction. This student then becomes a Very
candidate for continuing education if opportunities are readily available (Glenny, 1973, p. 9).
The 'results of the 1969 Carnegie Commission
SurveY of Students and Faculty seem to substantiate
Glenny's theory of need satisfaction. The commission

universities of such program responsibilities. However,

this trend-is confused by a simultaneous drift toward
expansion of some vocational programs from two to
four years, reinforcing the credential-providing function

of institutions of higher education, a function highly
suspect and much critiCited. Conditions for giving
credentials and expansion of educational requirements
of vocational-oriented,programs both need to be carefully evaluated in terms of actual job requirements. If
on-the-job training has been , adequate in the past, is
training in an educational institution necessary now? If
an associate degree program has been adequate in the
past, is there real value in expanding the program to four
years (Gill, 1975,.p. 28)?
.

7. A final suggested solutiona movement toward
career educationincorporates much of the foregoin
The Council of Chief.State School Officers; assembl
in Washington on June 13, 1974, acceptetd a report fro
its Committee, for Career Education in which the f011oWing statement was ratified.

Career Education is essentially an instructions
strategy, r ., ed at improving educational outcom s

by relating teaching and learning actitivities tot e
concept of career development. Career Educar n
ex-tends the academic world to the world of w rk.
In scope, Career Education encompasses ed cational experiences beginning with early ciildhood
and continuing throughout the individual's/ pro, ductive life. A complete program of Career 7t1 ucation include_ awareness of self and the world d of

found that when students were classified by family
income, those from relatively well-to-do families were
especially likely to respond that training and skills for an
occupation were not an important goal, while at lower

work, broad orientation to occupations (pro-

income levels such training was mole important to
students (1973a, p. 172). This seems to imply that

fessional and nonprofessional), in-depth e plorstion of selected clusters, career preparation, an
understanding of the economic system f which
jobs are a part, and placement for all tudents.
(Marland, 1974, pp. 105-J06)
In Career Education, Marland identifie some states
making definite moves toward career edu ation (1974,
pp. 155-160): Georgia, Texas and California are making
changes primarily at the elementary and secondary
levels, but they emphasize that the concept applies at

opportunities for higher education should be available to
persons throughout their lifetimes and not just immediately after high school. Work and study could be mixed,
reducing the distinct differences in the roles of students
and workers and of various age groups.

More and more jobs are requiring not only basic
skills and knowledge but also a willingness to keep on
learning. More people are experimenting with several
occupations during their lifetimes and need additional
opportunities to learn new skills. Also, as our culture.has
changed to allow people more leisure time, people have
sought a wider variety of experiences through travel,
cultural opportunities, continuing education, and so on.
Students should be able to choose liberal arts or career

all levels, Oregon is making 'changes at all levels, includ-

ing postsecondary. Another example of movement toward career education at the postsecondary level is at
Columbia University. In 1973, Columbia. University
launched a major reform in its general education program to provide undergraduates, with more technical,
career-oriented offerings while graduate students in
the professions received more in the humanities.

training, in whichever order meets their needs.

This solution through coexistence

.gists

on the

assumption that both liberal arts and vocationaily
oriented education programs are desirable, that diversity

Claremont College in_ California has also made changes
toward a more career - oriented educational program.
Even Chatham College in Pittsburgh, a long-time liberal,

in programs is necessary in order to fulfill the various
needs of students and society. Institutions of higlier
education cannot and should not try to be alp things to
all people. Each institution should decide upon goals of
its. own, upon what kind of students it hopes to

arts college for women, has reoriented its philosophy
toward career education. A brochure from the director
of admissions in 1974 described Chatham to prospective students:

attract, how it plans to educate them, and so forth.
If these two programs are to coexist, if diversity of

The fact is that the business world ... wants
the leadership skills of Chatham women skills

higher education programs is to be maintained in our
society, the question arises as to who should be responsible for the various kinds of educational opportunities to be offered. Many leaders in education and
government advocate more statewide planning for such
determination. If the community and technical colleges
become increasingly oriented toward vocational educa-

developed through rigorous training in the liberal
arts. Examples? The ability to think critically and
analyze assumptions. To communicate precisely
and effectively. To bring a sense of cultural and
historical perspective to problem solving . . . The
only trick is striking a balance between aLademiL
and actual work experience . . . . Our students
255
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career counseling and education. '

can take career internships in business and nonprofit organizations all over Pittsburgh.... Internships help to give our students the "real-world"
experience needed to make intelligent, confident
career decisions. .. . Each program covers a broad

INWe must also keep in mind that liberaltarts curricula
and high ,level, vocationally-oriented university pro-

range of possible careers. (Marland,-1974, p. 221)
Conclusion

In spite of a lack of substantial statistical data on
the subject, the foregoing certainly provides evidencd
that higher education must change and that it probably
will become more vocationally-oriented, hopefully not
at the expense of the goals ,of liberal arts education.
Withput jeopardizing the traditional goals of education,

I

grams, even modified to be more relevant to the world
of work, still will not provide suitable higher education
for all students. Diversity of education programs, among
and within institutions, appears to be essential in order
to provide desirable options for all students of all ages:,
The long-term desirability of a broad liberal arts education that enables one to adapt effectively to our changing society, and to take advantage of training quickly
and easily, is recognized; however, creativity, advancement of knowledge and an in-depth understanding of
our world are not the ideals of all students, at least not

at the same point in life. The option of training ex-

there appear to be a variety of steps which can and

clusively as preparation for a career should be available
to students; however, such prdgrams may not necessarily

should be taken to enhance the employability of institutional graduates. teaLliing students how to learn, inculcating in them a broad understanding of the society in
which. they live add an ability to adapt, to change, to

belong in our universities and colleges, but rathei in'
training centers, that two-year schools, technical
institutes, or the business-industry-goverment complex.

think, to create. Such steps might include greater

Continuing education progranii in colleges and universities should be available for students who choose

curritular flexibility, including more interdisciplinary
course offerings, cooperative education and internship
programs, greater integration of our institutions with our
society through use of nonacadeniicians in the classroom
and through the encouragement of life-long patterns of
formal education; and more realistic and comprehensive

such programs. This would enable them to achieve more

broadly based educational goals later in life or not at
all, depending upon personal readiness for such education.
e
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AN EMPLOYMENT FOLLOW-UP STUDY OF
CAREER EDUCATION STUDENTS OF A
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Hal Corson, Associate Director of Institutional
Research, MiamiDade Community College
Gustave G. Wenzel, Chairman, Research Department,
Miami-Dade,Community College
Richard D. Pate, Director of Curriculum and
Instruction, Pinellas County Schools
Henry F. Raichle, Pinellas County Schools

..

The purpose of this study was to develop a system,

for surveying former occupational students and their
employers to evaluate the effectiveness of occupational
programs in providing marketable skills.

A partial cross sectional design was selected to

.

system with a major focus on the two-year community
college. Other facets of the study include the role of the.
university and technical institutions' as components in
the postsecondary educational system.
The purpose of the study was to determine the ex
pectations of society towards the community college
and the extent to which these expectations are realized.
Principal findings include the following: (I) democratization of postsecondary education is evident, but an
elitist view does linger., on; (2) the college is an educational environment, yet the community generally looks
upon it as a training ground for jobs; (3) the college
does provide an opportunity for life-long learning, but
the opportunity is given a low priority; (4) the collegeto-university transfer student does not do as well as the
direct entry student, yet, in spite of problems experienced by these students, their achievement is

survey all students enrolled in the college occupationai
programs (except allied health) in the fall terni of 1972
who ,did not continue in the following academic year
and who still had not re-entered at the time the study
population was identified. A data base was dCsigned and
developed to provide a computer record for each student. It included pertinent data from the college records
system as well as the additional data collected in this
study. Follow-up data was collected by questionnaires
mailed to former students and their employers.
The results presented include a description of the
system, characteristics of the sample, and an analysis of

credible, and (5) the academic ability of the college
transfer student is lower than the general university
student, but, at the same time, there is a great range of

the follow-up datS. Student responses relate to such

Dennis E. Nelson, Office of Educational Research,
College of the Mainland

current employment status, relationship
between employment and educational-program, and the
contribution of the eoliege program in gaining employment, increasing opportunity for promotion, and earning
areas

as

a higher salary. fimployer responses relate to the preparation of students in such areas as required job knowledge, understanding of theory, and familiarity with
necessary equipment.
RHETORIC VERSUS REALITY-THE DILEMMA
OF THE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Gordon Junes, Research Director, Regional Office of
Institutional Planning and Development, rancower
Comntunity College

This paper reports a study, a four-year statewide
evaluation, of a Canadian postsecondary edueatiOnal

abilities and considerable overlap.
.

It

is concluded that without a systematij and

continued evaluation of community college programs
rhetoric will remain indistinguishable from reality.
A MULTI-COMMUNITY COLLEGE:
CONFLICTING PRESSURES AND PERCEPTIONS

One fundamental influence in the, public support
and acceptance of the eommunity eollege movement
has been the assertion that saeli institutions can and
should be calibrated to the needs and desires of their
service area citizenry. Recently, increased attention has
been given to more detailed analyses of these constituencies, their characteristics and expressed desires.
Following an overview of the five contiguous
political entities comprising the taxing district of College

of the Mainland, a community study is presented in
which three categories of information were solicited in
addition to respondent background data. Responses

were sought with regard to (I) knowledge of the institution, (2) evaluations of the college and what it does,
and (3) hopes, fears, and desires in relation to what the
future of the college will and should be.

The three major hypotheses that were formulated
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the program is reported.

prior to the investigation were: (1) there is. a.
discrepancy between institutional mission, as perceived

A high level of acceptance by students and wide
support by faculty do not hide the strain placed on the
traditional curriculum by nontraditional. but not
necessarily new, 'aspects of study which include independent study, course challenge, directed study (prescribed self-study), and c edit for learning from' prior

communities, and what has been mandated
by the state; (2) low SES constituents within communities will hold more favorable perceptions of
across

the college than will high SES subjects; and (3) those
respondents' having the greatest knowledge of the

experience.
The paper discusses a cost- and time-effective model

school, irrespective of community, will hold more
favorable perceptions of the institution than wilt
respondents with less knowledge. Discussion of
conflicts and
additional findings include both
(e.g., dishypothesized
not,
originally
congruencies

for the assessment of learning from prior experiences,
the place of work in liberal arts study, and an experiential emphasis in learning that goes beyond an interest
in facilitating learning.

agreements between segthents within and between
communities over what__should be the _souice_of_a_ck___ditional revenue for the institution).
GEOSYSTEMSA RESEARCH TOOL USEFUL IN
INCREASING ENROLLMENTS AND IMPROVING
COLLEGE PARTICIPATION RATES

-

Arthur N. Cherdack, Director of Educational
Research and Analysis, Los Angeles Community
Colleges

Our large multicampus community college district
has

successfully

used

several

available

technical

computerized tools to identify regions with low and
high community college participation and attendance
rates. This Presen?ation will (a) describe the technical
software tools employed in developing our system,
and (6) discuss the practical applications of the system
forpotential users.
This relatively inexpensive planning system, entitled geosystems, rs applicable to all types of educational institution. It provides a basis for needs assess-

ment, which may be defined as identifying localities
needing educational services. It allows us to target
areas for survey research and marketing techniques
designed to discover what services residents most
desire and what types of delivery mode

ADULT LEARNERS AND TRADITIONAL'
STUDENTS: A COMPARISON OF VALUES,
ATTITUDES AND ASPIRATIONS

televisio'n,

outreach classes) are most relevant. Moreover, it can
assist in determining the need and location for a new
site or outreach program, as well as allow one
to ,define college service areas, both as localities we
now serve and as locations we should be serving.

Since' -Certain demographic, agency, and student
information can be plotted on house address in-

formation, we arc able to study and compare other
student variables such as ethnicity, veteran status,
sex, incorne, and age as they relate to nonstudent

Robert V. Hanle, Dean of the Faculty,
Elizabethtown College'

Elizabethtown College has been historically a traditional liberal arts institution in the career-oriented programs of business, education, and, more recently, the
,health professions. In 1972, the faculty adopt6c1 primarily for adults a new nontraditional educational

program called the Center for Community Education.
The purpose of the center 'was. to offer a variety of
innovative programs leading toward the baccalauieate
degree.

The first degree was awarded in March 1973. To

date, 167 degrees have been awarded to qualified

candidates meeting the standards of excellence established for the program. There are seven baccalaureate
and associate degrees available in the center.
The success of the program stimulated some

interesting questions with respect to the impact the

' degree has had on the recipient's personal and
professional aspirations. It was felt that a study of

the comparison of values, attitudes, and aspirations
shared by the recipients of the nor .raditional degrees
with the graduates of the traditional program ,would
provide additional insight into the similarities and

differences between the groups the college is attempting
to serve.

The research prole:et resulted in the comparative
analysis of the graduates of both programs regarding
their backgrounds, their motivations for enrolling at
the college, and the impact of the degrees on their
professional aspirations.

population.
tflIENTS---:-OLD CURRICULACONFLICT
IN THE EDUCATION OF MATURE STUDENTS

J. Rodney Davis, Director, Accelerated Program
for Adults, La Verne College
This paper describes a baccalaureate degree program

STATE FINANCING AND INDEPENDENT
HIGHER EDUCATION IN CALIFORNIA

Fred Thompson, Higher Education Specialist.
California Postsecondary Education Commission
George C. Carter,
Gary A. Fiske,
Charles A. Pillsbury, California Postsecondary

for adult students working full-time, the identified

Education Coin mission

experimental stages that tested experience-oriented
concepts of adult education, institutional adapta-

The purpose of this paper is to assess the merits
of the various arguments which have been advanced
in support of further commitment on the part of the

'new students. The program went through design and

tion, and program implementation. An evaluation of

ABSTRACTS

SENIOR COLLEGE. PERFORMANCE OF
CUNY COMMUNITY COLLEGE GRADUATES
UNDER OPEN ADMISSIONS

state 9f California to subsidizationof students attending
private' colleges and universities. These arguments are

that (1) private colleges and universities face severe
financial crisis, and if present trends continue, many
may be forced to close their doors to students, thus
denying large numbers of future students access to the
college of their choice, and (2) the production of higher

education in California would be more efficient if the
pattern of subsidy were relatively more favorable to private "Piodueers.

We come to four conclusions: (1) that further
diversion of students from public to private insti-

tutions is not necessary at this time to insure
viability of the private sector of California higher
education, (2) that, such a policy, if adopted,
would only minimally assist those Private colleges
and universities that face severe financial difficulty,
(3) th it, while recognition of other social and
societal goals may lead to a different conclusion,
the demise of a few or even several institutions
would not necessarily warrant a drastic change
in the pattern of public support (indeed, the narrow
economic view holding that the health of society
positively requires the weakest of these, both private

Lawrence Podell, University Dean, Office of Program
and Policy Research, City University of New York
New York
Open Admissions- the guarantee to Al
1970
onward)
of
City high school graduates (from June
a place in the City 'University of New Yorkwas implemented in September 1970. However, high school
averne continued t9 influence admission to senior
colleges.

An articulation policy, established in 1970 and

strengthened in 1972-73 was intended a) facilitate the
transfer of CUNY community college graduates to its
senior colleges by insuring the latter's acceptance of
students with associate degrees.

This paper concerns the senior college academic
performance (retention, credits earned, grade point
average and graduation) of fall .1973 community college
transfer students, four semesters after transfer to the
senior college:
.For each of these variables, the data has been con-

trolldd upon past performance (high school average,
cumulative grade point average prior to articulation,
and grade point average in the semester preceding
articulation).
In order to provide comparative perspective, these
data ate also provided for students 'who originally

and public, to go to the wall). and (4) that further
diversion of students from public to private institutions cannot now be justified on economic grounds.
. COLLEGE ATTRITION.
A CAUSE APPRAISAL TECHNIQUE

,enrolled at the senior colleges in fall 1'970 and 1971, at
the same timeas the ginal enrollment of\the transfers,
and were lower juniorssin fall 1973.

Bartholomew J. Ciampa, Director of Teac.' her
Training and Associate Professor of Education,
Wasson College

COLLEGES AND CAREERS: A STATEWIDE STUDY

.OF THE EDUCATIONAL AND CAREER PLANS
AND '.SPIRATIONS OF BACHELOR'S DEGREE
,
RECIPIENTS IN INDIANA

A unique institutional approach to the study of the

excuses of student attrition was recently completed at
arts
Nasson College, a private, nonsectarian liberal
college located in southern Maine. The scope of the
study Should enable it to be effectively applied at other
colleges and universities.

Robert AL Greenberg. State of Indiana Commission
for Higher Education

(faculty representative), the offices of admissions,
development, student personnel, and tile registrar's
office. Its' specific charges were (1 ) to compere the
student persistence rate at the college with national
statistics, (2) to determine the cause(s) of attrition, and
(3) to make recommendations to the college -community
which would ostensibly curtail student oat migration

The Indiana Commission for Higher Education is
conducting a college-level manpower study, the goal of
which is to provide current Anformation regarding the
supply of and demand for college graduates to the work
force. One of the major problems encountered in such
a study is the identification of relationships between `,
college degrees and employment. College-level man- \
power supply cannot he adequately estimated without
an assessment- of the employment plans of the degree

The Task Force to Study' Attrition was commissioned by the college president to include representatives from the office of academic administration

recipients themselves.

wherever remedial.

In the spring of 1975, the commission Conducted
the Occupation and Career Interests Survey, a questic.inaire survey of a random sample of 25 percent of those
who we to receive the bachelor's degree in the state at

A questionnaire survey technique. was employed
with items designed to elicit responses in the area of
' student personnel services, admissions effectiveness,
curriculum and instruction. Eighty-one statements were
devised with.provisions made for both open-ended and
categorical responses. Categories included (a) strorgly
agree, (b) agree, (c) disagree. (d) strongly disagree, and
(e) no opinion.
*'Although the instrument was designed to identify
the reasons contributing to a student's decision to
withdraw, it was also intended to identify the college's
assets from a student's perspective so that these
strengths could be enhanced.

the end of 'hat academic period. Respondents- were
asked about their educational, short-term occupational,

and long-term career plans, and about factors influencing

their choices concerning these matters. Because the
survey was administered shortly before the respondents'
graduations, it provides a realistic appraisal of collegelevel manpower supply to statewide educational
planners, institutional program planners, and to students
and those who work with them as they consider employ-
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ment and career alternatives.
PERFORMANCE OF DISADVANTAGED
STUDENTS WITH AND WITHOUT
COMPENSATORY PROGRAMS

Judith Piesco, Graduate Studtnt,
Office of Program and Policy Research.
Nov York University
Lawrence Kof«ku, New York University

The SEEK program

of the

City University

is

a compensatory effort

of New York to provide

servicesremediation,

tutoring,
counseling,
ansi
to enable disadvantaged
students to successfully complete their education
at the CUNY four-year colleges. With the implefinancial

aidintended

mentation of an open admissions policy in September

1970, similar students began to enroll in the senior
colleges of
possible.

CUNY, making

a

comparative Study

This paper concerns the academic ,.erformance
of 1971 freshman student at the four original
senior colleges of CUNY (City College, Hunter College,
Queens College). The performance of SEEK students is compared with that

Brooklyn College, and

of comparable disadvantaged students four years
after their initial enrollment! This is done for each
of the foul colleges separately'and for the four collegeS
combined.

WHERE TO CUT THE BljDGET--.PROGRAM
OR PLANT?

The purpose of this paper is to provide a tool

for administrators NX.110 must make resource allocations between academie departinents and the physical
plant department.
This study describes the problem of allocating
scarce resources between academic programs and
physical plant programs, describes measures being
,taken by one university, and presents alternative models which determine the amount of re-

sources *required to maintain the physical plant of a
campus.
Since

most existing models generate requirements which exceed available resources in today's
economic climate, allocation methods must be
found that combine the standards desired and the

resources available. This paper attempts to describe
a method of classifying the physical plant operations by fuction and attributing fixed and variable
costs

to'

each of these functions based on stated
will

provide information

will allow the chief administrators to make
tradooffS, consistent with the mission of the campus,
between physical plant functions and academic
functions. \
which

R. Bruce Tweddale, Assistant Director
of InstitutionalResearch, Grand Valley State Colleges
This paper is a presentation of a budgetary
decision model developed to aid the executive
officers in arriving at tentative decisions on enrollment, tuition rates, increased compensation, and
level of staffing as they affect the total,..institu

tional budget. The model, utilizes a desk-top programmable calculator (in this case, a Burroughs Model

C 3560). The model allows the executive officers
to meet together and 'test inputs to the budget

to . receive immediate feedback on the size
and nature of tlie resulting institutional budget.
and

The outputs allow the decision makers to discuss
immediately the effects of their decisions on inputs as
they relate to outputs. They may ruhlhrough the model
any number of times until they have arrived at *consensus as to which mix of inputs is °both politically and
economically feasible.
The same type of modeling could obviously be done

on a computer, using a terminal instead of a programmable calculator. However, the use of a calculator has
certain advantages in terms of expense, case of programming, and portability.

INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH STUDIES
FOR IMPROVED CURRICULUM
MANAGEMENT

Fred II. Wise, Director of Institutional Studies,
Old Dominion University

Michael S. Shirley, Staff Associate,
Office of Resource Planning
University of Illinois

assumptions. This method

DIFFICULT BUDGETARY DECISIONS:
A DESK-TOP CALCULATOR MODEL TO
FACILITATE EXECUTIVE DECISIONS

Curriculum is the chief instrument by which an
institution carries out its purpose, and some 80 per-

c,ent of expenditures are in the curricular-instructional
subsystelnY Improved management of curriculum at
all levels

within the institution holds a tremendous

potential for cost reduction through improved effectiveness and efficiency.

This paper suggests that institutional resear.;hers

have the expertise and
in providing _relevant

responsible role to play
analytical information to
tirriculum managers through a process of information selection,
analysis. summarization, and
presentation such that the information is directly relevant to a specific decision-making situation.
The author reports research and developmental work resulting in. six subsystems which
a

provide curriculum managers with analyses of each
program curriculum, course iproduction and contribution to programs, come- cost, enrollment,

course utility, and course content overlap and
duplication. A Course Attributes Inventory is pro,
posed as a presentation medium and a vehicle

for seam!) and comparison across courses and pro-

grams. Each subsystem is described in sufficient
detail that the concept of information system

/
maturation' will be readily unfit,.: ood. Educators
should be stimulated to initiate further deNelopment
of their existing systems for possibly improved curriculum management in other specific decision-making
areas.

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GRADING AND
STIMENT RATINGS OF INSTRUCTION:
DIFFERENTIATING VERSUS SATISFYING
STUDENTS
Lawrcnc'e K., Kolakii, Assistant Profrssor.
New York University
Edward 1.. Delaney. Jr,. Research Associate,

Center for Study of Higher Education,
New York University

This study was conce-ned with the relationship
between faculty grading ratterns and patterns of student
ratings of instruction; it asked whether an .instructor's
grade distribution across courses related to the ratings
he generally receives from his students.

The data of this study were more than 40,000
completed Student Instructional Report (SIR)--qiiestionnaires evaluating some 3.600 undergraduate courses
at a large, urban, private university. The correlation,
between expected course grade and eight rating scores

(six factor scales and two summary items) was lowest
with the, course as the unit, and highest with two Or

more courses taught by the same instructor as the
unit of analysis

When mean expected grade of an instructor's

courses was correlated with his or her mean course
ratings, controlling for the instructor's rank and subject
field, a .high coefficient resulted. Moreover, the propor-

tion of variance in an instructor's course ratings associated with the combination of instructor's rank, the
subject field, and mean expected grade in his Or her
courses was significant and' higher than that associated
with instructor's mean expected grade alone.

This study suggests that the ratings which an instructor receives from students are not complete!,

independent of the effects of the instructor's rank.
subject field, and most particularly, grading pattern.
DIFFERENCES IN ACADEMIC
DECISION-MAKING BELIEFS OF ASPIRING
FACULTY AisID CURRENT FACULTY
IN A SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Philip C Chamberlain, Acting Vice President
for Academic Affairs. Walden University
Richard C Pugh, Professor of Education,
\ Indiana University

The purpose of this study was to compare the
academic-decision making beliefs of aspiring professors

of education with the beliefs of current faculty of a
was hypothesized that thert

school of education. r.t
would be no difference in the. beliefs of the two groups.
Two decision-making constructs were .developed.
one defining traditional decision-making processes of
institutions and labeled Collegial-IludianistIL (CID, the
other referred to as Te.linologu-al-Analytit. (TM and
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tending to be product centered and criteria referenced.
Thirty-five descriptive statements for each construct
were developed as the basis for constructing a 70-item
deck of cards to be used as a Q sort technique. For
each of 20 selected faculty of a schbol of education,
a doctoral student was identified who aspired to be a
professor in the same substantive area as the faculty
"inistered following usual
member. The Q sort wa:.
procedures. The 'difference scores of the S's. had a
reliability coefficient of .89.
A significant difference at the .01 level was found

between group mean scores using a random block
analysis of variance. Relative to current faculty, the
aspiring faculty was significantly more in agreement

4ft

with beliefs attendant to TA decision making.

CONFLICT MANAGEMENT AS AN INTEGRAL
PART OF PLANNING IN THE,UNIVERSITY

Molly T. Vogt, Division of IIRP laterditiiplinary
Programs. School of Ilealth-Related Professions,
University ofcittsburgh
Since societal norms and values have changed
so drastically during the last five- years. educational
institutions are being forced to respond and react
!o intense pressures both from within and from without their own organizations. Moreover, a forwardlooking institutional planning function requires that

organizational forms and modes be arranged to anticipate and benefit from these often conflicting pressures
and changes. Thus, institutions are moving away from
their traditional closed systemstoward a more open
system modeof operation. The dynamism and changes
will result in a substantial redistribution of power within the system and,.thus, increase the level of conflict
This paper utilizes a conceptual management model to
critically examine conflict management relative to the
planning process in the university.

THE USC FACULTY PLANNING MODEL

Robert IL. Ltnnell, Director of Institutional Studies,
University of Southern California
Faculty planning, alwayS important, has rather
suddenly become a major interest in charting the future

of higher educational institutions. In a no-growth, or
possibly even a negative-growth situation, there is great
concern for (I) faculty viability, (2) ability to develop
hew acaamic initiatives, and (3) fiscal ,integrity. The
impact of inflation, recession, declining birthiates,
declining economic value of college degrees. and changing attitudes toward higher education -is causing major
problems. In these circumstances, there.is an urgent need

to predict the future impact of current policies and
decisions. Faculty planning is probably the most critical

since, typically, tenure decisions will carry a future
commitment Of 25 to 30w ears.

There are several p6114 factors which, at least to
some extent, can be-controlled. These. are (I) retiNI.:lent age and economic features of retirement plans,
(2c) rate,of tenure of nontenure faculty, (3) hiring.practices involving rank, salary, sex, and minority status,
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to plan its future course as it enters its second one

and (4) promotion froni junior to senior ranks. Several
other. variables, if not controllable, can be studied
for their impact. These include -death, -resignation

hundred years.

rates, ratio of full-time to part-time faculty, and
salary scales andlevels and how they might, change with
time.
The cohort-oriented USC 'Faculty Planning
Msidel requires current faculty characteristics (age,"

INEQUITY AND INEQUALITY IN SALARIES:
A CASE STUDY IN METHODOLOGY

Barbat'a Brittingham, University of Rhode Island

rartk, salary, and years of service) as data' input It
computes next year's faculty according to the policy

Recent presfures in the area of affirmative action
motivated numerous institutions of higher
education to examine- _faculty salaries with regard to
equal pay 'for equal work. The two approaches traditionally used'to identify inequities have been termed
"advocacy" ,and "actuarial." The advocacy technique
involies identifying pairs of indi/ich 's (for example,
one male and one female) and showing the contrast.
in salary against all similarities in highest degree attained, years in the profession, rank, subject .area,
college, and the like. The actuarial technique looks
at average groups that share a set of characteristics
(for example, college membership; department, terminal degree, years in rank), and, in a tense; examines

inputs.,Probabilities are used, and several runs are made
for eacg set of policies, yielding an iverage and a range
of outcomes.

have

The USC Faculty Planning Model enables . one
to make accurate. predictions, 10 to 20 years or more
into the future, based on current policies and practices.

The model has an on-line capability so that a large
number of possible. policy alternatives and -their
complex interactions may be explored in a relatively short time. This feature not only enables academic
administrators to do better planning, but it also
provides a tool for adninistrators and faculty
togethei to explore alternatives and to reach agree-

ment on optimal policies consistent with the goals
of

the

institution.

Faculty

characteristics

every possibldpalred compalison.
The study used an actuarial approach tO determine
the extent to which a set of variables can predict actual
salary using stepwise multiple regression. The subjects

which

are generally studied include (1) percent and number
tenured, (2) yank and age distributions and average
age, (3) faculty cost, (4) positions opening and
cumulative number of new hires, and (5) affirmative
action projections of percent of women or minority

are 700 faculty members in a university setting. Variables used include age, sex, rank, terminal degree, time

in rank, previous experience, as well as the .1974-75

faculty.

----awards of inequity adjustments (made to certain women
.faculty selected 'by the paired-Comparison advocacy

approach), market adjustments, and merit increases.
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COLLEGE GOALS AND GOVERNANCE:
THE DEGREE OF CONGRUENCE OR
DISAGREEMENT IN VALUE SYSTEMS AMONG
FACULTY, STUDENTS, AND ADMINISTRATORS

Salaries were predicted using nondiscriminatory factors

such as degree and ank, incl residuals were related to
factors such as see which might be considered discriminatory.

Robert D. lirown Dean ofinstituttonal Research and
Development, Arkansas College

RESOLVING CONFLICTS IN
FACULTY DEVELOFMENT: STATEWIDE
CC/ORDINATION VS. INSTITUTIONAL NEEDS;
INSTITUTIONAL GOALS VS. FACULTY
.
DEVELOPMENT NEEDS

Those who control the funds for higher education

are demanfing that institutions clearly define their
missions' and demonstratcyjkat oulciomes produced
thipugh effective allocation of scarce resources are%
closely related to stated goals.
.
The problem is that too few institutioh.; have really
considered what t teir goals are, and those that have

often r

us niembers of the college
ur
s of the in-.
community disagree over w

Clare Rose, President,
Glenn F. Nyre, Executive Diiector,
Evaluation and Training Institute,
Los AngeleS, California

,

at t i

stitution should be,

a.

a

to who should jnake the polic / decisions. With
mounting 'pressure, in recent years from faculty
as

and studenti-42.0liave greater participation in college
governance, a counter pressure today is t at of
the demands of accountability in the use of fi ancial

development programs,

The situation is unfortunate because what is going

on is not systematic, nor is it typically relevant to

resources. -

from planned change and at a moment of major shift
from its traditional role.
.
The college, under new presidential readership, has

t.

Faculty members,are the major resource of colleges
and universities, and their talents, interests, and .skills
must be systematically cultivated and nurtured as a part
of their ongoing personal and professional development. Unfortunately, the :current response to this
recognition has been an epidemic. influx of faculty

_

Not only does there seem to, be
lack of
...
clarity regarding goap, but' also a lack of agreement

Tl.is study looks at a small, private liberal arts
college at a moment of possible disorientation resulting

.

.

systemwide, institutional, ;-divisional or departmental
goals dnd needs. Programs that Wave not been rigorously evaluated are being emulated on other campuses with
dvpn less s,.-utiny. Occasionally, someone records

attendance at events, but no quantitative data exist on

just undergone a comprehensive year-long evaluation
and planning process. designed
to redefine its mission
...___, .

this newest venture in higher=education. .
Institutional researchers have the necessary skills to
2642
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determine whether or not programs should be allowed
to fade with other fads or if the financial expendithres,
they are receiving deliver actual, long-term value in
terms of-student learning. They must stand in the forefront of the !`movement" in order to continuously assess
the Impact of the programs and to monitor their effect
on institutional goals, programs, and processes.

This paper focuses on two extensive efforts in
these directions: one in a large statewide system and
- one in a professional school of a major university. The
implementation and evaluation procedures used for
them were quite different, but both had to overcome
conflicting needs and goals on the part of the "devel* `opens and the developees?

making improved communication and (1) increased
awareness by the members of the university of alterna-

tives and rationale, for decisions, (2) contributed to
abating crisis management, and (3) made available more
clear-cut lines of authority for affirmative action.
Institutional research documentation, furthermore,
was _an integral component of the model: The tenets of

management planning may, with minor modification,
be generalizable to similar institutions of higher educa-

tion, a major intent of the funding. The philosophic
constructs of the model are that a systematic approach
to complex problems, not available in 'The past, now
exist. The management gy objective (MBO) trip analogy
is the point of departure. The complexity of implementing and using MBO and related tools are detailed, as are

two major factors which may inhibit successthe

A LONGITUDINAL ANALYSIS OF THE ACTUAL
AND PREFERRED USE OF FACULTY TIME

personneL themselves and poor communication among
components of the model.

Harry .1, Knopke, Evaluationarid Program Development
Specialist, University of Wisconsin-Madison

SURVEYING COMMUNITY SERVICE
PROGRAMMING IN POSTSECONDARY
INSTITUTIONS

To identify areas of! potential role conflict for
faculty, and to 'subsequently rediice or alleviate the effects of conflicting pressures on faculty, a longitudinal
analysis of faculty?' role was conducted within one school
of a university during a program of planned change. The

results of the combined quantitative and qualitative
faculty activity analysis were used to determine where
divergence existed between actual and preferred uses of
time, to identify appropriate resources to assist faculty
in pursuing their roles, and to evaluate the process of
implementing the school's new curricular and instructional proiram.,

Faculty members were asked- to respond to an

instrument containing 65 activities representing either
teaching, research, clerical/administrative, professional,
practice, or general faculty responsibilities. They, were \,
asked to specify the amount of time they actuallyvspent
on each activity during the interval of one course, and to
indicate the amount of time they would prefer to spend
on each.

After each administratia, the data were analyzed
using the rank order of individual activity items, the
rank order of groupings of activities, and the variability of the rankings. Analyses provided comparisons
between the actual and preferred uses of time, assessments of longitudinal changes in actual and preferred

uses of time, and longitudinal comparisons between
actual and preferred uses of time.
MANAGEMENT PLANNING: AN EVALUATION
OF THE MODEL IMPLEMENTED AT FURMAN
UNIVERSITY

David E. Suddick, Director

-t

Paul R. Lyons, Associate Dean of ti,e College.
Frostburg State College

Within the framework of the Higher Education /Vet
(Title I) definition of community services, this study of
institutional conditions set about to survey, natiohally,
basic indicators of postsecondary institutional commitment to community services activities and the direction
of growth or decline in the' development of community
service programs and activities..More specific objectives

of the research were (1) to examine the basic level of
support provided, by postsecondary
institutions for community service activities by type of

administrative

institution (level) and by control, by size LA institutions,

and, by size of community in which the institution is
located; (2) to examine the institution's involvement of
community residents in community service advisory
groups, using the same independent variables above (as
was the case in the two objectives that follow); (3) to
examine the extent or existence of programs design-

ed to meet specific community needs; and (4) to

examine the reported trend over time of growth or decline of programs designedto meet specific community
needs.
In

general, the data indicated that institutional
commitment to an existence of community service
activities seems to be a function of institutional type and
size of community in which the institution is located.
A MAJOR CHANGE IN A CHANGE
OF MAJOR STUDY

Testing, Governors State

0. Suthern Sims, Jr., Vice President for Student Affairs,
Furman University

Douglas R. Pierce, Evaluation Associate, Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory
Ray Boche, Director, Computer Center, California
Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo

The Ford and Exxon Foundations funded a management planning program at Furman University. Pre- and
post-program data revealed a constru tive change in the
perceptions of the users. Decentralization of decision

The impetus for this investigation was the ode of
"false majors" as a holding pattern by students se4king

University

I

admission to oversubscribed fields of 'study, confouriding

enrollment 'projections. Thus, an investigation was begun
of net migration pattern: of student majors in a mediumsized state university. The findings alleviated the initial

ProjeCt FOLLOtUP became operational in May
1974, and the current funding period will terminate
in August 1976, at which time the follow-up system

concern but silgested the larger study emphasized in

and recommendations for future,action will be presented
to the state.

this paper. This redirection took the form of hypotheses
that a changeof academic major would result in higher
costs to the student in the form of elapsed time to completion of a 'degree and to the university in the-form of

THE MISSION A'ND GOALS
OF GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY
AS TESTED BY A UNIVERSITY WIDE
INSTITUTIONAL GOALS INVENTORY

excess units/ 1)yond those required for the degree
attained.

About 1,50,0 graduated students were categorized
into three grouPs identified as stable (graduated in
declared academic major), shift (different major,
same school), And change (different major, different
school);. analys/s were repeated' using ;AEGIS 'code
groupings. The Cruskal -Wallis analysis of variance confirmed the hypbtheses with an unexpected twist. The
costs in terms bf elapsed time and excess units were
lowest for the table group, but greatest for the shift
group. Further understanding of the pattern was found
in multiple variable& including study. t 'origin /(native

John P. Sullivan, Director of Institutional Analysis,
George Mason University
This paper covers thy' following areas:
c..
1. It discusses the background of motivations,

procedures and meth idology, employed in drafting
the original mission s tement and ten university goals
and the conflicting pr ssures of all constituencies on the
Board of Visitors (BOV).

versus transfer), GPA, sex, and age.

2. There is disdussion of the first five core state-

5

ments, then expansiOn of four additional basic goals.

3. It covers the delayed attempt to administer the
THE RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 0/F A
POSTSECONDARY STUDENT FOLLOW-UP
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR
TEXAS (PROJECT FOLLOW-UP)

Institutional G9als,'Inventory (IGI), finally initiated after

development and promulgation of the original nine.
goal statements.
4. It discusses the approach and procedures used in
administering the IGI as well as describing the IGI pack-

Jim F. Reed, Di ector of Project FOLLOW-UP
Jeannene Cox, ssoctate Director of Project ;
FOLLOW-UP, rrant County Junior C'olleg
District

age and how the population to be inventoried was
selected.

5. It includes the IGI Inventory Summary Profile
charts.
6. There is a comparison of perceived (is) and
desired (should be) rankings of the IGI goals statements
and goals areas as well as comparison with the existing
George Mason University Mission and Goals Statements
as promulgated by the BOV.

i

Project FOLLOW-UP is currently d veloping and
testing a management information syste designed for
the follow-up of students who enter
exas public
community and'junior colleges.
The total system is comprised of vari us subsystems

7. It discusses those statements and areas where
wide divergence exists between the IGI results and the

concerned with! different populations of students. The
follow-up subsystems that follow are currently in the
process of being. developed: (1) students educational
intent, (2) withdrawal follow-up, (3) nonreturning
student follow-Up, (4) graduate follow-up (5) employer follow-up, (6) adult, and continuing edu ation follow-

University Goals Statements.

8. It also discusses those statements and areas
where wide divergence exists between the perceptions
and desires of the different constituencies of the university community -BOV, administration, faculty, students and alumni.
9. Finally, it includes an evaluation of the worth of
this proCedure. Relationship of results to statewide
educational missions and goals as well as the institutionalizing of the goals and mechanism for reflecting chang-

up, and (7.) state follow -up reporting.
Extensive testing of these subsystems i being done

on a local institutional basis. Over half o the public
community and 3unior colleges in Texas are nvolved in
these pilot tests,', with seven institutions doi in-depth

work on a subcdntract basis. The data being enerated

/

,

ing goals and requirements are also discussed.

through these studies are being documented an utilized.
The overall \ design of this student
llow-up
system by Project FOLLOW-UP is being largely
influenced by the findings and conclusions of
statewide study which has been conduct d by

;

I

THE JOB MARKET VS. COLLEGIATE
CURRICULA: A POTENTIAL
CONFLICTING PRESSURE

the project,. The \ study, utilizing the Delphi re earch

method and entitled SCOS-DELPHI (System Char cteristic Opinion StuJy), was initiated for the purpose
of gaining conse sus regarding the characteristics,
,terminology, and so forth, desirable in a statecoordinated folio -up system. Panelists were cho en
from varying occupational areas and were representati e
of the public community/junior colleges in Texa..

Frank!::: L. Duff Associate Director, University
Bureau of Institutional Research,
The University of Illinois

Lack of compatibility between collegiate curricular

programs and the needs of the job market can bring
abut a basic convicting pressure between the desire of
institutions to o;fer a full range of programs and the
obligation of those institutions to provide graduates

Personnel in the state agencies were also among th .
panel members.
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with marketable skills. Recent studies at the 'University
of Illinois bear directly On the relationships between the
'ob market and traditional curricula and, thus, provide
co iderable insight into the attendant potential compet-

ing p ssure.
Re Its of surveys 'of graduates (based on the 1972
and 1973 lasses) soon after receipt of a degree are used

in

the pap r to do ument the existence of dramatic

differences in level f vocational success achieved by the
graduates of variou curricular areas. Measures of voca-

tional success ells ussed include unemployment rate,
underemployment pate, incidence of employment in jobs
related to the coll ge curriculum, and annual salary. The
persistence of th e patterns over time is examined using

results from a 975 survey of 1970 graduates. The
extent to whiz graduates seemingly are concerned

the same basic components built into the &-sting and
Data Management System developed by the NaiiOnaL
Center for Higher Education Management Systems
(NCHEMS) at WICHE. These components are quite
different from a conceptual, technical, and mechanical
standpoint, but, in general, both systems require similar
inputs and have similar objectives. Required inputs include faculty activity data, student data, and expenditures and related accounting data, while outputs
ultimately are progam unit costs, both direct and total.
This comparison addresses .only direct instructional
program unit cost outputs where direct cost was narrow-

ly defined as faculty and staff earnings and benefits
associated with the contact teaching activity. The
comparison's primary objective was to isolate and exam-

ine unit cost differences that occur when costing by

about the exist ng curriculum-job market relationships
also is discusse . The paper concludes by addressing the
implications t at the apparent conflicting pressure has
for institution 1 and student planning.

course level (the NCHEMS approach using the Instructional Workload Matrix) versus costing by each unique
course as is done within the Purdue Study.
The results revealed that significant differences in

C4l1NFLICT IN COST ANALYSIS:
XPERIENCES WITH THREE
DIFFERENT COST MODELS

individual programs were aggregated into larger entities
corresponding to schools, the absolute differences in the
unit costs averaged less than eight percent for all undergraduate-level programs and about four percent for all
graduate-level programs. It is also evident Wont the
results that for those institutions where there is no definite relationship between the course level and the
student classification, except within the exclusive graduate courses, direct costs from a \course-level-oriented
distribution methodology may distort the program unit
costs as compared to a methodology which utilizes each
individual course and its unique student program-student
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This ;paper will present the results of one university's ex enence with thrix different models for determining iistitutional program costs the NCUEMS IEP,
the Oln Board of Regents Resource Analysis Procedure,
and th . Association of American Medical Colleges

Cost St dy.
T e University of Cincinnati was one of the few
large, complex, research institutions to pilot test the

NCH MS lEP cost methodology. As one of twelve

specific program direct costs per FTE student exist
between the two methodologies. However, when the

classification mix.
DISTURBING CONCLUSIONS DRAWN FROM
THE LITERATURE
OF COST ANALYSIS
o

unive sales in the state system, Cincinnati's program
costs also are being determined by the Ohio Board of
Reg nts through their statewide Lost model known as
the 'Resource Analysis Procedure. In addition, cost
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stu ies have been conducted at the Universh of Cincm an Medical Center utilizing the methodology
de eloped by the Association of American Medical

As the first chase of the American Council on
Education Study of Cost Analysis in Higher Educa-

Colleges.

After tras,ing the history of Cincinnati's involvement

ini each of these three Lost models, sample results are

presented to 'show how one model differs from the
tither. The paper discusses the good and bad features
f each of the models, and recommendations are of-

tered on how higher education might improve its Lied-

i

'Inlay for Lost finding based on experiences with these
'three models.

tion, project staff evaluated the literature of cost analysis applications in colleges and universities. In addition
to providing a background for the research, this literature review, it was hoped, might provide insights into
institutional research activities.
A conceptual framework for the empirical investiga-

tion structured the analysis around four, institutional
decision processes. (1) resource acquisition, (2) resource
allocation, (3) managerial control, and (4) accountability. The choice was made also to review the literature

from the standpoint of these potential uses for cost
analysis. In doing so, it was determined that few authors

NCHEMS COSTING AND DATA MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM AND THE PURDUE
UNIVERSITY COST STUDY:
A COMPARISON OF DIRECT COSTS

addressed the uses of cost analysis in specific terms.
:lost discussed methodology, but then often out of
context.
ObservatiOns
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Purdue University has developed a Lost syyem over
th 1 past twenty-five years that incorporates many of
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of particular interest to institutional

researchers were drawn from this review: (1) inadequate
attention is given in the literature to applications of cost
analysis to administrative processes, (2) there is a general
lack of awareness of the .historical development of cost
analysis, (3) communication of current developments is

lacking, and (4) few writers seem willing to discuss
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TIM DYNAMICS OF SUCCESS EXTENDED
OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
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successes and failures of specific cost analysis applications.

A COMPARISON OF STAFF ATTITUDES
TOWARD PROPOSEb PARTICIPATIVE
MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
AT A COMMUNITY COLLEGE

John A. Mukavetz, Director of Institutional Research,
Florissant Valle);\Community College

The feasibility of using Osgood's Semantic Differential (SD) in the evaluation of proposed institutional
goals and objectives was tested at a metropolitan community college by comparing 13 female classified staff
and 10 male administrators' attitudes toward 12 ran-
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This paper presents findings from the first systemevaluation of California Community Colleges'
Extended Opportunity Programs and Services (EOPS).
EOPS includes financial aid, tutoring, counseling and
other special services designed to assist individuals afatic

fected by language, social, ethnic or economic "disadvantages." The study included profile and multivariate

domly selected collegewide objectives. Ten adjective pairs were used to generate SD evaluative dimension
scores to determine (1) the general attititude of the two

analyses of survey data obtained from administrators,
fadulty, counselors, and students in all of the 93 par-

groups toward the objectives, (2) the relative attic
tudes (rank) given to each objective by the groups,
(3) the relative value (good-bad: valuable-worthless)

col eges representing the diversity of EOPS.

credibility (believable- unbelievable, successfuland
unsuccessful) of the objectives within groups, and

(4) in the event a credibility gap existed, whether there
was a significant difference betweeen the groups.

The results indicated that (1) general attitudes
toward all objectives were positive for both groups,

but the classified staff had more positive scores for
all objectives (t-test for difference of means), (2) the
relative importance of each objective was significantly different between the groups (Spearman rank correlation coefficient). (3) a significant credibility gap
within the groups- ail objectives were
did exist
judged to be more valuables than believable or
successful (Friedman 2-way Analysts of Variance),
- and (4) the credibility gap scores were significantly
higher for
approached

tici ating colleges, and case studies of 12 of these
This paper emphasizes (1) those methodologies
and measurements found to be especially useful in the
evaluation of such programs as EOPS, and (2) those
program features and institutional characteristics found
to be strongly associated with relatively successful and
unsuccessful EOPS. The paper also addresses several
values intended by the study: (1) the testing and validation of methodologies and measurements useful in the
evaluation of systemwide and localized programs such
as FOPS, (2) a holistic assessment of the effectiveness
of a large statewide effort to provide programs and
services established to attract and retain new students
in higher education, and (3) the identification of replicable characteristics of succcessful EOPS for the sake of
profitable emulation elsewhere.
THE EFFECTS OF PRICE DISCRIMINATION
ON THE ELASTICITY OFODEMAND
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

objective and
(extension
significance on three oth

administrators

on

one

of the median test)

Generally, the results show that the peisons
responsible for developing collegewide objectives
at a community college face an unenviable task.

First, administrators, who may eventually be charged
with implementation of the objectives, have consistently less favorable attitudes toward the objectives than do classified staff. Second, the relative
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third indication of possible trouble, indicating

Higher education has faced and weathered many
crises. In the past, the solution, more likely than not,
was an appropriation or approval of a larger budget.
During the past year or so, those traditional sources
of support upon which higher education had relied
local, state, and federal governvents as well as private
,philanthropyhave proved uneqihl to meet the current

of the credibility gap may point to long-standing

financial needs of our colleges and universities. Indeed,
in many cases, the legislatures have approved sharply
reduced budgets which will drastically affect the educa-

importance of the objectives is greatly different
for the two groups The credibility pap scores
are a

cynical "it may be good, but it'll never work
here" attitude. Among administrators, the prevalence
a

behavior patterns which may be difficult to change.

tional performance and mission of our colleges and

The results support the continued use of the
SD technique in the measurement of attitudes
toward institutional objectives. The consistency
and sensitivity of this method makes it ,ideal for °

universities.

What can we do about this situation? If higher
education is to continue to maintian its vitality, it must
look more to itself for sup, )rt. One posible solution
that colleges and universities may adopt is that of
differential tuition pricing. This article is based on an
investigation of the effects that differential tuition
pricing has on the elasticity of demand for higher

a detailed analysis of attitudinal variables.

education.

Basically, differential pricing is a form of price

discrimination. It is the sale of the commodity
26131
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POLICY PLANNING TRADE-OFFS IN
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION FACULTY RECRUITMENT

at two or more prices: Differential pricing in higher
education could take the following forms; (1) institutions could charge different rates for the same services to different classes of students, (2) institutions
could charge different rates for different services to

D. L. (Woody) Trautman, Director of Management
Information Services, The University of Toledo

the same class of students, and (3) colleges and univerThis paper describes the rationale underlying
design, development, and preliminary use of an affirmative action faculty recruitment simulator. Faculty

sities could charge different rates for the same services to the same class of students.

Because of the apparent paradoxical relationship

turnover, mix targets, permissible hiring rates, and
time-to-target interact in policy trade-offs as the academic administrator designs a recruitment strategy

between price and enrollment in higher education,

at least in this particular market area, it is possible that
factors other than price may have a more significant
effect upon, demand than.,the level of tuition. Some
colleges have been able to differentiate successfully

with nomograms or at an interactive computer terminal.

This approach helps dispel emotional extremes in
recruitment and provides systems insights to overall

their services. They have been able to maintain an
enrollment of sufficient size to generate the required

emloyment dynamics.

revenue to cover expenditures. More research is needed

In the field, attention to affirmative action has

before we can develop an effective demand function
for higher education. However, we need not be afraid
that a modest increase in tuition will necessarily precipitate a wave of transfers by the student body. Differential tuition pncing is far more suitable than an
across-the-board increase, because the former is both

been on getting started and on determining where the
initial hiring emphasis must be placed. The complementary analytical framework presented in this paper
should assume increasing pertinence as attention shifts
more critically to timetables and implications of the
hiring policies initially formUlated. However, when a
wide variety of potential users were contacted, they
rather uniformly expressed no immediate desire to

more equitable and more efficient than the latter.

implement, for social and timing reasons!

In an overall sense, this project has added a further

DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS OF RESEARCH
OUTCOMES: USE OF CITATION ANALYSIS
FOR QUALITY ASSESSMENTS

example of the application of a computer-mediated
analytical framework. to social problems, and, in particular, it has produced a tool in behalf of affirmative
action. In addition, it has added the further attempt to

Mary Corcoran, Professor of Higher Education and
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link studies with applicilion.

The purpose of the project was to explore the usefulness of a citation analysis of the journal publications
of specified groups of faculty members as one tool for
the differential analysis of graduate programs of educa-

NOTE:

This

paper, is

based

in

part

on

the

author's

extension of the analytical framework of a project at the
Florida State University on which the author served in
early 1975 while on leave froM SUNY at Stony Brook,
New York. In. early 1976 he joined the University of

tion. The proposed procedure illustrates three of the
forms that useful research outcuine specifications might
take: (1) differentiating strengths in subfields, (2) evalu-

Toledo where he is continuing the work.°

ating the centrality of the contribution to knowledge
PROJECTING THE CONSEQUENCES
OF TENURE AWARDS

development in the given fields, and (3) assessing the rel-

ative emphasis on dissemination to research colleague
versus practitioner audiences. Although this procedure is
subject to some time lags, perhaps on the order of three
to five years, these are appreciably less than those that
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underlie more global rating procedures.
Although this project deals with the outputs of only

one institutional function (that is, research) the basic
strategy is applicable to the entire range of institutional
functions. Fundamentally it involves ( I) delineation and
specification of desired outcomes, (2) identification of
relevant and observable products, (3) utilization of
publicly available data sources, and (4) use of informa-

In this sttitly, personnel flow is viewed as a
function bf tenure. The Vrocess is analyzed using a
Markov process to represent the situation. The mad
is explained using, three states (ndntenured, tenured

tion retrieval systemS. Expenene in the systematic

age less than 55, and tenured age 55 or more).
The_model can be used to obtain iterative and long-

assessment of research' activity by means such as those
reported, perhaps involving cooperative institutional
efforts, L.ould provide a basis for the development of

run answers based on manipulation of coefficients in
the model. Next, results also are presented.using a more
complex model. Problems inherent in the model and its

more, comprehensive approaches to evaluating institutional outcomes.
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data basecrequirements are discussed.
The main advantages of conducting such an analysis
are that it can (1) reveal characteristics of personnel flow
which may differ from long held myths, (2) identify key

parameters of faculty flow for dialogue and decision
making, and (3) demonstrate the interdependence of
various parameters and the results of specific policy
decisions.
. -A final section of the paper discusses the steps and
options which can be made after one analyzes the local
personnel flow situation using the procedures outlined.
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